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Final Environmental Impact Statement 

WATER RIGHTS ACQUISITION 

FOR lAHONTAN VAllEY WETLANDS 

Churchill County, Nevada 

Submitted by: 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

Fish and Wildlife Service 

This Final Environmental Impact Statement \FEIS) is prepared in compliance with the 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPAl and U.S. Fish and Wild!i·fe Service (Service} 

NEPA procedures. 

The Truckee-Carson-Pyramid Lake Water Rights Settlement Act {Public Law 1 0 1-618) 

directs the Secretary of the Interior to acquire enough water and water rights to sustain, 

on a long·terrn average, approximately 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat in the 

Lahontan Valley. This FEIS describes and evaluates a Proposed t\ction and three action 

alternatives for accomptishing this objective; a No Action Alternative also is addressed. 

The five alternatives are~ ( 1) No Action Alternative, which includes the acquisition of 

20,000 acre-teet 1AFI of water rights from within the Carson Division of the New~ands 

Project; \2) Proposed Action, vvhich proposes the acquisition of up to 1 22,000 AF of 

vvater rights; (3) Least Cost Alternative, which would result in the acquisition of up to 

100,000 AF of \Vater rights; (4) Maximum Acquisition Alternative, which would result in 

up to 133,500 AF being acquired; and (5) the Service's Preferred Alternative, which would 

result in \a) the acquisition of up to 75,000 AF of water rights in the Carson Division, {b) 

leasing ot water, (c) acquisition of water rights from the Middle Carson River corridor, {d} 

use of conserved U.S, Navy water as available, and (e) pumping of groundwater. 

This FEIS evaluates the alternatives relative to their potential effects on: ( 1) New!ands 

Project operations and infrastructure; (2) water resources; (3) biological resources; (4) 

regional agriculture, farmlands, and the local economy; (5) regional recreation; (6) land 

use; and (7) social values. Estimated acquisition costs are also disclosed. 

For further information, contact: Project Leader 

Stillwater National Wildfife Refuge 

P.O. Box 1236 

Fallon, Nevada 89407 

(702) 423-5128 
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CHAPTER 1 

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION 

1 .1 INTRODUCTION 

Lahontan Valley is a basin at the terminus of the Carson River within Churchill County in wes[ .. 

centra! Nevada. The valley is a remnant of an ancient lake bed, characterized by sedimentary soils 

with old river channel and lake deposits, sand dunes, wetlands and playas. The Stillwater Marsh, 

Carson Lake, and Carson Sink are large terminal wetlands created where the Carson River 

discharges in the vaHey. These termina! wetiands have supported a diversity of wHdHfe for at least 

4,000 years. They are representative of the Great Basin wetlands ecosystem, where a continuous 

shrinking and swelling ot wetland areas occurs, both seasonaily and over geologic time. The 

lahontan Valley wetlands are unique in that they are located in the second driest inland desert in 

North America. 

During the late 1 BOOs, the Carson River provided irrigation water only to farmlands adjacent to the 

river. At the turn of the century, there was strong support for development of a large irrigation 

f.HOJeCt on the Carson f::uver to expand agriculture and encourage settlement in Nevada. With 

passage of the Reclamation Act by the U.S. Congress in 1 902, the Reclamation Service \later 

renarned the Bureau of ReclarnationJ was given jurisdiction over public lands to construct and 

operate the New lands Irrigation Project \New!ands Project). which was designed to irrigate 

thousands of acres ot !and in Lahontan Valley. 

The Newiands Project's Lahontan Darn impounded Carson River flows, created Lahontan Reservoir, 

and allowed water to be diverted into project irri9ation canals tor delivery to newly created 

farmlands in Lahontan Valley. The prOJeCt also diverted water into Lahontan Reservoir via the 32.5-

mile-lon!:_l Truckee Canal from the Truckee River basin west of Lahontan Valley. The canal 

substantially increased the amount of waier available for irrigation and subsequently increased 

drainwater flows to the wetlands. These Federal actions chanued the hydrology and nature of 

Lahontan Valley wetlands and the lower Truckee River ecosystems, including Winnemucca and 

Pyramid lakes. 

Following Newlands Project construction, the water that reached va!\ey wetlands consisted of 

excess irrigation water delivered to but not utilized by the crops, water that seeped out of irrigation 

canals, and spills from Lahontan Reservoir. This "lost" water, referred to as drainwater or return 



flows, and water released !or winter hydropower generation and sp~lis, >vas col!ected by a system 

of dra~ns that flowed to the Strlfwater Marsh and Carson Lake wetlands. Because of the ~mportant 

wifdliie values inherent ~n these areas. the U.S. Fish and Vvildlite Service (Serv~ce) and Nevada 

Div~sion of Wildlife INOOVV) have actively pursued ways to better manaue and protect the Lahontan 

Valley vvetlands. 

i\s the population of Nevada has nrov.;n and other competin£J dernands have been placed on the 

Carson and Truckee Rivers, Newlands Project operations and irrigation prach:es have been altered. 

These changes have continually reduced the volume of drainwater flowing to valley vvet!ands. 

Decreased water has caused a decl~ne in both quantity and quality ot wetiand habltat in the vaHey, 

and has adversely impacted migratory bird and wildlife populations. 

In order to resolve r-nany of the problems assodated with the increased demands on the Carson and 

Trucket; rivers, Congress passed the Truckee·C.arson-Pyramid Lake Water Rights Settlement Act, 

Title H of Public Law 1 01 · 61 8 (Public Law 1 01 61 8, Appendix 1 f, which fivas sigmJd into law on 

November 16, 1990. !n passing Public Law ·10·1- 6H3, one of the intents of Congress \see section 

202(g)) was to lay the foundation for tho restoration and permanent protection of Great Basin 

wetland ecosysterns in Lahontan Vallev, includ~ng the Still\vater ~~a[ional Wildlife Refu£~e {Senate 

Report 3084, 19901. The law specifica!lv provides for the preservation and enhancement of 

wetland habitat in four designatod primary wetland areas in Lahontan Valley. 

1 .2 PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED ACTiON 

The purpose of acquiring vvater rights for Stifhvater National 'v1,.'i!d/ife Refuge (Sti!lvtater NvVRJ, 

Stillwater WifdMe lVianagement Area fStHlvvater WlviA). Carson Lake anri Pasture (Cr;rson Lake), and 

the Fallon Paiute Shoshonf:.c Indian l?.::;servation (Tribal wetlands) is to protect st{.plilicam wetlands in 

the Lahontan Val/ey from further degrariation and to enhance the habitat of the manv Vlildlife 

species that dopend on these ~<vetlands (Public Law 101 678 sections 202(gJ .. 203(e), and 

206(a.!f1}). More specifically•, the purpose of the Proposed Action and other action alternatives is to 

sustain, on a long-term average, approximatelv 25,000 acres of primarv JAietland habitat Vl.idhin 

Stif!water Nt·VR and VW ... 1A, Carson Lake, and Tribal wetlands. These areas comprise the designated 

Lahontan Valley wetlands tprirnary wetlands) cited in section 203(e.i of Public Law 101-618. (See 

F~qure 1.A location map..! 

The 25,000- acre figure is based on section 206 of Public Law 10.l-618. in which the Secretary of 

the interior \Secretary) is au'thori.zed and directed, in conjunction 1.vith actions by the State of 

Nevada, to acquire water and water rights to sustain, on a long-term average, approximately 

25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat in the designated Lahontan Va!ley wetlands. For the 

purpose of this document, primary wetland habitat refers to the habitat provided by shallow to deep 

water (up to 6-feet deep) and associated vegetation in the primary ~vetlands. As such .• primary 
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wetland habitat only exists to the extent that a primarv 1Netfand or portion of a primary wetland is 

covered with >Vater. The amount of 1Arelland habitat thus varies over tirne. 

The Service's Proposed Action vvould acquire suHicient water resources necessmv to comply vvith 

Public Law 101 618 and permanently enhance habitat tor \Netiand dependent wildlife in Larwntan 

Vul~ey. The acquisition of \Vater resources is necessary to compensate for wetland losses that have 

resulted from changes in management and use or water in the Newlands Project and the Truckee

Carson River systems. 

1 .3 NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The Great Basin wetlands ecosyst'-"1'1'1 encompasses irnportant historical w~nlands that once covered 

vast areas of Lahontan Valley and provided an important tHHural habitat for wi'ltedovvl. shorebirds 

and oHHH wetland-dependent wildlife. Historically, the Carson River sustained an average of about 

1 50,000 wet!and acres in the Carson Lake, Stillwater .. and Carson Sink marshes {Kerley and others, 

1983). But since the tum of the century, rnore than 82 percent of the wetland hab1tat 111 western 

Nevada has beon lost (Thompson and Merritt, 1988). As recently as 1992, tr1e Lahontan Valley 

·vvotlands recordt.~d a !O'N of fewer than 2,000 acres ol wet!ands habitat (USFWS and NDOW aerial 

surveys, 1992L Since the early 1900s, both the quality and quantity of wetland habitat in 

L<'>honran \/al!ey has been reduced significantly. 

Pub!ic Law 1 o-1-613 .addressed the need ;o restore and protecr some portion of the historic 

wetlands habitat, and sHt a long-term avtH <~ne of approxirnate1y 2 5.000 acnJs or prin1ary vvet!and 

habitat in four Stote of I'Jev.ada and other public 

interest groups have supported the Pub!ic Luw wetland ohjectives. 

In order to rneet its 25,000-acre Objective in Lahontan Valley the Servio.:; has calculated Hnn an 

tn·;torica! vvetlands operations th:Ha for Lahontan Valley, evaporation rares, and water requirements 

ror a palustrine rnarsh habitat. Frorn these data, the Service has calculated that the annual average 

water Oernand tor one acre of prirnary \t.;et!and habitat is 5 ;;.,f !Kerley and others, 19931. Wetlands 

wator FIC1quirements me addressed in Appendix 4. 

The Service's objective to sustain a Great Basin wetlands ecosvstenl requires tlH>t a diversity of 

·;.;etland habitars be represented. This mix would include wett>.H.i playa wetlands, wei meadows, 

ernerqent rnarsi1 and open water habitat. 

\Vatw don1ands vary for these different we;land habitats. Perennial marshrJs require as much as 7-8 

while an ephemeral shallow ·.vetlands requires as littie as 1.5 AF/year to sustain one 



acre per year. Therefore, the Service's 5 AF/acre(year water demand is an average of the total 

water needed w sustain the varied habitats that are reflective ol a Great Basin wetlands ecosystern. 

r::or the purposes of this document, existing management practices serve as the baseHne ol Retuge 

operations. 

At present, the wetlands are prirnarily dependent upon Newlands Project drainwater. The Service 

has proJected that this source offers inadequate inflow volume to rneet long-term wetland 

objectives. Because draimvater quality is of concern (HoHrnan, 1994), the Service also seeks to 

ensure that wet!and inflows be of suitable quality to sustain, over the ton9 term, 25,000 acres ot 

primary wetland habttaL 

As the Newtands Project's 1988 Operating Criteria and Procedures (OCAP) for mandated water 

delivery efficiency requirements are achieved, both quantity and quality of available drainwater will 

be reduced, The Service has de-rerrnined that acquiring irrigation water r!qhts is tht.• most direct 

rneans of obtaining suitable-quality water for the wetlands. This action would ottset reductions in 

both quality and quantity- of wetland inflows, and is consistent with Public Law 101-618 which 

authorizes and directs the Secretary to purchase water and \Nater rights from vvil!ing sellers and to 

acquire vliater f'rom Willing persons by other means, including cionations, for the protection or 

Lahontan Valley wetlands. 

1 .4 DECISIONS NEEDED 

The Service has prepared this document to heip the Regional Director iRe~~ion 1} and his staff make 

decisions based on a clear underSHln<:iing oi environmental consequences oj the Proposed Action, 

alternatives, and other variables. Aiter completion of tl1is final environmental impact statement 

{FEISJ, a Record of Decision \ROD) w!l! be completed w identify and explain the decisions made 

relative to the acquisition of water and water rights. Decisions to be considered in the ROD indude 

the folio wing: 

"" determination of methods and sources for acquiring water or water rights; 

" determination of mitigation measures for reducing impacts associated with acquisition of 

water rights; 

• identification of an environmentally preferred alternative; and 

"" determination of water monitoring needs for assessing Wf~tland inflows. 

The r::iecord of Decision is expectod to be signed by- the Service's Region Director. 
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1.5 lEGAL AUTHORITIES UNDER PUBUC LAW 10H518 

The Service has !ega! authority under a number of laws, treaties and agreements to acquire and 

marH.'i!Je lands and water to benefit fish and wildlife and their habitats under the National Wildlife 

Refuge System. Most recently, the U.S. Congress passed Public Law 10 1·618, of which section 

206 specifically authorized acquisition of water rights for the Lahontan Valley weHands. See 

Sect1ons 1. 9 and 1 .1 0 for listings of additional authorities for this acton. 

The rnajor provisions of section 206 of Public Law 101-618 are as follows: 

Paragraph 2061aH1) - "The Secretary is authorized and directed, in conjunction Viith the 

State of Nevada and such other parties as may provide water and water rights for the 

purposes of this secHon, to acquire by purchase or otht.;r means water and water rights, 

with or without the lands to which such rights are appurtenant, and to transfer, hold, 

and exercise such water and water rights and related interests to sustain, on a lon~l"term 

average, approximately 25,000 acres of primary wetland habltal: within the Lahontan 

Valiey wetlands .... " 

Paragraph 206(al{2} - ''Acquisition of water rights and related interests shall be subject 

to the following conditlon[s]: (A) Water right purchases shall be only from willinrJ seilers . 

Upon completion of this EIS., the Service wil! deterrnine preferred methods and sources to acquire 

the necessarv \Vater rinhts to sustain 25,000 acres of primary \!vetland habitat in Lahontan Valley. 

Purchases will be made only from willing sellers, In addition to purchases, acquisitions wiil be made 

tlvough leases and exchanges with willing part!es and throu{lil voluntary donations rnHde to the 

Serv1ce by third parties. 

Subparagraph 206{aH 1 HAl - " ... water nnht acquired under this subsec:tion shall, to the 

rnax.irnurn extent prac:ticable, be used for direct t.~pplication to such wetlands ... " 

Subparagraph 206 {a}( 1 )(Bl - " ... the Secretary !=>hall select from any water rights acquired 

pursuant to this subsection those water ri9hts or portions thereof, if not an, that can be 

transferred to the wetlands referenced m this subsection consistent with subsection 

209ib) of this title; and 

Subparagraph 2061aH 1 )(Cl - " ... Those water rights or portions thereof, if 

not all, which the Secretary se!ects lor transfer shall then be transferred in 

accordance with applicable court decrees and State law, and shall be used to 

applv water directly to wetlands. No water rights shall be purchased, 

however, unless the Secretary expects that tile water rights can be so 

transterred and applied to direct use to a substantial de[Jree. '' 
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All ·water rights acquired by the Service for the protection of wetlands wW be transferred in 

accordance with applicable court decrees and State \'Jater law_ The Service recOI:_l!lizes that it lNiH 

acquire son1e wawr rights, as part of larger water rights transactions, which are considered 

ineligible for transfer to the wetlands because they are contested, inactive, have never been 

perfected, or are otherwise ~neligible for transfer under State law_ Alth0ll£,Jh the Service would not 

seek to acquire such water rights, it recognizes that manv water-riqht holders often own both 

t:digrble and ineligible water rights. Therefore, it rnav be necessarv for the Servjce to purchase atl of 

an indiv!dua~'s package of watHr rights nnduding some water rights ineHoible for transfer) in order 

to conclude a purchase. In the event of such purchases, the Service wou!d retire tht:: ineligible 

rights. However, no water rights would be considered for purchase unless the Service expects that 

they can be transferred and applied to direct use to a subs[antial degree. 

Subparagraph 209{b) - Truckee River Diversions. "The Secretary shall nm implement 

any provision of this title in a manner that would: 

!11 increase diversions of Truckee River \lliater to Newlands Project over those allowed 

under applicable operatinu criteria and procedures; or 

{2) con!Hct with applicable court decrees." 

The Service's Proposed Action and action alternatives wil! not increase diverswns !rorn the Truckee 

River over those allowed by the 1988 OCAP. Neither the Proposed Action nor the Preferred 

A!tern<1tive is expec!ed to increase New!ands Project ~rrigation demand. If the Service detem<ines 

that its actions under this vt~ater rinhts progn>m incrense diversions frorn the Truckee 

River over those that now occur (a lon~::1 tenn avera~je of 1 05,000 AF/yem as calculated using the 

BLH !Vlodel baseline assumption set) the Service will do what is necessary to eliminate the effects of 

reducing Truckee River f~ow below Derby Dam. The Service wi!l imp!ement the Proposed Act1on 

and act1on alternatives consistont vv1th tho Alpine anci Orr Ditch Decret:::s, 

Subparagraph 2061aH2HAl - " _ .. the Secretary rn;Jy target purchases !of water rights 

and related interestsl ~n areas deemed by the Secretary to be most beneficial to such a 

purchase pronram .. , , " 

The Service has developed eligibility criteria (Secr.on 2.8.2, MANAGEI\1ENT REQUIREMENTS) for 

v;~ater right transfers that offer a limited type of targetinf:J. Due to Subparagraph 2061aH2i ol' Public 

Law 1 01·618, wiiHnu sel!ers will be incorporated into Bny targeting strateqy developed by the 

Service. In t!Hs docurnent, tl1e Service identities various UH9etnq stratenies that would serve to 

mitigate potential impacts of water n9hts acquisitions. As such, tatgefng is cons~dered to be a 

mitigation measure to oft set anticipated irnpacts of the Service's action. 

Paragraph 2061aH3HAl - " [The Secretary is authorized tol use., modify, or extend, on a 

non reirnbursabre basis, Federal \Vater diversion, storage, and conveyance svstems to 
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deliver water to wetlands referenced in paragraph (aH 1 J of this subsection, including the 

Fernley Wildlife Managernern Area !Fernley WMAJ .... " 

The Service's Proposed Action and acUon alternatives depend exclusively on the use of Newlands 

Project faciHties to convey water acquired by the Service to trH~ Lahontan Valley wetlands. At this 

tim::;, the Service does not plan to construct any ne\JV de!ivery facilit~es to convey acquired water. 

Although the St.ocretary has authority to use Newlands Project facilities to deliver water to the 

Fernley WMA, which is located outside of the lahontan Valley, none of the alternatives seeks to 

acquire water for this \Vetland area. 

Paragraph 206{aH4l - " ... the Secretar)' shal! study and report on the sociaL economic, 

and environmental effects of the water rights purchase prograrn . 

. . . . The study shaH be reported to Congress no later than November 16, 1993." 

!n Novernber 1993, the Service prepared a report to the U.S. Congress titled "Water Rights 

Acquisition Pro~1rarn for Pyramid Lake and Lahontan Valley Wetlands, Nevada." The report 

surnrnarizes the social, economic and environmental effects anticipated as a result of the wetlands 

water r1tthts acquisition prO!:_lr<lnL Copies of the report were mailed to more than 300 individuals 

who had indicated an interest in the water rights acquisition pro9ram during the E!S Scoping 

Process. 

1 .6 AFFECTED AREA 

The affected area is 1he area where thert.o ;s potential for direct or indirect impacts to area resources 

as a result of the Service's Proposed Action and alternatives \Figure ·1 .B). The affected area 

includes, but is not limited to: Federal, State, and private lands within the boundaries of the Carson 

Division at the Newiands Project .. water .. fighted lands downsHearn from lahontan Dam Ondudinr~ 

U.S. Naval Air Station lands INAS-FallonL Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Indian Heservation lands, all 

Lahontan Valley w·etland areas, Lahontan Reservoir, the Middle Carson River corridor from Lahontan 

Reservoir to Dayton, the Ferniey area, and the Lowt.;r Truckee River corridor from Pyramid lake to 

Derby Dam. 

1.7. HISTORY AND BACKGROUND OF AFFECTED AREA 

1 .7. 1 NEWLANDS PROJECT 

The ~~evvlands Project was one of the first five proiects to be built by what was then called 

the Reclamation Service {later renamed the Bureau of Reclamation) after the ar,;ency was 

formed in 1 902. Construction on the massive irrigation svstem began in 1903 and major 

features, such as Derby Dam on the Truckee River and lahontan Dam on the Carson River, 

were completed by 1905 and 1914, respectively. 
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The Newlands Project was designed to provide for the irrigation of federaHy withdrawn 

homesteaded !ands in the vicinities of Fernley and Fallon, Nevada. During the early years of 

the Newlands Project { 1902-15), the Federal Governmem encouraged farmers to come to 

Lahontan VaHey to homestead lands and farm. The Bureau of Reciamation (Reclarnation) 

advertised natiomvide and encouraged homesteaders \Nit!! offers of choice lands. 

Descriptions by the Falion Chamber of Commerce extolled thn dairy, !arming, and stock

raising possibilities of the area. 

In 1918, the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District (TCID), a group ol Newlands Project water

users, organized in an attempt to solve the art:1a's irri~:,]at1on drainage problems. Between 

1921-2.8, drains were constructed to lower the water table in the valley. TClD has operated 

the Newlands Project for Redamation under both long-terr-r1 and ternporary {interim) 

contracts since 1926. 

History of OCAP 

In 1964, the Secretary formed a task force to study and repon on Newlands Project 

operations and management to resolve controversies among the various users over the right 

to use water from the Carson and Truckee Rivers. Subsequently, a Department of the 

Interior (Interior) committee was established to formulate Operating Criteria and Procedures 

(OCAP) for the Newlands Project. 

The pr~mary intent of the OCAP was to minimize use of the Truckee River and maxirnize use 

of the Carson River wh~le meeting Newlands ProJeCt irri~:,)ation demands !or both the Carson 

and Truckee Divisions of the Newlands ProjecL The OCAP were to allow local control and 

initiatives for project operations to the maximum extent possible while still addressing 

concerns about cui-uL a species of lake sucker unique to Pvram~d Lake that was federally 

listed as an endan~:,1ered species in 1967. Project diversions from the Truckee River were 

reduced vvhen OCAP were first instituted in 1967. 

Prior to 1967, diversions of Truckee River water were largely unregulatecL Water was 

diverted to provide Ior carry .. over storage in Lahontan Reservoir, produce hydroelectric 

power and to minimize the potential for water shortages to the Carson Division during years 

when Carson River flows were inadequate to supply ~rr~gation needs. One consequence of 

the 196 7 OCAP was to curtail winter electric power generation below Lahontan Dam wh~ch 

eliminated a substantial source ol water to the wetlands bui benefitted Pynm11d Lake and its 

species. 

Further legal controversy over water use vvas fo!lowed by several court decis~ons affecting 

OCAP and the Newlands Project. Reclamation prepared an Enviromnentar Assessrnent (EAl 

on OCAP in response to the '1983 court decisions and issued inter~rn OCAP in 1985 ·with a 
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range of alternatives. !n response to public comments on the 1985 EA, Redamation 

prepared an EIS and deve!oped interirn OCAP for 1986 and 1987 

in 1988, the Secretary approved the current OCAP 1.vhich set further requirements for the 

~~ewlands Project operator to reduce Truckee River diversions and improve Nevvlands P~"oject 

delivery efficiency rates. One of the outcomes o! the 1988 OCAP was that Truckee River 

diversions were reduced, thereby benefitting PyratTiid Lake resources. These requin:~ments 

further reduced the volume of Newlands Project return flows that reached Lahontan VaHey 

wetlands. 

1. 7.2 LAHONTAN VAlLEY WETLANDS 

Ancient Lake lahontan reached its last high water rnark \4,380 feet elevation) around 

13,000 years ago (Benson and Thornpson, 1987). Periodically, Lake lahontan mundated 

most valleys of northwestern Nevada including lahontan Valley. As the climate became 

more arid, the lake alternately receded and advanced, finally leaving many smaller lakes at 

the onds of the remaining river systerns. A series of such shallow Lakes, marshes and 

n"1eadows formed at the terrninus of the Carson Hiver in Lahontan Valley, During this 

period, waterfowl, marsh birds, shorebirds, and other wetland-dependent wildlife used the 

Lahoman Valley for migratory stopovers, and as wintering, foragin9, and breeding grounds. 

In the sprH'9 of 18[•9, Captain Jarnes H. Sirnpson, an Army surveyor, camped at Carson 

Lake rnarsh in the southern part of the lahontan Val!ev. There he rlescribed a lush 

ecosystem •n v.;hich the wildlife wHre plentiful. 

"The 111ater is beautifully blue ... rnargineo with rushes; the shores 

covered with mussel shells, pelicans and other aquatiC food .. , and 

the lake is filled with fish. A number of Paiutes, some two dozen, 

live near our camp, and I notice \l"tey have piles of hsh lying about 

drying, principallv chubs and mullet (suckersL They catch them with 

a seine." (Simpson, 1876). 

In the 1 860s, Pony Express riders who crossed the area described the skies over Carson 

lake as "black with ducks". Early 'Nhite settlers traveled many rni~es in horse-drawn 

wanons to hunt in the area known as a waterfowl hunter's paradise. 

The Ft:1deral Government's interest m valley wetlands began in the late 1800s when the 

Bureau of Biological Survey, ihe predecessor to the Service, conducted the first bird surveys 

jn the area. Survey biologists recorded d1verse populations ot mihJratory birds as early as 

1889 1 Stil1water l'JWR Archives collection). 
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Since those (1<:Hly surveys, the Federal Government hBs continued to monitor Bnd survey 

wildlife use in the Lahontan Valley. The FaHon National Wildlife Refuge, the flrst Service 

refuge in the valley, was established in Carson Sink in ·1931 . Before the irrigation project 

and unt~l the mid-1980s, the Lahontan Valley wetlands vvere the most heavily used areas in 

Nevada for migratory birds. 

1. 7 .2.1 History of StWwater WMA and Stillwater NWR 

In 1935, TCID approached the Bureau of BioiOtlical Survev proposing to establish a 
wildllfe management area encompassing the Stillwater marsh areas and portions of 

the Carson Desert. The Service, NDO\rV ithen Nevada State Board of Fish and Game 

Cornrnissioners) and TClD agreed to manage approximately 163,000 acres of public 

land which had been withdrawn by Reclamation for the irrigation project. 

The area, known as the Stillwater WMA (Figure 1 .CJ, was to be used for grazing 

and wildlife. This 50-year management arrangement was established on November 

26, 1948, as tht.• Tripartite A~Jreement, 

Subsection 206\bl of Public Law 101-618 created Stillwater NWR. Approximately 

77,520 acres of public land within the original Stillwater W~liA were forrnaily 

transferred from Reclamation's jurisdiction to the Service on Septen1ber 27, 1991, to 

create the Stillwater NWR, 

1. 7 .2.2 History of Carson lake and Pasture 

Carson Lake and Pasture, the major wetland area in the southern part of Lahontan 

Valley, (Figure 1.0) was historicallv recognized as an important area for migramrv 

birds. The meadows surrounding the s!1aHow lake were used as a common pasture 

for area ranchers. 

In March 1928, TCID entered into an agreement with Greenhead Hunting Club 

(founded in 1912) to manage the Newlands Project Federal lands at Carson Lake for 

wetland development and migratory bird hunting. ln the late 1970s, TCID set aside 

the central portion of Carson Lake as a wildlife area and dedicated more than 7, 500 

acres of the 22,220 acres for management of wildHe. The area not dedicated for 

wildlife is still used by local ranchers for livestock grazing. In the Fleischmann 

Agreement between TCID and NDOW, signed June 19, 1980, the two agencies 

agreed to jointly manage the wetlands and to create the Carson Lake Advisory Board 

with members representing TCID, NDOW, Greenhead Huntintl Club and area 

livestock grazing permittees. 
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1. 7 .2.3 History of the Fallon Paiute·Shoslmne Indian Reservatton Wetlands 

Before the ~~ewlands Proj>Jct, the Lahontan Valley Paiute had a history of using the 

vvetland areas tor hunting, f~shing and nathering. 

These people, various~y known as the Marsh People, or Toidikadi (Cattaii .. Eaters), 

lived at Stillwater rnarsh, Carson Lake and a1onu the Carson River. After the Genera! 

Allotment \Dawes) ,A,ct went ~nto effect in 1887, the government granted 196 

individual allotments of Lahontan VaHey land to certain Paiute and Shoshone native 

people. Later, after the authorization of the New lands Project most at those land 

deals were renepotiated by the U.S. Government. l\1ost tribal members traded their 

lands tor 1 0-acre allotments of fully imsJabje land with water rights jn the Ne1Niands 

Project. In addition, Interior reserved 4,640 acres of land to be farmed on behalf of 

the Paiute and Shoshone people who had re!inquished their original allotments. 

Later, Interior added 3,460 acres of irrigab!e land to the area kno~vn as the Fallon 

Indian Reservation tor use by the Fal!on Paiute-Shoshone Tribes {Senate Report 101-

555, Oct. 1990L The ~ndian lands were to be served with irri~lation water from the 

Newlands Project in perpetuity. 

The ~ands identified as Tribal wetlands \shovvn at the northern end ol the Fallon 

Indian Reservation in F!tJUre 1.C) have, in the past, been sporadically flooded with 

drainwater or irrination water to facilitate 9razint1 and waterfowl hunting. Because 

the area had a hi~:oJh water table, (Seiler, written communication, 1993) irrigation 

saturated the soils. creaTinu wetland habitat. Bureau of Indian Affairs {BIA) 

authorized the construction of TJ Drain in 1983. The purpose of T-1 was ro drain 

water!orwed irrigation fields. Construction o1 T J Drain, adjacent to the Triba! 

wetland area, was completed in May 1983. The drain has effectively lowered the 

water table and drairHJd the wetlands. 

1 .8 RELATED ACT!ONS 

1.8.1 RELATED ACTIONS UNDER PUBUC LAW 101-618 

{ 1) Acquisition and Use of land ami Water Rights for the Fallon Tribes (sec. 1 03). 

Under Section 103 of PubHc Law 101-618. water rights apourtenant to the Fallon 

Reservation which are served by the ~~ewlands Project was capped at 1 0,587. 5 

AF/year. The iavv also set up the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribal Settlement Fund and 

authorized the expenditure of funds for a number of purposes, one ol whic[< is the 

acquisition of lands. v.;ater rights, or re!ated interests frorn wi!linn sellers. The law 

caps such land anti water ri~Jht acqu!sitrons within Churchill and Lyon Counties at 

2,415.3 acres of land, and 8,453.55 AFiyear o~ \Nat•.:;r rigi1ts, the title to whtch shaH 
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be held in trust for the Tribes by the United States. No water rights or land had 

been purchased under this authority as of July 1996. 

{2} Closure/Modification of T J Drain {sec. 1 06}. 

Section 106 of Public Law 101 618 calls for the dosure of T J Drain in recognition ot 

the environrnent.al problems associated with that system. Water frorn this drain 

flows into the Stillwater WMA and Stillvvater NWR. The Secretary, in consultation 

with the Tribes and in accordance with applicable laws, is to develop and irnplement 

a pian for the dosure of the T J Drain in order to address any significant 

environmental problems with the drain and its closure. Between 1987·90, water 

from T J Drain was found to contain sorne of the highest rt.•corded concentrations of 

trace elements in drainwater sampled in the ~'<Jewlands Project. Potentially toxic 

concentrations of trace elements, such as dissolved arsenic, boron, lithitm1, 

moiybdenurn, and seleniurn, were found in samples ofT J Drain water (Lico, 1992; 

Finr;,er and others, 1993). 

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (8/A), in consultation with the Failon Tribes, is Mlorking 

to develop a closure plan for TJ Drain. Pursuant to a September 11., 1992, inlfH· 

agencv agreement, Reclamation is pr01dding technical assistance to BlA lor the 

planning and closure of the TJ Drain svstem. On July ?, 1994, BIA entered into a 

Public Lavv 93-638 contract with the Fallon Tribes for consultation and construction 

activities for closure of the TJ DrairL On .June 25, 1996,. BJA avvarded a 

construction contract to the Fallon Tribes lor closure of the Tel Stub, a portion ol rhe 

T.J Drain svstem. The Fallon Tribes and BfA are presently· ir1vestigating the leasibilif'l 

of blending Tj a,qricufture drainwater with irrigation vvater to sprinkler irrigate 

{NJsturage for tribal grazing purposes. A closure plan is expected by the la/1 of 

1996. 

!3) Truckee River Water Supply Management - Truckee River Operating Agreement 

(sec. 205l. 

Subsection 205 \<>) of Public Law 101-6 "18 authorrzes and directs the Secretarv to 

nerwtiate an operatinl:,l aureement for Truckee River reservo~rs ITROA) with the 

States of Nevada and Cahtornia, The agreement is to provide criteria and 

procedures for operating Federal and se!ected private reservoirs on the Truckee River 

system, Such a~Jreernent must ensure that the reservoirs would be operated to: 

( 1) satisfy dam safety and nood control requirements; 

12) enhance spawning flows in the lower Truckee River for endangered cui

ui and threatened lahontan cutthroat trout; 
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(3) carry out the terms and conditions of the Preliminary Settlement 

Agreement IPSA} as modified by the Ratification Agreement; 

(4) ensure storage in and releases from reservoirs to satisfy the exercise of 

water rights in conformance with applicable decrees; and 

(5) minimize operating and maintenance costs of Stampede Reservoir. 

Negotiations comn1enced in 1991 to devt:;lop a draft operating a9reEm~em lor the 

Trucket.• River and are continuing at this time. Tire Secretary, representatives from 

the States of Nevada and California, the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe, Siem.i Pacific 

Power Company,. and other interested parties 1i•wolved in the operations of the 

Truckee River HJservoirs and facHities, are working to comp!ett"l a draft EIS. 

Completion of a draft E!S is scl"leduled for e<trly 7 997 and the final EIS is anticipated 

to be released in late 199 7. 

{4) Management of StiBwater NWR {par. 206{b){2)). 

;\s directed by paragraph 206(b)(21 of the lavv, the Service will manage Stillwater 

NWR for the purposes of: 

l1 I maintaining and restoring natural biological diversity; 

121 providing for conservation and management of fish and wildlife and their 

habitats; 

(3l fulfilling international treaty obligations or tht< United States with respect 

to fish and wildlife; and 

!4l providing opportunities for scientific rf.:iS>Hm::h, enviromnHntal Hducation, 

and fish and wildlife oriented recreation. 

!n addition, the law states that the area shall be administered in accordance with the 

provisions of the National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act of 1966, as 

arnended, except that any activitv provided for under the terms of the 1948 

Tripartite Agreement may continue under the terms of that agreement until its 

expiration date of November 26, 1998 (par. 206(bl(3)), 

The Stilhvater Wl\.1.A ill1anagement Plan {which includes Stilhvater Nl!VR) currently 

sets goals and objectives related to \llii!dlite and flabifBts in the Refuge. v!ii'i'fer 

demand is directly related to habitats, and examples of possible water demands for 

three repn3'sentatlve wetland habitats ~~; discussed in Appendix 5. Service and 

NDOW experience gained from almost 50 years of managing >vetiand habitats in the 

Lahontan Valiey inaicates that prirnarv wetland habitats on average require about 5 

AF/acreiyear. 
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The Tripartite Agreement (see Section 1 . 7. 2. 1) also outHnes general use objectives 

(grazing and wildlife) lor the StHlwater W~iiA. The Service utilizes a mix of 

dra~nwater and some acquired prime irrigation water to sustain small areas of 

vvetiand habitat at both Stillwater WMA and NWR. The genera~ management 

directions, as defined in the 1987 Stillwater Wll;iA rv1anagem•.mt Plan (Appendix 2), 

are to provide hab;tat for spring and !all miqrants and nesting birds. The spedes of 

special concern include bald eagles, peregrine falcons, Swainson' s hawks, white

faced ibis, snowy plovers, tundra swans, redhead, and canvasback ducks. 

The Service is developing a comprehensive management plan for Stillwater N\NR, 

the environmental impacts of whkh will be analyzed as part of an EIS be!ing 

prepared by the Department of the Interior for water rnanagement issues on the 

fm,ver Truckee and Carson Rivers, The plan is schedul12~d to be completed by 

November 199 7. It will define Refu£1€ habitat objectives and will descrlbe the 

Service's strategies for water and wetland management, pub!ic recreation, Hvestock 

grazing and other managernent programs. It will also address possible expansion of 

the Stillwater NWR boundaries in fulfillment of subpar. 206(b)(5) of Public Law 101-

618. 

Stiliwater WMA wiU continue to be managed consistent with the 1948 Tripartite 

Agreement unti! November 2.6, 1998. The Secretary lNilf make recommendations to 

Congress by November 199 7 re(!arding anv additional Federal lands wit11in Stillll\later 

V\ll'lt1A that, il added to Stillwater NWR, would enhance the Service's ability to carry 

out the purposes of Stillwater NWR. Vv'hen the 1948 Tripart~te Agreement expires, 

Stillwater WMA will forrna!ly cease to ex~sL Therefore, for tl'le purposes of this E!S, 

Stillwater WMA primary wetlands are considered col!er:tively as part of the Stillwater 

NWR. 

Hil Water use within Fallon Naval Air Station (subsec:. 206(c)). 

Paragraph 2061cl!3l "All water no longer used and water rights no longer exercised 

by the Secretary of the Navy as a result of the implementation of the modified land 

management plan or measures speciHed by this subsection shall be managed by the 

Secretary for the benefit of fish and wildlife resources referenced in sections 206 

and 207 of this title .... " 

This section of the law goes on to state in subsections (206Hc)(3){A} and (B) that 

water conserved will be mana~:_jed primarily for the conservation o1' Pyramid Lake 

resources, with some water rights to be used for the benefit of the lahontan Valley 

wetlands. 
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Pursuant to section 206(c) of Public Law 101618, the ServicE! and the Navy have 

signed a Mcmwrandum of Agreement (lli10A) that calfs for the irrigation ~;vater saved 

or conserved at NAS-Faflon in the future to be used by the Sen'ice for fish and 

wildlife J-Wrposes, prilnarify f{u cui-ui and secondarily for ~;vet!ands protection. Based 

on the provisions in the MOA about 2,.300 AFlyear of Vliater could be available from 

the Navy under this agreement. 

The Navy uses these water rights to grow crops adjacent to runways to control dust 

and foreign objects and suppress aircraft-caused brush and 9rass fires. In response 

to subsection 206\c) of the Public Law, the Navy completed a report titled ''Land 

and Water Use Assessment Update for the Greenbelt Area, Naval Air Station, Fallon, 

Nevada" in July 1992. Subsequently, the Navy has prepared an EA for "The 

Management of the Greenbelt Area at Naval Air Station (NASl FaHon, Nevada," 

(U.S. Departrnent of the Navy, 1994). This document proposed different 

alternatives that addressed safety objectives, 1arrning practices, and water 

conservation. These became the basis of the MOA. 

(6l State (Nevada) Cost-sharing (subsec. 206{dH. 

Pursuant to subsection 206\dl of the taw, the Secretary has entered into an 

a~[rtoement with the Stare of Nevada for tile use by the State of not less than $9 

mil1ion in State funds for water and water rights acquisition and other protective 

rneasures to benefit the Lahontan Valley wetlands. As stated in subsection 206fd), 

the Secretary's authority under subsection 206fal is contingent upon the State 

making such sums available pursuant to the terms of the agreement. 

In 1990, State voters approved the Proposition 5 Bond issue which provided $5 

million for lahontan Valley wetland water right purchases. In the previous vear, the 

State legislature had redirected $4 rni!lion for the wetland \Vater right purchases. 

The State of Nevada has informallv agreed to make these additional funds available 

contingent upon the State entering imo an agreement regarding allocotion of the 

water associated with the Truckee and Carson mvers. As of Julv 1996, the State of 

Nevada has spent about $3.25 million on the water rights acquisition program. 

The water rights acquisition program for Carson Lake started in 1989 when the 

Nevada Waterfowl Association purchased Newlancls Project water rights for the 

area, 
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(7) Transfer of Carson lake and Pasture {subsec. 206{e}). 

Under subsectjon 206(ei of the iaw, the Secretary is authorized to convey to the 

State of Nevada those federal lands in the area known generally as the Carson Lake 

and Pasture for use as a wildlife refuge. As a condition of the transfer: " ... the 

Secretary and the State of Nevada shall execute an agreement, in consu~tation >Vith 

affected local interests, including the operator of Newlands Project. ensuring that t11e 

Carson Lake and Pasture shall be managed in a manner consistent with applicable 

international agreements and the desi\:;Jnation of the area as a component of the 

Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network. The Secretary shaH retain a right 

of reverter under such conveyance if the terms of the agreement are not observed 

by the State." 

Should Carson Lake be transferred to the State of Nevada as a wild~ife area, NDOW 

would most likely develop a management plan as part of the above referenced 

agreernent to describe the State's strategies for water management, public use, 

\:;Jrazing, and facilities development. By virtue of paragraph 206(a)l3), Carson Lake 

will be eligible to receive water through Newlands Project facilities. 

A Bureau of Land l'v1anagement cadastral survey of the Carson Lake area is 

underway and:~;;; anticipated to be completed bv tile fall of 1997. An agreement is 

being prepared by the Department of the Interior and the State of Nevada, per 

Section 206(el of Public Law 101-618, relative to the management of Carson Lake. 

An environmental assessment is also in t/?e process of being prepared. It i's 

anticipated that the transfer will be cotnpleted by late 1997. 

{8) Transfer of Indian lakes !subsec. 206(gl). 

" , .. the Secretary is authorized to convey to the State or Churchill County, Federal 

lands in the area generally known as the Indian Lakes area." !See Fi\:;JUre 1 ,C.) 

Conveyance of these lands would require an a~ifeernent between the Secretary and 

the State or Churcl1il~ County, outiininr; the details of H1e transfer and management 

of the area. 

In a January 1993, document titled ''Indian Lakes, A Report to the 1993 State 

Legislature,'' the Nevada Division oi State Lands recomrnended that the State of 

Nevada not acquire the Indian Lakes area due to the following concerns: 

{1) possible liability should thls area be considered for cleanup as a resuit of 

Environmental Protection Agency {EPAl actions associated with the 
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Carson River Mercury Site {see Section 1.8.2 (3), RElATED 

PROGRAMS}; 

{2) there are no provisions to provide a source of water for the lakes; and 

{3} no State agency is willing to manage the area. 

Churchill County hBs expresst.'d similar reservations about acquiring the Indian Lakes 

area (Churchill County written cornmunication, Aug. 27, 1993). However, the City 

of Fallon has stated that the area should be preserved for pubHc use and is working 

with the Countv to Bcquire the area {Lahontan Valley News, Feb. 24, 1995). 

The !ndiBn Lakes area vvill continue to be managed by the Service under the 1948 

Tripartite Agreement for wildlife and ~lf'BZH'lfJ pending anv future decisions related to 

conveyance of these lands to the State of Nevada or Churchill County, or inclusion 

of (he area into the SUi water NWR svstem. There art.• no plans tor the Service to 

purchase water rights specifically for lnd;an Lakes under the Proposed Action or 

alttornatives. 

An Environmental Assessment {£,4) "Transfer of Indian Lakes ;:.1rea To Churchill 

Count)/, Nevada" 11vas completed by the Sorvice in March 1996. Based on analvsis 

in the EA, a Finding of No Significant Impact VIlas issued. Under the proposed action 

in the EA, the Indian Lakes portion of Stillwater V!llWA 11vould be transferred to 

Churchill County, Nevada for tl1e purposes of fish, tt\it'fdlife, and outdoor recreation. 

Based on communications between Churchill County and the City of Fallon Churchill 

County intends to subsequentfv convev the Indian Lakes area to the City of Fallon 

for the same purposes. Although the transfer of tt1e Indian Lakes area has not 

occurred, as of Jul'l 1996,. the Service has received written confirmation bji 

Churchill Countv of tile Cor.mtv's desire to acquire the Indian Lakes area and to 

subsequently convev the title of the area to the City of Fallon (letter dated July 10, 

1996}. 

19l Recovery Actions for Endangered and Threatened Pyramid lake Fishes (sec. 

207l. 

Subsection 207(a) of Public Law 101-6 ·1a requires the Secretary to expedite the 

development and implementation of recoverv plans tor endangered cui-ui and 

threBtened lahontan cutthroat trout. The "Cui-ui Recovery Plan, Second Revision", 

was approved by the Service on May 15, 1992 !U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 

1992); the Cutthroat Trout Recovery Plan was approved Jan. 31, 1995 iU.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service, 1995). 
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Cui-ui 

The objective of the Cu!.ui Recovery P!an is to improve the status of cui ui so that 

the species has at reast a 95 percem probability of persisting for 200 years" Part of 

this objective rnay be achi>)ved by securin\l and maintainintl additional spawning and 

rearing habitat lor cui-ui in the lower Truckee Fher and Pyramid Lake. According to 

the recovery plan, sufficient habitat would be provided it Truckee River inflow to 

Pyoarnid Lake was supplemented with up to 110,000 AF/year of water. Equivalent 

habitat bent.•lits could also be generated by irnplementing a variety of other water 

rnananernent measures and habitat improvement strategies~ 

(1) reducing Truckee River diversions to the New!ands Project by 

implementing Reclamation's revised bench and bottom land map, 

modifying OCAP, improving structural and operational delivery facilities, 

reducing annual carry-over storage in project reservoirs, conserving 

irrigation water on NAS-FaUon, and reducing irrigation demand in the 

upper portions of the Carson River; 

(2) rehabilitating the lower Truckee River; 

(3) improving fish passage over the Truckee River delta; 

(4) implementing the Truckee River Operating Agreement; 

(5) acquiring water rights; and 

16} recouping excess water from the Newlands Project. 

!rnpfementation of some or all of these con,~~ervation mf}iJSures have been identified 

as" acti[Ins n~;cessarv lor rnoetr~"f[/ ob/ectlves ol the recovers,/ plan, The Service /s at 

various stages in accomplishing the measures-' and it 1~-s too earfv w determine the 

exact anwunt of >Vater and Dquivalent benefits that have tncen secured or achieved. 

Lahontan Cutthroat Trout 

A draft recovery pian for Lahontan cutthroat trout was distributed for public/agency 

review 1n February ·1993 and a final plan was approved by the Service on January 

3 t, 1995 (U.S. Fis!l and Wi1cll!fe Service." 1995), H1e plan w·ill provide tor separate 

de-1isting of three popu1ation sub~r-oups, protection and rnanagernent of ali existng 

populations to prevent the spedes from dednintl irreversibly, securing and 

n1aintaining habitats to sustain viable populations, and reintroductlon of trout to 

some sites within historic ranges. 

Recovery ObJeCtives are proposed w maintain and enhance 155 stream populations 

and tvvo seH-perpetuatinSJ lake populations. P)'ramid and Walker Lakes are identified 

as areas tor Lnhontan cutthroat trout popuiation viability research related to recovery 
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of lake-dwelling stocks. The Service plans to complete population rnodeWng to 

determkw whether sufficient nurnbers of viable populations of Lahontan cutthroat 

trout are bein!:_l rnamtained, and wiU de .. ltst the species t1S recovery goals are 

achieved. In addition, Pyramid and \i\lalker Lakes wi!l be considered as part of an 

ecosystem planning et!ort that could contribute to the recovery of lake-dvve!Jing 

Lahontan cutthroat trout over the ionn run jf measures are completed to resmre the 

Truckee and \Naiker River ecosystems. 

{10} Newiands Project Improvement: OCAP, Project Efficiency, and Recouprnent 

(sec. 209). 

OCAP 

In f:.Yian.JirLI. .. afir:._Paiute Tribe of Indians v. Morton, 354 F. Supp. 252 fD.D. C. 1973), 

United States District Court Judge Gerhard Gesell held that the Secretary, in keeping 

with his tribal trust responsibilities, must ensure that all Truckee River water nat 

obligated by court decrees or contract 11vith Nev'Aands Project irrigators or TC!D flow 

to Pyramid Lake and not lie divr:rted at Derhv Darn. In what i~.;; now knovlin as the 

"Gessel/ opinion" the Court ordered the Secretary to submit a proposed amended 

regulation to provide an eflective means to rneas.ure water use vvithln the Newlands 

Proiect mh1imize unnecessary waste, end delivery of Truckee River llv"ater 11vithin the 

Project lands not entmed to receive Project wator under ilfJlJ!icab!e decrees, and 

ensure compliance t•v t11e district ( TCID}. As a result, r!w Operattr!g Criteria anci 

Procedures fOCAPJ vvere amended (see Section 1. 7. 1 .. NE'v1lL;.:\lVDS PROJECT 

N!STOR 1i"~ l-fistorv of OC:-.AP,i. 

OCAP are intended to maximize use of the Carson River and minirnize use of the 

Trucke>J Hiver in rnoetin9 decreed Nevvlands Project ttt!ater rirJht enttlements. The 

current OCAP, adopted bv the Secretary in ·1988, are to remain in effect unless the 

Secretary decides that chanues are necessary to cornply vv1th 11is oblruations, 

including the ESA, pursuant to paragraph 209(jH2) of Public Lavv 1 o·l-6"18" 

Tf1e Department of the interior !Interior) fws initiatecJ development of an adjusted 

OCAP to consider rwssible technical revisions to current OCAP to reflect more 

current conddions related to core assumptions such as irr(qated acreage base, 

percent use of headgate entitlerrif:.mt, and Lahontan Reservoir storage targets. fn rhe 

fall of 1995, Interior conducted a series ol public rneetings to rk:;cuss possible 

revisions for an adfusted OCAP. Although interior is in the process ol developing 

such rev;~o.:;ions, no proposed action has been defined. Pursuant to NEP.A .. Interior ~viii 

anafyzo the consequences of the action and a series of alternatives before an 

adjusted OL"AP is adopted. 
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Newlands Project Efficiency 

Pursuant to Public Lavv 101-618, the Secretary shall study the feasibility of 

irnproving the efficiency of Newlands Project facilities with a goai of obtaining 75-

percent project deHvery efficiency consistent with OCAP ca!cu!ations, Reclamation 

completed a Newlands Project Efflciency Study {U.S. Department of the Interior, 

1993) in compliance w~th Pubtic Law 101-618 ~n January 1994. As of Jui'V 1996, 

no further action has bfJen taken. 

Two alternatives developed and discussed in the document identify methods to 

attain 75 ·percent eHiciency. The Newlands Project Eff~ciency Study's Least Cost 

Alternative relies on acqu~sition of water rights from targeted a;eas, transferring 

them to the wetlands, instaliing measuring devices at 49 percent of the turnouts, 

and lining the first 5.9 miles of the V-line Canal with concrete. The second 

alternative (Structural improvement) relies on acquisition of water rights from 

targeted areas, lnsta!ling measurintl devices at 50 percent of the turnouts, and lining 

44.9 rniles of major canals with concrete. 

Recoupment 

Pursuant to paragraph 209 (j)\3) of Pub!ic Law 101-618, the Secrt.otary ~s directed to 

pursue recouprnent \Le., "restltution"i of water diverted from the Truckee River by 

tht:• New!ands Project in excess of the ;:.mwunts perrnltted by whatever project 

operating criteria and procedures that were in effect at a given time. Para~1raph 2.09 

(j) (3) further provides that the Secretary shall have the exclusive authority and 

responsibility to pursue such recoupment either thrOUfJh a settlement agreement in 

accordance with subsection 209 (hL or through a judicial proceeding, 

" ... except that, it an arJreement or order leading to such recouprnent is not in effect 

as of December 31, 1::197. any party with standing to pursue such recoupment prior 

to enactment of this title may pursue such recoupment thereafter. . .. in any 

recoupment action brm.Jtlht by any party, other than the Secretary, after December 

31, 1997, the only relief frorn any court of the Un1ted States will be the issuance of 

a declaratory judflrnent and injunctive relief d!rect~nu an un!awful user of water to 

restore the amount of water unlawfully diverted .... " 

Tlle Department of the Interior has deterrnined that ·1, 058,000 AF of water was 

1n1properly diverted dudng the period from 1973 through 1987 and thus is subject to 

recoupment. Efforts to negotiato a settlement agreement on recoupment have 

failed, and, in Januarv 1 9.96, the federal govemrnent filed suit against TC!D in the 
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Federal District Court for Nevada, ancf seeks to have TCID repav 1,058,000 acre

feet of ll.rater over-cJiverted from the Truckee River. The ex."!ct quantity ol water to 

be recouped, the method ol recoupment and the time aflowed for recoupment will 

be determined bv litif1Btion or negotiation. 

14ecoupment is separate and apart frorn the Service's action to acquire vvater !or the 

Lahontan VaHey wetlands. Furthennore.t until htigation is resoh<ed, the Service will 

not have adequate infonnation to quantify how recoupment will irnpact the wetlands 

watHr dghts acquisition program. 

{111 Groundwater studies !par. 210{bH16l. 

"The Secretary, in consultation with the State of Nevada and affected local 

intt:1rests, shall undertake appropriate rneasures to address significant adverse 

impacts, identified by studies authorized by this title, on domestic uses of 

groundwater directly tesultintl hom the water purchases auThorized by this title"" 

The Service and Reclamation have contracted vvith the United States Geological 

Survey (USGS) to study groundwater resources near Femlev and in Lahontan Valley, 

USGS has published two water resources investigation reports: "Water-Level 

Changes and Directions of Ground-\/1/'ater Movement in the Shallow Aquder, Faiion 

Area, Churchill County, Nevada - Report 934118" and "Hydrogeorogy and Potential 

Effects of Changes in Water Use, Carson Desort Agricu!tural Area, Churchill County, 

Nevada- Report 93-463," addrr:'lssino this issue. 

1.EL2 RELATED PROGRAMS NOT !DENT!F!ED IN PUBUC LAW 101-618 

The follovving programs, plans, and acts an~ in place and rr1av impact the affected area 

presently or in the near future, 

{1} The Churchill County Master Plan provides a I on~; term hlBneral plan for the physical 

development of Churchill County, Sorne meetinhlS have been conducted to update the 

plan, 

i2) Department of the Interior National Irrigation Water Ouatity Program (NIWQP), Phase IV, 

includes a study of Irrigation Drainage in and Near Wildlife Mananemern Areas, West

Central Nevada. The Dra1nwater Study wiH be the bas•s for developinu strategies and 

criteria to manage Newlands Project drainwater. 
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(3) The Environmental Protection Agency !EPA) Remedial Investigation Feasibmty Study of 

the Carson River Mercury Site, Carson River, Nevadl'l (Superfund). A preliminary draft 

assessment, "Human Heahh Risk Assessmem!Rernedial lnvestiDation Report Carson 

River Mercury Site," has identified mercury, arsenic and lead as contaminant:::: of 

potentia! concern in the Mercury Site study area (Ho\1an and SnlUcker, 1994). Actions 

to remedy contaminatlon at the Carson River Mercury Site have not yet been 

deterrnined. 

(4} The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 lPublic Law 101~510}, 

includes NAS-FaHon's plans to relocate other un!ts (including the TOPGUN trainin!:_l unit) 

to the FaHon area. 

!5) The Nawiands Project Operation and Management Agreement, The Newlands Project is 

presently being operated under a temporary <'~i]reement. Negotiations between Interior 

and TC!D tor a long-term agreement are currently underway. 

(6) The Truckee River Water Quality Settlement Agreement is a pmposed settlement of 

water quality litigation brought about b)l the Py-ramid Lake Paiute Tribe against the 

eWes of Reno and Sparks, the Nevada Department of Environmental Protection, and the 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The settlement proposes that Reno, Sparks, 

\Vashoe County, and the Department of the Interior operate a joint program to improve 

water quality in the Truckee River based on purchase and management of $24,000 

rnilfion in water rights from t11e Truckee River basin and the TrucketJ DIVision of the 

Newlands Project. It also includes provisions for storage agreements for this water and 

make-up water lor effluent reuse programs. Purchase of vvater rights from the Carson 

Division of the Newlands Project for the joint progtam is not allowed under the 

settlement. The agreernent is expected to be approved by all parties {the above named 

parties plus the U.S. Department of Justice) in the summer of 1996. 

(7) Operating Criteria and Procedures for the Newlands Project will be given more 

fundamental consideration over the next several years and alternative approaches will 

be reviewed in a Department of ~he Interior's EIS that is currently bteing prepared to 

address water resources issues of the Truckee and Carson Rivers, A proposed action 

has not yet been formulated lor this action. 

1.9 SUMMARY Of PR!OR lEGAl ACTIONS, LAWS, REGUlATIONS, AND NEPA DOCUMENTS 

1.9.1 COURT DECREES AND DECISIONS 

The Proposed Action and action alternatives would be implemented in a manner consistent 

with the Orr Ditch and Alpine Decrees. 
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The 1944 Orr Ditch Decree established: 

!11 the priority of individual Truckee River water rights, including the water rights of the 

United States for the Pyramid lake Indian Reservation and the Newlands Project; and 

(2) through incorporation of the 1915 Truckee River General Electric Decree and the 1935 

Truckee River Agreement, conditions for storage and release of water from certain 

Truckee River reservoirs, including lake Tahoe. 

Water duty is defined as the maximum amount of water that water·right holders are entitled 

to take at their headgates (NewLands Project) for a specific beneficia! use. Water duty is 

based on a variety of factors, such as soil characteristics, crop types, point of deHvery, type 

of distribution system, and beneficia! uses. 

The 1980 Alpine Decree established: 

I i l the Carson River water rights (surface water only} for parties in both California and 

Nevada; and 

12l established water duties for the Newh:mds Project. The decree established a 

water duty for Newlands Project bottom land of 3.5 AF/acre/year. For bench 

land, the water duty was set at 4.5 AF/acre/year. 

If the U.S. District Court for the District of Nevada sl"iou~d dedde to modify, amend, 

eliminate, add to, or change any provision of ·the A~pine or Orr Ditch Decrees, the Service 

would reassess its actions to ren1ain in cornp~iance with the revised decrees, it and as 

applicable. 

1.9.2 OPERATiNG CRITERiA AND PROCEDURES (OCAP) 

The 1988 OCAP, approved on April 15, 1988, shall remain in effect at least through 

December. 31 , 1997, unless the Secretary decides that changes are necessary to comply 

with obligations under Public Law 101-61 8, including those under the ESA. Currently, the 

Department of the Interior is considering some technical modifications to the existing OCAP. 

An adjusted OCAP is not t~xpected to be adopted for the 1996 irrigation season. The 1988 

OCAP remains as the baseline in this document, as these procedures are enacted and 

implemented, and are currently the law. Possible changes that may result from an adjusted 

OCAP are noted in the resource sections in this document where inlormation is available, 

and are also addressed in Section 4. 26.9 OCAP MOD/FICA TIONS. The Secretary shall 

ensure that actions taken to comply with Public law 101-618 will also comply with OCAP. 
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1.9.3 INDIAN TRUST RESPONSIBIUTIES 

The Federal Government has a trust responsibility to protect and rnaintain rights and trust 

resources reserved by or granted to American Indian (inclian) tribes or Indian individuals by 

treaties, statutes, and executive orders. Pursuant to Secretaria! Order 3175 { 1993), Interior 

bureaus end ofnces are to consider these responsibilities and potentia! impacts to trust 

assets during the NEPA process. These agencies are to consult with potentially affected 

tribes, indian organizations, Bureau of indian Affairs (BiA), and the Offlce of the Solicitor 

reuarding any actions that rn!ght impact indian trust resources. 

The Service has met with focal tribal officials throughout development of the EIS, and 8/A 

officials from the Carson City office have played a key role in scoping, developing, and 

editing the document. As part of the scoping process, BJA officials and tribal representatives 

often attended the Service's bi-monthly inter-agency coordination meetings. The Service has 

met ~vith representatives from the Regional Solicitor's Officer,. the Pyramid Lake Tribe, and 

Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribe to specifically address tribal concerns relative to the 

acquisition of water and water rights t'or wetlands. 

1.9.4 FARMlAND PROTECTION POUCV ACT 

The Farmland Protection Poffcv Act (FPPA; subtitle I of Title XV of the Agriculture and Food 

Act, Public Law ,97-98) was passed by Congress on Decernber 22, 1981 to minimize the 

extent to which Federal programs contribute to the unnecessary and irreversible conversion 

of farmland to nonagricultural uses. Under FPPA, Fee/era! agencies are to consider the 

effects of their programs on the conversion of farmland and to consider alternatives, as 

arwropriate, to lessen any adverse effects. FPPA does not expressly require a Federal 

agency to modify any project solely to avoid or minimize the effects of the conversion ol 

farmland to non-agricultural uses so long as the adverse impacts are evaluated and 

alternatives to lessen adverse impacts are considered. 

In accordance with the FPPA the US. Department of Agriculture (USDA), in cooperation 

with other Federal agencies, developed a set of criteria to be used by Federal agencies to 

identify and take into account adverse effects, if any, of their programs on farmland (7 CFR 

§ 658}. Appendix 10 lists and discusses these criteria in more detail. If a site belng 

con.sJdered for a Federal program registers over a certain score, USDA recommends that 

"Alternative sites, locations, and designs that would serve the proposed purpose /i.e., 

sustaining a fong .. tt."rm average of 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat] but convert 

either fewer acres of farmland or other farmland that has a lower relative value," be 

considered by the action agencv. 
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Because all f'armland in Churchill County has been classif'ied by the Natural Resources 

Conservation Service as either prime farmland or farmland of state~vide importance", all 

irrigated farmland in Churchill Countv are covered b·'l FPPA. 

1.9. 5 Refuge Revenue Sharing Act and Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property 

Acquisition Policies Act 

Refuge Revenue Sharing Act: 

The Federal Government is exempt from the pavment of local or state taxes for the 

properties it owns or products it may produce, Congress recognized that the acquisition of 

private propertv and tile conversion ol private lands into National Vv'itdlit'e Reluges would 

impact local governments in their ability to collect taxes tram such lands. 

Congress, in an ellort of offset the tax losses that local governments would incur as a result 

of its designations or actions to create National \Nfldlile Reluges passed an act (Public Law 

88-523) in August 1964 to increase the participation by counties in revenues originating 

trom lands that had become part of National 1/1/ildlife Refuge System. 

That act was later amended in 19 78 by Public Law 95·469, now adt:.:rred to as the "Refuge 

Revenue Sharing Act". The purpose of Public Lavv 95469 was to provide for pavments in 

neu of taxes to local governments for lands acquired by the Service for the National Wildlife 

Refuge System. Payments are based on the acreage of fee title lands or receipts collected 

from National Wildlife Reh1ge Svstem lands with!~'·; the boundaries ol tfit:_; local government. 

As the Service acquires it..rater rights for the Lahontan Valley tiJ!'etlands, it may also acquire 

privately ovvned lands as part of its transactions. For thDse "lee title" lands acquired by the 

Service .. Congress appropriates funds each h'Scal year {FYJ for the Service to make 

payments to local governments under the prov1~o;ions of the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act. 

Refuge Revenue Sharing Act provisions prescribe payments of three .. fourths of 1 p<Hcent ol 

the fair market value of t17e lands it has acquired in fee title. The Secretar'l is responsible to 

make equitable determinations of fair market value for such lands. The actual payments 

received by local governments each year l-Jre depemjent upon Congressional appropriations 

to the Refuge Revenue Sharing lund. The payment rate {three-fourths of 1 percent.! does 

varv each vear based on actual Congressional appropriations. Details and calculations of 

actual Refuge Revenue Sharing Payrmmts are included in Section 3.25, ACQUISITION 

COSTS AND PROBABILITY OF MEETING SERVICE OBJECTIVE. 
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1970 UNifORM RELOCATiON ASSISTANCE REAl PROPERTY ACQUISITION POliCIES ACT 

IPUBUC lAW 91~646) 

The purpose ot this Act is to provide for the uniform and equitable treatment of persons 

displaced !rorn their homes, businesses, or farms by Federal and 1edera!lv assisted 

proorams. lt also establishes uniform and equitable land acquisition policies for Federal and 

federally assisted prograrns. Any Service acquisition of land or interests therein are 

governed by the Act, 

The Act provides for reimbursement for certain reasonable <.md necessary expenses incurred 

in selfing real property to the government. Steps necessary to comply vvith the Uniform 

Relocation Assistance Real Property Acquisition Policies Act will be taken when the Service 

acquires fee titlt:: to Land with vvater rights. 

1.9.6 PRIOR lEGISlATIVE ACTS AND ORDERS AllOWING OR DIRECTING LAND 

ACQUISIT!ONS FOR REFUGES 

l\ number oi prior le[fislative acts and orders have allowed or directed the acquisitions of 

lands ror refuffeS. They are: 

An Act Authorizing the Transfer of Certain Real Property for Wildlife, or other purposes 

(16 U.S.C. 667b66'ld) as arnended; 

Emergency Wetlands Resources Act of 1986 ( 1 00 StaL 3582 91}; 

Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956 ( 16 U.S.C 742 (a)-754) as amended; 

lea Act \16 U.S.C. 695-695cl; 

Migratory Bird Conservation Act ( 16 U.S. C, 71 5-71 5r) as amended; 

Migratory Bird Hunting and Conservation Stamp \16 U.S.C. 718) as amended; and 

North American Wetlands Conservation Act \16 U.S.C. 4401-44'!3). 

1 .9.7 RELATION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ACTION ALTERNATIVES TO THE 

SERVICE'S ONGOlNG WATER RIGHTS PURCHASE PROGRAM AND PRIOR 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

The Serv1ce' s Proposed Action and action alternatives would be a continuation of a water 

ri~]hts acquisition progranl for the lahontan Val1ey 'lv<Hiands \!Vhich was first initiated by the 
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Sorvice in 1989 under previous appropriations and existing authorities \not Public law 101 · 

618L Congress has appropriated about $10.5 rnHiion to the Service to acquire water rights 

in the Carson Division for delivery to the Stillwater NWR ar:d Carson Lake. Water rights 

acquired are to meet eligibility requirements discussed on pages 10 and 11 of the Oecernber 

1991 Environmental Assessment {EA}: "Acquisition of Water Rl9hts for Stillwater National 

Wildlife Refuge" \U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, '1991), The EA addressed the 

consequences of acquiring and transferring up to 20,000 AF of water rights at an agreed

upon 2.99 transfer rate, and specified that water acquired would be transferred to StiHwater 

NWR and/or Carson Lake. The fallon Tribal wetlands were not addressed as part of the 

action under the EA. 

As of 1t1ay- 1996, a combined total of 16,933 AF of water rights have been acquired by the 

Service and the State of Nevada, The Service anticipates that the 20,000 AF watt~r rights 

purchase prograrn will be cornpleted bv August 1996. 

1.9.8 STATE OF NEVADA, QUESTION 5 BOND FUND fOR lAHONTAN VAllEY 

WETlANDS 

in 1990, Nevada voters approved the Question 5 Bond Fund providinsl $5 million for 

Lahontan Valley wet! and water right purchases, The State of Nevada has informally agreed 

to make additional funds available contingent upon the State entering imo an agreement 

flvith the Department of the Interior regarding ailocation of tile >Vater associated vvith the 

Truckee anci Carson mvers, the Lahontan Valley wetlands and the Newlands Proiect (as 

provided ir'l Chapter 4 78, Statutes of Nevada 1983 as amended IJ}i Chapter 785, Statutes of 

NevBda 7 989,!. These additional funds could potr.mt1i'iliv amount to as rrnu:;h as ~:4 rnillion for 

wetland wattlr right acquisitions, 

Water rights purchased by the State of Nevada are expected to be transferred to Carson 

lake tor wetlands protect!on. The State ot Nevada is expecred to continue purchasing 

water rights under its program until funding is exhausted. The Service antiCipates. based on 

current market values, that the State funding from Bond 5 vvill perrnit the acquisition of 

12,800 .. 23,000 Af of water rights. The Service expects these State acquisitions to be 

accornplished by purchasing Newlands Project Carson Division water ri~]hts. 

WhHe the State of Nevada's wetlands water rights acquisitions are a separate action, the 

Service has !ncorporated this source of water imo the total voiurne of water to be acquirecl 

under the Proposed Action and alternatives. In this document, the tota! volurne of water to 

be acquired \both Federal and State portions) is analyzed to allow the Service to better 

address the cumulative impacts of the tota! water rights acquisition prourarn for the 

Lahontan Valley wetlands. 
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1.10 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK AND AGENC!ES 

1.10. 1 FEDERAL LAWS, REGUlATiONS, AND EXECUTIVE ORDERS 

Before a decision can be rnade to implement the Proposed Action or an alternative, the 

Service rnust obtain all required FederaL State, and local permits. The Service also must 

follow procedures and meet requirements related to the foilowing Federal laws (and any 

associated regulations) and executive orders: 

Archeological, Antiquities, and Historic Preservation Acts including: 

- Antiquities .Act of 1906; 

.. Historic Sites Act of 1935; 

- National Historic: Preservation Act of 1966; and 

- Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979; 

National Environmental Policy Act 

Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended, section 7; 

Clean Water Act, sections 404 and 401; 

Clean Air Act,. as amended; 

Farmland Protection Policy Act as amended June 17, 1994; 

1970 Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act, as 

amended, March 2, 1989; 

Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and liability Act, as amended 

{CERCLA/SUPERFUND); and 

Executive Orders (E.O.} including: 

- E.O. 12372 - Intergovernmental Review of Federal Programs; 

- E.O. 11593 - Protection of Archeological, Historic, and Scientific Properties; 

- E.O. 11988- Floodplain Management; and 

E.O. 11990 - Protection of Wetlands. 
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1.1 0.2 GOVERNMENTS AND AGENCiES lN THE AFFECTED AREA 

The following governments and agencies would possibly have some reguLatory jurisdiction 

or operational interest in actions taken by the Service to acquire water rights tor \'.JeUands 

protection. 

U.S. Army, Carps of Engineers 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

Fish and Wildiife Service 

Bmeau of Reclamation 

Bureau of indian AHairs 

Bureau o! Land Management 

Geoiogical Survey 

U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Natural Resources Conservation Service 

Rural Economic Communitv Development 

Farm SErrvice:~s .4gencv 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

U.S. Department of Defense, Navy 

State of Nevada, Department of Business and Industry 

Division oi Agriculture 

State of Nevada, Department of Conservation and Naturai Resources 

Division ot Wildi1fe 

Division of State Lands 

Division o! Erw1ronrnenta! Protection 

Division of State Parks 

Division of Conservation Districts 

Division of Water Pranninu 

Division o1' Water Resources (State Engineer) 

State of Nevada, Department of Museums, Ubrary and Arts 

State Historic PrBservation Office 

Truckee-Carson Irrigation District 

Churchm County 

City of Fallon 

Fallon Palute-Shoshcme indian Tribes 

Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe 
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1.11 SCOPING SUMMARY .. PUBLIC iNVOlVEMENT PROCESS 

The Service has worked with Cooperatin!:_l Agencies, technical consultants, and interested groups 

and indivjduals to rdenti'fy issues and concerns, analyze the atiected area, estimate the 

environmEE.mta! effects and write the EIS using a systematic, interdisciplinary approach. Public 

meetings provided an opportunhy for minoritv and low"income populations to attend and voice tlleir 

concerns about the ptoposed project. 

Cooperating Agencies are: 

Nevada Division of Wildlife {formerly the Department of Wildlife under the Nevada 

Department of Conservation and Natura! Resources); U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. 

Bureau of indian Affairs, U.S. Bureau of land Mana~Jernent, U.S. Natural Resources 

Conservation Service, Naval Air Station~ Falion, Churchill County, and the Fallon Paiute .. 

Shoshone Indian Tribes. 

Technical consultants and other interested groups include: 

Nevada Department o·f Conservation and Natural Resowces \Divisions of Water Planning and 

State Lands), University of Nevada, Reno {Department of Agdcultural Economics), U.S. 

Geological Survey, The Nature Conservancy, Environmental Defense Fund, Robertson 

Software, Inc., Truckee~Carson Irrigation District, Bookman- Edrnonston Engineering, Inc., 

Meyer Resources, Inc., and Professor David Sunding, University of California at Berkeley. 

The Service requested rnembers oi the public, interest groups, and State, Federal, tmd local 

agencies to voice concerns and he!p identify major issues in regard to the Service's action. 

Through meetings with interested parties and government agencies, and in EIS Seeping Workshops 

heid in January 1992, the Service gathered ini'ormation about issues and areas of concern. Those 

concerns were identified in the Se;vice's September 1992 Scopin9 Report (Appendix 2L see (5) 

below. 

The public: involvement process has included the following: 

{1} Holding bi-monthly inter~agency meetings in Reno, Nevada, beginning in April 1991. 

Government agencies, tribes, private organizations and the public have been invited to 

participate in these open meetings; 

121 Publishinr..J a Notice of intent to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EiS) and a Notice 

of Public ~Jieetings in the Federal Reqiste . .r.. Vol. 56, No. 246, pages 66451-66452, on 

December 23, 1991; 
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(3} Sendin1::1 more than 2,500 public notices (mai!ed on January 10, 1992,) to residents of the 

Newlands Project area, water-right holders in the project, governmental agencies, tribes, private 

organizations, news media and the public. 

(4) Holding public scoping workshops in Fallon, Nevada, on January 28 1992, {approximately 180 

people in attendance) and in Reno, Nevada, on January 29 ·1992, {approximately 45 people in 

attendance). The written comment period was open through February 14, 1992, Tvventy··five 

written comments were received; 

{5) Sendinf1 out more than 250 copies of the Service's "Scoping Report, Proposed Water 

Acquisition Proj:_lram for lahontan Valley Wetlands Under Public laiN 101-618," to various 

<'~flencies, organizations and persons on the EIS mailing list (which included a number of 

persons who attended the scoping workshops); and 

(6) Sending out more than 250 copies of the November 1993, "Report to Congress; Water Rlghts 

Acquisition Program for Pyramid lake and Lahontan Valley Wetlands, Nevada," to various 

agencies, organizations, and interested members of the public, 

1.12 CONCERNS IDENTIFIED 

The Service, at a November 16, 1992, meet~ng with Cooperating Agencies and technical 

consu~tants, narrowed the list of public and agency concerns to sj9nificam resource issues t!1at 

vvould be impacted (either beneficially or negatively) by any of tho alternatives. Participants with 

special expertise in resource areas \lvare requested to complete a matrix correlating how the 

identified alternatives might impact various resources, Specific concerns identified at the November 

1992 meeth1fl related to the following questions. 

Economics 

How would each of the alternatives affect the foHowin9? 

"' Regional agriculture, including farmland conversion? 

"' Regional recreation? 

~~> Local/County business, including local agriculture, recreation-related, service-related and 

other business? 

• Land use, including land values, tax revenues and impact to Churchill County services? 

"' Newlands Project economic concerns, including construction o! additional 

structures/facilities, expansion of the delivery system, system operation and 

maintenance, system revenue maintenance, and power generatfon? 



Socia! Values 

How vvould each of the alternatives affect the following? 

"' Public health? 

~> Popui<Hion density and trends? 

~> Rural lifestyle? 

,. Open space/landscape character? 

"' Air quality? 

"' Recreational use? 

J> Preservation values of farming and/or wetlands/\lvildlife? 

Agricultural Production 

How' would each of the alternatives affect the tollovvn>r.;? 

"' Quantity of individual crops? 

"' Quantity of prime and important farmlands? 

~> Quantity of abandoned farmland? 

~> The erosion potential frorn land conversion 1 

Water Resources 

How would each ot the alternatives affect the foliovving7 

"' Nevviands ProJeCt efficiency? 

"' Newlands Project delivery schedule and operations? 

" T!1e qualitv ol primary and other valley wetlands J l including adverse effects of possible 

contaminants) 

,. The quantity of wetlands in the va!iey? 

"' Drainwater/return How qualltv and quantity? 

"' Groundwater resources in the area? 

Biological Resources 

How would each of the alternatives affect the following? 

~> Stiil'.AJater NWR/va!ley biodiversity? 

,. Migratory birds? 

"" Fish? 
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"' Mamrnals? 

"' Heptiies/amphib~ans? 

"' Invertebrates? 

"' Endangered, threatened, and sensit~ve species? 

.,_ Plant cornrnunities' 

Cultural Resources 

"' How would each of the alternatives affect the cultural resources in primary wetland areas 

and in the valley? 

Meeting Service Objectives 

~> How re!iable w~l! each of the alternatives be in meeting Service acquisition goals and 

wetland habitat goals? 

Acquisition Costs 

"' What wiH the acquisition costs be lor each of the alternatives? 

1 .13 SIGNIFICANT ISSUES 

The above-listed concerns 11ave !Jeen condensed into a !ist of eir;,ht sinnificam resource issues, 

These issues will be tracked through subsequent chapters ol this document. 

.. POTENTIAl EFFECTS ON NEW lANDS PROJECT OPERA liONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE, 

inC:udin~~ New!ands Project operations, OCAP compliance, delivery system efhciency, 

project facllities, water delivery patterns, project drainvvater and hydroelectric power 

ueneration, Indicators inciude Newlands Project delivery efficiency rates, Lahontan 

Reservoir storage levels, hydropower generation, and Truckee River diversions. 

.. POTENTIAl EFFECTS ON WATER RESOURCES, includin9 aquifers, sur!ace water and 

munidpal and industrial water supply needs. Indicators are groundwater levels and 

aquifer recharge. 

"' POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON BIOlOGICAl RESOURCES, including wetlands, other 

vegetative communities, fish and wildlife resources, federally listed endangered and 

candidate species. sensitive species, species of concern .. and biodiversity. Indicators 

include acres of primary wetland habitat sustained, desert shrub habitat, and irrigated 

farmland; riparian habitat; the numbers of species of fish, birds,. rnarnrnals, and other 
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wildlife \including federally listed and candidate species! and their relative abundance; 

and production of wetland-dependent birds-

"" POTENTIAl EFFECTS ON AGRICUlTURE AND FARMLANDS, measured ;n acreage, crops 

produced, revenue, inconH:; and jobs. Includes provis;ons of the Farmland Protection 

Policy Act and erosion potential ot abandoned or converted iarrnlands. Indicators are 

acres of vvater-righted and ~rrigated agricultural land, crop prodtJction, revenues, income, 

and jobs. 

"" POTENTiAl EFFECTS ON RECREATION, rneasured ~n the opportunity provided to use 

recreational areas,. and Vie participation of people in outdoor recreation. lnd;cators are 

acreage ol prirnary wetland habitat rnade available for pubHc recreational use, Lahontan 

Reservoir storage levels, numbers of use-davs for hunting and general recreation, and 

revenues and jobs associatod with outdoor recreational use in the affected area. 

"" POTENTlAl EFFECTS ON LAND USE, includes population densitv, County tax base, 

County services (fire, liWt/ enforcement, etc.), and changes in land use from agricultural 

to other uses, Indicator is parcels of land that show a cr1anqe ot use as a rl1sult of the 

Service's action. 

"' POTENTIAl EFFECTS ON SOClAl VAlUES, 1ncludes conur1un!ty values about the rur.al 

lifestyle and "farm preservation values" as related to tile aqrarian lifestyle, urovvth and 

diversification, and reo·eational opportunitv w the area. Indicators for impacts to soci<'ll 

values are acres of agricultur~1l lands taken out o1 production; rate ot popuiat;on rJrowth, 

and change that would occur in the Courrtv; and the acros of lands rnarle available for 

recreation. 

"" ACQUiSITION COSTS, includes the cost ot acquirino water rights (;md sorne appurtenant 

LandsL Indicators are the total cap~tal costs to ourchase water tiql•ts and the associated 

annual cos\s (lease payrnents. Operation ;md Maintenance i0&~,;1) fees, and revenue 

shari'lg payments). 

1.14 MITlGATION MEASURES RECOMMENDED DURING SCOPING 

Dufir·,u scoping, various miti9ation rrmasures to offset adverse impacts anticipated to occur as a 

result of the Service's action were •dentified. The following comments vvere identified as 

reccnn1ended mitigation rneasures during 

Physical 

tvlociifv OCJI.P storaqe and d~version c(teria. 

-Time wetland deiiveries w benefit farmers. 
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- Use storage reservoirs, drains and canals as wetland habitats. 

- Draw-down vvater before and after the traditional irrigation schedule to enhance hydroelectric 

povver _ 

Pay !osses from loss of hydroelectric power. 

· Consider an independent svstem tor \!Vater delivery to the Refuqe that is not tied to the TC!D 

system schedules. 

- Establ;s!! cover crops before water is t<.~ken oft to reduce dust problems. 

Concentrate acquisitions in core areas to keep weed problems from adjacent farm lands, and 

reduce irrination and protiuction losses \don't checkerboard water rights ownerships). 

Acquire horn the penphery, don't fragment good farmlands and the delivery svstem. 

- Use sewane effluent for the wetlands. 

- Buy water frorn non-farm sotJrces. 

Go upstream to ne~ water. 

Consider Dixie Valley as a water source. 

-Limit grounchvater pumping to protect the aquifer. 

Biological 

Use prime water to dilute contaminants. 

·· Use sewage emuent tor the wetlands. 

Flush to cleanse contaminants in sediments. 

Sc;:mer nnni wetlands throuuhout the Lahontan Valley on both public and private lands. 

- Re-estab!ish old mBrshes. 

- Buy and rnaintain farms vvith strip harvestinn to feed the birds. 

- Change OCAP to benefit secondary wetland areas. 

Socio·Economic 

Exchange acquired farmlands for poorer Quality lands that should be taken out of production (i.e .. 

contaminated lands). 

·· Exchange or sell abandoned farrnlands. 

·· Use short-term leases in which there :s no loss of water ri~]hts to reduce economic losses to the 

conHn unity. 

Consider !ow product;cw >ands or peripheral lands first for acqwsitwn. 

-Hold water in Lahontan Reservojr and only allow fall releases to improve Lahontan Reservoir 

recreation. 

·· Look at condemnation and friendlv conden1nat:on to minimize cneckerboard effect. 

Phase in purchasin!J, desif;]!Wte taroet areas for first consideration ior purchasing, and set priorities 

for blocks of areas to be purchased in later units. 
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1.15 MITIGATION MEASURES IDENTIFIED FOR CONSIDERATION 

Sorne of the suggestions heard in Scoping were incorporated into this docurnent as water sources, 

rm:nhods of acquisition, or as part of an a!t.ernative. Other cornrnents suggested as 111itigation 

rrH:1asures were not considered to be eHective. Those rnitiqation measures which were considered 

to be least effective wtne eliminated fron1 further study, T~1e foHowing rnitiuation methods w.:1re 

considered reasonable, feasible and effective: 

( 1) target areas for protection or Vtlater rights acquisition; 

(21 protect balance of Federal and private ownership by returning acquired Lands back to private 

ovvnership by sa1e or trt.1de; 

\3) revegetate to offset impacts on disturbed lands; 

i4} n1odify Newlands Project operations to increase drainflows \assurances) to H1e wetlands; 

{5) protect dornestic wat.:H suppties; and 

(6) apply various ranking factors to acquisition offers to rnaximize water ;·inht acquisitions ~or 

dollars spent. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ALTERN A TlVES 

2.1 iNTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes five alternatives including the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action, 

the Least Cost Alternative, the Maxmwm Acquisition Alternative and the Preferred Alternative. All 

of the action alternatives, if fully implemented, would provide enough water to meet the U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service's (Servicei goal of sustaining a long-term average of 25,000 acres of primary 

wetland habiH~t in Lahontan Valley. The No Action Alternative does not provide sufficient water to 

meEH the Service's objective for wetlands protection in Lahontan Valley. For the purposes of this 

document pdmary wetland habitat refers to the habitat provided by shalfo~v to deep water {under 

6-feet doep) anrl associated vegetation in the primary wetlands (the Glossary provides a more 

detatled definition,f. 

The Service has selected Altemativo 5 (A1lnimum Acquisftion.! as its Preferred Alternative, but has 

continued t'Jlith t/1e original Draft Environmtmta!!mpact Staternent fDEJSJ approach ol addressing 

and cornparing aftemaNves against i4!tr:.cmative 2 (Proposed Actjon,i,, in addition to the cornparisons 

against .Ait£rmative 1 (No Action Alternative). Alternative 5 has been reviSt%d from the DE!S to 

address issues and concerns that were brought up in public comments on the DEIS (Chapter 6i. 

This ch<1pter /.<;organized in the following manner: the process used to formulate alternatives is 

described in detail in Section 2.3, and the baseline assumptions for the action alternatives are 

addressed in Section 2.4. Alternatives are dis;:,;ussed in Section 2.5. Managemt.ont and monitoring 

requirernents and the acquisition process and strategy are contained in Sections 2.6 and 2. 7, 

\Vater sources and acquisition methods eliminated from consideration are addressed in Section 2.8. 

.A cornparison of alternatives 1:'> contained in Table 2.E. 

lt should be noted that all of the aiternatives rely on assumptions about return flows of drainwater 

lrorn Carson Division irrir,1ation and usable spills. The estimates of these in this description ot 

alternatives and in Chapter 4, "Environrnental Consequences," are based on the calculations from 

the Below Lahontan Reservoir (8LR) Model. (See Section 2.3.4 MODELLING CALCULAT!ONS USED 

TO FORI\i1UL.A TE THE AlTERNATIVES and Appendix 5.) These calculations are based on the 

Service's interpretation of current conditions relatt:d to the ·1988 OCAP. In addition, the 

Departrnent of the lntf..'fjor (Interior) is in the process ol making technical changes to OCAP which 

could alter Lahontan Reservoir storage targets and Carson Dildsion acreage baser, and apply a lower 
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percentage of irrigation use in the /'iew!ands Irrigation Project {Newfanris Project) as cornpared to 

baseline conditjons discussed in the DEIS. Although these changes are bejng discussed,. they have 

rwt been appro1led and are therefore not incorporateri into the baseline of this document. General 

discussions of the consequences of an adjusted OCAP are provided in Section 2.3. 1. 1, Factor,<> 

Afh'cting the Volume of 1/J..'Jter to be Acquired, in Chapter 3" Section 3.2,, NEWLANDS PROJECT 

OPERATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE, and in Cumulativ·e Impacts, Section 4.26.9, OCAP 

MOD/FICA TIONS. There are those vvho estirnate that the Service's basetine wetland inflow 

calculations for drainwater and usable spills are conservative and that hiqher volumes o! drainwater 

and spil!s are available for wetlands protection. The Service's impact analysis using these estin•ates 

depicts a high end condition relative to water rights acquisition needs so as nor to underestimate 

impacts to the affected area, including the Newlands Project and the local agric:ultural cornrmm~ty, 

I! volumes ot return flows and usable spills are actually hinher than the BLR Model calculations used 

in this analysis, the arnount of water and water rights to be acquired frorn other sources {e.g.", 

purchased Carson Division vvater rights .• groundwater~ Navv conserved 1vater) will be reduced 

accordingly, Factors affecting the volurne of water to be acquired, including drainwater, spills, and 

possible marH.1f:Jernem easements tor other wetlands (e.g. Canvasback Gun Club) are discussed 

further in Section 2.3.1.1. 

2.2 PROPOSED ACTION 

Alternative 2 is the Service"$ Proposed Action. Ho~vever, it is not the Service's Preferred 

.Aitematille as noted above. Under the Proposed Action. the Service would acquire sufficient water 

and/or vvater rights to provide a totat annual average of up to 125,000 acre-feet \AFl of inflovv to 

the prirnary wetlands, The amount acquired would supplement available drainwater, spills, water 

acquired under earlier authorizations, and water acqwred by <he State of Nevada for Lahontan 

Val!ey wetlands, in order to provide suflicient water to sustain a iong-term average of 25,000 acres 

of primary wet! and habitat in Lahontan Valiey, The Serv;ce would uWize the water to sustain 

Wt:1tland hatlit.C1t within the existing boundaries of the Stillwater National Wildlife Refuqe (Stillwater 

NWR), Carson Lake and Pasture (Carson Lake), and the Failon Indian Reservation wetlands {Tribal 

wetlands), which are the primary wetland areas, 

Under this alternative, water and water rights would be acqu;red predominately by purchase from 

willing sellers in the Carson Division ot the Newiands Project. Up to 122,000 AF of water rights 

rnay need to be acquired, including the 20,000 AF of water rights described in the 1991 

environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact (FONSIJ for t.he acqut~'>ition of ;•,mter 

rigflts for Stilf>'ll&ter NV'IR, to meet the 25 ,000-acre primary wetland habitat objective. Due to the 

variable nature of certain factors, such as drainflovv amounts and spiil usa!]e, the actual amount of 

water rights acquired could be less. If less water was acquired, impacts associated with this 

alternative would also be reduced. Alternative 2 is further defmed in Section 2.5 2, A comparison of 

irnpacts of all alternatives is provided in Table 2.E. 
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2.3 PROCESS USEO TO FORMULATE THE ALTERNATiVES 

To forrnu!ate alternatives, the Service considered both water needs and ~ssues raised during the EIS 

Scoping Process. The process used to solicit public and agency involvement in the cievelmnnent of 

this docurnent is surmrH1rized in Chapter 1 and in the Scopin£j Report in A.ppcndix 2. The Service 

considered a rnYnber of factors associated with acquiring \Vater, includ;r19 volumes, sources, ,:;;nd 

rnethods ol acquisition, in order to formulate the set of alternatives evaluated in this document. In 

developin9 alternatives, the Service cor:sidered both State and Ft::deral laws and regulat~ons that 

rek'lted to water rinhts and water rights acquisitions, Those lavvs and leqal authorities are described 

in Secuons 1 .5, LEGAL AUTHORITiES UI·JDER PUBLIC lA\V 101-6-18, and 1 "8, RELATED ACTIONS, 

in the process ot formulating action alternatives, the Service developed baseline assumptions that 

are addressi.';d in Section 2 .4, 

2.3.1 VOLUME OF WATER REQUIRED TO MEET MANAGEMENT TARGET 

Service and NDOW experience gained frorn almost 50 yeats of rntmaging vvetfand habitats in 

the Lahontan Valley indicates that about 5 AF/year is needed to maintain one acre of 

primary wetland habitat (see Appendix 4 and Kerley and others, 19931. This ratto 

incorporates the various water· regimes associated with prirnarv wetland habitats that occur 

in Lahontan Valley. Water dernand associated with tl·1e different habitats ranges horn 7-B 

;>.F/acre/yf:ar for open water perennial hab1taL to as little as 1 .5/acre/year for irnern•ittent, 

sr1al~ow mud-fi<H habitat (Appendix 4L Althou~1h evaporation rate, timing, and delivery of 

water can affect the annual amount of 'Nater needed to sustain 25,000 acres of primary 

we<k111d habitat, this document relies upon current conditions and practices, as descr~bed in 

the Stiilwater WA1A Management Plan (Appendix 2L Based on these considerations, the 

Service calculates that an annual average of up to 125,000 J.\F of water will be required to 

sustain 25,000 acres of primary w•.::Uand habitat. 

2.3. 1.1 Factors Affecting the Votume of Water to be Acquired 

Manv interconnected factors affect the amount of water that will ultimately be 

acquired to rneet the wetland habitat object!ves defined in Public Law 1 01·618. 

Chans1es in Newlands Project oper<Hions, drainwater availability for wetland areas, 

the abilitv to use spill water for \JVetland habnat and the Service's decisions on the 

tirnin!::J and use of acquired water can all change the arnount of water that must be 

acquired to meet wetland objectives. The volurne of drainwater reaching the 

wetlands and the availability of spill water have the most direct effect on the 

amount of additional \Vater to be acquired. !n addition, if the Service obtained 

rnanagernent easements to other wetland habitats in lahontan Valley, the volurne of 

water acquired could be reduced. 
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Drainwater 

Drainvvater amounts can be affected by a number of variables, including acres of 

!rri~]ated farmland in the Carson Division of the Ne\vlands Pro.iect, Lahontan 

Reservoir releases, and Newlands Project operations. Drainwater volumes are 

correlated to Lahontan Reservoir releases and the arnount of irrigated acreage, and 

changes in either factor would alter drainflow volurnes. 

The amount of irrigated farmland in the Carson Division influences the volume ot 

water to be acquired, in that, as less farmland is irrigated, the volume of drainwater 

flowin9 down to the wetlands wil! also decrease. Conversely, if more farmland is 

irrigated than what occurs under existing conditions, the volume of drainwater 

flowing to the wetlands can also increase. Currentl)i, the Bureau of Reclamation is 

reassessing baseline irrigated acreage values. Tfn:., change in baseline irrigated 

acreage assumptions will be incorporated into adjusted OC·C\P calculations. 

The Nevvlands Project operator can also alter the volume of drainwater flowing to 

the wetlands by routino drainwater back to Newlands Project canals or by holdin~:,J 

the draimA,tater in small regulating reservoirs for later delivery to downstream 

irrigators. Converselv, the project operator could increase drainwater inflow to the 

Carson Lake prirnary wetland area by curtailinu or reducing drainwater deliveries to 

pasture lands. 

I! the 1\Jewland s Project operator, water-users or other interested parties could 

develop and irnplernent a cooperative dra;r;vv21ter assurance plan (as suggested 

during the Truckee-Carson Second Settlement Ne~jot>ations) to increase drainvvater 

inl'lows to the wetlands. water ri~::Jht purchases vvould be reduced. Such drainflovv 

assurances, which wo;,Jid increase drainflcnvs over the Service's baseline estimates, 

would ultimately decrease the amount o! water acquired for wetlands protection. 

The Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) was directed by Public Law 101-618 

(subsec. 209(c)) to study the feasibility of irnproving Newlands Project conveyance 

[deliveries) to a 75 percent efficiency rate. In the Newlands Project Efficiency Study 

Report to ConfJfess in 1993, Redamation identified a number of methods to reach 

tilat target. Although there vvere no mandates to increase t:>Hiciency to 75 percent 

in Reclamation's Efficiency Study, the Departrnent of the Interior's Truckee Carson 

Coordinating Office is working with an inter-ar,)ency study tearn to evaluate possibie 

changes to the ·1988 Operatin[J Criteria and Procedures fOCAP). The Service 

estimates that increasing irrigation delivery efficiency rates to 75 percent vvould 

reduce lahontan Reservoir releases and decrease draimvater inflows w the wetland 

areas. 
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In 1989, a year in which fuli irrigation entitlements were available, Newlands Pro_ject 

efficiency was calculated to be 61.8 percent (lJ .S. Bureau of Reclamation Annual 

Report, 1990), and the wetlands received about 61 ,000 AF of drainwater. The 

Service est~rnates that when Newlands Project e!ficiencv rates achieve the 1988 

OCAP target of 68.4 percent \U.S. Department of Interior, 1988), drainwater to the 

wetlands w~ll be effectively reduced to 30,000 ·· 35,000 AF/year. Bookman 

Edmonston En~Jineering, Inc., \as consultants to ChurchiH County representatives 

dudnf1 the Truckee .. carson Second Settlement Negotiations) estimated that baseiine 

drainflovvs to the wetlands could amount to as n1uch as 60,000 AF/year, The 

Service has insufficient docurnentation of the Bookman ·Edrnonston analysis to 

warrant adjusting BLR Model assumptions or caiculations. However, it shmJ~d be 

noted that in earlier evaluations of the BLR !'v1odel, Bookman·Edmonston Engineering 

Inc. supported baseline assumptions for the BLR Model, including baseline drainflow 

vo~umes to the wetlands (see Appendix 5, Summary of BLR fv1odel Vaiidation 

Process). If drainwater monitoring in the future supports increasing baseline 

drainflow volumes to the wetlands, then such adjustments would b(o incorporated 

into the Service's baseline drainHow assumptions in the BlR r,4odel, and the volume 

of vvater needed would be reduced under each alternative. 

The Service's calculations relative to drainwater inflow to the primary vvetlands are 

based on the assumption that existing conditions associated with project operations, 

efficiency rates, and the correlation between Lahontan Reservoir releases and 

drainwater outf!ovvs will cont;nue. The Service recO£JIIizes that some consider the 

Service's estimations of drainwater availability to the primary wetland areas to be 

cor;serv<.Hive. The Service ackno•,vledge:s that dramwater inflow volumes c<:m vary, 

but existing conditions and current pro.ject operations would have 1:0 change before 

the averane annual drainwater inflow to the pr~mary weUand areas would increase. 

The Service has no authority to regulate Newlands Project operations or efficiency, 

and is obligated to accept Newlands Project drainwater at Carson Lake, Stillwater 

NWR .. and Stillwater WMA (Public La·w 101 618. para. 206\bH4)), Due to water 

quality concerns, the Service could decide not to use certain drainwater lor the 

des;9nated primary wetland habitats. 

Spills 

Reservoir spills, both precautiOnary and emergency, tvpically occur on!y in hirjh 

n .. moff years. The Service has calculated an average spill volurne that incorporates 

anticipated volumes and conveyance !imitations to depict an annual average volume 

oi water that couki actua!lv reach the wetlands. Factors affecting the Service's spill 

volume calculations ~nclude Lahontan Reservo~r operations (storage levels), spill 
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routing, timing of spills relative to the irrigation season, and canal capacities tor 

conveyance of spill water to the prirnary weUands. .An adjusted OC.AP that reduces 

Lahontan Reservoir storage tar~7ets vvou/fi likefv result /n tfec'teaseti 8\lera~;:~e StJiJI 

volurnes over thr:.."J long··terrn. 

The .. SertiiCe 1

$ 81lerage annual spi!lvolurne CilfCt.Jfatjons lor ,orin?arv wetfarni habitat 

avmJabfe for primarv >vet/and habitat use. Preliminary' data fReclarnation and Servii:e 

records, 1996,1 sho~v that the primary VlNJtlands received about 38,000 .AF 120 

percent) of the 193,000 AF of ~;vater that was classified as Lahontan Reservoir spill 

water in 1995. ~'V;'l!i'e this constitutes onhr one year of actual data, it does suggt~st 

rhat the Service~,; DE!S estt!nates close!v approxtrnate ex;:::;ting conditions under the 

79B8 OCAP . 

. Stl"'·tco the [)1:.:~1::.>,. the Ser1lice h·as reevaluaterJ c:alculations anti values for avera!1e 

annual spill volurnes to the prirnarv vvelland area.::; anti lound its estirnates to be 

consDrvative., 6\jr-Se{/ Otl nevv irrforrnar/on canal c·apacities anti spill tknt:rrg 

the s·ervice recognized that the volurne ol spill tt.rater a\r•ai!abh:.~ for use at prirnarv 

than prev/ous.lv calculatr~cl. t1VI?iJe 

such modifications may represent conddions that local interests and representatives 

support .. the Service,. for fJurposes ol /rnp.act analysiS .. V'ii!J contiJ .. ·Iue to r'elv on its 

tnore conservath.Ie values of average annual s;JiJI volun?es to the prin?arv \i:!·et/t::Jntfs. 

lor r;rirriarv 

v'--it:Hland habitat on tho lol/o"tr"-lino ractors. f/s·e c;f c:onsetvative estirnates of 1/'·letlancf 

s;Jt!l vo.lurr.H9S f.lrevent underestirnaring l?ee(Js anfi the potentjaJ irn.t_;acts 

resulting fro1n vvatur r1~qhts acr.~1a/ ch1 ta ltorl"'f 1996 S'Ul!port the 

S'ervice .. s l)E'.fS t~slitnates.; an~'i actions to afifust {](7,ilP coufr.1 nJOfiif\l Lahontan 

resert.lOit storage tarqets ir,• such a rnanner as to t!dduco the volurrJes· an(/ frequencv 

of spills tforn the JVevtdancls Pro_ject" i=or these reasons .. it 8fJfJears that the use of 

ln.ghet average spiJ! vo!uJne in the S'ervjce .. s a.nnua! 1'\iater dernand is not vvar.ratJted 

at this thr?e. 

~l1later 1ight acquisition coukf (lecrease if the 

an:; proven to be accurate based on actur..:r/ data. There .are no int:l/c\?t/ons that 

vvater r1~7hl acquiSitions vvouhi increase (iue ro changes· ir; spill 1.IOlurnes ot other 

to evaluate actual spHJ (/ata and rnodif'y' its calculations .belore of the 

acqvfsition prograrn. !l actuBl ;_~".fJi/1 t..lata sl"tovv that. the to the prinJar}/ vv·etlarufs 



areas constitute a greater volume than analyzed in this document,. the Service vvill 

adjust its calculations and reduce the amount of water and water rights to be 

acquired from other sources for the ll/etlands regardless of the alternative chosen. 

Easements 

Easernents or cooperative agreernents could potentially aHow for the management ol 

private lands as primary wetland habitats in the Lahontan VaHey wetlands. 

Spedficaliy, the Service has approached the Canvasback Gun Club IStiUvvater 

Farrns) to d1:c;cuss a long"terrn a9reement for development and management ol the 

gun club's marshes as primary wetlands habitat. The Canvasback Gun Club has 

sufficient water rl\]hts to sustain an annual average of 2, 500 acres of wetlands over 

the long term. Since this wetlands area has 1:1xistino water rights, inclusion of this 

area into the Service's prjmary wet!and habitat acreage would reduce the vo!ume of 

water to be acquired by about 10 percent under ali action alternatives. Discussion::; 

between the Service and the Canvasback. Gun Club regarding a possible easement 

are ongoing at this time. 

it mav be possible to ne~~otiate cooperative agreements or easernents to manage 

other Lahontan VaHey wetlands 1e.[j, S-Line and Harmon Reservoirs), as part of the 

25,000-acre wetland habitat objective. l"1owever, the inclusion of these areas into 

the designated Lahontan ilaflev >Vetlands {primary wetlands} mav require 

Congressional approval, and would not reduce the volume of watnr to be acquired 

unless there were assurances by the Newlands Project optorator or other interested 

parties that nuaranteed an annual \'.tater supply to these t'1reas. (Other concorns 

about incorporatjng these areas as part of the 25,000 acre prirnary wetland habitat 

objective are described in Section 2.8.4, NEWLANDS PROJECT !RRIGATION 

REGULATiNG RESERVOIRS.) 

2.3, 1.2 Potential Effects From Restitution of Excess Truckee River Diversions 

(Recoupment) 

Recoupment is one variable that could temporarily impact the volume of water 

required w rneet the Service's vvetland objective. (See Section 1 .8. 1, RELATED 

ACTiOt-.JS, 110).) The Secretary has initiated litigation on ther recoupment issue .. but 

the outcome of the action is as yet undetermined, the time frame lor rfcsoivfng the 

issue is unknown, and, depending on ther Court's findings, recoupment could be 

settled in a number of vtlays. As a Newlands Project water-right user, the Service 

does not expect to be exempt from recoupment strategies to recover water for 

Pyrarnid Lake. If recoupment decreases irrigation deliveries, wetland inflows {both 
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irrigation deliveries and drainflows) would also be adversely impacted during the 

recoupment period. 

2.3.2 SOURCES CONSIDERED IN FORMUlATiNG AlTERNATIVES 

During the Scoping Process a number of water sources \Nere suggested for review in this 

document. Water sources identified 1ncluded Newlands Project (both Truck;:::e and Carson 

Divisions), nroundwater pumping, sewt~ge effluent, inter-basin transfers {Dixie Va!ley and 

Humboldt River basin), upper Carson River, and water fron1 Navy irrigation conservation 

methods. 

In considering these potential water sources, the Service determined that three factors were 

critical [O forrnulating viable alternatives. First and foremost, a water source must provide 

an adequate volllme of suitable quality water. Second!y, water sources must be accessible, 

and transferrable to the Lahontan Valley wetlands under Nevada State statutes without 

increasing Newlands Project Truckee R~ver diversions. Finally, the Service precluded water 

sources that entaBed either out-of-basin transfers or long-distance transport, which would 

require extensive conveyance or canal systems and cou!d potentiatly cause adwHsf:.f 

eco!onica! lrnpacts (Meador, 1992). 

The Service reconnized that only the Carson Div1sion oi the Nevvlands Project couid provide 

a sufficient supply of water to formulate a single-source alternative. In order to formulate 

viab!e alternatives that evaluated other vvater sources, the Service found that a combination 

of sources was needed to meet the primary wetland habitat's water demand. Groundwater 

purnpin~j, sewa~je e!f!uent, use of vvater from the i~v1iddle Carson River corridor and increased 

reliance on leasing were additional water sources that were incorporated into the Preferred 

Alternative, Alternative 5. 

Water sources considered in formulating alternatives and water sources eliminated from 

further review are discussed belovv. Sources eliminated frorn further review are in Table 

2.8. 

2.3.3 ACQUISITION METHODS 

The term acquisition in this document refers to any method of obtaining water and water 

rights and does not refer solely to acquisition through purchase. i\r1ethods of acquirinn water 

and water rights for all action alternatives are described below. The No Action Alternative 

has relied primarily on the methods described in Section 2.3.3. 1, Purchase of Water Rightsf 

and St.oction 2.3.3.2, Purchase ol Vliater Rigllts With Landf to meet its 20,000 AF 

acquisition goaL 
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2.3.3.1 Purchase of Water Rights 

Acquiring water for the wetlands through rhe purchase of ~;vater rights from private 

owners appears to be the most permanent, reliable, and dependable long-term 

source of all the methods identified. 

Purchasing water rights is a direct means of obtaining fee title to available water 

rights. All purchases would be on a ~~otuntary, wining seller basis, No one would be 

obligated to participate in the program. 

The 1970 Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act 

requires that all !and and water right purchases by the Federal Government be based 

on market value as determined by qualified appraisers. The market value used in all 

Federal acqw:'>itions is defined by the Uniform Appraisai,Standards for Federal Lanq 

Acquisition~.._ 1992, and,:., similar to definitions used by all appraisers as required by 

the Unifq_rm Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. The Federal Government 

does not have the option to pay less than market value in its purchase transactions, 

nor does it have the ability to set the price of water. Local market transactions are 

the determining factor for market value, and are derived by comparing comparable 

sales of water rights and water rights with appurtenant land in the area. For more 

in forma Non on acquisition process and market value see Section 2. 6.4, 

ACQUISITION PROCESS AND STRATEGY'. 

2.3.3.2 Purchase of Water Rights with land 

Some landowners have indicated t!1at they would not sen their water rights unless 

they could also sell the appurtenant land. In such cases, the Service would consider 

buying !and with water rights and could also acquire related interests (houses, 

buHdings, and other improvements). When the Service acquires lands located within 

the SWiwater NWR boundary, those iands wilt become part of the National Refuge 

system. Acquired lands would be administered in accordance with the Service's 

policies under the National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act of 1966, as 

amended. 

For lands acquired within the boundary of Stillwater NWR, activities provided for 

under the terms of the 1948 Tripartite Agreement would continue under the terms of 

that agreement until its expiration date {November 26, i 998L unless such 

agreement is otherwise terminated. Those activities that are compatible with the 
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purposes for which the StHiwater NWR was created may be permitted on lands that 

the Service owns in fee title. 

The Service would seek to dispose of acquired lands that do not meet its objectives 

to sustain primary wetland habitat or otherwise do not warrant !ndusion into the 

National Wildlife Refuge system. Pub!ic Law 101-618 (subpar. 206(b){5i(C)i 

recognizes the need for such disposal and directs the Secretary to make 

recommendations for disposal of acquired lands in a Report to Congress scheduled 

no later than November 26, 1997. 

Under current procedures, lands not needed by the Service would be disposed of 

according to applicable Federal laws and regulations, and in coordination with the 

General Services Adn1inistration {GSA). 

2.3.3.3 lease of Water Rights 

Under this method, the Service would lease water ri!:_lhts from owners and convey 

the water to primary wetlands. Leases can be drv-year options or other forms of 

recurring but intermittent acquisitions (from willing lessors) that make ~ull or 

specified use of water r~ghts in return for payment. Leases can be negotiated for 

any time period. \rVhen a lease expired, the water would revert back to the owner 

unless the parties agreed to renew it. 

Owners wouid receive market value for any water rights covered by lease 

agreements. The process to determine market vaiue lor leases would be 

accomplished by comparative anaiysis of lease fees based on transactions between 

private parties. 

leasing could be a useful option in the interim period before full water acquisition 

has been achieved, during drought years, and as a strategv to offset water 

reductions resulting from possible restitution strategies associated w~th recoupment. 

ln these instances, leasing would allow the Service to lessen the impacts associated 

with vvater shortages. 

Transferring water rights from one point of use to another in the Newlands Proiect 

under a leasing program would require an applicaton for a water right transfer with 

the Nevada State Engineer. There are currently no State statutes that specifica!lv 

relate to water right transfers by lease. Applications could be filed as temporary 

transfers, as provided for under Nevada State law. 
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2.3.3.4 Transfer of federal Water Rights 

Under subparagraph 206icl(3) of Public Law 101 ~618, the Secretary ot the Navy 

may, under specified conditions, transfer water rights that it no longer neeo's to the 

Service to be managed 1m the benefit of Pyramid Lake fishes and Lahontan Valley 

vvetlands, 

As required by Section 206\c)(1l of Public Law 101·618, the Navy has completed a 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPAl document "The Management oi the 

Greenbelt Area at Naval Air Station Fal!on \NAS~Fa!lonl, Nevada," that describes 

actions to rninimize hazards to aircraft operations as well as conserve irrigation 

water, (see Section 1.8.1 (5! RELATED ACTIONS UNDER PUBLIC LAW 101"618). 

The NEPA document on the Navy's conservation plan was completed in Aprfl 1994. 

2.3.3.5 Donation of Water Rights 

An individual or group may wish to donate land and/or water rights to the Service or 

Nevada Division of Wildlife (NDOW) for wetland habitat or wildlife purposes, The 

Service is authorized to receive donated water or land. The Lahontan Va!ley and 

Pyramid Lake Fish and VJildlife Fund was established under Section 206(0 of the 

Public Law to receive monetary donations that may be used for water acquisitions. 

2.3.3.6 Exchange of land and/or Water Rights 

Pursuant to the National Wildlife Refuge System Admim:'>tration Act of 1966, the 

Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, the Federal Umd Exchange 

Facilitation Act of 1988, and other applicable Federal laws and regulations, the 

Service 1:'> able to participate in exchanges of available Federal lands for privately 

owned lands and interests I~"? iands {including Vl/ater rights), The Service anticipates 

using existing excilange authorities to acquire Newfands Project land and water 

rights, and to dispose of acquired lands vvhich are not needed for program purposes. 

This tiocument provides compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act 

(NEPA) tor non~Federalland and water rights acquired for tile Lahontan Valley 

wetlands through exchange. NEPA compliance related to the Federal lands avaHable 

for exchange will be the responsibility of tile appropriate Federal agency. 

Purchasing of Water from Purveyors 

Purchasing water rights from a purveyor can differ from leasing. There are no long

term contract for water delivery and the purchaser pays for the amount of water 

used on a monthly or annual schedule. 
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If this method were used, the Service would pay a private iand owner or purveyor 

who owns water rights for the ability to use water. The period of use and the 

amount of water used is not necessarily specified ~n advance. Water use is 

fleneraliy tallied from montlHo·rnonth with payment based on the actual amount trf 

water delivered. Because it may be possible to fJurchase water lrom a number of 

purveyors, the pric~~ would likely be determined based on an appraisal of market 

value. 

2.3.4 MODElLING CAlCUlATIONS USED TO FORMUlATE THE ALTERNATIVES 

Because the Newlands Project irrigation deliveries have not yet achieved the efficiency 

targets set by the 1988 OCAP, there are no existing data that pertains to project operations 

with full achievement of OCAP targets. The Servict; used the Below Lahontan Reservoir 

(BLR) rllodei developed by the Environmental Defense Ftmd \EDF) to calculate the various 

hydrologic conditions and components of the Newlands Project operations for the 

aitematives evaluated in this document. The BLR Model is a public domain software 

program designed for integrated use with the Truckee .. Carson River system Negotiated 

Settlement Model {NSM). The model calculated Newiands Project hydro~ogic conditions, 

reservoir storage levels, reservoir releases, irrigation deliveries, shortages, canal volumes, 

capacities, and drainflows under the expected ·1988 OCAP conditions (detailed explanations 

of the BLR Mode! are in the "BLR Model Docurnentation and User Guide, Version 3.40," in 

Appendix 5). Bookrnan .. Edrnonston Engineering, inc., working under the direction of 

Reclamation and the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District {TCID). reviewed the BLR Mode! 

and made suggestions to further refine baseline assumptions. These suggestions were 

incorporated into the model calculations to fmther fine-tune and validate the modeL 

The BlR Model calculates monthly demands at lahontan Reservoir lor each month and year 

of the 92·year hydrologic simulation period ( 1901-92) based on a representative network of 

Newlands Project canal reaches, service districts, and irrigated lands. The caicuiated 

monthly demand for the Newlands Project is passed to the NSM to calculate monthly water 

supplies to the Newlands Project based on hydroiogic, physical, and legai constraints. The 

BLR Model can then calculate water volumes and deliveries that wouid occur through the 

network of Newlands Project canals below lahontan Reservoir, From this information. a 

variety of results can be calculated on a monthly or annual basis for such things as OCAP 

delivery efficiencies, hydroelectric power generation, farm deliveries, wetland deliveries, 

spills, shortages, and finany, the amount of primary wetland habitat that would be sustained 

under various alternatives. 
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From these rnodei caicuiations the Service developed the hydrologic elernents (volumes of 

water) for the different alternatives to be evaluated, The Service, in conjunction with EDF 

and Robertson Software, Inc, used the rl1odei to develop sirnulated data that enabled the 

Service to evaluate and compare variations in Newlands Project operations, wetland 

acquisition scenarios, and wetland habitat results based on a cornrnon and comparable set 

of baseline conditions. 

2. 3.5 AMOUNT OF IRRIGATED FARMlAND THAT COUlD BE CONVERTED TO NON

IRRIGATED USES 

A rnajor concem associated with the purchase of water rights in the Carson Division for 

Lahontan Valley wetlands protection is the amount of im!1at•c?d farmland that subsequently 

would bf:.r taken out of production. In the IVEPA process, alternatives can be designed to 

minimize impacts to particular resources (40 CFR § 1502. 7 4111 and C'EQ 's Forty Most Asked 

Questions no. 19a). This subiect addresses information contained in some of the previous 

sections (e.g., Section 2.3.2, SOURCES CONSIDERED IN FORJ'vlULA TJIVG AL TERNA TJVES, 

and Section 2. 3. 3, A COUISITJON A1ETHODS C(JNSIDERED IN F(JRMULA T!NG THE 

ALTERNATIVES). V'v'ithin this frame-.vork .. this section deals specifically "illith alternative 

designs that could minirnize adverse impacts to irrigated !'arm/and. 

Two reasonable lNays that •vera identified to lessen impacts to farrn!and, while still meeting 

the 25,000 acre obit.ective,. were r 1/ to rrnxxirnize the use of acquired ll!iater by transferring 

and using the full headgate entitlement and (2) to increase the reliance on water sources 

other than purchased im~!f:Ht{m vvatet rig/its, .Lis riescol;ed m Section 2. 5.3, Alternative 3 

111/0U!f/ relv on B 3. 5 AF/acre/vear transfer and use-rate, tvhich v1muld reduce the amount of 

vvater rights that vvould have to Ln: purchased in the Carson Divisior1 as compared to a use

rate ol 2.99 AF/acre/year (e.g., Proposed .Action) .. Alternative 5, as outlined in Section 

2. 5. 5,. would minimize the purchase of water ni7Ms 1r1 tile Carson Division by maxirnizing the 

use ol other water sources to fulfiJI the Service's objective for wet/antis protection. 

Alternative 5 ''.ras developed in large part as a response to concems raised by Churchill 

County and other local entities regarding potential adverse irnpacts tl?at ~vould be incurred 

to the agricultural community as a consequence of purchasing and transferring water rights 

to the primary vvetlands. 

Considering alternatives that would Jessen impacts to irriyated farmland in the Carson 

Divt~;ion also addresses requirements of the Farmland Protection Poficv Act (FPPA; subtitle I 

of Title XV of the .Agriculture and Food Act Public La\i',l 97 98) FPPA was p<.7ssed by 

Congress on Decernber 22, 1981 to minirnize the extent to which Federal programs 

ccmtribute to the unnecessary and irreversible conversion of farmland to nonagricultural 

uses. Under the FPPA, Federal agencies are to consider alternatives, as appropriate, that 
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could lessen anv adverse effects to farmland protection v,;·hen a Federal program has the 

potential to l:Jdverse!y impact the protection of farmland (Public La>v 9 7-98 § 1541 (b)). 

USDA has recomrnended that Federal agencies integrate FPPA evaluations into the NEPA 

process v.;here possible, before a program design or site,:., selected i7 CFR §658A(e})_ The 

Service's water rights acquisition program is,, bv def1~'1ition (7 CFR § 65Er2{c}}, a Federal 

progtarn"" arid /t has the fJOtentfal to ariverse/~l affect ~9rn7!an(//n tlie (~arson Division ol tht~ 

New!ands Project. It is at the program lev·ef (i.e., formulation of alternatives in this NEPA 

process) that opportunity exists to rnoditv program design to lessen adverse irnpacts to 

fFmn!and, The desf,qn of the >vater-rights acquisition program 11viJI in large part determine the 

:nagnitude of the potential irnpacts on irrigated farmland; after the FE!S is completed and the 

Record of Dc:cision (HOD/ is signed, modif't't~'l[} tl1e {Hogram design to lessen lfnpacts to 

!'arm/and could be difficult and untirnely, The Service has elected to integrate FPPA 

evaluations into this FEIS, which considers and evaluates several alternative program 

designs, each of -..vhich vvould have differing adverse ifnpacts to Carson Division farmland. 

USDA has recommended that Federal agencies consider "alternative sites, locations, and 

designs that would servo tlfe proposer/ purpose {i.e,, sustaining a long~temJ average of 

25,000 acres of primary lAietfand habitat/ but convert fewer acres of farmland or other 

farmland that has a lower re:;Jative value" 0 CFR § 658.4{c){4J(ii,i) when making decisior;s on 

Federal ptograr:ns affecttrrg farmland sites that received a score of greater than 160 poiTJts in 

a FPPA evaluation (Farmland Cr.HNersion lrnpact Rating form,. Appendix 1 0}. 7he two sites 

being considered in this EIS <7re the Carson Divt~e:;ion and the Mi(Jdh' Carson River" Both of 

tlrese sites received a score greater than 160 lHJints !Section 3.16.4, Appendix 10), 

rneaning that alternative actions, as appropriate, that could Jessen adverse Jrnpacts to 

farmland pmtection should be considered by the Service. 

Alternative actions include alternative sites .. locations, ami desiflrJS. The primary site (or 

location) being considered for ~vater-rights purchases t~<; the Car.:wn Divisii.:m. The only· oth£H 

reasonable site (or location) for lNateriights purchases is the ill1iddie Carson River. Purchase 

of water rights from the Middle Carson River lNOuld ret1uce impac<s to fcmnfand in the 

Carson Division However, even though water rights of the Jl,;7iddle Carson River could 

supplement those acquired from the Carson Division, sutficiem water rig!Jts do not exist in 

the Middle Carson River, <.me( therefore, it 1:s not a true ''alternative" to the Carson Divisionc 

No other leasible sites or locations exist. 

Alternative actions can also include alternative design. This EJS presents and evaluates a 

range of alternatives vvith different program des1~]ns (as described in Section 2. 5), each of 

which would result in differing amounts of irrigated farmland that would be converted to 

norHrn[:pJted uses. Adverse itnpacts to farmland would be fo11vest under ti1e No ,..C~ction 

Alternative (Alternative 1 ),. but sustainlrrg a long-tern? average of 25,. 000 acrt}S ol pr1"rnarv 
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wetland habitat would not be possible under this alternative. According to USDA guidelines 

implementing FPPA, the Service only has to consider alternatives whereby the purpose of 

the prograrn could be met. FPPA does not preclude the Service from acquiring water rights 

from willing sellers of prime farmlands and farmlands of statewide importanct:. In order to 

meet the 25,000-acre primary wetland objective authorized by Public Law 101-618 

(§206(a}{1J), it will be necessary for the Service to acquire water rights from prime 

farmlands and farmlands of statewide importance in the Carson Division. 

Alternative 3 would reduce the conversion of irrigated farmland to non-irrigated uses by 

relying on a 3. 5 AFiacre/year transfer and use-rate, which would reduce the amount of 

water rights that would have to be purchased in the Carson Division as compared to the 

Proposed Action's adherence to a use-rate of 2.99 AF/acre/yeer. Alternative 5 was 

des(qned in large pert to minimize the purchase of water rights in the Carson DivJ:'>ion and 

minimize the conversion of irrigated farmland to non-irrigated uses while still providing 

sufficient water and water rigflts to sustain a long-term average of 25,000 acres of primary 

wetland habitat. 

USDA regulations also recommend that agencies consider the "Use of land that t:"> not 

farmland ... " (7 CFR §658A(cJ(4J(iJ). Howew:.rr, purchase of water rights from lands not 

designated as prime farmland or term/and of statewide importance within the Carson 

Division and Middle Carson River is not an option because these lands would not have water 

rights associated with them. All irrigated farrnland in the Carson Division and Middle Carson 

River corridor ~;vas designated b)i the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) as 

either primtr farrnland or farmland of statewidtr irnportance. For the above reasons., 

evaluation and consideration of alternative locations and nonfarm/and areas was not 

appropriate lor this analysis-- 7 CFR §658.4 states that Federal agencies are to only 

consider alternative actions "as appropriate". 

FPPA also requires that Federal agencies (1} evaluate the adverse effects of Federal 

programs on the protection of farmland that has been determined to be suitable for 

protection and (2) assure that Federal programs are, to the extent possible, compatible with 

state,. !ocaf. and private programs and policies to protect farmland. These are addressed in 

Sections 4. 16.4 and 4. 27, respectively. 

2.4 ASSUMPT!ONS FOR ACT~ON AlTERNATIVES 

The following assumptions are applicable to each of the action alternatives \Aitemattves 2,3,4, and 

5). The assurnptions do not necessarily app~y to the No Action Alternative {Alternative 1 ). 

{1) The Newlands Project wHI continue to be operated within the framevvork and objectives 

of the 1988 OCAP. 
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(2) Pursuant to Sections 203(eJ and 206(a} of Public Law 101-618, the Service would, in 

cooperation with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, purchase approximately 4,000 AF of 

water rights for about 800 acres of primary wetland habitat on the Fallon Indian 

Reservation. This volume of water is incorporated into the total volume of water rights 

to be acquired under each action alternative. 

(3) The primary wetland habitat sustained and enhanced within the boundaries of the 

Stillwater NWR wm be managed under the auspices ol the existing Refuge Management 

Plan for Sti!lwater NWR and Stillwater WMA !Appendix 2). Carson Lake is expected to 

be transferred to the State of Nevada under authority of Public Law 101-618, and a 

management plan and environmental assessment are anticipated. The Service will 

assist in development of a separate management plan for Tribal wetland areas in 

consultation with the Fallon Paiute .. Shoshone Tribes. See Section 1.8.1 (i) and (4), 

RELATED ACnONS. 

(4) Federal funding for the Service's portion of the wetlands water acquisition is expected 

to come primarily from the Land and Water Conservation Fund. Other money could 

become available through the Lahontan Valley and Pyramid Lake Fish and WHdlife fund 

or other Feder a! sources. 

(5) Each aitemattve includes, as an integral part, the completion of the 20,000 AF water 

rights acqutsition program described in the Service's December 1991 EA, "Proposed 

Acquisition of Water Rights for Stillwater Wildlife Management Area and StHlwater 

National Wildlife Refuge." 

(6} The State of Nevada is expected to acquire between 12,800 AF and 23,000 AF of 

water tmder a separate authority (Question 5 Bond Fundl for the Lahontan VaHey 

wetlands. The Service assumes that this water will be transferred to the primary 

wetland areas to assist in meeting the 25,000-acre wetland habitat objective. 

Therefore, these volumes of water are incorporated into the totai volume of acquired 

water for all of the action alternatives. 

(7) Ali eligible water rights acquired by the Service witl be transferred to the primary 

wetland areas. 

(8) To the greatest extent possible, only those water rights that are eligible for transfer to 

Lahontan Valley wetlands would be acquired by the Service (see Section 2. 6. 2, 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA; and Figure 2.A). 

(9} AU deliveries of acquired irrigation water will be made through the existing Newlands 

Project delivery system. Should additional delivery points or increased denvery capacrty 

be required to convey irrigation water to the primary wetland areas, new construction 
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projects would be reviewed under separate National Environmental Policy Act (NEPAl 

documents. 

{10} The Service will use the current irrigation pattern, based on full allocation of agricultural 

irrigation deliveries as the basis for impact assessment in this document {Figure 2.8). 

Deiivery of acquired project irrigation water to wetlands would primarily occur during 

the normal irrigation season ltv1an::h 15 · November 151. No project water·user is 

allowed to divert more than 40 percent of their total entitlement in any one calendar 

month (United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co. Final Decree. 1980. (Alpine 

Decree) p. 163). The Service, under a Cooperative Agreement for delivery of water 

and payment of operations and maintenance (O&M} charges, is required to provide the 

Newlands Project operator with a wetland irrigation water use plan by February 15 of 

each year. 

(11) None of the alternatives discussed fn this document are expected to increase diversions 

from the Truckee River over base!ine conditions. If the Service determines that its 

acquisition program would increase Carson Division diversions wfthin the provisions of 

the 1988 OCAP, the Service will take the necessary steps to reduce its irrigation 

demand so as not to increase Truckee Rfver diversions over baseline conditions. This is 

pursuant to subsection 209{bJ{ 1) ol Public Law 101-618 and the Endangered Species 

Act. 

Figure 2.B BASELINE IRRIGATION DELIVERY PATTERN 

April ,1,.11·r Augu.st Se-pt 
lrngatliH! Season 

Source: TCHJ 1989 Delivery Records and BLR Mode! 3.20 
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2.5 AlTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

In this document, the Service assesses a range of alternatives that ~ncorporate various water 

sources and acquisition methods, ancl apply different use-rates to water acquired for wetlands 

protection. Except ror the No Action Alternative, volumes of water required and the wetland 

acreane that would result are fairly constant across alternatives. The designated Lahontan Valley 

wetlands \Public law 1 01-618) are the place of use for all alternatives. AH action alternatives 

incorporate the 20,000 AF water rights acquisition authorized and described in Alternative 1, 

Alternatives incltJde a No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action a Least Cost Alternative with 

Maximum Use-rate., a Maximum Acquisition Alternative, and the Service's Prelerred Aftemativt..~ .. 

each with defining characteristics. !See CHARACTERISncs OF AL TERNATlVES, Table 2.A.) Each 

of the action alternatives considered will meet the Service's objective to sustain 25,000 acres of 

primary wetland habitat. The No Action Alternative will not rneet the wetlands objective of Publlc 

Law 101-618 . Mana9ernent and monitoring requiren1ents are discussed below in Sections 2, 7 and 

2.8. 

2.5.1 AlTERNATIVE 1- NO ACTION BEYOND CURRENT 20,000 AF ACQUISITION 

PROGRAM 

The No Action A!umwtive would take no action beyond the 20.000 AF water right 

acquisition program addressed in the Service's December ·1991 EA. This acquisition 

program was initiated prior to enactrnent of Public Lavv 101-618 and would occur even if no 

action was taken by the Service pursuant to Public Law ·101-618. It is therefore an inherent 

part ot the No Action Alternative. Appropr~ations for this initial 20,000 AF acquisition 

program were approved in various Congressional actions. Purchases for the previous 

program are ongoing, and include water rights purchased by the State of Nevada lor the 

protection of lahontan Valley wetlands. Based on current acquisition rates, the Service 

estimates that the 20,000 AF acquisition program could be completed during fiscal year 

'i 996 (FY 96). The No Action Alternative is the baseline condition for comparison of 

alternatives, and is characterized as such in the Affected Environment in Chapter 3. 

ln the Service's December 1991 EA (the basis of this alternative), the proposed action cal!ed 

for the acquisition of up to 20,000 AF of water rights by the Service and State of Nevada. 

This amounts to about 11 percent of the vvater held in the CArson Division (total volume ol 

water held in the Carson Qjvfsfon js calculated to Lite about 185,000 AF (52, 768 acres X 

3. 5 i average entitlement). Total wetland inflow under Alternative 1 would corn prise 1 7,100 

AF/year of irrigation water (see restrictions section below), about 30,000 AF!year of 

drainwater and about 8,600 AFNear of water from spills. As a result of the No Action 

Alternative, about 12,100 acres of primary wetland habitat would be ma~ntained over the 

long terrn in Stillwater NWR and Carson Lake. 
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Under the current acquisition program, water rights have been purchased based on specific 

criteria that restrict the transfer of water rights to the wetlands (as agreed upon by the 

Service, NDOW and the Pyramid lake Tribe). In order to transfer acquired water rights 

without protest, the Service and NDOW inforrnaily a~~reed: 

( 1} not to transfer any water rights that have been involved in a transfer since 

1985; 

(2) that only water rights for lands that were water-righted and irrigated between 

1984-89 would be transferred to wetlands as depicted on the August 1991 

composite map (figure 2.A}; and 

13) to apply for transfer of only 2.99 AF/ac:re/year of acquired water rights. 

The Service and NDOW have reserved the remaining 0.51 AF/acre of water rights not 

transierred due to conditions mentioned above. Due to limits imposed by these agreements, 

the Service estimates that only ·17, 100 AF/year of the 20,000 AF of acquired water rights 

will be available for delivery to wetlands upon completion of the program. Of the 17, 100 

AF/year~ only about 16,500 AF is expected to retJch the ll'lletlands e<.7cl"' y-ear on av·erage 

ovt:r the long tenn., due to shortages. 

The No Action A!ternative relies on irrigation drainwater and spH!s for 70 percent ot its 

in How. The Service has little control over the timing or volurne of drainwater or spills 

reaGhing the pr[mary wetland areas, :so resuHin~l wetland habitat 'NiH f!uctuate from year·to

year due to these variab!es. This alternative relies on a hi~lh percentage of drainwater (54 

percent/ lor wetland inflows. ~~ewlands Project irrigation drainwater l1as been shown to 

adversely affect aquatic life and fish and wikmfe in the Lahontan Val!ey wetlands due to 

high concentratiOns of total dissolved-solids and toxic elements \HoHman, 1994i. 

Continued reliance on substantial amounts o~ dra111water for w<~Hiands protection, as 

dt.oscribed in the No Action Alternat~ve, could potentially cause adverse impacts to these 

resources. 

Reservoir spills have been incorporated rnto the total annual average of water delivered to 

the wetlands, Average annual spills were calculated using the BLR Model for the 92-year 

hydrologic simulation period; however, spills typically occur on!y in years of high runoff. ln 

addition, not all spill water reaches the wetlands durinf.1 flood years, as some is utilized by 

other users, or bypasses the primary wetland areas, Because spills occur on such an 

unpredictable basis, and in varying volumes, wetland r·nanagers depend upon them pdmadly 

for their ability to flush contaminants and salts from wetland units. 



The following are conditions anticipated to occur under the No Action Alternative: 

~> Estimated agricultural acreage to be retired from production .... 5,6 70 acres; 

~> Use-rate-- 2.99 AF/acre/year; 

~> Total volume of acquired irrigation water available for wetlands protection-- 17,100 AF; 

~> Estimated annual average of spills available to wetlands -- 8,600 AF; 

~> Estimated volume of drainwater ···· 30,000 AF/year; 

~> Drainwater would comprise about 54 percent o·f [Otal volume of water delivered to the 

vvetlands. 

"" Total average annual primary wetlands acreage to be sustained -- 12, ·1 00 acres; 

~> Total annual volume of water available to the wetlands -- 55,700 AF. 

~> Estimated capital cost .. · $8.5 million 

l> Estimated range ot total annual costs (operations and maintenance fees and revenue 

sharing payrnents) · $167,000 to $201,000. 

2.5.2 AlTERNATIVE 2 ··· PROPOSED ACTION 

As a result of Alternative 2, 25,000 acres of primary wetiand habitat wou~d be sustained 

over the long term at Stillwater NWR, Carson Lake, and the Tribal wetlands. 

Under Alternative 2, water rights would be acquired predominately by purchase from willing 

sel!ers in the Carson Division of the Newiands Project. These acquisitions would inciude the 

purchase of some lands with appurtenant water rights. Leasing, donations, and exchange 

of water rights would be utilized if the opportunities existed, including land exchanges ~1litfl 

private entities. 

This alternative would seek to follow the intent of the informal agreement between the 

Service, NDOW and Pyramid Lake Tribe regardin[l the transfer and use of water ri~Jhts. The 

Service would transfer all eligible water rights and commit to a 2.99 AFiacreiyear use-rate 

for water rights acquired for wetlands protection. This use-rate is defined by the Alpine 

Decree and has gone unchallenged in the past. The Service has relied on the 2.99 use··rate 

as a matter oi policy. 
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Under Alternative 2, as much as 122,000 AF of water rights would be acquired by the 

Service and the State of Nevada, which amounts to about 66 percent of the water held in 

the Carson Division of the Newlands Project. As noted in assumptions 2 and 5 of Section 

2.4,. the 122,000 AF of ~vater rights includes the 20,000 AF acquisition program and 4, 000 

AF of water rights to be acquired in trust for Tribal wetlands , As a result of reductions due 

to use-rates, the acquisition of 122,000 AF of water rights would result in the delivery of 

102,000 AF/year of irriga!:lon water to the wet~ands. Drain water ( 13,000 AF/yearl and 

spills (1 0,000 AF/year) would comprise the remainder of water required to meet the 

125,000 AF/year wetlands demand. if wetland inflows associated with drainflows and 

spills were increased over the Service's calculations, fewer water rights would need to be 

purchased to meet the 25,000 acre wetland objective. 

Based on current market prices, the Service calculates that the State of Nevada under this 

alternative, would purchase between 12,800 AF and 23,000 AF of vvater rights for 

wetlands protection under authority of the OtJestion 5 Bond Fund. The Service would 

acquire the remainder of water required for wetlands (betwe£m 99,000 AF and 109,200 

AFJ. 

Under this alternative,. only water rights from irrigated and water-righted lands (eligible 

lands) would be transferred. Carson Division water rights have headgate entitlements of 

4.5, 3.5, or 1.5 AF/acre/year depending on whether they are bench, bottom or pasture 

lands. Alternative 2, by using 2.99 AF/acre/year ot the acquired bench or bottom land 

water rights, would leave the remaininf~ 1.51 or 0.51 AF/acre/year unused. As a result, this 

alternative would effectively reduce the total irrigation demand for the Newlands Project. 

Decreased Nevviands Project irrigation demand wou!d reduce LahontHn Reservoir releases, 

thereby reducing Truckee River diversions. These actions would ultimately benefit Pyramid 

Lake resources. 

This alternative could potentially take as much as 34,800 acres of irrigated, water-righted 

lands in the Carson Division of the Newlands Project out of agricultural production. The loss 

of agricultural irrigation would diminish drainwater inflow to Stillwater NWR, Stillwater 

VVMA, and Carson Lake wetlands. 

The following are conditions anticipated to occur under Alternative 2, including the 20,000 AF 

acquisition program: 

~» Estimated auricuitural acreage to be retired from production ··- 34,800 acres; 

" Use-rate-- 2.99 AF/acre/year; 

"' Volume of acquired irrigation water available lor wetlands protection -- 102,000 AF; 



.,. Estimated annual average of spills available to wetlands -- 10,000 AF; 

.,. Estimated volume of drainwater -- 13,000 AF/year: 

.,. Drainwater vvould comprise about 1 0 percent of the total volume of water delivered to 

the wetlands. 

• Total average annual wetlands acreage to be sustained -- 25,000 acres; 

~> Total annual volume of water available to the wetlands -- 125,000 AFiyear. 

~> Estimated range of total capital costs-- $49.8 million to $100.3 mi!lion . 

.,. Estimated ran9e of total annual costs (operations and maintenance fees and revenue 

sharing payments)-- $995,000 to $1.2 million. 

2.5.3 ALTERNATIVE 3- lEAST COST WITH MAXIMUM USE-RATE 

This ~s considered the Least-Cost Alternative due to its reliance on a 3.5 AF/acre!y'ear 

transfer and use-rate, which rnaxirnizes the use of water acquired. This alternative offers 

the lowest total cost (capital and annual) of the action alternatives. This alternative uses 

the same acquisition process as Alternative 2, that is .. purchase from wi!ling se!lers. Similar 

to Alternative 2, these acquisitions could include the purchase of some !ands with 

appurtenant water rights, and !easing, donations, and exchanqe of water rights would be 

utifized il the opportunities existed, including land exchanges vvith private entities. 

The 3.5 AF/acre/year use .. rate is thn only factor that differentiates this alternative from 

Alternative 2. The Least Cost Alternative would sustain a !onq-term average of 25,000 

acres of primary wetland habitat at Stillwater NWR, Carson Lake and the Tribal wetlands. 

Under tllis alternative, nearly all of water rights acquired would be put to full use. The 

Service would most likely acquire some water rights at the 4 .. 5 Af:ii:1cre/year bench land 

entitlement which ~vould allow a small portion of water rights to rernain unused. As a result 

thl~'> alternative ~;vould result in slight reductions in Project demand over baseline conditions. 

There is some dispute as to whether transfers at a rate as !Hgh as 3.5 AF/acre/year could be 

made. First, some people are of the opinion that this rate would be inconsistent 'Nith the 

Alpine Decree. Second. the ability to transfer at this rate would be contingent upon the 

State Engineer limiin!] that downstream water·right l·1oh:lers would not be injured by a 

proposed transfer at this rate and accepting the argument that wetland uses would be 

similar enou!]h to existing agricultural irrigation so as not to constitute a chanue in use. 
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Such a finding of change in use would invoke a reduction in the use rate to 2.99 

AF /acre/year. FinaHy, the analysis performed by the Service for this docurnent indicates 

that the 3.5 AF!acreivear ustH'ate would probably have no effect on Truckee River 

diversions for the Nevv!ands Project over the long term <.md would, therefore. neither benefit 

nor adversely impact the recovery of endangered Pyramid Lake fishes. However, if this 

aftemativ<l were implemented by the Service, and if a more refined ana!vsis, or actual 

experience, indicated that the 3.5 AF/acre/year use-rate would be detrimental to Truckee 

River flows and Pyramid lake resources the Service would reduce the irrigation use-rate for 

wetlands protection. This is required by the Endangered Species Act and subsection 

209fb,!f 1,1 of Public U1w 101-618, which mandates that the Secrt::<tary shall not implement 

any provisions under Title II of the Public L:HN that would increase Truckee River diversions 

to the Newlands Project over those a!lov.;ed under OCAP. 

Because the 3.5 Af;/acrefvear use·rate might be detrimental to Truckee River flows into 

Pyramid Lake, the Service therefore, actually may reduce the use~rate of Newlands Project 

water to sornething less than 3.5 AF/acre/year. The use rate under this alternative would 

be a rnax!mum rate, under any reasonab~e set of assumptions, at which water vwuld be 

transferred from agricultural use and applied to wetlands. Since this one !actor can 

potentially affect a nurnber of other components in the water rights acquisition process, th!s 

alternative uses the 3.5 AF/acre rate so as to allow comparison of impacts based on use~ 

rate alone. 

The Service expects that a test transfer app!ication would have to be Wed with the State 

Ennmeer to obtain a ruling on the 3.5 AF/acre/year transfer and use~rate before this 

alteiT\ative could be impiernemecL Even 1f Hw State Engineer ruled favmably on the test 

applicaton, other factors, such as liti\:jation or con!licts w~th the Endangered Spec~es Act 

\ESA) and subsection 209{b)(1} of Public Lavv 101-618, could prevent the Service from 

implernentin:J this alterrHHive. 

Under the Least Cost Alternative, as much as 1 OCLOOO AF of vvater rights would be 

acquired, which amounts to about 54 percent of the water held in the Carson Division of 

the Ne1Niands Project. As noted in assumptions 2 and 5 of Section 2.4, the 100,000 AF of 

water n~qhts includes tht:~ 20,000 AF acquisition program and 4,000 AF ol water r(qhts to be 

acquirod in trust for Tribal wetiands- The acquisition of 100,000 AF of water rights vvould 

resu~t in the delivery of 9'7, 700 AF/year of irrigation water over the long run. Drainwater 

(18,600 AFiyear) and spills {8,700 AF/y"ear) \Nouid rnake up the remainder of water sources 

needed to rneet the 125 .. 000 AF/year weHands demand. lf 1Netland inilows associated with 

drainflovvs and spills W'ere increased over the Service's calculations, fewer water rights 

vvould need to be purchased to meet the 25,000-acre wetlands objective, 
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Based on current rnarket prices, the Service ca!cu!ates that the State of Nevada, under this 

airemative, would purchase between 12,,800 AF and 23,000 AF of water 1'19hts for 

\Netlands protection as authorized by the Question 5 Bond Fund. The remaining 77,000 AF-

87, 200 AF of water rights would be acquired by the Service. 

The following are conditions anticipated to occur under Alternative 3, including the 20,.000 

AF acquisition program: 

"' Estimated arJricuitural acreage to be retired from production -- 28,500 acres; 

"' Use-rate -- 3. 5 AF/aGrelyear; 

"' Total volurne of acquired irrigation water available for wetlands protection ···· 97,700 AF; 

"' Estirni.'lted annual average of spills avai!ab!e to wetlands · 8, lOO AF; 

~~" Estirnated volume oi draim•..rater -- 18,600 .ii.F/year; 

"' Drainw·ater vvould comprise about 15 percent of the total volume of water delivered to 
the wt,tlands. 

.. Total average annual primary wetlands acreage to be sustained - 25,000 acres; 

.. Total annual volume of water Bvailable to the w•.:;tlands · 125,000 ,<I.F/year. 

.. Estimated range of total Gapital cost - $42.2 nHilion to $7'7. 1 million. 

.. Estlrnated ranne of total annual costs (operations and maintenance fees and revenue 

sharing payments)-- ,~815,500 to $986,500. 

2.5.4 AlTERNATiVE 4 ·MAXIMUM ACQUISmON 

Alternative 4 renes alrnost entirely on the acquisition of irrigation water q~hts to rneet the 

25,000-acre wetlands objective. This alternative represents tile rnaxir-nurn acquisition 

scemmo and does not make use or rely on anv drainwater to sustain primary wetland 

habitat. Irrigation \'Vater would make up the largest proportion of wetland inflows under this 

altematve, and as a result, wetland inflows w·ould be of hinher quality than that which 

\vould occur tmder all other aiternatives. Due to thto watHr quality factor, this alternative 

would offer the most benefit to fish and wildlife resources in tl1e vvetlands. 



This a~tematrve vvou~d acquire water rights predominately by purchase from willin~~ se!lers in 

the Carson Division o! the ~~ewlands Project, These acquisitions v;~ould include the purchase 

of some lands with appurtenant water rights. Leasing, donations, and exchange of water 

r~ghts would be utihzed i1 the opportunit~es existed, including land exchanges lAlith pdvate 

entities. This a~temative also makes use of the 2.99 A.F/acre/year use-rate for weUands 

protectiorL As a resu!t of this alternative, a ionn-terrn average ot 25,000 acres of primary 

wetland habitat would be sustained at St~liwaTer NWR, Carson lake, and the Tr~bal 

wetlends. 

Under the 1\ilaxirnurn Acquisition Alternative, es much as 1 33,500 A.F of water r~ghts would 

be acquired, or about 72 percent of the water held ~n the Gerson D~vis~on of the Newlrmds 

Project. As noted in asswnptions 2 and 5 of Section 2.4, th€! 133,500 AF ot' Vliater rights 

includes the 20,000 AF acquisdion program and 4,000 AF of water rigMs to be acquirtJd in 

trust for Tribt:JI wetlands. As a resu!t of reduct!ons due to the use-rate, the acquisition of 

133,500 AF of water rights wou!d result ~n the deliverv of 1 "l3,200 A.Ftvear of irrigation 

water, no drainwater and 11 ,800 AF/year o1' water from spilis, If wetland inflows 

associated wfth spllls were increased over tile Service's calcu!ations, fewer water rights 

would need to be purchased to meet the 25,0QO .. acre wetland objective, 

Besed on current market prices, the Service calculates that the State of Nevada under this 

alternative wou!d purchase between 12,800 AF and 23,000 A.F of water rights for wetlands 

protection as authorized bj/ Propos[tion 5, The remaininn 110,500 A.F to 120, 700 .AF o! 

water rights would be acquired bV the Service. 

Uncier this alternative, irri{lation water would provide as rnuch as 90 percent at the 'Water 

needed to sustain 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat, Due to the larne percentage of 

agricuttural lands taken out of production, t!1e Service expects that very llttle drainwater 

wou~d reach the primary wetland areas. Any drainweter that did reach the primary wet!ands 

would be segregated in sumps and managed separately. The Service would desi9nete 

disposal areas for such drainwaters, if these disposal areas were considered to be 

hazardous to wi!dliie, the Service would construct barriers or use additional measures to 

preclude wildlife access. The Stiilw<ner NWR Comprehensive Master Plan would address 

various aspects of separating drainwater, and managing it to predude wildlife access if 

Alternative 4 was chosen. 

This alternative decreases Nevv!ands Project demand and Truckee River diversions to the 

extent that it offers tl"te greatest increase in Pyramid lake inflow. As a result, the Maximum 

Acquisition Alternetive offers the most positive benefit tor Pyramid Lake resources of the 

alternatives considered. Over the long tern1, this alternative increases Pyramid lake inHovv 

by about 6 percent over conditions of the No Action Alternative, This alternative offers 2 

percent rnore Pyramid Lake inflow than A!ternative 2. 



The following are conditions anticipated to occm under Alternative 4, including the 20,000 

AF acquisition program; 

~>- ~..11axirnurn agriculturaf acreage retired from production -- 38,100 acres; 

~~> Use"rate -- 2.99 AF/acre/year; 

~~> Volume of acquired irrigation water available lor wetlands protection -- 113,200 AF; 

~>- Estimated annual average of spills available to wetlands -- 11 ,800 AF; 

~>- Estimated volume of drainwater -- none; 

~~> Total average annual primary wetlands acreage to be sustained '" 25,000 acres; 

"' Total annual volume of water available to the wetlands . 125,000 AF/year. 

~>- Estimated range of total capital costs -- $53.8 rml!ion to $112.4 million. 

~>- Estimated range of total annual costs (operations and maintenance fees and revenue 

sharing payments)-- $1.08 million to $1.3i million. 

2.5Jj AlTERNATiVE 5- PREFERRED AlTERNATIVE 

Alternative 5 has been chost.m as the Servjce's Preferred Alternative in the FEIS. This 

a1ternative ltmits acqujsftion of agricultural surface water rigl1ts (througl7 purchase, 

exchange, or donation} in the Carson Division to about 75,000 AF and also relies on other 

acquisition methods and water sources to provide suHicient water to sustaln 25,000 acres 

of prirnary wetland habitat in Lahontan Valley, as mandated by Section 206(a) of Public Law 

101-618. As noted in assumptions 2 and 5 of Section 2.4, the 75,000 AF of water rights 

includes tl!e 20,000 AF acqw:-:;itlon prograrn and 4,000 AF of water rights w bt'l acquired in 

trust for Tribal wetlands. 

Similar to Alternative 2, water rights would be acquired by purchase from willing seHers in 

the Carson Division oi the Newlands Project, and through donation and exchange, including 

land exchanges ~;vith private entities. This aiternative also emphasizes !easing as an option 

that benefits farmers and reduces impacts to the agricultural economy in the community. In 

addition to Carson Division agricu!tural water rinhts, drainwater and spills, this alternative 

would rely on upstream water right purchases from the Middle Carson River corridor, use of 

sewage eftluem and conserved Navy water as available. It could also rely on Lahontan 
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Valley groundwatEH pumping for up to 7,500 AF of water to make up the volume required 

to meet wetlands demand, 

This alternative spreads acquisition impacts across a nreater area, while rel:,dng on a wider 

ran~1e of water sources. It allows the Service to choose between water resources that may 

change from year-to-year as a result of both man-made and natural factors. U for instance, 

more lessors are available in any one year, the Service could decrease groundwater 

pumping, and increase ~easing. If less water was available from the Middle Carson River 

corridor On a shortage year), leasing and groundwater pumping could be increased to offset 

deficiencies, 

Under this alternative, the Service would continue purchasing vvater rights from the Carson 

Division and begin working on a leasing program and an acquisition plan for the purchase 

and transfer of water rights from t!it'l Middle Carson River corridor. In conjunction with the 

purchase component, the Service would work to develop a funding mechanism necessary to 

support the leasing component of this alternative. The acquisition plan under this alternative 

wm1fd include: using water made available bv the Navy as a result of water conservation 

efforts associated with its NAS-Fa!ton greenbelt management plan, and conveying City of 

Fallon sewage effluent directlv to the primarv wetland areas. The Service has an agreement 

with the Navy regarding use of conservation water~ but would have to secure an agreement 

with the Citv of Fallon to transfer and maker use of sewage effluent generated by its Fallon 

treatment plant Over time, as Fallon grows and other residents are serviced by the Fallon 

sewage disposal system, greater volumes ol water rnay become av·ai/able from this source, 

Another method under this alternative would be to develop groundwater wells for wetland 

water supplv. 

This alternative decreases d~versions from the Truckee River over existing conditions, and 

offers some benefit to Pyramid Lake resources in the form of increased flow to the lake. 

However, these benelits are less than those expected horn Alternatives 2 or 4. 

The Service has determined that about 75,000 AF of water, which is about 40 percent of 

the water hetd in the Carson Division of the Nevvlands Project, would be acquired through 

fee purchase, donation, and exchange under the Preferred Alternative. As a result, about 

21 ,000 acres ot water-righted agricultural land in the Carson Division would be changed to 

other uses. Based on the Service's policv to use 2. 99 AF/acrelyear of the water rights 

acquired from the Carson Divi.sion, the arnount of \Nater delivered to the prirnary wetland 

habitats would be about 62,000 AF/year. Under the Preferred Alternative, the Service 

expects drainflows to average about 19,700 AF/year and spiils to amount to about 9, 700 

AF/year over the long term. lf wetland inflows associated with drainfiows and spills were 

•ncreased over the Service's calculations, less water would need to be acquired from other 
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sources or through fee purchase. The Service anticipates that it mav be able to rnake use of 

acquired irrigation water rights at a higher use-rate (not greater than 3. 5 AFlacrelyearJ 

sometime in the future if operational conditions in the f,lev1llands Project change with resptcct 

to the Truckee River and it can c!eadv be demonstrated that such use does not adversely 

impact Truckee River and Pvramid Lake resources. The Service also recognizes the need to 

obtain approvals from the Nevada State Engineer for h1!7her use-rates and to resolve other 

issues rela<ing to the Alpine Decree before h~qher use-rates could be implemented. 

Under the Preferred Alternative, the fo!loV'.dng me;tflods and sources in addition to purchases 

from tlie Carson Divl:.;;ion, drainflovvs and spdfs, !lllOufd be used to meet the 125,000 AF./~'ear 

primarv lAletfands habitat demand. These methods and sources could include a combination 

ol the lollowfng and are d1:<>cussed below in the expected onter of implementation. 

"' increased reliance on leasing water ritlhts 

"' Purchasing upstream Segment 7 water rights 

"' Use of Navy conserved water 

"' Use of treated sewage effluent 1'rorn municipal !.acdiiies 

"' Pumping Lahontan Valley groundwater 

Leasing 

Altemat!vt• 5 mnphasizes reiL:mce on leases, dry-year options and other forms of intermittent 

acquisitions fron1 INil!ing sellers as a method of acquisition. Leases are best implemented 

with other acquisition sources, .and act to !ill acquisition gaps not covered by other sources. 

Tho Service estimates that 1easing as much as 21,600 AF/year would be required about 50 

percent of the time. In many years, leasing would contribute less than this arnount, and in 

about 1/3 of the years, no leasing would occur, Leasing would otfer larrners a flexible way 

to f.!arn addit!onal income in any given year, and would benefit the community's economy by 

not takino anrlculturat [ands out of production permanently. 

For the Service, however, teasing is the most cos tty method ot acquiring vvater. The 

Service estimates that a leasing fJrogram couki up to $3.88 mitllon and would accrue 

annuatly. 

Middle Carson River 

This alternative also includes the transfer of water rights from the l'v1iddle Carson River 

(Segment 7) to the primary wetlands in Lahontan Vailey \Segn1ent 8). About 6.450 acres of 

\"Jater-righted irrigated iands are located rn the Carson River corridor between Lahontan 

Reservoir and the Carson City gaging sttnion. 
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The Sendee has determined that water right acquisitions t'rorn tin< Middle Carson River could 

potentially providfJ an average of about 8,200 AFlvear to the wetlands. Transfers from one 

segrnem of the river to another coutd change the priority date of the transferred watet ri~]hts 

to the vear of purchase. As a result, wate,- nnhts that are transferred from Segment 7 to 

Segment 8 may have little or no yield in some years because their priority date rnakes them 

junior to those users with more senior ri~:_lhts. Nevada water law allows a water right to 

retain its priority vvhen transferred to a downstream segment provided that aU senior 

downstream users agree to honor the priority date for the water right being transferred. !n 

St:1gment 8, TCID is the representative for nearly all the downstream private water-right 

holders. TCID and Reclarnation (Federal agencv controlling the Newlands Project) wou!d 

have to agret.• to honor the older priority- date for watt.•r rights bein£1 transferred from 

Se~Jment 7 to the primary wetlands in order for the Serv~ce to transfer ~'!later rights from 

Segment 7 to Segment 8. in comments to the DEIS, TC!D staff staterd that board members 

aro not genera/tv opposed to considering such an agreement. 

The Alpine Decree further stipulates that in water ri~lht transfers that inc!ude change in 

manner of use, only the net consumptive use rate rnay be transferred and applied. For 

Se~Fnent 7, the irrigation diversion rate is 4.5 AF/acre/year, but the net consumptive use 

(allowable transfer) rate is 2..5 AF/acre/year. 

According to the Alpine Decree, there are 6,450 acres of water ri~lhted land ~n Segment 7. 

The Service h.as insufficient ~niormat~on to determine t11e number of t•liil!ing sellers in the 

~~~1iddle Cars\Jn River corridor. In order to q\.lantify the effects of tre:mst•.:ming \!Vater frorn 

Segment 7 to Segrnent 8 and the primary wetland habitats, the Service hfls dep~cted a 75 

percent acquisition rate for Segment 7 water nghts, Based on this 75 percent acquisition 

scenario, Service ca~cu!e:1tions tor this exarnple shovv that water riohts 1rorn about 838 

acres of land would be acquired from willing sellers throuslh purchase. 

ll.s depicted in th~s example, the acquisition o! 21 ,T70 Af (4,838 acres@ 4.5 ;,\F/acre/year) 

ot vvater riohts in Segment 7 equates to 12,100 AFNear of water eligible for transfer 

downstrearn to Segment 8 applying the 2, 5 transfer rate. However, of the ·12, 100 AF 

volume of water released from Lahontan Reservoir, only 8,2.00 AF would be available to the 

primary weUand hab•tats due to conveyance losses tl1at occur in the Newlands Project. 

Usinn a s~mulated 92 year hydroio9ic data set, the Service has calculated that the long-term 

average wetland delfvery as depicted ~n this exampl..:.;, would arnount to only 6,200 AFiyear 

as a resujt of dwught years. Frorn this example, it can be seen that under existlng 

condit~ons and laws, only about 30 percent of the total wawr rights acquired can reasonab!y 

be expected w be delivered to the primary weHand areas. 

Based on the Bxarnp!e above, the Service has c.alculatt.'cl tl1at the costs associated with 

theso upsuean1 acquisitions are about $16.9 rni!lion. These calculat~ons show that cost per 
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acre .. foot of upstream water rights dellvered to the wetlands is substantially higher than the 

Carson Division water rights dt•livered to tile wetlands. 

About 1 , 244 acres of water-righted Lands in Segment 7 ot the Carson River corridor have 

already been acquired by the Navada State Parks. Thase water rights are not direct~y 

available to the Service for wetlands protection because they were purchased throunh the 

Quest~on 5 Bond Fund designated tor State Park purposes. A portion of these water rights 

might be transferred or exchanged to NDOW if State Parks determined that the water 

available was in excess of State Park needs. 

The Service would use Newfands Project facilities to convey water acquired from Segrl<ern 7 

to the wetlands. The Sarvice axpects to be subject to the same conveyance losses as other 

irrigators rn the Carson Division of the Newlands Project. 

Navy Water 

NAS-Faffon holds title to 2,934 acres of water-righted land which would have a Newlands 

Project irrigation entitlement of 10,269 AF/year. Tlirough the years (1984-93) the Navy's 

irnf:Fition deliveries have averaged about 6,275 .Af/year for nondrought years. The Navv 

has begun to implement a greenbelt management plan fU S. Department of the Navy~. 19941 

vvhich will reduce iaigation deliveries to about 4, 400 AFi'jiear as a result of water 

conservation efforts and on site irrigation efficiency irnptmlements. 

Pursuant w secrion 206lc) of Public Law 10 1-6' J 8, the Service and the !v'avy have s1!7ned a 

1\llemorandum of Agreement (lltiOA) that calls for the irrigation water saved or conserved at 

MAS-Fallon in the future to be used bt the Senlice for hsh ancf wildlife pur:noses, primarily 

for cui-ui and secondari!v for 1•,1etiands protection.. Based on tln: provisions in the lv10.A, the 

St:rrvice has idemitied that about 2,300 AFlyear ol water could be ava1JabiH lrorn tire Navv 

under this altt..emative. The full potential of this water source may be as high as 5".870 

AF/year, if it is determined that all ~vater n:qhts from the Navy are ehgible for transler to the 

wetlands and their transfer would not increase Truckee River diversions. 

The Service may determine that this water source is necessary h.H t11e recovery and 

protection of endangered Pyramid Lake fish spedes or to offset increases in California 

diversions under Section 204 of Public Law 101-618, and choose to exercise its option to 

make use of Navy waters for the Endangered Species Act fESAJ. Such use of this !.tvater 

source could occur permanently or intermittenttv, as in vears when additional Truckee River 

inffovv to Pyrarnfd Lake is critical to the recovery or prorection of endangered fishes. 
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Sewage Effluent 

Under existing conditions, the City of Fallon and NAS Fallon sewage treatment plants 

discharge between 800 - 900 AF of eHiuent into New!ands Project drains each year, The 

Service would have to make specific arran~JEHnents with the Cit)! of Fal!on and the Navy to 

ensure that the effluent is discharged in such a rnanner that it will reach the wetlands and 

be available to sustain primary wetland l1ab1tat, Such an agreement couid be amended to 

altow 'for greater vvetl<.mds deliveries ol sewage effluent as population and treated 

discharges increase in the future, The Service expects that over the long term this water 

source may fJtOilide as rnuch as 2,000 to 3,000 AF/year, The Service has based this 

estimate of available vllater on population projections and NAS·Fal!on expansion plans. 

Groundwater 

Groundvvater !s a water source that could be used to augment total supply in the event that 

the other sources of water or methods of acquisition prove not to provide sufficient ~vater to 

sustain 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat !~or the Service to utilize groundwater, it 

would have to eitherr drW and develop a number of hi~lh·volume wells that could pump 

adequate volumes oi water to meet wetlands protection objectives, or acquire existing vverlls 

~vith water n~{ht permits" In drier vears, gnJundwater pumping could be used to off..'>et 

surface water shortages. In spill years, groundvvater pumping 'I!VOu!d rlecreas<;, 

pror;()rtionately, or cease, Based on these assumptions, the Service estimates groundwater 

mny provide from 6,800 /I.F to as much as 14,300 A.F annuaHy and could require as many 

as nine wells vvith 1,000 nallon:;;; per rninute 

The Servico views groundwater pumping as the least likely source of water lot wetlands 

protection due to two key issues. One issua relates to obtainir19 nevv nroundwatnr 

appropriations hom the Nevada State En9ineer. StaH frorn the Engineer's Office has 

:ndicateci that any groundwater application that would require the volumes described in this 

alternative \IVOuld be cause lor concern and evaluated ciosely. The lahontan Valley lS 

currently closed to nevv appropriations of groundwater for agricuimral use \Palm, oral 

cornmunication, 1994), and the Service's use of groundwater for wetlands protection could 

be subject to this same restriction. The Service could acquire ext:'>ting ground~vater permits 

and transfer those permits to the wells it Vi/ould have to drifl, or acquire the existing •···ells 

and conve)i the water to tho wetlands via existing irrigation ditches. Any new construction 

!\vel! drilling, pipe!lnes, etc.) that would n<sult from this alternative vvoufd require additional 

site SfJecific impact analvsis for construction activities, as required bv NEPA 

A st.<cond issue relates to groundwater quality in the eastern portion;; of the val!ay. Under 

this alternahie, the Service would driB these wells on Federal lands on, or adjacent to, the 

prirnary wetland areas \Carson Lake, Stillwater NVvR, Tribal vvetlandsL Studies have shown 

that total dissolved-solids concentrations in grounrlwater in lhe areas desctfbtcd above 
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regularly exceed 1,000 rniHigrams per liter lrng/ll and are often as high as 4,000~5,000 

mg/L. \fv1aurer and ot:hers, 1994), These concentrations of dissolved solids would be of 

concern to the Service, and may be consldered unsuitable for the management object~ves of 

sustaining primary wetland habitat (Hoffrnan, 1 994). Groundwater V\iOU!d only be used to 

the extent that it does not degrade vvater qmtfitv ot llliOtland inflows as compared to baseline 

conditions. It is estimated that if less than about l, 500 .AF/vt:rar of groundl.t,;·ater is pun?ped 

fron1 the are.:rs described and delivered to pri.mary wetlands, V!iater quality of wetland 

inflows would not be adverselv impacted. l!Vater quBiltv ol ~veils would be test•..<d initia!lr· 

and monitored over time to ensure that wetland ;l·rflow;; would not bef adve~rselv impacted bv 

this water source. 

W<'.olls wouki be dri!led rnto the intermediate aqui!er 150 to 1,000 feet below the surface) and 

wouki rnost likely have sulf!dent capacity and rtocharge to fuHill the Service's pumping 

demands. The eastern portions of Lahontan Va!ley where the weH sites v..rould be located 

are vvlthin the dischar~~e zones of the shallow and intern1~.:;diate aquifers \Glancy, 1986, 

Maurer and others, 1994, SeHer and Allander, 1993}. "l"her~.:;rore, pumping groundvvater is 

not expected to adversely affect aqutfer recharoo or other ~:.lroundwaH:1f users in the ll',l6'Stem 

and west .. centrBI portions of the Lahontan V.aflev (Fallon area and areas to the west of 

Fallon), Based on preliminary assessments of groundwater recharne, the Service estimates 

that about 20,000 AF/year cou~d be pumped from this source without inmactin9 other 

oroundwater users, e.>:-cept possibly- those in the irnmedlate vicinity illlhere tlre twrnping 

v,tou!d occur (Maurer, oral communication, 1993}. Groundvvater pumping could cause 

focalized declines in water./evels in the shal!ovti and intermediate aquifers i~l the imrnediate 

area >vhere the pumping would occur. 

T'he Serv~ce caJculates that the cost of pumping \i\/OU~d range frorn S244,00C~ to about 

$503,000 per Vticlt in ok•ctric costs" Capital investmE:;r;t costs associated with driilinfJ nirlH 

weHs would range lron1 $500,000 to $'700,000 bas•xi on previous weH driUing costs on 

!~ehJ!:_le lands, 

The following are conditions anticipated to occur under the Preferred Alternative, including 

the 20,000 AF acquisition program: 

"' Estimated agricultural acreage to be retired froiTl production -- 21,000 acres in the 

Carson Division and as much as 6,450 acres in the Middle Carson f~iver corridor; 

11> Use~rate -- 2.99 AFiacre/year 

.. Tota! volume of Carson Division 1rnnation >vater deHvered for wetlands protection --

62,000 AFiyear 

"' Estimated annual average of spiHs avaifable to wetlands -- 9, 700 AF/year 
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~>- Estimated volume of dr<.~inwater -- 19,700 AF/year 

IF Dra~nwater would comprise about 16 percent of the total volume ol water delivered to 

the wetlands. 

IF Estimated averaoe volume of ieased water to be obtained-- 0 to 21,600 AF/year 

~>- Estimatt.~d average of upstream water rights available for wetlands protection .... 6,200 

AF!year 

"" Estimated range of ~Jroundwater pumped-- 6,800 AF/year to 14,300 AF/year 

"" Estimated volume of Navy water that could be rnade availabie tor weHands use-- 2, 300 

AF/year to 5,870 AFlyear 

"' Estirnated volume of treated waste water conveyed to wetlands .... 800 AF/year .. 2,000 

AF>"}Iear 

IF Total annual volume o·f water available to the wetlands ····· 125,000 AF/year 

"" Total avEwaf),e annual wetlands acrea{1e to be sustained·· 2.5,000 acres 

"' Estimated range of total capital cost-- $49 million to $75.2 million. 

.. Estirnated range of total annual costs (operations and maint•.mance tees, revenue sharing 

payments, k1asin£l , and pumping costs -- $2. 79 milNon to $3. i 7 mmion. 

The following mitigation measures would be implemented as part of the Preferred Alternative : 

,.. Lands bought as part of the vvater rights acquisition prograrn that are outside the Service 

management boundary would be sold or exchanged and returned to private ovvnership or 

Indian Trust, The purpose of this rnitigation is to protect the current balance of private 

and Federal lands in the Lahontan Valley. 

j> Due to weter qualitv concerns, the Service vllou/d use groundwater only to the extent 

that it does not degrade water quality conditions of total wetland i'nflolAf bt:%/ow baseline 

conditions. It is estimated that the use of less tlian 7,500 AF/vear would not have 

adverse impacts. 

"" Private lands bought by the Service vvithin the Stillwater NV\IR boundary would H-~main in 

Federal ownership and wouid be reverJetated wit!'1 native species or crop species that 

benefit wiidlife and prevent wind erosion, 
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Table, 2.A COMPARISONS of AlTERNATiVES 

Alternative 1 A!temative 2 
No Action i:iElS Proposed 

Action 

. Agricu!tma! Acres ' 47,008 17,968 

• Acquired Water- Righted Acres 5,670 34,800 

Percent of Carson D!vlskm 11% 66% 

Total Acquisition !AFl 20,000 122,000 

under Servk;e"s EA !AFl 20,000 

State of Nevada !Afl 0 12,800 . 23,000 

under P.L. 101-618lAfl 0 0-89,200 

l 2.99 2,99 

Wetl:rnnd Irrigation Entitlement !AF/yr) 17,100 102,000 

Wetlands Dralnwater !AFtyrl 30,000 13,000 

to Wetlands (AF/yrl 8,800 1 (),000 

Other Sources" iAf/yrl 0 8 

Potential Wetlands Inflow lAf/yrl 55,700 125,000 

Primary Wat!aml Habitat Acres 12,100 25,000 

Capite! Costs ( in thousands~ $11,60~ 
Annual Costs Hn thousands! $164·· $192~ ,~978- $1 '153 

A!temativa 3 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 
Least Cost Maximum Pr<!ferred Alteno:rnthre 

Acquisition 

24,268 i4,668 31,768 

28,500 38,100 2.-j ,000 

54% 72~-6 40~{J 

100,000 133,500 '/5,000 

20,000 20,000 20,000 

12,800- 23,000 23,000 

• f57,000- ()1,200 90,!:)0() - 100,700 32,000 - 42,200 

3.5 2.99 ::1.99 

97.700 113,200 {)2,000 

18,600 0 19,700 

8,700 11,800 :~. 100 

8 B 33,60{)A 

125,000 125,000 125,000 

2S,OOO 2~),000 25,000 

$42,200 - $77,100 $53,800- $112,400 $49,0!:)() $ '15,425 

$801.5- $945 $1,070- $L261 $2,/84 - $3,149 

A O~h~r wt;~~$-r sr.rurtes ,!',dude leas~d W3!:8-f. ups1r~:ram Carson Riv:?.:r water rights. gn)tl'n'-'~aier·, NaYy ~Ot~St!tV8Eion watm, tnsat~d £..{!1W8@8 i!lffiUim~, ar,d incma-g.ed irrigatiGn us:t:~ .. mten.. 'B-. indic.J!Its-,s that th!fr.S!Et water sourc:e~s wW be 
cot't:Sldf.lr~~d a:s part ot the a(;.qUJSJ:tJon wocess des~nt;t:K~ ir~ the v<:~t;Uus al~!!!r-nali\,'I!!S,. H<:1W"€:Y*.frf. analyse-s in the .a!t:rrmatve ar-.1F b..asW prim.anly on w~ter r:ght purch.a$eS an(! do noi ,.~ly or1 n;;:m""1 .. ;H,Jft"...hii~--<iied :5-{)tm~f.!::; t;~ rn~e~ th$o SetVlC!i'-$ Wf.!~l~nd 

ObjBC~!V$:S 



2.6 MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS: WATER RIGHT TRANSFER PROCEDURES, EUGIBIUTY 

CRITERIA, TRANSFER RATES, AND ACQUISITION STRATEGY 

Managernem requirements involve policHcS, reuulatons and State laws 'UI<H are related to the action 

ot acquning and transfeninu water and water rights. tn this section, the Service has ident~fied tour 

rnanagement requirements applicable to the Propose~i ;.\ction and alternatives. These management 

requirenH.mts pertain to water rif:fht transfer procedures, eligibility criteria, transfer rates and water 

ri9ht acquisition stratt.~gies. 

2.€L 1 WATER RIGHT TRANSFER PROCEDURES 

Acquired water rights v..r·oufd be transferred from their existing place of use to wetland areas 

pursuant to Nevada State law !NRS 533.345], which requires that the Service fBe an 

application with the State Enuineer, There is a 30-day protest period in which protests may 

be filed by any interested person, These protests may be withdrawn it the parties involved 

are able to resolve their concerns; if not, the Nevada State Engineer may hold a hearing 

before deciding whether to deny the transfer, condition the approval, or approve the transfer 

as filed. For transfers which are approved, the Service would ti1en be reqtJlred to pmve that 

it has made beneficia! use of the transferred water in order to perfect the water right ln its 

new place of use. The water right transler process (permanent and temporary) applies to ali 

water rights that would be acquired and transferred as a result of the Service's action. 

'The Service is authorized under subpara~vaph 206\alf3i(A) of Public law 101-618 to use 

Federal conveyance systems to deliver acquired water to wetland areas. The Service is 

authorized to reimburse the Ne~;vlands Project operetor for reasonablo and customary 

operation and maintenance (O&M) costs under subparagraph 206(al13)(8), O&M charges 

for the weHand water rights will he paid pursuant to the April ·1993 Cooperative Agreement 

for Delivery ol Water and Payment of Operation and Maintenance Charges. 

2.6.2 EUGIB!UTY CR!TER~A 

All ol the alternatives considered by the Service are predicated on the commitment that, to 

the greatest extent possible, only those water rights t•.;hich are eligible for transfer to 

Lahontan Valley wetlands would be acquired. This policv conforms to Section 206fa}(1J(CJ 

of Public Law 101-618 wirich requires that acquired water rights must be utilized for 

wetlands purposes to a substantial degree. 

For purposes of determining eligibility, the Service would rely on Reclamation's August 

i 991 composite map,, "Water Rights Qualifying for Transfer to Lahontan Valley Wetlands" 

(Figure 2.AJ, as amended in October 1993, and consistent with any future amendrnents, 

updates, or corrections. 
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In some cases, the Service mav acquire ineligible w~ater rights incidental to a fee purchase of 

water rights and land. The Service would not attempt to transfer tl7ese rights to Lahontan 

\laf!ev wetlands, but may choose to exercise tflem in their ex:i.sting place of use if such use 

vvould not result in increased diversions from the Truckee River. 

2.6.3 TRANSFER RATES 

The Alpine Decree sets the water duty for New!ands Project water-users at 3.5 AFJacre on 

bottom land and 4.5 AF/acre on bench land. Transfers that seek to chanue the point of 

djversion or purpose of use of a water riuht from irrigation to any other use can only be 

transferred at the net consumptive use-rate (transfer ratei of the water ri!]ht \United States 

v. ,lUpine Land & Reservoir Co. Final Decree. 1980. p. 162). The net consumptive use-rate 

(transfer rate) for water rights below Lahontan Reservoir !s 2 .. 99 AF/acre (United States v. 

Alpine Land & Reservoir Co. Final Decree. 1980). The net consumptive use~rate for water 

rl~.Jhts in Segment 7 of the Carson River is 2. 5 AF/acre {ibid!, 

The Service anticipates that it may be able to make use of acquked i!··rigation water rights at 

a higher use-rate {not greater than 3. 5 AF/acre.lvearl sometime in the future (under 

Alu.unatives 2, 4, and 5) if operational conditions in the Ne~vlands ProJect change in respect 

to the Truckee River and it can clearly be demonstrated that such use does not adverselv 

impact Truckee River and Pvramid Lake resources.. The Service also recognizes the need to 

obtain approvals from the Nevada State Engineer h1r higher use .. rates and to resolve other 

issues relating to the Alpine Decrtw before higher use raws could be iropfemented. 

2.6.4 ACQUISITION PROCESS AND STRATEGY 

The SeNice has developed a step .. tf)l·Step descriptkm of a typical ~vater dghts acquisition 

process to provide the reader v1lith the existing Federal procedures associated ~1lith voluntarv 

privt1te propertv acquisitions. In addition, the Service has developed an acquisition strategy 

that portravs the various obJectives that the Service considers in assessing potenti<JI !iilater 

dghts and propetties for acquisition. Ti?e acquisition process is discussed here, and the 

more general acquisition strategy is described below. 

Acquisition Process 

Section 206(a/(2)(AJ of Public Law 101-618 states that water rights are to be purchased 

from v,li/ling sellers on!v. Sellers typically contact the Service in person or by telephone and 

ask to be included in the water rights acquisition program be lore the Service ··s Reaft'l staff 

proceeds with the following steps: 

(1.! The tvater rights offered are identified and their eh~]fbility for transfer to the wetlands Js 

confirmed. Records from the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District and U.S .. Bureau of 
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Reclamation are revie~ved, and a summary descnf.!tion of the t'vater dghts is prepared at 

the Service's expense by' a Jocai1Nater rights survevor. The Service conducts an initial 

assessn1ent to determine wlrether further actjons are merited, if so: 

(2} A prelirninarv title report is ordered from a focal title company to confirm ovlinersln/1 of 

the water rights, at the Service's e.xpense,· 

{3) f\t1arket value of the water rights is estimated b)i a qualmed apprajsfH who uWizes 

recent comparable safes, and other recognized appraisal approaches. The appraisal 

report is completed at no cost to the property tHllNU~r. However, a properrty owner may 

provid<'! his own current apprm:.,al prepared bv a State Certified appraistcr. The purpose 

of the appraisal is to estimate the market value of the interest to be acquired (watt>r 

only,. or Janel and water}. As defined by the 1../nilorm Appr,flisal Standards Por Federal 

Land Acquisition tnarket value is defined .as the amount in cash, or on terms 

reasonablv equivalent to cash lor which in all probability the propertv would be sold bv 

a knov1iledgeable owner willing but not obligated to seff to a knowledgeable purchaser 

wvho desired but is not obligated to buy, Implicit in this dtdinition is the consummation 

of a sale as of a specdk: date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under 

conditions >"•'herebv: buyer and seller <>re tvpical!y mothlatedi lwth parties are well 

informed and v,te/1-advised with each acting in what they consider their owvn best 

intert:'st a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open rnatket; pavrnent is 

made in terms of c,?sh in Unded States doffars or in teans of financial arrangmnents 

comparable tf?ereto,,' and the price represents the norma! consjderafjon for the property 

sold unaffected by sprcccia! or creatJ"t,re financing or sales concessions granted by anvone 

associated with the sale. 

(4) The Service condw:,'ts a second evaJuarion of the propertv in consultation with othet 

agencies and partners. The t-'roperty is assessed for its ability to meet various 

obJectives, as discussed below in Acquisition Strateg}',,' 

f5,i Jf the pwpertv meets obJectives, a purchase agreement is prepared and sent to th<.." 

propertv owner. The purchase price is the appraised market value. It the propertv 

owner decides to seli, the SeNice usua!fy has a 3 to 6 month option period to consider 

Ute agreement The prirnary purpose ol tl?i.s option ,DEHiod IS to verify that lunding 1:<; 

ava1iabfe to complete the acquisition; 

!6i Once the Service accepts the purchase agreernent a ltV,"fter rights survev is completed_. 

an application is f!Jed with the Nevada State Engineer to transfer the eligible water 

rights to the Lahontan Valley w·etlands, the condition ol title to the water rights i:s 

revievlled by the office ol t!?e Regional Solicitor, escrOllli is op~med at a local escrow 

company, and funds are ordered; am:t 
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f7J When a permit has been !:;;sued bv the State Engineer transferring the water r(qhts to 

the wetlands, and any outstanding title issues hav·e been resolved, the property owner 

is paid and escrow is closed, 

In cases where the Service purchases fatui as >ciiNJII as vvater rights, the steps are essentially 

the same. 

Acquisition Strategy 

PubHc Law 101 ·618 (sub,par. 206(a)\2)1A)l provides 1or the targeting of water right 

purchases in areas deemed to be most beneficia~ to the Federal water rirJhts acquisition 

pro9rarn, For the purposes of rhls docurnent, targetinf:l refers to a ranking or screening 

process that can be used to we~qh the merits of one potential acquisition as compared to 

another" 

Different acquisition strategies can be used to identify certain lands for either protection or 

acquisition. The St.,vice is committed [0 acquiring only those water rights which n1eet the 

elig!bility criteria discussed above (Section 2.6.2, EUGIB~LIT't" CRITER!A), The Service is 

primarily interested in an acquisition strategy that involves incentive-based participation with 

continwH.l reliance on wiHinH sellers. 

The Service has developed an acquisition str<HO£!Y to evaluate potential water rights 

acquisiHons when tl·1ere are more \lliater r~qhts avtnlal;Je than funds 1n any ye0r. Each 

water rif]ht purchase is considered individual!y, and as funding availability chml~Jes, so may 

acqut:ositions on a case-by-case basis to fJrovide the n1ost benefit to the Feciel'al Lftlater rights 

acquisition program while nHnainir!g rnfndful ell a v.arioty ot other objectives .. as describod 

~~>- Cost eHectiveness ·· Obtain sufficient quantities of water rfrth1s for wetlands protection 

expeditiously and in the most cost effective manner. First preference is to buy water 

rights only. Second preferenGe is to purchase Vl/ater riuhts \Nith appurtenant land. Third 

pre1'erence is to purGhase water rights, appurtenant land ancllrnprovernents, 

" Location (for acquisitions that include land} -- Properties located wiThin or c!ose to the 

primary wetland areas are rnore desirab!e than H1ose SitUated at UH:l community core or 

alonu the s~rowth corridor, First preference is to buy those Vvater-rinhted 1ands 1Nithin the 

Stillwater N\NR boundary. Second prererence is w acquire water-righted land adjacent to 

the primary 'Netlands that have wildlife values. Third priority is to acquire water-righted 

lands in the Stilivvater and Island Districts oi the Newlands Project. 
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"' leasing -- Acquisition by leasing offers some flexibility for water acquisition in any one 

year, but could be limited by funding or hydrologic conditions, A variety of lease 

arrangements, such as dnr·year options, reverse aucrion or one-time !easing, could be 

incorporated into the Service's acquisition strategy. 

... Indirect Cost Savings -- The Service would seek to acquire properties that would offer 

indirect savings or improvements for other Federal programs. For instance, improving 

New!ands Project efficiency and improving drainwater quality are two programs that 

could benefit from certain water right acquisitions, 

• Protection .... The Service may seek to avoid acquisitions in certain tueas to maintain or 

protect important resources or cultural values. For instance, valuable farmlands, 

greenbelt areas, and key aquifer recharge areas are examples of areas that could be 

avoided for the water rights acquisition program, As one means to lessen impacts to the 

protection of farmland beyond measures defined by the alternatives, the Service could, in 

consultation with NRCS, consider land evaluation and site assessment (LESA) scores of 

individual parcels (among other considerations! in determining which water rights or 

water rights and land to purchase in cases when more water rights or water rights and 

land are being offered to the Service than the Service has available funds to acquire. If 

LESA scores are available for all farmland parcels in Churchill County, making it possible 

to assess the quality of particular farmland parcels relative to all others in Churchill 

County, the Service could use the scores to assess potential impacts of potential 

acquisitions during the acquisition process. These and other potential farmland

protection measures are discussed in the Mitigation section of Section 4, 16A. 

More spt:.rciffc and complex targeting and other strategies, including those generally 

dtrscribed above, could be used to offset impacts associated with the Service's water 

rights acquisitions. However, to date, a Jack of interagency commitments and 

community support for specific targeting strategies has made such actions premature. 

This FEIS does not preclude the Service from participating in the development of 

targeting and other strategies in the future. 

23 MONITORiNG REOUlREMENTS 

The Service will assess its progress towards achieving tile 25, OQQ .. acre wetland habitat objective by 

measuring, on a regular basis, the number of acres showing "visible surface water" on the Stillwater 

NWR, Carson U1ke, and the Tribal wetlands. The reason for using visible surface water as an 

indicator of wetland habitat is that standing surface water is a common attribute of these habitats. 

The comprehensive management plan to be developed for Stillwater NWR will define the mix ol 

lltletland habitat t)lpes, each of ~vhich has a characteristic water depth, that will be maintained on 

refuge. Once a long-term annual average of 25,000 acres of pr/marv ~Net!and habitat is being 

sustained, the Service will terminate water rights purchases. For the purpose of defining long-term 
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average in this docurnent the Service will make calculations using the 1 0-year-runnlng average of 

the annual average compilation of wetland habitat acres. 

Irrigation deliveries must be measured and recorded at varrous points to account for the water 

acquired for wetland protection. Seasonal readings or recordings of irrigation water deHverles 

would be the responsibility of Reclamation or TC!D, with the Service maintaining a track~ng systern 

of the delivery data as part of its regular wetland water mana~,;ernent planning. 

The Service would be responsible for the instaliation of new monitoring devices and gauges on 

drainwater to wetland areas. Drainflow data provided from continued monitoring would be used to 

validate drainwater flow estimations or modeiled calculations, and would provide an essential 

feedback mechanism on water right acquisition needs. if monitoring showed that BLR Model 

assumptions on drainwater flows were inaccurate, the Service wouid adjust water right acquisitions 

accordingiy. The resuiting data combined with irrigation delivery records would provide the Service 

with complete water delivery information necessary for management of wetland areas. The Service 

would install water quality monitoring devices or sample water quaHty in delivery system canals and 

drains to evaluate the quality of water delivered to the wetlands. Water delivery and water quality 

monitoring conducted by the Service lor the wetlands water rights acquisition program would 

supplement monitoring being carried out by other agencies. Churchill County offered monitoring 

recommendations to the Draft EIS that are included as part of the County's comments in Appendix 

11. 

2.8 WATER AND WATER RIGHT ACQU!SHION SOURCES AND METHODS EliMINATED FROM 

DETAILED CONSIDERATION 

After consideration of various water and water right acquisition sources and methods, the Service 

deterrnined that the following rnethods and sources would not be effective or appropriate. The 

following subsections describe the water acquisition methods and sources e!iminated from further 

consideration. Table 2.8 {page 44) summarizes the different water sources eliminated from detailed 

consideration. 

2.8.1 ACQUISITION METHODS 

Traditional land acquisition options for establishing or enlarging refuges (as identified in the 

Service's Realty Manual) such as permit restrictions, public domain vvithdrawat, zoning, and 

adrninistrattve regulations, do not apply m the Service's action in this docurnent. These 

options are not designed for water right acquisitions or sustaining primary wetfand habitat 

and are therefore not applicable to the Service's actions in these areas. 
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2.8.2 CONDEMNATION 

The use of condemnation as a method to acquire ~vater rights is founded on the 

government's power of eminent domajn \the government's right to take private property tor 

public use upon payment of just cornpensation). The Service does not have the authority to 

utilize condemnation under Public Law 101 618 (subpar.206(a)(2)iA)l for wetlands 

protection. Congress would have to spHcifically authorize the Service to acquire water 

rights by condemnation for sustaining prirnary wetland habitat in Lahontan Valley because 

of the willing seller restriction in Public Law 101-618. 

ln order to pursue condemnation, the Service wouid have to justify the need for such action 

to Congress, identify lands to be condemned, and receive Congressional approvaL Because 

such an action constitutes a taking of property, it requires that property owners receive just 

compensation. The courts determine and avvard just compensation, which equals or 

exceeds the markei: value of the property. Additionally, because condemnation constitutes 

an involuntary conversion of pdvate property, owners are ailowed more tin1e to reinvest the 

capital gains associated with such sales, and the government is responsible for all closing 

costs. 

The Service has determined there is neither justification nor public support to request 

condemnation authorrty. The Service has therefore eliminated condemnation as an 

acquisition method in this document. 

2.8.3 TRUCKEE DIVISION OF THE NEWlANDS PROJECT 

The Truc:kee Division of the Newlands Project has been el~rninated from further evaluation as 

a source for water rights acquisition for the Lahontan VaHey due to the foilowin9 reasons. 

( 1) Use of Truckee Division water rights would entail an out-of .. basin transfer. In the past, 

the Service has opposed out-of·basin transfers as a matter of policy. 

(2) The Service believes it is highly unlikely that the State Engineer would approve these 

transfer applications because such actions could adversely affect existing water rights, 

and may create adverse regional impacts. 

('3) \t\·<ster right purchases lrorn the Truckee Dhn:'Sion are likely to be needed for cui-ui 

recoverv and for the pending Truckee River Water Quality Settlement Agreement. 

Additionally, some of these water rights are being acquired by the town of Fernley to 

meet its water needs as it urbanizes. 

For the above-listed reasons, and because this water source does not meet the criteria 

d~scussed in Section 2.3.2, SOURCES CONStDERED tN FORMULATiNG ALTERNATIVES, the 

use of Truckee Division water rights for the Service's action has been elirninated from 

further consideration, 
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Table 2.B COMPARISON Of WATER SOURCES EUMINATEO FROM DETAILED CONSIDERATION 

WATER SOURCE 

TRUCKEE DIVISION 

MIDDlE CARSON 

RIVER (Above 

Segment 7) 

RENO~SPARKS 

TREATED EfflUENT 

REGUlATING 

RESERVOIRS 

DIXIE VAllEY 

ECO~VISION 

VOLUME (AF) 

(MAXIMUM) 

1B.OOO 

30,000 pius 

19,f.l(l(l 

f~Q-,f.fOO projf:!cte-d vuim 

grl)wthl 

9,000 · 3!i,GGG 

~6.000 

PRiCE 

{$/Af} 

$500 

UNKNOWN 

NONE 

NON I:: 

DEVELOPMENT 

COSTS 

NONr:' 

$136M· $'1<1BM 

NONf' 

$131M 

$121 1111 . $2191\i! 

ANNUAL 

CONVEYANCE 

or O&M 

COSTS 

UNKNOWN 

UNKNOWN 

NONE 

$520JAF 

UNKNOWN 

POTENTiAL TO 

AVAlLAEIUTY PROVIDE 

IDENTIFIED 

VOlUME 

PRESENT !.INU!CE<.Y 

f'VTUHE UNLIKElY 

FUTURf PO OFt 

FUTURE POOR 

FUTURE UlllllKELY 

CONSTRAINTS 

+ Em.fi:Hfl. O-Ui··Of··b;£illifl U.!lfl~fm 

+ \1\iould in-t-rl!!i!l:!::fr TtlH.':kr:ii! RiYt~>l' div£Jrsn:JtLtt 

+ Un~ik-fly w ::...~bttiiif~ tra.1'n!iffl~ at~PtOv.t!ll 

+ 'vVould m•;;bat-ly io:llOive exch.fi:nge 

+ L~.,ss yf priority ;ja~;p, 

t-Cornplk:ated thit'd -pany nt!'gotiation.s 

+ MB~n.f.g;p,d for i:ri~1;E1iion- d·nihrerles 

* Cvu~d 3r:lversr:~l~· lmpa(;t proj'rct efficiency 

• \11/ouid <frquir.a- TCfD to supp~y water 

+ ,l'.,nifi~~O:Ii wutl.:mdii tl1.n-t can d<y up 

tlnvDives lnt~r-ha$in tr.ansft;:r 

t C(;nstrw::tlon ~-,f ~;:onvsyan~;:t;: .;;:vsitJ:m .end 

drill weH:S 

+ Rfrq;.JiH~tS EJS ;;uid R/W- ;~pprc.vCJ:~S 

+ ~~~Yohrfl:!l ~l'itt!lt .. biliMn rrill~~f!!H 

+ C[}n:!iU-uL:tkM~ !tl=f t:atweva~~c-1!1 :Sys~~n 

* l'lequl•"" HS; aJ>d l'liW "lli>•ov•ts 



2.8.4 NEWlANDS PROJECT REGUlATING RESERVOIRS 

Regulating Reservoirs have been eliminated frorn further discussion as a water source because they are 

located outside the Lahontan Valley wetland areas designated in Pubiic Law 10 1-618.and are not managed 

primarily lor wildlife values. 

TCID maintains and operates a number of regulatino reservoirs within the Carson Division of the Newlands 

Project. These reservoirs are designed to capture and store drain water, spills, and irrigation water for later 

delivery to Newlands Project irrigators. TClD reservoirs indude Sheckler, Oid River, Harmon, Indian Lakes, 

S-Line and Ole's Ponds. Ail of these reservoirs are generally shallow (less than 6 feet in depth) and cover a 

couple of thousand acres (see Section 3.6.2, SECONDARY WETLANDS). TCID has limited the use of most 

of these regulating reservoirs (except S-Une and Harmon) in an effort to decrease evaporative and seepage 

losses and achieve 1988 OCAP irrigation delivery efficiency targets, 

Many people have suggested that the regulating reservoirs be counted as primary wetland habitat, based on 

the concept that this wou~d reduce the overall amount of agricultural irrigation water needed to meet the 

Service's wetland objective. if water used to sustain and maintain these regulating reservoirs was provided 

by the New!ands Project operator, this would, indeed, be the case. However, if the Service is responsible 

for buying water to be placed in the reguiating reservoirs, the total water demand for the water rights 

acq;,Jisition program would not be diminished. Questions pertaining to use of regulating reservoirs include 

the following, 

0 l Can these reservoirs be managed in such a manner as to provide primary vvet!and habitat? 

12l Will the Service be required to transfer acquired irriganon water to these areas to sustain the 

habitat? 

{3) Will tht~ Newlands Project operator modi!y current practices and utilize project water to 

maintain reservoir l;:.~vels at critical times to ensure wildlife protection? 

14) Do these areas exhibit and warrant inclusion into the National Wildlife Refuge system 7 

In the past, year-round water storage in these reservoirs has periodically created conditions that af!owed 

W'et!ands and riparian vegetation to be established. When wet, these reservoirs have attracted migratory 

birds and wildlife. However, they are not located in areas designated as the lahontan Valley wetlands 

!Stillwater NWR and WMA, Carson Lake, and the Tribal wetlands) in Public Law 101-618 (section 

206(a)(1 ), These wetlands are classified as artificial wetlands (National Wetlands Inventory) because they 

are man-made and can be de"watered at any time. 

Experience has shown that although there is wildlife use of these reservoirs, operations for irrigation 

delivery have sometimes adversely impacted wildlife. Sporadic water regimes in the regulating reservoirs 

can adversely impact nesting shorebirds (/Vee!, oral coromunication, 19.94) and other wetland bird-nestlng 

birds. 
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For these reasons, the Service has determ~ned that under existing conditions the regulating reservoirs do 

not meet the Sennce's purposes nor do thev fulfil! its objectives to sustain 25,000 acres of primary wetland 

habitaL The use of regulating reservoirs as a water source has, therefore, been eliminated from more 

detailed consideration. 

2.8.5 OTHER WATER SOURCES EUMINATED FROM CONSIDERATION 

The Service has identilied a number of potential non-project water sources that are either not available for 

transfer to Lahontan VaHey wetlands at this tirne, or vvould be impractical sources for wetlands protection. 

Additional plannin~:_l and impact analysis would be necessary before any of the following water sources 

could be considered in further detail. 

2.8.5.1 Reno/Sparks/Carson City Sewage Effluent 

Sewage effluent from Northern Nevada municipalities is one water source that was considered as a 

potential source of water for lahontan Valley wetlands. Four treatment plants are permitted by the 

State to discharne treated effluent to surface waters (Table 2.CL Discharge from waste water 

treatment facilities is rneasured in rniliio:'1S o! gallons/day (MGD). 

Water from these discharge lacilitit;s could potentially be acquired and conveyed to Lahontan VaHey 

wetlands via existing surface water dralna9e, Newlands Project canals, and drains. 

Treated effluent discharged from the City of Fallon and NAS-Fallon currently enters Newlands 

Project drains and n1ay reach the StilhNater NWR or Carson Lake. There is very little treated 

sewage effluent discharged to Carson River from the Carson City treatrnent plant because the 

eHiuent is used at parks and recreational areas. Washoe County may convert e portion of the 

Reno/Sparks waste water treatment facility from river dischar9e to land application to cut costs 

associated with meeting Truckee River water quality standards (Washoe County, 1 993). 

Table 2.C WASTE WATER fACIUT!ES DISCHARGING TO SURFACE WATER 

Facility Reported 

DischargejMGD) 

Carson City 5.47 3.8 4,281 

Reno/Sparks 40.0 24.9 27,035 

Fallon L2 0.416 469 

0.5 0.35 

47.17 29.466 

Source; Nevada Department ot Env~ronmental Pwtection, 1993. 
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Sewage effluent from the Reno/Sparks and Carson City treatment facilities were eliminated horn 

further consideration because it appears that none of these municipalities wili have any effluent 

available for transfer to the wetlands. Additionally, Reno/S,oarks effluent conveyance costs would 

be prohl11itivefy expensive for the volumes involved (see Table 2. 8). 

Sewage effluent from the City of FaHon and NAS .. Fallon is evaluated as a w·ater source in 

Alternative 5 of this document, as such waters are available, and under certain cond~tions are 

readily available to Stillwater NWR and Carson Lake. 

F~ve sewage treatment plants {under three permits) located upstream of the Lahontan Valley 

wetlands \Table 2.0) are permitted by the State to use land application methods to dispose of 

effluent. Together, these sources would provide a total of 5,871 AF of water. 

Table 2.D PERMITTED WASTE WATER FACiliTIES UTIUZlNG lAND APPLICATION 

lboliooVUiogo 

Facmty Permitted Repor~ Volume 

Discharge IMGD) lAF!yr) 

:2.14 1.5 1,690 

Fernley 0Jl5 0.4 447 

Douglas County {three plants~ 5.475 3.315 3,734 

Total 8.465 5.115 5,871 

Sewaj]e treatment fac;lnies that rely on land applicatior! SJenerally produce effluent of poorer quality 

than those that are permitted by the State for surface dischar~~e. !n order to use water produced 

irom these !acilnies and cornply with State disctlats.~e standards, it would be necessary to convey 

the effluent via pipeline to Lahontan Valley \Netlands. Construction of a pipeline or other controlled 

conveyance system from these areas to the Lahontan Valley wetlands would require rights-of-way, 

other permits, and approvals. Due to the small amount of water provided by these !and appHcatlon 

treatment faciiities, and the long distances required for their conveyance, the Service has 

determined that these water sources are neither feasible nor reasonable. 

2.8.5.2 Inter-basin Transfers 

Transfers of water from other basins was also considered as a potential source of water for the 

La1iontan Valley wetlands. 

Dixie Valley 

Dixie Valley, located about 60 miles east of Fallon, is the nearest basin with groundwater potentially 

available for acquisition. Most lands in Dixie VaHey are owned by the Federal Government, and the 

Navy has acquired a large percentage of the water rights in the valley. Studies suggest that the 
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annual yield available from the valley aquifer ranges from 15,000 AF (Cohen and Everett, 1963) to 

60,000 AF {Water Research and Development, 1988). 

The Northern Nevada Water Augmentation Study !U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and Nevada 

Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, 19921 has estimated that the costs to 

construct a conveyance system from Dixie Valley to Lahontan Valley would range from $117.5 

minion to $13 i .3 million Obld.}. Annual operation and maintenance \O&M) costs for delivery would 

range from $3.5 minion/year to $8.3 mifHon\year (ibid.). The estimated operation and maintenance 

costs for Dixie Valley water are about $212-$508 AF/year. The O&M costs to physically transfer 

Dixie Valley water to lahontan Valley are 28-68 times higher than the O&M costs of using Carson 

Division irrigation water. These estimates do not include costs associated with obtaining the 

necessary pipeline rights-of-way, or other permits and approvals. 

The Service has determined that conveyance system constructJon, delivery and O&M associated 

with Dixie Valley make tht.~ cost of this water source prohibitive. lt is unlikely that transfers of Dixie 

Valley water could be implemented anytime in the near future, as this project has not been 

approved or permitted. Due to the number of uncertainties related to this water source, the Service 

has determined that it is unfeasible for the purposes of the action in this document. 

A private company, Eco-Vision, Inc., has developed a preliminary project p!an to make use of 

groundwater underlying the carbonate aquifer in northeastern and central Nevada. The area is 

currently being studied as a potential source of uruurKhrvater in the Great Basin. Presently, a 

number of mining companies in northeastern Nevada are pumping approxirnately 160,000 AF per 

year of 'vvater to de-water their open-pit mines. Based on this information and recent discoveries 

reLated to mega·basin watershed mode!ling, a feasibility study is being developed by Surmrlit 

Engineering Corporation and Sierra Pacific Power Company on a proposal to pump groundwater 

from the carbonate aquifer and suppiy \Vater to a variety of users across northern Nevada. The 

intention of the Eco .. Vision project is to supply a reliable source ot water for aH uses across northern 

Nevada. Eco-Vision, Inc. has pending vvater right applications on 385,000 AF of groundwater for 

the northern phase of the plan. It is proposed that approximately 140,000 AF/year of water could 

be conveyed via the Humboldt River and diverted for use within Lahontan Valley. Total cost 

estlrnates !University of Nevada .. Reno, 1993) range lrorn $121 million to $219 mil!ion for 

construction, development, and delivery of EcoVision water. 

Plans to develop and access Eco-Vision water are being developed by private interests and are in 

the conceptual phase. Before implementation, this project would require rights of .. wav across public 

lands, other permits, and approvals. The Service believes that the costs associated with this 

program are prohibitive, and that it is t.mlikely that the project will be implemented anytime in the 

near future. This project has not been approved or perrnitted, and no target dates for its completion 

have been set. Because this water source is so uncertain, the Service has determined that for the 

purposes o1' this document, it is not feasible. 
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2.8.5.3 Upper Carson River 

Water rights from the upper Carson River basin \upstream !rom Segment 7} are potentia!ly a source 

oi w<.:ner for lahontan Va!ley wetlands. The Service lacks sufficient information on the amount or 

availability of water r~ghts for sale in these upper ser1ments of the Carson River. Growth and 

development in the Douglas and Carson City counties has increased the demand lor convertin9 

a~1ricultura! >vater rights in these areas for domestic supply. 

The acquisition and changing the placE.• trf use of these water rights from these upper segments of 

the Carson River m the Lahontan VaHey wetlands in segment 8 would entaH an intra-basin transfer 

of water rights subject to the provisions of the Alpine Decree. As discussed in Section 2 .5.5 

ALTERNATIVE 5, transfers Iron! one segment of the Carson Rfver to another segment changes the 

priority date of the transferred water rights to the year of purchase. As a result, water rights that 

are transferred rrorn one segment to another segment may have little or no yield in many years 

because their priority date makes them junior to those users with senior rights. 

\Vhiie there are provisions in Nevada water law to al!ow such transfers without !oss of priority, it 

requires agreement from all senior downstream users. The Service believes it wou!d be highly 

unlikely or impossible to obtain consensus from the large number of water .. rinht holders that would 

be invo!ved. Without such agreement, the more senior water rights {which would include 

essentially aH of the existinu water-right holdersi would rnake upstream rights unavailable for 

wet!ands in some average and all iow water years. 

Without some collective anreement or cornrnitrnent from water-right holders H' these upper Carson 

Hiver se~jn'1ents, this source of water is essentiaUy unavailable and does not provide a reHab!e 

source of supply !or susta~ning prirnary wetland habitat. A\. <.his the Service has Httle 

indication that such a collective agreement is desired by the rnajori~.y of the upstream water-rl~jht 

holders. For these reasons, the Service has determined that water and 1.vater rights trorn these 

upper Carson River segments is not reasonable or feasib!e and is eliminated from further evaluation 

il.dditional!v, the Service is entering into an agreement >vith the Carson River 1/Vater Subconsc:crvancv 

District. representing the three upper Carson River counties, for the study' of long term Carson F'l'fver 

tlO''l!iS, examif1ation of compliance vvith the Alpine Decree, development of modelling tools to 

i1t1prove W!dc:crstanding of Carson River f!OV!lS under varying conditions, and the exploration of 

potential water right acquisitions that could be mutually beneficial. If Vllork done under this 

agreement results in esttr:nates of greater Carson River flo~;vs as the upper basin urbanizes,. meeting 

its >Vater needs through conversion of ~'llaternf:ihted agricultural lands, or routua/ly benefjciaf water

righted acquisitions,. the amount of Carson Division vvater rights needed to be acquired under the 

Proposed Action or other alternatives could decrease, It ~;viii be a few yc:car:s: before rnuch is known 

about vvhether this effort will result in any substantial reduction in the long term acquisition of 

C'arson Division water rights. 
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TABLE 2.E, POTENTIAl IMPACTS Of THE ACTION AlTERNATIVES ON RESOURCES IDENTIFIED IN 
ISSUES, CONCERNS, AND OPPORTUNITIES. 

iSSUES 

~-URWtANDS PROJECT 
OPEfiAHONS AND 
iNfRA STRUCTURE 

Spill$ iAFf 

15:3,600 

H5,500 

30,000 

8,600 

AL TERNA TlVE 2 

PropDUHi Actlan 

CH/\NGE H'IOM BASELINE COr•JOIT'(iNS 

:,.,_,_, 
:': ~-' 

ff. ln·igr~t:•f)n del~v8:riB:S arB less than the :rng::E:tior' d;;;.r:;;;;~r;d ~hH8dg~h~ ;,-;n1l~l~;rJH~nl 1 d~Jo to 1h:0 ettec:.::s at drou:.:;~rn cycles in the naturr.:d i:yd,E/1~~q _,. ·'"' 
f'~g~::~Jf!-1, l'ht!!-1?+.~ fill;? F.r;u::~{;rr~.;tJ in~o ~onq tErm aver3g:e::. -:a::.~ ''sbo.:rt.ages" 

..:.: Oth:I::! 5D:.Jf::es '-'Jf Vli':Stland in~kt'lif ir"H~h.Hit:: l<::r:!Sf~!d ir:-tgr~t~~')ft uY~1ill"f, fl.r~H}d~e Carson Fkti;:-f v,;at:e:: :right~:.. -;pm_p·p:h.rv~~!:;;:r' f'-·18\.i'\t G((t'!:Sf~[CJ:J~icw l/'u3t8L 2i~'"l:Li 

f.ft:'~<Hed se .. ~illiff8 >frttlusnL 

B:F,:s.r:::Hn8 t;''-;atf!:r qt.~<:!!i::v ~;s~inH~tf1 o~ ?DG pg.': '-r\icts b.:rEse-d or. f:r::-fc; mea~+ur;:~:;1ents. ~nd ·,.,'\·*;i~~~hl~~d ,~JC.n~:t'~~~~u.:~. 

BC bas<5Hr.e ::>-:.lr;rJ;inns 'lh'*l 11--~_.'f.l!'~; n•}~ ;)J ;;r~nncn i:>-E: rumEJnc<:~lb/ qua:=lt;fied, ;_;,Jt ar::;; e;qJ8t:~t8d it"~· t:i8 ~:;.i :~:iiH ~~'' t~!~.i:,c;.1ing c-und,1ion:S-

P;>~-F.=~ i bi8 to~:~1~ ized d:£:1'::~! roe-s_ 
in'<p.a-ct:. foe thB f.i'cx:po:>Sf)~ .,-:_If %his ~f!!bl•2 de-n::tt:£::5 .fFdve:r~~e iiT=p:::.::.t .r;:nc! bBnBr=~ d<:';"t;Jtf'!.:-~ ;·Jn:H>.,,;; ir~"'p..:;.~ 
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TABlE 2.E {Cont'd). POTENTIAl IMPACTS OF THE ACTION AlTERNATIVES ON RESOURCES 
iDENTIFIED IN ISSUES, CONCERNS, AND OPPORTUNfTIES. 

tSSUES BASEUNE 

mall-large dEitcr. 

Fish ~populat;on~ 

Game Fish r,iight 

n1oderat.a 
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lVES 
Alt. 

CHANGE FIKlM f3loSEUN<; CONDniONS 

107'% incr. 

small-mod. d 

slight !ncr. 

moderate inr;r, 

large beneiit 

improv, rnvder~t;;;; impruv. 

large1;t banefit IBrge bene lit 



TABlE 2.E ICont'd!. POTENTIAl IMPACTS Of THE ACTION AlTERNATIVES ON RESOURCES 
IDENTifiED IN ISSUES, CONCERNS, AND OPPORTUN!TIES. 

sea ttJotnote on first p;;ge ')f the !able. 
M Gains in jabs and i~1Ct:~f~'l~ ge~'!arated by semng water nghts. with o= witht'lU~ appurten?.nt iar~ds. 
1 Fo<miam! on th<; Newl;;nds Project and Middla C•rsor; f'lwer corridor. 

Pr~me farmJ3rHl in the C.an:;.<~~'l D~vis~oH of ~he N~1;¥~ands Proj-e-ct. 
' Conservative Bstimates b<>'>ed Gn the lowest tax rate_ 
1 Excludes domestic water supply. 
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CHAPTER 3 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

3,1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the resources that could be impacted by the Proposed Action and other 

action alternatives within the affected area as descrlbed below in Sectkm 3. ·1 .1, GEOGRAPH!C 

AREA. The baseline condition described in this chapter serve as the basis for comparison o·! the 

consequences and impacts of the Proposed Action and action a!ternatives in Chapter 4. 

The baseline for certain resources in the affected area rellects a condition that wHI occur in the near 

future once the 20,000 acre-feet !AF) water rights acquisition pro~)ram has been completed, and the 

New!ands Proiect's 1988 Operating Criteria and Procedures !OCAP) delivery efficiency targets have 

been fully achieved. in order to represent this baseline within the affected area, both model 

calcl.Jlations and existintl data are ust.~d. In this document, the affected environment is often 

described using ranges for some resources areas. The wetlands envirorm1ent is itseH a widely 

fluctuating ecosystem afft.•cted by a range of both man~made and natural variables. Any one date 

or year would not !tseH provide a true overal! picture of the aHected environment. By applyin~~ a 

boundary type analysis, the U.S, Fish and Wildlife Service !Service) is able to use past and present 

trends in the affected environment to characterize basenne conditions. As such, certain 

components of the baseline reflect a calculated condition expected to occur in the near future, while 

other resources, which would be una!fected by either OCAP or the ongoing water rights acquisition 

program, rely on available recent data. 

To restate: two ongoing actions are incorporated into the baseline of this Environmental lmpact 

Statement (ElS) with the expectation that they will be completed or achieved before the proposed 

project is fuily irnp!emented. They are; the completion of an ongoin~1 water rights acquisition 

program to purchase 20,000 AF of water rights to protect lahontan Valley wetlands; and the 

achfevement of Newlands Project efficiency, as set forth in the 1988 OCAP. 

For the purpose of this document. the full effects of achieving the 1988 OCAP delivery efficiency 

targets have been incorporated into the Below Lahontan Reservoir IBLR} Mode! to simulate 

hydrologic conditions and Newlands Project operations. Historical data on Newlands Project 

operating conditions \prior to the 1988 OCAPi provide only past conditions that do not reflect the 

current environment and which will not occur under current laws and regu!ations. The Service also 

recognizes that Interior is in the process of preparing an adjusted OCAP that would revise and 



update some aspects or conditions that were core to the 1988 OC.4P to reffect rnore current 

conditions relative to krigation demand in the Carson Division, but that Interior has not made any 

final changes or decisions regarding an r:1djusted OCAP to date (juJv 1996}. While the Service wifl 

discuss the possible eflec!s of updating or tevising OCAP in this document Viihere information is 

ava1iable, the Service wiJ! continue to portray· basehne condWons based on core asswnptions 

regarding Newlands Project operations from the 1.988 OCAP, Impacts assoch>ted .,.,lith thee adjusted 

OCAP are addressed in Sectton 4. 26.9, OCAP MOD/FICA TIONS. 

Under baseline conditions, the Service expects long-term average wetland inf!ovvs to decrease as 

Newl<ands Project efficiency targets are fully achreved. As irrigators const;rve and re-use water to 

achieve l"ti~Jher efficiency, both the volume and quality of drainwater is expected to decrease. As a 

result, the quality of drainwater that flows into these terminal wetlands may be cause for concern. 

The BLR Model calculates that about 12,100 acres of primary wetland habitat wili be sustained in 

the lahontan Valley wetlands over the lono run by inflows frorn drainwater, spHis, and the 20,000 

AF o! purchased water riutns. Although this encompasses more primary vvet!and habitat than has 

existed most recently, it represents only 8 percent of wetland habitat acreage that existed 

historically \Kerley and others, 1993L Primary wetland habitat ls defined and discussed in Section 

3.6.1, PRIMARY WETLAND HABITAT. 

3. 1.1 GEOGRAPHIC AREA 

For the purpost1s o! describin(j the existin9 environment, the affected area (see Section ·1.6) 

is separated into four distinct geographic areas: Lahontan Valley, the Middle Carson River 

corridor, the Lower Truckee River, and the Fernley areB. See Fi9ure 1 .A, General Location 

Map, and Fiuure 1.8., Affected Area Map. 

lahontan Valley 

The Lahontan Valley is a hydrologic basin of the lower Carson River thm includes the 

Lahontan Heservoir and extends to the Carson Sink. The area includes the City of FaHon 

(population 7,060), and the Fallon Palute-Shoshone Indian Reservation and Co!ony 

\population 970), and depends upon lintn industry, the U.S. Nava! Air Station - Fallon {NAS

FaHon), and agdculture for most of its commerce. Fa!! on residents n1ake up about 35 

percent o1 ChurchiH County's populat~on {Churchilf County ~v1aster Plan, 1990) and the 

County experienced a population l]rowth rate increase of about 3 percent between 1990 

and 1994 \A reForm Inc., public hearing, September 1994). Lahontan Reservoir, the Carson 

Hiver, canals and regulating reservoirs associated with the Carson Division of the New~ands 

Project represent the major water resources in the area. Agricultura! fields provide a lush 

greenbe!t in the area. Lal1ontan Reservoir State Park is the majo• recreational area. 
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Middle Carson River 

The ~v1icldle Carson River area encompasses a 30·n<ile,long corridor west ol the Carson 

Div~sion of th.:' Nevvlands Project. It encompasses the Carson River corridor just upstream of 

Lahontan Reservoir to the Dayton area, This area may constitute the largest gallery 

cottonwood riparian iort;st ~n the State of Nevada, with a wide belt ol' mature cottonwoods, 

and a diverse willow understorv that provides habitat ior an abundanc.:' o1' wildlife. 

Land within this area includes agricu~tural fekls, portions of tvvo State Parks, \Fort Churchill 

and Dayton State Park), and the rural commw<iKws of Dayton {population 9,000) and Silver 

Springs \population 3,300). Dayton and Silver Springs are !ocated in Lyon County, tlKo 

fastest growirHJ county in Nevada with a 4 percent arHH..Ial qrowth rate (Sierra Pacific 

Resources, 'l993L As in other smaH towns in Nevada, a stron9 growth rate and increased 

municipal and industr~a~ use of local resources is evident in these areas. Dayton has 

e;'<perienced a relHth as a rnanufacturing center, and Silver Spriri~!S recentlv added sevE~ral 

rnaior industrial developments \ibid). 

Fernley 

nw Fernley EIFJ£1 includes the town of Fernley (popukwon 6 .. 700) and Fernley Wi~dliie 

lv1anaqernent Area \ \'VMA). Fernley is a conHnuter community that se,ves 

Sparks!F\eno. and, as pan of Lvon County, IS aiso increased tF'OWth The area 

developed an industrial base, with a focus on production of building rn;:n;:H'Ii.cds. 

Fm1 

\iViid!de \ ND0\1\'). This nrea relies on see!Jagu losses frorn the Truckee Division of 

water ver:us the Fernley INMA provides some 

for vv:aterfow! huntinn. 

Lower Truckee River 

The Lovver Truckee Hiver area inc~udes the nver corridor betvveen Derby Darn and Pyrarr1id 

L•9ke. v\hthn this area are the towns ot v'V:tidsworth and Nixon, as well as B portion of the 

in the area ot about 

1, 7 }6 (Sargent, ora! cornrnunication '1995:. Tribal rrH::rnbers farm srnaU asvicu!tural areas in 

vVadsworth and I'Jixon. Most econon1~c activity is centered around recreat~onal use at 

Lake l~>~lilisap, oral comn•unication, 1994!. ;\ sma!l nurnber of people work at the 

ttiba! offices and stores, and otl·1ers commute to Reno for work. T~1e tribe's Nurnana Lake 

is loca~eci near Wadsvvorth, The Serv1ce's Marble Blul1 Fish is located 
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3.1 .2 RESOURCE ORGANIZATION 

For this document, resources for the affected area are described within Physical, Biological 

and Socio-economic sections. Generaily, the majority of information is for Lahontan VaHey, 

as it is the area where the most irnpact is expected to occur as a result of the Service's 

action. Specific resources for the Middle Carson River, Fernley, and the Lower Truckee 

River are described in sections where an impact is expected to occur as a resutt of the 

Proposed Action or alternatives, The followlnf:l resources wilf be described: 

Physical Environment 

Newlands Project Operations 

Water Resources 

Vectors, Erosion, and Agricultural Pests 

Air Quality 

Biological Environment 

Wetlands 

Vrct~1etative Communities 

Fish 

Birds 

Mammals 

Reptiles and Amphibians 

Invertebrates 

Endangerod, Threatened,, <H1d S.:msitve Species 

Toxicity and Avian Diseases 

Soc~o-economh:: Environment 

Agrk:uh:ure, Farrnland, and Local Economy 

14ecreatio n 

Population Characteristics 

Land Use 

Land Valu.c1s 

Propt:1rty Taxt:1S 

Municipal Services 

Social Values 

Indian Trust Ass;.:cts and Cultural Resources 

Acquisition Costs and Probability' of fv1eetifJg the Sendee Objectivr:.e 
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PHYSICAl RESOURCES 

3,2 NEWLANDS PROJECT OPERATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

The Below Lahontan Reservoir \BlRl Model and Negotiated Settlement Model \NSM) were used to 

assess key aspects of Newlands Project operations. The BLR !'v1odel constructed an assumption set 

and baseline parameters that were then applied to calculate conditions associated witl1 the Proposed 

Action and alternatives. The BLR Model was the only analytic wol available that could calculate the 

effects of the Proposed Action and alternatives. The BLR Model sirnulates Newlands Project 

operations,. irrigation deliveries, and drainwater outflow for the Carson Divjsion of the Newlands 

Project. It also estimates irrigation demand and the corresponding Lahontan Reservoir releases. 

Usinn this jnformation, the NSM calculates the volume of Truckee River diversions needed for 

Newlands Project irrigation, Lahontan Reservoir storage, and P]/ramid Lake inflows. 

The NSM and BLH Model require certarn numerical inruts characterizinu the physical conditions that 

occur, or are expected to occur, on the Newlands Project and in the Truckee River basin upstream 

of Derby Dam, Both models use Bureau of Reclamation (Reclarnation) supplied \Nater data for a 92~ 

year hydrologic simulation of the Carson and TruGkee Rivers. The BLR Model, in conjunction with 

!.he NSM, provides the abi!ity to apply present conditions and restrictions to historica~ hydrologic 

data. This allows the Service to create long~term rnonthly and annual averages for water resources 

for comparative analysis. Although the n1odeliing calculations for the 92-ytwr period are not 

prediGtive (because historical conditions are not expected to repeat), they do provide a common, 

ltliig-term basis ior comparinfl the baseline conditfons with the Proposed Action and the 

alternatives. The orinin of the BLR Model, its assurnption set, and calibrat~ons are 

sumrnarized in the fol!o~1ling sections of this Chapter and in full detail in Appendix 5. 

Below lahontan Reservoir (BLR) ModeHing Assumptions 

A variety of BLR assumptions about project conditions are required to generate simulated New!ands 

Project operations. Discussions of those core essumptions and conditions are incorporated in tlie 

other subsections of this section on Newlands Project operations and infrastructure, Detailed input 

!istings of the core assumptions and hydrologic data for both the BLR Model and Negotiated 

Settlement Model \NSMl are contained in Appendix 5. Certain NS~lli assumptions rnust be made in 

conjunction with Blf~·sirnulated Newlands Project operations, The more important of the NSM 

assun1pt:ons concern the 1988 OCAP and upstream divers~ons on the Truckee Rlver. The NSM 

assumes H<at both OCAP tar~jets and upstream diversions ·.vill be fully achieved, These two 

assumptions are summarized be!ow. 

Newlands Project Operating Criteria and Procedures {OCAPl 

!n accordance with the Department of the Interior's 1988 decision and section 209ti) of Publ~c Law 

10 ·1-618, the 1988 OCAP are to 1::10vern Newlands Project operations. This is achieved in the BLR 
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Model by the irrigation delivery efficiency requiren1ems and other assumptions as they relate to 

project conditions. lahontan Reservoir and Truckee Canal operations are incorporated into the NSM 

to reflect OCAP assun1ptions which in turn are incorporated into NSM operations through the 

Lahontan Reservoir storage tar9ets, However, the BLR Model assumptions regarding irrigated 

acreage, delivery rates, non-use rates, and demand versus entitlement in the Newlands Project is 

different than that used in the OCAP E!S and Record ol Decision fU.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 

1987) as it is based on more current data that reflect a !ower acreage base and lower non·use 

percentages for the Carson Division of the Newlands Project, For these reasons, the BLR l\1odel 

calculations reflect a lower irrigation demand 1'or the Carson Division as compared to the OCAP ElS 

(ibid). 

Tn.u::kee River Operations 

Public Law 101 ·618 directs the development and execution of a Truckee River Operatin~:_l 

Agreement (TROAl to put into effect the 1989 Pre!iminary Settlement Agreement (PSA) betvveen 

thE~ Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe and Sierra Pacific Powc.'lf Company. At this time, TROll. ~s not 

complete, and a sGoping proGess for the TROA EiS is under way. Because TROA is incomplete, all 

simu!aifon analyses and results described below are based on the June 1992 Rt.;ciarnation version of 

the NSM and the associated PSA assumptions. Key assumptions are as foUows: 

"' Sierra Pacifk:' s normal-year demands are set at 11 9, 000 AF. Drou~jht concHtion demands 

are set at '107,100 AF/year, or 10 percent less than normal year demands. 

"' Both the Pyramid lake Tftbe and S~erra Pacific can create water credits to be stmt;d in 

Stampede Reservoir, Sierra Pacific's credit storage is lirnited to a total of 39,500 AF on 

April 1 ot avmage water years. 

California Demands on Truckee River Supply 

Consistent with Section 204 o! PubHc Lavv 1 01·618, it is assumed that more wat<t:H wd! bo diverted 

1'mrn the Truckee River in Californ~a for municipal and HKlustrial use. These upstream uses are 

expected to divert 12,825 AF annually from thr:l Truckee River. 

3.2.1 NEWlANDS PROJECT IRRIGATED ACREAGE BASE 

The Newlands Project irrigated acreage base is one of the primary inputs to the BLR ~v1odel. 

ln the Newlands Project, there are more acres of land with water ri[lhts than are irrigated. 

Reclamation records \vvr~tten communication, 1 992) show some 74,000 acres of land have 

recofded water rights, not all ot these lands receive irrigation deliveries, and some lands 

without recorded water ri~Jhts receive irrigation deliveries \see Table 3, 2 .A}, For the 

purpose of this document, the water~ri~1htecL irrigated acreage figures !or 1989 tl·:at were 

supplied by Heclarnation are used in the BLR ~,;1odel to determme Carson Division irrigation 
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demand, The Serwce believes that the 1989 acreage base is representative of pre

acquisition co.ndltiom>, and it is used as a core assumption in the BLR Model calculations. 

Under baseline conditions, the anwunt of water rights acquired to sustain wetland habitat 

\l!iould, if used instead for farmland irrigation irdgate about 5, 670 acres of Carson Division 

farmland. Due to the higher wetland-habitat dermmd (5 AF/acre/year! and implementation 

of' a 2.99 AF/acre/yeBr vse rate {less than tl~e 3.5 AF/acrelvear use-rate of the irrigated 

t~um/and from which water rights vvere acquired), thtl baseline irrigation water delt\teries to 

wetlands is expected to sustain less wetland habitat acres than it would irrigated-farmland 

acres. Irrigated, water-rfgl1ted farmland in the Carson Division is expected to be about 

47,000 acres under baseline conditions and is referred to as irrigated farmland throughout 

this chapter. The Truckee Division maintains 3,855 acres of irrigated, water-righted 

farmland under baseline conditions. 

TABLE 3.2.A NEWLANDS PROJECT WATER-RlGHTED, IRRIGATED ACREAGE 

The Service recognizes that irrigated acreage varies year to year as depicted in Table 3, 2.A 

above. The significance ol the varying acreage base is the interrelationship of irrigated 

acreage to Newlands Project demand, reservoir releases_, drainwater~ and to a lesser e.xtent 

Truckee River diversions. Discussions regatding an adjusted OCAP look at using a Carson 

Division irrigated acreage base totalling about 55,. 700 acres {which includes Vlletland vlater 

rig/its) .. based on ReclamaUon inlomwtion that such a figure better represents average or 

rnore current COiidftions. If a higher acreage base ~"./as used in the BLR Model calculations it 

would result in increased irrigation demand, larger reservoir releases_, greater Truckee River 

dlv'ersfons, and potentfali']' increased drainvll<.'lter volumes. There are other factors aflecting 



these aspects of Newfands Project operations and these interrelationships are discussed in 

subsequent Sections below. 

3.2.2 IRRIGATION DEliVERIES 

Irrigation deliveries are based on the number of acres of land to be irrigated, the headgate 

entitlement {i.e., bench, bottom, pasture, or wetland), and the actual requests for irrigation 

water by the different water-users. One of the core assumptions in the BLR Model 

calculations is that annual irdgation demand averages 97 percent of headgate entitlement. 

While this portravs a higher demand than what was used as a 1988 OCAP core 

assumptions,. it represents a total demand that is representative of more recent conditions 

and attitudes regarding farm irrigation and wetland water right deliveries. Under baseline 

conditions (which include transferring water rights from about 5.670 acres of farmland to 

the pdrnary wetlands), Carson Division headgate demand is calcuLated to be 174,800 

AF/year. 

Information on irrigated acreage, monthly irrigation deliveries !or each of the subdistricts in 

the New!ands Project, and actual irrigation use by farmers was supplied by Reclamation for 

use in the BLR Model. In the Carson Division, the irrigation delivery pattern for agricultural 

use is from March 15 to November 15, The irrigation delivery pattern is illustrated in Figure 

2.8, Baseline Irrigation Delivery Pattern, 

The BLR Model calculates average irrrnation deliveries (the anwunt of irrigation water 

credited to individual water-right holders in the New lands Project) to be closer to 1 70,100 

AF/year based on 97 pt:Hc<mt irrigation use rates. Shortages related to hydrologic conditions 

in drought years also cause long-term irrigation delivery averages to be less than headgate 

entitlement in most years. Based on the rnagnitude and frequency of drought conditions 

simulated in the 92-year hydrologic data set, the BLR Model ca!cu~ates that over the long 

run, the average shortage for the Newlands Project under baseline conditions is 2.7 percent. 

!i'educed irrigation use rates, and Jwdrologic shortages combine to account for the 

difference between lrri9ation entitlement/demand and irrigation delivery. 

!i'eclamation has contjnued to evaluate irrigation use-rates and will most likely adjust the 

irrigation use,·rates for an o(1iusted OCAP at a higher percentage than the 90 percent 

averaged used in the 1988 OCAP, but at a rate that is less than the Service's 9 7 percent 

baseline assumption. A consequence of using a lower percentage ol irrigation use results in 

redoced calculated amounts of drainwater, Lahontan Reservoir releases. and Truckee River 

diversions, HowevfJf~ the calculated effects of a lower use rate {such as the lo~ver use rate 

factoted into adjusted OCAP calculations) would essentially' be olfset bv the use of a higher 

irrigated acreage base than the 1989 figure used bv the Service (e.g., 55, 700 acres bein,q 

discussed lor use in the adjusted OCAP). The net effect of changing these core 
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assumptions (i.e., replacing the irrigated·acreage base and use~ rate figures used in this 

document with those being discussed for an adjusted OCAPJ on calculated baseline volumes 

of drairnvater, Lahontan Reservoir releases, and Truckee River diversions would br,, 

negligible. 

As compared to actual figures for 199~3, Truckee-Carson Irrigation District \TClD) records 

show that 1 '79,405 AF of water was actually delivered in the Carson Division. The 

Newlands Project acreage base, one factor that defines irrigation delivery, can vary irom 

year-to·year fsee Table 3.2.A), Due to variations in acreaue base and other factors, TCiD 

records of actual deliveries will generally be higher than what is calculated for the baseHne 

condition. 

TClD records for actual Truckee D!vision irrij]ation de!iverit.\s in 1993 totalled 16,509 AF. 

Based on the 1989 acreage base, the BlR Model ca~culates that irrigation deliveries for the 

Truckee Division would average about 17,000 AF/year under baseline conditions. 

3.2.3 WETLAND DEliVERIES AND INCIDENTAl INFlOW 

3.2.3, 1 Deliveries 

Three sources supply water to the primary vvetlands under baseline conditions. 

These consist of irrigation deliveries, drainwater, and spills {when available) from 

Lahont<>n Reservoir. lrrirJation deliveries from the 20,000 AF of acquired water 

rir~hts are calculated to be 1 ?, 1 (10 AF/vear as a result ol reductions due to reduced 

use rates, but (}Ue to hydrologic shortages, /ong-terrn averages drop to about 

16,500 AF/year. The combined average annual wetland inflow ftom drainwater and 

spHis is calculated to range from 38,600 to 43,400 AF/year {30,000- 32,000 

AF/yt.H.H from seepa1:,1e and return flows, and 8,600" 11,400 AF/year from spiils or 

other sources}. Under baseline conditions, the cornbined total wetland inflow from 

these three sources is estimated to average about 55, 700 AF/vear under baseline 

conditions. 

Irrigation drainv;~ater, return flows {tailwater), subsuriace drainage, and irrigation 

canal seepage account for the incidental inilows to the wetland areas referred to as 

drainwater inflow in this document. The volume of drainvvater inflow to the 

wetlands varies each year W'ith Newlands Project operations and hydrologic 

conditions. During shortage years, drainwater inflow dec!ines as irrigation deHvery is 

reduced (Figure 3.2.A, Incidental Wetland Inflows, Drainwater and spills). 
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FIGURE 3.2.A lONG-TERM INCIDENTAl WETlAND INFlOWS 
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The relationship betvveen Lahontan Reservoir releases, changes in NewLands Prorect 

eHiciency, and drainfrows to the wet!ands was examined in detail by the Nevada 

D~vision of Water Planning (Pahl, 1992a and 1992b), Using linear regression 

techniques for two different periods of past data, these ana!yses indicate that 

increased Nevvlands Project efficiencies and/or reductions in t.•ither irrigated acreage 

or reservoir releases •viii lead to greater-than-proportionate declines in draln1'1ows to 

the wetlands. This can be attributed to the relative1y constant ioss rates that occur 

in Newlands Project canals and laterals as a result of seepage. 

Under baseHne conditions the BLR Model calculates that an averaue o! 30,000 to 

32,000 AF!yem of drainwater inflow will reach the primary wetland areas over the 

long [errn, Durin~~ the Carson-Truckee SeWernent Ne9otiations in 1994· 95, 

Bookman and Edmonston, Inc. oftered data that suggested drainfiows could be as 

high as 60,000 AF/year on averar.1e. Based on possible ad/usted OCAP,, the Service 

estimates that drairnvater inflow to the primary· vveOand areas could increase over 

baseline conditions bfn~.;:wse of changes in assun1ptions for irrigated acteagt1' and 
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irrigation use-rates of less than 97 percent. However, there is insuftichmr 

information avatlab!e to substantiate these volumes, or adJust the BLR Model at this 

time to reflect tile possible changes. Under basetine conditions, the Service will 

continue to monitor drainflow volumes to update and verity baseline va1ues for this 

resource. 

3.2.3.3 Spills 

"Spills" refer to water released from Lahontan Reservoir (accidental, operational .. or 

precautionary releases) that are not destined to meet irrigation demand. Spills 

provide a potentially large but intermittent and urweliable source of water for wetland 

areas in Lahontan Valley, The use ot these waters tor sustaining primary wetland 

habitats is limited by the ability of the wetland manaoers to "capture" or route spill 

water throuuh the existino canal and drain svstems. In high water years, spills often 

provide vo!uminous flows that are d!lfcuit to route to the wetland areas due to their 

timing, limited canal, and drain capacities. 

The Service and the Nevada Division of Vvater Planninn have analyzed canal 

capacities relative to spills. This analysis su1::mests there is suHicient canal capacitv 

to deliver up to 300 cubic feetfsecond Ids) ot spill water during the spring irrigation 

months, when most spills occur, The Service h<.:;s continued to evah.J<>te canal 

capacities f(qures relative to traditional irrigation dernands and patterns for the earJv 

spring months and have found that tl?ere may be sufficient capacity to deliver as 

rnuch as 465 cfs under cert<:-:u!·r condWons. Tfit~~; information v!iO!.tld suggest that the 

baselinE} av;Jrage spill ostirnates related 10 wetland hu'JO\Ii/ rna)i be conservative, and 

through cooperative spill managernent with TCID, Reclamatkm, and the Service 

!11ere is a potrcentia! to efh.:lctivefy increase "useable" spills h1r v,tetland protection. 

The Service recognizes, ho~vever, that possible rl'cVI~>ions to Lahontan Reservoir 

storage targets under an adjusted OCAP c.,'ould reduce spill volumes and frequencies. 

Although Interior has not made final decl~"iions on vvhat an adjusted OCAP would 

en taif, the Service believes the nwre conserva live ''useable" spill volumes are 

lltifltrant(;!d and are reasonabf'r' representative of what is anticipated for tl7e future. 

Based on the 92-year hydrolonic s[mulat~on used ~n BLR Model calculations, spills are 

calculated to occur in 32 years and range from 1 ,500 AF to as high as 60,000 AF. 

The average volume of these 32 years of spills amounts to 24,700 AF. \See Figure 

3,2.A./ "Useable" spills as calculated bv !he BLR Model tend to be !ess than thjs 

amount, due to factors related to Hrnited canal capadty and the short-term durat~on 

of spill f!ows. Useable spil!s are averaged over the 92-year per!od to deterrnme a 

long terrn annual (yearly) average. 
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Under baseline conditions, the BLR Model projects that the annual average of 

"useable" spills vvW be from 8,600 to 11AOO AF/vear. These "useable" spill 

volumes consMute about 17 percent of total spill volume which is consistent with 

preliminarv splfl dam from the r 995 Newlands Project spill where the J,Vetland 

habitat areas were able to c.c1pture about 20 percent of the total spill volume. Vllhile 

these estimates rtwy be conservath.ie" thev provide the Service with a reasonable 

baseline condition tor long~term planning purposes. 

3.2.4 NEWlANDS PROJECT EFFICIENCY 

Newlands Project efficiency tor the Carson Division is defined as the ratio of vaHd headgate 

deilveries to Lai1ontan Reservoir releases (excludinrt spills). The 1988 OCAP set project, 

wide efndencv taroets at 68,4 percent at full headnate entitlement. This means a minirnurn 

of 68.4 percent o1 the water diverted to the New!ands Project (from Lahontan Reservoir and 

the Truckee Canan is to be delivered to head~:lates !or use by water"ril]lrt holders in a lull 

w,7ter vear with 100 percent use of entitlements. By isolatino each division's share of the 

project-wide totals, a 68.1 percent target eHiciency rate is ca!cu!ated for the Carson 

Division. The BLR !Viodel calculations show a 67.8 percent im~ftllion deliverv efficiency rate 
using a 9 7 percent use-rate for irrigation delivery. Thi~'> calculated baseline efficiency also 

incorporates the long, term effects of shortage vears and is consistent ~vit/1 profect operating 

experience during the recent drought ( 1990-93). 1 

3.2.5 lAHONTAN RESERVOIR OPERATiONS 

Tho assurnpt~ons U!at are used ',t\tith the BLR ~.t1odel to C(dcu~ate annua~ operations at 

Lahontan Reservoir are based on reservoir inilows. Reservoir outflows and storago are a 

function of demand and supply. F~uuros 3.2.8. 3,2.C, and 3.2,E (lahontan Reservoir infknN, 

outflow and rnonth!y storage) illustrate the fluctuation and variability in these factors based 

on the 92~year hydrolooic simulation. 

3.2.5. 1 Inflow 

Inflow consists primarily of Carson River runoff and Truckee River imports delivered 

to the Lahontan f1eservoir, Using the 9:2-ve.ar lwc!rolo£Jic sirnulaton, average annual 

inflow to Lahontan Reservoir I~'> calculated to be about 350,000 AF/year. Most of he 

calculated inflow is derived lrorn tile Carson River, !287,700 AF/yean with 

(delivered l Truckee River imports averaging about 62,400 AF/year {Figure 3,2.8), 

(This should not be confused with [he total volume of water diverted frorn the 

1
This result is based on version :3.:3·t BLR fviodeL 'v'e~'sion 3,30, released in June 1 f~93, contains an E1rror that ~:rnits 

efficiencv adjustments tc ch.anges if\ pro);:;ct damands {as opposed to supply induc;~d shortages!. That e''·;:,.. r1ow correctetL 
does not significant!v affect the resu!ts cle~;cribecl here, 
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Truckee River at Derby Dam, which averar.JeS about 1 02,200 AF /year under baseHne 

conditions,) The range of Truckee River imports varies due to variations in 

hydrologic conditions (Le., droughts and floodsL Data from Fi~1ure 3.2.B show that 

20 times during the 92 years in the hydrologic slrnulation period, no Truckee River 

diversions vvere needed to meet Carson Division irrigation demancL This is in 

contrast to 13 times during the simulation period when drought conditions persisted 

on the Carson River, and Truckee River imports provided the rnajority of Lahontan 

Reservoir inflow, 

FIGURE 3.2.B lAHONTAN RESERVOIR iNFLOW 
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USGS stream gage records on the Carson River above Lahontan Reservoir show an 

Hverage of 263,200 AF/year but cover a somevvhat shorter time span \ 1912-92} 

than the 92year sirnui<.Hion period. To provide a consistent set of assumptions and 

baseline conditions, the long-term, 92·year simulation average of 287,700 AF/year 

of Carson River !nf!ow is used as input for BLR t•1odel calcu!ations. 

Annual inflmN can be divided into monthly averanes \Figure 3.2,0) to compare the 

seasonal variations o1' inflovv volume between the Truckee and Carson Rivers. Total 

inf'ow !s greatest during Apri!, ~J1ay and June and lowest durrnu August, September 

and October. 
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3.2.5.2 Outflow and losses 

Lahontan Reservoir outflow is divided into three categories: releases to satisfy 

headgate deliveries to Carson Division water-users; reservoir losses (due to seepage 

and evaporation); and spWs. Figure 3.2.C iHustrates these outflow data tor the 92-

year hydrologic sirnulat~on period. 

FIGURE 3.2.C lAHONTAN RESERVOIR OUTFlOWS 
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Under base!ine conditions, the BLR Model calculates that, over the long run, an 

average of about 250, 700 AF/year would be Feleased to meet inigation demand and 

an average of about 51,100 AF/year would be lost to reservoir evaporation and 

seepage. BLR Model calculated average annual outflow is the sum of releases and 

losses and does not ~ndude spills that occur irregularly in high water years. Spills 

are shown in Table 3.2.C, but are not incorporated into the outflow calculations. 

For comparison, actual annual average Lahontan Reservoir outflow Unduding 

releases and spills l from 1912-92 wns 380,852 AF/year accord!nf~ to water

resources data !USGS, 1994). 

Outnow is highest in June, and graduaily decreases through November (Figure 

3,2,0) when the irrigation season ends. Shortage generally occurs beiwet.m July 

and November. 
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FIGURE 3.2.0 MONTHlY lAHONTAN RESERVOIR INFlOWS AND OUTFlOWS 
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Reservoir losses constitute a consistent source of Lahontan Reservoir outnow. 

These losses have held comparatively constant at an average of 51,500 AF/year 

over the 92-year simulation period. Evaporatfve losses vary with reservoir storage 

levels, and fluctuate from year-to-year. Reclamation has been re-evaluating its 

calculations relative to evaporation rates and surface acreage at various reservoir 

levels and believes that reservoir losses are probably less than previously n~ported 

with long-term averages about 17 percent lower than what the Sen<ice has 

calculated. Such re-calculations would increase values generated for carry·over 

storage and potential spill volumes. The Service has not adjusted the BLR Model 

calculations to reffect reduced evaporative losses since it is possible that an adjusted 

OCAP could change reservoir storage targets to corre~"'jJond to changing irrigation 

demand which could reduce carry .. over storage and potential spill volumes, 

Reclamation reports show actual losses from Lahontan Reservoir have ranged f·rom 

5,300 AF in.1992 to 80,500 AF in 1993. ln April, May, and June, when lahontan 

Reservoir's surface area is greatest, evaporative losses are also at their highest 

(Figure 3.2.0). 

3.2.5.3 Storage 

Lahontan Reservoir storage varies greatly throughout the year. ln general, highest 

water levels occur between March and June in response to spring runoff and 

Truckee River diversions. In the ensuing months, water levels decline through 

evaporation and as water is released to satisfy downstream irrigation demands. 



If revisions associated with an adjusted OCAP include changes to Lahontan 

Resf}JVoir storage targets, particularly if those spring storage targets are lowered_, 

then long-term Lahontan Resetvoir levels would change. Lovller reservoir storage 

targets affect Truckee River diversions, and if reduced, -.vou!d result in fovller 

reservoir levels than identified for the Service's baseline condition, No revisions 

have been made to the !988 OCAP storage targets and there is· no decision on an 

adjusted OCAP, therefore,. the Service has not adjuste<d its baseline condUions. 

Under baseline conditions, the BLR Mode! calculates long-term averages for the 

months of June and November. Those baseline figures are 255,300 AF on June 

and 142,800 AF on November 30. These dates represent key periods of interest; 

June 1 the beginning of the recreational season, and November 30 the end of the 

irrigation season, On a monthly basis, average storage levels would range from 

140,000 AF in October, to about 250,000 AF in May (Figure 3.2,E). 

FlGURE 3.2.E AVERAGE MONTHl V lAHONTAN RESERVOIR 
STORAGE 
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3.2.6 HYDROPOWER RESOURCES 

lrrination demands, not hydropo\'.Jer generation, d1ctate Lahontan Reservoir releases. 

Because reservoir releases vary each month with irrigation dernand, po\tver generation and 

revenuo calculations are similarly variable. 

Control!ed re!eases at Lahontan Darn are made preferentially through the Old Lahontan 

Power Plant, This facility is a i .9 rneo<Hivatt power plant that is leased to Sierra Pacific 

Power Company (Sierra Pacific) by TCID for a 30-year term that b<t.ogan in 1968. Under the 

1968 agreement, TCID receives monthly lease payments from Sierra Pacific for electricity 

sold with~n TCID's franchise area. These payments are not tied to the omount of power 

generated by the Old Lahontan Plant. A small downstream power plant on the V-Line Canal 

at the 26-foot .. drop structure also generates power as part ot the 1968 !ease agreement. 

Controlled releases at Lahontan Darn are n1ade secondarily throunh the New lahontan 

Power Plant, a 4.8 rne9a-watt facility completed in 1989 by TCID and Lahontan 

Hydropower, Inc. Under an arnended 1987 ngreernent, electricity generated by the New 

lahontan Plant is purchased by Sierra Pacific at specdied rates. Lahontan Reservo•r releases 

are scheduled solely for irrigation uses, hydropower generation rernains incidental to the 

prirnary water supply purposes of the Nevvlands Project. 

The BLF\ fv1otiet used the 92 year SHTlulated hydrok.1Q!C period to calculate long term power 

canabi!ites of the Old Lahontan, New Lahontan, and V-Line Canal Povver Plants. Under 

baselme conditions, tht:' rnodel ca!cuiated that the three power plants to~Jet!ler would 

produce an average of about 22,700 mega-watt hours/vear tr-.,;1\Nh/y-ear). Power fjeneraton 

varies with fluctuations in hydroltl~jV as illustrated in the 92-vear simulation period s11own in 

Fi~F;re 3-2.F. 

Revenues associated with the Old Lahontan and V Line Canal Power Plants are not tied to 

power gernHation and therefore are not affected by varyino the reservoir reieases. Tr1e 

revenues associated with long-term annual power generation at the New Lahontan Power 

Plant vvoulcl vary with hydroionic flovv as shov'm by the 92-year hydrologic sir-nutation 

\Figure 3.2.Gi, and are calculated to average about $894,700/year based on pricing 

stipulations set forth in the amended 1987 Sierra Pacific a~Jreernent, 

The 8U:~ fv1odel also calculates rnonthly variations in pottier generation !or the Old Lahontan, 

New Lahontan,, and V-Une Canal Po\ver PLants as well as the monthly revenues for the New 

Lahontan Pfant (Figure 3.2.H). 
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FIGURE 3,2,F YEARlY HYDROPOWER GENERATION 
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FlGURE 3.2.G HYDROPOWER GENERATION AND REVENUES, 
NEW lAHONTAN PlANT 
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3.2.7 DERBY DAM AND THE TRUCKEE CANAl 

The Truckee River diversions tor the New~ands Project occur at Derby Dam, where water is 

routed v~a the Truckee Canal ~or irr~nation delivery in the Truckee Division and to 

!rr~gation supply in the Carson Division. At Derby Dam, Truckee River flows .are 

either diverted into the Truckee Canal as allowed by OCAP, or are released downstream to 

satisfy §ower Truckee River water right dernands and !nflow to Pyramid Lake. The average 

inonthly distributions of these Derby Dam inflows are depicted in Figure 3.2.1 based on NSM 

and BLR Model calculations. Approval and irnplementation of an adiusted OCAP coold 

potentially change Truckee River diversions t'rorn the baseline conditions depicted bv the 

Service. Lowering Lahontan Reservoir storage targets could potentially reduce Truckee 

River diversions vvhile changers in irrigar.ed acmage b<:1se could change irrigation demand 

~vhich could also potentially change Truckee River diversions. Since no action or finai 

deci'Sion has been madt' relative to an adjusted OCL1P,, the Service calculated long~terro 

Truckee River diversions based on 1989 acreage figures and the 1988 OCAP. 

FIGURE 3.2J MONTHlY DISTRIBUTiON Of 
DERBY DAM FlOWS 
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Usin~:_1 the 92~vear hydrologic simulation period data to develop long·term average Truckee 

Canal diversions [Figure 3.2.~Jf based on the restrictions and conditions required by tha 

1988 OCAP, the NSM calculates Truckee Canal diversions w averane 102,200 AF/year 

under baseline conditions" Of this totai, 22,500 f\Flyear would be diverted for Truckee 

Division irr~nation de!iveries \see Seeton 3.2.2, IFIRIG?,Tim~ DELIVERIES), 17,300 AF/year 
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would be lost to evaporation and canal seepage, and 62,400 AF/year would be delivered to 

lahontan Reservoir. 

Under actual conditions, Truckee Canal diversions averafJed 194,500 AF/year for the 1967-

92 period l!nterior' s Newlands Project Efficiency Study, 19931. The actual data are based 

on a 25-year span when delivery efficiency targets were either not in effect or not achieved, 

The BU~ Model's 92-year period incorporates full achievement of the Newlands Project 

delivery efficit.mcy targets and depicts simulated long-term hydroiogic conditions. 

FIGURE 3.2.J VEARL Y DlSTRIBUT!ON Of DERBY DAM FlOWS 
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3.3 WATER RESOURCES 
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3.3.1 SURFACE WATER QUANTITY 

Prior to the creation of the New!ands Project and agricultural irrigation in the Truckee and 

Carson River basins, the 1'1ow of both rivers was unregulated and Huctuated widely from 

year to year. Carson and Truckee River basin hydrology is dominated by snowpack and 

runoff from the upper portions of the watershed in the Sierra Nevada. 

Although the annual precipitatjon rates in the upper portions of the Truckee River watershed 

are as high as '70 inches per year on the west side of Lake Tahoe. an average of 40-50 

~nclles per year is rnore representative ol the upper watershed precipitation rates for the 

Carson and Truckee Rivers \California Dept. of Water Resources, 1991 a) . .l~t the terminal 

reaches of these watersheds, precipitation rates drop to an avera!:_le of 4-8 inches per year 
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(ibid). Carson River flow into lahontan Valley is tied to the amount ot runoff trom the Sierra 

Nevada each spring, while Truckee River ffows are contro!led by upper watershed reservoir 

storage and reieases. 

Truckee River 

Truckee River flows are controlled by several upstream reservoir operations, including Boca, 

Donner, Lake Tahoe, Stampede, and Prosser Reservoirs. Actual stream gage records 

(USGS, Water Resources Data, Nevada, 1992i for the Truckee River at Clark, Nevada, 

(above Derby Dam), show a 20~year {1972-92) annual average of 580,700 AF. Using the 

hydrologic data from the 92-year simulation period with the NSM and the BlR Model, 

base!ine river flow conditions above Derby Dam are calculated to average about 546,100 

AFJyear. Under baseline conditions, Truckee Canal diversions to the Carson Division of the 

Newlands Project are calculated to average 102,200 AF/year over the kmg terrn. 

Most of the Truckee River flow downstream of Derby Dam ends up in Pyrarnid Lake. Some 

river flOW is diverted for small agricultural operations adjacent to the river, which 

subsequenHy generates irrigation return f!ow to the river. In order lor the Service to apply a 

consistent baseline, the NSM and BlR Model again tJsed the 92-year hydrologic simulation 

period, 1989 Newlands Project demand, and 1988 OCAP to calculate a long-term annual 

average Truckee River inflow of 448,800 AF to Pyramid Lake. 

Actual flow records of the Truckee River at Nixon, Nevada (near the inlet to Pyramid lake) 

average :363,000 AF for the 1958 93 period of record \USGS, Water Resources Data, 

Nevada, 1 993l. lrnp!ementation of !he 1 988 OCAP and curtai!ment of Ne\vtands Project 

winter power generation ( 1967} have reduced Truckee River diversions, thert•by increasing 

flows in the lower Truckee River. Although actual data do not tul!y reflect the magnitude of 

this increase, use of the NSM and BLR Model allows the Service to calculate a lon~l-term 

average based on the 92·year simulation period. 

Pyramid lake is the termin~JS of the Truckee River and in the earlier years ol record { 1880 

191 0) the lake level remained relatively stable, as Truckee River inflow and evaporation 

were rough~y in balance (California, Dept. of Water Resources, 199 H1). Lake records show 

it peaked at 3,887 feet above sea level in 1870 {Wagner, personal communication, 1994i, 

and began to decline around 1910 (Figure 3.3.A) due to increased upstream diversions and 

Newlands Project operations which diverted an average of 239,700 AF/year from the 

Truckee River between 1910 and 1966 \Feder a! \'Vater Master's Gaging Station, Sierra 

Hydrotech data, 1980). In 1967, operating criteria for the Newlands Project curtaHed winter 

power generation, thereby reducing Truckee River diversions. In the 1980s, changes in 

Newlands Project operations and several years of record runoff from the Sierras, brought 

Pyramid Lake levels up 30 feet from the lowest recorded elevation of 3, 784 feet in 196 7. 

Most recently, lake levels again dropped due to a 9-year drought, and in 1994, Pyramid 
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Lake dropped to the 3, 795-foot-e!evation mark (Wagner, personal cornrnunication, Pyramid 

Lake Fisheries Data, 1994). The NSM and BLR Model caicu!ations project that over the 

long ·term, Pyramid Lake levels would stabilize at <.m elevation of about 3,830 feet under 

baseline conditions. 

fiGURE 3.3.A PYRAMlD lAKE ELEVATIONS 
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Carson Rlver 

Carson River rt.~cords (USGS, Water Resources Data, Nevada, 1992) in the Lahontan Valley 

since 1912 show an annual average flow vo!ume of 263,200 AF (nHHlsured at Fort Churchill 

Gaging Statton). Flows varled widely during this period of record, with a high average 

annual inflow of 804,300 AF ( 1983 water yearl and a low average annual inflow of 26,300 

AF (1977 water year). Prior to the 1860s, the average annual Carson River flow into 

Lahontan Valley was estimated at about 410,000 AF (Kerley and others, 1993). The BLR 

Model applles the 92-year simulation period to caicuiate long-term average Carson River 

f!o\vs into Lahontan Valley (at Fort Churchill Gaging Station) to be about 287,700 AF/year. 

Carson River flows downstrearn of Lahontan Reservoir comprise releases from Lahontan 

Reservoir that usually include diversions from the Truckee River. The actua! average annual 

Carson River How below the reservoir vvas 375,100 AF/year for water years 1966-92 

(Maurer and others, 1994L This figure represents a short period of record in which three 

vo!uminous spills occurred, 
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Lahontan Reservoir releases are !inked to head gate demand and delivery efficiency. 

Lahontan Reservoir releases fail below average or baseline conditions if there is Insufficient 

storage to meet the headgate demand or if the baseiine irrigation demand (headgate 

demand) is reduced. Using the BLR Model, the Service ana!yzed various project conditions 

to predict variations ln reservoir releases based on the 92-year hydrologic simulation period. 

Under baseline conditions, the BLR Model calculates that a long-term annual average of 

250,700 AF/year will be released from the Lahontan Reservoir for irrigation, with additional 

releases of 49,900 AF/year through drawdown or spills (Table 3.3.A). The long·term 

average baseline flow below Lahontan Reservoir is calculated to total about 300.000 

AFiyear. This baseline figure is lower than the actual average cited above ( 1966-92) 

because it incorporates ful! achievernent of the Newlands Project delfvery efficiency targets 

and a !ower irrigation demand associated with the transfer o! 20,000 AF of water rights to 

w<nlands use. 

Other water use analyses, for exam pie the USGS report bv Maurer and others I 1994) or 

Redamation's OCAP EIS (1987), calculate different annual average reservoir releases and 

spills. The information from t11ese reports is shown in Table 3.3.A to provide a sense of 

how reservoir release and spili data could vary when a higher irrigated acreage base is used 

(Reclamation's OCAP ElS, 1987), or how releases could vary if the Newlands Project 

operated without the 1988 OCAP restrictions (Maurer and others, 1994). 

TABlE 3.3.A RANGE OF lAHONTAN RESERVOIR RElEASES COMPARING VARIOUS DATA SETS 

250,700 AF/yr 

30,000 AFfyr 40,500 AF/yr 49,900 AF!yr 

300,600 AF/yr 

Sourc<!S: 1) Maurer and oth"'"· 1994 

21 Ba:se<i '"' R"c<Jrd of De"i•i<>n, OCAP Final i'iS Assumpiion Sat \IJ,S. l!lll•<>all ol Reclamaikm, 19871 ano;! ii!Ul Modet 1994 

3i BlR Moool. 1994 

Surface water released from lahontan Reservoir for irrigation is distributed throu~:_1h the 

Carson Division by 381 miles of canals and laterals. Currentlv, the Carson River channel in 

Lahontan Valley is used to convey irrigation water. drainflows, and spiils. The natural 

hydrologic cycle oi the river fiow below Lahontan Dam is completely a!tered and is now a 

function of Newiands Project operations, The present-day hydrology of the Lahontan Valley 

is dominated by the effects of 80 years of surface water irngation i Maurer and others, 

1994). 
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Routing of surface water in the d~stribution system is comp!ex, changing alnwst dally during 

the irri~:o1ation season, and from year .. ·m· .. year to meet both short-term and long-term irrigation 

dernands I Maurer and othtm:>, 1994). The TCI D Water ivlaster is responsible for scheduling 

Newlands Project irrigation deliveries. 

Surface water resources in Lahontan Valley are subject to the high evaporative loss rates of 

the desert clirnate. lahontan Reservoir, regulating reservoirs, and the primary wetland 

art<as show evaporative losses of 60 or more inches per year \Service field notes, 1993-94L 

The long-term average { 1940-90) evaporative loss rate for Fallon is 52.5 7 inchesJyear 

(Newlands Agriculture Research Station). Evaporation rates in wetland areas differ from 

readings in town and are generally 5 to 30 percent higher in May, June, and July based on 

the preliminary data co!lected by the Service at Stillwater NWR and Carson Lake. (See 

Appendix 4, Wetland Water Requirements and Evaporative Rates.) One explanation for 

these higher evaporation rates is that the primary wetlands are adjacent to, and downwind 

of, large expanses of dry, sparsely vegetated, desert land. The hot, dry winds from these 

areas may increase evaporation rates above those recorded at the Agriculture Station 

monitoring site, which is adjacent to irrigated farm fields, 

Drainwater Inflow to Primary Wetlands 

There are approxirnately 341 miles of open drains that ultimately route project drainwater to 

the primary wetland areas !Figure 3.3.8). Dralnwater consists or runoff from farm fields 

\return flows), groundwater seepa~:_je, and operational spiUs of irrigation water. Drainflow 

volume to the wetlands changes from year to year depending on Newlands Project de!ivery 

eHiciencv, the ini~F'ited acreage base, and Lahontan Reservoir releases. As delivery 

efficiencies increase, and as irri~jated acreage, headgate deliveries, and lahontan Reservoir 

releases dec!ine, drainflows to the wetlands are r~xpected to decline. The relationship 

between Lahontan Reservoir releases, changes in project efficiency, and drainf!ows to the 

>vet!ands were examined in detail by the Nevada Division of Water Planning (Pall!, 1992a 

and 1992bl and by t11e Service for the BLR ModeL Using linear regression techniques and 

two different periods of past data, these analyses indicate that increased New~ands Project 

eHiciendes and/or reductions in either irrigated acreage or reservoir releases wiH lead to 

ureater-than-proportionate declines in drainftows to the wetlands. This can be attributed to 

the relatively constant 1oss rates that occur in project canals and laterals as a result of 

seepa£~e. 

The relationship between Lahontan Reservoir reieases and total Newlands Project outflows 

(drainwater in!iows to primary weclands, surface-water discharges to the Carson Sink, and 

other miscellaneous deliveries of drainwaterl was also examined by Maurer and others 

\ 1994) using linear regression techniques and data for vears when lahontan Reservoir 

releases were less than or equal to 350.000 AF/year. Their analysis indicates that project 

outflows will be non~existent when reservoir releases are less than about 70,000 AF/year. 
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Subject to adjustments for the difference between tota! New!ands Project outfiows and 

drainwater inflows to primary wetlands, their results corroborate the findings of the Nevada 

Division of Water Planning. This factor is important because under baseiine conditions, 

drainwater provides 54 percent of totai wetlands inflow. 

In early 1993, the BLR Model was rnodified and re-calibrated to reflect the initial findings of 

the Nevada Division of Water Planning. As New!ands Project efficiency increases under the 

1988 OCAP, and as both irrigated acreage and tota! deliveries decline, BlR Mode! results 

now calculate that drainwater inflows to the primary wetLands will drop from approximately 

62,000 AF (actual values in 1989), to a long·term average of about 30,000 AF/year under 

baseline conditions. Changes in Newlands Project operations or practices such as ... reduced 

pasture irrigation at Carson Lake, redirection of Stillwater slough drainflows to the Stillwater 

NWR, ~ncreased drainflows associated with Newiands Project drainwater assurances, or 

increased irrigated acreage, could increase drainwater inflow to the primary wetland areas. 

Bookman-Edmonston Engineering, Inc. has estimated that baseline drainfiows to the 

wetlands could amount to as much as 60.000 AF/year. As the Service continues to monitor 

actual drainflows to the primary wetland habitats, adjustrnents to baseline conditions and 

the BLR Mode! assumptions will be made if warranted, and the estimated voiume of water 

needed to meet the objective of Public Law ·1 01-618 would be reduced. 

3.3.2 SURFACE WATER QUAUTY 

Irrigation water standards and criteria 

Irrigation water acquired by the Service is subject to water quality standards set by the 

Nevada Administrative Code (NAC). Water acquired under baseline conditions \authorization 

for 20,000 AF) is used to sustain and enhance wetland habitat for fish and wildlife. 

Because the water is acq~Jired from Newlands Project agricultural users .. the project operator 

is only required to continue to meet agricultural water qualtty standards set by the State of 

Nevada. 

In Church iii County, surface waters are classified as Class C waters with agriculture as the 

dominant beneficial use. Wildlife propagation, recreation, and aquatic life are other 

beneficial uses of Class C waters. The Service does not have the authority under NAC to 

require the operator of the irrigation project to meet the Service's partcu!ar water quality 

requirements for water it acquires frorn other New!ands Project users (NAC 445.120, page 

445-29). The Service wou!d take delivery of irrigation water as long as the quality and level 

of toxic elernents of that water are within the range specified in the Nevada criteria and 

standards for Class C irrigation water. 

Nevada water quality standards for toxic materiais applicable to Class C waters does not list 

specific standards lor the propagation of •vildlife (a recognized beneficial use). Water that 
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meets irrigation quality standards is expected to meet the Service's wetland habitat 

objectives under current management. The Service does not anticipate that it will receive 

irrigation water that will always meet water quality standards for aquatic life under existing 

conditions and pursuant to NA C 445. 120 llliOUfd not have the ability to require the Newfands 

Project operator to meet aquatic file standards. 

The quality of irrigation water is measmed using concentrations of total dissolved-soHds, 

Under existing conditions, irrigation water released from Lahontan Reservoir has an average 

total dissolved .. soHds concentration oi about 240 mg/L (lieu, 1992). 

Drainwater Standards and Criteria 

The Service is concerned about the quaHty of Newlands Project drainwater. Public law 

101-618 authorizes the Secretary ot the ~nterior (Secretary} (par. 206(b)(4)l to take the 

necessary actions to prevent, correct, or mitigate for adverse water quaHty attributable to 

agricultural drainwater. The Service is participating in a nurnber of studies with 

Reclamation, the Bureau of Indian AHairs, and the U.S. Geological Survey to formulate an 

Interior Study of Irrigation Drainage In and Near Wik!Hfe Management Areas, West-Central 

Nevada lDrainwater Swdy). This Drainwater Study, which is part of Interior's National 

irrigation Water Quality Program, is ongoing, and will be the basis for developing strategies 

and criterla to manage Newlands Project drainwater. The Service anticipates H1at the study 

wil! make specific recommendations on drainwater quality rnanagement objectives and on 

changes in Newlands Project operations to impwve drainwater quality and protect wildlife. 

It is not known when Hit• Drainwater Studv will be comp!eted. ,4nother studv report 

prepared by the Service for EPA in 1992, titled "An Overview of Irrigation Draiinvater 

Techniques, Impacts on Fish and Wildlife Resources, and Management Options" also 

provides information and recommendations relat1\le to managing irrigation drainwater to 

prevent or reduce the impacts of poor quality drainwater on fish and wildlife resources. 

Interior does not have the authority to set water quanty standards for drainwater, but may 

make recommendations to the State and EPA related to this issue. 

The Service and NDOW have been granted water rights by tht• State Engineer for drainwater 

leaving the irrigation district. The standards fm drainwater that fiows into the wetlands are 

much less stringent than those set for acquired irrigation water. Drainwater ls not 

considered a Newlands Project irrigation water delivery, therefore, irrigation water quality 

standards cannot be app!ied. The Service cannot refuse to use Stillwater NWR lands to 

dispose of Newlands Project drainwater, unless those waters are determined to be toxic to 

migratory birds \par. 206{b){4l of the Pub!ic Law). 
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Drainwater Quality 

Using period-of-record data on stream flow and dissolved-solids (a n1easure of water quality) 

for t11e lower Carson River, an average hjstorleal ( 1845 .. 60) coneentration o1 dissolved 

solids entering Carson Lake and Stillwater marsh is estimated to have been 170 mg/L and 

270 mgil, respectively (Kerley and others, 1993). After 60 years of agricultural activities in 

the Lahontan Valley 11862-1922), the dissolved-sonds concentration of water entering 

Carson Lake wetlands was about 1 ,000 rn9/L (Hart and Bixby, i 922). More recent studies 

projected that dissoived"solids concentrations for drainwater reaching the wetiand areas 

average about 1,170 rng/l \Kerley and others, 1993). This total dissolved-solids 

concentration serves as the baseline for draimvater quality in this document, As compared 

to drainwater, the dissolved-solids concentration of water released frorn Lahontan Reservoir 

lor irrigation remains at about 240 rngiL (Uco, 1992), 

The quality of spill water is generally comparable to irrigation water, but \Vhen spills become 

voluminous and flooding occurs, water quality can be degraded.. As flow volume increases, 

water becomes rnore sediment-laden and often inundaTes alkaline playas, therel;y picking up 

contaminants and dissolved .. solids, The worst water quality conditions related to floodinn 

occur after floods, shallow playa lakes recede, evaporate and further concentrate 

contarninants, Such conditions prevailed in the Carson Sink and in many small playa areas 

after the lloods of the eady 1980s. 

Seepage from un-lined irrigation delivery canals and flood irrigation of farmlands has 

continually leached natura!ly occurring s21lts and m~nerals nto the groundvvater. This 

leaching process has been show'n to mobi!ize salts and trace elements such as arsen~c, 

boron, se!en!um, .. molybdenum, and lithium (Hoffman and others, 1990) with a 

corresponding increase in dissolved,solids concentrations.. Generally, high dissolved so!ids 

concentrations negatively affect srTH.111 fish species and some aquatic organisms \ibid), 

Increases in dlssoived·solids concentrations in wetland waters are important because livin1:_1 

organisms respond physiologicaHy to the increased concentrations. Studies to characterize 

drainwater quality problems in the Newlands Project and assodated wetlands were 

conducted from 1986 to 1990 (Fin~:_1er and others, 1988; HoHrnan and others, 1990; Rowe 

and others, 1991; and Lico, 1992}, These studies showed that fish, wtlcHi1e, and wetland 

habitat were being negatively impacted by agricultural drainage. Increased dissolved solids 

coneemratlons in drainwater resulting from agricultural irrigation (Hoffman, 1994) indicate 

that there has been an increase in the concentrations of other trace elements. Because o! 

tht• known positive correlation between dissolved-solids c?ncentrations and arsenic (Tuttle, 

written communication, 1994), boron, sodium, and chloride concentrations (Hoffman, 

1994), the elevated concentrations of these elernents sin9ly, or in combination vvith other 
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properties of drainwater are suspect in the loss of emergent and submergent wetland 

vegetation in Sti!lwater NWR and Carson Lake (Hoffman, 1994). 

Under existing conditions, trace element levels in some of the drains that flow into Stillwater 

NVVR are moderately to acutely toxic to living organisms (Table 3.3.8), with T J and Hunter 

Drains !Hunter Drain has been closed, and no longer contributes contaminants to the 

Stillwater NWR wetlands) showing the highest concentration levels (Finger and others, 

1993). 

StudiE.:s conducted by Finger and others 11 988}, Hoffman and ot!'1ers ( 1990), Rowe and 

others, ( ·1991 ), Lico {1992L and Tuttle \written cornrnunication, 1994) have shown that 

concentratjons of arsenic, boron, chromium, copper, !ithiun'i, mercury, rnolybdenum, 

seleniurn, zinc, dissolved solids, sodium, and un-ionized ammonia in water, sediment, and/or 

biota ol the Lahontan Valley wetlands have approached or exceeded Federal and State 

baseline standards for the protection of aquatic life or the propagation of wi~dlHe. A later 

study by Finger and others (1993i found that arsenic, boron, selenium, molybdenum, and 

lithiun1 were the trace elements with concentrations that 9eneral!y exceeded !iving organism 

limits while other trace elements such as aluminurn. antimony, beryllium, bismuth, 

chromium, cobalt, copper, iron, nickel, silver, tin, titanium, thaUiurn, and tungsten did not 

exceed reporting Hmits. Based on these studies, the Service has identified arsenic, boron, 

mercury, and selenium as contaminants of primary concern. Arsenic, boron, and selenium 

are trace elements that occur naturally in the soils and geolog'c formations of the Lahontan 

Valley. 

Table 3.3J3" STillWATER NWR DRAINWATER QUALITY 

Inorganic TJ Drilllin Diagmml Drilllin Standard or Bimogicillli 

Coll'ltillrinants Effm::t level 

TDS. mg!L 2,700- 29,8001 423- 1,8901 500~ 

4.8004 

"~' 

I Arsenic pg/L 20- 4'702 59- 120' 40. 

Boron pg/L II 6,900 ,, 25,000' 840 - 4,000' 5'50 1 

Selenium pgiL 0.2 - 4.22 < 1.0' 2- 5' 

20' 

Uth~um pg/L 320 "810" 51' 90" None 

II Molybdenum pgiL 2'70 - 9!505 23 ·1B'1 197 

--
Mercury pgil 0.2- 4.2' <. 0.1 2' 

! 

! 

::;,:;:urr:;:e$~ 
1 

• UC:C<. il992J; ~ ~ Tokw1ga and Bt;~:nsor~ .. {i99H~::; ~ H.!~Hmao'!_. f·l994}: ·!.-Hottman anrl oth~rs. [1:1-H~O~; 1
' ·Rowe. lH~91J; t! M N.et;,n;da -s.t:J~~ru:if.lr:d for 
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Elevated levels of mercury have been attributed to historic mining practices in and around 

the Dayton, Nevada, area. Mercury released to the Carson River in the late 1800s by 

Comstock go!d and silver milling pract!ces has contaminated the river sedfrnent downstream 

of the Comstock mining district near Virginia City, Nevada (Smith, 1943; and Cooper and 

others, 1985), In the past, mercury-contaminated sediment trowed downstream, and 

gradual!y deposited over a large portion of the Lahontan Valley. While mercury was 

deposited in the area through flooding prior to the construction of lahontan Dam, It 

continues to be absorbed by algae, invertebrates, and detritus {dead plant and animal 

materia!) to this day. This is of concern due to the ability oi wildlife to gradua!ly accumulcne 

mercury ·frorn these sources {Hoffman and others, 1990), restJlting in long·term toxicity .. 

Studies have found the levels of mercury in sediments, detritus, and algae in rnany project 

drains to be high and of concern, but drainwater sampling has not found mercury 

concentrations to exceed reporting limits (Finger and others, 1993), !\i1t::rcury contamination 

is not attributed to agricu~tural irrigation practices. Mercury·laden sediments are mobilized 

during flooding or when excessively voluminous f!ows occur in drainages or canals, movinr~ 

sediment downstream. 

3.3.3 GROUNDWATER 

Groundwater throughout the affected area is a critk:al and important water resource, 

Baseline information on groundwater is limited in some areas, and rnore extensive 

information is generally av-ailable in the more populated areas. Groundwater is the 

predominant source of domestic and industrial water in the affected area. 

3.3.::t 1 Groundwater Reduuge and levels 

Middle Carson River Area 

The l]roundwater of the Middle Carson River area (from the upper lahontan 

Reservoir to near Dayton, Nevada) is contained in a series of serni .. independent 

basins. These baslns are composed of alluvium fil! {sediments deposited by moving 

water) surrounded by consolidated bedrock divides {Glancy and Katzer, 1975). The 

alluvial fill varies in thickness tram about 500 to 3,000 feet (Harrill and Preissler 

1994). The groundwater systems (aqulfers) are complex, in that several aquifers 

may exist at varying depths, and may act semHndependentiy of each other {Glancy 

and Katzer, 1975) .. with re~.jard to recharge, yield, and quality. The water table in 

this area can be near the surface (within 20 to 50 feet) in stmH., areas and as deep 

as 500 feet below the surface in the higher elevation areas around Moundhouse, 

Nevada (lawson, personal communication, 19941. A number of the welis in the 

Moundhouse area are low yield wells pumping only 20 to 40 gal!ons per minute. 

The groundwater yield from the alluvial W! basins along the Middle Carson River are 

generaHy higher, and a number of commercial wells produce as much as 1, 500 
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gallons per minute {gal/min), Many of the vveHs operated by the Dayton Town 

Utmties are 100 .. 200 feet deep and produce 100-500 gal/min. There are some wells 

in the Rose Peak area near Dayton, Nevada, that produce ~Jeotherma!ly heated water 

with temperatures rangfng from 65 to 130 degrees Fahrenheit (Lawson, personal 

communication, 1994). 

Groundwater quality within this series of serni-independent basins is moderately 

good with indications of mineralized recharge frorn the Virginia Range to the area 

north of the Middle Carson River. Dissolved-solids concentrations of 400-600 mg/L 

(Glancy and Katzer, 1975) are cornrnon in many of the wells in this area. The 

recommended limits for dissolved-solids in dr~nking water is 500 mg/l, Sulfate and 

nitrate concentrations in this area also approach or exceed ~·ecornmended limits for 

drinking w·ater \Glancy and Katzer, 1975). 

GroundiNater rechar~~e of the alluvial ffH aquifers in th~s area comes frorn 

precipitation in nearby nmuntainous areas, seepage losses from streams in the ;:m:~ai 

frorn underground tlow through consolidated rocks (Glancy and Katzer, 1975), and 

possibly lrorn the Carson l?iver be/ov,r Dayton tuSGS unpubl. data, Water Resources 

Division Carson City, Nevada). Some ground·water inf~ow is assumed to move 

downstream irom upper alluvial basins along the river corridor. Glancy and Katzer 

(1 .975} stated that the groundwater flow is from the mountain recharge areas to the 

lowlands or valley basins toward the Carson River. The presence of geothermaliy 

heated groundwater surwest that in certain areas the recharge is hom deeper 

consolidated rock aquifers. 

In the Silver Springs area, water company officials indicate that weB water levels are 

influenced by Lahontan Reservoir {Lang, personal communication, 1994). 

Fernley and the lower Truckee River Area 

This portion of the affected area is characterized by the Fernley hydrologic area and 

the lower Truckee River basin, which are discussed separately below. The Fernley 

hydrologic area is defined by the Fernley Sink which is small confined basin. This 

basin is composed of unconsolidated stream-laid deposits (cobbiei gravel, sands and 

clay) buried by !ake sediments of ancient Lake lahontan \Sinclair and Loeltz, 1963). 

The fernley basin's valley !iii sediments are pooriy sorted and not very permeable, 

but the well sorted sand and gravel layers are the most important aquifers (ibid). 

Groundwater is essentially confined in this basin, with no groundwater inllow from 

adjac<E.mt basins and little outflow except back into the Truckee River basin. The 

town of Wadsworth is underlain by aliuvial dt::posits of the Truckee River and deeper 

vatley-iBI lake sediments. Sinclair and loeltz \ 1963i state that the recoverable 
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groundwater in the Fernley and Wadsworth area is in the unconsolidated sediments 

of the valley-fill. 

Fernley 

Groundwater recharge for the Fernley basin is dominated \99 percent) by 

Truckee Canal seepage losses, irrigation canal losses, and agricultural 

irrigation (Van Denburgh and Arteaga, 1979, rev. 1985L In the recent past, 

the basin was considered to be in a state of balance, with groundwater 

recharge and outflow equal to one another {ibid). More recently, residential 

and indtJstrial ~~rowth has increased groundwater pumping demands, and 

Van Denburgh and Arteaga have determined that these factors have altered 

the "steady state" condition of the Fernley aquifer Obid). The Town of 

Fernley's vvells are about 300 feet deep and art.~ drilied into a more confined 

aquifer than the water-bearing zone near the surface (above 200 feet). The 

shallower, water-bearing zone was once pumped tor domestic supply but its 

use was discontinued due to drawdown probferns \Kramer, Fern!ey Town 

Utmties, personal communication, 1994), See Section 3.3.3.2, DOMESTIC 

SUPPLY, Fernley and Lower Truckee River Area. 

lower Truckee River Area 

The aquifers of the Wadsworth area are rechar9ed fron1 outflow frorn the 

Fernley basin and more directly from the Truckee River into the shallow 

aquifers (Sinclair and Loe!tz, 1963). These aqui!ers also discharge back into 

the Truckee River basin downstream toward Pyramid lake (Van Denbur{Jh 

and Arteaga, revised, 1985) and from the shallovver strata moving 

downward to the deeper aquifers (Sinclair and Loeltz, 1963), The water" 

bearing zone of the three weBs driHed by the Washoe County Utilities 

Division in the Wadsworth area is frorn 120 to 130 feet below the surface. 

Water from these wells is of good quality and provides an adequate supply 

for the existing demand. See Section 3.3.3.2, DOMESTIC SUPPLY, Fernley 

and Lower Truckee River Area. 

fallon and lahontan Valley 

The major groundwater resources in the Lahontan Valley are contained in the two 

basic aquifer types (sedimentary and volcanic) that operate beneath the Lahontan 

Valley. These aquifers may store .as much as 200 million AF of groundwater 

\Glancy, 1986). 



3.3.3 .1 .1 Description of Aquifers 

The Lahontan Valley aquifers consist of expansive, unconsoHdated 

sedimentary depositions, a narrower basalt cone, and a deep volcanic layer. 

The unconsolidated sedimentary aquifers are made up ol a rnlx of river-laid 

a!luvium, alluvial-fan deposits, and lacustrine (ancient Lake Lahontan) 

sediments \G~ancy, 1986i. These unconsolidated "alluvial aquifers'' provide 

voluminous underground reservoirs that readily receive, transmit, and store 

substantial volumes of water. The volcanic, or basalt aquifer underlies the 

unconsolidated sediment deposits but is exposed at the surface as a vertical 

volcanic cone \Rattlesnake H!IO that transects the alluvial aquifers. 

The "alluvial aquifers" described by Glancy ( 1986) consist of I 1) a shaHow 

aquifer present from the near-surface water table to about 50 feet below 

land surface, !2i an interrnediate aquifer extending from 50 feet to between 

500 and 1,000 feet below !and surface, and (3) a deep aquifer extending 

from 500 to 1 ,000 feet below ~and surface to between 3,000 and 8,000 feet 

below land surface. 

The basalt aquifer is a mushroom-shaped body of basalt that is exposed near 

Fallon at Rattlesnake Hill and generally extends from 200 to 600 feet below 

!and surface to more than 4,000 feet below land surface \Maurer and othE:>rs, 

1994). 

ShaUow Aquifer 

The shallow aquHer is a disconHnuous hydrogeologic unit created by 

constantly changing depositional environments that produced a complex 

mixture of sediment deposits. Gl<HlC\l ( 1986) defined the shallow aquifer by 

its water chemistry (hardness greater than 70 mg/LL The delivery of 

irrigation 1rvater, and construction of canals and drain network tor the 

Newlands Project have changed the water levels in the shallow aquifer 

\Seiler and Aliander, 1993). Maps showing depth to water in 1904 and 

1992 are presented ln Figures 3.3.C and 3.3.0. In 1904, before water 

deliveries began as part of the Newfands Project, depth to the water table in 

areas along the Carson River and Stillwater Slough was less than .5 feet. At 

distances greater than 1-2 from the river channels, the water table was more 

than 10 feet below the land surface. Depth to the water table was more 

than 25 feet deep in areas to the nort11east and northwest of Fallon (Seifer 

and Al!ander 1993), 
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The direction of groundwater flow in the sha!low aquifer {figure 3.3.EJ is 

northeastward in the north part of the valley and southeastward in the 

southern parts of the val!ey (Maurer and others, 1994), Studies have shown 

that the direction of sha!low groundwater flow varies greatry and is often 

controlled by the presence of canals and drains (Lico, 1992; Uco and others, 

1987L 

Water quality in the shallow aqui!er changes greatly from west to east. 

Generally this is attributed to the flow gradient and the naturaHy occurring 

salts in the soils, with dlssolved·solids concentrations ranginq from less than 

250 mg/L west of Fallon to rnore than 1,000 mgil east of tow·n {Glancy, 

1986). As shallow aquifer groundwater moves farther to the northeast tmd 

southeast, water qualitv degrades substantially, with dissolved-solids 

concentrations of more than 40,000 n1g/L near Carson lake (Lico and Seiler, 

1993, written communication) and as high as 90,000 mgfl near StiHwater 

{Lico, 1992L Concentrations of dissolved arsenic range from tess than 50 

pg/L to over 150 pg/L \Glancy, 1986) and 9Emerally exceed the drinking 

water standard of 50 pgJL for Nevada. 

Intermediate Aquifer 

The intemwdiatt:1 aquifer, a deeper, unconsolidated sedimentary aquifer, 

generaHy e.xtends frorn 50 foet below the surface to between 500- ·1 ,000 feet 

below the land surface (Glancy, 1986L Groundvvater flow in the 

intermediate aquift:H' is not as well understood as the shallow aquifer, but 

Maurer ( 1994) suggests the flow ~ltadiont is from west to east. Well records 

show the water-bearing zone for the interrnediate aquifer w be frorn 50 feet 

to 200 feet west of Fal!on and !rom 80 feet to 140 feet east of Fallon (ibidL 

Before 1974, the intermediate aquifer was generally not known to be 

suitable for domestic use and Gl<.mcy ( 1986) reports that on1y about ·1 00 

wells tapped the intermediate aquifer in 1979, It is estirnated that as rnany 

as 1,000 domt•stic welts could now tap the intermediate aquifer (Maurer and 

others, 1994L Few wells have been driHed into the interrnediato aquitEH to 

depths greater than 300 leot be!ow the slHface, therefore the water 

properties of this aquifer at depth are larnely- unkr1own. 

The intermediate aquifer can be characterized by its generally soft water and 

slightly alkaline \median pH va1ue of 9. n vvater chernistrv, Dissolved solids 

concentrations ranqe fron1 100 to 1,000 !llfJ/L 1n this aquifer lor the areas 

west-nmthw'est of Fallon, northeast along the Carson River and perhaps on!y 
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5 miles to the southeast o! Fallon (Glancy, 1986). !n areas farther from 

FaBon, such as Soda Lake, Upsal HO\)back, Stillwater NWR and Carson Lake, 

the dissolved-soltds concentrations degrade substantally, with values of 

4,000-8,000 rng/L. for wells tappinn The immrnediate aquifer. Dissolved 

arsenic concentrations in the intermediate are less than 2 5 {lfJ/l in 

areas wost of Fallon, increasirif,1 to more than ·150 pg/l beneath and 

southeast of Fallon and are as hi!]h as 1 ,400 PHil near Stillwater ~~WR 

(Glancy, 1986; Rowe and others, ·1 991 )_ Dissolved arsenic concentrations 

ueneraBy exceed State of Nevada drinking water su.mdards in the 

intermediate aquifer, In addition, Maurer \1994) cites information from Lico 

and Sei!er ( 1993, \'.Jritten communication) that indicate State standards are 

exceeded for man9anese (near and west ot Fallon), chlorides, and dissolved 

solids (near Upsal Hogback, Stillwater i\IWR, and Carson Lakel ~n this 

aquiter. 

Deep Aquifer 

Unconsolldated sediments below 500-1 ,000 feet are defined as the deep 

aquifer. The depositional sediments in this aquifer may be 200-8,000 feet in 

thickriass, and volcanic rocks undm'he <he deposicional layer !Glancy, 1986), 

l . . , . I , , " 
_1we 1s KIXP.tvn a )Out tne nrounowater r1ow· the but it is 

the grnun.dvvater 

in the deeper volcanic zones \8,000 10,000 1t:H:rt bc~ow the sur is 

geothermallv heated. This geothermal action causes deep aquifer 

groundwater tu rise, contributing as rnuch as 4,000 AFiyr to the 

intermediate and shallow aquifers ~n the Soda Lake/Upsal Hogback and 

Stiilwater geothermal areas (Maurer .and others, 1994}. 

\lVacer quality in the deep aquifer is probably sa1ine with dissolved-solids 

concentrations averagmg about 5,000 !Glancy, 1B86). O!rnstead and 

others \ 1984) show the geothermal •Nater near Soda Lake/Upsal Hogback 

areas to have dissolved-solids concentrations ranging from 4,000 to 6,000 

mg/L., but the Stillwater geothermal water is more Lii~umd th<.m the shallow 

ancl mterrned!ate aqulfers (Morgan, 1982L The geothermal vvater in both 

areas is distinguished by higher concentrations o! silica and lluoride as 

compared vv~th non"neothermal oroundwater (Morgan, 'l982; Lico and Sei~er, 

1993, written communication). 
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Basalt Aquifer 

The b<.1sa!t aquifer is corrlf.H'ised of a basahic r:rrass ranging from de:mse, 

hactured lava h'ows to basalt rubble and clnders betii'.lt:rtm the fiO\iVS, tt.rhich is 

exposed at Rattlesnake f'fi/1 lGianc)l 1986,.· lll1nurer and others~ 1994j. 7~he 

a,oproxirnate h)idrographic boundarv of the basalt aquifer is depicterJ in 

Figure 3. 3. F. The basalt that forrns the aquifer appear~:; ro be a mushroom 

shaped mass (Glancy 1986). T.he canopy ol the mushroom .. shaped nnrss is 

approximately 400 to 600 feet belovv the surface to the south, west and 

northvvest of' Rattlesnake Hill tMaurer and others, 1 9.94). To th6' nortl;east 

/generally;, this canopv becomes constricted and slight!''/ elongated, and 

reaches a depth ol about 200 to 800 feet 5 miles northeast of Rattlesnake 

Hifl (Glancy 1986; 11/laurer and others, 1994}. It has not been tmcountered 

by wells more than ?00 feet deep to the east and south of Rattlesnake Hill 

(no Vllefls tap the basalt aquih.lf ar depths greater than 600 feet}. ·rhe basalt 

mass decreases in lattYal extent between 1,000 and 4,000 f(!et below the 

land surface {ibid}. 

The basalt aquifer is the rnost prolific in the Fallon Brea and ~s the main 

source ot water for the City of FaHon, Fallon Paiute-Shoshone f~eservation, 

NAS-Falk.H1, and KennanH~taL hlc. Wells tapping the basalt aqurter produce 

more than 1 ,000 tlal/min with a fairly rapid rechar9e rste. Water lovels in 

the basalt aquifer show a iairiv flat gradiont with a slight rnovernent toward 

the northeast of Fallon \Maurer and otl•ers, ·1994). Maurer and othors (ibid} 

hsve increased from about 1, 700 AF!yr in <.he 1970s to n1ore than 3,000 

AF/yr in 1992. \Valls that novv tap the basalt aquder extend .about b00-600 

feet below land surface althou~::111 \.he aquifer IS more th1:1n 4,000 feet deep. 

\Vater levels declined in the basalt aquifer between ·19'71 and ·1992 (tv1aurer 

and others .. ·1994) as illustrated in Fioure 3. 3. G. Water use r ntes now 

appear to be greater than rectlar~:Je rates, which could indicate that the 

aquifer is being mined. 

Groundwater quality in the basalt aquiter is similar to tl"~at found in the 

shBliD't¥ and interrnediate aquifers. Tile water chernistry characteristics of 

the basalt aquifer are described as alkaline !median pH of 9.3), sodium 

bicarbonate chfonde vvster that is uniformly son \Glancy, 1986L Glancy 

suggested that the fFOUndwater in the basalt aquifer ls a blend of fresh and 

saline v¥ater, vvith the saline wawr corning hom deeper surrounding aquifers, 

anri the lf'e.sh vveter corning fron? the shal!o;,-t-' and interrnediati~ aquifers 

closer to tht} surt~~ce, 
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Figure 3.3.G BASAlT AQUifER lEVElS 
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Dissolved-solids concentrations in basalt aquifer wells range from about 300 

to 700 mg/L with arsenic concentrations ranging from 70 to 140 pg/L 

!Maurer and others, 1994). As with the other sedimentary aquifers, arsenic 

levels exceed State of Nevada drinking water standards. Analysis ot basalt 

aquifer water quality data from 1962 to 1992 shows a statistically 

s1~qnificant increase in chloride concentrations {Maurer and others, 1994). 

3.3.3.1.2 Groundwater Recharge 

Groundwater hydrology in the Lahontan Valley is complex and not fully 

understood. A conceptual groundwater flow sysrem (Figure 3.3.H) was 

developed by Maurer and others i 1994) to study the potential effects of 

water use changes in lahontan Valley. The recharge now patterns for the 

different aquifers vary dramatically, especially in terms of circulation periods

-the time it takes for water to move through an aquifer. The geothermal 

aquifer, which may extend throughout the valley at depths of 10,000 feet, 

experiences a full circulation period every 35,000 years. The shallow 

aquifer, which is discontinuous but extends across the valley, is often oniy 
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Hot Springs Mountains 

Figure 3. 3. H. c:onceptualfzed groundvvater flow paths and sources of inlfow to and outflow from aquifers in the Carson Desert ET, 
eW1fWtlanspil'ation. Boundaries between aquifers are dashed lines where uncertain; arrot'>'S depicting groundwater flow paths are queried 
where uncertain Vertical fine pattern indicates possible extent ol nonpotable water (lrom Maurer <md others, 1994). 



1 0 feet below the surface, and circuLates water over distances as short as 

200 leet every fe\iv days (Maurer and others, 1 9941, 

Shallow Aquifer 

is donm~ated by the Lahontan 

Valley surface-water system (Newlands Proiect irr(gation). Tht• shallow 

aquifer is highly susceptible to contamination from land use activities 

(dumped contarninants, pestic1des, and septic jead·!a<e) because of the 

proximity ot the water table to the sudac;:::, Lahontan Rest:Hvoir releases, 

irrigation deliveries, draina9e systerns, and evapotrBnspiration aH affect tht.1 

recharge, flow and discharge of the shallow aquilet. 

USGS has uSI'.fd a network ol wells in the Lahontoli V,11!ev to mondor 

changes in shallow· aquifer levels in the area (Seiler and ,...:wandor~ I .9.93). 

Data from theso vliells,. as reported f.!V Seiler and Afiander ( 1.993),, indicate 

tlrat water levels of the shafluli'li aquifer h<Jve varied during the past 20 years, 

!arge!v in response to vvet r:.urd drv periods. According w their report water 

levels in the shallow aquifer appear to have changed liule during the period 

1977-1992. Tlie median (sirnilar to "average") water level change in 14 

sha!Jo\i\i aquifer lt-lelfs ben,.,veen 19 77 and 1992 \ill as a deciim; of 0. 58 feot 

!'thr::; n·u1xirnutn d~~cline M/rJS 2. ;-r leer in one '1t11,lell}. Betvv'een 19 7 7 ;Jru:i 1 .. 992 _ _, 

ti?e rnedian change in vvater fevels was a rise of 2. 13 feet {the nu:rxinwm rise 

~vas 2. 67 feet hi Orlti vve!IJ, hased on 5 we/Is. The rise in \Nater levels likelY 

~-·v-=w1S ~'9 cor1sequent':'e of rht? l9C?() .. 1 ~?l?.r:f vvetter· than avot .... ?ge~ 

Bet~lvetHJ 1984 and 1992_r t:vater /(~)vels decl/ned, correspon(J/n!l vvith the r:Jrh~~t 

than average conditions <luring that period. 

Sevier antl.Allander 

rneasured wator level during 1983 1984 {during a wetter-thanavetage 

period} and the deepest lneasuted water level in 7 992 (during <:ct drier-than· 

avr:.~lage periott) as an /ndex of tl7e J 9{.94 to 1.992 dech!"'re in the v~tatt.~r levels 

1l'i the shallow· ttquifer. The median change in vvater levels for 13 wells, 

hased on thl:'> anaivsis, was a decline ol 2.49 feet,; the maxirnum dec!ir1e W<>S 

7. 53 feet in one wet/. The median change of about 2. 5 feet may reptesent 

the change ir; ~vater level betvveen a vvetter-than-average period and drior .. 

than Hverage period,- 1. e .. , the median ct1ange in wawr levels should not vary 

rr1ore than 2. 5 feet over the long term. Betvveen i 988 and 1.992, the 

medi<.m water level change in 10 wells was a decline of 1. 35 feet (a 

n1axi.mum figure vvas not provided in the report/. 
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Seasonalfy, changes in water levels in the shallow aquifer are strongly 

related to seasonal changes in water lost along unfjned canals and irrigation 

of fields (lbldi. In I 992, water levels in many v,le/!s in irrigated areas rose 1 

to 2 feet during the irrigation season. Conversely, wells located awav from 

canals and agricultural areas showed little seasonal change in water level 

(jbidJ. 

Water levels were also shown to change as a consequence of canal lining. 

The most dramatic decline in the shaJ!ow aquifer water table was observed 

in wells adjacent to the T-Une Canal after it was !!nod with concrete (ibid). 

Water level declines in wells along the T-Une Canal ranged frorn 7. 5 ff.1et to 

more than 10 feet. According to Maun'.!r and others {1994), when major 

canals are lined (or abandoned} within areas taken out of production water 

levels could decline to rnore than 10 teet befovll the land surface within one 

or tv,,a miles of these canals. The above information suggests that some 

methods of improving irrigation deliverv efficiency have the potential to 

affect shallow aquifer recharge. 

The amount of surface water moving from the irrigation deiivery system into 

the shailow aquifer is controlled by~ 

! 1) the frequency and duration of flow through the canals, 

(2) the proximity of the water table to the canals, and 

(3) the soil moisture content and hydrologic conductivity {seepage rate) of 

the canals. 

The volume of water lost to the shailow aquifer from the irrigation delivery 

system ranged from about 102 .. 000 Al:/year to as much as 170,000 AF/yr 

prior to the 1988 OCAP fMaurer and others, 1 994). Under baseline 

conditions, irrigation delivery losses are expected to be about 80,600 

AF/year on average. 

The greatest interchange of surface water with the shallow aquifer probably 

occurs where unlined canals and drarns intersect relict stmd channels of the 

Carson River (tv1aurer and others, 1994). An exceHent example of this 

occurs on the A-Line Canal abm.Jt 5 rniles souihwest of Fallon where the 

canal follows a relict channel for about 3.5 miles. 

The amount of irrigation water percolatng to the shallow aquifer beneath 

trritJated farm fields is controlled by: 



{1) the amount of water applied to the fie~d, 

{2i the soil's water-holding capacity and moisture content, 

!3) evapotranspiration, and 

14) the rate of groundwater discharge to surface soils. 

The volume of water that percolatt.•s to the sha!low aqu~fer from farm 

irrigation ranges from 48,000 AF/year to 70,000 AF/year based on pre-1988 

OCAP conditions {Maurer and others, 1994}, Based on the report by Maurer 

and others (ibid}, it is estimated thBt the O'l-farrn iosses under baseline 

conditions will be approximately 42,700 AF/year due to rnore efflcient on

farm irrigation practices and the acquisition of 20,000 AF of water tights 

under baseline conditions" 

The principal recharge area for the shallow aquifer is west of Fallon along the 

Carson River and major canals (Seiler and AHander, 1993L Groundwater 

moves laterally in the aquifer eastward and divides, with some lateral flow 

moving toward Stillwater marsh and the Carson Sink and some goin1::1 

southeast to Carson Lake. Due to the d~scontinuous nature of the aquifer, 

lateral recharge can be impeded by depositional day lenses and recharge is 

very localized. The areas northeast and southeast of Fallon are regional 

discharge areas for the shallow aqui!er,, wl1ere groundwater flows into tht:1 

drains or moves upward to the surface soBs and is subject to evapor'ation. 

Groundwater horn the shallow aquifer <.1lso is taken up (consumptive usei by 

agricultural crops and vegetation H'l the Lahontan Valley. l'v1aurer \1994) 

summarizes numerous consun1ptive use studies and est;mates that 

vel]etative use from the sha!low aquifer amounts to about 50,000 AF/year, 

Groundvvater flow from the shallow aquifer into Newlands Project drains 

probably accounts for about half ol the drainwater inflo\v to the wetland 

areas with the remaining dra~nwater corning from surface wattH dlschargos. 

Maurer (ibid) suggests that a minimum inflow from the shallow aquifer to the 

drains is about 36,000 AF/year which is approxim<.~tely 60 percent of the 

total 1989 wetland inflow (sEH!I Section 3"3.1, SURFACE WATER QUANTITY, 

Drainwater Inflow to Prim;ary Wetlands). 

Intermediate Aquifer 

Recharge of this aquifer comes from downward f!ow through tht~ shallow 

aquifer on the western side of the lahontan Valley. Quantltative estimates 

show shallo>v aquifer How to the intermediate aquifer to be about 32,000 

AF/year (Maurer and others, 1994L Maurer [ 1994) indicates that the 

permeable relict river channels in the western portion of the valley create 



preferential flow paths for rechar~~e. In the west-central and centra! parts of 

the valley there is seasonal potential tor downward flow hom the shallow 

aquifer to the intermediate aqu~ter from canal irrigation water and agricultural 

appHcations. This downward f!ow is slowed by the ever-increasin9 presence 

of aHuvia! clay deposits in the aquifers. On the eastern side of the vaUey, 

day deposits are more prevalent, siowing groundwater movement. Once 

again, the permeable relict river channe!s provide preferential flow paths for 

horizontal flows when they cut thrm.Jgh these clay deposits. 

In the eastern portions of the valley, the intermediate aquifer recharges the 

shallow aquifer with an upward vertical flow. Maurer and others (ibid) 

estimate that there is about 21 ,000 AF!year of upward vertical f!ovv from the 

intermediate aquifer to the shallow aquifer. This upward flow, combined 

with evapotranspiration from the shallow aquifer, would account for the 

increased dissotved~solids concentrations of groundwater on the eastern side 

of the Lahontan VaHey. 

Deep Aquifers 

Groundwater flow through the deep aquifer is not well understood. Maurer 

and others (ibid) suggest there is some recharge of the deep aquifer from 

dowt'l\lvard ftow from the intermediate aqu1ter, but they make no quantitative 

estimate of the volume of rechar£ie. This study (Maurer and others, 1994) 

further speculates that there is vortica~ flow from the deep aquifer upward 

into the intermediate aquifer. A deep volcanic aquifer coufd exist belo'llv the 

deep aquifer and there is probably sorne interbedding of deep aquifer 

sediments and volcanic rocks vvhich suggest that groundwater from the deep 

aquifer could supply some recharge to the basalt aquifer (Glancy, 1986). 

Basalt Aquifer 

Little is known about the f!ow paths from the shallow, intermediate, and 

deep a qui rers to the bas a it aquifer. tv1 aurer and others {1994) SU!:_J!]est that 

the basalt aquifer is recharged by the sedimentary aquifers. Municipal 

pumping of the basalt aquifer appears to rnduce additional recharge from the 

shallow aquifer. The downward and lateral recharge of the basalt aquifer 

occurs through tfltc preferential flow ,oath provided bv the perrneable 

sediments bet<tlleen the volcanic plug that constitutes the basait aqujfer and 

the shallow, intermediate, and possibf'l deep aquifers overlaying and 

irnmediatef)i surrounding the basalt aquifer (Ftf:;ure 3,3 F) (t¥1aurer and others, 
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19941. Because changes in canal and on4arm losses can affect shallow 

aquifer recharge (Seiler and A/lander, 1993; Mauu.lf and others 1994) and 

because the basalt aquiter receives at least some water rr:.~charge from the 

shallow aquifer immediately above the basalt aquifer {Glancy 1986; and as 

depicted in Figure 3.3. F), reducing canal losses and on-farm losses within 

the area delineated by tile basalt aquifer could potentially reduce basalt 

aquifer recharge. Redw::f..<d canal losses in this area would Jikelv have a 

greater impact than reduced on··Iarm losses !'Maurer and others 1994}. It is 

unclear whether., or to what extent reduced shallow aquifer recharge outside 

of the basalt aquifer area w·oufd halle on basalt aquifer recharge. The rate of 

downward flow from the !and surface and shallow aquifer to the basalt 

aqui·!er is related to the degree at pumping stress (Glancy, 1986) induced by 

municipal users. 

HistoricaHy, the long·term, permanent recharge source for the basalt aquifer 

has been the Carson River {Glancy, 1 986). Carbon dating of groundwater 

from basalt aquifer wells in the far northeastern ponion of the aquifer show 

water as old as 8,800 years, while samples from wells nearer to Fallon show 

younger water, a9ed 1,100-4,400 years \G~ancy, 1986L This suggests two 

things; 

{ 1) that the majority of recharge to the basalt aquifer from the Carson 

River occurred a long time ago, and 

{2) that the water in the basalt aquifer is blended with newer, younger 

sources, such as irrigation-canal and on-farm losses, providing recharge. 

The basalt aqui!er also discharges horizontally to the east into the 

sedimentary aquifers. If municipal pumping increases (Section 4.26.12, 

CUMULATiVE EFFECTS, GROWTH AND DIVERSIFICATION) from the current 

rate of about 3,000 AF!year to more the 8,000 AF/year, \Figure 3.3.1) the 

basalt aquifer will eventually cease this natural discharge to the shallow and 

intermediate aquifers to the east (Glancy, 1 986). More critical is the 

possibility that pumping~induced rechar~)e, lflhich draws recharge water in as 

water is pumped out, rnay effect an upward movement of volcanic or deep 

aquifer recharge, These deeper sources of recharge are of poorer quality 

and could de~Jrade water quality in the current production zones of the basalt 

aquifer. Evidence of this possibility is cited by tv1aurer and others ( 1 994) in 

their analysis of water quality data showing a continued long-term increase 

in chloride concentrations of basalt aquifer wells. 
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Figure 3.3.1 BASAlT AQUIFER RECHARGE AND PUMPING EffECTS 
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3.3.3.2 Domestic Supply 

Middle Carson River Area 

There are two major water purveyors in the Middle Carson River area: the 

Dayton Town Utilities and the Silver Springs Mutual \rVater Company_ Both 

are experiencing rapid growth and area purveyors expect to expand servlce 

in 1995. The Silver Springs water company has 5 wel!s and serviced about 

750 residences and businesses in the area. Dayton Town Utilities has 27 

welis within its service district that serve about 1 ,800 residences and 

businesses. Dayton Town Utilities officials estimate that another 1,000 

residences rely on individual domestic stJpply wells within their service area. 

There are a couple of major privati!'.' commercial wells \1,500 gal/min) in the 

Dayton area that provide water for industrial or commercial use. The largest 

of these commercial uses may be the Dayton Valley Country Club goif 

course weil, which pumps about 30 mil!ion gallons of water a year to keep 

golf course ponds full (Lawson, personal communication, i 994). 

Fernley and lower Truckee River Area 

The Town of Fernley Utility has !ive wefls and pumps hom two of those to 

provide service to about 1, 750 businesses and resklences. There rnay be as 

many as 200 individual domestic supply vvells in the area plus a fevv major 
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industrial weBs (e.(~., Nevada Cement Company) that rely on groundwater. 

Because the area re~ies on New!ands Project seepage and canal losses for 

groundwater recharge, Fernley residents and town officials are concerned 

that changes in Newlands Project operations may cause aquifer levels to 

drop, resulting in an inadequate public 11vater suppl)'. Under baseline 

conditions, the 20,000 AF water rights acquisition for the Lahontan Valley 

vvetlancls is not expected to alter New!ancls Project operations in the Truckee 

Division. 

Washoe County provides water to residents oi the Stamp MHI subdivision 

near Wadsworth, Nevada, from two weHs in the area. In addition, the 

County has the Gregory Street wei! in the town ot Wadsworth, which was 

driHed to supply irrigation water to the community. The Stamp Mill 

subdivision wells provide metered service to approximately 30 residences, 

but have the potential to provide domestic water for up to 400 hook-ups 

(Svetich, Washoe Uti!ities Division, persona! communication, 1994), 

Residences in and around the Pyramld lake Paiute Reservation, Wadsworth, 

and Nixon, rely on a number of individual domestic suppiy wells. There is 

one community well for the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tilbal housin~l project in 

\Nadsworth. Tl1ere are plans to expand the Washoe County's Stamp MiH 

water system into reservation lands in the VVadsworth area. This would 

provide a more reliable and better quality source of water to residences on 

the reservation. 

Fallon and lahontan Valley 

The number of domestic water supply wells tapping the sha!low aquifer is 

estirnated to be about 4,500. Although the Churchill County Health 

Departrnent maintains records of domestic wells, it has not tabulated the 

number of active wells (Maurer and others, 1994). Based on drHlers' logs 

and other reports (Glancy, 1986), Maurer and others \1994) estimate as 

many as 1 ,000 domestic supply wells tap the intermedlate aquifer, There 

may be 20 or so wells drilled into the basalt aquifer, and the City of Fallon, 

Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribes, NAS-Fallon and Kennametal, Inc., wells are 

the rr1ajor production wells. There are a limited number of wells drilled into 

tile deep aqulfer and few are known to be active. There are a number of 

geothermal vvells drHied in the Upsai/Hof~back and Stili•water geothermal 

areas, but they are not utilized for dornestic supply. 
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The Service estimates that under existing conditions, totaf demand for 

domestic water supply in Faflon and Lahontan Valley amounts to 1 0,000 

AF/year from the shaHow and interrnediate aquifers. This cafcu!ation is 

based on the number ot known active groundwater wells in Lahontan VaHey, 

and assumes an annuai purnpin~l rate of about 2 AF/year (the maximum 

vofume afk,·wed by the State of Nevada for domestic wefls.) Withdrawals 

from the basart aquifer totaled about 3,000 AF/yr for 1992 (White and 

Fields, 1993, written comnH.mication), 

Using a total of 13,000 AF/yr as the baseline domestic supply demand (from 

shal!ow, intermediate and basalt aquHers), per capita water use (based on a 

ChurchW County population of ·19,850 (Nevada State Demographers Office, 

written communication, 1995), is about 0.675 AF/year or about 600 

gallons/day. This value is high for per capita demand because it relies on the 

rnaxirnum volume allowed, which is a high-end scenario. The City of Fal!on 

metered water shows that per capital dernand for domestic supply amounts 

to about 250 ga!lons/day. In rural areas .. where larger parcels are irrigated, it 

is expected that landscapin~l and !:_lardens would lead to higher per capita 

use. 

3A VECTORS, EROSION, AND AGRICULTURAL PESTS 

The control of noxious or annoying substances, conditions, plants or animals is generally a desired 

goal in most communities. Only Lahontan Valley is addressed in this section, as it is the area where 

these resources could be impacted by the action alternatives. 

3.4.1 VECTOR CONTROL 

The Churchill County Mosquito Abatement District fCCI\llAD) was formed in J 985 to provide 

public health protection to the citizens and visitors of Churchill County from the annoyance 

and potential disease transmitting mosquitoes occurring in the countv. CClii1AD uses both 

non-chemical and chemical techniques to control mosquito populatior;s vvithin tolerable 

levels. CCMAD' s intent is to use those techniques that vvi/1 cause the least adverse impact 

to the environment vvhile providing the highest level of mosquito control. ICCMAD, 11vritten 

communication, Sept. 1., 1995. I 

Mosquitoes require water to successful!y complete their lil'e cycle. \l'lli'tllin Churchill County,. 

there are 11 mosquito species in 4 different genera. Thev can be separated 1i1to those that 

can Jay their eggs on soil and debris, and those that Jav their eggs on the water. Fluctuating 

\lil'ater levels are conducive for Aedes species, v.rhich /av their eggs on the soil. Bv keeping 

the water level at a particular level for several weeks or longer, Aedes mosqudoes do not 
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develop succeeding generations. By keeping water levels constant, Culex, Culiseta, and 

Am.1ph~!f.'::l species will develop succeeding generations. Culex tarsa/i~, a standing water 

species, 1:'> the most abundant mosquito in the affected area, and is a known vector lor 

Vi/estern equine and St. Louis' encephalitis, diseases tliat affect humans and horses. To 

date, there have been a lew cases of human and fwrse mosquito-home encephalitis in 

Nevada fibid.J. More detailed information on mosqudo spt~cies in the affected area is 

included in CCMAD 's Comments in Appendix t 1. 

Mosquitoes hatch and develop jn areas of standing water, such as ponds, drainage ditches, 

shallow reservoirs, irrigated pastures,. wetlands, and other natural and attificial depressions 

which intermediately hold water. Continuous wetting and dry~ng of lands creatE.~ conditions 

that are most conducive to hatching of flood-.vater mosquitos, or Aedes species (O'Brien, 

ora! communicat~on, 1994). Standing-water mosquito species usually develop !n 7-20 days. 

GeneraHy, mosquitoes can disperse about 5-10 miles from where they 11atch. One species 

found in the area has a range of more than 20 rnifes ObidL Mosquitoes can be transported 

nreater distances by the wind and can be problematic throut1hout Lahontan Valley during 

the warmer months of spring and summer. 

Several species are capable of transmitting diseases including encephalitis in humans and 

horses and one species is capable of transmitting heartworm in dogs. Each year:, 

encepha!iti.s t:c; detecu:.d in sentina! chickens in Churchill County !CCMAD, written 

cornmunication, Sept. 1, 1995), Although cases of encephalitis in humans is rare in the 

county, it t~s of concern w CCMAD. 

CCMAD has an annual budget of about $250.000-$275,000 to control mosquitoes. 

CCA1AD uses non-chemical and chemical techniques to control mosquito populations. 

Biological controls, suc/1 as the use of rnosquito fish and bi!:J-rationa! pesticides are 

ernphasized over chernical control, Larval/pupal control oils and insecticides to control adult 

mosquitos are used as a last resort vvhen biological controls would be ineffective or the 

tt'rning I~'> vtirong for biological controls !ibid). A detailed /i~'>t of CCMAD's mosquito control 

techniques i:s included if1 the CCfv1AD Comments in Appendix 11. 

Under baseline conditions, mosquitoes occur iri both artificial and natural depressions that 

hold water in the affected area. Mosquito abatement is required for the comfort of Churchill 

County residents. 

3.4.2 EROSION CONTROl 

\/\lind is the primary cause of sod erosion in Lahontan Valley, and vvind erosion is bE.:Iieved to 

be the princtpal source of dust in Lahontan Valley. The Natural Resource Conservation 
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Service (NRCS) has developed a process called the Wind Erosion Equation IWEQ), to 

estimate potential wind erosion ·for specific soils, land forms, and vegetative covers. The 

WEQ has been calibrated and adjusted for use in the lahontan VaHey by NRCS and is 

generally suited to evaluations of individual parcels or tracts of land. Winds are considered 

erosive when they reach a velocity of 13 miles/hour at 1 foot above the ~1round, or 18 

miles/hour at 30 leet above the ground surface. The peak winds predominately come from 

the west and southwest in lahontan VaHey. The critical months tor wind erosion ~n 

Lahontan VaHey are March and April. 

Strong winds which create soH erosion may cause particulate concentrations to be hi~:_lh 

where vegetation is removed due to man-made or natural causes (Nevada Division of 

Environmental Protection, Bureau of Air Quality, written communication, 1994). Disturbed 

lands that !eave bare, loose soH during the critical rnonths, and farming pract~ces such as 

new plantings or crop rotations that till the land, add to the serious wind erosion problems 

in Lahontan Valley. NRCS recommends various farming practices to help manage or reduce 

wind erosion lor agricultural lands. 

Vegetative cover and crop residue are the most irnportant aspect of controlling or reducing 

w·ind erosion. NRCS is conducting a revegetation plant materials studv on abandoned 

larm!ands in tile Lalrontan Valley, Based on observations of previousl'l abandoned farmland 

and results ol resfJarch, NRCS (vvritten cornnwnicatwn, 1 995! has appraised that natural 

revegetation of abandoned sdes could take !rom 30 to J 00 years. This Bppears to be in 

reference to the establt:c;hment of fate successional, and possib!v climax, vegmation 

communilios. Pione;;Hing vegetation linduding VleedsJ that ~nvade vacant Lands Oands thal 

are no ~onger irrigated to urov" a crop) or distc.1rbed lands can oHer protection from w~nd 

erosion. Weed problems are addressed in the fof!ovvir!g section. 

RovErgetation vvork in other parts of Nevada show native shrub species can become 

estab!ishod on t!Jsturbt:.:t . .i areas rhat tece/ve onlv natural rainfall in as fev\,f as four vears 

(Boteilho, personal communication, 7 994), Beginning in 1990,. t/)e Bullfrog A1me in Nve 

County broadcast seeded 160 acres on vvaste rock dump overburden as part of its 

reclamation workc Native species such as lour11ving saltbush, spinach saltbush, rvegrass, 

shadscale, creosote, and deburred ambrosial durnosa established on 40 percent slopes 

receiving and average of 8.4 inches of rainfall per vear (i!Jid; and Boteilho, 1995). After four 

years, native shrubs vvere 1-3 feet tall, and an understory of grasses and other native 

species vvas fuflv established (Borte!lho,. personal communication 1994). 

Based on this information, the Service expects that under baseline conditions, natural 

rovegelation of disturbed lands could occur v .. dthin lour vears lor some species. Begirrning in 

the fall of 1994, the Service rtwegetated about 200 acres of acquired farmlandsc The 

Service will likely continue to revegetate acquired lands that are vtiithin the Stflhvater N\lvR 

boundary. There are no State or Ccwmv regulations or lat"lS requiring the Service or private 
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property ovvners to reveget:ate d1:c;turbed or vacant lands. In those cases where farmlands 

are converted to residential use,. homeowners will most likely landscape their properties. 

Under baseline conditions tht~ Service is not revegetatfng acquired lands that are located 

outside the refuge boundary. 

Under baseline conditions, the Carson Sink playa is extremely susceptible to wind erosion, 

as evidenced by the lar~1e dust douds that occur duhng cntica~ periods. 

3.4.3 AGRICUI.. TURAL PESTS 

Agricultural pests include weeds, vertebrate pests te.g., rodents and rabbits), and 

invertebrate pests (e.g., aphids}. 

TCID and most farmers take steps each year to control weeds on or around farm fields and 

irrigation canals, The two Conservation Districts (lahontan and Stillwater} both encourage 

and pronwte programs and assist farmers with weed controL The Nevada Department of 

Agriculture lists 16 noxious weed species statewide. Plants that invade an area, <Ire 

undesirable, or have low forage value for livestock are often classified as weeds. When 

lands are cleared of native plants and the soH is disturbed or the agricultural crops are no 

longer irrigated, the lands are susceptible to invasion by weed species. 

The rnost cornrrwn weeds in the Lahontan Valley are kochia, Russian thistle, Russian 

knapweed, 9umweed. pepper weed, and hoary cress. Of these \Needs, on~y Russian 

knapweed is listed as a noxious weed species lor Nevada. Gumweed and kocNa are native 

to the western United States, but the other weed species have been htroduced from other 

continents. Kochia, whHe considered a weed by many, has at tin1es been harvest~Jd as feed 

far l~vestock and does hav>J sorne forage va!ue. 

\t-Jeeds can be controlled by burning, irrigating, cultivating, spraying with chemicals, or 

planting other species \revegetation). Generally all of these methods are employed in the 

Lahontan V.al!ey to control weeds. The conservation districts encourage the revegetation of 

lands if they are left vacant The City of Failon regulates vveed contro! on vacant lands 

within the city. Churchill County has no rules or regulations requiring property owners to 

control weeds or revegetate lands that have been cleared or destroyed. RevegetMion is 

addressed in the previous section. 

Pocket gophers appear w be the most cost!'y' rnammal pest to alfalfa producers in Nevada 

based on a Nevada'"vvide survev of alfalfa producers fLewis, i 989). Other vertebrate pests 

include black· tailed jacktabbits and ground squirrels. The Nevada· wide survey revealed that 

pocket gophers are present on nearly 90 percent of affaffa t'arms in Nevada, and that about 

80 percent ol farmers practice at least some level of control. Apparently, pocket gophers 
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pose the biggest vertebrate pest problem in Churchill County !Nevada Cooperative 

Extension, oral communication 1996}. Pocket gopher mounds can reduce alfalfa hay 

quality (ibid}; their tunneling can damage irrigation delfverv ditches (NRCS, ~vritten 

comrm .. mication, 1995}, and their activities in general can reduce hav vfefd and damage 

equipment (Lewis, 1989). 

Alfalfa producers in Nevada genera!lv rated rodent and rabbit damage and control costs as 

the second highest management cost (Lewis, 1989), with weeds rated third highest, 

meaning that substantial costs likely occur under baseline conditions .. 

3.5 AIR QUAUTY 

Air quality is defined bv the concentration of various pollutants in the atmosphere.. The Federal 

Clean Air Act, (as amended in 1970, 1977, and 1990) established standards for air quality and the 

authority of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to enforce the standards. In Nevada, 

the State has the authority to in1piernent the air qua!ity program with the Nt:wada Revised Statutes 

\NRS) 445.401 - 445.601 stating the powers of the State and the state standards. The Nevada 

standards are equal to, or more stringent than, the Federal standards (National Ambient Alr Quality 

Standards) set by EPA. The pollutants addressed by air quality standards are~ nitrogen dioxide, 

total suspended particulates \TSPJ, inhalable particles (Piv1 10 ), suHur dioxide, ozone, carbon 

monoxide, lead, and hydrogen sulfide. 

The Clean Air Act, as amended, established dt~ad!ines for states to attain their own or F:ederal air 

quanty standards and required the states to designate areas as aU<:linment, norl attaimnent, or 

undassi'fiable areas, as determined by air quality .. Areas designated to be in non-attainment for 

ozone or PM 10 are required to ~mplement more stringont regulatory controls in order to achieve air 

quality standards. 

In Decernber 1991, Nevada adopted PM :o as the an;bient standard for suspended particulate matter, 

replacing TSP counts. Suspended particulates that are less th<m 1 0 microns (PM 10) are considered 

to be inhalable and correlate to adverse health effects oi particulates. The Nevada standards for 

PMw are 50 micro9rarns per cubiG meter \pg/m:;) tor the annual arithmetic mean and 150 poln•:' for 

a 24-hour period. 

Since ~,/lay '1993, the State of Nevada Division of Environmental Protection's Bureau of Air Quality 

has regularly monitored PM-, 0 levels at a sarnplintl station in FaHon. The results of this sampling \62 

recordinos available) show an arithmetic mean of 35 J1gim 3 for the period of record (Nevac!a Bureau 

of Air Quality, written communication 1994L The highest 24-hour sarnple was 111 Pl:.l/nl:' the first 

week of October, 1993 (ibidi.. 

Suspended particulates are derived frorn numerous sources. A particulate emissions study done in 

1975 by the Nevada Bureau of Air Quality showed that fugitive dust from the desert landscape 
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accounted for about 89 percent of the total suspended particulates ln Churchi!l County. This study 

showed that the other major dust contributors are agriculture practices (6 percent) and dirt streets 

and roads (4.5 percent). The PM10 data for Fallon show that the higher 24-hour recordings 

generaHy occur in the fall and winter months whlle in the more windy months of spring the PMHI 

numbers were around the annual average. One possible reason for this may be that the particle

sized dust associated with the desert landscape or with agriculture is too large to be measured as a 

suspended particulate by PM10 samplers. In addition, smaller, inhalable particulates are otten 

associated with sources related to the combustion of fuel, which is more predominant in winter. 

The large expanse of dt:.~sert lands in the affected area, which are naturally low in percentage of 

vegetative cover, appear to contribute the most to dust problems. The extent that any one tract of 

vacant or tilled farmland contdbutes to erosion and dust problems in Lahontan Valley depends upon 

soil type, size of the neld, soil moisture, wind velocity, ridge roughness, climate, unsheltered 

distance, soil erodibility, and the vegetative cover of the vacant !and. 

Althougll a dust and sand ordinance was passed by the Churchill County Commission in May 1990 

(Bill No. 90-G, Ordinance 32) requiring the control of sand and dust, a moratorium was placed on 

the ordinance soon thereafter and it has never been implemented (Sugg, personal communication, 

1995). 

Open burning, which is allowed throughout the affected area, is a major source of particulate 

ern!ss!ons (Smith, 1994). Soot, ash and chemicals from burnin!], combined with dust can adversely 

affect suspended particulate concentrations and visibility. Agricultural emissions could contribute to 

particulate levels in t11e affected area, as agricultural land lies in close proximity to the samp/lng site 

tSmilh Nevada Bureau of Ak Quality, Vllfitten communication, 1995). Most open burning occurs in 

the aflected area in relation to agricultural burning and horne trash incineration. Neither activity is 

regulated and both are common throughout the affected area. 

Dust and smoke rnay be more of a visibility issue than a health issue in the affected area. Ail of the 

valleys in Nevada have the potential ior air quality problems due to natural meteorological conditions 

{inversions), but the problem is limited to a few areas due to small populations in most valleys of 

the State \Smith, Nevada Bureau of Air Quality, personal comrnunlcation, i 994). less densely 

populated areas generally have fewer sources of emissions that contribute to air quality problems. 

Under baseline conditions, the Service estimates that air quality conditions are comparable to 

existing conditions. The affected area is considered to be in attainment for ail monitored air quality 

pollutants under existing conditions. Visibility will be adversely affected durin9 certain periods of 

the year due to dust and/or burning. The major source of fugitive dust will continue to come from 

winds acting upon the naturally sparse desert areas and disturbed lands where vegetation is 

removed or destroyed. 
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BIOlOGiCAL RESOURCES 

For the purpose of this document, biological resources are divided into sections on wetlands; 

vegetative communities; fish; birds; mammals; reptiles and amphibians; invertebrates; endangered, 

threatened, and sensitive species; toxicity and avian diseases; and biodiversity. Species lists for 

biological resources are located in Appendix R 

3.6 WETlANDS 

In general, wetlands are lands that are at least periodically saturated or covered with water 

(Cowardin and others, 19 79). A more detailed definition of wetland is provided in the glossary. 

Based on the wetland classification system developed by Cowardin and others (1979}, more than 

300,000 acres ol land in the Lahontan Valley ha~'e been classified as wetlands (US. Fish and 

Wildlife Service National Wetlands Inventory, 1984). 

For the purposes of this document, wetland habitat refers to habitat provided by shallow to deep 

water (less than about 6·.feet deep) and associated vegetation in wetlands, and., therefore, wetland 

and wetland habitat have different meanings in this document. Wetland habitat only exists when a 

wetland or portion of a wetland contains water (visible surface water). 

The Lahontan Valley wetfands have supported a wide diversity of wildlife for at least 4,000 years 

\Kelly, 1988, Warburton and others, 1990). These areas are some of the most productive in the 

western United States when they have water. They are unique in that they provide expansive areas 

of uniformly shaBow wetland habitats with waters of varying salinity. The Lahontan VaHey 

wetlands are characterized by a continuous shrinking and swelling, both seasonally and over 

geologic time. This fluctuation creates the diverse Great Basin wetland ecosystem, which 

encompasses a wide range of wetland habitat types within a loca!lzed area. Within the span of one 

season, these wetlands can transform from shallow lakes with dear, fresh water, to shallow, 

brackish marshes with high salt concentrations. Figure 3.6.A illustrates the variOtJS habitat types 

that are representative of the Great Basin's terminal marshes. 

Archaeological evidence and poHen cores indicate that a relatively permanent marsh has existed in 

the Stillwater area for the last 4,000 years Obid). Although the lahontan Valley wetlands have 

fluctuated in size and shifted as the Carson River changed its flow, evidence shows that the 

wetlands covered as much as 400,000 acres of the valley during the time that Ancient Lake 

Lahontan was at its peak (Russell, 18851. Kerley estirnated that an average of 150,000 acres of 

wetland habitat covered Carson Lake, Stillwater marshes and other terminal wetlands in lahontan 

Valley between 1845-60 (Kerley and others, 1993). 
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Figure 3.6.A Representation of Great Basin Wetland Habitats 

SoureD: U.S. fish and Wildlife Service, 1992. 
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The lahontan Valley wetlands provide some of the most biologically diverse habitats in the State at 

Nevada. As seasonal wetlands, these areas support ephemeral resources and transient species, and 

are completely dependent upon water avaiiabllity. As such, the wetlands have been impacted both 

by changes in Carson River flows, Newlands Project operations, and by management of water in the 

marshes. 

Historically, runoff from the Sierra Nevada (via the Carson Rived constituted the primary inflow to 

the Lahontan Valley wetlands, expanding them to their maximum annual size and flushing the 

wetlands with fresh water. Runoff from April through July accounted for about 40-60 percent of 

the total annual flow (Glancy and Katzer, 1976), In mast years, the maximum spring flow volumes 

flushed the initial wetlands of accumulated salts and other dissolved solids. During the summers, as 

Carson River inflow decreased and evaporation increased, the wetlands shrank, leaving shallower, 

more saline marsh habitats. These seasonai fluctuations created a variety of riparian and wetland 

habitats, including braided river channels, dosed oxbows, perenn!a! and ephemeral marshes and 
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wetted playas in Lahontan Valley's terminal wetlands. This diversity of habitats attracted a wide 

range of animal species, including vast popu!ations of ducks, !]eese, pelicans, wading birds and 

shorebirds. 

Upstream diversions required for agriculture have steadily dried the Stillwater marshes,. Carson Lake 

and Carson Sink in all but the wettest years {Kelly and Hattori, 1985; Morrison, 1964; Town~ey, 

1977i. Since the early 1900s, the Lahontan Valley wetlands have subsisted on seepage losses and 

drainflows frorn the Newlands Project irrigation system, water frorn winter power generation, and 

from periodic spi!ls in high water years. 

fn effect, the Newfands Project completely altered the natural hydrologic regime in the lahontan 

Valley wetlands. Episodic flooding, which had once sent voluminous springtime !lows into the 

marshes., was contained by Lahontan Dam and stored in Lahontan Reservoir for irrigation use. 

Newlands Project drainwater inflows allowed the wetlands to survive, but water quality was ~ower 

than Carson River inflows, with increased dissolved .. solids and contaminants from agricultural use. 

Most of the water that did reach the wetlands arrived gradually, over a 6·7 month period in the 

summer. These How volumes were generally too ~ow to flush accumulated sa!ts, dissolved solids 

and contaminants from the wetlands. 

By 1948, with migratory bird numbers in the marshes decreasing, the Service, Nevada Fish and 

Game Commission (now NDOW), and TClD entered imo an agreement to manage the marshes. A 

series of dikes, canals, ditches and water comrof structures were built in the Stillwater rnarshes to 

better utilize drainwater and spills 'for wetland habitats. Dikes contributed to the perennial, more 

stabilized nature of the wetlands, as they impounded waters and created a variety of smal!er 

manmade wetland units. Most of the Stillwater wetland units south of Division Road were created 

as a result of these efforts. 

Diking and altered natural water regimes substantially changed the area's vegetative communities. 

This was evident to Service biologist, D.B. Marshall (1952i, when he documented that Stillwater 

NWR's wetland vegetative comrnunity had changed from an ephemeral rnarsh to a perennial rnarsh. 

Flow patterns to the wetlands were again altered in the late 1960s when the Secretary implemented 

Newlands Project operating criteria. These actions eliminated diversions for winter power 

generation and limited Lahontan Reservoir releases for irrigation. Without releases for winter power 

generation, large volumes of quality water that had previously flushed and sustained the wetlands 

during the winter months were no longer available. Due to the decreased flow, the wetiands 

manager~ s options for flushing salt accumulations were reduced, leadin9 to !ewer, less effective 

spring flushes. As a result, the marshes became saline and could no longer support a warm water 

sport fishery. Marsh vegetation shifted to those species which could tolerate higher concentrations 

of dissolved salts, and many stands of hardstern bulrush and cattails were lost. 
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Between 1972--1975, an average of about 40,300 acres of wetlands (primary and secondary) 

remained in the Lahontan Valley (USFWSJNDOW August aerial surveys, 1972·· 75). Since then, the 

Department of the Interior has implemented more efficient OCAP and there have btHHl both floods, 

and a drought. As a result, wetland acreage has fluctuated widely. By ·1992, the effects of a 6· 

year drought had caused wetland acreane to drop to a record low ot about 2,400 acres valley-wide 

(ibid). 

Over the long term, the Service estimates that baseline wetland habitat in the primary and 

secondary wetlands in lahontan Val!ey averages about 16.600 acres over the long nm. For 

comparative purposes,. it I~'> estimated that an average of about 14,300 acres of v.'etland habitat 

would exist in primary and secondary' wetlands assuming no acquisdions of water rights for the 

primary wetlands and elficifmcy targets of the 1988 OCAP being met. 

3.6. 1 PRIMARY WETLAND HABITAT 

Of the 300,000 acres ol ~vet lands delineated in the Lahontan Valley in the Service's 

National \11/etlands inventory ol 1984, onlv those tf1at exist within the primary wetland areas 

are considered prirnarv tvetlands. Furthermore, oniy a portion ol the primary vvetlands 

provide ~vet/and habitat for wetland-cfependent •vi!dlife in most )lears (please refer to 

definitions of wetland and wetland habitat in Section 3. 6 above and in the Glossary). 

There are no authorizations for sustainintl prirnary wetland habitat on the FaUon Paiute

Shoshone Tribal wet!ands under baseline condit~ons. (However these wetlands are 

designatod in Public LaiN 101-618 and are incorporated into the Service's Proposed Action 

end alternatives.! HistoricaUv, these Tribal areas have supported wet!ands in high water 

vears, 

\i\letlands at Stillwater NWR and Carson Lake have traditionallv provided habitat tor morE.' 

than 75 percent ol Nevada's wetland··dependem and migratory bird popu!ations. The 

hinhest density of use by these birds occurs on wetlands, which make up on~y a small 

poruon of Lahontan VaHey (about 8 percent of the valley). Species that make use of these 

habitats are descr1bed in Sections a.9- a.13 that fol!ow. 

Stilfl-'later Wl\.1A and NWR have been managed under a 1948 Triparty Agreement between 

rhe Service, /vevada State Board of Fish and Game Comrnissioners, and TCJD. Under the 

agreernont .. !he lands were to he managed for the purposes of conservif·1g, rehabilitating, ancl 

managing Vllifdlife, its resources and habitat, and for the purpose of operatjng and 

maintaining a pubNc shooting ground and wildlife refuge. Commensurate with the program 

for rnanaging wildlife, livestock. grazing ~'lias also identified as a use of Stilfwater WMA. 

Under baseHne conditions, St!l~water NWR and VV~<IA are rnananed as fol!ow·s: 
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"" the marsh areas east of Hunter Road and South of Division Road are closed to vehicular 

traffic and hunting, and are managed as a wildlife sanctuary; 

• the northern marsh areas of Sti!iwater NWR allow public use and are open for hunting 

and vehicular travel; and 

.,. Stillwater WMA is the "open area" described ln the 1987 Refuge Management Plan that 

ls primarily managed to "provide grazing with coUaterai benefits for wildlife." 

Water management and prescribed burning ar;:.• the preferred management toois for 

vegetation and wetland habitat management under the 1987 management plan. Livestock 

grazing,. in accordance with the 1987 management plan, has been reduced in the North 

Marsh and marshes south of Division Road to improve nesting cover for dabbllng and diving 

ducks. More specific wildlife rnanagernent objectives and management strategies are 

~dentif!ed in the 1987 Refuge Management Plan (Appendix 2) with I]Oals for: waterfowl, 

shorebird, and migratory bird use days; waterfowl and shorebird production; fishing; 

hunting; and the mix o1 wetland habitat types desired. 

Under baseHne conditions, Carson Lake rs jointly managed by NOOW and TCID for both 

wildlife and grazin(l. As determined in the Fleischmann agreement of June 19, 1980, the 

central portion of Carson Lake is managed as a wHdlife area, with the remaining areas used 

by local ranchers for livestock l:lraz~nff, 

Between 1972 and '1975, the Lahont<:m V.allr:ry primary wet!and habitHts averaf1ed about 

24,500 acres. Tables 3.6.;."\ and 3.6.8 illustrate the variabilitv in wetland hab~tat acreaue 

that has occurred over the past 20 years, The 1972~ 75 average depicts a period of stable 

water conditions prior to the 1988 OCAP. In 'l 992 primary wetland habitat had dropped to 

845 acres as the result of a severe drought, and changing conditions in the Newlands 

Project. Under the baseline conditions, which include the acquisition of 20,000 AF of vvater 

rights, the BLR Model calculates that a long-tern"! averafjB of 1 2,1 00 acres of wetland 

habitat will be sustained in the primary Vt/etland areas, 

3.6.2 SECONDARY WETLANDS 

There are numerous other "secondary" wetland habitats in the affected area \Figure 3.6,8). 

The term "secondary" is not an indicatfon of quality or importance of wetland habitat, but 

refers to those wetlands in the aHected area that are not desinnated as Lahontan VaHey 

wetlands in Public Law 101-618 \Section 203). 
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Tabla 3.6.A WETlAND HABITAT ACRES (1972- 1977 August Figures) 

Primal"''f Wetland H~ 

Soda Lakes 

H 

S-Lim'f Reslillnroir 

Canvasback Gun 

Club 

980 

1,:276 

1,479 

3,120 

Tabla 3.6.B WETLAND HABITAT ACRES !1986- 1993 August Figures) 

Reservoir 

anvasback Gun 

lub 
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The secondary wetland habitats addressed in this document are associated with Fernley 

WMA, Massie and Mahala Sk.HJ[lhS, Soda lakes, Q[d River Reservoir, Sheckler Reservoir, 

Sagouspe Dam, Harmon Reservoir, S··Une Reservoir, lndian Lakes and the Canvasback Gun 

Ctub. 

These secondary wetland habitats often look similar to the Lahontan Valley's primary 

wetland habitats, and are used by waterfowl, shorebirds and other wetland-dependent 

wildlife. However, most are not under the direct management and control of the Service or 

NDOW and could change use in the future, With the exceptjon of the Canvasback Gun 

Cfub, none of the secondary wetlands have water right allocations. The regu!ating 

reservoirs are managed for irrigation pmposes and cydica!ly rise or drop with demand and 

use, In order to meet efflciencv targets, Sheckler and Old River Reservoirs are not used and 

do not provide wetland habitat in most years. Other reservoirs, such as Hannon Reservoir, 

S.·Lfne Resenloir, and the reservoir associated with Sagouspe D<.7m, provide wetland habitat 

under baselim..< conditions, 

NDOW rnanages the largest of the secondary wetland habitats at the Fernley WMA which rs 

located outside of Lahontan Va!ley. The wetlands of the f:ernlt~y Sink received increased 

fnf!ow and became more productive vvet!and habitat after the construction of the Truckee 

Canal in the early 1900s, and the irrigation of the Fernley bench (Wright, 1953). In the 

1970s, the Fernley WMA wetlands encompassed as much as 4,900 acres. Although the 

Femley wetlands are now near!y dry due to 6 years ot drought, the Service expects then! to 

recover somewhat over the long term. Under baseline conditions, the Service estimates that 

the Fem!ey WMA wetlands may sustain about 475 acres of wetlands over the !ong run. 

Of the other secondary wetlands, the marshes novv within the Canvasback Gun Club (also 

known as StHlwater Farmsl existed prior to the creation of the ~11ewlands Project. Mahala 

Slough, Soda lakes, and srnal~ ponds in the lndjan Lakes area supported some wetland 

habitat prior to the Newlands Project, but they becarne larger and more permanent as the 

project developed, Massie Slough and the Newlands Project regufatintl reservoirs were 

created as a result of the New!ands Project operations or canal seepage losses. 

The Canvasback Gun C!ub maintained an average of about 2,600 acres of wetland habitat 

between 1972 and 1991 (Table 3.6.AL Under existfnn conditions, the Canvasback Gun 

CltJb owns about 5,465 AF ot Newlands Project water fights. The Service has approached 

the Canvasback Gun Club in an attempt to negotiate a long terrn a[p:;emem for deve~opment 

and management of the gun club's marshes as primary wetland habitat. As ol June 1996, 

a cooperative agreement or conservation eas1::ment between the Service and the 

Canvasback Gun Club has not been establish6'd. iSee Section 2. 3. 1.1, Factors Affecting 

the Volume of Water to be Acquired, Easements.) 
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Recently, due to the drought and efforts to improve irrigation delivery efficiency, drainflows 

and seepage to most of the secondary areas has diminished considerably, Secondary 

wetland acreage has dropped from an average of about 13,400 acres ( 1972-75) to a 

recorded low of 1, 156 acres in 1992 aher seven years of drou!;_jl1t. The Sendee expects 

that secondary wetlands are recovering somewhat from the drought. Under baseline 

conditions, the Servic~ estimates that secondary wetland areas wm sustain an average of 

4, 500 acres of habitat over the long term. 

3~7 VEGETATIVE COMMUNITIES 

In the 1800s the Lahontan Valley supported lush wetlands with a wide variety of aquatic plants 

(Kerley and others, 1993). Emergent plants were represented by thick stands of alkali bulrush, 

hardstem bulrush, and cattails along shal!ow margins {Marshait 'l952). These marsh plants are 

known to provide food, cover and nesting habitat for both migratory and resident waterfowl, and 

aiso serve as an important food source for muskrats and some ducks and geese. Submargent 

plants such as sago pondweed, coontaH, muskgrass and wigeon grass were well established in the 

marshes, and provided protective cover and lorage ror wildlife. 

Stillwater NWR biologists have shown that diversity of both emergent and submergent vegetation in 

the Carson Lake and Stillwater marshes has substantially dedined over the past 20 years {Kerley 

and others, 1993). Changes in water regimes, such as discontinuing releases for winter povver 

generation, have impacted wetland vegetation by increasing the presence of s.ait-tolerant species 

while reducing the density of cattaiis, a salt-sensitive species {ibid, 1993). 

Plant communities within the affected area are described in four major groupings: vvet!ands, 

ripari<.m, agriculturai, and desert shrub. Appendix 8 cont<1ins the species lists for plant communities. 

3.7, 1 WETlAND PLANT COMMUNiTIES 

Donohue and Baurngartner I 1994} identified 28 wet!and plant associations within the 

lacustrine flake) and palustrine (marsh) wetland areas in the lahontan Valley. General!y, the 

community types fall into five main categories, each associated with different hydrologic 

regimes and salinity ievels in the basrn wetlands. The categories are: 

"' open water , characterized by various species of pondweed, Chara and wigeon grass; 

1> emergent marsh - characterized by hardstem bulrush, cattail, pondweed, alkali bulrush, 

spike rush and pondweed; 
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~> wet meadow - characterized by rushes, sedges, spikerush, vvater grass, smartweed and 

saltgrass; 

"' alkali mud flats/playa- characterized by pickleweed, alkali weed and wigeon grass; and 

~> shrub - characterized by greasewood, quailbush and saitgrass; or saltcedar with variable 

understorles. 

The second community type (emergent marsh) is the primary source of marsh habitat in the 

affected aretL Wet meadows, alkan mud flais and shrub communities provide marsh habitat 

when they are inundated by water. References made to marsh habitat or marsh plant 

communities in this document refer to emergent marsh, wet meadow and alkali mud 

flats/playa plant communities when they are inundated by water, Wetland habitat includes 

rnarsh and open water habitats, but for the purpose of this EIS does not include riparian 

habitat. 

Alkali bulrush, hardstem bulrush, and cattails provide food, cover and nesting habitat for 

both migratory and resident waterfowl, and also serve as an impori:ant food source for 

muskrats and some ducks and geese. leaves, stems, seeds and tubers from these plants 

provide nourishment for a variety of wetland dependent wildlife. Aquatic plants, such as 

sago and homed pondweed provide important ·food for some ducks, swans, and geese. The 

seeds of pondweed, sedges and smartweed, and the leaves of coomail, pondweed and 

duckweed are common forage for a variety of waterfowL Submergent plants, such as 

pondweed, coontaH, muskgrass <.~nd wigeon nrass a!so provide protective cover for fish and 

food for waterfowL 

Cattail and bulrush marshes have been shown to consume as much as 84 inches o1 water 

per year ( 7 AF/acre/year in a cattail mars/1) \Christiansen and Low, 1970L Saltgrass 

marshes, consisting of more salt-tolerant species, can consumes about 33 inches of water 

per year \about 2.7 AFlacre/year in a saltgrass marsh) (ibid). 

Under baseline conditions, the lahontan Valley wetlands at Carson lake and Stillwater NWR 

are expected to sustain about 12,100 acres of emergent marsh, open water, and wet 

meadow vegetative communities. 

Fernley WMA, Canvasback Gun Ctub, and other secondary wetlands in the affected area 

have also suffered losses of wetland vegetation due to drought and changes in Newiands 

Project operations. Under baseline conditions, the Service estimates that secondary areas 

will sustain about 4,500 acres of emergent marsh, open watt.or and wet meadow vegetative 

communities. 
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3.7.2 RIPARIAN PlANT COMMUNITIES 

Riparian plant communities are assodated with the lower Truckee River frorr1 Derby Darn to 

Pyramid lake, and with the Carson River from the Carson Sink upstream to near Dayton, 

Nevada. In addition, riparian plant communities are associated with New!ands Project drains 

and canals in both lahontan Valley and the Fernley area. 

The Lower Truckee River supports riparian scrub and riparian forest in the river corridor 

between Derby Dam and Pyramid lake. Riparian scrub includes broad-leaved, deciduous 

wiHow thicket, with abundant narrow-leaf willow, yellow and shining vvillows. Herbaceous 

species include white sweet·ciover, white clover, whitetop, and slender-beak sedge. The 

cottonwood-w!How riparian forest along the lower Truckee River has been reduced in size 

and width due, in part, to agricultural activities, wood cutting, grazing, and fire and a 

decline in the high flows necessary for cottonwood regeneration. Riparian habitat has also 

been adversely affected by logging, livestock grazing, beaver, channelization of the river, 

urbanization, and the introduction of exotic species. More than half the existing 

cottonwood stands are less than one acre in size. The largest stand along the lower reach 

of the river is 13.5 acres in size. The Lower TruckHe River corridor also contains about 25 

acres of sma!l emergent marsh vegetative communities on grave! bars and in cut-off oxbow 

areas {ibid, 1993). 

Historlcally, the banks of the Carson River in Lahontan Valley were dominated by 

cottonwoods, willows, cattails, buffaloberry and grasses. At present, saltcedar and Russian 

olive, which are introduced and hi9hly invasive species, also inhabit riparian areas. Both 

native and introduced species occur along the Carson River corridor and along a few project 

drains and canals. Cottonwoods have become more widespread in the valley due to the 

high water table and use of the trees for landscaping and windbreaks. Buffalo berry, a 

valuable forage and cover shrub, has been nearly eliminated from the affected area due to 

clearing and grazing. 

The Middie Carson River corridor from the Dayton area downstream to lahontan Reservoir 

provides about 30 miles of riparian corridor and contains a unique and high quality riparian 

shrub and forest habitat not found elsewhere in the State of Nevada (Neel, oral 

cornmunication, 1994). The gallery cottonwood stands and willow understory in the area 

west of the Lahontan Reservoir delta are some of the most complete such habitats in the 

Nevada (ibid). The vegetative stratification in the area includes gallery cottonwood, a 

middle story of black w11lows, with an understory of sand bar willows. Russian olive, 

buffaloberry, sweet clover and meadow clover are iound here. Some white top, 

peppergrass and saltcedar invasion is also evident. 
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The Carson River delta at Lahontan Reservoir inundates seasonal wet meadows In high· 

water years that have provided as much as 4,000 acres of wetland habitat in some years 

(1989 aerial photo). Cottonwoods surround Lahontan Reservoir, but lower operating levels 

have caused about 45 percent of the trees in the area to die (Francke, oral communication, 

1994). The dry reaches of the reservoir now support the growth of sapling cottonwoods. 

The Carson River corridor below lahontan Reservoir provides approximately 30 miles of 

riparian habitat. The vegetative structure in this portion of the riparian corridor has been 

altered as river flows have changed. An extensive growth of willows, Russian olive, 

saltcedar and emergent vegetation has now encroached upon the river's channel. 

The Newlands Project has created strips of riparian habitat along its many miles of drains, 

!aterals, and canals that criss-cross the area. Quality of these "artificiaHy created" riparian 

habitats ranges from concrete-lined laterals that provide virtua!ly no qualities as riparian 

habitat, to a number of drains that are constantly wet and are overgrown wi[h cottonwoods, 

willows, sedges and rushes. Of the artificially created riparian habitats, drains appear to 

provide the better quality habitat. Although detailed infounation is lacking, most drains are 

lined by sedges, rushes, cattaHs, and grasses. Sorne drains are lined by cottonwoods, 

willows, and Russian olive trees. 

Most laterals run water intermittently and as such, prov~de little riparian habitat. Most 

laterals and other canals are burned periodically to remove weeds, and some are concrete .. 

lined. Main delivery canals run water continuously throughout the 1rrlgation season 

la!U-\ough w<Her levHls fluctuate vvidelyl and are !ined by grasses, rushes .. and c<.~ttaUs. 

However, because they are often burned or removed. they do not provide standing 

vegetative cover throughout the year. l\..r1ost drains, cam1!s, and laterals are adjacent to 

roads that diminish their value for wildlife. Under basefjne conditions. Newlands Pro}t:.rct 

artitfcial!y created riparian habitat, of varying quality, amovnts to about 340 miles of drains 

and approximately 380 miles of canals and lateral. 

3.7.3 AGRICUlTURAl VEGETATION 

Agr!cultural vegetation generally represent monocultural blocks where single species 

dominate large areas. Within an agrlctJltural area, cultivated species, introduced species of 

weeds, and to a Hmited extent, native grasses and forbs occur. There are about 60,000-

62,000 irrigated acres in the affected area that support agricultural crops and associated 

species. 

Perennial crops such as alfalfa and pasture grasses are the primary crops in the affected 

area. Grain crops such as wheat, b<oriey, and corn are also cultivated, but to a lesser 
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extent. Grasses and forbs (native and introduced) have survived due to the higher 

groundwater tabte and Irequem surface watering. Based upon the NRCS's Nevada Irrigation 

uuide, state use-rate atlocations for bench and bottom land \3.5/AF/acre/year and 4.5 

AF /acre/yean do not provide enough water to meet the actual consumptive use ot crops 

such ns alfalfa and pasture in the Ne1.vlands Project. in Fallon, the average consumptive use 

for alfalfa is 4 7 inches, and the consurnptive use for irrigated pasture is 40 inches (Hughes, 

written con1munication, 1994i. Maurer and others (1 994) have identified that about 50,000 

AF/year is drawn from groundwater resources as consumptive use !or crop production. The 

Service assumes groundwater makes up the difference between total consumptive use and 

irriuation delivery. 

3. 7.4 DESERT SHRUB PLANT COMMUNITIES 

Desert shrub p!ant cormnuniHes in the affected area typically are made up of plam species 

that can tolerate moderate to highly alkaline soils and can survive on minimal precipitation 

(about 5 inches per year). They provide the rnost common habitat in the La!1ontan Valley. 

Desert shrub plant communities can be divided further into greasewood, greasewood 

shadscale, saltnrass, rabbitbrush, and sagebrush commun•ties. The ureasewood-shadscale 

community is most prevalent in the affected area. Common plant species include Baile-y' 

nrease\vood, shadsca!e ia species of saltbushi, Indian rice grass. and sa!t}Jrass. Very little 

S<-'l£Jebrush habitat exists in the area. Ti'lere are no native trees associated vvith desert shrub 

areas HI the valley. 

Desert shrub p!ant communities are most closely associated with upland art•as, as defined 

bv soH and \)eologic characteristics. However, greaseit!/ood communities also occur within 

the perirneters of basin wetlands under dry conditions. 

f;s a\)riculture developed in the affected area, desert l<wds were levt:1lt:1d for irriLl<Hion, and 

desert shrub plant communities were dearecL Under existing conditions, desert shrub p!ant 

communities are ~111pacted by increased growth and urbanization in the affected area. 

3.8 FiSH 

Lahontan Valley, Fernley and lahontan Reservoir 

In the early 1970s, there were up to 27,000 acres of surface waters used for fishing in 

Lahoman Val!ey. In '1989, the areas which were stil! able to sustain fish populat~ons had 

decreased to approximately 16,500 sur!;:•ce acres, 5,500 acres in Lahontan Valiey and 

·1 1 ,000 acres at Lahontan Reservoir. Lahontan Reservoir has been the third most important 
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garne fishery in the State of Nevada for a number of years (Sevon, oral communication, 

1994). 

Lahontan Reservoir is eutrophic and moderate!y turbid; it supports a cool and warm-water 

fishery. Almost every conceivable fresh-water game fish has been stocked in Lahontan 

f'eservoir at one time or another. Game fish numbers have dropped by at least 64 percent 

from populations that occurred in the reservoir between 1982- '1991 (NDOW Job Progress 

Reports, 1992), As of 1993, the dominant fish species included whito bass, channel 

catfish, white catfish, walleye, wiper (a white bass <mel striped bass hybridl, white crappie, 

yelfow perch and largemouth bass. Due to low storage levels in that year, major 9ame fish 

were relatively scarce (Nevada Division of Wildlife, 1993, Federal Aid Job Progress Report, 

F· 20 29j. By 1993, Sacramento biackfish and carp n1ade up 98 percent of the fish 

popu~atrons, with white bass the most predornrnant ~larntJ !ish. The reservoir supports a 

commercial fishery for Sacramento black fish, a farge minnow. 

When Lahontan Reservoir experit•nces low water ~evels early in the summer, hi~lher water 

ternperatures occur and growth of biue-green a!nae increases. in 1992, low water levels 

\about 4,000 AF) caused NDOW to coordrnate with TCID and the Nevada Division of State 

Parks to install an aeration system in the dam forebay to increase dissolved oxygen fn H1e 

reservoir and prevont a fish die-off from algal bloorn 1 ibid). 

!n April 1986, the Nevada Division o1 Environrnenta~ Protection and the Consumer Hea~th 

Services issued a public health advisory which recommended that consurnption of fish from 

f~ecent stuciies show that vnercury contamination of sport fsh continues to tle a cause tor 

concern in the Lahontan Reservoir and Lahontan Val!ey fishery tSevor1, oral communication, 

l994l. 

The cold-w'ater fishery in the Lower Carson River ;s seasonal at besL l·iabitat qua!ity is low, 

and there are reiativelv few areas that .me not heav1iy silted. Macroinvertebrate abundance 

and specit.'s diversity are low \Sollberger, written cornrnunication, 1994-). 

About 15 \'varm-water fish species are knovt!n to inhabit the renulaw19 reservoirs and deeper 

wetlands in Lahontan VaHey, Prior to elirnination of winter povver re!eases in 1967, the 

Stillvvater n1arsh areas supported son1e o'l' the '<Hgesr populations of bass, crappie, catfish 

and sunfish in ~~evada {Snake, oral cormmmication. 1993}. Fish populations with•n the 

re~1ulating reservoirs and worands continued to provide good fishing opportunities until the 

1990-92 drought, particularly at the Canvasback Gun Club, Stilh,vater NVVR, and Indian 

Lakes. 
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According to Sevon, (oral communication 1994l Lahontan Valley sport fisheries have been 

dirninished to the point that they are nearly nonexistent due to the drought and OCAP. In 

the past, NDOW maintained small "put and take" trout fisheries at indian Lakes and Carson 

River belo1;v Lahontan Dam. Indian Lakes is still periodical~y stocked with black bullhead and 

bass fry, but the trout "put and take" fishery on the Carson Rivel' was discontinued in 1990 

due to poor water quality and a ~ack of public access (ibid). In 1994, NDOW began t~ 

cutthroat trout stocking program in the area just below Lahontan Reservoir which continued 

on a trial basis through 1995. !n the past, few stocked game fish survived throtlgh the 

year, and no natura! reproduction occurred. 

Non-game fish, which generally have a greater tolerance to highly sa!ine and poor quality 

waters, are still found in Lahontan Valley wetlands, but reduced inflows have impacted their 

habitat. Non-game fish include: carp, Sacramento blackf!sh, tui chub, lahontan redside 

shiners, speckled dace, Lahontan rnountain suckers, Tahoe suckers, fathead minnows, and 

mosquito fish. 

Although Fernley WMA once sustained populations of largemouth bass, cutthroat trout and 

non-game fish species, the loss of water to this area has caused the demise of fish 

populations. 

The Lahontan tui .. chub, a species of concern, may occur in some wetlands in the Lahontan 

Valley, and in the Ct~rson River \Stwon, oral cornmunication, 19941. For more intormation, 

see Section 3. 13, ENDANGERED, THREATENED, AND SENSITIVE SPECIES. 

Lower Truckee River 

Beginnin~::1 in the late 1800s, many exotic fish species were !ntroduced into the Truckee 

River basin. Non-native fish species occurring in the lower Truckee River include rainbow 

and brown trout, carp, largemouth bass, green sunfish,. black crappie, mosquito ffsh, 

channel catfish, brown bullhead, and fathead minnow. Of these species, carp and mosquito 

fish are considered commonly occurring species. Rainbow and brown trout do not usually 

reproduce in the lower reaches of the rrver, and both species are stocked in this section of 

the Truckee River by NDOW. 

Native fish spedes found in the Truckee River include the Lahontan red side shiner, speckled 

dace, Tahoe sucker, and mountain sucker. The Lahontan tui chub is occasionally found in 

the lower river. Both the cui-ui and Lahontan cutthroat trout are seasonai residents of the 

lower river. Both are addressed in more detail in Section 3. 13, ENDANGERED, 

THREATENED, AND SENSITIVE SPECIES. 
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3.9 BIRDS 

The variety of habitats, including wetlands, riparian corridors, a{Jr~cuirural lands and desert shrub 

plant communities supports a wide variety ot habitats in the affected area. These diverse habitats 

sustain a myriad of bird species \see Species List in Appendix 8). The Lahontan VaHev wetlands in 

the nf!ect;:.~d area support a wide diversit)< of ml9ratory and wetlanckiependent birds, and serve as 

one o1 the most important sites on the Pacific 1:1yway, a westtHn migr.atory rouu,, because they 

provide wetland habitat in the midst of one of the driest portions of North America. 

The Lahontan VaHt::y wetlands o1'fer an oasis for m1grawry species to feed and rest. Transient 

\tvaterfowl and other migratory birds that winter in the Central Valley o! CaiHornia make rli'lhjular use 

of the Lahontan Va!ley wetlands (see also Banks and Springer, 1994). !t has been used .as a major 

breeding area for redheads, white-faced ibis, and Canada geese. In spring and faH, migrating 

avocets,. black"n;:.~cked st~lts, WHson's phalaropes, and !onn·bilied dowitchers can occ:ur by the tens 

of thousands (Jehl, 1994). 

Without this foraging area, many younger or weaker birds might not successtu!ly complete their 

migration. The two migration periods are generally betvveen Aunust and November, and February 

to May of each year. 

Changes in water regimes, coupled with prowth and deve~oprnent in the area, have been major 

factors affecting the overall abundance and divers;ty of birds in the affected area. Changes in the 

riparian environment along the lovver Truckee River has caused the abundnnce of birds that require 

donse riparian thickets for nesting to decline since the 1800s \Ridgeway, 1877; Morrison, 1993). 

Affected spedes alon\J the Truckee River include the black-chinned hummingbird, willow flycatcher, 

common veHowthroat, and yellow· breasted chat Obid), 

Surveys have shown wetland-dependent bird populations have also been adversely impacted over 

the past 25 years. At least two species of ducks, three species of shorebirds, and seven species of 

colony-nesting and other marsh birds in the Lahontan Valley have experienced declines in 

populations and/or reproductive success since 1970. The S;:.Hvice bolieves rnost of these ~osses are 

due to a lack of wetland acreage. 

In this document, birds are discussed under the fol!owino headings: Watedow·l; Shorebirds; Co§ony" 

nesting and Other Marsh Birds, Passerines, Raptors, and Other Birds. ln addition, peregrine falcons, 

bald eagles, white .. faced ibis, trumpeter swans, ferruginous hawks. black terns, Western least 

bitterns, \!IJestern snowy plovers, mountain plovers, long-billed curlews, yellow .. bi!led cuckoos, and 

loggerhead shrikes, are further discussed in Section 3. 13, ENDANGERED, THREATENED, AND 

SENSlTIVE SPECIES. 
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3.9.1 WATERFOWl 

The Lahontan Valley wetlands offer the most important and productive waterfowl habitat in 

the affected area. In rnany vears, up to 70 percent of the State's migratory waterfowl pass 

through and teed rn these wetlands (Saake, oral communicatfon, 1993!. Peak populations 

of migrating waterfowl are generallv recorded in the fall. The major species of ducks that 

use the wetlands during migration are northern prntai!s, mallard .. gadwal/s, green .. winged 

teal, northern shovelers, American wigeon, canvasbacks and redheads. Canada geese, 

snow geese, tundra swans, and small numbers of trumpeter swans migrate through the 

affected area as wail. 

Shallow v.'aters and abundant food supplies attract large numbers of waterfowl to l.ahontan 

\/alley wetlands. Most of the waterfowl use in the affected area occurs on Stillwater N\11/R 

and Carson Lake, where more than 80 percent of the wetland habitat has been less than 18 

inches deep. Sha!lo~v waters provide quality feeding habitat 

Between 1970 and 1975, the peak totals for Lahontan Valley wet!ands averaged 259,500 

ducks, 13,200 geese, and 3,000 swans, most of Vllhich occurred on Stillwater NitVR and 

Carson Lake, By 1989, these peak population numbers had dropped to 180,200 ducks, 

11,300 geese and 700 swans (NDOW records, 1993), 

The tour major species of ducks that have traditionally used wetland habitat in the l.ahontan 

Valley include northern pintaH, green-·winged teai, northern shoveler and Arnerican wigeon, 

In the early 1970s, populations of canvasback {27,300) and redheads !20,000) amounted to 

some of the hjghest concentrations of these species in the Pacific Flyway. rn some years, 

Stl!w·ater NWR has supported between 25 percent and 50 percent of the total population of 

canvasbacks in the entire Padic Flvway (US Fish and Wi!dl!fe Service records, Jehl, 1994), 

By 1989, the number of canvasbacks had dropped to 1,200 birds, and redheads had 

decreased to 1, 500 Obi d). 

Waterfowl use in the wetlands declined substantially between 1975 and 1989, Osugi and 

Barber \19761 determined the average waterfowl use for the 1972-75 period was 

25,722,700 use .. davs per vear2
• This number dropped substantialiy by 1989 when 

watertow! use-days were calculated to be 14,898,750 (Service and NDOW records for 

1989). Figure 3.9.A iHustrates the correfation between wetland acres and waterfowl use. 

Based on these data and over 50 years of waterfowl management in Lahontan Valiey, the 

" Waterfav.rl use·days are calculated by multiplying the number of birds tirnes the number of days the b!rds are in U~e area to 
equa! use-days. 
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Service has concluded that waterfowl use is directly linked to the available acres of wetland 

habitat. 

Lahontan VaHey wetlands are not only important for migrating waterfowl, they are one of 

the most important duck breeding grounds in Nevada. The numerous small islands 

combrned with a good ratio of emergent vegetation to open water make many of the valley 

wetlands highly attractive to nesting ducks. About 67 percent of waterfowl nesting activitv 

occurs at Stillvvater NWR and Carson lake, with much of the remainder occurring on 

secondary wetlands. Some ducks, such as mallards, cinnamon teal, and wood ducks, also 

comrnonly nest along Newlands Project drains and canals. Wood ducks are common 

nesters along the Carson River below Lahontan Reservoir. 

FIGURE 3.9.A COMPARISON OF WETlAND HABITAT AND 
WATERFOWl USE DAYS 

WHd!ife managers nationwide are concerned about the poor reproductivE.• success and 

declining nurnbers of redheads. The lahontan Valley wetlands is recognized as one of the 

most important redhead breeding areas in the nation las recognized in the North American 

Waterfowl Plan, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1992b). 

The number of breedfng ducks and the reproductive success of these species have declined 

in the Stillwater NWR and Carson lake wetlands over the last 25 years. The number of 

breeding ducks observed in thnse areas has dedined from 3,525 pairs in the early 1970s 

(when primary wetland habitat averaged some 27,000 acresi, to 1,365 pairs in 1989 when 

there was only 7,600 acres of wetland habitat for the same areas \NDOW records, 1993). 



Saake \oral communication, 1 993l suggests that there is a!so a strong association between 

waterfowl production (nestin~l success) and wetland habitat acres. Cinnamon teal 139 

percent), redheads 137 percent), and gadwalls ( 16 percent) are the three most common 

duck species nesting in the area. 

An average of 22,900 younn ducks were produced anr1w:!liy in Lahontan Valley from 1972 

to 1975 (Tabie 3.9.A). The majority of successful nesting attempts occurred on the 

Stmwater NWR and Carson Lake. Nesting success has been shown to be f~reatly hindered 

by factors such as drought and nest predation by ravens during the breeding period. 

Table 3.9.A COMPARISON OF WATERfOWl PRODUCTiON BETWEEN PRIMARY AND 

SECONDARY WETlANDS 

Femley WMA 

ck Club 

ahala 

Soda lakes 

Old River Res.* 

Sheck lei' Re:;;. • 

'5-tJ:.Jrr:u: l'i!;li;)W :l:l'rl~ Stl:r.l:l:!-a f:e-ld sunril)' rl!';:;.::~n~ 

~I?Hls-: " <:iiH'lt'.IHi A·~~iFI''IIlb'l!tJ ffiS.I!-r'>foirs 

Reducecf qualhy of nesting cover, which can result in higher depredation ol waterfowl nests, 

can result from iow water availability and quality, and other factors such as overuse of 

vegetation bv livestock. The impacts of some of these factors are iilustl'ated (Tab!e 3.9.Al 

by the low avera11e number of young ducks that wHre produced during the 1976-77 drought 

[Barber, 1977 and 1978). During that t~me, numerous nesting attempts had failed due to 

nest depredation, which apparently was a consequence of reduced nesting cover , 
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iJ.!though some species of ducks, such as mallards, pintail and wigeon make use of 

agricultural areas {e.g., com for grain harvest.!, use of these areas is minimal jn the Lahontan 

Vtlflev. Most of their loragjng takt.<s place jn wetland habitats. 

The wintering peak populations of Canada 9eese have doubled from 2,100 in the early 

1970s, to 5,100 in 1991 (NDOW data, 1991) and are the second hifJhest in Nevada, 

exceeded only by the goose population in the Truckee ~v1eadows. This can be attributed to 

an incn:.•ase in the number of both lesser and Western Canada geese in the Pacific Flyway, 

and the relative abundance of agricultural fields in Lahontan Valley, which maintain a 

constant fora9e source for this species. Canada geese feed on grains, cereals, and green 

forage, and me attracted to grain fields that are large and open with an undisturbed body of 

water nearby (Bellrose, 1976L In the Lahontan Valley agricultural areas,. wintering Vllestem 

Canada geese feed in com fields (those harvested for grain as opposed to silagt7} and other 

grain fields (e.g., rye, barley, and wheat}, Vllhile wvinterfng lesser Canada geese tend to feed 

in t'ie!ds wluue:1 green forage js available, such as a/1~'1/la fields (especjaflv newly planted 

alfalfa). 

The number of Canada geese observed breeding in the Lahontan Valley has increased horn 

54 pairs in t!'Hs 1 972-1975 period to about 176 nestinn pairs in 1989, and is consistent with 

the overall increase of western populations of Canada geese. ln the past, S-Line, Harmon, 

and Sheckler Reservoirs served as important goose-nesting areas. Under baseline conditions 

the future o1 these regu!ating reservoirs as viable goose-nesting habitat remains doubtful, 

Migrating snow geese are especial!y attracted to thE~ Carson Lake wetlands, which offer 

pasture, native grasses, and stands of alkali bu!rush preferred by foraginf:i snow geese. ln 

recent years, there has been shift in the snow geese migraton pattEHn to the extent tllat the 

peak spring rnigratory population is now more than twice as laqJt:1 as the fall peak 

population. From 1970 to 1975, an average of 11,100 snow geese used the area, as 

compared to the 1989 peak of 5,800 snow 9eese. Recent spring populations of over 

30,000 snow geese have been documented (Henry, oral communication, 1994). 

Lahontan Valley's tundra swan population (6,000 swans in 1 986) is the largest of any area 

in Nevada. The relatively mild winters and an abundant supply of various pondweeds 

attract these large conct.mtrations o! swans to the small ponds, lakes and marshes tllat 

comprise the Lahontan Valley wetlands. A few trumpeter swans a!so mi~.Jrate throuo¥1 the 

area and are discussed in Section 3.13, ENDANGERED, THREATENED, AND SENSITIVE 

SPECIES. 

Under baseline conditions, the Service estimates that waterfowl populations may be similar 

to populations that occt.ned in the lahontan Valley in 1989, when vvaterfowl totalled about 
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190,000 ducks, geese and swans. ~n that year, wetland habitat in the Lahontan Val!ey was 

about 13,000 acres. an acreage base shnHar to that expected under basel~ne conditions. 

3.9.2 SHOREBIRDS 

The Lahontan Vatley wetiands provide critics! habitat for a vanety of migrating shorebirds. 

This value was recognized in 1988 when Still\•..rater NWR and the Carson Lake wetlands 

were designated as part of the Western Hemispheric Shorebird Reserve Network \WHSRN), 

one of only ·17 such reserves in the ~;vestem hemi;:;}Jhere. These reserves are comprised of 

North, Central and South Arnerican wetlands and coastal sites consklered to be critical 

habitat tor tht:1 rnigraton of shorebirds. 

Shorebird populations have been monitored periodically in Lahontan Valley since the early 

1970s, but unfortunately, shorebird and colony nestinfJ bird nurnbers were not separated 

during this period. It was not until 1989 that biologists began conducting standardized 

population survevs of shorebird migrations as part of the Point Reyes Bird Observatory's 

Padflc Flyway survey, 

Shorebird numbers vary at each area fron< spring to fal! and from year to year (Tab!e 3.9.8) 

depending on water depth and wetland habitat available to accommodate 1'eeding 

shorebirds. A companson of wetland habitat acres (surveyed in August), to (August) 

shorebird migration counts between 1989-93 shows that shorebird populations have 

dechned as wetland habitat acreage has decreased (Figure 3.9.8), St!lhvater NWR .and 

Carson Lake are the two areas willljn Lahontan VaHey that attract tile rnaror concentrations 

of shorebirds. Shorebird and colony nestfni~ bird-use data for 197 2 75 showed that 

StilhNater N\flJR and Carson Lake supported '79 percent of the use by these birds in the 

Lahontan Valley, with the remainder of use occurrin~1 in the sec:ondary wetlands at Fem!ey 

WMA, Massie and Mahala Sioughs and Soda Lakes 1NDOW data, 1972·75L 

In the spring of 1987, extensive areas of prirne shorebird habitat \Nere created in the 

Lahontan VaHey wetlands as flooded playa wetlands receded, Service biologists observed 

more t1<an 250,000 shorebirds at this time, with long-biHed dowitchers, American avocets, 

and sandpipers as the three most abundant shorebird spec~es in this extensive shallow 

wetland habitat. Other species, such as black·necked stilts, least sandpipers, marbled 

\:JOdvvits, dunlins, and phalaropes are also numerous during the migration peaks. W!Bets, 

greater and lesser yellowlegs, long-billed curlevvs, kifldeer, plovers, and several spt.ocies of 

sandpipers also have been observed in the Lahontan VaHey durinq fall and spring migrations, 

but in ievver numbers than the other shorebird species. Western snowy plovers, a species 

of concern, have shown a dramatic decrease in the Lahontan Valley since 1980 (see Section 

3. 13, ENDANGERED, THREATENED, AND SENSITIVE SPECIES). 
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FIGURE 3,9.8 COMPARISON OF WETlAND HABiTAT AND 
SHOREBIRD NUMBERS 

!...... WETLAND ACRES 

Of the shorebirds, American avocet and black-necked stilts are the two major species of 

migratory shorebirds that nest in the lahontan Valley in substantial numbers. In the early 

1990s when wetland habitats were severely impacted by the drot1f:Jht, nestinn eHon:s of 

these two species were reduced to practically nothinn. In 1994, NDO'VV uti!ized acquired 

inigatron water to enhance shorebird nestin9 habitat for avocets and black-necked sti!ts at 

Carson Lake. As a result of these vvater rnana9EHnent efforts, a total of 400 pairs of avocet 

and black-necked stilts were observed nesting at Carson Lake in 1994 (Nee!, oral 

cornrnunicatron, 1994). 

Other shorebirds that nest in or near the wetlands inciude snovvy p!overs, kifldeer, cornnwn 

snipe, iong .. bilied cudew, and Wilson's phalarope. There are few records of these species 

nesting in Lahontan Valley. 

long .. biiled curlew, a species of concem (see Section 3.13, ENDANGERED, THREATENED, 

AND CANDIDATE SPECiES) is a summer resident in meadows and pastures in Lahontan 

Valley, and is known to nest in the Carson Lake and Stillwater marsh areas. 

The Service estimates that under baseline conditions, August populations of migratory 

shorebirds could amount to as many as 40,000 shorebirds. This figure approximates the 

August migratory shorebird counts in 1989. !n that year. wetland habitat in the Lahontan 

Valley was about 13,000 acres, an acreage base similar to that expected under baseline 

conditions. 
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TABLE 3.9.8 SHOREB!RD MIGRATION COUNTS ON lAHONTAN VAllEY WETLANDS 1989-93 

APRil SURVEYS 

SPECIES 

American Avocet 

Black-necked Stilt 

S""'""' NDOW nmord<> 

AUGUST SURVEYS 

3.9.3 COLONY NESTING AND OTHER MARSH BIRDS 

Substantial numbers of colony nesting and other marsh birds migrate through and nest in 

the Lahontan Valley wetlands. Colony nesting birds include gul!s, terns, egrets, herons, 

cormorants, pelicans, and white .. faced ibis. Other marsh birds indude grebes, rails, and 

Western least bitterns (see Section 3.9.4, PASSERiNES, for marsh nesting passerine 

speciesL 

Bird species in this group use the wetland habitat tor nesting, brood rearing, and SlJmmer 

loraging areas. Egret, heron and ibis also forage in nearby agricultural fields, but return to 

the wetlands to nest. Colony-nesting species that nest in the valley include whJte .. faced 

ibis, black-crowned night heron, great egret, snowy egret, and caWe egrets, great blue 
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heron, double-crested cormorant, eared grebe, Western grebe, Clark's grebe, pied-biHed 

grebe, black tern, Forster's tern, California r~uiL and rlnn·bil1ed gulL 

Fora~lin9 condit~ons for fish-eating colonial species, such as ;".merican vt~hite pelican, double

crested corrnoran!, !::lfebes, and tn~at t1lue heron, were exceptional between 1983 and 

1986. During this time, a number of high water years occurred, and Iish populations 

nourished. However, ~n 1987, conditions began to decline. NDOW surveys show that the 

number of breeding pairs ot colonial nestinn species declined substamially between 1986 

and 1989 \see Table 3.9.C). Only breeding populations ot white-faced ibis and black

crowned night heron experienced increases during this period, a time in which water 

supplies vvere dirninished and wetland acreage began to dwindle. 

In 1987, thousands of fish died on the StHlwater NWR and WMA, and approximately 7 

million fish died as the Carson Sink began to evaporate \Thompson, 1987, oral 

communication), Tht: loss o1' W<Her and fish was detrimenta! to most fish-eating colonial 

species. 

TABlE 3.9.C NUMBER OF BREEDING PAiRS OF COlONIAl NESTING WATER BIRDS IN 

lAHONTAN VAllEY, NEVADA 11986-891 

IF ! 

~ ~~ 1986 "1987 

510 560 :20 50 

II Great Egr<rt 205 485 so HiD 

Snowy Egret 312 330 225 145 

Catt!e Egret 0 Hl :200 '145 

I White-faced lbi11 2,090 4,.200 

Cormonmt 70 200 0 3 
II 

Night Heron 745 1,800 710 1,300 

II 
475 '110 0 0 

For'i!ter' s T em 0 0 0 

B!ack Tam 50 0 0 0 

1,200 :2,700 0 0 

II 
50 0 0 0 

!! 
:250 60 50 2:2 

II 
ite PeHcan 350 0 {) 0 



American white pelicans are a fish~eatin9 colonia! species that forage for ftsh in the 

Lallontan Valley wetlands to sustain thernselves and their young. Traditionally, the peticans 

nest at Anaho island National Wildlife Refuge in Pyramid Lake, and often make daily flights 

to area wetlands to feed in the shallow waters associated with reservoirs and marshes, The 

peiicans use a cooperative herding and dippin~cJ method to capture fish and therefore require 

shallow waters where prey is accessible. ln 1986, high waters created by flooding provided 

suitable nesting habitat and optimum foraging areas in the Carson Sink. That summer, 

approximately 350 pelican pairs successfutly fledged young on Pelican Island in the Carson 

Sink area of Lahontan Valley. Pelicans have not nested ln the va!ley since that time. 

Other colonial-nesting species, such as Caspian terns, and California, ring-biHed, and 

Bonaparte's gulls, commonly migrate through the Lahontan Valloy, tmd all but Bonaparte's 

gulls nest in the area. Islands in Lahontan Reservoir provide nesting sites tor large colonies 

of rlng-bHied and California guHs, as wail as sma!l nurnbers of great blue heron, black

crowned night heron, great egret, and snowy egret. White pelicans, double-crested 

cormorants and \IVestern grebes are often found on the reservoir from early spring to late 

faiL 

Nesting populations of Franklin's guU, Caspian tern,. Forster's tern, and black tem have 

decllm~d slnce the 1970s \Alcorn, 1988, and NDOW survey data 1986-1989). Although 

Franklin's guU were repeatedly seen at Carson Lake in spring and summer months between 

19'70 75 (Alcorn, 1988), the last documented colony of 40 pairs nested at Carson Lah• in 

1986. Forster's and black terns commonly nested in the Lahontan Valley wetlands during 

the 1970s but the last racorded population of nesting pairs for these species was in i 986 at 

Carson Lake. Black terns are speci,~s of concern (see Section 3.13, ENDANGERED, 

THREATENED, AND SENS!T!VE SPECIES). Caspian tems nested ln the Carson Sink areas 

durln~,J the fiood years o! 1986~1987. There were 475 nests recorded in 1986, and 110 

nests observed in 1987. Caspian terns have not successfully nested in the Lahontan Va!ley 

sfnc:e 1987, 

Popuiatons of Western grabe and eared grebe have also dedined in the past 25 years. tn 

1971, spring populations of Western grebes mJmbered as high as 1 ,200. By 1986, tha 

popu!at!on had dropped to 200. In 1989, the number dropped even further; only 25-30 

birds were s1ghtad in the Lahontan Valley. Likevvise .. the number of eared grebes nesting in 

Lahontan Valley has declined greaHy since the beginning of the drought in tha mid-1980s 

\Table 3.9.CL The largest numbar of grebe nests {500) were recorded at Carson Lake in 

1971. Eared grebe populations dropped to 250 nesting pairs ~n 1986 despite a wetland 

habitat that should have encouraged their numbers {Neel, oral commun[catlon, 1994L A 

small, sporadic number of grebes nest in the Lahontan Va!ley when wetland hab!tat is 

available. Tvventy pairs were sighted at Stillwater NWR in 1992 \Henry, 1994, oral 

cornmurdcation), and up to 60 pairs weH~ sl9hted at Harmon Reservo!r in 1994 (Neel, oral 

communication, 1994), 



Although breeding populations or white~faced ibis, a species of concern, more than doubled 

in Lahontan Valley between 1986 and 1990 {from 2,100 breeding pairs observed in 1986, 

to 5,900 pairs in 1990}, a loss of suHicient nesting habitat in the wetlands caused nesting 

to fail in 1991 (Janik, oral communication, 1995). (See Section 3.13, ENDANGERED, 

THREATENED, AND ENDANGERED SPECIES.) 

The nurnber of great blue herons nesting in the valley has also declined since 198'7. In 

1989, 50 pairs of great blue herons initiated nests, but few young were hatched. 

Virginia rails, soras, common moorhens, and American coots are cornrnon in the wetlands 

from spring until early winter. Although seldom seen, adult Virginia rails, soras, and 

common rnoorhens with unfledged young have been observed in Lahontan Valley. Coots 

are the most common rails in the valley. ln the 1970s, peak numbers of these birds 

averaged more than 70,000 annually. ln 1989, the peak number had declined to fewer than 

7,300 birds. 

The Service estimates that under baseline conditions, the number of colonial nesting 

breeding pairs in Lahontan Valley could amount to as many as 6,000 pairs of birds. This 

figure approximates 1989 August survey data (NDOW). In that year, wetland habitat in the 

Lahontan Valley was about 13,000 acres, an acreage base simi!ar to that expected under 

baseline conditions. 

3.9.4 PASSERINES 

There are very fe~'ll population nx:ords on passerine species in the affected area. Generally, 

habitat preferences are knovvn, and accounts by Alcorn ( 1988), and by Service and NDOW 

biologists provide the basis for this section. 

There are both upland dependent and rnarsh dependent passerine species that inhabit the 

affected area. Marsh .. dependent passerine species indude long-biHed marsh wrens, common 

yellowthroats, yellow-headed blackbirds, savannah sparrows, and song sparrows. Tree, 

bank, barn, and cliff swallows use marsl1 habitat for roosting and feeding. Savannah 

sparrows, Western meadowlarks and common nighthawks nest on the ground in meadow 

and upland areas, and forage in wetland meadows, rush and saltgrass plant communities. 

Most passerine species diversity in the Lahontan Valley is associated with riparian habitat. 

These areas provide a mix of cottonwood, willow, buHaloberry, Russian olive, cattail,. grass, 

and other stream-srde plant conH11tmlties and act as transition zones between water (e,g., 

rivers, cana!s, drains) and upland habitats le.g., desert,, agricultural). This provides a 

diversity of habitats within a smaB area, which can thereby serve the needs of many 

different species, 
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Many of the passerines associated with riparian areas are neotropica! migrants (birds that 

winter in Central and South America but nest in North America, including the Lahontan 

VaHey). Examples of specles that depend on or are associated with riparian areas include 

Western wood peewees, house wrens, yellow warblers, MacGillivray's warblers, Bewick's 

wrens, black-headed grosbeaks, and Northern orioles, Many of the species that are 

associated with marsh, agricultural, and desert plant cornmunities also make use of riparian 

habitats, 

Riparian communities provide nest sites (primarily cottonwood trees) for cavity· nesting 

species such as sapsuckers, northern flickers, and other species of woodpeckers that are 

known to inhabit the affected area. Cottonwood trees also provide nest sites for secondary 

cavity nesters such as wood ducks, American kestrels, screech owls, tree swallows, violet

green swallows, house wrens, and Western bluebirds. Yellow .. bHfed cuckoos (see Section 

3. 13, ENDANGERED, THREATENED, AND SENSiTIVE SPECIES) are known to rely on gallery 

cottonwood habitat in the Middle Carson River corridor. Loss of cottonwoods along the 

Middle Carson River corridor could adversely impact this spedes (Neel, oral communication, 

1994, Laymon and Halterman, 1989). Under existing conditions, cottonwoods in riparian 

habitats along the Truckee and Carson Rivers, around Lahontan Reservoir, and other areas 

within the Newlands Project are dying due to drou~1ht and other factors. 

The introduction of agricultural plant communities has increased the overa!l diversity of 

passerine birds in the uplands of the affected area as compared to pre-settlement 

conditions. While adverse impacts of diverting water to agricultural lands has reduced 

available nesting habitai for red-\vinged and yellow headed blackbirds, conversion of desert 

lands to agricultural lands has increased food resources lor these species. Mourning doves 

are most frequently observed in agricultural lands, and they nest in adjoining trees and 

shrubs. They also are common in urban areas. Agricultural lands adjacent to riparian 

habitats are used as feeding areas by a variety of spedes that nest in riparian areas or perch 

in trees in the riparian zone. Few species ot passerine birds depend on agricultural plant 

communities for nesting. 

Common ravens, black .. billed magpies, and American crows are also found in the Lahontan 

VaiiBy. These birds cornrnoniy nest in upland and riparian areas but forage in and near the 

wetlands, and agricultural communities. 

Some species, such as sage thrashers, black-throated sparrows, and sage sparrows depend 

on desert plant communities where shrubs dominate the communities. Other species such 

as water pipits, horned larks, and Western meadowlarks forage in plant communities 

dominated by plants such as a!kali wHd rye, sa!tgrass, and iodinebush. The loggerhead 
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shrike is a species of concern that nests ~n gre:asewood but a~so uses riparian areas, areas 

bordering rnarshes, and a~:_}ricu!turai areas (see Section 3.13, ENDANGERED, THREATENED, 

AND SENSITIVE SPECIESL 

Severa! species of birds in the affected a~ea are associated w!th hous!ng subdivisions and 

other residential deve!oprnents. House sparrovvs, feral pigeons and European starlings are 

three such introduced species th<.~t are directly associated with human habitation and 

activities. A large number of species that are associated with riparian plant comrnunities 

also can be found in resjdential areas where trees and shrubs an:.1 cornmon. However, the 

quality of habitat in residential areas generaHv is considered interior to riparian areas due to 

the preponderance of cais and dogs, human disturbance, manicured lawns and gardens, and 

abundance of aggressive introduced bird species (house sparrows and starlin~:_lsl. 

The Service has no population data to quamlfy baseline conditions for passerine species, 

Generally, wetland--dependent and upland passerine species are expected to maintain 

existing populations \with ·12, 100 acres of wetland habitat and broad expanses ol' destort 

shrub habitat). Riparian dependent passerine species would be impacted by any substantia! 

changes in water delivery patterns, includ,ng abandomnent of canals and drains that offer 

riparian habitat. 

3.9.5 RAPTORS 

There ~s very little quantitative information on most raptor species in the affected area. Data 

provided in this section au,, cornpiled from Service and NDOW field data, and from Alcorn 

(1988). 

Wetland .. dependent raptors lound in the affected area include ba!d eagles, northern harriers, 

peregrine falcons, ospreys, and short-eared owls. The bald eagles and peregrine falcons are 

1unht1r discussed in Section 3.13, ENDANGEHED, THREATENED, AND SENSITIVE SPECiES. 

Other raptor specres, such as ~~olden eagles, prairie falcons, red-tailed hawks, Svvainson's 

hawks, rough-legged hawks, Cooper's hawks, sharp-shinned hawks, American kestrels, 

turkey vultures, great homed owls, long-eared owls, screech owls, and common bam owls 

are cornmon in the Lahontan Valley as vear-round residents, migrants and nesters. These 

species are not wetland-dependent, bui because they are opportunistic hunters, some 

speciDs can be lound hunting in wetland habitats at ,;mes. 

Speciies that are associated with nf-iarian tree communities include red-tailed hawks, 

Swainson's hawks, Cooper's hawks,. sharp-shinned hav•lks, American kestrels, great homed 

owls, long··eared owls, screr:1ch owls, and cornmon bam owls. i1l1ost of these species use 

trees provided in riparian areas, and other areas supporting trees, for nesting and for hunting 

perches from which to scan adjacent upland or agricultural habitats for prey. Some species, 
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such as sharp·shir1ned hawks and screech awls,. also use open-forest conditions provided in 

some residential areas for nesting and hunting. 

Short-eared ow~s and northern harriers nest in Lahontan \1 ailey wetland habitats" As sudL 

t!1ey would be directly aHected by chan9es in the number ot wet!and hab1tat acres. There 

are only three active osprey nests in Nevada, und one of those pairs has nested on th•J 

Newlands Project's S-Une Reservoir since 1989. In 1993, osprey nesting in the area failed, 

perhaps due to the reservo~r belnsl reduced in size. 

Burrowin£j owls nest in upland areas of the Lahontan Va/Jev. American kestrels commonly 

nest in cavities of cottonwood sna:Js along irrigation ditches, farm fields, river channels, 

reservoirs, and wetlands, Swainson's and rt.od .. talled hawks, and great hornt.H.i owls 

cormnon!y nest in live cottonwood trees scattered throughout the Lahontan Va!ley" The 

nesting population of Swainson' s hawks appears to be expanding in the valley. Ongoing 

conversion of agricultural land and associated riparian areas \where cottonwoods commonly 

grow) to housing subdivisions directly' impacts raptors that use these Lands and associated 

cottonwood trees. 

Rough-legged hawks are observed in the Lahontan Valley from November to late March, 

Other raptor species, such as merhns, and ferruginous hawks, are uncommon winter 

res~dents and migrants. 

With the exception of bald eagles" the Servh:e has no population data to quantify baseline 

conditions for raptors, !Bald eagle data are provided •n Section 3, 13.) Generally, the Service 

expects that populations of wetland dependent raptors such as bald ean!es, northern 

g•arr!ers, peregrine falcons, ospreys, and short-eared owls will be maintained at ex~sting 

levels under baseHne conditions. Opportunistic hunters, such as golden eagles, prakle 

falcons, red-tailed hawks, Swainson's havvks, rough-legged hawks, American kestrels, and 

great horned owls, common barn ovvls, and burrowin~l owls are also expected to maintain 

existin~~ populations under baselirw conditions, 

3"9"6 OniER BIRD SPECIES 

Other bird species in the affected area include California quail, ring-neckt.<d pheasants, wild 

turkey and chukar. 

All tour were introduced for recreational hunting. California quail are highly adaptable, 

inhabiting agricultural lands and associated riparian habitat as wei! as urban areas in the 

va!ley. Ring-necked pheasants, on the other hand, are dependent on agricultural land. 

Turkeys have succeeded in establishing a viable population in the agricultural and dverine 
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portions of the valley, Unlike the other three species of gallinaceous birds, chukar are found 

in rocky uplands occupied by native desert plant communities. 

Under baseline conditions, the Service expects these other b~rd specres to maintain 

populations that are comparable to existing conditions. 

3.10 MAMMAlS 

Upland Mammals 

Mammals are found throughout the affected area with the hiflhest diversity of mammals occurring in 

the upland desert plant communities. Specrfic data on mammal populations within the Lahontan 

Va!ley are very limited, but 49 species from 15 families have been recorded in the area. Species 

lists for the affected area are included in Appendix 8. 

Upland mammals comprise the !ar~:_lest nurnber of species, have the widest distribution, and accoum 

for the !argest rnarnrnal populations in the Lahontan Valley. They ran9e in size from pocket rnke to 

mule deer. All non--domesticated species of upland rnarnrnals are native to the area. 

About two-thirds of the upland rnammals in affected area are rodents, and near!y all of these are 

primarily associated with desert plant communi ties. Examples o1 rodents that can be found in lower 

eievation ~lreasewood communities include white-tailed antelope ground squirrels, pale kangaroo 

mice, and Great Basin kangaroo rats. Some species ot desert rodents, such as ~ilerrimn's kangaroo 

rat can be found in alkali flats that are nearly devoid of venetation \Hall, 1946L House mice are 

corrwnonly found in urban areas. 

Mule deer populations have increased in recent years in the affected area and are close to, or at 

record levels in the Lahontan Valley. Black .. taiied jackrabbits are common throughout desert plant 

communities in the valley. The most cornrnon carnivore in the valley is the coyote. Kit foxes are 

also common in many of the less developed areas. Bobcats and mountain lions are occasionally 

encountered within the aHected area. Striped skunks are common in agricultural areas. Long-tailed 

weasels and raccoons were common in the Lahontan Valley in the 1950s, but occur only rare!y 

now. 

Under baseline conditions, the Service expects that upland marnmal populations wi!l remain 

comparable to existing conditions. 

Wethmd and Riparian Corridor Mammals 

Beaver, mink, muskrats, and raccoons were once common in the wetland areas in Lahontan Valley. 

Mink have vanished, but muskrat and beaver populations remain. Beaver and muskrat may have 



been introduced into the Lahontan Valley prior to the tum of the century as a means of increasing 

the fur harvest in Nevada, but this has not been substantiated. Beaver aro ff·eqoent!y found along 

the Carson River and occasionallv found in canals and drains. Raccoons were common along the 

Carson 11iver and Newtands Project canals and drains in the 1 950s, but are rarely encountered now. 

Muskrats are one o'l' the most numerous wetland ·dependent rnammat species, and are found in 

marsh comrnunities and along the Catson River~ canals, and drains, Umil the recent lovv->vater 

veats, rnuskrats were trapped in considerable numbers for their fur. During the low water yeats of 

tl7e fate 1980s and early 1990s, the muskrat population dropped to a remnant of its former size due 

to the loss of wetland habitat. Howevet~ the muskrat population is incteasing again as a result of 

Lahontan Reservoir spi/1-watet expanding the size of wetland habitat in the Lahontan Valley doting 

the high o-vater years of 1994-1995 and 1995-1996. 

Other mammals that inhabit marsh and riparian areas include the Western harvest mouse and long

tailed voles. Western harvest mice prefer dense vegetation near water. 

Bats generally roost in the surrounding foothills, and they forage over the wetlands and agricultural 

lands. The silver-haired bat is found around trees along the Carson River during the fall migration 

!Alcorn, unpublished data). 

In the Truckee River corridor, species known or expected 1:0 occur In dude muskrats, water shrew, 

beaver, river otter, bats, raccoons, skunks, mountain cottontail, western harvest mouse, long·tailed 

vole, western jumpin!:_l mouse, bushy-tailed wood rat, porcupine, lonu .. tailed weasel, and skunks. 

UrH.ier baseline conditions, the Service expects populattons of wetland·dependent rnarnmals to be 

comparable to existing conditions. 

3 .. 11 REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS 

Reptiie and amphibian surveys are not known to have been conducted ~n the affected area, so there 

are no data to analyze poplilation trends. A table of the species that commonly occur in the 

affected area is inducted in Appendix 8. 

Several species of reptiles live in the affected area and are generally found in the upland vegetative 

communities. Lizards include the desert horned lizard, Great Basin coHared lizard, long-nosed 

!eopard lizard, zebra-tailed lizard, side-blotched lizard, yellow-backed spiny Hzard {a subspecies ol 

desert spiny lizard), Great Basin fence lizard, northern sagebrush lizard and Great Basin whiptail 

lizard. Snakes include the Great Basin rattlesnake, desert striped whipsnake, Western yellow .. bellied 

racer, Western coachwhip, Great Basin gopher snake, WestHrn lonr~-nosed snake, wandering garter 

snake, night snake, and California kingsnake. Western terrestrial garter snake, Western fence lizard, 

and Western aquatic garter snake are also found in the affected area. 
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It is unkno\vn whether the northwestern pond turtk:, which is a species of concern (see Section 

3.13, THREATENED, ENDANGERED, AND SENS!TIVE SPECIES!, is netve to Nevada. Reports (La 

F\1Vi'HS, 1962) con1irrn this turtle's presence in the Truckee and Carson River drainages. 

Frogs and toads have been documented in historical accounts of the area !Fowler, 1992), 

Amphibians are sensitive to poor water qua!ity, and cc.HKentrations of certain trace elements have 

been shown to adversely affect amphibian embryos iBirHe, 1978), Kerley and t.Hhii'.us ( 1993) have 

found that hogs have been impacted by the high concentrations of dissolved solids entering the 

wetlands. How;:wer, specillc data p•.Htainintl to the occurrence and distribution of amphibian 

species, either historically or currently, are not available for the affected area, 

Northern leopard frogs are found in the wetland areas, river channels and iaigation canals. Their 

numbers have declined since the 1970s, Bullfrogs were introduced in the valley in the late 1800s, 

Their populations appear to have survived despite n1any periods of drought and have remained 

somewhat stable in the valley along ripar~an areas and irrigation canals, 

The Service has insufftdent data to quantd'y baseline conditions for reptiles and arnphibians in the 

affected area, However:. based on studies (Birge, 1 g 74. and Kerley and others, 1993) that show 

amphibians are sensitive to poor water qur;!ity, and drain11vater studies that have shOlilm high 

dissolved solids concentrations, it can be assumed that arnphibian species that do occur in the area 

Hre nwst likely impacted by total-dissolved so/iris concentrations 1~"7 the affected area. 

3. 12 INVERTEBRATES 

There is !ittlt.1 in1'ormation on the occurrence or abundance of invertebrates in the affected area. 

Cornprehensive surveys are lacking, Histor~cal accounts indicate that moHusks, including fresh" 

water clams, mussels, and snails, were once abundant in some wetlands of Lahontan Valley, 

Freshwater dams have recently been found in Sti!lwater Point Reservoir {Neel, 1994, mal 

communication), An introduced species o1' freshwater clam, Corbicu!a, has been identified in some 

Newiands Project regulating reservoirs and canals. Gastropods have been recently identified in one 

of the Stillwater NWR wetland units (Tuttle, 1994, oral communication). 

Recent studies have noted the occurrence of a variety of aquatic ~rwertebrates. Of note, Dapl'mia 

species {water fleas), and copepods are abundant in certain reservoirs and delivery canals, Crayfish 

occur in the Carson River, but are uncommon in Lahontan Valley and absent in terminal wetlands. 

A variety of aquatic insects are found in aquatic areas of the Newlands Project induding wetlands, 

Most major orders of aquatic or semi· aquatic insects are represented, However, diversity of aquatic 

insects appears to decline with decreasing \'..rater qua!ity \Tuttle, oral communication, 1994), and 

diversity in terminal wetlands is !irn!ted to only a fevv species. 



Toxicity tests in T J, Hunter, and Pa~ute Diversion Drains have shovvn elevated leve!s o! sek•nium 

and n•ercury in aquatic invertebrates \Finner and others. 1993). Consurnption of contaminated 

invertebrates has been shown to cause reproductive failure or mortal~ty in fish and birds through 

bioaccurnulation (ibid), 

Und;:1r baseline condltions the Serv~ce anticipates that mvenebrates will continue to be adversely 

impacted by poor water quality. 

3.13 ENDANGERED, THREATENED,. AND SENSITIVE SPECiES 

There are two endangered spedes within the affected area. The pere£jrine fak:on is found in the 

Lahontan Valley, and a take sucker, is endemic to Pyramid Lake and the lower Truckt:1e 

Hiver. AdditionaHy, t\f.tO threatened species, the bald eag!e and Lahontan cutthroat trout, and one 

candidate species~, the mountain plover, also occur in the affected area. In addition to endangered, 

threateru..~d, and candidate specit-"s, tr11,: section addresses species of concern (formerly classified by 

rht:i Service as Categorv I Candidate Species, Category II Candidate Species, or Categorvlll 

Candidate Species). As of February 1996, the Service no longer maintains lists of species classified 

as C'ategoryl Candidate Species (C1 Species), Category !I Candidate !:>"pecies (C2 Species), or 

Category Ill Candidate Species (C3 Specit.ls) {Feder£lLB~~il.l.i?...tSl:!: 61(40): 7596-7613). Most of Un:se 

former candidate species are novv termed "species of concern" for the Service's purposes, but are 

in no vvav connected vvith the Endangered Species Act. Several spocies that had been classified as 

CJ species are now termed "candidate species." An internal Section 7 Consultation was completed 

for endangered, threatened, and candidate species in the affocted area. This section begins with 

discussions of endangered, threatenod,. and candidate species followed bv discussions of species of 

concerti. Table 3. ·13.A identifitos the endangered, threatened, candidate,. and species of conct.~m 

that are known to occur ~n the affected area. 

A few peregrine falcons have been regularly sighted at both Carson Lake and Stillwater NWR since 

1985, with the most consistent sightings occurrinn at Carson Lake, Over the years, adult males, 

females, and juven!le birds have been observed in this area. Peregrines are norrrHlliy observed from 

February through November of each year. In spring 1989, !ield biolouists observed a peregrin;:1 

falcon hunting at Carson Lake on several occasions {Nee!, oral communication, 1994), Due to the 

frequent sightings, it was presumed to be nesting nearby. Hock cliff areas surroundlng Carson Lake 

1Nere surveyed by he!icopter and by foot, but no peregr~ne nestng activity was discovered. 

Baid eagles, now federally listed as a threatened species~ <~re generally observed belween November 

and l\<1arch in the wetlands and reservoirs of Lahontan Valley" The ba!d eagle population is 

concentrated in the area oi Stilt water N\iVR, Lahontan Reservoir, and Carson Lake and this species is 

known to winter along the Carson River. A record number of 70 bald eagles spent the winter of 

1986 87 in the Lahontan Valley. Timber Lake, located north of Fallon, is the prirnary historic bald 

eagle vvinter roost Sf!e in Lahontan Vallev. Other areas commonly !requented by winterin[J ea!:_lles 
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TABlE 3.13.A ENDANGERED, THREATENED, AND CANDIDATE SPECIES, AND SPECIES OF 

CONCERN IN THE AFFECTED AREA 

Common Name1 

Birds 

Western least binern 

White .. faced ibis 

Trumpeter swan 

Western snowy plover 

Mountain plover 

Long-billed curlew 

Black tern 

Bald eagle 

Ferruginous hawk 

Arnerican peregrine falcon 

Yeflotv-billed cuckoo 

Loggerhead shrike 

Reptiles 

Northwestern pond turtle 

Fish 

Cui·ur 

Lahontan cutthroat trout 

Lahontan tui chub 

Invertebrates 

Nevada viceroy 

Scientific Name 1 Federal Status2 

l.xobrY..clws exilis * 
Pleqadis chihi •· 
0/or buccinator * 
Charadrius aiexandrinus * 
Charadrius montanus c 
Numenius americanus * 
Chfidonias nigp ·•· 

Haliaeetus leucoceQhalus T 

P-~!~ll:s ·•· 

f..?Jcq_Q:!Zl~cf.m!..§.JW.i?..tum E 

CoccY..zus americanus * 
Lanius ludoviciarws * 

Clemmys marmorata marmorata 

~tl~l~<>tes w[us 
Oncorhynchus clarki henshawi 

Gila bicolor obesq: 

Limenitus archippus lahontanj 

E 

T 

wet 

wetJag 

wet 

wet 

up/ag 

wet/up 

wet 

wet/rip/up/ag 

wet/rip/up/ag 

wet/up/ag 

rip 
up/ag 

rip/wet 

lak/str 

str flak 

lak/str 

rip 

' Scientific nomenclature and common names foliow: Banks, et. al.{ 1987); AOU (1 983); Jones, et. a!. (1 986). 

' Status- Federal: E = endangered and T threatened (under the Endan9ered Species Act/; C "" candidate species: and • 

= Service's species of· concern (not under the Endangered Species Act) 

:< Habitat: wet wetland habitat, rip = riparian, up ~ upland. ag = agncultural, iak = l.ake, str = stream. 

indude Indian Lakes, and the S-line and Harmon regulating reservoirs. Under baseiine conditions 

the Service speculates the bald eagle populations would be comparable to '1989, when 32 bald 

eagles were sighted in the area IN DOW aeria! census, 1989), 

Cut .. ui is a member of the lake sucker family unique to Pyramid lake and the lower reaches of the 

Truckee River. This species has been listed as endangered due to upstream diversions which have 

reduced the lrequency of years in which the species can success!uHy spawn in the lower Truckee 

River. 
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Under existing conditions, cui .. ul is maintained throu9h natural riverine reproduct1on augmented by 

artificial hatchery releases. The total population of this fish is calculated to be several million, with 

an estimated adult population of about 700,000 (Mendoza, written communication, 1995L The 

Service has developed a recovery plan for this species \Section 1 .9,. RELATED ACTIONS (9L 

Hecovery Actions for Endangered and Threatened Pyramid !ake Fishes). Two critical iaclors in cui 

ui recovery are Pyramid lake elevation (and its relationsh!p to the Truckee River delta) and Truckee 

River inf!ows. In 1994, Pyramid Lake's level was 3, 795-feet (Wagner, written communication, 

Pyramid lake Fishedes data, 1994). Pyramid Lake elevation between 1910-94 (based on 37 years 

of actual lake elevation records) averaged 3,804 feet {ibid).. Actual flow records of the Truckee 

River at Nixon, Nevada {near the inlet to Pyrarnid Lake! average 363,000 AF for the 1958-93 oeriod 

of record \USGS, Water Resources Data, Nevada, 1993). 

The Cui-ui Recovery Plan uses the cui~ui population index to compare possibie effects of various 

water management plans on cui~ui population dynam~cs {U.S. Fish and Wildiife Service, 1992a). 

ThE.< cuk1i index simulates the reproductive response of the cui-ui population to varying instream 

flow and Pyramid lake elevation over time \Buchanan and Strekal, 1988}. This number represents 

an index of the relative population size for cui-ui under various water regimes associated with the 

alternatives in this document. These index nurnbers do not represent actual populations, but are 

calculated numbers used !or comparison of alternatives. 

To calculate baseline conditions !or Pyramid Lake elevations, Truckee River inllows, and the cui-ui 

index, the Service relied on the NSM and BLR ~.1odel, and applied a different assumption set from 

the cui ui recovery plan. This was necessary in order to Bpply a consistent set of assumptions to 

cornpare consequences of alternatives in this document \see Section 3.2., NEWLANDS PROJECT 

OPERA TlONS). The Service uses ca!cu!ated data for this element because it provides a common 

baseline that can calculate conditions for comparison of alternatives. 

Under baseline conditions \using the 92-year hydrologic sirnulation period) average lake level is set 

at 3,830 feet over the long run, Truckee River !nf!ow averages 448,800 AF/year, and tl1e cui~ui 

mdex averages 152,100. 

Lahontan cutthroat trout is federally fisted as a threatened species, and is found in Pyramid Lake 

and many other streams and lakes in Nevada and California. Lahontan cutthroat trout in Pyramid 

lake is the result of introductions of other cutthroat strains fo!lowing the disappearance of the 

original Pyramid Lake strain in the 1940s. No natural reproduction occurs in the affected area, and 

this species is maintained through hatchery production. lahontan cutthroat trout provides a 

valuable trophy fishery in Pyramid Lake, and the lake is not !isted as a recovery site for the fish (see 

Section 1 .8. i \9), Recovery Actions for Endangered and Threatened Pyramid Lake Fishes I. 
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fv1ountam Plover. a candidate specitrs (former C2 Species), rarely visits Lahontan Valley. Two 

mountain plovers were sighted during December 1990 and 1994 Audubon Christrm~s counts 

iHemy, oral communication, 1994), and a single sighting of a Mountain Plover was recorded in the 

Lahontan Reservoir flood plain durinr:J a Hrne of drawdown in the !all of 199·1 (1\leel, ora! 

communication. 1994L They inhabit relatively barren are,;rs, such as /"n;avify grazed pastures and 

plowed fields. 

\tVestern least bittern, a species of concern (former C2 Species), is known to occur in the Lahontan 

VaHey wetlands (Nee!, oral communication, 1994). One documented record shovvs that Western 

!east bitterns have nested in the vaHey (ibid). 

White,faced ibis, also a spech~s of concern (forrner C2 species,!, forages in a variety of habitats 

including ~tvetland habitat and agriculture! fields, and nests in \Netland habitat. The nestinn 

population of white-faced ibis in the valley is om.• of the three largest in the western United States. 

Between 1986 and 1989, the number of breeding ibis pairs ranged from 2, 100 to 4,400 (Table 

3.8.C). The record nesting population ot 5,900 pairs occurred in 1990. White-faced ibis relies on 

good su.mds ot emergent vegetation to build nestmu platlorn1s. in 1991, nesting at Stillwater NWR 

and Carson Lake tailed due to a the !ow amount of available vvetland habitat in these areas (NDO\i\l, 

vvritten communication 1995}. 

Trumpeter swan. a species of concern (farmer C2 Species}, is an infrequent winter visitor. Alcorn 

\ 1988f estimates that the Stil!water marshes are the southenm1ost r<H1f:J8 of this large bird in 

Nevada. AithOUf:lh i1unted almost to extinction, the trumpeter svvan has rnade a good recovery and 

was removed from the list of rare wddfi1'e in 1968. As many as ·1 0 trumpeters have been sitlhted at 

Sti!lwater marsh at one time, thou9h the 9roups are most usually between ·1 4 birds {Henry, oral 

con1n•u nication, 1 994). 

Western snowy plover, a species of concern (former C2 Species), has shown a dramatic decrease in 

the Lahontan Val!ey since 1980. tntensive snowy plover surveys were conducted on wetland areas 

v1nhin the lahontan Valley in 1980, 1988, and 1991. These surveys showed that the number of 

F1ese birds dropped from 761 in 1980, to 74 in 1991 \Herman and others, 198L and Page and 

others, 199.l ), Western snowy plover is a sprin\1 and sumrner resident and transient species. Some 

nesting has been documented in Stillwater NWR and WMA (Alcorn, 1988 and Henry, oral 

con-.rnunication, 1994). 

Long-bHied curlew is a species of concern (former C3 Srn;cies) that nests in limited nurnbers in 

uplands and drier areas of the \.'Vetlands in Lahontan Valley. Alcorn ( 1988l documented curlew 

nesting sites in the Carson lake and Stillwater marsh areas. Long .. billed curlews fora~Je in vvetland 

marshes and wet rneadovv habitats and often nest in the adjacent upland areas. Data from the 

Pojnt Reyes Bird Observatory Counts in the month o! August betvveen ·1989·94, show that the 

number of long-billed curlew dropped from 195 in 1989, to 25 in 1994. 
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Aithough once abundant in Lahontan Valley, black terns are now uncommon in the affected area 

and are considered to be a species of concern {former C2 Species), The black tern is a summer 

res~dent in northern and western Nevada. This species prefers nest sites in dense vegetation in 

freshwater marshes, sloughs, and wet rneadow·s. The species has been m dedine throughout its 

range in North America \Ehrlich, 1992) due to loss or dr::;gradation of rn&rsh habitat. In ·1946, 

Alcorn \ 1988) reported that these birds were frequently seen in the Lahontan Vafley frorn April to 

Au9ust, with nesting in the Carson Lake area each year. No nes11!1g of biack terns ~vas o'ocumented 

from 1986 through 1993. However, begkming in i 994, black terns are agai!J nesting in the 

Lahontan Va!ie)i. 

Although not abundant, ferruginous hawk, another spectes of concern (former C2 Species), is an 

infrequent, but regu!m tal~ rnigrant and winter resident in Lahontan Valley. Between 1962 1967, 

Alcorn made eight sinhtinqs of the bird. This species is re~cJularly sighted in the affected area 

between Sagouspe Darn and Diversion Dam, in the Stili'JVBter aqricultural district. and at !nd!an 

Lakes. 

Yoljow billed cuckoo, a species ol concern (former C3 Species,!, was once a regular summer visimr 

in the affected area. Alcorn ( 1988) cites the bHds occurrence in large cottonwoods !n Lahontan 

Valley, and also a!ong the Truckee River. Sinc:e 1946, these birds have bocorne rare in the affected 

area and no longer occur in the Truckee River region, Alcorn ( 1988) indicates that brt.~eding 

populations of the Western yellow-billed cuckoo in Nevada are possibly extinct, or threatened with 

extinction. However, a taw yellow billed cuckoos have been sighted in both Lahontan Valley and 

the ~J1~ddle Carson River area above Lahontan Reservoir. Sin~cjle sightings of this species have been 

documented in the 9allerv cottonwood area at the west end of the Lahontan Reservoir State Park 

\Nee!, ora! communication, 1994). Cuckoos nest in cottonwoor:l 'Nillow stands thBt are gr;,~alt.H' than 

32 acres in size and wider than 1 ,970 teet (Layrnon and Halterman, 1989). The r ... ~rddle Carson 

River uaBery cottonwood riparian corridor rnay be the last place in nort!1ern Nevada where the 

cottonvvood·wil~ow stands meet the criteria for optimum nestin\1 habitat \Neel, oral comrnunication, 

1994), 

The loggerhead s!·uike, a species of concem (former C3 Species, is commonly found in the Lahontan 

Valley 9reasewood upland areas and a\Jricultura! zones in the affected area. The shrikes nest in 

greasewood uplands. 

Northwestern pond turtle, a spectes of concern (former C2 Species}, is known primarily irom the 

Carson River drainage but a few anirnals may persist at sites along the Truckee \Jennings and 

others, 19921. This turtle inhabits rivers, ponds, streams, lakes, rnarshes, irrigation ditches, and 

other seasonal and porrnanent wet!ands \Stebbins, 1985). Three or four sitlhtin(~S of this turtle have 

occurred in the last five years, and one turtle was found on a drainaoe d~tch in the spring ot 1 994 

(Henry, oral communication, 1994 and Anglin, oral communication, 1994). Tho Service was 
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petitioned 10 list this turtle as an endan!]i'Hed species, but in 1993, the Service determined that it 

did not \."Jan ant listing, 

The Nevada viceroy, a willow-dependent butterfly, is another species of con(:ern (forrner C2 

!:JpeciesJ that occurs rnainly a~onu the Humboldt f1iver and its !ower tributaries with additional 

colonies near Fat! on and Fernley {Austin, written communication, 1990), The species is not known 

to occur outside ot Nevada, and some colonies have disappeared since 1985. The Nevada Viceroy 

is found in the vicinity of wWows, which are the larval host plant. loss of willows along waterw·ays 

is a major threat to this species (ibid). 

Lahontan tui .. chub .. a specit.1S ol conc·em (lorrner C2 Specios], has been known to occur in Diagonal 

Drain, Little Soda Lake, Stillwater Point Reservoir, and in the lower Carson River (Sevon, oral 

communication, ·1994). Lahontan tui-chub is also known to occur in the Truckee and Walker 

Rivers. 

3.14 TOXiCiTY AND AVIAN DISEASES 

Toxicity and avian disease problems have been documented in the Lahontan Valley wetlands within 

the past eight years. Toxicity is related to concentrations o'l' contaminants and tOtal dissolved .. solids 

in wetland waters. Avian diseases such as botulism are associated with conditions in which \Vater 

temperatures are high and oxygen is lacking (Bellro,se, 1976). 

3.14. 1 TOXICITY 

Historically ( 1845-60), the concentration of dissolved-solids entering the primary wet!ands 

ranged from 170 mg/L to 270 mg/L {Kerley and others, ·!993). Under existing conditions 

the V'later qualitv o"f water supplying Stillwater NWR and Carson Lake wefands has deuraded 

with dissolved-solids concentrations for drainwater reachin£) 1.170 n1tJ/L and about 600 

mn/L for irrigation water entering the wetland areas (Kerley and others, 1993). In any 

terminal wetland, a natural water quality degradation process occurs seasonaliy due to 

evapotranspiration. In the Lahontan VaHey wetlands, these natural processes are 

exacerbated by lower quality inflows at the onset and an absence of spring flushing flows. 

The results of three separate, but related, toxicity studies conducted during 1988-89 on the 

drains that flow directly or indirectly into Stillwater NWR revealed that the drainwater in 

these drains w,?s acutelv toxic to both freshwater and saltwater shrimp and fish species 

{Finger and others, 1993). The toxicitv to freshwater species was Hkel)l due to higl1 salinity 

levels. Toxicity to salt-to!erant species may have been due to exposure to atypical ionic 

composition and mixtures of trace elements 1Bur9e, written conm1unlcation, 1991 ). 
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Prior to the construction of the Newlands Project, the 't¥etlands received 40-60 percent of its 

total lnflow in a four-month period {April-July) with the peak flows occurrino in May and 

June \Glancy and Katzer, 1976). The peak spring runoH was oenerally a good quality and 

high volume flow that diluted and !lushed the wetlands each year. Under existnr,~ 

condit~ons. wetland inflows are spread over a 6-7 month period, and drainwater inflows peak 

in late Ju!y and August. Lower quality inflows and a lack of spring Hush have created 

conditions in which dissolved-solids concentrations in some of the sha!lower playa portions 

of the wetlands are as hl~:Jh as 28,400 mg/L {Kerlev and others, 1993i. in addition, the hioh 

evaporative rates (see Section 3.3.1, SURFACE Wt\TER QUANTITY, Carson River, and 

Appendix 4, Defining Wetland Water Requirements and Evaporation Rates Relative to the 

Lahontan Va!ley) of these desert wetlands concentrate salts and inorganic contaminants 

contained in dra~nwater inflows, further degrading wetland water quality. 

Recent studies by Tuttle (written communkatkm, '!994) and others !see Section 3.3.2, 

SURFACE WATER QUAUTY, Drainwater Quality, for study references) confirm that levels of 

inorganic comaminants such as arsenic, boron, selenium, and mercurv correspond to the 

increased dissolved-solids concentrai:ions recorded in the primarv wetlands. These studies 

have shown that the inorf~anic contaminants are not only in the water but have accumulated 

in the sediment, plants, insects, and fish at the Stfllwater NWR and Carson Lake wetland 

areas. 

According to Hallock and Hallock ( 1993) as weB as Tuttle (written cornmunication, 1994) 

there has been an accurnu!ation of arsenic, boron, selenium, and mercury by aquatic plants 

and insects ln the drains and wetlands at Sti!lwater NWR and Carson Lake. The 

bioaccurnulation of these trace elements in plants and insects has led to eievated 

contaminant ievels in waterfowl, shorebirds and other wildlife species \Hoffman and others, 

1990) at higher levels of the \A.Iet!and food chain. Studies of edible portions of waterfowl in 

1986-87 found elevated levels of selenium and mercury in certain waterfowl (Hallock and 

Hallock, 1993L These elevated levels of mercury in waterfowl caused hurnan health 

warnings to be issued in 1989 for shoveler ducks taken at Carson Lake. Evidence of high 

mercury levels were confirmed in subsequent studies in oU1er duck species from Stillwater 

NWR and Carson Lake (Hoffman, ·1994). In both studies, high levels of selenium were also 

found in ducks, but they did not exceed human-health standards. 

In lahontan Vailey, there is no "cause and effect" evidence linking specific contaminants in 

wetland waters directly to wildlife mortality. A few deformities have been documented over 

the past eight years. In August 1987, two juvenile coots with deformed wings and feet 

wen:; found at Lead Lake {Janik and Henry, oral communication, 1994). A juvenile white

faced ibis found at Carson Lake in June 1985 showed a leg deformity (ibid). Such 

deformities can occur naturally, and there is no conclusive evidence to show that they are 

caused by contaminants present in Lahontan Valley wetlands. 
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The Service recognizes that reliance on larne volurnes of drainwater inherently increases 

1evels of inor{lanic contaminants in the wetlands, and probab1y adversely irnpacts the lower 

~evels of the food chain 1 aquatic insects and invertebrates). Under existing conditions, there 

~s evidence tl'HH toxicity problems occur in some drains that provide inHow to the wetlands. 

Poor qua1itv vvater greatly accelerates the wattH quality degradation process rn the wetlands. 

Under baseline contHtions, the SBrvice wouid continue to rely on a hi{lh percentage of 

drainwater for wetland inflows, and the potential for toxicity problems would persist. In 

total, a long-term annual average of 55,600 l~F of vvater will cornprise wetland inflows. Of 

that volume, the BLR fv1odel calculatt.1s that a little more than haiL 30,0000 AF, would come 

from drainflows. 

3. 14,2 AVIAN DISEASES 

.i\vian botullsrn is a disease that afflicts vvaterfo\vl and can cause n1assive losses if 

uncuntroiled. Botulism is caused by toxin produced by an anaerobic bacterium, Clostridium 

botulinum {Bellrose, 1976L Botulism bacteria develop when high temperatures cause spores 

to ~jerrninate wi1Em both a suitable nutrient mediurn and an environment devoid of oxygen 

exfsts (ibid), Hunter and others ( 1970) su~J98St that the nutrient rnediurn consists almost 

entirely or anirnal matter. Hunter \ibid) also found that botulism outbreaks occur as a result 

ol altered water retl~rnes, (such as when water recedes, exposing mud flats end causing the 

death of aquatic invertebrates that provide a suitable n1edlurn) or when channes in water 

quality cause the death of invertebrates. ~ilaggots devouring the flesh of dead fish or other 

dead organisms are other sources of tile toxin (Bellrose, 1976¥. There is no evidence ot free 

botulism toxin in vvater or soHs where botuhsrn outbre<!ks occurred (ibidL Once an outbreak 

of botuHsrn occurs, it ;s esst.mtial that carcass•.:;s of dead waterfowl bt1 removed to reduce 

the fly maggot cycle, Bellrose (lbidl sugfJests that rnanipulation of water reuirnes, such as 

drainin~l or flooding an area, are methods that can be used to change conditions in infected 

habitat areas in order to control infection. 

The Lahontan Vallt.oy wetlands experience botulism outbreaks almost every year, The 

number ot birds and the areas where the outbreaks occur vary from year -ro year dependin9 

on conditions. In the late summer of 1988 a major botulism outbreak occurred in which 

13,567 birds died (Vega, 1987). Most of these losses occurred on two private gun clubs 

where about 13,165 {97 percent) birds died (ibid). This outbreak can mostly likely be 

attributed to an imerruption in irriyation delivery when Newlands Project was shut down jn 

September ol that liear due to reduced water allocations (NDOW, written communication, 

1995). At Stillwater NWR, a 1983 botulism outbreak killed about 52,000 brrds as the 

wetland acreagB recedBd hom the flood swollen acreaf.l"' in 1 982 \ibrd). 
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Other avian diseases, such as avian cholera, r·•ave occurred in lsolated incidents, but are not 

considered to be prevalent problems in the affected area. rn January 198'7, an avian cholera 

outbreak ki!led about 1,500 birds in the Carson Sink lVetf<''l, 1987). Over 500 ducks, geese, 

and coots died from an avian cho~era outbreak on Carson Lake in ~,;1arch ·1996. Cholera 

generally occurs when waterfowl congregate in dense numbers. Th•) dise.ase ~s introduced 

w waterfowl through direct contact with infected dornestic fowl or contact with 

contaminated soH, food and 1r..rater (Bell rose, 1976). 

3.15 BiODIVERSITY 

8io!ogical diversity, or biodiversity, is the variety of life and its processes (Keystone 1991, Noss and 

Cooperrider, 1994). !rnportam: elernents of biodiversity include gfmetic diversitv; the variety of plant 

and anima! species and their relative abundance; and the variety, re!ative abundance, shape, sizei 

and distribution of different habitats in an area (Noss, 1990), Genetic diversity is an important 

element of biologic.al diversity at many different levels (e.g., population, species, community) (Smith 

and f~hodes, 1992). 

There are a nurnber of different types of biodiversity. For the purposes of this document, "native 

biodiversity" reters to the biological diversity that existed in an area prior to Euro-Arne!lcan 

seu!ernent. Changes in U1e number and abundance o1 native species reduces native biodiversity 

{t'<loss and Cooperrider, 1994). Changes in eco!ogical processes (e.u., hydrolonic cycles} can result 

in reductions in native biodiversity. Introductions of non-native plant and animal species genera!ly 

teduce native biodiversi<y (Soule, 1990, and Noss and Coopertider, 199·11), 

"Overall biodiversity" refers to the biolo~jical diversity that exists in an area regardless of whether 

species and comrnunities are native to the area or whether the ecosystem is seff .. sustalning or is 

maintained by hurnan activities {intentional or unintentional), "Maximum biodiversity" refers to the 

larrJest amount of overall biodiversity that can be achieved in an area. 

,!1, standard procedure for enumerating biodiversity currently does not exist A primary reason is 

that biodiversity is such a complex parameter to measure. Factors that must be considered in 

evaluating biodiversity include: the number of species in the affected area, the relative abundance 

of each species within each biologic.al community, the number of b\ological communities, and the 

size and distribution of each biologic.al comrnunity throughout the affected area. To most accurateiy 

depict the current status of native biodiversity, the differences between present-day biodiversity and 

biodiversity that existed wior to Euro··Arnerican settlement is described, To maintain consistency, 

thB same reference point is used in describing U1e current status of ovmaH biodiversity, 

Available information, summarized below, indicates that native biodiversity in the affected area is 

~ower now than it was prior to the Newlands Project, and iovvBr than it was 25 years ago. Native 
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biodiversity has dedined rn wetland, rrparian, and upland habitats. While overall biodiversity 

associated with wetlands has deciined IKerley and others, 1993) and overall biodiversity of the 

uplands appears to have increased during the same period, it is not ciear whether overall 

biodiversity in the entire affected area has increased or decreased during the past 100 years. 

Native biodiversity in the Lahontan VaHey has been adversely impacted by agricu!tme and urban 

development in the Lahontan Valley. Native biodiversity appears to have dedined even further 

during the p<e~st 25 years as various factors acted to decrease volumes of water to the vvetlands 

(winter hydropower generation ceased, Newlands Project efficiencies increased, and a 6 .. year 

drought took its toll). As wetland inflows dwindled, so did water quality. Species such as mink, 

otters, turtles, frogs, and clams, which historically were common to abundant in lahontan VaHey 

wetiands, are now rare or nonexistent (Kerley and others, 1993). Several species of fish, including 

Lahontan tui chub, Tahoe sucker, red side shiner, and speck!ed dace, existed in sufficient numbers in 

the valley to be used by the native Paiute Indians as a food source {Fowler, 1992). Ker!ey and 

others 11993) reported that most native fish are now absent from most areas. Also contributing to 

the decline of native biodiversity was the introduction of carp, brown bullhead, black bullhead, 

largemouth bass, and other non-native fish species. Although the introduction of non-native fish 

has added to overall biodiversity !n terms of numbers, these species negatively impacted native fish 

populations. This, in conjunction with the sharp decline in water availability in the val!ey, has 

reduced overall biodiversity. 

Recent reductions in the use of the valley by wetiand-dependent birds have contributed to declines 

in native biodiversity and have negatively impacted overall biodiversity as weH. Several species of 

waterfowl, shorebirds, and other wetland -dependent birds that once were common or abundant in 

the valley are now less common (Kerley and others, 1993). For instance, long-billed curlews and 

white-fronted geese are now much less common (Marshall, 1952; Fowler, 1992; and Kerley and 

others, 1993). Some species of birds, such as Franklin's gull, no longer nest in the area but are still 

found during migration and could potentially re-establish breeding populations if habitat is restored 

\note: Franklin's guUs nested at Carson lake in 1995; NDOW, written communication, 1995). 

Other species that may have never been abundant, such as the American bittern, apparently were 

more common in the early 1900s than they are today {Fowler, 1992). !n the !ast 25 years, 

waterfowl use of lahontan VaHey wetlands has declined even more (Section 3.9. 1 ), primarily as a 

result of reduced wetland acreage and possibly degraded water quality IKerley and others, '1993; 

Hallock and Ha!lock, 1993; Tuttle, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, unpubL written comm.). Jehl 

{ 1994) presented rniorrnation showing that bird species diversity (and overall biodiversity) in saline 

wetlands declines as water saiinity increases, as has been the case in the StiHwamr marshes and 

Carson lake (Kerley and others, 1993). 

Wetland plant commtmities "have changed substantially in extent, distribution, and composition 

since before the Newlands Project was constructed. Marshall {1952), Fowler ( 1992), and Kerley 
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and otl1ers ( 1 993) provide documentation, based on historic accounts and interviews with native 

Paiute indians, of reductions in the kind and amount of emergent and submergent vegetation in the 

Stillw·ater marshes and Carson Lake. For the wetland habitat that remains, relative composition of 

plant communities has changed. For instance, submergent vegetation currentlv consists of a larger 

proportion of the more sa1Holeraf1t species \Kerley and others, 1993). Reductions in Hie amount 

and quality of water have been identified as the major causes of the changes (Kerley and others, 

1 993, and Hoffrnan, 1994). Several introduced plant species, such as white-top and saltcedar (L~:., 

noxious weeds), also have changed the composition of plant communities, Changes in wet!and 

plant communlties have reduced both native and overall biodiversity. 

Use of the Lahontan Valley by severa~ spedes of native wildlife appear to have increased during the 

past 1 00 years. For instance, white-faced ibis rnay be more common now in the Lahontan VaHey 

than they were historically (Fowler, 1992), which may be related to the introduction of flood

irrigated agricu~ture in the area, The number of Canada geese that use the valley during migration 

aiso has increased (Section 3.9.1). Another species that has increased in number in the Lahontan 

Valley is the California quail. Although historic information is not available, it can reasonably be 

interred that use of the Lahontan Valley by some passerine bird species that prefer wooded habitat 

has increased as a result of urban and residential landscaping. While increases in populations of 

native species (over historic levels) may positively intiuence overall biodiversity, the net affect on 

native biodiversity rnay be negative. 

During the last century, numerous species ot plants and animals were introduced into the affected 

area during ihe development of agriculture. irrigated !arrn fields and plant cornrnunities associated 

with irrigation canals and drains have replaced desert plant ct.Hnrriunities in some areas. Agricultural 

developrnent brought with it an increase in the types of habitats (e.g. alfalfa and corn fields, 

artificiaHy created riparian areas) available to wildlife in the Lahontan Valley. This occurred without 

substantial reductions in the amount of desert shrub habitat, White irrigated farm fields positively 

impacted overall biodiversity in the valley, the farm fields then1selves are relatively low in species 

diversity. Added to the collection of species brought into the at!ected area with agriculture are the 

ring-necked pheasant, wild turkey, and valley quail. 

Creation and expansion of the Fal!on urban area and other scattered areas of development brought 

with it a whole host of new species, including ornamental trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants, 

Urbanization also expanded the variety of habitats, bringing with it wood lots, lawns, and flower 

gardens. Urban areas, in conjunction with agricultural areas, attracted several introduced species of 

wildlife, including the European starling, hm.1se :sparrow, and rock dove. Domestic cats and dogs, 

which potentially can adversely impact overall and native biodiversity, accompanied urban and rural 

development. 
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC RESOURCES 

H!storicaHv" farrninu, ranchino, iivestock production, and a rural lifestyle have dorn~nated social and 

econornic resources in the affected area. ~n the past few years, rapid popu!ation grovvth and 

increased cornrnerdal deve!oprnent have caused Fallon and Fernley to experience significant 

changes. ln general these changes represent a transition toward a more urban lifesty!e, One 

ex.ampie of this transitfon ~s in ChurchHI County, v11here personal fncorne from fanli~ng has dropped 

over the past 18 vears from 18 percent of the County's tota! income to less than 3 percent {Nevada 

Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, J 992), These data suggest that more residents 

in the affected area are finding ernployment in businesses and occupations other than farming and 

ranching. Wlth Nevada leading the nation in population growth (Reno .G.9.1::.!:1.!1\i..J .. Q.~!.r.Dal, Dec. 28, 

1994L it can be expected that the transition frorn a farrn/ranchin1::1 rural society to a more suburban 

and servlce .. oriented community wil! continue, 

3.16 AGRICUlTURE, FARMlAND, AND LOCAl ECONOMY 

Cattle ranching and dairy production are the primary a9ricultural activities in the affected area. 

Alfalfa is the dominant crop wlth sorne small grains \wheat and barleyi also gro\vn in the area. 

Alfalfa is the preferred crop jn the lahontan Valley because of the favorable climate, ability to store 

and ease o! transportation, avail<.ibility of support services, flexibll!ty of production techniques, and 

the viable rnarket in the area (Schank and Matley, written communication, 1994). !n addition, 

alfalla is suitable for vertical integration in the grower's operations {ibidL 

3. HL1 AGRICUlTURAl PRODUCTS AND RECEIPTS 

Churcl1lll Coumy prov1des a representative baseline of agricultural economic data for the 

affected area ln this document. Because only a small portion of Lyon County is within the 

affected area, agricultural economic data for the specih'; area within the affected area are 

uenerally !acking or insufficient. For these reasons, this document often depicts Churchill 

County economic: data to provide a baseline condition, 'Nith the expectation that Lyon 

County agricultural conditions are sirnilar. For instance, UNR Technical Reports UCED 93-14 

and 93-05 \MacDiarmid and others, 1994a, ·l994b) show that the two counties have similar 

industry outputs, jobs and income for the a~Jricultural sector, In addition, the number of 

cattle raised in both counties has been comparable over the last five years, Lyon County 

economic information for 1990 shows that agriculture uenerates about $43,900,000 ( 11 

percent) of the County's economic activity (ibid). This rs comparable to Churchill County's 

agricultural st~ctor, which generates about $50,900,000 (11 .5 percent) of HH'' County's 

economlc activity (ibid). 

Irrigated acrearJe in Churchiil County supports nwst all the crop production and provides 

feed for a majority of the County's Hvestock and dairy operations. The Service estimates 



that the irrigated acrea~le that lies within the Lyon County portion of the affected area 

amounts to about 10 percent of the total irritl<Hed <:H.:;reage in Lyon County {see Sech':m 

3.16.3, FAR~;~1LANDSL 

AcGord!ng to the ·1994 1\Jevada At]riculturai Statistics, Churc:hiB and Lyon Count!es have 

been the third and fourth largest producers oi livestock in Nevada ovt.•r the past tive years 

( 1989 ·94). Livestock operators rely on mngeland grazintJ, private pasture lands, and 

feedlots to feed livestock. Many of these livestock operat!ons rely on irrigated f<.mr1land for 

\'Jinter feed and pasture. Churchill County cattle and calves totalled 41,000 head, about 9 

percent of the statewide total in 1994 {Nevada Agricultural Statistics, 1994). According to 

another UNR Technical Rt.oport, UCED 93-05 (MacDiarmid and others, 1994bL livestock 

account for about 30 percent ( $15 million) ot Churchill County's a9ricultura! economic 

activity and $2.5 miHion in agriculturai mcorne {see Table 3.16.A). Lyon County cattle and 

calves also totalled 41 ,000 head in 1994 \Nevada Agricultural Statistics, 1994L 

Dairy operations within Churchill County contribute the highest percent of agricuHmal 

economic activity. ChurGhH! County !eads the state in rndk production and number of dairy 

cows vvith 7,800 head in 1993 (Nevada A9ricultural Statistics, 1994). Dairy production in 

Churchill County accounts !or 38 percent of the entre state production Obid) and nenerates 

almost $18 rniH~on (see Table 3. 16.A) o! the County's anricultural activity ObidL lyon 

County dairy operations rank fourth in the state, but there is insufficient inforrnation m 

determine the nurnber of lyon County dairies that operate within the affected area. 

Table 3. 16.A AGRICULTURAL ECONO!VllC ACTIVITY II"J CHURCHILL COUNTY,. 1990 

Agricu!wr<lil Sector Emplo'lfi1l'il'11 

tiv!:!stock :?15, Hl9,000 30% $ 
........... 

Dairy $17,829,000 JSCJfc, $:2,947,000 35% 
"" 

A!fmfa H111y $Hi,OOS,OOO 3'1 $2,64t1UIIOO 31% 

Other Hay 7,000 3SA~ $:2313,000 3% 

~ d Wheat ,000 1% 7 1 ~~~-:! $83,000 1 "/o 

~~ t 100% 660 100% 
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!n 1993, Lvon and Churchill Counties produced 30 percent of the alla!fa hay in Nevada 

acGording to the Nevada Agr~cultural StatistiGs ( 1994). Lyon County led the state in total 

a!fa1f<'1 hay production wlth 184,000 tons. Churchill County was third in alfalfa production 

with 134,000 tons. In the economic analysis done bv Sunding i1994) he calculates that the 

baseline alfalfa hay production potemial is about 283,000 tons/year. This figure is derived 

from an average production potential of about 6 tons/acre based on soil characteristics and 

average cuttings per year for the irrigated farmland in Churchill County. Averaue yield for 

1993, amounted to 4.72 tons per acre in lyon County, and 4.32 tons per acre in Churchill 

County (Nevada Agricultural Statistics, 1994L The differences between r.:.oponed production 

from the Nevada Agricultural Statistics and the production potential calculations done by 

Sunding (1994) are attributable to the way that production data are reported and how alfalfa 

crop production is often consumed "on-farm'' as part of a larger integrated agricultural 

operation or is involved in non market transactions" 

Alfalfa hay production generates about $16 rnil!ion annually in economic activity in Churchill 

County (MacDiarmid and others, 1994bL Using figures from Sunding ( 1994, see Appendix 

6), alfalfa sales amounted to about $25 mil!ion per year in Churchill County and generated 

about $3,5 rni!Hon in profits, To determine the economic activity in Lyon County that may 

be attributable to alfalfa hay production in the affected area, the Service proportioned the 

total county alfalfa production based the estimated irrigated acreage within the affected area 

!8,500-9,000 acres). Based on this proportion, the Service estimates t!1at alfalfa hay 

production in the pon:ion of lyon County within the a!fected area (Middle Carson River 

corridor and Fernley) could account for as much as $1,99 million annually in economic 

activity. Data from the Nevada Agricultural Statistics indica'te r.h<.H n10re than 20 percent of 

Nevada's alfalfa hay is shipped to California, 

Total agricultural receipts for Churchill County (Table 3. 16.8) ranged from approximately 

$34 million in 1987 to a high of $4 7 million in 1990, In 1992, total agricultural receipts for 

Churchil! County amounted to $38.7 miilion \Nevada Agricultural Statistics, 1994). 

Reclamation tracks the gross crop values (total revenue potential) generated hom New!ands 

Project farms (Table 3.16.8). These gross crop values are compiled by TCID and, although 

the estimates are not validated, represent additional information that characterizes the 

Newlands Project contribution to the Churchill County agricultural output. These estimates 

are higher than the Nevada Agricultural Statistics figures for crop receipts. The Service 

speculates that this difference may be explained by "on--farm" consumption of crops !or 

livestock and dairy operations, or to exchange throu~Jh non-market transactions. In 

essence. "on-farm" consumption occurs when dairy and iivestock operations grow their own 

alfalfa, which is then consumed "on-farm." In spite of this "on-farm'' consumption, the 

agricultural sector Oncluding livestock, dairy, and crops) in both Churchill and Lvon Counties 

is classified as an export sector (MacDiarmid and others, 1994a, 1994b). An export sector 

js one that makes safes outside of' tht? countv and bdngs an injection ol funds into the 

county. 
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Tabie 3. 16.6 AGRICUlTURAl RECEIPTS AND GROSS CROP VALUES (in thousands} 

T ota~ Newlands Project 
Gross Crop Value" 

Carson Division3 

Gross Crop Value 

$ 

$19,037 

$17,704 

1988 

$30,207 

$13;020 

$38,227 

$18,282 

$11,0 

(1) Nevada Agricwit~,;rai Statistic:~;; axcludms "oth®r ln<:omifr" 

$38,212: $55, 

$25,088 $25, 

(Z) Burea" of Reclilmatlon Summary Statistics: Watl!tr, L!mci, and R!!iatmd Data, 1990 

p) Calt:ulaled pr'<:>portlon based on lrrigati!td acreage using "~3% !.actor lor Garson Division 

The University of Nevada Reno (UNR) Center for Economic Development (UCEO) technical 

reports describe anricu!ture "industry output'' as the value of farm commodities produced 

each year. As noted above, the value of farm commodities {especially crops) is f!reater ti1an 

reported cash receipts Oncome received from the sale of those commodities) due to ''on

farm" consumption or non-market transactions. MacDiarmid and others ( 1994b) estimate 

Churchill County's total agriculture economic activity (no year given) to be $50.9 million 

annualjy. livestock and dairy operations accounted for nearly 80 percent ot these receipts, 

while crop sales accounted for the remaining 20 percent \Table 3.16.A). 

UNA's Department of Agricultural Economics estimates the total •Jconomic activity in 

Churchill County to be $442 miflion (Table 3.16.C), excluding the State and Federal 

sectors. This report (ibid) shows that $50.9 miWon in agricultural economic activity gives 

rise to an additional $37,1 million in other "industry output" due to the "t.oconomic Hnkages" 

that exist between agriculture and other economic sectors. Thus, accordinu to MacDiarmid 

and others, (ibid), each dollar of agricultural output in ChurchiH County accounts for an 

additional $0.73 of ntHl .. agricultural economic output. 

3.16.2 INCOME AND EMPlOYMENT 

There is little information on employment and income data specific to that portion of Lyon 

County that lies within the affected area. The Service beiieves Churchil! County auricultural 

ernplovment and income data are similar enough to Lyon County to provide an adequate 

baseline condition for the affected area. 

Based on employment and income estimatr:.1s reported by the Bureau of Econorriic Analysis, 

the UCED technical report 93-05 referenced above (MacDiarmid and others, 1994b) shows 
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Table 3. 16,C TOTAl ECONOMIC ACTIVITY fOR CHURCHILL COUNTY, 1990 

Economic Sector Industry Output l Industry Output 

I Created by 
! 
~ Agriculture ~ 
~ 

Agricuhure 2%) I 
! 

$50,887,000 

tural Services %} $2,138,413 

Mining $53,787 

Construction $57,182,000 (13~/o} $1,510,537 

Marmfacturing $33,186,000 (8%) $2,908,431 

Transportation & Public Utilities $3,736,519 

etail Trade $48,784,000 !11%) $7,252,399 

I Finance, Insurance & Real Estate $34,261,000 (8%) 

• Servlces $9,596,357 
, __ "_'-"" 

000 {6%) $4,355,838 
----·-

State & Federal Government • Not Avella Not Available 

TOTAl ,451 J 

that about 7 percent (660) of the jobs in Churchill County are full and part-time agricu!turaf 

employment. This report breaks down agriculturar employment (Table 3. 16.A) by livestock 

(196 jobs), dairy (231 jobs), and crop production (233 jobs). Using the input-output 

.analysis developed by MacDiarmid and others ( 1994b),. an addjtional 606 fuB and pt1rt trrne 

jobs are created indirectly as a consequence of a!]ricuitural production. Lyon County figures 

are similar, with 7 percent (557 jobs) of the Countv's employment in agriculture 

(MacDiarmid and others, 1994a). $jmifar to the data tor Churchill County, l'v1acDiarmi;1':-s 

data on Lyon Countv do not include inforrnatlon on State and Federal government 

emp!ovment. 
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The major employers [n Churchill County are State, Federal and !r.u~-al govermnent; the 

service industrv; and wholesale and retatl trade !see Table 3.15.0). Based on information in 

Table 3. 1 6.D, State,~ Federal and local government and the services industry each provide 

about one-quarter of the total .fobs in the community. This is foJ!ov\,•ed by wholesale and 

retaH trade 'ltlith 1 7 percent of the emplovment. Agriculture and its associ~>ted service 

sector~~ rnining, construction, manuhu:wrin{J, transportation and public utilities, finance, 

insurance and real estate make up the remainder of ernployment in Churchill County. 

Table 3.16.0 CHURCHill COUNTY EMPlOYMENT AND INCOME, 1990 

Economic Sector Empioymant Personm Income 

{jobst 

Agricu~ture 

118 1 °/o $1 

Mining 154 2°/a $1A81,000 1 r:1o 

Construction 650 7% $13,515,000 

Manufacturing 272 3'7h $7,967,000 4% 

Transportation & Public: Utilities 485 5% $15.5 

Wholesale & Retail Trade 1,589 18.:;',{, $22,283 
~~· 

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 443 5% $4,6 

Services ?,388 26°;(, $43,77 

local Government 652 7''/o $17,043,000 10% 
-

State & Federal Govemment1 1,722 19% $39,744,000 22% 

Source: UNR Technical Repol'ts UCED 93-05, MacDiarmid and others, 1994b, and 93-01. Harris and Stoddard, October 

1993. 

......, 

l 1 l Based on written communication {Harris and other:;;, 1995), Unidentified Soun:e. Thh; figure does not include the 11dded 

employment associated with the eJ!rpension of NAS·Fa!lon. According to NAS f.'aJ!on source (Petty Officer Collins, oral and 

written communication, Mar• 1996), the station provided 948 jobs in 1990 compared to 2,516 jobs in 1996. This would 

increase tfle employment figure for the State and Federal Govemment to 3,290. 
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Ho~vever, recent expansion of NAS-Faflon has greatly increased the State and Federal 

government sector employment in the affected area. As of June 1996, NAS-Fa!fon reports 

2, 516 active duty mllftarv and civilian personnel (including contractors) and an annual 

payroll of $53. 7 mH!ion (Petty Officer Collins,. oral and vvritten communication, Mav 19961. 

NAS-Fal/on is also host to more than 6,,000 mHitary personnel who come to NAS-Faflon 

each vear for training. In addition to emplovrnent dollars, NAS-Falfon reports that 1995 

airstation purchases and contracts (local and outside) vvere in excess of $40 million {ibid). 

According to information provfded by Harris and others \written communication, 1995) 

Federal, Statei and local government employment accounts for over one .. third the total 

personal income in Churchil! County {Table 3.16.D). Other persona! income sources 

correspond to the employment figures, with service industry second, wholesale and retail 

trade third, transportation and public utilities fourth. construction fifth, and marwfacturing 

and agriculture sixth (Tabie 3, 16.DL Information from Harris and others (written 

communication, i 995} indicates that Churchill County total personal income is reported at 

$176 million. 

Personal income derived from agriculture is evaluated in more detaii in this section, as lt has 

the potentia! to be impacted by the Service's action, Net agricultural income (agricultural 

receipts plus ''other income" from agricultural production iess agricultural production 

expenses) ranged from a single-year loss of $1.5 million in 1983 to a high of $9.75 milllon 

in 1990 (MacDiarmid and others, 1994b). Personal income in the agricultural sector 

{farmer's income and farm labor income in the form of wages and salaries) was also 

reported <H $8.4 million annually, but no year was given (ibid). (See Table 3. 16.0.) While 

this figure is higher than the $6,203 rniWon in totBI farrr1-related personal income reported 

for Churchill County in 1989 by the U.S, Department of Cornmerce \Nevada Division of 

Water P!annin~j, 1992), it accounts for only 1 percent difference in the countywide total for 

personal income. MacDiarmid and others (1994al show that personal income irorn 

agriculture in Lyon County accounted for $13,727,000 annually, or about 1 0 percent of the 

countywide total \ibid), it should be reiterated that neither ot these reports {MacDiarmid and 

others, 1994a, 1994b) indude personal incorne of Federal Government ernployrnent ~n the 

countywide totaL 

Many farmers rely on non-farm income to supplement their personal incornes. Non-farm 

income is generated by work or investments that are not related to farming or agriculture. 

The Nevada Division ot Water Planning's ChurchiH County A9riculture Analysis (1992) 

shows that smaller farms { 1·-1 0 acres) tend to derive a greater amount of income from non

farm activities (75 percent) than the larger farms ( 1 ,000 acres or more) with no off.-farrn 

income. Interestingly, the non-farm income of farmers on farms in the 100-140 acre size 

reported the largest levels of non .. farm income. These !arms derived 44 percent of their 

non-farm income from labor and almost 50 percent frorn investrrwnts \ibld), This same 
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report showed that profits (gross !ncome minus gross expense) w·ere greatest for farms 

!arger than 260 acres {ibid). 

One interestin1:_1 aspect of the Nevada Division of Water Planning's above·referr:mced analysis 

was that the Churchill County farmers surveyed indicated that thev spent nearlv 80 percent 

of their personal income in Churchill County. Of the remaining 20 percent, i 5 percE.mt was 

spent in the state, and 5 percent \vas spent e!sewhE.ue. 

3.16.3 FARMLANDS 

According to the 1987 Census of Agriculture /U.S. Department of Commerce, 1989), total 

tarrn acreage in Churchill County amounted to neady 360,000 acres. Of that totaL some 

62,540 acres ( 17 percent) were irrigated, with 43,750 acres classined as harvested 

cropland and 18,790 acres classified as pasture and other land. About 80 percent of the 

a9ricultural lands in Churchill County are open rangelands used for livestock grazing. 

Lyon County has some 93,2.18 acres of irrigated farrnland (ibid). Of that tota~, the Service 

calculates there are about 8,500~9,000 acres of irrigated land within the affected area. 

Tht:1re are more than 5,000 acres of irrigated !and along the Middle Carson RivE.or corridor. 

Of that acreage, some 1,244 acres has been acquired by Nevada State Parks for 

recreational purposes and in the future probably will not be used for crop production. The 

New!ands Project's Truckee Division (predominately in lyon Countyi contains about 6,000 

water riflhted acres. Of those, an average of about 3, 900 acres were irrigated each year 

between 1984·89 (U.S, Bureau of Redamat~on, written communication, 1992). 

The Newlands Project's Carson Division, located entirely within Churchiil County, contains 

an average of 56,1 00 acres oi irri1:.1ated land (!bidl. Of this !rr~gated land about 91 percent 

occurs on lands with recorded water rights. 

Approximately 90 percent of Carson Division lands are classified as bottom lands by 

Reclamation and are thus entitled to deliveries at the farm head gate (i.e., for irrigation 

purposes) of up to 3. 5 AF/acre/year. T!1e balance of Carson Divrsron lands are classified 

either as bench lands or pasture lands, with rnaxirnum annual headgate deltvery entitlement 

of 4.5 and 1 .5 AF/acre, respective!y. Virtually a !I lands in the Truckee Division are classified 

as bench lands, which, like Carson Division bench !ands, carry a rnaximum water duty of 

4.5 AF/acre/year tor irrigation purposes. TCID disputes Reclamation's land classifications, 

arguing thai about 10,000 acres of Reclamation~classit!ed bottom lands should be classified 

as bench lands. 
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3.16.4 PRIME FARMlANDS AND FARMLANDS OF STATEWIDE IMPORTANCE 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Rc:csources Conservation Service (NRCS) 

categorized all farmland h'? Churchill County as either prime farrnland or farmland of 

statewide impommce tNRCS, writter1 comrrwnication, 1.995) (Fiyure 3. 16.AJ. According to 

the F;mn!and Protectiort Policy Act (FPPAJ a!! lands that Bre identified as prit77e f.r:mnland or 

farmland of statewide importance ... among other categories of farmland, are covered undor 

the provisions of FPPA. Of the irrigated farmland in Churchi/!Countv, onlv thoso that have 

active w·ater rights are of relevance to this EIS. Of the appro:xirnately 56, 100 acres of 

irrigatecl tarmland in ChurchHI Countv, approximatelv 52,800 acres are water-rfghted. 

Additionally, there are approxirnatefv 6A50 acres of water-righted irrigated lands along the 

Carson Riv·er corridor betwt1'en Lahontan Reserv·oir and tire Carson City gaging station in 

Lyon Counf:V, most or all of •vhich are considered bv NRCS as prime larmland or farmland of 

statev1lide importance. 

Pigure 3. 16.A, a reproduction of a portion of a 7 980 Important Farmlands map produced by 

NRCS, illustrates the prime farmland and larmfand of state,vide importance in Churchill 

County. According to NRCS, all prime farmland areas may not be accurately delineated 

because the map was prepared an(/ published prior to the most recent prime farmland 

update, and all prirne farmland delineations mav be subject to on-sitt1' twaluations. 

Based on Geographic Information Svstem data supplied bv rhe Bureau of Reclamation, there 

are about 30,900 acles of irrigated and lllater-dgMed farmland in the Carson Divt~.:;;ion that 

vliould qualif'J' as prime farmland (as opposed to hmnland of statewide importance) under 

NRCS criteria. Consequentlyi <.1bout 55 percent of the irrigatect ~~~later-riyflted tarrnland in 

the l\fe•.vfands Project is classified as prime larmfand. The remmi1ing 45 percent is classiFied 

as farmland ol stattwv·ide importance. 

The US. DeP<'Htment of Agriculture {USDA), in cooperation vvith other Federal agencies,. 

developed a set of criteria to be used in determining the relative quality of sites as farmland 

and to detnrmine whether thev are subject to FPPA. If a site receives a combined score of 

more than 160 points fof 26(1 ttJfal) for lar1d evaluation crderia {cornpleted by NRCS) and 

site assessment criteria (completed by the Fedt~raf agency) on the Farmland Conversion 

Impact R.fJting Form (Form AD 1006)" the site is considered suitable lor protection. B<Jsed 

on an FPPA <~valuation cornpieted bv the Service and NRCS, the Carson Division received a 

score of 176 and th~~ Aliiddle Carson River received a score of 167 tAppemii:x 10). For 

scores over 160 points, USDA recommends that Federal agencies consider aitemative 

actions that •vould serve the proposed purpose ol the program {i.e ... sustaining a long-term 

average of 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat), but that could lessen impacts to the 

protection of farrnland to rhe extent practicable (7 CFR § 658.4). Section 2.3.5 of this FE/S 

addresses tire Service's consideration of alternative actions to lessen irnpac:ts to tile 

protection of farmland (refer also to the mit1~qation discussions ln Sections 4. 16.3 Bnd 

4. 16.4). 
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USDA recommends that, if a local land evaluation and site assessnwnt (LESA,i system has 

been approvod b)i the /oc:a! govemi'ng bod]l (i.e., Churchil! CountvJ and NRCS's State 

ConservBtionisr, Federal agencies use thjs focal system. NRCS assisted a local team ol 

agencjes, local groups, and individuals in dev,,;Jo;Jing a local LESA svsterJ! for the farmland 

of Churchill County. As vvith the nariona! criteria, the local LESA svstem ~;vas designed to 

determif:te the qua/it~·· of land for agricultural uses and to provide a m;:~ans tor evaluating the 

potential impacts of the conversion of irrigated tarrnland to non irrigated uses. The focal 

LESA system was speciticallv developed to evaluate the potential impacts of purchasing 

vvater rights lrorn irrigated farmland for Lahontan Valley Vlielt/ands protecrion. The local 

LESA criteria were completed in Pebru<.?ry 1995, !l approved at the focallev'ef and by the 

State ConseNationis·t for NRCS, the local LESA svstem could be used in place ol the 

national cdteria, As of July 1996 .. the LESA svsten1 lor Churchill Countv has not been 

approved. 

Just over half of the farmland in the Carson Divl:sion is estimated to occur in areas 

<1esignated for agricultural use (based on Map #25 of the Churchill County 1990 ,~Aaster Plan 

in conjunction wit/7 NRCS 's 1980 Important Farmland rnat-' lor Clrurchflf County). The 

remaining farmland occurs primarily in areas desjgnated as agriculturall!cnN density 

residential, ~vhich allows for a minimurn parcel size of 5 acms, and areas desf,qnated as 

rm.!dium densitv residential, which a!loV',lS tor a minimum parcel size of 1/2 aero. Other 

farmf,fmds occur in areas d(~signated as h1~qh rlensdy residential" and Brteriali(:ornmerciaf, 

general cornmercial, and industriai. 

3.17 RECREATION 

Most outdoor recreation in the aHected area occurs on public lands that are under the jurisdiction of 

the Bureau of Lond Managernent {BLML Reclamation, Nevada State Parks, or the Service. Lahontan 

Reservoir State Park, Stillwater NWR, Carson Lake, Fort Churchill State Park, and Dayton State Park 

arc ~.he principal structured recreational use areas within the affect>3d are<L Unstructured 

recreational uso also occurs at Newlands Projt.H.:;t regulatin'] reservoirs, Soda Lakes, Indian Lakes, 

aiong the Carson and Truckee Rivers, and in t!le Carson Sink. 

3.17 .1 RECREATIONAl USE AREAS 

Wetlands 

The wetland areas within the affected area offer waterfowl hunting, birdwatching, .and 

Sf~Jh<.seeing, Some fishfng occurs in these areas \i'•·'hen water conditions Bre conducive to 

sustaining game fish populations, Wetlands managed lor recreational use incltJde the 

Stillwater NVVR, Carson Lake, Fernley WMA, and the Canvasback Gun Club. Most availab!e 



data relate to recreational use at Stillwater NWR., Stillwater WMA, and Churchill County 

(Table 3. 1 7 .A). 

As shown, an average of almost 34,000 people visited StHiwan.H NWR and WM;-:1. each year 

durinsl HHs period, with annua! visits ranging !rom 17,000 to nearly 50,000. Of these, 

about half w·ere for general recreation such as birdvvatching and sightseein£1. 

Table 3.17.A RECREATION USE-DAYS 1972-92 AVERAGES 

STILlWATER NWR LAHONTAN VALLEY 

Year J~ Gen. Flee. ~~ Hunting" ~I 
tHl24 5,902 23 1 6~i I 

I 19 19 900 27 4 

1974 17 .80{) 2f'; ')(-;4 

1975 q ,:)RJ; 15 28:7 ?.4 422 

I 1976 I 18 77~} 20.587 19.077 

1" 045 11 

1978 375 8 

1978 10440 13 000 13.Qj 6 

1 (~ 9(': 9 735 ~:7 _3qtl 

1981 1 ·1 ~r I 32 

"1982 g~; "·') 

, 
1:184 22.176 . 

-- ......... 

1985 22 6b0 22 142 

1886 12.3'8 22.731 

HlR7 ")") ... 

I 
1 f~B8 375 

' 

4.1181 "Yl 

1989 3 377 24.968 

1990 "'.425 jq 960 

1991 ? ? ''l'i . 14 M'U 

,., '"l() 

. 

.4 lnoiu<ioo Sti'lwBr<cr NiNA, St•'iwatcr WMA. "'"' C>;urchd' C<>Unt'l· 

B 

36_,4!:d) 

47 7"'~ 

30,28 1" 

!=-·cic.Jt1f·s. C<:irs=::n R,• .. "..:·1·. S!'~t:C?;.~e: R::::ervoir, indi;;J:; L;:Jkes. S;:oi~'-.N-3te: NV'./R. a="d C;.;,n·vo:t~b::l:C~ Gun Cbh 
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11 .~i :?8 ; """' 

20.73:3 

22.757 20.285 

22 461 L1 207 

25 626 18-370 

28 076 19 454 

·;;~. R'-12 

26.74b ')• 

"14 631 

1 h HHJ ')"'1 (\')" 

13.47 

8 145 

7.079 

7 339 

5 648 

849 n/a 



According to detai!ed survey responses coHt.•cted by the Meyer ( 19931 in 1992, the vast 

majority of visits to the Sti!lwater area (approximately 84 percent) are made by Fallon-area 

residents. On average, local residents visited the area one or two times annually. Most non

focal visits (about 80 percent) ori~Jinated in the Reno/Sparks area, or in other locations ~n 

Nevad;:L 

The Fernley Wfv1A is rnanaged by NDOW and at tirnes has provided good waterfowl hunting 

and fishing, In the past, the wetlands were deep enough to support populations of northern 

pike, large-mouth bass, cutthroat trout, and non-game fish. Since 1988, the wetlands at 

Fernley W~v1A has all but dried up due to drought conditions and improved Newlands Project 

irrigation delivery efficiency. There are no avaiiable data on past recreational use at Fernley 

'lJMA .. but when there is sufficient water to sustain wetlands waterfowl hunting has 

occurred. Under the baseline conditions, the Fernley WMA wetlands wlil continue to exist, 

but will be more ephemeral in nature and not as large as in the past. 

Recreational use at Carson Lake wetlands is predominately lor waterfowl hunting. Access to 

the area is controlled by the Greenhead Club, a private gun club operating the area under a 

joint anreement with TCID and NDOW. While the Greenhead Club and NDOVV rnake 

recommendations, final decls·ions are made b'f' T'CID. Although Carson Lake is a federal 

property, it has been operated as a private gun club for the past 66 years and pubHc access 

has been restricted. The public now is allowed access into the Carson Lake wetlands but 

the gun club continues to monitor and regulate use of the area to protect the facility 'from 

vandalisrn and misuse. The Secretary is authorized to transfer Carson Lake to the State of 

Nevada, and it is anticipated that the area wiH be transferred, nn:ma9ed and operated tor 

vvdd!ife by the State of Nevada's Department of Wikilife sometime in the near future. This 

action is expected to substantially increase recreationaf use in the area over baseline 

conditions. 

There are a number of other private 9Lm clubs that either own or have exclusive access to 

wetland areas and are used primarily for waterfowi hunting. The Canvasback Gun Club 

rStillwater Farms), which is located on private lands within the Stiliwater NWR boundary, is 

one of the largest of these gun clubs. 

Newlands Project Regu!ating Reservoirs 

The reuulatin9 reservoirs include Hannon, Sheckler, S Line/Oies Pond, Old River, Sagouspe, 

and illdian Lakes. Recreational use of the reservoirs is rJenerally limited due to water 

availability. These reservoirs are small (400- 1 ,000 acres) and operated as part of the 

i·Jevvlands ~rrigat!on Project. Recreation in these areas is a secondary use that is not 

specifically authorized as a Newlands Project purpose. Generally the recreational use of 

these reservoirs is unregulated. People hunt, fish, shoot, hold retriever triaLs, and operate 

radio··comrolled boats and planes at these regulating reservoirs. The recreation use data for 
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these areas are reflected under the Churchill County totals in Table 3. ·11.A shown above. 

The Service, TCID and NDOW aHow overnight camping at Indian Lakes and the area is often 

used for that purpose. 

Lahontan Reservoir 

Lahontan Reservoir is the largest rec•eation area w'thin the affected area. The 12,1 OCh1cre 

reservoir was completed in 1915 and stores vvater for the Newlands Project. The Federa~ 

lands surrounding tht.• reservoir art' under the jurrsdiction o'l' Rtoclamation bur rnmwged by 

Nevada Division of State Parks as a state park since ·1911. Lahontan Reservoir is one of 

Nevada's prime water-oriented recreation sites with annual visitation approaching one-half 

miilion v~sitors in good water years. The area is the heaviest-used camping and boating park 

in the state system d~Je to its ready .access to the urban areas of Reno and Carson City. 

Studies show that 89 percent of the park's visitors corne from Washoe, Carson, Doug~as, 

Storey, Lyon and Churchill Counties (Francke, oral communication, 1994), 

!n the ear~y 1980s, with hi~Jh runoff and stable lake levels, nearly one-half n1i!l!on visitors 

used the park each year. (See Table 3.'17.0.) According to a 1988 park user survey, park 

visitors reportedly generated $25 million in t•conomic act!vity in Lyon and Churchill 

Count!es, 

Between 1982 87, visite:1tion ran~JtKi from 340,000 to 4 70,000, and water leve!s ranged 

from 288,896 AF to 310,394 AF. In 1992, one of the \'..rorst years on record for Carson 

River inflows, Lahontan Reservoir's annual visitation dropoed to 118,520, as lake !evels 

dropped be!ovv boat ramps. By Septl.'nnber, the lake contained less than 4,000 AF of watoEH, 

In 1993, a 150 percent water year, water levels reached 249,000 AF. and about 356,559 

peop!e visited the park. 

Tabie 3.17.8 lAHONTAN RESERVOIR RECREATION QUALITY RATINGS 

F 
Voium.e of Water Srored in R~ (Aerl!ll--feet) Rll!l<:reatili)l";l!!i\\ Oualtty 

Greater than 290,000 Fair 

200,000 - 290,000 Optimum 

175,000 ' 200,000 Good --· 
140,000- 17!5,000 Falr 

120,000 - 140,000 Poor 

90,000- 120,000 Very Pom 

Less than 90,000 I Unusable 
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According to data from the lahontan Reservoir State Park, recreatiuna! use ut the lake is 

strongly tied to \!Vater levels in the reservoi•· !Francke, written communication, 1994}. 

F-'ark trH.Hl<.>£p'HS use the following criteria (Table 3.17 B) to rank reservoir volun1€1S in terms of 

recreation quaiitv. 

Because of the many variables affectin~1 annual recre<.1tion use at lahontan Reservo[r {i.e., 

seasonal storage levels, c!irnm:t<, etc.), no attempt was rnade to correlate user-days w~th 

storage levt::t.s. Instead, boat ramp accessibility was utilized as a rneasum o! recreation 

potentiaL Currently, lahontan Reservoir has tvvo boat ramps that provide boating access. 

According to H1e Nevada Division of State Parks, 120,000 AF is the rninirnum level 

nocessary for reasonable use of boat ramps \Francke, v-n·itten cornrnunicatlon, 1994}, Below 

90,000 AF, virtually no boat use is possible {ibid}. 

Storage level statistics for baseline conditions were developed by the BLR Model using the 

92-year simulation period. The model calculated lake storage for the three hiuhest 

recreat~ona! use periods \Memorial Day, Fourth of Ju!y, and Labor Day weekends}. 

Historically, the highest water levels are experienced on the Memorial Day weekend, and the 

lowest levels on the labor Day weekend. For the purpose o! this document the Servk~e 

assumes that 11 0,000 AF is the minimum lake level for boating use. 

Under baseline conditions, water levels are sufficient to provide boating access during must 

rnonths and years of the 92-year simulation pe(otL ·rhe hi~:Jhest boat ramp accessibi!ity 

occurs on Memoria! Day, with water levels for that day dropping below the 110,000 AF 

threshold in only 5 years of the 92-year simulation period. On the Fourth of July, the 

110,000 AF threshold is not attained 7 times; and on labor Day, 9 times durino that same 

92-year simulation period. 

Fort Churchill State Park 

Fort Churchill State Park is located on Highway 28 between Highway 95A and Hinhway 50. 

The park contains the ruins of an 1860s militarv outpost and provides a visitor's center, park 

headquarters, interpretive trails, picnick~ng, fJroup camping and 20 camping units a!on~~ the 

Middle Carson River. The area accommodates both day-use and over-night use. 

Fort Churchilt rece~ved an average of .about 73,500 visitors annually between 1991-93 

(Harrington, oral communication, 1994). Use-fees tor that per~od averaged about $5,800 

per year Obid). 

The Nev<.>da State Parks recently purchased 1 ,244 acres of water-righted irr1~1ated lands ~n 

the area adjacent to the Carson River between lahontan Rt1servoir and Fort ChurchilL 

Current plans caB for an expansion of Fort ChurchilL and a master plan is under way to 
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proceed with such development. The master plan is scheduled for completion in 1995 

(Prida, oral communication, 1994). 

Dayton State Park 

Dayton State Park is located just north of the town center on Highway 50. The area 

contains 12 camping units, and offers both day·uSt:1 and overnight use. Between ·1991-93, 

Davton State Park received an average of about 41 ,850 visitors annually (Harrington, oral 

communication, 1994). Use-fees for that period averaged about $6,580 libid). 

Davton State Park is within the Carson River Mercury Site Study Area, an Environmental 

Protection Agency Superfund Site. Possible clean-up efforts may affect park use and 

visitation in the future. Actions to remediate contamination found within the Carson River 

Mercury Site have not yet been determined. 

3.17 .2 RECREATION EXPENDITURES 

Recreation expenditure data are .available for the Lahontan Valley wetlands at Stillwater 

NWR, Carson lake, and for the lahontan Reservoir, There are no data to quantify recreation 

expenditures that occur in relation to recreational opportunity at the regulating reservoirs, 

along the Carson and Truckee Rivers, or in the Carson Sink. 

The predominance of locaf visitors to the wetland areas suggest that average per~trip 

wetland recreation expenditures will be small as compared to other areas where visitors 

travel long distances. lndeed, the 1992 survey data (Meyer, 1993) suggest that median 

expenditures per trip were about $20 per party, or siightly less than $7 per person per trip, 

given an average of about t11ree people per party. 

This, of course, does not imply that recreation expenditures amount to $7 per person per 

trip, for ali activities. For instance, the Service's "1985 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, 

and Wildlife-Associated Recreation" (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, i 989) suggests that 

expenditures in Nevada for hunting, fisl1ing, and general recreation averaged about $77, 

$73, and $9 respectively, per person per trip, \Meyer, 1993). Kay 11989) interpreted this 

same survey and determined the net economic value o1' waterfowl huntinsl in Nevada to be 

$ 39/day based upon reports by Hay ( 1988), From this information it appears that estimates 

of recreational expenditures in Nevada may vary depending upon economic interpretation of 

such studies. The Service provides a range of recreational expenditures that includes both 

the low end (Sunding) and the high end \Meyer) recreation expenditures. 

Table 3.17.C provid;;;fs two different sets of estimates of recreation-oriented expenditures at 

Stillwater NWR, both based on the Service's 1985 National Survey results. The first set of 
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Table 3.17 .C WETlAND RECREATION EXPENDITURES AND CONSUMER SURPlUS FOR 

STillWATER MARSHES 

HISS $105,842 $585,276 62,194 

1992 $33,361 $'14, 109 74,392 

Average $141,837 $29UH1 

COII'I$1.1meo' Surplus {3) 

$/Person-Day $23.00 $20.00 $:25,00 

$/Yr. in: 

$225,751 

:E,owf:-~1 USFWS N.a1k;n.al Surv-ay g~.:r NeYi!dd {'l'9.S:lil -!Iii fi!!Pf.lf!tfl:d ty Meyer {19931 ;;md US-FW.S fi.W'IIC1y d.fl1m ad_j~I.:Jted to-yield .tJ"/.00/p-er:SorH.lie'f lr; ·1992; 

$.;;-e Meytrt' qS;-91-31 .fin<i Sunding !1994f. 

estimates, as reported by Meyer, is then applied to the visitor statistics summarized in Table 

3.17 ,A for 1985 (the year of the National Survey), 1992 (the year of the Stillwater NWR 

survey), and then to the 1972-92 average. 

The second set of Stillwater NWR expenditure estimates is derived from adjustments made 

by Sunding {1994}. For the second set, the Service's National Survey data reported by 

r.1eyer are adjusted to yi•Jid a 1992 weighted average of just under $7 per person. These 

adjustments were necessary to compensate for a National Survey that seemed to overstate 

recreational expenditures in the La!1ontan Valley, based on the Stillwater NWR survey data 

collected in 1992. 

From these data, average e;.;penditures tor recreational activities at Stillwater NWR can be 

expected to range from as litt!e as $7 per person per trip, to as much as $44 per person per 

trip !which is close to Kay's e_..::penditure values). The corresponding recreation expenditure 

totals could range frorn approximately $174,000 to nearly $2.2 million annually. 
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lahontan Reservoir Expenditures 

Recreation opportunit~es at Lahontan F\eservoir are largely dependent upon storage volumes 

in the reservoir. During low water years (and thus lovv storage volumes), recreational use of 

the reservoir would be reduced hom that in average years. 

Accordinfl to the Nevada Division of State Parks, the nurnber o! recorded visitors at 

lahontan Reservoir varied from 134,000 to 470,000 annually between 1982·92 \Table 

3.1 7 .DJ. During that time, an average of $117,800 in user fees was conected each year at 

lahontan Reservoir State Park, or about $0.35 per visiL Table 3.1 l.D portrays visitor-davs 

and user fees at Lahontan Restuvoir relative to reservoir storage levels. For the purposes of 

this document, user fees will provjde an index to Lahontan Reservoir recreational 

expenditures. 

Table 3.17,0 lAHONTAN RESERVOiR· RECREATION VISITS, USER FEES, AND STORAGE 

$110,852 

$12.2,434 $0. 

'1984 $173,800 so. 

443,074 $176,8.22 

1986 377,923 

1987 435.569 $155,260 

$Hl2,236 

$51,469 

$22,524 

$111,182 

Sounet Nl!t~J.fl.di!t Dhrh;oQl~ ol1 Sta1t:~ Par$.s, Summa.-y o.f' Usa; Fi:es Col~e·Ctad an~ V:siiation Record5 

U.S. GetJ:Iogica~ Survey .. Waier ~s.sowces Daia.- Lahontan Reservoir ne;,'H Fa~lon, Ne<J.r.d;~ 
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Res!IM'Voir Srorag;<~ IAFJ on: 

Memorial Day • July 4 • l~ Day 

203.400 96,900 

107,200 18,300 

196,400 

144,000 

21,600 



3.17 .3 CONSUMER SURPLUS 

The economic value placed on anHHHties provided by SWiwater NWR and other Lahontan 

Valley wetlands is not entirely captured by reported recreation exoer;ditures. For example, if 

users v,;ere ''wi!Hng to pay" more than $'7 per person per trip in 1992 to enjoy the wetland 

areas, the above·reported expend~ture data will under-represent the value that users place on 

the wet!ands. 

Economists have su~mested that "willingness to pay'' is an appropr~atf3 measure or the va~ue 

of natural resources to those who actually use i.ond enjov them, The difference between 

expenditures and actuaf wHHn9ness to pay is known as "consumer surplus." Consumer 

surplus {the standard economic measure o! consurner well beinol captures the value placed 

on the enjoyment that a recreationa~ user rece;ves that is not captured in the economic or 

market expenditures that she or he is required to make as part o! that experience. 

1'!:!, number of studies have estimated consumer surplus per trip for environrm.mts sirnilar to 

Stillwater N\/Vf~ and other Lahontan Valley wetlands. As discussed by Mever \ 1993) and 

SundinfJ (1 994), typical consumer surplus values for waterfowl hunting range hom $23 .. $36 

per person per hunting day. For fishino. estimates ot consumer surplus r<.mue !rom $17-$28 

per p11rson per fishing day, For wrldlife .. om.'inted \)Emera! recreation, tvpical values range horn 

$6$37 per person per day. 

In Lahontan VaHey, a December ·1994 survey titled "A Community Assessment of Ou<dity of 

Life Issues in Churchill County, Nevada," ref!ected some willingrH.,ss to pay for !ncreased 

recreational facilities. In the survey, 83 percent of the 400 people St1rveyed indicated they 

were wriHng to pay from $3 to $5 rnoro m property taxes to improve cu!tural and 

recreational facilities jn U.1~1ontan Valley, Of those not wish~ng to pay more in property 

taxes, about 69 percent indicated they were wiWnu to pay more in recreatfona~ use lees 

(ibid), The Mooney and Associates survey did not define what rHcreatwnal facilities would 

inciude, and tile Service considers these data as an indication of interest in, and support !or, 

recreat.ional opportunity and use in the Lahontan Valley, 

3.17 .4 NON-USE VALUES 

Enjoyment of Lahontan Valley wetlands is not limited [0 those vvho use it directly for 

IHIIHH<s.J. fishing, or general recreation. Economists have developed the concept of "non-use 

benefits'' to capture the value of natural resources to those who i1ave never, and may never, 

use them. 

~~on uso benefits are ot three princ~pa! types: existence va!ues, bequest va!ues, and opHon 

va~ues. Existence values stem frorn the comfort most individuals take ~n a well·functioning 
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ecosystem, e.rf,, the role of the lahontan Valley wetlands in IT'lainta!nin~l biological diversity 

and in providing nesting, breeding, and staging habitat lor dedning species of migratory and 

resident birds and watedowL Bequest vaiues reflect the fact that mos[ individuals would 

l~ke to preserve the wetlands for future generations, il only as a matter of inter-generationa~ 

equ1ty, Finally, option values are motivated by the desire to preserve resources for future 

use: someone who has never visited the wetlands may suffer from their loss or degradation 

because he or she wishes to preserve the option to go there and hunt, fish, or birdwatch in 

the future. 

Non-use values are highly controversial among econornlsts. They are typica!ly estimated by 

a survey method known as "contingent valuation~" under which individuals are queried as to 

their wilfingness to pay tor various levels of environmental protection or quality, with survey 

responses then aggregated to determine average non-use values. 

No such survey has been conducted for the lahontan Valley vvetlands. Other surveys 

concemin~1 similar natural resources have potentially relevant results. For example, Cooper 

and Loomis 1199 ·1} conducted a study of non-use values !or wetlands in California's San 

Joaquin Vailey. Bast.•d on their calculated result {$174 per household per year, on average) 

a non··use value !or the Lahontan Valley wetlands of rnore than $20 miHion per year could be 

imputed for households within the Truckee-Carson watersheds. This estimate holds for the 

lahontan Valley wetlands onlv if existing conditions are similar to those in the California 

snwy area. 

The Cooper and Loomis t 1991) results have corne under intense, critical scrutiny by 

environmental economists. and by others v>Pho believe that resources like the Lahontan 

Valley wetlands are simply "priceless." Either ·.vay, non-use values do exist. and they could 

sinnificantlv exceed use-related recreation values. 

Howtwer, because non··use values are so comroversia!, for the purposes of this document 

they vvill not be included in impact assessment. Discussion of non·use values is included in 

this section to show that the recreational value ot the Lahontan Valley wetlands, by some 

standards, is much higher than the baseline the Serv1ce has chosen to apply. 

3.18 POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS 

Populations in the smaller communities of the affected area are growing at a steady rate. Lyon 

County has experienced a 23 percent increase in population growth since 1990 (Nevada State 

Demographer's Office, written communication, 1994). Projections are that Lyon County will 

continue to experience a 5-6 percent gro>vth rate in the near future {ibid}. The major communities 

in tlK• Lyon County portion of the affected area indude Dayton (population 9,050}, Fernley 
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(popu!ation 6,352), Silver Springs (population 2,771L and the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe (popu!ation 

1 ,776L 

ChurchiH County's population is \]rowing at about 3 perc<.:mt and wiH continue to experience a 2-3 

percent growth rate over the next five years, accordin9 to proiectkms and population forecasts by 

the Nevada State Demographer's Office (v-nitten communication, ·1995L These population 

forecasts were based in part on assun1ptions and scenarios in which TOPGUN training facilities 

wou!d movE.• to NAS-FaHon in 1995-96, with construction commencing on the prograrn's expans!on 

in 19:::14 95, No federal prison was anticipated under this low-end growth scenario (ibid), 

.1\ccording to the Demonrapher's Office and Departrnem of Taxation popu!ation estimates, Churchill 

County population in 1993 was estimated at 19,850, About 7,060 (approxirnatf.:;ly 35 percent) are 

residents of Fallon. The ChurchW County ~v1aster Plan c.:omblned severs! rnethods and indices 

(employment to population ratjo, school enroiimE.HH, utfHty hookups, tax rolfs, and other indices} m 

projc.:;ct population increases. The Churchill County" Master Plan is based on a 3 percent growth 

rate, but reties on a di!terent base population than the Statt• Dt:mlo~p·apher's Office. According to 

ChurchiH County figures, the area's population base is closer to 20,422, and includes reskients of 

the F:auon Paiute-Shoshone indian Reservation. (Figure 3.1 RAi. 

fiGURE 3.18.A POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR 
CHURCHill COUNTY 

b 
~30000 
D. 
0 

''· 

i990 2005 
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Churchill County as well as the communities of Dayton, Si!ver Springs, ancl Fernley are experiencing 

strong population growth, The population growth rates for the State of Nevada and a fev<.t selected 

counties are represented in Figure 3, 18.B for cornparlson, lnforrnation presented by ArcFtwn, Inc,, 

(consultant to Churchill Countyi on school enrollment increases that have averaged 5.5 percent per 

year for the period from 1990 to 1994 rellect this population nrowth, This increast• in population 

growth is also reflected in a 90 percent increase jn the nurnber of single-farnjlv building peunjts 

issued between 1989-93 \Churchill County assessor records), 

FIGURE 3.1S.B POPULATION GROWTH RATES 

Population growth or mitlH1tion into the atfectod area is consis!ent with the growth patterns ~n tht~ 

western United States, Often poptJ!ations migrate from regions of economic stagnation to re~llons 

of growth with migration shifting to rural towns in the wt1St (Brownridge, 1989), with many rural 

wt~stern communities recording significant population growth in the past few years. High CountrJL 

News \September 5, 1994) describes the migration frorn California to Nevada between 1992-93 

showing that in that year alone, more than 29,200 people moved into the state from CaEforni<:L 

Fed<Hai estirnates show Nevada's population increased by 21 .2 percent bet1r-.1etm April 1, 1990, and 

July 1, 1994 \Reno Gazette-Journal, Dec. 28, 1994). 

Under base!ine condit~ons, the populaton gro>vth rate in the affected area ~s expected to be about 

3-6 percent (Figure 3.1 RCL In Churchill County, population ls projected to jncrease at a ratt:1 close 

to 3 percent as anticipated in the 1990 Churchill County Master Plan, and in State DenWt:lrapher 

projections, The Service expects this growth rate to t1e a low~end representation ot growth rates in 
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FIGURE 3,18.C ACTUAl CHURCHill COUNTY POPUlATION, 
1983-93 

the affected area, with sorne areas experiencing even greater populat~on growth 15-6 percent !n 

portions of lyon County ) . ~t can be expected that the rural setting, economic growth, dirnate, 

low--crime rate and expansion oi both industrial and governmental facilities lNAS-Fa!lonJ will 

continue to attract more people to the affected area. 

Churchiil County prepared the Churchill County 1990 Master Plan accordinq to Nevada Revised 

Statues !NRS) section 2'78. 150. The intent of this master plan is to provide a !ong··term general 

plan for the physical developrnent of Churchill County, and address goals and objectives determined 

to be related to future physical developn1ent of the County. HH'i rnaster plan covers a 2Q.vear 

planning horizon, therefore, it is applicable to current and future conditions anaivzed in this 

docurnent, 

The term "land use" can indude an aspects of occupying, exploiting, or rnodlfyino the surface of the 

earth {Churchill County Master Plan, 1990). ln this document, !and use focuses on the types of use 

(i.e., terrninj::J, commercial, industrial, residential, public, or recreation) that occur, or are aHowed on, 

lands within the affected area. Often land use can be dirE.,r.::.ted to conform to or be regulated by 

zoning at the county or city leveL In Churchill County, land use planning is defined by goals for a 

taw diilt.H'f,mt land use zones, This process provides a general frarnework, recognizes cornpatible 

uses, but often requires the Churchi!l Coumy Planning Cornmission and County Commission to 

interpret the 1990 master plan tor spedfic applications and requests. 
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While there are 1 3 different land use zones in Churchi!l County, the land use patterns can best be 

described as d~scontinuous. Thero is little or no homogeneity in land use and tew distinct 

nei\1hborhoods. it is not uncornnwn to find residential use occurrinu adjacent to industrial or 

commercial use, all of which is surrounded by agricultural Lands. This diverse land use mix is 

prevalent in the County but is not as cornmon in the City of F:aliorL 

The axial rnodel u: growth best describes the pattern ot Churchill County (Floyd, 1 990). 

New commercial and industrial land use radiates out from the City of FaHon's core along major 

transportation corridors. New residential areas develop alongside these transportation routes, 

For the purpose of this document, the Service has limited its irnpact analysis to land use changes 

that involve the conversion of lends frorn agricultural to residential use. The irllormation provided in 

this section is derived from land va!ue maps and data propared by the Cl1urchill County Assessor's 

Office, unless otherwise indicated. Additional information is included in L \lEA's report on Land Use 

in Churchill Countv, a three part series of reports from Marv Reid and Kevin Keslor of' the Universitv 

of Mwacla Reno Cooperative Extension Office, entitled'" l:£!2Q:.J:::::l£l!l....f:::::QU:Q;:!:W! . ..l::.:2.!!JQIJGr.....;!::::Q!I!.!.~~@L:. 

!o.~:t.~l,~.U:t?..L:2!l!t. Unf.JI?llroved Land. Tlu:'> report is included in L ilEA's comments in Appendix 11., and 

h> labeled Exhibit F. 

The Churchill County Assessor's Office separates tands tor agricultura! and non-agricultural uses for 

tax assessment purposes. Agricultura~ !ands are further separated by use and production into 

grazing., pasture, cultivatod, and tntensive use {feed lots, dairiesL Non-agriculture! paro~ls are 

classified as vacant (parcels with minor or no improvements), residential, cornrmHcial, lndustria1, and 

mining. 

f~;1ore than 80 percent ol ChurchiH County's 3.1 mil!ion acres is dassified as tourth-c!ass grazing 

iends or rangelands, When this category is excluded, 355,364 acres remain dassified as 

a~1ricultural as of September, 1993, Cultivated and pasturo lands account for 57,399 acres in the 

area, an 11.3 percent docline from 64,698 acres in 1987 (Table 3. 19.AL These countywide 

acreagE.' f1gures are higher than acreage figures for water-righted, irrigated lands identified previously 

in Section 3.16.3, FARMLANDS, because those figures only address water-righted lands in the 

Carson Division, which make up onlv a portion of Churchill County. 

From 1987 to 1993, the total number o! parcels of land in Churchil! Cotmty increased by 12.9 

percent, caused primarHy by an increase (36. 7 percent) in subdivisions \Figure 3, 19.A). During this 

period, there has been a downward shift in the ratio of atiricuitural parcels to residential parcels. 

For instance in 1987, agricultural parcels accounted for 27 percent of the total number of parcels, 

while in 1 993, they fell to 23 percent of the totaL Residentia~ parcels increased from 38 percent o! 

the total in 1987 to 46 percent of the totai !n 1993. Vacant parcels declined from 29 percent of 

the total to 25 percent of th"e total for the same period, This indicates an inc!'eased demand for 

residential parcels (Figure 3,1 9.BL 
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The number of horne-building permits issued in the past five years dramatically demonstrate an 

increased den1;:md lot housing in ChurchW County'. Building perrnits for singie··IBmil',t residences in 

the City anc1 County Gombned increased 90 percent between 1989 93. Most of this increase has 

occurred since 199·1 (Figure 3. 'l9.C). iil~obile home permits have increased 24 percent in thH pmiod. 

Betv>'een 1 SJ87-93 approximately 2,200 acres of a~.Jricultural land with vvater rights {pan:;els greater 

subdivided land contnues to be clussiiied for a~l1'icultural use, The Church~!! Countv Assessor has 

TABlE 3.19.A. CHANGES IN CHURCHill COUNTY AGRiCUlTURAl lAND USE 

1987 

FIGURE 3.1 !:LA COMPARISON OF CHURCHill COUNTY 
PARCELS BY lAND USE 
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FIGURE 3. 19.8 COMPARISON OF CHURCHill COUNTY 
PARCElS BASED ON lAND USE BY 

PERCENTAGES 
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iiiTITJ CoiT:I7!-Edlillindust. 3i1 Agricu~urel Vacant 

said it is likely that 500 of the 700 acres will be converted to residential use \!Vithin the next five 

years. (Bartlett, oral communicaton, 1993). 

Sorne anricultural lands have been subdivided into residential parcels over the p;~st five years I 1989-

93L Between 'l 989 93, 31 wateHir:)hted a~jricultura! parcels were subdivided into 352 vacant 

parcels, About 100 of the new parcels (28 percenti were created on jand trom wr'lich water rights 

were transferred to wetlands. According to data compiled through the Countv Assessor's Office b'l 

L VEA, {seel Appendix 11,, L 1/EA comments,, Exhibit Ft all agricultural classes except cuWvated, 

class 1 and pasture 2 have shown a loss of acreage sjnce 1987. For total privately ovvned, taxable 

irrigated acreage classified as cultivated and pasturo in Churchill County, there vvas a 17.5 percent 

mduction from 198? to 1995. No lurther data regarding the coaelation between loss ol agricultural 

acr;:,>age and an increase in subdivision parcels could be extracted frorn Churchill County Assessor 

cornputer f!Jes (Bartlett, William, oral communication May J 9, 1996.) 

The majoritv of lands along the Middle Carson River in L von County are designatfJd agricultural or 

open space (1990 Lvon Countv Master Plan). About three-quarters of the limn/and along the 

Middle Carson River corridor is estimated to occur in areas designated for agricultural use or open 

space. lVear Dayton,. a large portion ol the farmland oc·curs in areas designated medium-dens/tv 

residential, Farmland also occurs in areas designated lo1"/ density residential, high dtmsity· 

residential, and commercial. 
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FIGURE 3. 19.C RESIDENTIAl BUilDING PERMITS 
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3.20 lAND VAlUES 

The market values of lands within the affected area can be measured by the sale price of properties 

in the area. Although markt.~t values ·for vacant parcels in ChurchW County have increased in the 

pas[ few ye<HS, Nevada still ranks second to last nationally tor averaj;,Je per acre value of farm rea! 

es1ate \Nevada A9ricultural Statistics, 1993 94). 

While Nevad<.'>'s average per acre farm real estate value ( $229) is low \ibid), the vafue of irrif~ated 

farm~and in the affected area is rnuch hi!)her, and averages about $2,000-$3,000 per acre !Bartlett, 

oral comrnu nic.ation, 1 993}. The average market value tor vacant parcels \1 · 20 acres in sizt.•) has 

increased 8.3 percent hom tax years 1987·88 to 1992-93 \Churchill County Assessor). Since 

1 989, the market value of smaH farms {20-5 7 water-righted acres) has increased approxirn<:He!y 8 

percent per year {Smith and Scan!and, written c:ornmunkat!on, 1993), The market value tor 

medium-sized farms {58 160 wateHighted acres) has increased 5-6 percent per year, while larger 

farms appreciated at only 2-5 percent per yt:1ar. Tr1e appreciation rate for these larger farms ls close 

to ;:he inflation rate for the 1990·93 penod and may not consr:jtute a net ~ncrease in value. 

Salt:1s data compiled by Lee B. Smith and Associates show the rnarket value of water rights is about 

$285-$342/AF of water. The Churchill County Assessor's Office has identified thret.< sales of srnaH 

water ritlhted parcels \2 acres in size) in which the value of the water rights were almost three 

times as high as the average rnarket vatue. This sample seems to indicate that buyers in the 

Lahontan VaHey are willing to pay premium prices for small water-righted parc•1ls of !and, 
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TABlE 3.20.A. lAND VALUES IN CHURCHILl COUNTY 11992-93) 

T~ <lf P'an::'i!lll Sb:e v~ 

S miilll Hmnesites 1.0 , 1.5 acres $:21,000 
!---~-~-~~-~~""" -~--~~ ~- ··-~-~~-

S mi1'1l1 Htm1esites 1,£;, 2.5 <ICW®$ $:23,000 . 
10 acru $22Ji00 

il 10 <!Cr®!S $1HIOO 

ll 
<:;,;;itn 20 · 4-0 am<ts $25,000 

c®ls up to 640 acres $35 · $375 iat:re -
Vacant Agricu!tmiill $:2.,000 - $3,000 i!icre 

so .. , $:!H!!!!l:!HJ<f "It 

3.21 PROPERTY TAXES 

Because most or tile 'ttlater-righted af.frkultural land to be acqu~red under the Service's action is 

'N~thin the Carson Division of the New~ands Project, discussions of Churchill County tax base wiH be 

used to provide representative basehne conditions ·for the aHected area. 

The tax rate tor Churchill County has steadily increased over the past nine years. Using 1993 tax 

rates and cummt property va!ues, representat~ve property tax revenues can be calcutated. The tax 

revenue for ar~ricultura! !and ranges from $1,07 to $2.76 per acre3 based on ChurchiH County 

assessed va~ues for agricu!tural land values, which depend on the crop production of the land. The 

revenue ger1en:Had for vacant rwn~af.fricultural land Wfth water rl9hts, would be between $ ·11 .96-

$'15.90 per acre. 4 The market values for such lands are based on recent sale prices. The tax 

revenue that could be expected hom agriculturnl lands that have had the water ri~Jhts transferred to 

the \AJetlands would range from $3, 19, $4.78 per acre~ based on the reslcluai value of the land. 

Subdivision of agricultural lands into smaBer hornesite parcels \e.g., 1- to 1 O~acre lots) increases the 

rnarket v<.~lue substantially to $13,000-$25,000 per lot. The tax revenue generated by the 

subdivision of agricultural land into residential parcels would range frorn $103. 65· $199.33 per 

parcel 5
. 

The <1ssessed Viillue for property values afe determ1ned in the following way: Cultivated agricultural >and ranges from S47 to 

$121/acrex 2.2781%tax rate= $1.0/'!o $:2.76/acre. 

' $1 ,500 io $2,000/acre x 35 '-';·~ x 2.27815 tax rate= $1·;.96 to $·15 SO/acre. 

5 $400 to $6001acre x 35% x 2.2781 %tax rate= $3.19 to $4.78/acre. 

~ $ i 3,00010 $25,000/parcelx 35% x 2.2781 %tax rate= $103.65to $199 33/parcel 
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Under Nev<..<da Revised Statutes", Chapter 361 A, certain propertv tax benefHs are offered to the 

ovvners of agricu!tur:allands. Upon application by the owner, and upon satisfaction of requirements 

listed in the statute, agricultural lands are assessed at a value ~;vhich is based on agricultural use, a 

value lliihich is usually substantiaf!v belov.' the propt.mv"s currem nwrket vllli.u:. Taxes on the 

difference in value are deferred, and become a lien against tile property each year. Should the 

owner convert the property to a higfler use (such as a residential subdivision) the deterred ta.xes ftJr 

up to seven years can be collected from the propertv O!IINier. The provcfsions of the statute create 

an exemption for the collection of deterred taxes if the property is sold to the Federal Government, 

Therefore, property owners that sell their entire property to the Service artc exempt from the 

recapturH of deferred taxes, Under other provisions of the statute, propertv owners who self the 

Service their water rights {but keep their Iandi may lose their eligibility to cominutc being assessed 

at the agricultural rate, but are not subfect to the recapture ol deferred taxes until they convert the 

land to a highe:H use. 

ln cases where the Service acquires land and watEEH rights, and maintains ovvnership of such lands, 

Fedt1ra! revenue sharing payments would be made to the County in lieu of taxes, as required by the 

l:,eruoe Revenue Sharing Act. Information on Refuge Revenue Sharing is provided in Section 3.25, 

l:':tCOU!S!TION COSTS (see also Section 1. 9. 5,. Reluge Revenue Sharing .tlctJ. 

3.22 MUNICIPAL SERVICES 

l\s the populations of both Lyon and Churchill County contrnue to 9row, it can be assumed that 

demand for rnunicipal services wW increase correspondinsJIY, In particular, land use c!1annes and 

additional residential development will probably increase burdens on local iJOvernments to provido 

publ1c serv1ces such as additoonal fire protection, police proti:,r.:;tion, and water and sewer services. 

On of the primary municipal services provided by communities in the affected area is poUce 

protection. AI! of the communities within the affected area rely on volunteer fire departments. The 

Cit'{ of Fallon has a police department, the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribes and Pyrarnid Lake Paiute 

Tribe have tribal police departrnents, and the remaining towns and areas rely on their respective 

county sheriff departments for protection. Water and sewer service varies throughout the affected 

area, There are community water purveyors in Fa!lon, Dayton, Silver Sprinos, and Fernley. The 

remaining areas use individual wells. Dayton, Fernley, and Fal!on all have sewer service, and the 

other communities in the affected area rely on individual septic systems. 

3.22. 1 FIRE PROTECTION 

Wiihin the affected area there are fire stations in Dayton, Mark Twain, Moundhouse, 

Fernley, and Failon. These fire :stat!ons are manned by volunteers, The Fallon station has 

tiNO full-time personnel in addition to the volunteers. 
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The Day1:on Station has 10 volunteers, the Mark Twain Station has 11 volunteers and 

Moundhouse is supported by 15 volunteers iSlerra Pacifh: Resources, 19931. information 

~vas not available on the number of volunteer fire fighters in Femley. 

The Fallon-ChurchiH County Fire Depanrnent 1S rnaintained jolntly by the City and the 

County. The departrnent has two full-tirne staff, a fre chief and a rnainten<.mce person. In 

add~tion, there are 30 volunteers. The department maintains seven major pieces of fire

fighting equipment at its station on U.S. Highway 50 near the City center" The fire 

department has a mutual aid agreernent with NAS-Fallon' s fire department for fire protection 

st:Hvices. 

The Insurance Service Office \!SOL a national insurance industry agency, rates locales 

according to their level of fire figt1trng response capability. The hil::l her the flre protection 

level, the lower the dassification number. The ratings for Fallon and Churchill County are 

comparable to other con'm"iunities in the affected area and are as follows: City of Fallon 

(which has flre hydrants) -Class 5; from the City limits to 5 rniies from the fire station -

Class 6; aH areas beyond the 5-mile limit - Class 8B, 

3.:22..2. POliCE 

lyon County cornmunities withrn the affected area are protected by the Lyon County 

Sheriff's Department, which provides substations, one each in Silver Springs, Dayton and 

Fernley, The main office of the Lyon County ShedH's Department is located in Yerinnton. 

T!'ie City of Fal1on ~s under the JtHisdict!On of the Fai!on Police Department, The department 

has 27 ernp!oyees, of which ·19 are swom officers. One or two new officers are expected 

to be added to the departmem in the next five years. In addition, the Failon Paiute

Shoshone Trlbe has a four-member police department that has jurisdiction over triba! !ands, 

and makes use of Churchill County detention faciHties, 

The unincorporated areas of Churchill County me served by the Churchill County Sheriffs 

Department headquartered in Fallon. The department has a staff of 36 employees, of which 

29 are swom officers. The department has asked the County Cornmission to add two more 

officer positions to its staff. The Church!!! County Sheriffs Department maintains the 

detention facility {which is also used jointly by the City of Fallon and the Fallon Paiute

Shoshone tribal police) and the 911 emergency line. 

3.22.3 WATER AND SEWER 

The City of Fallon maintains a watE;r supply system that serves about 7,000 people. Four 

municipa! weHs provide an average of 1 .7 million gallons o1 vvate~' per day. Water supply for 
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domestic use in the affected area is discussed under GROUNDWATER, Section :3.3.3.2; 

Oornestlc Supply. The average volume of sewage emuent treated per day is about 500,000 

Dallons \1 . 5 AF). This effluent discharr,jes ~nto the ~~ew River Drain and ultimate!],' into 

Stillwater wetland areas. There are ptans to upgrade the capacity of the facHity to 2 million 

gallons per day. 

The Fallon Paiute Shoshone indian Tribe maintains a \r;~ater syst•.Hn that supp!ies about 250 

households. About 50 new·er houses are on a centralized septic system, and the remainder 

use individual septic systems. 

NAS-Fal!on maintains three wells that supply 400,000-1,000,000 ga!lons of water per day 

to the airbase, depending on the season. A secondary waste water treatrnent plant 

discharges an avera~1e of 400,000 gallons 11.2 A!=) ol effluent per day into the lower 

Oiaflonai Dra~n which flows into the Sttnwater NWR. 

Residents of the unincorporated areas of Church!li County rely on domestic weHs and septic 

systems for household water supply and disposaL Recent growth in the area, coinciding 

vvith 6 vears ol drought and heightened concerns about '[.ltoundwater supplies. have revived 

interest in a County water supply system, vvhich was initially proposed in 197"7. An 

ordinance has been adopted to establish a water supply utility enterprise that could 

potentially use existing County water rights and acquire additional water rights. However, 

the County does not expect to have a water supply system in place before the year 2.000. 

3.23 SOCIAL VALUES 

For the purpose of this document, Churchi!l County social values will be used as the baseline 

condition for the affected area. Beeause both Church!ll and Lyon Counties have traditionally served 

as a~Jricultural areas, and are exper~encing sin1ilar changes as a result of growth, the Service 

expects that social values in the two areas are similar. 

Social vaiues are the values that a community or nroup of people ho!d as their own. Trad~tlonally, 

Churchill County has been supported by farming and liVElstock operations, and many family-owned 

farrns or agriculturai businesses operate in the area. PopuLation growth, industrial char19e and 

diversification have impacted the area's environment and altitudes about ar~riculture, which has 

been the social and economic foundation of the community for nearly a century {Mooney and 

Associates, 1994). 

In June 1993, a coaiition of Churchi!l County citizens concerned about water issues, Lahontan 

2000, prepared a summary report on the values of the County's residems. The report cateuorized 

values in four areas: Family I Prosperity, Env~ronment, and Security, In generai, the report showed 

that the cornrrlunlty highly va!ued its roots and heritage, rural envirorunem with readily available 
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hunting and fishing opportunities, and low crime rate ILahoman 2000, vvritten communication, 

June, 1993). 

As an out<;:Jrowth of Lahontan 2000, a second cornrnunitv group~ the Lahontan Va!ley 

Environmental AHiance \LVEAJ · was formed, LVEll. commissioned a study on the quality of life in 

Churchiil County in the faH of 1994 \Mooney and Associates, 1995). The rnain purpose of the 

study was to assess the attitudes of Churchill County residents w·iHI respect to their vie\v of future 

development within the County. Objectives were to discern community values about water issues, 

the importance of agrku!ture, the willingness of respondents to pay for various services or 

objectives, and changes in public opinion on quaHty of life issues since a similar survey in 1988 

{Western Nevada Development District, 1988, Mooney and Associates, 1995L 

The Mooney and Associates survey \ibidi again showed thal a low crime rate and rural environment 

were very important factors that influenced people's decision to !ive in Churchill County. Overail, 

rnore than half the residents surveyed strong!y agreed that ChurchiU County is a good place to live 

and retire" The report made four conclusions: 

i 1 ) there is strong support for agriculture in Churchm County and people are wimng to pay 

to see an agricultural base retained; 

!2) residents are concerned about the availabi!ity and quality of the County's water supply; 

l3l residents see the need for economic diversification and are willing to pay for this 

purpose; and 

(4l although there are some differences between various groups of residents, in general 

there is agreement on the issues raised in the survey, 

Social values linked to anriculture, growth and diversification, agriculture, and recreational 

opportunities will be addressed in this section. Wattn quaHy and domestic supply are discussed in 

Section 3"3"3, 1,1, DESCRIPTION OF AQUIFERS, basalt aquifer, and 3.3.3.2, DOMESTIC SUPPLY, 

Fal!on and Lahontan Valley. Social values related to other community issues are not expected to be 

affected by the Service's action of acquiring water rights for the Lahontan Valley wetlands, and are 

not discussed !n detail. 

3.23.1 AGRICULTURE 

The 1994 survey \Mooney and Associates, 1995) found that about 57 percent of the people 

intervievved strongly agreed that agriculture should be retained in the comn1unitv" Of that 

number, 44 percent agreedthat retention of the farm belt should be ernphasized in tuture 

deveiopment. When asked about factors that influence people's decision to live in Churchill 

County, 53 percent felt the rural environrnent was very important, and having green fields 

was vary important to 38 percent of the residents. 
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in addition, about 35 percent of the respondents said they wou~d consider rnoving if green 

fields in the area were reduced by 25 percem or and about 22 percent <>~Hd t!1ey would 

rnove d acreage of green fields was reduced by 25-49 percent. However,. another 30 

percent said a reduction in qreen fields would have no ;nfluence on whether thev vvould 

rnove from the are.a. 

~n questions re~F~rding residents' willingness to pay far various projects in Churchill County, 

the survey (ibidi found that as many as 63 percent of the respondents wer<E.o wBHn9 to pay an 

additionar $24 $35 in property taxes to retain agriculture, while 33 percent said thev would 

not be willing to pay to retain aqncu~ture. 

There is a contln9ent of area residents who want to preserve the City of Fallon as a small 

rural comrnunity surrounded by a verdant agricultural landscape. Manv residents say they 

feel their origins or roots are in the area and state their desire to maintain an ''as is" lifestyle 

(lahontan 2000, \Nritten communication, 1993L Churchill Coumy bas a higher percenta9e 

ol iono tern• resident, native Nevadans \29 percent versus 21 A percent) as compared to 

statewide population totals (Meyer, ·1 993). The LVEA survey shows that 61 percent of the 

residents ~vho have lived ~n the area 1 0 years or more stronqly anree that the County should 

take actions to retain agriculture, Of residents who have !ived in the area less than 10 

years, 51 percent stron9lv agree that auncuiture should be r<E.otained [Mooney and 

Associates, 19941. 

Age ·,vas also a factor in attitudes .about anr;culture. More people aged 5 ·1 and ovt.or {6 7 

percent) H1an people under aoe f.) 1 \about 50 percent} S\.!'Ong!y agreed th.at ChurchiH County 

should 1ake steps to retain a\riculture (ibid). As ane increased, so did the nurnber of 

respondents 1or vvhorn green fields were an important influence m Hving in Churchil! County. 

3.23.2 GROWTH AND DIVERSIFICATION 

Survey results \Mooney ami Associates, 19941 reflec\. that n portion of Churchill County 

residents are willing to see some growth and cEversifcation m the community. For instance, 

72 percent of respondents n~~reed that more industmd economic diversity would benefit the 

conH·nunrP(, and over two .. thirds (70.2 percem) said they w·ould be wiH~n9 to pay between 

$5 $10 a year in additional property taxes to attract industry to ChwchiH County (ibid). 

Citizen responses reflected a vv;llingness to have growth and diversification if service and 

sr1oppin\l opportunities would result. For inst.ance about 69 percent stronglv d~sagreed that 

existing shoppinn facilities were adeqttate, and 75 percent said new retail shops and large 

d!scourH stores wou!d benefit the community !ibid), 

Hovvever, support for growth of tndustry and manufacturing was slightly less than that for 

serv'ces t'lnd goods, About 63 percent considered manufacturing firms to be beneficia!, 
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while 54 percent of respondents said srnall firms with 20· 1 00 ernploye;;.•s would be beneficial 

to the community !ibid). Support for agriculture and NAS-Fal!on was somewhat stronger. 

Agricultural processing businesses were considered beneiicia! to 69 percent of residents, 

<H1d expansion of NAS-Fa!lon was considered beneficial to nearl)' 65 percent of those 

surveyed {ibid}. 

In terrns of population urowth .. 58 percent of Ihe respondents said th•.:: ideal population for 

the area in 20 vears would be in the 30,000-49.000 range (ibid), a figure that nearly doubles 

the current population. 

Frorn these data the Service estimates that between 50-70 percent of Churchill County 

residents acknowled9e that growth is occurring in their community, and support some 

econornic diversification, especially if it is assodated \'Jith increased services and goods. 

Residents are slightly more supportive ot en!arging known economic entities--such as NAS

Fal!on or the local agricultural base, \The cumulative impacts are described in Section 

4.26. 12, CUMULATIVE EFFECTS, GROWTH AND DIVERSIFICATiON.) 

3.23,3 RECREATION 

The 1988 Western Nevada Development District survey (\;VNDD, 1988) described Churchil! 

County residents perceptions on a variety of quality of He issues. About 88 percent ot the 

survey respondents said abundant outdoor recreation opportunities existed in Churchill 

Countv (ibid). The Lahontan 2000 group (written communication, ·1993) stated that 

ChurchiH County residents l·n9hlv valued the readily accessible hurltinD and fishino in the 

area. 

About 70 percent o! the residents surveyeci a9reed that outdoor recreatiOnal facilities are 

abundant near Churchitl County (Mooney and Associates, '1995). This figure represents an 

18 percent decrease from the 1988 W~~DD survey. retl<Hdin~i abundance ot recreationai 

opportunity. ThEi Service estimates that this perceived loss of recreational opportunity rnay 

be partly due to the drought's impact on many recreation areas in the affected area. 

AI of the recreational areas depicted in the survey (Mooney and Associates, 1995), were 

considered to be beneficia! to the community. Lahontan Darn State Park was most hi~:,1hly 

valued by the respondents {ibid), fol!owed by the Carson River. Stillwater NVVR, indian 

Lakes, and Carson Lake. 

In the vvillinuness to pay section, the LVEA survey showed that 83 percent of residents vvere 

willing to pay from $3-$5 per year in property taxes to improve cultural and recreational 

facilities. Of the portion not wimnu to pay property taxes, 1 /3 sa!cl they w·ould pay higher 

fees for faci!ity use (ibid). ~4ot withstanding the portion of these responses that were 
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devoted to cultural or recreational values not BssociBted with the wetlands, a base !eve! ot 

support for recreatona! use can be surn1~sed, 

3.24 INDIAN TRUST ASSETS AND CULTURAl RESOURCES 

Indian trust assets are legal interests in ptapertv held in trust bv the United Stares for lrir.fhm tribes 

c1r individvals, Trust assets of tribes In the study area include landf 11vater rights, and fi:sh and 

Lt,ri!dlife-related incor:nes derived fran? these assets" Several tribes hold !and bases in th~:;• affected 

aroa"- The Falfon Paiute-Shoshone Tribes in the lower Carson River Basin and the Pvrarnid l..ake 

Paiute Tribe whoso roservatlon includes Pyramid Lake. 

Cultural resources refer to any sit<JS, leatures". or artifacts that are important to a people or 

representative of a period of time either from a h!:'Storical or prehistoric:a/ perspective, Prehistorical 

refers to the period of time prior to written records of events, Historical general!}'' refers to tl'ie 

period of time lor which there t:'> a written record of events. Cultural resourcos ir!clude sites of 

dwellings, middens, and burials; landscape features such as moumaln peaks and springs ll.rhere 

events had occurHJd: structures such as old buildings,· and a;·tifacts such as arrowheads" stone 

tools." beads, and old bottles. 

3.24" 1 INDIAN TRUST ASSETS 

Fallon Indian Reservation 

The present-day Fallon Jndicm Reservation lil.taS created vvith tlnc; General Allotment Act of 

1887, iNhen members of the Paiute and Shoshone Tribes vvere ailotted apprmdmately 

31,400 act<-'.S in a rwttion of the Lahontan \/alley that ''•~'Ould become pan of On~ Catson 

Division. In 1.906. an agreement was reached in which tribal members could exchange their 

oriqina! 160acre a!!otrnents of non-Jiliater righted land for 1 0-acre parcels of irrigable land 

Lvith paid up vvarer rights. lli1ost of the original allottees accepted the exchange. 

Currenthl" the Fallon Indian Reservation consists of 8,180 acres of allotted and tribal trust 

lands ttl the fo•A;er Carson River Basin,. and approximately 5.,440 acres ol that land is water 

rfgMecl. Public Law· 10 1· 618 currently limits annual use of water rights on the Reservation 

to a maximum of 10,587.5 acre-feet, a quantity suflicient to irrigate approximateJv 3,025 

acres. At present, about 2,800 acres are actually in production 

Title! ol Public Lavll 101-618, the Fallon Pajute Shoshone Indian Tnbes Water RigMs 

Seltlement Act of 1990" permits the Tribes to acquire up to approximately 2AOO acres of 

additional land and approximately 8, 450 acre-feet of water rights to be used for irrigation 

fish and ~vildfife, municipal and industrial, recreation .. water qualit'y', or other beneficial uses, 
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The Tribes recognize the importance of wetlands and wetland habitat to birds and other 

1vHdlde. Thev have dedicated 800 acres of tribal acreage to create ~vet!amfs on the 

re-servation an:Cl are seeking to secure vvater .tights lor the tlvet!ands. 

Pyramid Lake Paiute Indian Reservation 

f:onna! recognition of the trust relationship betvveen the Pyrarnid Lake Paiute Tribe and the 

United States is based on an 1859 vAthdraw·af of land in the northem portion of the Truckee 

F!iver valle']/, including Pwamid Lake.. The reservation presently covers approximately 

475,000 acres. Public Law 101-618 affirmed all e.Kisting property riglrts and interests within 

the boundaries of the Pyramid Lake indian Reservation and recognized tribal ownership of 

the PyrBmid Lake /akebed,, Anaho /slanc/, and the beds and banks of tho !ovvE~r Truckee River. 

Whereas ,.,:\naho fsfar1d was recognized as part of the Pyrarnid l,ake Indian Reservation in 

Public Law I 0 1··618, d estabhshed that the island is to be rnanaged and administered by- the 

Servh::e as a part of the National Wildlife Refuge Svstem {Subsect. 21 OfbJi2)}. 

~'Vater rights for the reservation \Vere claimed bv the Department in 1913 and Iiiihen the Orr 

Ditch Decree vV'o'>S 1:<>sued in 1 .944, the Tribe vvas given an appropriation date of i 859, senior 

to alf other appropriations. Other than irrigation, no adclitionaf ~;vater was allocated for fish 

and fish habitat in Pwamicf Lake or JowrYr' Truckf:.ce River. 

Over the vears, the Tribe has actively worked to increase inflow· to the lake to raise the lake 

!eve! and protect threatened and endangered fish species in tho lake. Fishes in Py-ramid Lake 

remain a cultural mainstay of the Tnbe and, to help sustain the fake's hc;hery, the Tribe 

maintains tl-"lO hatcheries. The hatcheries produce primarily Lahonwn cutrhroat trout (a 

Federal threatr:Hied specii!:!S! to maintain the sport fishery-, as Vliefl as endangered cuiui. In 

addition w working to conserve these species, the Tdbe rnanages and comrols hunting and 

f1:5hing rights an the reservatk.HL 

3.24.2 PREHISTORIC CUlTURAl RESOURCES 

Most of tho prehistoric culturai resources in the affected area are associated vvith hurnan 

occupation of riparian and wetand areas, The earl!est evidence ot man in Lahontan Valley 

dates back to a period between ·11 ,000 and 8,000 years ago (E1ston, 1986). These early 

sites are !ound in association with shoreline geologic features of a specific period when 

ancient Lake Lahontan was receding. Intensive use of lhe Lahontan Valley began around 

3,300 years ago with most ot the human occupation centered around the wet!and areas 

\Fowler, 1992L 

Accounts by early explorers and ethnographic studies \descriptive anthropology in this case 

based on the oral history of the cu~turel describe two ~:roups of nauve people, one group 
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livinr~ around Carson Lake and the other at the Stillwater rnarshes, Prehistoric vtl!ages vvere 

known to exist on the •west shore oi Carson Lake, and the area was known as a productive 

wetland (DeQuille, 1963L In ethnograpiw stud\es there i:s mention oi the Alkali~Weed-Eater 

people of Carson Lake but little is known of thjs !::JflHJp. 

The group of native people that inhabited the Stillwater rnar:shos may or rnay not be related 

to tne mos.: recent Cattaii·Eater Paiute people who lived at StiUvvater and Carson Lake 

'T1arshes until the late 1800s. 

These native c!ans were attracted not only by tho wddUfe, but by the diverse and abundant 

food and other resources found in the desert marshes. The early inhabitants of the lahontan 

Valley depended greatly on the rnarshes. They ate soeds, plants, fish, waterfowl and 

\t-/aterfowl eggs. Bulrushes, cattails and other n1<.1rsh a~so were used as food sources 

and to rrH.1ke nets, baskets, boats and houses \Fowter, 1992). The arrival of seWers to the 

lahontan VaHey in the 1850s and 1860s displaced these native people from their traditional 

areas of occupation. 

A number of Churchi!l County archaeological sites art:1 ~ne!uded on the National Register of 

Historic Places. They include Grirnes Point, Stillwt1ter marsh, and Humboldt Cave, 01' these, 

the Cold Springs and Sand Sprinus Ponv Express Stations and Grin1es Point sre also included 

in the Nevada State Ref]ister of Historic Places (Kastens, oral communication, 1994L 

The !Tii"!Jority of the lahontan Valley archaeo!ogical record and ethnofraphic work comes 

from the Stillwater NWFI area. Typlcal culture! resources found in this area include skeleta! 

remains, tool makinn rnaterials, seed- and grain orinding tools. humin£1 rnater!als. habrtation 

s1tes, burial sites. and sites of religious significance. Cuitural resources are identified in the 

ethnography of the Cattail-Eatt.Hs (Fowler, 'l992), H1~.:; archaeological record, and by the 

Service's Arcllaeologk:al Predictive Model (!~aven and Elston, 1 989; Raven, 1990). 

The Archaeological Site Predictive !l!7odel developed by Intermountain Research is a 

cornpuwr rnodef that uses soil types and sirnilar information to predict where archeological 

sites might be located. Habitat types derived from the rnodel based on soil types and rangf:.e 

sites are ranked by their usefulness to prehistoric people and their access to water. Using 

these habitat Wpes, the model predicts the type and probability of prehistoric human 

occupation. Testt~ng the predictions of the model has shovvn that the model can be quite 

accurate in identifying possible archaeologic sites. Due to concerns about unauthorized 

archaeological digs, the Service has chosen not to describe the extent or locations of 

archaeological sires in this document. 

vVhile most data in the Archaeological Site Predictive Model relate to cultural resources 

associated with the Stillwater NWR, there is no reason to believe that similar cultural 
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resources do not extend to wetlands in the remainder of the affected area, Other wetLand 

areas would have been important to native people inhabiting tho val!ey as vvell as the riparian 

areas along Carson River, 

3,24.3 HISTORICAl CUlTURAl RESOURCES 

Historic cultural resources of Lahontan VaHey and the nearby affected area are related to the 

early Euro·Arnerican settlers who farmed, ranched, rnined, and traveled through the area. 

The Nationa! Register of Historic Places Hsts a number of sltes for ChurchiH County, 

including the okl Churchill County Courthouse, Lahontan Dam Power Station, the Carson 

River Diversion Dam, and Harmon School and Oats Park Grammar School in Fallon (Kastens, 

oral communication, 1994}, Harmon School is also jnduded on the State Register of Historic 

Ptaces. Fort ChurchW is another important historical cultural resource located in the affected 

area. 

More generally, evidence of salt mining at Soda Lakes. o!d buildings, o!d farm equipment, 

and various roads, canals and other infrastructure associated with the development of the 

Newlands Project, cornpdse the historic cultural resources in Lahontan VaHey and the nearby 

affected area. The remains of this historical period or evidence of these historical actions 

may or iT!ay not be meaningful as cultural resources. M;:my oi' the historic artifacts 

associated with this per~od are documented or on disp!ay at the Churchill County Museum 

and other museums in the State, The importance ot thes;:;1 remnants of the past is not fully 

known at this time. 

Fort Churchill State Park in the tv1idd!e Carson River Corridor contains the ruins of an 1860s 

military outpost and provides a vrsitor's center, park. headquarters, interpretive trails, and 

p~cnickinf~. Fort Churchill is an important historic artifact of the Civil V'l/ar period, as it wM 

the western-most outpost, and served to guard the Pony Express riders in the 1860s, The 

remains of this historical period at Fon Churchil! are fairly well maintajned and are a 

slgnfficant cultura! resource for the area_ About 70,000 visitors make use o! Fort Churchill 

State Park each year, 

The Buckland Station, a Pony Express stop in "1860-61, js another cultural resource that lies 

within the affected area. The Buckland Station was recently acquired by the State of 

Nevada and may be restored as a historic cultural slte sometime in the near future. However 

the State has not yet determined the future uses tor this site. 

The Newlands Project infrastructure (canals,. laterals, drajns, etc.i havr:J been nominated for 

el~qibflfty for /!.sting on the National Register of Historic Places. 
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3.25 ACQUISITION COSTS AND PROBABILITY OF MEETING THE SERVICE OBJECTIVE 

The market value or sale price of water rights can bto s;:,parated from the value or sale price of the 

appurtenant !and because the water rights can be severed lrorn thelr existing place of use and 

transferred to another location. Sh!ce water rights can be sold separatoly from land, their value 

can be determined separately. Section 3 ,20, LAND VALUES. describes the basellne land values for 

ChurchHI Count'{ and dlsGusses the vaiue cd watE;r d[1hted land, 

Market values for water rights within the affected area are measured by sale prices of water rights 

in the region. As stated above, water rights have tht• potential to be transferred to other piaces of 

use, and also have the potential to change use (e.g., from agricultural to municipal use) upon 

transfer. Under baseline conditions, the market value ot Nt:wvlands Project water rights is based on 

the manner and place of use remaining the same, 

The Nevada Waterfowl Association purchased t!1e first water rights acquired for the Lahontan VaHey 

wetlands in 1988 and paid $2 ·15/AF (water rights only}. Water right values have increased since 

that time, and acquisitions completed in ·1993 were transacted at a market value of approximately 

$343/AF for water rights alone. 

The price paid by the Service lor water rl£~hts is based on mark•-'lt values. The market value in the 

appraisal process is based on previous sales of open-market {non-governmental) uansactions. For 

this reason, the increased market value of water dnhts is not a function of governrnental 

transactions but is a renection of the increased values being piaced on water rights and water"' 

righted !and by private parties. 

The Service 1.•..rill purchase water rights for the wetlands horn vviiling se!lers, as authorized in Public 

Law 101-618. Many property owners rnay offer to sell their water rights to the Service with the 

appurtenant lands, The market value !or Lahontan Val!ey land with water rights ranned from 

$1,800 to $2,000 per water-righted acre in 1993, The value of lands vvith water rights will vary 

depending on the location and acreage of the parcels involved and potential use. 

ln addition to the market value of water rights, there are also operating costs associated with the 

Service's acquisition of water rights, For the purpose of ihis docurnent, capita! costs are measured 

as one-time acquisition expenditures, Annual costs include operation and maintenance costs \O&Ml 

associated \Nith delivery of vvater which are paid to the Project operator. Revenue-sharing payments 

are also paid to local government. 

Capital costs for water rights have averaged about $1,200 per acre in the Carson Division of the 

Newlands Project (Service acquisition files, 1994), Based on rnarket values for water rights and 

vvater-righted lands, and capita! costs, the Service estimates that the total capital costs under 

baseline conditions vvill ranne from $7.85 million to $11.6 million, This range is affected by varying 

assumptions as to the mix of purchases involving water rights only, versus those involving water 

ri~:_1hts with the appurtenant lands, 
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Annual costs are expected to ran9e from $167,000 to $201.000 under the baseline conditions. 

These costs are divided into O&.M costs and revenue-sharing payments. 

The total annual costs, induding a we!nhted average for O&M costs. is calculated to be $7.30 per 

acre-foot l$25.53 per wateHi~jhted acre) !or acquired water. Under the baseline conditions, 0&~./l 

costs associated with the acquired water rights will be about $150.000 annually. 

Revenue-sharing payments are made to local gOJ<'emments pursuam to Congressional directives 

prescribed in the? Refuge Revenue Sharing Act (see Section 1. 9. 5). Under existing conditions., since 

the Service does not collect any receipts from the fee title lands it has acquired, revenue sharing 

payments are based on a percentage of the rnarket value of the lands acquired as if they were still 

i.n private ownersMp. It is the Service's policv, relative to acqui:'>ftions in Lahontan Valley, th<Jt 

market v·alue for revenue sharing pavment calculations of' lands acquired will be \tafued in the 

"before" state, as if for the highest and best use that tNould most probabf'r' prevail if the lands had 

n.:Jmained in private ownership. Simplv stated, this would be the market value of the subject lands 

with water rights as they existed when the Servict.r purchased thern 

Refuge Revenue sharing pavments would be about $ 15/acre/vear on tee title lands acquired with 

appurtenant lands. This value is based on application of the revenue sharing paymtmt r..:-tte ol three

fourths of 1 percent {0.0075) to an average per acre value of water-righted land t$2,000/acre). 

While the values used in sucli sample calculations are based on gr:.meral averages, they provide a 

repNJsentative t'ifJUre to compare potential Refuge Revenue Sharing pavments to property tax 

revenues. 

Based on actual Rehtge Revenue Slfaring payments to Churchill Countv lor I 995, the Service paid 

$21,321 on the !,254 acres at tee title lands it had acquired as of Septem/Jer 30, 1994. Both the 

sample value of $15 per acre per vear and the actual 1995 payment which equates to $17 per acre 

are higf1er than the property tax revenues fnun cultivated agriculture lands (about .~2. 75/acre/yearJ 

or vacam land (about $4.80/acre/}learJ based on 1993 tax rates. 

The Service assumes that only a portion of the 20,000 AF ot waler rights it acquires under baseline 

ccn1ditions will include appurtenant land. To calculate possible revenue--sharing payments, the 

Service set a 20 percent figure to represem the low end of land acquisitions and a 60 percent figure 

as its high end. Based on these assumptions, the Service calculates revenue sharing payments to 

u!timately range from $17,000 to $51,000 a year under baseline conditions. 

Probability of Meeting Service Objective 

Two key factors determine the Service's ability to meet its objectives: availabilitv of '-illi!Jing sellers 

and adequacy of funding. Based on current participatjon by- vvilfing sellers and current 

Congressional appropriations, the Service antidpates that it vlill meer its 20,. 000 AF acquisition 

objective by September 7 996. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

4.1 lNTRODUCTlON 

This chapter ~dentifies and evaluates the environmental nnpacts of the action alternatives as they 

relate to the U.S. Fish and W~ldlife Service's (Servicei action ol acquirin9 sufficient water to sustain 

a long·terrn avera~~e of 2E•,OOO acres of primary wetland habitat in the designated Lahontan Val!ey 

wetlands. The No Action Alternative (P..Iternative 1) is a continuation of baseline conditions 

{discussed in Chapter 3), and is providtod for comparative purposes. Baseline conditions are those 

conditions that are calculated or otherwise estimated to occur when the 20,000 AF water rights 

acquisition prograrn has been completed and the Newland<> Pro]ect 7988 OCAP deli\lery efficiency 

targets have been fulf)l achieved Tin; environmental impacts of the 20,000 AF ~;vater rights 

acqujsition program >vere descrjbed ~~·~ the Service's December 19.91 environmental assessment, 

"Proposed Acquisition of \/Vater Rights for Stillwater Wildlife ili1anagement Area ami Stillv.rater 

National Wild/ile Refuge'' and finding of no s~gnificant impact (FONSIJ, 

Environmental consequences are direct and indirect m;pacts {both posit~ve and negative) that ·woutd 

result horn the action alternatives, Direct consequences art.' thoso that are caused by the action, 

and occur at the same time and place. Indirect consequences are a1so caused by the action, but 

occur later in tirne or are further removed frorn the action, For the purposes of estimating the 

rnagn~tude and ciuration of impacts for this document, Hw Service set a 20-30 year tirne frarne for 

implementation of the wm.er rights acquisition program. The Service recounizes that actual 

irnplementat~on could take longer due to the wiiling seHer component of the program. 

In addition to using the No Action Alternative as Ore baseline for assessing environmental 

conseouencf:.:s ol each of the action alternatives, no acquisition conditions are also used as a 

"basehne" w evaluate the overall impacts of the Preferred Alternative and tht..e 20,000 AF water 

rights acquisition r1rogram, in total, No acquisition conditions ate those conditions that are 

calculated /using the BLR and NSM models) or estitnated to occur assuming that no water rights 

have been acquited for the primary v-lel!ands and the Newlands Project 1988 OCAP deliverv 

efficiencv targets have been fully achieved. 

Although none of rlre alternatives propose specific monitork)g measures, the Service would monitor 

inffm•.1s to r.he wetlands as described in Section 2. 7 to ensure that both quantltv and quality of 

vvatet entering the wetlands is sufficient. Once it is demonstrated that a /ong-tern1 annual avetage 
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of 25,000 acres of primary· •vet/and habitat can be sustained on acquired water and water rights, 

the Service lltil'fl terminate water ri{:}hts acquisitions. For the purpose of this document, a long--terrn 

average would be determined using a 1 0-year-running average of annual average wetland habitat 

acres. 

Cumulative effects, and other impacts, including conflicts with local, State and Federal policies or 

plans, as well as ur"la\lOidable and irretrievable .:.dfects oi the alternatives are also discussed in this 

chapter, 

PHYSICAl RESOURCES 

4.2 EffECTS ON NEWtANDS PROJECT OPERATIONS AND INfRASTRUCTURE 

This section presents a comparison of the potentia! consequences of the actkm alternatives on 

various aspects of Newlands Irrigation Project (Newlands Project) operations and infrastructure. 

This comparison is based on a common set of assumpHons and baselint• conditions described in 

Section 3.2, NEWlANDS PROJECT OPERATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE. The Service relied on 

calculations from both the Negotiated Sett1em<E:mt Model (NStv1) and the Below Lahontan Reservoir 

(BUi) ~"'1odel to make these analytical comparisons using a 92·year h]ldro!ogic simulation period to 

establish long-term averages. 

4.2, 1 NEWlANDS PROJECT IRRIGATED ACREAGE BASE 

Analysis of the anticipated variations in irrigated acreage ior each alternative is sumnHtrized 

in Table 4.2.A. Under Alternative 1, the No ll.ction A!ternative, baseline New1ands Project 

water righted, irrigated acreage is 56,622 acres. Potential impacts and mWgath.m related to 

the convtcrsion of irrigated farmland is (fl~'>cussed in sevrHal subsections of Section 4, 16, 

EFFECTS ON AGRICULTURE, FARMLAND, AND LOCAl ECONOMY, 

4.2.2 IRRlGATlON DELIVERIES 

Irrigation delivery and irrigation demand are based on acrHs of irrigated !and, headgate 

entitlement, irrigation use··rates, and requests for irrigation waier. The irrigation delivery 

pattern, as defined under baseiine conditions (Section 3.2.2, IRRIGATiON DELIVERIES), wi!l 

continue under ail alternatives. UndHr a!! alternatives, irrigation deliveries are lower than the 

entitlement/irrigation demand due to shortages resulting tram changing hydrologic 

conditions, vveather factors, and !rom water rights that ~~o unused as described in thH 

aforementioned section, 



TABlE 4.2.A NEWlANDS PROJECT WATER-RIGHTED, IRRIGATED ACREAGE 

AlT. 1 

Baseline 

AlL 2 

Proposed 

Action 

AlT. 3 

least Cost 

AlT.4 

Maxlmum 

Acquisition 

Alt. 5 

Minimum 

Acquisition 

Snurcn: Irrigated, VV{Htt r~~Jhted acre.r.~ge figures frorn U.S. Bureau of Red.anHHH)fl [t./vrittnn c:ommun§cat§on" '§ 992} ar1d 

a<.i)USt<Jd BLR ro~1ode! outpu1 data w caiculHtr:; acrEls acquired. 

KEY TO SCENfi.RK!S 

Ait. 1 No Action Alternative, baseline condition, acqurre up to 20,000 t1F for wetlands protection . 

.A H. 2 Proposed Act~on, acquire up to 122 ~000 AF 1n thF Carson D.iy·is/on for vveHands ~wo¥eclion (includes the 

Alt 4 

20,0(10 AF ~~cquisition progtarn). 

Least Cost with Maximum Use-Rate, ,1cquire up to 1 00,000 ,t,F in the Gatson Dhii5ion fur wetlands 

protection (includes the 20,.000 Af' acquisirion orograrn,J. 

M;;;xirnurn A<~quisition, acquire up to 133,500 AF in the Carson Division 1or wetlands pwtection (includes 

the 20, GOO AF acquisi1ion program). 

AI~ !') Preferred Alternative, purchasa up to 75,000 AF in the Carson Division and Middlt~ Carson River corridtY 

for wetlands protection iinciudes the 20,000 AF acquisition pro9rarnl, plus additional water from other 

sources. 

Under Alternative 1, Carson Division irrigation deliveries .are calculated to be 170,100 

AF/year (this includes hydrologic shortagesL Irrigation del!veries can be separated for 

Carson Division farm irrigation ( 1 53,600 AF/yearL and wetlands delivery \16,500 AF/yearL 

Under the action alternatives, Truckee Division demands and deliveries are calculated to 

rernain unchanged from the No Action Alternative. (For Carson Division irrigation demand 

and delivery comparisons, see Table 4.2.8.) 



TABLE 4 .. 2 .. 8 CARSON DIViSION IRRiGATiON DEMAND AND Di:UVERiES !ACRE-FEET} 

Carson [);vision 

Farm Demand 
---·----~ 

Wet!ands Oernand 

TO"l"AL 

Carson Di'llrsion 

<Hl:::etHShortane 2.3% 

Source BLR tv1oc~e! (vf3r...sion 3.3 7) output data, based on ~Jetvlands Project acreatfe b.nse, 1989. 

Carson Division irri1:_1ation demand is an irnportant factor because it 1s linked to many other 

variables, such as Lahontan Reservoir storage, rejeases, .. spiils and drairwvater. Most 

direct!y, Carson Division irrigation demand impacts the vohHnt:1 of w·ater that must bt1 

diverted frorn tlle Truckee River for use in the Nevvjands Project.. Reductions in Truckee 

River diversions benefit Pyramid Lake fish species \as more \Nater rernains in the river to 

increase lake inflows). Hovvever, reduced C;~rson Division irrigation demand also redtJces 

Lahontan Reservoir releases, thereby adversely impacting hydropower fJeneration. 

(Hydropower resources are discussed in Section 4.2.6 .. 1 

Average shorta9es due to hy(:lrologic factors such as drOUf:Jht range from 0.7 percem 

(Alternative 4) to 2.3 percent (Alternative 3} and are incorporated into the long-term avera9e 

annual irrigation delivery, 

Alternative 2: Under this alternative to acquire water for the primary 'tvetlands, water rights 

would be appjjed at a reducec! use-rate (2.99 AF/acrelyear}. As a result, Carson Dlvision 

irrigation demand in the Nevvlands Project would be reduced by about 7.6 percent as 

compared to the No Action Alternative, 

Of the totai ca!culated irrigation deliveries in the Carson Division (159,700 AF(yeari under 

Alternative 2, about 63 percent W'OUid be for wetlands dernand and the remainder vvould be 
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for farming and other usos. Legitirrmte water rights in the Newiands Project wotdd not be 

adversetv impacted by this alternatives and would continue to be served at their full duty 

during noonal and above rwrma! years. 

Alternative 3: Under the Least Cost Alternative, \tvater !"ights for vvetlands protection would 

be applied at the ful! use-rate (3.5 AF/acre/yeurf, This oHers the rnost direct use of water. 

l\s a result, Carson Division irrigation delivery in the Newlands Project is calculated to 

increase by 2 percent over the t~o Action Alternative. Of the calculated total irrigation 

defiveries in the Carson Division under this alternatwe (about 174,600i, about 55 percent 

would be for wetlands demand and the remainder would be for farming and other uses. 

l..egitirnate vvater rights in the Ne~vlands Project would not be adversely impacted by this 

alternatives and vvoufd continue to be served at their fu!f dut)i during normal Bnd a.bove 

normBI years. 

Alternative 4: Under the Maximum ,C..cquisition Alternative, Carson Division irrigation 

del~veries are ca!cu!ated to decrease 8 percent frorr\ the No Action Alternative. As with 

AlternaHve 2, the reduced irrigation demand results irorn the 2.99 AF/acre/year use rate. 

Of the calculated total irrination deliveries in the Carson Div~sion under this alternative 

(about 1 59,100 AF/year) about 70 percent would be for wetland deliveries and the 

rer-nainder woukJ be tor fanntng and other uses. Legitimate water rights in tho Ne~vlands 

Project vvouJd not be adversetv irnpacted by this a!tematjves and tvoufd continue to be 

served at their lull duty duting normal and above normal years. 

Alternative 5~ Under the Preferred Alternative, reductions in Carson Division irrigation 

deliveries would vary dependinn upon use of Fallon Naval Air Station (NAS-Fallon) water. lf 

NAS-Fa!lon water were used, irrig<.'ltion demand could be reduced by about 4 percent as 

cornpared to the No Action Aiternativt:t 

Of the calculated total irrigation deliveries in the Carson Division under the Preferred 

Alternative \about ·164,300 AF\yearL about 47 percent would be for wetlands demand and 

the ren1ainder would be for farming and other uses, Legitimate Vllater n!7lits it1 the Newfands 

PnJject 1.vou/d not be adversely impacted bv this alternatives and t'.rou!d continue to be 

served at their fufl duty during normal and above normal vears. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Jf NASFallon water vvere used undfH 

Alternative 5, irrigation demand could be reduced by about 6 percent as compared 

to no acqul:'>ition conditions. 
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Mitigation Measures 

~Jntigation measures to offset the adverse impacts associated with increased dernand are 

discussed in Hvdmpower Resources and Surface Water Quantity. 

4.2.3 WETLAND DELIVERIES AND INCIDENTAL INFLOW 

4.2.3.1 Deliveries 

Primary vveWmd deliveries are defined as scheduled irdnation deHveries during the 

irriuation season to the primary '>Netiand areas at Sti!lwater Nationa! Wildlife Refuge 

\Stillwater NWR), Carson Lake and Pasture (Carson lake), and the Fallon Paiute

Shoshone indian Reservation wetlands (Tribal vvetlands), Under Alternative 1, the 

No Action Alternative, irrigation deliveries amount to 16,500 AF/year, dralnwater 

provides 30,000 AF/year, and spiHs provide 8,600 AF/year. irri~:_jation deHvery and 

incidental inflow for each alternatjve is depicted below in Table 4.2.C. 

Alternative 2: Irrigation deliveries to the primary wetlands would be increased by 

about 84,600 AF!year over the No Actron AlternaTive. This volume of irrigation 

water, when combined with drainwater and spills, would provide sufficient water for 

the Service to meet the objective of sustainino 25,000 acres of primary wetland 

habitat over the long term, 

TABlE 4.2.C WETlAND DEUVERIES AND INCIDENTAL INFLOW (ACRE-FEET} 

Source: Adjusted BLR Model output data 
"~rr;g.a-tion dr:1~ivBnB~' ?.HI ger.Pcr>:l~l-~." 1-o•;>;~~r th.r::n the ~mgatbn Gem~n±d U1ea~jg:Hru !ll•1ttll"li~~8'~r.: dlJtl! 1!.:' ~~tt •DffEt•::1-:> oi dr::-u,;;-h; cv•:!8:t :r. rh:e n.;~w:.r;o! hvdr;;-k;·!~:C :e9H1H~, these 

a-"!i h~H.:tc;red into ~ong tt~r':'n d4th'•ltt~· ctv'8!'.ag8:S B:S. "'sl:onag:es", 5-ee T;3t;-!~ 4.2 .a, 
"lnig~~;:o:: d-:;!h:e<'i Gfi Al~ernative 5 :ndud8:S 18ngttd H'f1Qf!:[IOt1 W3i.-~f if' additi':'n ::c• az::aujsitJ:J-n Df ·.'vBf8' ri~~h15 th:n;.r~~-, h~~ p;;;d:::.:;.e_ l:,rge;~:oo·, 'Nill!c!: il:l:'JoLl'I'U'j r':I"=J.U=Jh fe8 

pUI''.:t·la:S€" alD"'f:t ',..\r[P...;.k~ ac=~C<um to< Bob=J-tJ; 60,800 AF of ·-Ne;~and rj:;:;!ive:;es. 

'- Othel' so~.JI'::.:ttB- :_::f -..rv1:1tl8.nd !nilov~,o' i=K·!ude ur.=su-.e&m G;;~:rson R1ver irrig:-:n,;;m vur.te: :1~~h;s, q:ou;:d· .. ~n~tf:r, t'-L:vv ,_u:'::s~;·-,,d~·tJ='' vvj~8'. ur~d :'c-.:ne-d s~:"'•'·:IQ•J eh\;ent 

t:· Th::; mtBI -,"'.f8i!;;~::,Q :nfk;-•.;-.'S r;;re lang-tenT! 8'.'-::ragt::s w!m "B-h::..'l'tdlgu:h-~ ~-L!Ct=}ftr=:i ;,,tc< 1!"-aJ ~~rr-c~::-j i:ng;:~;:o:·, 0,::!~-.:P..'!~"i Th;;::;;,:: l::on·;~·':$Hm -:~E~1r;;H·!' o\.<t:tdQe:!10 e:qu::Jl8 !=:= 



Under this a!ternative, water rights acquired in the Carson Divh>ion at the 3.5 

AF/ac:re and 4.5 AF/acre entitlements, wou1d be appiied at the 2.99 Af:/acre/year 

use-rate. Tho application of the 2.99 use-rate wou1d tmtitle the Service to about 84 

percent of the total volume of acquired water. 

Alternative 3: lnination deliveries to the primary wetlands would be increased by 

about 79,400 AF/year over the No Action A~ternative. This volume of irrigation 

water, when combintod with drainwater and sp!l!s, would provide sufficient \!Vater for 

the Service to meet the objective of sustaining 25,000 acrE~s of primary wetland 

habitat over the long term. 

Under Alternative 3, water rights acquired in the Carson Division at the 3.5 AF/acre 

and 4.5 AF/acre entitkm"Hmts, would be applied at the 3.5 AF/acre/year us;:Hate for 

the wetlands. The application of the 3.5 use·nlte wottid entitle the Service to about 

98 percent of the total volume of water acquired. (Acquisition of some 4.5/AF/acre 

water rights account for the 2 percent difference between acquisition and 

entitlement.) 

Alternative 4; lrrigation deHveries to the primary wetlands would be increased by 

about 94,800 AF/year over the No Action Alternative. This volume of irrigation 

water, when combined with spills, would provide sufficient water for the Service to 

meet the objective of sustaining 25,000 acres ot primary vvetland habitat over the 

lontl term. 

Similar to Alternative 2, the 2, 99 AF/acro use,rate would be app!ied, thereby 

entitHn£1 the Service to about 84 percent of the total water acquired. 

Alternative 5: Wetland irrigation deiiveries would increase by 61,400 AFiyear over 

the No Action Alternative. These wet!and irrigation de!iveries include not only water 

acquired through fee purchase in the Carson Division, but also incorporate water 

acquired by leasinl), groundwater purnpin£,J, use of Navy water, and the fee purchase 

of water rights in the rvliddle Carson River corridor. T!1e combined total volume of 

water from fee purchase, other sources, drafns and spills, would sustain 25,000 

acres of primary wetiand habitat. 

Similar to Alternatives 2 and 4, the 2.99 Aflacre use-rate would entitle the Service 

to about 83 percent of tlle water rights purchast~d in fee title, 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: The Preferred Alternative, 

including the 20,000 AF acquisition program,, ~vould result in a total of about 
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77,.900 more AF/vea.r of 11vater being delivered to the primary 11vet!.fmds than 

would occur under no acquisition conddions. 

4.2.3.2 Drainwater 

Primary wetland drainwater inflows (return flows) include seepane, tail water, and 

other sources incidents~ to ~rrination deliver~es. AI! draintiow figures for analysis are 

calculated estimates based on BLR Model assumptions and are used for comparative 

purposes only. Baseline draintlows could change due to variables such as drainflow 

assurances or other changes in water management in the Carson Division of the 

Newlands Project. \For comparison at drainwater flows across alternatives see 

Table 4.2.C.) 

Under Alternative 1, the No Action Alternative, 30,000 AF of drainwater is 

calculated to enter the wetlands, cornprising about 54 percent of total wetlands 

innow. 

Ahemative 2: Under this aiternative, drainwater flows to primary wetl<.mds would 

decrease by about 57 percent over the No Action Alternative. As asJricultural lands 

are no longer irrigated, corresponding drainflows to the wetlands would be reduced. 

Because Newlands Project irrigation drainwater has been shown to adversely affect 

fish, wHdlife, and wetland habitat, (Section 3.3.2, SURFACE WATER QUALITY, 

Drainwater OualitvL reduced reliance on irriqation drainwater and increased use of 

hinher quality irrigation water, would positivelv bene lit pnrnarv wetland habitat and 

associated !ish and vvildlife. 

Alternative 3: Drainwater flows to primary \"ll'etiands would decrease by about 38 

percent from the No Action Alternative. Under Alternative 3, more agricultura! 

irrigation is expected to continue than under Alternative 2; therefore, drainwater 

inflows constitute a greater portion of the total wetland inflow than Altemat~ve 2. 

Ahemative 4: Under this alternative, drainwater flows are precluded from wetlands 

mananement and long-term habitat maintenance at Stillwater NWR, Carson Lake, 

and the Tribal wetlands. 

Under the Maxirnurn Acquisition Alternative, dra~nwater is eliminated in order to 

provide the htghest quality water tor wetland inflows. Due to this factor, this 

alternative would provide the rr1os< benefit to fish, vvild1ife and wetland habi rat. 

Alternative 5: Under th~s alternative, drainwater flows to primary wetlands would 

decrease 34 percent from tile No Act~on Alternative and woutd 'ric!ude sewa9e 
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effluent as a component of drainvvater inflows. The Preferred Altemarive would 

retain a ~mger BtF·icultural base in the Carson Division which wou~d maintain higher 

irritlation drainftows than any of the other action alternat;ves. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Under the Preferred 

Alternative, drainvvater flow into the primar}' vvetlamfs would be about 41 

f?ercent lower than it ~1/ould be uru..ier no acquh';ition conditions (calculated to 

be about 3.::.1, 600 AF/year/, 

4,2,3.3 Spms 

Spil!s, which incorporate accidentaL operationa! and precautionary releases, are 

routed through Newlands Project canals and drains. Spills can cause downstn.'lam 

Hooding if the vo~un1e of spills exceeds the capacity o'l the Newiands Project canals 

and the lower Carson River to route spills to the wet!ands or to the Carson Sink. 

Flooding adversely impacts property owners along the Carson River or within its 

floodplain. Not all spills result in flooding, and most genera!ly, spd!s are controlled. 

if spills occur prior to the irrigation season, canal capacities gtHHHal!y can handle spi!l 

volun1es, but if they occur during the irritHHion season as most spills do, then 

volumes tend to be greater and the amount of Viiater •vhich can be conveved to the 

wetlands may be limited by canal capacities. Few this reason, the Service calculated 

"useable spiUs" for aH of the a!ternatives, !For cornparison ot spills across 

alternatives see Table 4.2.C.) 

S1nce spills occur on an inrrequem or ;rreqular basis, they are incorporated into the 

average annual wetland inllow volumes as "useab~e spills". The irequency and 

volume of calculated "useable spills'' based on the 92-year hydrologic simulation 

per;od, are affected by reservoir stora(i8 levels and carryover \which are Hnked to 

diversion, irri£Jat•on demand and deliveri•.'ls). The averaf;e annual "useable spills" to 

the ·wetlands under baseline conditions in Alternative 1 amount to 8,600 AF/year 

over the long HHTn. Spi!ls are calculated to occur in 32 years out of the 92 year 

hydrolouic period under baseline conditions .. 

Alternative 2: Under this alternative, the Service calculates t!1at spills would 

increase in frequency and volume due m reduced Project demand and the propensity 

for more carryover storage, The volume of average annual "useable spills" is 

calculated to increase by about 20 percent over Alternative 1, In addition, the BLR 

Model calculates that H'1e spills \tt/0\.J~d occur in 37 years of the 92 .. year hydrologic 

s1rnuiatlon period, 5 more years than that calculated to occur under Alternative 1. 
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Alternative 3: Under this alternative, there is only a slight increase \about 1 percent) 

in the calctJlated volume of "useable spills" that would occur. The frequency of 

spi!ls remains unchanged frorn Alternative 1. 

Altemative 4: As w~th Altemat~ve 2. the volume and frequency of spills are 

calculated to increase over Alternative 1. The BLR l'v1odel calculates that averane 

armual "useable spU~s" would increase by about 3 7 percent over Alternative 1 and 

would occur in 40 years of the 92-year hydrologic simulation period, 8 more years 

than that calculated to occur under Alternative 1 . 

Altemative 5: Spill frequency and volumes are expected to increase under the 

Prelerred AJtemativtc, and would fall in a ran~le between that depicted for 

Alternatives 2 and 3. The BLR Mode! calculates that average annual "useable spills" 

would increase by about 6 perct.mt over Alternative 1 and would occur in 35 years 

M the 92 year hydrologic simulation, which is 3 more years than that calculated to 

occur under Alternative 1. Increased inf!ow to Lahontan Reservoir from the ~v'1iddle 

Carson River corridor acquisitions could also aH•~ct spill volumes. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Average annual useable spill 

volumes could increase by as 8 perc:ent over no acquisition conditions 

(estimated to be about 8,400 AF/year over the long term/. 

Mitigation Measures 

Due to the interrelated nature o1' wetland •rripation deiiveries; drainwater, ;:md spH!s, 

it is extremely difficult to identify a mitigation strategy that would increase one 

component without adversely affecting another. 

There are changes that could be incorporated into Newlands Project operations to 

increase drainwater and spill vo!urnes over baseline conditions. Such changes would 

only be reasonable .and feasible if they did not result in increased diversions from the 

Truckee River and would most likely require changing the Newlands Project OCAP, 

Enlarging cana! and dra~ns would increase flow capacit~es, allowing for greater use 

of spills when they occur. Such actions would increase the volume of "us!'H.1ble 

spilis" for wetlands protection thereby reduc~ng acqu~siton or drainwater needs. 

lf Project drainwaters vvere dedicated to wetlands protection through a cooperative 

drainwater assmance plan (known as drainflow assurances), other uses of 

drainwater (such as irrigation of pasture lands at Carson Lake, stock watering, or 

recapture to supply irrigation demand) could be minimized. Such actions, r! carried 
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out, would have to be Initiated bv the Project operator and would beneH the 

wet!ands to the extent that additional wetland innows vvouk1 accrue and that 

dralnwater w·ould be o! suitable qualilV for wetlands protection. 

4.2.4 NEWLANDS PROJECT EFFICIENCY 

T!-le NSM/BLR Models calculate H1at Newlands ProJect efficiency would increase over the 

long run for all action alternatives. The Service expects that the retirement of large parce!s 

of agricultural lands would present substantia! opportunities for in1proving delivery system 

efficiencies, both directly \IIHOU£jh consolidated wetland deliveries} <.mel indirectly {through 

the retirernent of low-efficiency parcels and laterals). 

Changes in efficiency are a cornplex function of factors such as distance, timinq, frequency, 

routing, and dispersal of \'Jater-righted deliveries relative to lahontan Resorvoir releases. 

They also vary as a function of the amount oi water released. In general, as water ri~:_jhts 

acquisitions increase, acquired vvater would travel in larger delivery blocks H1rough fewer 

canals and laterals, As a result, water losses due to evaporation, seepage, and wetting-up 

are expected to decline. The NSM/BLR Model rt1sults, wh1ch are based upon a systematic 

comparison of physical and hydrologic par a meters, do not take into account behavioral or 

managernent influences. 

The NSM/BLR Model results offer a long-term calculation or the end resu!t and impacts ot 

thEe various alternatives upon ~~ewlands Project efficiency_ The mode! results do not offer 

short-term impacts t!1at may occur as the acQuiS'tiOn program is initiated and irnplernentecL 

There are possible acquisit,on patterns that over the short run could adversely impact 

Project efficiency. Such acqufsition patterns coufd indude: retaining irrigated farmland at 

the end of irrigation canais and laterals; purchasing irrigated farmland in checkerboard 

patterns; or retainin[l small volume irrigation deliveries in outlying irrigation service districts 

that are furthest from Lahontan Reservoir. 

Based on the Service's past experience, there are no indications that water right acquisitions 

wouid occur in the worst· case pattern relative to Newlands Project effidencies \i.e,, 

checkerboard pattemsi. The Service expects that lands acquired under the willln~.J sel!er 

program would occur in a more blocked pmtern, due to the iovver productivity in certaln 

areas and other competing land uses for some areas. ln addition, the Service's acquisition 

strategres (see Section 2, 6 Ai related to !ocaton,, indirect cost savings, and protection would 

act to prevent checkerboard or other inefficient acquisition patterns. 

Under Alternative 1, the No Action Alternative, New!ands Project efficiency is calculated to 

be 6'7, 8 percent over the 92-year hydrologic simulation period, with full irrigation year 

delivery efficiency rates of 68.1 percent, and a 59.3 percent efficiency rate in shortage 

years (Table 4. 2. D/, 
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TABlE 4.2.0 NEWlANDS PROJECT EFFiCIENCY CALCULATIONS 

92-Y,c;ar Average 

69.9'}& 

Alternative 2: Under this a~ternative, large block deliveries of irrigation water to Stil!water 

NvVR, Carson Lake, and the Tribal wetlands wouki increase Ptoject delivery efficiency rates 

over the lonn tern• by an averane of about 4 percent over the No Action Alternative. This 

figure is based on final program results calculating a long-term average. Consolidated 

delive(es allovv for S\Jbstantial efficiency 9ains rei<.'nive to the baseline conditions, 

particularly during years of reduced supply. In shortafo]B years, the BLR Model calculations 

show that Project deUvery eHiciency could improve as much as 11 percent over No Action 

Alternative. 

Alternative 3; Sirniiar to Alternative 2, large block deliveries of irrigation water to the 

prirnary wetland areas would increase Project delivery efficiency by about 3 percent over the 

1\Jo Action Alternative. Shortag.:1 year mcn:cases are calculated to be about 9 percent. 

Alternative 4: Because this alternative excludes use o1 drairwvater, its Project delivery 

efficiency rates are based on a modified !JaseHne condition scenano under which baseline 

efficiency is first increased to approximately 74 percent. Accordingly, post-acquisition 

efficiency has the potential to increase an average ol 9 percent over the No Action 

Altermnive, and by as much as i 7 percent in shortage years. This rv1a>:.irnurn Acquisition 

Alternative represents the h1uhest increase in efticiencv potential as it excludes drainwater, 

and consolidates large blocks of irrigation water for wetlands delivery, thereby reducins; 

seepage and other iosses" 

Alternative 5: Due to the Preferred Alternative's reliance on water sources other thAn those 

found in the Carson Division of the Newlands Project, this alternative would not measurably 

increase Newlands Project efficiency over baseline conditions. Annual average delivery 

efflc.ency rates would increase bv about ·1.5 percent over that of the No Action Alternative, 

In shortage years, defjvery emciency could improve br' about 6 percent over that of the No 

Action A!temati\le. The Service assumes that anv water transferred horn the rviidtile Carson 

River corridor to the Lahontan Valley wetlands would be irnpacted by Project conveyance 

losses, but would not be subject to the annual OCAP efficiency calculations. 
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Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Cornpared to no acquisition conditions, 

average annual delivery efficiency rate (about 67.3 percent under no acquisition 

conc/itionsl lltlould increase bv about 2 percont undet the Preftured Alttunative. In 

shortage years, delivt?ry efficiency vvou!d increase by about 8 percent over that ol 

no acquisition conditions (about 57.2 percent). 

Mitigation Measures 

Although the Service has identified no long-term adverse impacts to Project efficiency 

delivery rates as a result of the Preferred Alternative and other action alternatives, some 

shon·terrn adverse impacts could potentially occur. 

The Service's acquisition strategies (Section 2.6.4, ACQUISITION STRATEGIES) would act 

to rninimize possible short·term adverse impacts bv focusing acquisitions for a particular 

strategy, thereby creatinn a less random acquisition pattern. Targeting for less efficient 

lands, outlying and lateral areas, and along the N and T Canal systems, would focus 

acquisitions and increase efficiency, Actions to implement these rnore specific targeting 

strategies could be initiated by the Service, but would require furthEE.H acquisition authorities 

\such as value-added payments, pricing incentives, or condernnation) in order to effectively 

mitigate short-term impacts to New!ands Project efficiency delivery rates. Under existing 

conditions, the wi!linn seller and fair market value constraints wou!d inhibit full 

implementation of these mitigation measures. Heclamation's Newlands Project Efficiency 

Study !U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1993) provides more detailed accounts of specific canals, 

laterals, and service areas that experience highr:H seeparJe rates and are less efficient. If 

these areas were taken out of service by acquisition, Newlands Project de!ivery efficiency 

would be improved. 

Newlands Project eHiciency can be irnproved through a variety of actions, such as more 

accurate irri£Jation deliverv monitoring, lining delivery canals, re·use of drainvvater for 

irrigation delivery, and conservation. All of these actions are described in detail in 

Reclamation's 1\Jewlands Project Efficiency Study {ibid). Implementation of such actions 

could adversely affect the volume of drainwater that reaches the wetlands. In addition, the 

Service does not have the authority to implement such changes to the Nevvlands Project and 

therefore these actions rnay not be viable mitigation measures for the Service to pursue. 

4.2.5 LAHONTAN RESERVOIR OPERATIONS 

Lahontan Reservoir inflo\IVS, outflows, and storage are discussed separately below. 

Cakulated results for eacl1 alternative are summarized in Table 4,2.E, to provide for 

cornparative analysis. 
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TABlE 4.2.E lAHONTAN RESERVOIR iNFLOW, RELEASES AND STORAGE 

Memorial Day 

Fourth of Juiy 7 

8 

1.1% I ' ! 

2 

5 

8 

ALT. 3 

Soun:;e: NSM/BLR Model results and d<lts output 
A DJt/ero;;!?ce-.s berwe.erl oufflow fr:l!i:i'i~ 8t'1d fnffo;,;r ro:f-Ef{S are p.ri.marHy anrfbPf.fi!blf.' t::; ;;:pfii.s:" l'ltflich .'f.rr~ not dep..ie!~li in U'Ji$ tabf:;:. 

4.2.5. 1 inflow 

Lahontan Reservoir inflow consists of Carson River runoff and Truckee Rver imports 

via the Truckee CanaL Under Alternative 1, Carson River inflow aver8£les 287,700 

AF/year based on the 92-year hydrologic simulation period. Truckee River imports 

(delivered) average 62,400 AF/year under baseline conditions, Calculated averatJe 

total reservoir inflow amounts to about 350,000 AF/year. 
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Alternative 2: Truckee Canal inflows would decl>ne by about 25 percent from the 

Alternative 1 due to the reduced irrigation demand and deliveries linked to the 

wetlands irrigation use-rate under A!ternative 2, Carson River flow would remain 

constant, which would result in a calculated average total res<:'lrvoir ~ntlow of 

:334,300 AF(yeaL 

Altemative 3: Under this alt~tnnati'~'e, Truckee Canal inHows would decHne by 5 

percent from the No Action Alternative. Carson River flow would remain constant 

and the total reservoir inflow is calculated to averane 346,800 AF/year, which 

would be 3,300 AF/year less than the Alternative 1. The higher wetland irrigation 

use-rate and onty sHg!1t decline in irrigation demand and deliveries account tor the 

smali change in reservoir inflow. 

Altematlve 4: Truckee Canal inflows would decline the most under this alternative 

due to the reduced irri~.lation demand and deliveries. Truckee Canal inflows are 

cakuiat1.'id to decrease 38 percent, and tota! reservoir inflow would drop to 326,600 

AF/year on average based on the 92-year hydrologic simulation data. Carson River 

f!ow would remain constant under this alternative. 

Alternative 5: Under this alternative, calculations for Truckee Canal inflow and 

Carson River flow are fairly speculative due to the diHerent acquisition scenarios 

that may be implemented. Using the acquisition scenario that creates the greatest 

reduction in irrigation dtornand, Truckee Canal inflow would decrease by about ·15 

percent !rom Alternative 1. Carson Rlver innow to the reservoir could change under 

this Hlhm1ative through the acquisiHon of water rights from the ~..t1iddle Carson River 

corridor. These upstrearn water rights could be passed thrOU{1h the reservoir for 

wetland delivery,, thereby increasin~J Cmson River fiOINS, There is insufficient 

information to determine how much average annual int!ow volumes would be 

increased on the Carson River, The Service estimates that regardless of the mix o! 

vvater sourctos utilized under this alternative, average annual tota! reservoir inflows 

would not increase over the No Action Alternative. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to no acquisition 

conditjons, Truckee Canal inflow !about 64,800 AFlvear under NAC) would 

decrease bv as much as 18 percent under the Preferred Altematjve, 

4.2.5.2 Outflows and losses 

Reservoir outflows consist of controlled re!eases to satisfy headuate demands, plus 

associated reservoir losses \evaporation and seepage), and, in some years spills On 
the form of accidentc1!, precautionary, or operational releases not destined to meet 
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irr!£1ation demand). Average annual outf!ow depicted in Table 4.2.E is only the sum 

of releases and losses and does not include spills. Evaporative and seepage losses 

would remain fairly constant for all of the action alternatives, but would increase 

slightly as reservoir storage increases. 

Under Alternative 1, averaue annual reservoir outflows are cak;ulated to be 301,800 

AFJyear based on the 92.-year hydrologk: sirnulation data. Reservoir re!eases for 

irrigation under the No Action Alternative average about 250,700 AF/year, and a 2.3 

percent average shortage occurs each year. 

Alternative 2:: lahontan Reservoir releases would decline by about 11 percent hom 

Alternative 1 and shortages wou~d avera~~e about 1 . 1 percent under the Proposed 

Action. Reduced headgate demand, reduced conveyance losses, and increased 

storage account for these reductions. Average annual reservoir outilow is caicula[ed 

to be about 276,100 AF/year, 2.5,700 AF/year less than the No Action Alternative. 

Alternative 3: lahontan Reservoir outflows would be least affected by this 

alternative. Reservoir releases would decline on average by only 2. percent from the 

No Action Alternative. Under this alternative, increased headgate demands are more 

than offset by reduced conveyance losses. Annual average outflow is calculated to 

be 296,100 AF/year, 5, 700 AF/year less than the No Action Alternative. 

Alternative 4: The Maximum Acquisition Alternative would have the greatest effect 

on Lahontan Reservoir outflows due to reduced headgate demand and reduced 

conveyance losses. Reservoir re!eases are calculated to decline by about 18 percent 

from the No Action Alternative. Reduced irrination dernand and increased storage 

would result in shortages of less than 1 percent, the lowest of all action alternatives. 

Re&ervoir evaporative losses would increase slightly over the No Action Alternative 

due to increased reservoir stora~1e. The annual average reservoir outflow is 

calculated to be about 261,800 AF/year, some 40,000 AF/year !ess than the No 

Action Alternative. 

Alternative 5: The annual average reservoir outflow volumes lor the Preferred 

Altematilie would faH between that depicted for the Proposed Action and Alternative 

3. Reservoir releases are calculated to decline by about 5 percent irorn the No 

Action Alternative, and shortages are estimated to be about 1. 8 percent on average 

each year. Annuaf average reservoir outflows are calculated to be about 289,300 

AF/year, 12,500 AF/year (4 percent} less than the No Action Alternative. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to no acquisition 

conditions, Reservoir releases (about 254,800 APvear under NAG.! would 
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decline by about 7 percent under the Preh::rrf:.~d .Alternative. .Annual 8\lerage 

outf/o;vs vllould decline by about 3 percent. 

4.2.5.3 Storage 

Storage is clefined as the volume of water held in Lahontan Reservoir at any 

particular time. The BLRJNSM calculat~ons shovv that under Alternative 1, the No 

J.\ction Alternative, a long~term average of 255,300 AF is available in lahontan 

Reservoir storage on June 1 each year based on data from the 92-year hydrologic 

simulation period. As irrigation releases are made and Carson River runoff 

diminishes, Truckee River diversions decline and the reservon stora1:.1e volumes drop 

to a calculated annual average of 142,800 AF by tha end of each irrigation st.oason 

(November 30). The volume of water that remains in storage after this date is 

considered carryover storage and is the foundation for the next year's storage. 

Reservoir storage variations are sumrnarized in Table 4.2 .E. Storage volumes are the 

primary indicator of recreational quality at Lahontan Reservoir and are discussed 

further in Section 4. 1 7, RECREATION. 

!ncreases in Lahontan Reservoir storage, increased spills, and reduced shortages 

represent indirect effects of the water rights acquisition program upon lahontan 

Reservoir operations. 

All of the action alternatives could potentially increase the volume of spills, which 

would benefit the Lahontan Valley INetlands. However, mer eased spill volume is not 

generally a desirable obiective for irrigation or for hydropower generat!on. Although 

these alternatives may increase tile propensity for higher average volumes when 

spilis do occur, they would nm necessarily create flooding conditions or flood 

damage. 

The Department of the Interior is currently considering revisions associated with an 

adjusted OCAP which may /o~ver spring storage targets. Lov1ier reservoir storage 

targets effect Truckee River diversions, and if reduced, would result in lower 

reservoir levels than identified for the Service's baseline conditions. No revisions 

have been made to the !988 OC.AP storage targets and there is no decision on an 

adjusted OC.AP, therelore, the SerVI·ce has not adjusted lts baseline conditions. 

Alternative 2: Under the Proposed Action, average storage volurnes on June 1 and 

November 30 would rncrease over Alternative 1 . June storage volumes are 

calculated to increase by about 3 percent over the No Action Alternative, and 

November calculations would increase almost 12 percent over the baseline. The 

Serv1ce assumes that the greater increase in November storage volumes is related to 

the decreased irrigation demand that occurs under this alternative. 
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Alternative 3: Average storage volumes calculated for this Alternative indicate a 

slight decline for the June 1 figures from the No Action Alternative. The November 

carcu~ations show a s!ightly increase over the No Action Alternative. 

Alternative 4: Under this alternative, average storage leve~s would offer the highest 

increase over the 1\lo Action Alternative. Tht.1 BLH/1\lSM Model calculations indicate 

that June storage volumes would increase by about 5 percent over the No Action 

Alternative and November storage volumes would increase by about ·1 9 percent over 

the No Action Alternative, The Service assumes the greater increase in November 

storage voiurnes is related to the decreased irrigation demand that occurs under this 

Alternative. 

Alternative 5: Due to the various acquisition scenarios that could be imp!emented 

under the Preferred Alternative, there is insufficient data to specificaliy determine 

how June average stora~~e levels would be impacted, The Service estimates that 

average storage volumes would fall between Alternatives 2 and 3. As such, June 

storage levels are calculated to range horn sl~ghtly less than the baseiine to 3 

percent rnore than the baseline, However, these figures do not incorporate the 

acquisition of water rights from the Middle Carson River corridor. These waters 

could impact spring storage volurnes., even though the Service plans to directly pass 

these waters throu~Jh Lahontan Reservoir. November stora~~e volumes W'Ould be 

unaffected by Middle Carson River acquisitions. The BLH/NSM calculations for 

November storage volumes show a 5 pen.:;em increase over the No Action 

Alternative, based on reduced irrigation demand in the Carson Division. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Under Alternative 5, November 

storage targets INOuki increase bv about 7 percent over no acquisition 

conditions (November storage of about 139,600 AF'J. 

Mitigation Measmes 

The Service has determined there would be no adverse effects on Newlands Project 

operations resulting from the reduced inflow volumes associated with the Proposed 

Action and other action alternatives, and, therefore, no rn!tigation is identified. 

4.2.6 HYDROPOWER RESOURCES 

As stated in Section 3.2.6, HYDROPOWER RESOURCES, hvdropower tltmeration associated 

with the Newiands Project facilities is a function of Lahontan Heservoir releases, which are 

determined by irrigation demand. Under Alternative 1, the No Acton Alternative, energy 

generation at the Old Lahontan, New Lahontan, and 26-Foot-Drop (\!·Line canal) Po~;•Jer 

Plants averages about 22,700 mega-watt hours/year (MVI/h/year). Hydropower revenues 
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assoc~ated wtth the Old Lahontan and 26-Foot-Drop Power Plants are on fixed rates, that is 

t!1ey do not varv with Project releases. Therefore, these revenues would remain unchanged 

under the Proposed Action and ot!!EH action alternatives. The revenues associated w·ith the 

New LaiH.Hrtt:m Power Plant correlate to reservoir releases and 2Hnount to about $894,700 

per year, on average under the No Action Alten121tiv.:L (See T<:•ble 4.2.F.) 

Money received lrorn hydropower fJeneration is used to offset New!ands Project Operation 

and Mah1tenance \O&M) costs. Reductions tn hydropovver revenues would adversely impact 

the Project operator. If such losses occurred, the 1\le\lvlands Project operator could 

potentially increase Project water-user O&M fees to make up the shortfall. A portion of this 

increased cost would be passed on to the StHvice and the State of Nevada ?.s Project water

users. 

Alternative 2: Energy generation at the Otd Lahontan, New Lahontan, nnd V-Line C<.H'ii'il 

power plants would average about 20,200 MWh/year, which amounts to an 11 porcent 

reduction fmm the No Action Alternative. Reduced irriuation demand associated with 

acquirin{f water for the wetlands would decrease hydropovver generation, and revenues 

linked to hydropower goneration would decrease by about $122,900/year on averaue. 

Alternative 3: Energy generation wou~d be least affected under this alternative. The Old 

Lahontan, New lahontan, and V Line Canai power plants generate an avorage of about 

21.800 ~111Wh/vear, which amounts to a 4 percent reduction from the No Action Alternativt:L 

f?educed imgation demand associated vliirh acquiring vvater for the wetlands v,;oufd decreast~ 

hvdropOl.'ver generation, and revenues linked to hydn.>povlit:'f gtmeration would decrease by 

about ~~ 14, 1 OOl)lt~ar on average as compared to baseltr!e conditions, 

TABlE 4.2.F NEWlANDS PROJECT HYDROPOWER GENERATION AND REVENUES 

AlT. 1 ALT. 2 ALT. 3 

GENERATING FAC!UTY 

Old Lahontan \GVvh} 

V-Une Canal (GW!il 

Now L 

TOTAL 
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Alternative 4: This Alternative has the greatest effect on eneq:Jy generatlon at the Oid 

Lahontan, New Lahontan, and v .. une Canal power plants. These plants wou!d average 

about 19,000 MWh/year, which arnounts to about a ·16 percent reduction from the No 

Action Alternative. Reduced irdgation demand associated vvith acquidng J.r.tater for the 

\i,retlands 11vould decrease hyclropoll/er generation, and revenues !inked to hvdropo11ver 

generation would decrease bv about $204,AOOivear on a\terage from the baseline conditions 

under this Maximum Acquisition Altt~rnative. 

Ahemathre 5: Predicting energy generation and hydropower revenues is speculative under 

this alternative due to the possible mix of water sources that could be chosen. The Service 

estimates that there would be reductions in both energy generation and hydropower 

revenues under this alternative, but use of Middle Carson River corridor water cou!d alter 

the range of possible reductions. Under one possible scenario, wi1ere no Middle Carson 

River water is acquired, energv \]Emeration would be reduced by about l percent horn the 

No Action Alternative. As a result, the Service calculates that as much as $66, ·1 OO(year in 

hydropovver revenues could potentially be lost under this alternative. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to no acquisition conditions, 

energy generation labout 23,000 mega-watt hours/year under NAG) would be 

reduced by about 8 percent and hydropower revenues {about ,'1:.911, 500 per vear 

under NAC,! would be reduced bv about $82, . .900 per year, or by about .9 percent,. 

under lhe Preferred Altemtttive. 

Mitigation Measures 

There are a nurnber ot rnitif]ation rneasures that vvoukl rn!nirnize or compensate for the 

expected !osses in energy generation and associated revenue. These mitigations are listed 

below by major headings that relate to Newlands Project operations, rem<bursements, and 

new construction. 

New!ands P1 oject Operations 

Generation priorities at the Oid and New Lahontan Power Plants couid be SIN itched. This 

wourd ental! making Lahontan Reservoir releases through the Ne•v Lahontan Plant first and 

then the Old La!·1ontan Plant secondarily. Slnce revenues from the New Lahontan Plant are 

correlated to energy generation (and are not lixed .. rate revenues), they could be increased to 

offset the reduced release volumes. Such a chanfJe in priority would require changes in 

licensing bv the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission for the two power plants. The 30 .. 

year agreernent between Truckee-Carson irrigation District (TCID) and the Sierra Pacific 

Power Cornpany governing power generation at the Old Lahontan Plant expires rn ·1998 and 
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couid provide an opportunity to renegotiate hydropower revenue payments that wou!d 

offset the expect.:.'d reductions assodated \Vith reduced lahontan Fteservoir releases. 

irrigation deiivery patterns for the delivery of 'lvater rinhts acquired for wetlands protection 

can be changed horn the existjng agricultural irrigation pattern. Callino for larner 

percentages of wetland irripation water in the spring or fall would increase Lahontar1 

H1~servoir releases during the p.:.,riods when hydropower generation capabilities are under 

utilized. This has the potential to increase ener~lY generation, and if routed through the New 

Lahontan Power Plant, could increase hydropower revenues. This action vvould be within 

the Service's authority, and could effectively mitigate for hydropower losses. Plans to 

address and evaluate different wetland delivery patterns woutd be included in the 

Comprehensive Mananement Plan for Stillwater NWH thai would undergo separate National 

Environmental Policy Act iNEPA) revievv. 

Refinancing Debt Service Obligations 

One indirect eHect of reduced energy generation and hydropower revenues is that Newlands 

Project O&M fees could be increased for Project water-users. One way for the Newlands 

Project operator to lower O&M costs WOiJld be to refinance or partially retire high-interest 

construction loans on the New Lahontan Plant. This would reduce annual debt·service 

obligations and payments by the Newlands Project operator that affect O&M costs. Such 

an action would reduce impacts to lost revenues associated with reduced hydropower, and 

!hereby remove the need for increased O&.M fees. However, this mitigation is outside the 

authority of the Service and would rely upon the decisions and prirHities of the Nevvlands 

Project operator. 

New Construction 

Additiona1 or expanded power plants could be built within the affected area or on Newlands 

Project facilities to increase enersN generation. There is limited potential for power plants in 

different locations, except on the Truckee River at Derby Dam or on the Truckee Canal 

where water could be diverted, and then dropped back into the river through a power plant. 

The existing povver plants could be rebuilt or expanded to provide more energy generating 

capacity as wei!, All of these new construction mitigations w·ould require substantial capital 

investment in order to offset energy generation and hydropower revenue reductions 

associated with the Proposed Action and other action altematives and would take a number 

of years before there would be net revenue increases. Such mitigations measures are 

outside of the Service's authority and would most likely require the Secretary of the Interior 

\Secretary) or an energy contractor (i.e., Sierra Pacific Povver) to finance and construct 

power generating facilities. Capital costs associated with this potential mitigation measure 

are e:,pected to be high 
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4.2.7 DERBY DAM AND THE TRUCKEE CANAl 

This section de;:;;cd)eS hovv Truckee Canat operations would be affect.:~d under each of UH:; 

action alternatives. There are three c:orrmonems to Truckee Cana~ 

f'Jivision irrigation diversions, canal loss•as, and Lahontan Resento~r inftow. 

Truckee 

f:'nduced demand in the Carson Division under the PmposEKi Actjon and other 

action altc.'lflHHives ·would reduce Truckee River diversions to the N<:wJiands Project. 

However. irrigation delivt:rios to tho Truckee Division would remain unchanged across the 

act~on altern<Jtives. Reduced Truckee River divEEnsions are consistent with the objectives of 

the 1 988 OCAP, and would increase flowvs to Pyramid Lake. 

Truckee Canal losses are directly linked to groundwater recharne in the Fernley area and 

n'JHH' areas adjacent to the canaL Actjons that would reduce theso canal losses vvould 

adverst:~y irnpact firoundwater recharge. Although there is a corm!ation bet\!veen C2HH'Ir 

volume and seepa~:_1e loss, the St•rv~ce 1·1as insufficient inforrnation to calculate such losses 

for the Proposed Action and the action alternatives, The Service reco9nizes that decreased 

flow volumes throunh the canal wou!d reduce the wetted perimomr (the cross-sectional area 

o! the canal where water makes contact with the cana~ bottom and banks) and reduce 

seepage losses. Wetted perimeter is one o1' the primary cornponents in calculating seep<.1ge 

loss. Hovvever the Service has insufficient data to correlate !low vo!urnes to wetted 

perjmeter and seep.aue iosse,_;, Seepa~Je losses are expected to decrease sornewhat with 

reduced Truckee Canal flow vnlunH'iS. The Servtce estimates that the wetted perimeter a! 

the canals does not vary substantiHiiy wtth reduced Oow volurnes, and therefore, seepage 

losses vvould rernajn fairly constant across action alternat1ves, 

Truckee River diversions vary frnrn year to vear depending upon Carson River flows. In 

vears when Carson River flows are hitJh, Truckee River diversions are reduced_ Conversely, 

when Carson River flows are low, Truckee River diversions increase, Under Alternative 1, 

the No Action Atternative, the BLR/NS~11 calcu!ations,, using the 92 year hydro!or1ic 

slrnu!at~on data, shows that Truckee River diversions range from 32,400 AF/year to a 

n"iaxirnum of 271,400 AF/year. Based on this range of doversions, Truckee River diversions 

are calculated to averaoe about 102,200 AF/yem over the itH1~l tmrn under baseline 

conditions of the No Action alternative. 

Truckee Division irrigation diversions from the Truckee Canal remam constant and avera[}e 

about 22,500 AF/year under baseline conditions. A COITipar!son of Truckee River diversions 

for each alternative is depicted below in Table 4.2.G. 
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TABlE 4.2.G TRUCKEE CANAl DISTRIBUTION OF FLOW 

Truckee River Flcrw 

@ DE~rby Darn (AF) 

Derby Diversions to 

Truckee Cana! fAF) 

Truckee Division 

Irrigation Diversions off 

Truckee Canal (AF) 

Inflow to Lahontan 

Omports/delivery) \AF) 

546,000 

102,200 

22,500 

62,400 

2 ALT. 3 

546,000 54.6,000 

84,400 98,500 

22,500 

46,600 59,000 

546,.000 546,000 

77,700 92,000 

22,500 22,500 

38,900 53,300 

Source: NSMiBLR Model results and output dBta based on Reclamat!on {written cormnunieation, 1 ~)92l \N,1ter.r!ghted 

irriqation !'inures for the rruckee Division. 

Alternative 2: Diversions at Derby Darn into the Truckee Canal would result in a long·term 

average of about 84,400 AF/year under A!ternativt:' 2, about 17 percent less than 

Alternativ•J 1. The hi~jhest sin9le .. year diversion would be about 254,500 AF, while 

diversions to the Truckee Division would remain unchanged. 

Alternative 3: Diversions at Derby Darn into the Truckee Cane! would result !n a long-term 

average of about 98,500 AF/year under Alternative 3, about 4 percent less than the No 

Action Alternative. The highest single,year diversion vt~ou!d be about 270,800 AF, while 

diversions to the Truckee Division would remain unchanged. This alternative provides the 

least benefit to Pyramid lake f1sh species because it results ln more Truckee River diversions 

than any of the action alternatives, including the Proposed Action. 

Alternative 4: Diversions at Derby Dam into the Truckee Canal would result in a long-term 

avEm:.~ge of about 77,700 AF!year under Alternative 4, about 24 percent less than 

Alternative 1, The highest singla .. year diversion would be about 236,800 AF, while 

diversions to the Truckee Division would remain unchanged. This alternative provides the 

rnost benefit to Pyramid Lake fish species because it results in !ess Truckee Rivii'.H diversions 

than any of the action alternatives, including the Proposed Action. 

Alternative 5: Under the Prelermd Alternative, Carson Division irrigat!on dernands vvould be 

rt.oduced and Truckee River diversions woutd decrease to about 92,000 AF/year, which 

amounts to a 1 0 percent decreasa fmrn Alternative 1, The highest single· year diversion is 
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calculated m be about 266,000 AF. Truckee Division irrigatjon diversions would r<;;;main 

unchanged under this alternative. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to no acquisition conditions, 

Truckee River diversions (about 104 .. 800 AF/year under !iAC) would decline by 

about 12 percent under Alternative 5. 

Mitigation Measures 

No adverse impacts have been identified for this component of Newlands Project operations, 

and, therefore, no mitigation is identified. 

4.3 EfFECTS ON WATER RESOURCES 

4.3.1 SURFACE WATER QUANTITY 

This section addresses the impacts of the Proposed Action and other action alternatives on 

surface water !low in the Lower Truckee River, Middle Carson River, and Carson Division of 

the Newlands Project. Quantities of water flowing into these areas are determined by 

upstream snowpack and precipitation, and would continue to be tied to these natural factors 

under all alternatives. Truckee River flows are controlled by upper watershed reservoir 

storage and releases that are not affected by the Proposed Action or other action 

alternatives. 

Surface waters that would be impacted (either positively or negatively) by the Proposed 

Action and other action alternatives include: lower Truckee River flow vo!urnes, Pyramid 

Lake levels, lower Carson River flow volumes, lahontan Reservoir releases for irrigation in 

the Carson Division of the Newlands Project, and wetland inflows to the primary wetland 

habitats. 

Surface water volumes and levels for the Proposed Action and alternatives are depicted in 

Table 4.3.A to show the comparative differences between alternatives and Alternative 

baseline conditions. 

The calculated, long-term average quantities of surface water in the affected area under 

Alternative 1, No Action baseline conditions are: 

"' ilows of the Lower Truckee River into Pyramid Lake " about 448,800 AF/year, 

"' pyrarnid Lake level associated with these calculated inflows would be maintained at an 

elevation of 3,830 feet above sea leveL 
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~~> Carson River fiow §nto Lahontan Reservoir -- about 287,700 AF/year, 

~~> Lahontan Reservoir releases -- about 250,700 AF/year ,and 

!I> vvetland inflows \actual dehveriesi to tile primary wetland habitat -- 55,100 AF/year 

(includes delivery of 16,500 AF/year of irrigation vvater \30 percent of total), 30,000 

AF/year o! drainwater (54 percent of totarL and 8,600 AF!year of spd!s). 

Table 4.3.A SURFACE WATER QUANTITIES 

AlT. 1 AlT. 2 AlT. 3 AlT.4 AlT. 5 

Baseline 

and Inflow (AF 125 .. 000 125,000 

Irrigation 1 7,100 102,100 97,700 n 3,200 62,000 

Entitlement (AF) 

Wetrand 30,000 13,000 18,600 0 19,700 

Drainwater (AF) 

Spill to Wetlands \AF) 9,700 

I Other Sources {AF) 33,600 II 
I~ 

Lahontan Reservoir 250,700 222.400 245,700 206,300 236,900 ~· 

I Release (AF) 

Carson River Flow @ Ft. 287,700 287,700 I 287,700 287,700 287' 700-297 '700 
l 

Churchill (AF) I 

Lower Truckee River 448,800 465,300 452,200 473,200 458,300 

Flo \IV {AFl 

Pyramid Lake Elevation 3,830 3,835 3,830 3,831 3,833 

(feet) above sea-lever 

Pdi values depichJd in this table represent !ong-terrn averages, based on calculations for the 92-year hydrologic simui<:~tion 

anci are nor <Jctu;:;! values_ These caiculat,ons were developed using a common set o! hydro!ogic and Newlands Project 

operatron cntena. These caiculatior!s provrcie <')baseline that a!!o·Ns for comparative analysis of the consequences of the 

Proposed Action and alternatives. 
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Alternative 2: Under the Proposed Action to acquire water for wetlands protection, wetland 

in1lovvs would increase to 125,000 AFf)fear, comprised of 82 percent 1rrioatlon entitlernent, 

10 percent drainwater, <>nd 8 percent spWs. This represents a substantial increase in total 

vvetLands inflow \127 pBrcEH1t increasei over baseline conditons. The ucquisition oi water 

rights associated with providin9 this volume oi vvetland inf'ow would decrease Lahontan 

Reservoir releases by 11 percent from the 1\Jo Action Alternative. These reductions are 

associated with reduced irrigation demand due to the 2.99 AF!acre/year use-rate. Carson 

River inllows to lahontan Reservoir would remaln unchanged from the No Action 

Alternative. Under the Proposed Action, flow of the lower Truckee R!ver is calculated to 

lnGrease by about 4 percent over Alternative 1. Pyrarnid lake elevat~ons associated with 

H1ese calculated infiows would increase by about 5 feet over baseline conditions. 

Alternative 3: As vvith the Proposed Action, this a!temative wou!d also increase wetland 

mflow to 125,000 AF/vear on average. Under this alternative, wetland inflow components 

would channe due to the 3.5 AF/acre use-rate for wetland irrigation entitlement. Irrigation 

entitlement would comprise 78 percent of tmal inflow, drainvvater would account for almost 

15 percent, and spltls would rnake up 7 percent of the tota1 \Netlands inflovv, Due to the 

higher wet1and irrigation use-rate, lahontan Reservoir releases would not be not affected as 

much as they would be under the Proposed Action; they would decrease by 2 percent fron1 

baseline conditions. Flow of the Lower Truckee River would be least affected by this 

alternative and is calculated to increase by less than one percent. Pyramid Lake elevations 

are not calculated to rise under this alternative. 

Alternative 4; As with the other action alternatives, total wetland inflow would increase 

over the No Action Alternative. Unlike the other altemat!ves, chainwater would not be a 

component ot wetiand inflow, and irrioation entitiernen would account ior more than 90 

percent ol wetland int~ow _ The remainder of wetland inr!ow wouid corne frorn spills, 

Because ot the high percentage of irrigation water acquired for \Vetlands protection and 

application of the 2.99 AF!acre use rate, Lahontan Reservoir releases would decline the 

most under this alternative. Calculations indiGate that reservoir releases would be decreased 

by ahnost 18 percent from the No Action Alternative. The greatest effect on flow in the 

lower Truckee River wou!d occur under this alternative, and lonn-terrn flow volumes are 

calculated to increase by more than 5 percent from the No Action Alternative. This long

tenTI increase would raise Pyramid Lake levels by l feet over the No Action Alternative. 

Alternative 5: Under the Preferred Alternative, wetland inflow would be provided by 

irrigation deliveries, drainvvater, and spills, but would aiso relv on other sources, such as 

groundwater pumping, sewage effluent, and water right acquisitions in the Middle Carson 

River corridor to meet the Service's 25,000-acre vvetland objective, Due to the various 

acqtlisitlon scenarios that cou!d be developed under this alternative, quantities of some 

vvater sources are approximations. Under this altecmative, irri\),atlon entitlements wou!d 
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rnake up about 50 perc:ent of the \Vetland infiovv, drainwater would comprise about 16 

perc:ent, spills vvould provide about 8 percent, and a cornbination ot other sources (leased 

\!Vater rights, ground\r-.rater purnpir't~J, sewage effluent and acquired Vl/ater rights frorn tho 

Middle Carson River corridor) would provide approxirr!aU:.d'l 26 p(~rcent of wetlands ,nflo\NS, 

Under this alternative, lai'!Ontan Reservoir releases would decline irom Alternative 1, but 

due to the potent~a! passage ot acquired Middle Carson River water tl\:lhts HHOU£l~1 <.he 

~~evvlands Project facilities, a ran£le of lahontan releases Gould result, Under this 

alternative, Carson River inflows w Lahontan Reservoir (measured at Fort Churchfl~ 

could increase, depending upon how many water riuhts were ;.KqtHred in the Mfddle Carson 

River corridor, Under this a!HHnative, fiows in the Lower Truckee River would increase by 

about 2 porcent over tr1e No Action Alternative, depending upon which wetland irri\~ation 

uscHate >vas applied. Based on these calcul;xted Truckee River trows, it is estimated that 

over the long term, avera9e Pyrarnid Lake !eve!s would be as much as 3 fe<H hittrH:rr r.han the 

No Action Alternative, 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to no acquisition conditions, 

the ex ttmt of impacts W'oufd be similar to the ex tem of impacts as cornpared to the 

M! .tktion .Alternative, as described above. 

Mitigation Measures 

No adverse impacts to surface water quanti tv is ic]entified, there!mo no rnit•1~1ation ls 

assessed for this elernenL 

4.3.::2: SURFACE WATER QUAUTY 

'vVith the exception of the primary wet! and areas within Lahontan Va!ley, surtace water 

quaiity withm the affected area is expected to be urH.:han~jtni as a resulr of U1e Pwposed 

Action and other action alternatives, The Servic;e has no indication that surface watHr 

quality in the affected area wou!d be adversely impacted from its Proposed ;\etlan or act~on 

alternatives, 

In the prin·tarv \vetrand areas, the infusion of hinher propon1ons of irrigation water would 

irnprove water quality over existing and baseline comlitions, The quality of spd! water •s 

generaHy higher or equa~ to irrigation water quality and thererore is not expected to cause 

adverse irnp.acts to surface waters flowing into these areas, 

Adverse water qualitv conditions associated with the flooding of playa vvetlands such as the 

Carson Sink w·ould not be alfected bv the Service's Proposed Action or otht•r actron 

alternatives. Since these conditons are not affected by the acqwsitwn of water rights, this 
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orwironrnental impact statement (EISJ does not address the water quality impacts associated 

Vt/ith flooding, nor are any mitigation rnt.,asuros identt!ied for this component. 

f~ecent studies (Kerley and others, 1993) calculate that dissolved .. solids concentratons in 

drainwater average about 1,170 rno/L Total dissolved solids concentrations in irrigation 

water averanes about 240 mg/L (Lico, 1992). \See Section 3.3.2, SURFACE WATER 

O.Uf\LITY, Drainwater O.uality.) Using these concentrations as Alternative 1 baseline 

assumptions, the Service has calculated a w·eighted average tor total dissolved-solids 

concentrations of surface water inflows for each of the alternatives. The wei~::Jhted average 

is calculated using a ratio of irrigation vv<.Uer to drainwater for each of the alternatives. Th!s 

information is used to provide a relative comparison of the each of the actron alternatives to 

Alternative 1, the No Action basehne condition. 

Alternative 2; Water quality in the primary wetland habitats would improve due to the 

delivery of acquired irrigation water that would ba available for wetland management. 

Under the Proposed Action, irri~FHion deliveries would constitute about 82 percent of the 

total wetland in !low. Drainwater infiow would be reduced to ·1 0 percent of the total inflow 

(as compared to 54 percent under the No Action Alternative). Based on the mix of irrigation 

and drainvvater that would result from this alternative, total dissolved-solids concentration 

leve~s would be reduced by about 54 percent lrom basBiine conditions. This reduction in 

total dissolved-solids concentrations would offer a hi9h level of benefit to wetland water 

quality inflow over baseline conditions. 

There is a known correlation between tota! dissolved-so!ids concentrations and 

concentrations o1 contaminants such as arsen1c, boron, selenium, mercury, sod§urn, ami 

chlorides \Hoffman, 1994, and Tuttle, written cornn1unication, 19941, Therefore, the 

Service believes that concentrations of these contaminants would be reduced as total 

dissolved-concentrations are reduced. However, there is insufficient inforrnation to 

determine the relative magnitude of the reductions in concentrations of the contaminants of 

concern (arsenic, boron, selenium, and mercury) lor each of the action alternatives. The 

Service has insufficient data to determine whether rnercury concentrations would be 

affected by the increase in irri9ation water delivered under the Proposed Action. 

Alternative 3: As with the Proposed Action, water quality in the primary wetland habitats 

would improve with increased volumes of irrigation \Nater. Under this alternative, irrigation 

deliveries would constitute about 78 percent of the total wetland inflow. Drainwater inllovv 

would be reduced to 15 percent of the total inflow {as compared to 54 percent under the 

No ;\ction Alternative). Based on the rnix of irrigation and drainwater that would resuft frorn 

this alternative, total dissolved~solids concentration levels would be reduced by about 4 7 

percent from the No Action Alternative. This reduction in total dissolved-so~ids 
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concentrations would offer a high level of bt.H1efit to wetland water quality lnflovt/ over 

baseline conditions. 

The effects on contam~nant concemratwns '.ttloulci be sin<iiar to that described under the 

Proposed Action. 

Alternative 4: Under this alternative, drainwater would not be used ror wetlands protection, 

and would be segregated from primary vvetland habitats. Non·use of drainwater would 

greatly increase the quality of wetland surface water inflows. This alternative offers the 

highest quality wetland inflow of al! the alternatives, vc,thich the Service believes would of:t.1r 

the most benefit to aquat~c life and wet!ands habitat in the designatt.H.i Lahontan Val!t'ty 

wetlands, Irrigation deliveries would constitute about 90 percent of the total wetland 

~nflow, Total dissolved-solids concentration levels would be reduced by about 64 perct.mt 

from the No Action Alternative. This reduction in total dissolved·solids offers a very high 

level of benefit to wetland water quaHty inflow over baseline conditions, 

The effects on contaminant concentrations are expected to be similar to that described 

under the Proposed Action, 

Alternative 5: Under the Prelr:.rrrfni Alternative, wetland lnflow would be provided by 

irrigation deliveries, drainwater, and spitls, but would also consist ol other sources, such as 

groundwater pumping, and acquisition in the Middle Carson River corridor to meet the 

25,000·acre wetland objectivf:L Groundwater coufd De used to the extent that it doe.:<.>' not 

adversely impact tiler quality' of wetland inflow as compared to l.1asefine conditions. 

Groundwater in the Carson Lake and Stdlwater NWH area vv1·1ere pumping may occur is of 

poor quaiity \Maurer and others, 1994), Groundwater total dissolved .. solids concentrations 

from wt.olls in StU!water NWR area range from 4,000 rng/L to 8,000 rn~~/L rrvlaurer and 

others, 1994), which is four to ei9ht tirnes worse than drainwater inflow to the wetlands. A 

wt•l1 site 2 ITiiles north of Carson Lake sho>ved total dissolved soUds conct.mtrt~tions o~ 1 ,000 

n1g/L.. (ibid), 

Using these values, the SHrvice incorporated groundwater qua!ity into its total dissolved~ 

solkls wei~Jhted averane:s to determ~ne the elfects of fJroundwater on overall water quality oi 

this alternative. For example, ir groundwater pumping provides only 6 percent o1' t!1e total 

wetland inflow, and lrrir:Jation water, Middle Carson River water djJhts, conserved Navy 

vvater, and leasing comprise 70 percent of the total wetland inflow, water quallty would be 

cornparab!e to the No Action Alternative. lf an acquisition stratenv is implemented in which 

groundwater comprises 10 percent of the total wetland inflow, water quality would be IOV'Ier 

than that of the No Action A1ternative based on re~ative comparisons of total dissolved .. 

solids concentrations. Because most of the inflow of vllater into the V!letlands would be 

comprised of irrigation liliMer (including leased water and >Vater tram the Middle Carson 
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River), at feast some groundtvater could be used ~vithout adversely hnpacting vvater qual/tv" 

However, to improve water quality over baseline conditions, use of groundwater would be 

minhnizeid. 

Under this alternative, adverse effects associated wrth contarninant concentrations are 

expected to be higher than those described for the Proposed Action, due to the use o! 

groundwater. Groundwater in the Stil!water NWR area llas been s11own to have 

contaminant levels of arsenlc that are comparable to, or higher than, drainwater \Hoffman, 

1994). 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: Similar compadsons can be made with no 

acquisition conditions to assess the overall hnpacts of the water-rights acquisition 

program under Altemativti 5. If groundwater inflov,i averages Jess than 6, 000 mglL 

of total dissolved solids, it is estimated that water qualftv in thtr primarv wt:tlands 

receiving up to 13:,000 AF of ground~'INJter in any given ye:1ar {about 10 percent of 

wetland inflow,} would approxin1ate water quality under no acquisition conditions, 

assuming that the groundwater is mixed w·ith about at least 92,000 AF of irrigation 

and spiN water and about 19, 700 AF ol drairnvater. If groundwater is limUed to 6 

percent of total ~Vf:.!tland inflow as described in the previous paragraph, it is 

estimated that water quality anticipated to occur as a result of the Preferred 

Alternative would be better than that ~vhich would occur under no acquisition 

conditions. 

Measures to Improve Drainwater Quality 

No adverse impacts from drainwater infloil',l abovtr that which would occur under baseline 

conditions would be expected under any of the ,c;/tematives. Adverse impacts fmm 

drainwater would decline under all of the action alternatives. Nevertheless, due to water 

quality concerns, several measures wert! identified that would improve the quality of 

drainwater inflow into the primary wetlands. Improving drainwater quality over existing 

conditions would benefit the primary wetlands under Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and 5. 

(Alternative 4 precludes use ot drainwater for weHand rnanagement .) Eliminating or closing 

drains that are known to produce poor quality water, such as T J Drain, would reduce the 

impacts associated with poor qw;;lity drainwater reaching the prirnary wetland habitats. 

Structural improvements could be made to prevent groundwater seepage, an identified 

source o1 contaminants, from entering the deeper drains. Drainwater could be diluted by 

adding better quality water, a process which occurs as a consequence of the Proposed 

Action and Alternatives 3 and 5. 

Implementation of measures recommended by the Department of the Interior's National 

Irrigation Water Quality Program \U.S. Depart. of the Interior, 1985, Phases Hand Ill, \Phase 
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!V in progress)) to improve drainwater quality would reduce tile adverse effects associated 

with use of drainwater for wetlands protection. The Service, as a participant in the ongoing 

program, is committed to enacting those recommendations within its authority. EHminating 

drains can be accomplished by retirln9 the irrigated lands adjacent to problem drains. One 

method to retire irrigated lands would be to enact an acquisition strategy that would focus 

wetland water right acquisitions in irritl<Hed areas where poor quality drain\AJater occurs. 

Currently, there is insufficient data to identify those irrigated lands contrrbuting to 

drainwater quality problems. The Service does not expect Phase IV of the NIWQP 

Drainwater Study to be completed before the Service begins its proposed acquisition 

program. For these reasons, this action is not expected to occur in the near future. Over 

the long term, however, it could be implemented. 

Mitigation Measures 

For Alternative 5, potential water quality Impacts associated with use of groundwater tor 

wetlands protection can be mitigated by reducing reliance on groundwater, or by locating 

wells in areas where better quality water exists. Jf less than about 6 percent groundwater i.s 

used or if no use of groundwater is made to supplement ~vet/and inflows, it is estimated that 

degradation of watt;r quality of wetland inflow VllOUid not occur .... water quality of wells 

would be tested initially and monitored to ensure that water quality of wetland inflow would 

not be impacted by using groundwater. !n effect, this mitigation would constrain the scope 

ol the alternative by limiting or eliminating groundwater use. This would avoid the possible 

adverse effects associated with greater reliance on groundwater for wetland protecHon. 

This mitigation can be irnp!emented under the framework of Alternative 5 by placing more 

reliance on acquiring ~vater from other sources, such as acquisition of Middle Carson River 

corridor water rights, or increased leasln9. 

Locating wells closer to the City of Fallon, or on the west side of the Carson Division of the 

1\lewlands Project could potentially provide better quality water for wetlands protection. 

The intermediate aquifer north and northwest or Fallon has total dissolved-solids 

concentrations that range from 100 mg/L to 1 ,000 rng/L, which is comparable to water 

quality that would result under the otller action alternatives. 

Ho\lvever, down .. gradient groundwater-users would be adversely impacted by groundwater 

pumping in this area, which encompasses most Churchi!l County water-users. In addition, 

plm1pin9 in tile recharge zones of the intermediate aquifer west and northwest of Fal!on 

would most likely affect red'!arf~e of the basalt aquifer which provides water for the City of 

Fallon, the Fallon Naval Air Station (NAS .. Falion), and the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribes. 

Because of the many potential adverse Impacts associated with locating wel!s in these 

areas, it is uniike!y that the Service would choos(~ to implement such mitigation. 
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4.3.3 GROUNDWATER 

The Service identified nroundwater recharge and levels, and the corresponding domestic 

supply to be the elements of groundwater that could potentially be ~mpacted by the 

Service's Proposed Action and other action alternatives. Because groundwater resources 

are in distinct hydrologic basins, the impacts associated with them are described separatelv 

below. Alternative 1 baseline conditions for groum:lvvater are prest.mted in Chapter 3. 

4.3.3. 1 Groundwater Recharge and levels 

Middle Carson River Area 

Alternative 2,3, and 4: The Proposed Action and Alternatives 3 and 4 would not 

adversely affect groundwater resources in this area. Increased storage in Lahontan 

Reservoir may act to raise groundwater levels in the Si!ver Springs area, wh!ch 

would benefit groundwater resources. No adverse impacts to groundwater 

resomces are expected under these alternatives as compared to baseline conditions. 

Alternative 5: Under the Preferred Alternative, the Service expects to acquire and 

transfer some surface water rights from the Middle Carson River corridor between 

Lahontan Reservoir and Dayton. Groundwater levels and recharge in this area would 

not be affected by water rights acquisitions, as recharge in the area comes from 

nearby mountainous areas or upstream alluvial basins. No adverse ln1pacts to 

groundwater resources or domestic supply were identified for this resource in this 

area. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: No adverse impacts to 

groundwater resources or domestic supply, as compared to no acquisition 

conditions were identified. 

Fernley and the Lower Truckee River Area 

Groundwater levels and recharge of the Fernley basin aquifers is directly linked to 

Truckee Canal seepage losses, irrigation canal losses, and agricultural irrigation. 

Neither the Proposed Action nor the other action alternatives would resu!t in a direct 

reduction in these recharge components. 

Alternatives 2-5 Although the volume of Truckee River water diverted into the 

Truckee Canal will be reduct~d under these alternatives, overall seepage losses are 

not expected to decline significantly because thr:.r wetted surface of the canal would 

remain relatively constant due to the \llialer levels that would be necessary to make 

irrigation deliveries to head gates. Consequently, ground•vater levels are not 
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o.xpected to be significantly adverse!v impacter/, as compared to the No ,1ction 

AUernative. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Ground~vater h:~v;:.ds an< not 

expected to be s~qnificantly ad\lerseiv impacted as cot:np.ared to no 

acquisition condHions. 

Fallon and lahontan Valley 

The most direct impacts on groundwater levels and recharge as a result of the 

Proposed Action and other alternatives are expected to occur in the shallow· aquifer 

in this area. Shallow aquifer recharge could potentia!ly be impacted by the action 

alternatives, and as a resuit, recharge of the intermediate and basa!t aquifers could 

be aHectt•d. The Service does not expect that any of the alternatives wouid irnpact 

the deep volcanic aquifers, as recharge in the deeper aql.Jifer does not appear to be 

directly iinked to irrigation losses. 

Taking farmland out of production under some of the action aftematives could cause 

the water level of the shallow aquifer to decline in aflected areas. While the 

magnitude of the impacts cannot be deterrnined given the available data on 

groundwater-irrigation reJationshif-1S and because the pattem of water rights 

acquisitions are not known at this tirruJ, some generalizations can be made. Maunu 

and others {1994) was used as tire basis for the following discussion (t/}is paragraph 

and the following paragraph; see also Section 3. 3. 3. 1.2). Assuming that all major 

canals would continue to be used to convev water, impacts to shallow aquifer 

recharge would result f'rom changes in seepage frorn secondary ctma/s and laterals, 

and changes in recharge below irr(qated fields. Jn areas where laterals are no longer 

used to convey water, the shallow aquifer would likely decline due to the cessation 

of seepage losses in the local area where leterals are abandoned (assuming that the 

laterals are cuNently unline;i). Quantitative information is unavailable to enumerate 

potential impacts. Impacts would not be as severe as those that would occur as a 

result of abandoning a mafor canal, which could result in a decline of the shallow 

aquifer to more than 10 feet below the land surface within 1-2 miles of the canal. It 

is not expected that the abandonment of laterals would approach this level of 

impact 

Changes in the water level of the shallow aquifer resulting frorn discontinuing the 

irrigation of farm fields (not including abandonment of laterals, 'V',lhich was described 

above) w·ould depend on tht.< difference bet1.A,reen the amount of water applied to the 

fields and the consumptive use of the crop. 1" under baseline conditions, the 

amount of weter applied to irrigated f'ields equals the amount consumed by crops, 
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the net eflect of removing land from production, in terms ol losses from field 

irrigation, would be zero. Recognizing that seepage losses from laterals (for those 

that are unlined under baseline conditions) could be reduced or eliminated, water 

levels beneath vacated fields would likely decline. n:, under baseline conditions, the 

amount ol water applied to irrigated fields is less than the amount consumed by 

crops {i.e., the shallow aquifer is contributing to the consumptive use), the net 

effect of removing land lrom production would be a temporary rise in thE! shallow 

aquilr:::r in the immediate area, assuming that laterals continued to convey water. 

Recognizing, however, that laterals would be abandoned in man)i situations as 

farmland is taken out of production, the hypothetical rise in the shallow aquifer 

would likely not occur. It appears that consumptive use by crops in the Lahontan 

Valley exceeds the amount ol water applied to the crops, suggesting that the 

shaflow aquifer supplies water to crops in tile v'a/ley. lf, under baseline conditions, 

the amount of water applied to fields exceeds the consumpth<'e use of the crops, the 

shallow aquiler would decline. The decline in the shallow aquifer would be 

exacerbated under thi.s scenario bv laterals being abandoned in the same areas. The 

amount of decline under all of the above hypothetical situations would depend on 

the distance to other unlined supply canals that continue to convey irrigation Vllater~ 

As distance to rnajor canals increase, impacts •voufd be more pronounced, especially 

at distances over 1-2 miles. 

Based on the relationship betw(H'H'l drainvvater outflow from the Carson Division and 

groundwater recharge (See Section 3.3.3. 1 .2, Groundwater Recharge) the Servlce 

estimates that total potential recharge volumes {conveyance losses p!us on-farm 

!osses) \Vould have to drop below 70,000 AF/year before the shallow aquifer !evels 

valley-wide would be in1pacted. The Service relied on BLR l'v1odel calculations to 

develop potential total recharge volumes for a long-term average. These calculations 

apply a common set of assumptions for Projeci operations to the 92"year hydrologic 

simulation data set. These calculations provide a comparison of the alternatives. 

Under Alternative 1, total potential recharne ( 123,300 AF /year) is comprised of 

80,600 AF of water from conveyance losses, and 42,700 AF/year resuits from on

farm losses~ These figures represent lonn-terrn calculated averages that rely on the 

92 .. year hydrologic simtJlation data. In 1992 {an extreme drought year, when 

irrigation deliveries amounted to 28 percem oi full entitlement), the total potentia! 

recharge was estimated by the Service to range from 55,000 AF (Maurer and 

others, 1994) to about 68,500 AF. As a result of the drought, medhm water levels 

in 10 shallow-aquifer wells in the vallev declined bv 1. 35 feet betv.reen 1988 and 

1992 {Seiler and A/lander, 1993). 
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Alternative 2: Under the Proposed Action, Carson Division irrir,jatlon deiiverv losses 

(canal seepage), irrigated acres and related on-farm losses would be reduced. These 

are key factors that affect groundwater recharge. According to BLR Model output, d 

is estirnated that under this altemative_, conveyance losses would be reduced bv 

about 22 percent from that of the No Action Alternative, and on--farm losses would 

be reduced by as much as 62 percent. Total potential recharge would be as much 

as '79,000 AF/year on average, based on these caku!ations. This volume 

constitutes about a 36 percent reduction in total rt.,chmge hom the No Action 

Alternative. This recharge volurne would rnost likelv maintain ~.;roundwater levels in 

the shallow and intermediate aquifers near baseline conditions. The Service does 

not expect any widespread impacts to groundwater lt.•vels ~n the shallow and 

intermediate aquifers as a result of reduced recharge volumes, but some domestic 

water users could be affected. 

The Service anticipates that as a result of transferring water rights from farmlands to 

wetlands, on-farm losses isolated areas would be eliminated. Thrs has the potentia! 

to adversely impact adjacent water welfs, particularly d the wens tap only the 

shallow aquifer. If the recharge in a specific area is linked solely to on-farm 

irrigation losses, then such weHs would experience a drop in water ievels. Some 

shallow weHs that rely upon on !arm losses mav go dry. These adverse impacts can 

and most likely wou~d occur in some isolated cases, but there is no indication that 

such occurrences vvould be widespread or regionaL 

The reduced total recharge volume to the shaJ!ow aquifer has the potential to impact 

ba.::;a!t aquifer recharge (see Section 3.3.3. 1.2 Groundwater Recharge, Basalt Aquifer 

lor information on recharge pathways/. This potential vvould be highest in areas 

immediately above the basalt aquifer. For example, if the Service purchased water 

rights from larrnland located above the basalt aquifer (Fi,qure 3, ,'iF) and assuming 

that this land did not return to agricultural production in the near future, the 

purchase of water rights in this instance could potentially adversely impact basalt 

aquifer recharge. There is insufficient information to determine the extent or 

mannitude of the impacts of the Service's Proposed Action upon this resource. 

Some moderate impacts wou!d most likely occur as the Service's action and other 

cumulative factors come into effect \see Section 4.26.12, CUMULATIVE EFFECTS, 

GROWTH AND DIVERSlFlCATlON). 

Alternative 3: Under this alternative, Carson Division irrigation delivery losses (canal 

seepage), irrigated acres and related on"farrn losses would decline as compared to 

the Proposed Action, but would remain key factors affecting groundwater recharge. 

Under this alternative, it is estimated that conveyance losses would be reduced by 

about 11 percent from H1e No Action Alternative, and on-farm losses would be 
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n.H.:luced by as much as 49 percent. Total poterH1<il recharge would be as high as 

93,000 AF/yea; on av~m•ne, based on these calculations. This volume constitutes 

about a 25 percent reduct!on in total recharge horn tiH:1 No Actwn Alternative" This 

volun1e Qf potential total reclH•rue is considered to be sufficient to maintain bas>.:lhne 

groundwater ~evels in thE~ shnl!ow <>nd intermediate The Service doot:1s not 

expect any widespread impacts to groundwPta; !En.t>Jis as a result of reduced 

recharge volumes, but a few isolated dtHTH.H>tic vvater us<.H'S could be affected. 

Similar to the Proposed Action, reductions in on-fprm losst's and declining water 

levels !n weBs adjacent to acquisition areas would occur under this alternative. 

HowevBr, fewer wells are expected to be impacted as more inigPted <'lcres of 

fannland are 11xpected to remarn under this a~tornative, and on-farm lo;:;ses would 

not be reduced to the extent that would occur under the Proposed Action. As with 

the Proposed Action, some shallow wells that rely upon on farrn losses n1ay go dry, 

These adverse impacts can .and most likely wc.HJld occur m some isolated cases, but 

there js no indication that such occurrences would be widespread or regionaL 

Impacts to the basalt aqui!t'r are expected to be slmilar to that described for the 

Proposed Action. Because more total recharge potentipf is anticipated, the impacts 

are expected to be slightly less than the Proposed Action, 

Alternative 4: Under th~s alternative, Carson Div~sion init]ation deHvery losses (canal 

s;.:;epa~JHl irrigated acres and re~pted orvfarrn losses are teduced to the greatest 

extent of all alternatives. it is estirnated that conveyance losses vvould be reduced 

by about 41 percent horn 'the No t,ctiOn A~temPtive, Pnd on-farm losses would be 

reduced by as much as 69 percenL Total potential recharne would be as high as 

60,500 AF/year on averag>.'i, based on these calcuiPtions, This volume constitutes 

<:ltlout a 49 percem reduction in total recharge fron1 the No Action alternative. This 

volume of potential total recharfJH \tvould be decreased to the extent that 

groundwater !eve!s in the shallow and intermediate aquifer could decHne by 1-2 feet, 

similar to the decline that occurred during a period of drought Lwtvveen 1988 and 

1992 (see Section ~~Ll3. 1.2 Groundwvater Recharge,. Sha!iow Aquifer). Due to the 

duration of such reductions, ground\vater impacts might occur on"' more 

w1despread basis and could be more seve,·e than what would occur under 

AltemPtives 2 and 3. 

Reductions in on .. farrn losses would be greatest under this alternative, and therefore, 

there is the potentia! for more vvells that rely upon on-farm losses to go dry. These 

adverse impacts would rnost likely occur in some isolated cases, and there is 

potential for such occurrences to become rnore w~despread over the ior1g tern;, 
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Impacts to the basalt aquifer vvould potontl~?!lv be 

total recharge potential vvoulcf bt~ lolr-~~,lest a.s con1.parea" to r.he otht.7t alternatives, 

There is insufficit:mt irdonnaton to dBtennino ~¥ this a~tmnative alone would cause 

basart aquifef levels tn drop. Ho\<\lever, the Serv~ce expects that some rnoderate 

irnpacts wouid probably occur as this altematv'3 and other curnc!iat!ve factors cc rne 

into efiect {sec Section 4.26. '12, C:Ufv1ULAT'IVE lM 

DiVERStFICATlO!'~f-

GROWTH AND 

Alternative 5; Undor this alternative, Carson Division irrigation delivery losses (canai 

set•pa~ole), irrigated acres and related on-farm losses would be very similar to those 

that would occur under Alternative 3. Basfrd on BLfi' iliiodel cafcu!ation<>, it is 

estimated that convevance losses would be reduced by about ! 0 percent frcrn the 

No Action Alternative, and on i'arm losses would be reduced by as rnuch as about 

45 percent. Total potential recharge wouki be as as 96,600 AFiyEHir on 

average, bast:1d on BLR Model calculations. This represents a 22 percent rEH:Iuct'O!'; 

[n tota~ recharge volurnes as c:ornpared to the b<:iseline, This recharge volume vliou!d 

rnost. likely not result. lrr slgnific;;;u?t chanfJt.~s in fltOUn<iw-vater levels in the shallot-v .r::rrui 

interrnediar.e aquifers as compan:HI to baseline conditions, 1'1: t:s- expecred that a!J 

mafot canals >vou!d continue~ to convev Jl.rater as Wt~l! as most seconder~< canals, 

>vhich should tesu!t in sufficient sh;::;Jiow aquifer recharge. The Service does not 

expect any vvidespread impacts to r;roundwater leveis 1i1 tht~ shallrllA/ and 

intormeo'iate aquifers as a result of reduced rocharge volumes, but son)e domestic 

vvater users could be al'lected. 

"'As cornp;L?tt~f(/ to the other U"C!/(fl7 tlu~~~ a.ltert:rat.ive lA/OLdf/ .r.r::rsLllt if) tf}O 

feast reduction in on .. farm losses, as agricufturai water right acq;n:~>itions v1iOU!d be 

less than those of the other actk"Nr ,f.i/ternatives. As a result, this alternative also 

vvould have the least potential to impact H"1dividual domest~c ·,veHs, The Servk:e 

e .. 'rl:.Jt?c·ts that a .f~~vv V1le/ls that r't}/y (JO canal or on--fartn loss€~ .. ~~ lor recharge tAlOUid go 

drv or that these wells would have to be deepened. These adverse impacts wourd 

rnost l~kely occur in a lew ISOlated cases, but there is no mdication that such 

occurrences would be widespread or n::giomgL 

ln1pacts to the basalt aquifer are expected to be similar to those described for the 

Proposed Action and Alternative 3. Hovvever, because the total recharge potential 

vvoufd be higher under this altemativr; as cornpared to the otht:rr action alternatives, 

the irnf-.'N3Cts are anticipated to !Jr.; sl~qhtJy less than !.;1/hat vvrJuld occur under the 

Proposed Action, Tf?e potential to impact basalt aquifer rech<uge v.rouid be highest 

1i1 areas irnrnediately above tho~ L1asalt aquifer, For exarnple, if the Service putchasfnl 

\•Vater rights (from ~vi/ling sellers} from l~umfand located above the basalt aquifer 

(Figure 3, 3. Fi and ;:;ssuming that this land did not return w ,"fgriculturaJ production in 



tile near futw·e,, the purchase of water rights in this instance could potenNaf!y 

adversely impact basalt aquifer recharge. 

Because groundwater pumping would occur in ttve/Js located in the discharge zone of 

the shallow and intermediate aquifers (Figure ,·'J.,'rF,! and to the east ol the basalt 

aquifer outside of an-v' poumtial recharge areas ol the basait aquifer,. the Service 

expects there w-ould be little Of' no irnpact to groum:ittv8ter .. users in Jlllestem and 

W6'St .. centraf part of the U:rhontan V-:cJ!Iey fno knpacts to the basalt aquifer would be 

expected due to groundwater pumping). Due to the cone of depression effect,. 

groundwater pumping could cause water~level declines in the sha!Jo~v and 

intermediate aquifers in the area where the pumping would occur. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: As compared to no acquisition 

conditiom;, convevance losses {about 82,000 ,..1F/year under NA CJ ~;vould be 

reduced by about 11 percent and on-farm losses {about 48,000 AF/vear 

under NACJ would be reduced by as much as about 50 percent under the 

Prt.~ferred Alternative, including the 20.000 AF acquisition program. There 

would be an estf.tnated 26 pi'HCf.mt reduction in total recharge volwnes as 

compared to the no acquisition conditions (about 130,000 AF/yearJ. Thf.s 

recharge volume is nat expected to result in significant changes in 

groundwater levr:."!!s in the shallovv and intermediate aquilets as compared to 

baseline conditions. The Service does not expect any widespread impacts to 

groundttliater Joveis in the shallow and intermediate aquHers as a result of 

reduced recharge volumes, but some domestic \iliater users could be 

affected .. 4dverse impacts due to groundwater pumping on the east side of 

the Lahontan ilallev would not bo expectod to adw..lrselv im.v<.tct groundvvater 

users in other parts of the l.afwntan Vallev, except in the irnmediate vicinity 

of the pumping,. as compared to no acquisition conditions. 

Mitigation Measures 

Maintaining Newlands Project losses (l.e.,. keeping Nevlllands Project irrigation 

delivery efficiency rates at their current !eve!sJ, including canal seepage and on-farm 

tosses, would act to mitig8te the impacts associated llvith reduced total potential 

recharge volumes that could potentially result f'rom the Proposed Action and other 

action altemativ·es. By increasing lahontan Reservoir releases, and eliminating 

OCAP irrigation denvery efficiency targets, a condition wou!d result in which 

conveyance losses cou!d be maintained at levels comparable to baseline conditions. 

As a result ot such mitigation, total pot;:mtial recharge volumes for Lahontan VaHey 

aquifers woufd not be affected by the Service's actions. Ho\vever, the Service 

considers this mitigation neither reasonable nor feasible because it fails to comply 
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with the Service's obligations to cornp!y with the 1988 OCAP, various court 

decrees, and the Endangered Species Act (as ~t would probably increase Truckee 

R~ver diversions over existing conditions, vvhjch \vould adversely impact Pyramid 

Lake iish species). These obligations are set 1orth in Public L;:w; 101 .. 618, relative to 

t!1e Service's actions tor wetlands protection. 

Another measure th<Jt could be used to rnitfgatc anv adverse impacts to groundwvater 

recherge would be to convey acquired water to the primary wetlands using the 

Carson River channel. Another potential mitigation measure to consider lor 

prt,tectlng existing recharge pathways would be to restrict or prohibit water right 

acquisitions in the are<.~s in Lahontan Va!ley \Vhere the shaHow and intermediate 

aquifers are recharged by on-farm losses, especially in are:ras where there is evidence 

that basalt aquifer is recharged by shallow and intermediate aquifers; i.e., 

immediately above the basalt aquifer. Figure 3. 3. F depicts the general area in 

Lahontan Vallev where there is potential tor downw:cud flow from the shallow to the 

intermediate aquifer. Maintaining on-farm losses in this areas would minin1ize 

impacts in this "recharge zone." Protective restrictions or tar~:_letin~.J of agricultural 

lands to keep such lands 1rrigated to protect this "recharge zone" can be 

irnptemented with traditional zoning or could be incorporated into the Service's 

acquisition strategy. A commitment by the Service to incorporate such targeting in 

its acquisition strategy may not mitigate impacts to rJroundwater recharge if no other 

actions are taken m prevent conversion of irrigated agricultural lands to other land 

uses. For instance, the loss of agricultural irrigation in the recharge zone due to 

residential, industrial and commercial development could continue to occur and 

adversely impact proundwater recharge regardless of the Service's self-imposed 

acqufsition restrictions in the area. Therefore, this mitigation would be ineffective 

without compatible County zon!n£1 restrictions to parallel the Service's own 

acquisition restricttons. This mitigation cannot be fuily implemented by the Service 

alone, and would require the cooperative involvement of Churchil! County. 

Please refer to the mitigation section under Section 4.3.3.2 Domestic Supply, below, 

for additional mitigation measures that pertain directlv to potential impacts to 

domestic water supplies. 

4.3.3.2 Domestic Supply 

Within the affected area, domestic water supplies rely on groundwater resources. 

Groundwater levels, water quality and recharge are key factors that affect the use of 

groundwater resources for domestic supply. 



Middle Carson River Area 

Alternatives 2, 3, and 4; Groundwater resources are not expected to be adversely 

impacced under these alternatives. Therefore,. domestic supply would not be 

affected. 

Alternative 5: Under the Preferred Alternative, the Service expects to acqulre and 

transfer some surface water ritlhts hom the Middle Carson River corridor between 

Lahontan Reservoir and Dayton. This action could potentially bene1it domestic weHs 

adjacent to the Carson River. Groundwater resources are not expected to be 

adversely impacted under this alternative. Therefore, the domestic SlJpply would not 

be affected. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: Groundwater resources are1 not 

f..<Xf.H!.rcU .. <d to be aa\fersefy impacted under this alternative, <.md, therefore, 

domestic supply would not be afltJcted. 

Fernley and Lower Truckee River Area 

As discussed above in Groundwater Resources, grotmdwater levels and recharge of 

the Fernley bas!n aquifer are directly linked to Truckee Canal seepafJe losses, 

irrigation canal losses, and agricultural irrigation. Similarly, domestic suppiy in the 

Fernley area rel;es on these losses for ~jround\vater recharge. 

Alternatives 2,3,4, and 5; Under these a!lernatives, the Service does not expect 

seepage losses would be reduced to the extent that groundwater levels would 

decline. While there would be reductions in seepage losses that recharge the 

Fernley basin aquifer, these reductions are not expected to be of suffident volume 

so as to adversely affect dornestic supply. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: As compared to baseline 

conditions, no adverse impacts would be expected as compared to no 

acquisition conditions. 

fallon and lahontan Valley 

Most Churchill Courity residents rely on either the shaliow or intermediate aquifers 

for the[r domestic water suppiies. The red1<H~le pathways for both aquifers are 

directly linked tc Newlands Project canal seepage and on-farm irrigaton losses. 

Residents in the City of Fa!lon, at NAS-Fallon, and the FaHon Paiute-Shoshone 

Reservation rely on groundwater purnped frorn the basalt aquifer. 
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The Proposed Action and oH'HH action <'llternatives would reduce the total potent~a! 

qroundwater recharge in Lahontan \/allay by reducm~J c;:;nal stH'lPaue vokm1es and 

on-farm losses. \Vhiie the Service has attempted to evafuate the relative of 

reduced total potential recharpe, there is little data or information to ana~ytcBily 

dehie how Hwse effects would ultimatalv impact groundvvater levt•ls ;md domestic 

stmp!y in lahontan Valley. 

Alternative 2: The Service does not expect the shaUo\JV, Hnerrned~ate, or basalt 

aquifer levels to decline vBHey \/vide as a result of Hie reduced total potentia! 

recharge. Because the shallow aquifer is dtsGontinuous, uniform lateral recharge 

does not occur. There are pockets in the shallow aquifer that are recharged by 

localized sources, such as canals and irri9ated farmland. Therefore, some individual 

wells in isolated pockets that are direGtly reGharged by seepage losses would 

exper~ence declining groundwater !eveis under this alternative. 

Declining groundwater levels would not rH:1Ct.ossarily cause adverse impacts to the 

dornestic v•..rater supply in Lahontan Valley. The Service expects that some individual 

wells {due to factors addressed above) may experience substantial declines in the 

shaliow water table, causing wells to go dry. These impacts may be temporary, or 

they may be permanent. The Service does not anticipate that wells that 

permBnent!y go dry would be prevalent and widespread under the Proposed Action. 

Basalt aquifer reGhmge could be reduced under this alternative as a result of reduced 

shallow and intem!e<iiBte aquifer recharge. Whether such reductions would be of a 

r11a9nitude that would adversely impact the nroundwater levels of the basalt aquifer 

or domestic supply is unknown. Under existing Gonditions, groundwater levels in 

the bBsalt aquifer are declining, and mBy be attributable to increased pumping 

trv1aurer and others, '1994i. The Service expects groundwater pumping to continue 

and probably increase in response to 9rowth and expanded service by NAS"Fallon 

and the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribe. These actions could induce basalt aquifer 

rechaq1e \Figure 4.3 Basalt Aquifer Pumping and Recharge Relationships) horn the 

shallow aquifer. For this reason, the Service does not expect that its actions alone 

would adversely impact domestic supply fron• the basalt aquirer, 

Alternative 3: Under this alternative, total potentia! recharge would be least affected 

compared to the No Act;on Alternative. For this reason, the potential for adverse 

impacts to dornestlc supply would be less than the other action alternatives, but the 

effects on individual domestic supply wens is expected to be sirniiar m those 

conditions described under the Proposed AGtion. As with the Proposed Action, 

son1e ~ndividual wells have the potential to go dry, either on a temporary basis or 

under the worst Gase, permanent!)<. 
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Effects on domestc supply from the basalt aquifer are expected to be similar to 

those conditions describHd undHr the Proposed Action. The Service does not expect 

that its actions alone would adversely impact dornestic supply frorn the basalt 

aquifer under this alternative. 

Alternative 4: Under this alternative, total potential recharge is reduced to the 

j]reatest extent compared to the No Action Alternative. The Service estimates, that 

conditions assodatHd with groundwater recharge under this alternative would result 

in val!ey .. wide declines in the shallow and intermediate aquifer levels. Such declines 

are expected to be similar to conditions that occurred during the 1992 drought when 

shallow aquifer levels dropped by 1 .. 2 feet in the majority of wells throughout the 

Lahontan Valley \Seiler and A!lander, 1993). Declining aquifer levels may 1mpact 

more individual wells providing domestic supp!y under this Alternative than what is 

expected under the Proposed Actlon and other action alternatives. Whether these 

expected impacts to the shallow and intermediate aquifers would cause substantial 

numbers of individual wells to dry up perrnanerrUy is unknown. But to an individual 

whose well goes dry, such impacts, while not widespread, could be severe. 

Effects on domestic supply from the basalt aqut!er are expected to be sirnilar to 

those conditions described under the Proposed Action. While there are greater 

reductions in total potential recharge under this alternative, the extent of these 

reductions alone may not adversely impact domestic supply from the basalt aquifer. 

This alternative wouid result in the greatest potential for adverse impacts to basalt 

aquifer recharge ot all the action alternatives. 

Alternative 5: Under this alternative, because the effects on total potential recharge 

and aquifer levels is very similar to conditions that would occur under Alternative 3, 

the Service expects the impacts to the shallow and intermediate aquifers would be 

very sirnilar. impacts to domestic supply would occur to individual wells in isolated 

cases where local recharge pathways were eliminated or severely reduced. 

As with conditions affecting the shallow and intermediate aquifers, the basalt aquifer 

would be affected similarly to those conditions identified under alternative 3. The 

Service would not anticipate adverse impacts to basalt aquifer domestic supply 

under this alternative. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: Potential impacts~- as compared to 

no acquisition conditions, would be similar to those as compared to baseline 

conditions, above. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The Service has not identified potential adverse impacts related to domestic supply 

in tlle Middle Carson River Area or the Fernley and Lower Truckee Area as a result 

of the Proposed Action and other action a!ternatives. Therefore,. the Service's 

disce1ssion of miti[FHion measures is app!icabte specifically to the Lahontan Va!ley, 

vvhere adverse impacts could potentially occur. 

Injection 

Groundwater recharge protection or preservation, as described in the miti9ation 

cornponent of Section 4.3.3.1, Groundwater Recharge and Levels, offers an indirect 

method to mitigate potential impacts to groundwater water resources that supply 

domestic water users. Another method to ensure that groundwater recharge wouid 

occur, wou!d b~~ to inject surface water into the aquifers where recharge ~s 

insufficient to meet domestic supply demands. Based on the Service's knowled~je of 

the different Lahontan Valley aquifers, the basalt aquifer would be the most suitable 

aquifer for such action due to its confined, cone~like structure and relatively small 

lateral area. Water injection would be accomplished by drilling wells into the basalt 

aquifer and purnpinu surface water into the aquiler to ensure recharge, This would 

require permits and approval from the Nevada Departn1ent of EnvironnHH1tal 

Protection and State Engineer to prevent such actions from impacting other 

nroundwa[er users and to protect ~JroLmdwater qua!itv. 

Countywide municipal water system 

Developrnent of a countywide municipal water system would provide more direct 

mitigation, in that it would provide a reliable source of potable water directly to a 

ma_jority or residents in Lahontan Valley. Such mitiuation could eliminate the 

dependency ot Churchill County residents on poorer qt.wlity, less reliable 

groundwater supplies for their domestic supply. This mitigation vvouid compensate 

for any possibre impacts to the groundwater levels and recl1arge that rnay potentially 

occur under any of the alternatives. 

Development of a countywide municipal supply svstem was studied by ChurchiH 

County in 1977 and a revised feasibility study was developed in 1994, Based on 

current residential use-rates' and the present County population (19,850), the 

The City of Fallon has metered water use at 250 gallons/day (lahontan Valley News, .Jan. 7, 1994) for city residents. The 
Service ceofcul3ted a rnen:irnurn use rate hr the entire cmmty to be 600 g;:;llons/day per person based en the maximum annua§ 
guJundwater wi1hdracvval (1 ,800 gaHons/day or 2.0 Af/year) permmed by the Nevada State Engineer for domestic supply 
v1;eHs. 
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Service cakulates thEe to::al water d1:m1and is about 5,1-300 . Future 

of about 36,600 \tvater using Churchdl 

the City of Fallon Paiute-Shoshone indian ·rritH:.,s, and the NAS-

Fa!lon \Vater users/. is ca~culated to be about 10,250 1\Fiyear. The S;;;1rvice w:ws :a 

of 12 son1e water for poss~ble future industrial 

den< and. These l are based on 

consurnption is n1etered, Generally, iivat>.H in areas were use in 

urnH:;tered, w;:nm use,::; hi9her. Another approach to mirunize 

water use is to \Vatm conservatliln programs that install 

vvater savjnr+ fixtures in houses, restrict landscape vvatering, or 

(drought resistBnt} landscapin9. 

xeriscape 

In order for a rnunicipal supply systt.m1 to be feasible, the Service estrnatE~s that 

agreements and facilitlOS w·ould have to be developed to storE~ or make avai1abiH 

about ·12,000 AF/year for mun!c!pal supply. 'HitS could be achieved by usintl v.1ater · 

bankH19 and storing water in Lahontan Reservoir. Such stma~:o1e could 

current groulldiP.ratEH purnpinn frorn the basalt \rVater stored in lahontan 

Reservoir couki be delivered by ~lfavity flow if the treatrnent and d~version !'aGilities 

were constructed at or near Lahontan Darn. Such mitigation would require the 

acquisition o! about 9,000 AF!year of water!! basait aquder purnping continued at 

prest:nt rates or about 12,000 AF/year d 'tvater-users that rely on Hie basalt 

aquifer were converted to surface water domestic suppiv. 

rneasures l! \/VatGr cnuld be 

accwired sudace vvatar riuhts horn 0\l.:ners ~n the Carson 

Divis'on of the Newiands Proj;:,;c:t, the l\tiidd~e Carson River segrner.cs, or by n••'•king 

improvements to tile Nelf,tlands Project conveyance and delivery systems to 

const:Hve rnore water than is exp~e1cted un(ier the ·1988 OCAP~ However, the 

purchase of water ri[lhts ~rom Newlands Carson D1vision water-right holders 

wouid exac,arb.ate expected impacts to u·1e local economy and agricuituraj prodt!ction 

1'rorn the conversion of B<t:Ficultural water rit:1hts to other uses. 

Conservation 

\;Vater gained H'iroU<;:Jh conservation measures has the potential to positively impact 

groundvvater recharge and c!on•estc supply~ Rec!amat!on's ~11ewiands 

Efficiency Study I U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1993) identifies a nurnber ol water 

conservation methods that could increase storage in lahontan Reservoir. One 

direct, but fairly costly, approach is linin~l canals, in panicular, the Truckee Canal 

from Hazen to the Lahontan Reservoir Ocltlet, and the T and N Canals are c!ted as 
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inef!iclent canals that would benofit from lining. Based upon preljminary estimates 

in the study \ibid), the Service estimates that lining any of these canals could save 

suffjcjent water to provide adequate volumes of vvater to rneet current and future 

domestic supply needs in Lahontan VaHey in conjunction with uroundwater sources .. 

Injection recharne, municipal supply systems, and lininrJ canals entaiis considerable 

construction costs, as well as annual O&M costs. The reasonableness oi' such 

mitigation measures lies in the ability of the implementing authority to fund such 

projects. Funds can be generated by levyinn rnitioatjon fees on new development, 

hook-up fees, user fees, issuinn improvement bonds, surcharges on water rinht 

transfers, State or Federa~ grants, Federal loan assurances, or Federal aid. ln all 

likt11ihood, a combination of fundin~:_l sources is the most realistic possibWty for 

!unding such mitigation. General!y, some form of governmental entity vvould need 

to become U'H~ implementing authority to construct and operate either of the facilities 

associated \!Vith these mitigation stratenies. The costs of such mitigation could be 

very high, and the Service has insufficient information to determine whether 

community demand or interest would warrant a commitment from the community 

and county officials to such large sca~e pro~ects. 

New wells 

Drilling new or deeper wells would also provide less costly direct mitigation for those 

individual wells that may go dry as a result ol reduced tota! recharue potential or 

reduced farm irrigation associated with the Proposed Action and other action 

alternatives. Information frorn individual well owners experiencing problems with 

domestic supply wel!s during the 1992 drought indicate that problems are often 

associated with older wells that may have not been developed or constructed to 

present·day standards and have problems with draw·down and recharge. New wells 

for those individuals affected by the Service's actions mav mitigate adverse itnpacts 

to specific ;,•.relfs th<'it mav have gone .-irv. However, there is no guarantee that in 

some cases drWing new or deep wel!s wouid fully miti9ate the problem bec<:1use 

deeper wells may encounter water of poor quality, a potentially common problem 

with groundwater on the east side of lahontan Valley ad.iacent to Stillwater N\VH 

and Carson Lake. 

4.4 EFFECTS ON VECTORS, EROSION, AND AGRICUlTURAL PESTS 

Under Alternative 1. vectors, erosion, and weeds occur naturally in the affected area and are 

controllable. Vectors (mosquitos) hatch in stand inn bodies of open water, and wetting and drying 

and standing v,rater in the affected area are conducive conditions for vectors (Section 3.4.1, 

VECTOR CONTROL). Under baseiine conditions n1ajor contributors to dust and erosion problerns in 
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the effected area are wind, Ianning practices, and large expanses of sparsely vegetated desert 

landscape. W•.'leds are general!y invasive and occur in areas where so~ls have been disturbed. 

4.4. 1 VECTORS 

Alternative 1: fvksquitos would rnost l~kely create H1e sarne level of nuisance as occurred in 

'l989 when wetland and Hngated acrear~e were s~rnliar to those conditions anticipated under 

this No Action Alternative. Mosquito abatement and control vvould probably be sirnilar to 

existing conditions. 

Alternative 2, 3, 4, and 5: These alternatives would create substantially larger areas 

of v,retiand habitat than conditions under Altern;c1tive 1, the No Action Alternative. 

Primary vvetfand habitat vvi!f increase by about 107 percent over baseline conditl"ons. 

Till~'> will great!v increase the potential breeding habitat ol several varieties of 

mosquitos {both standing"wat•H rnosquitos and floodwater mosquitos). On the other 

hand, n1aintaining more stable wetlands could provide better habitat for mosquito 

Hsh and other mosquito predators, which could conttibute to reductions in mosquito 

populationso Also, reductions in those irrzgated farmlands and other agricultural 

lands with standing ~;v,;;rter and rnosquito breeding areas would also reduce 

floodvvater mosquito species accordingly. 

Conservatively, it is expecteo' that increased wetland habitat acreage would increase 

rnosquito populations, but the extent to vvhich this would l1appen is unknown and ~<viii 

dept.md on management of the wetlands, \1'/hlch vvlll be addressed in an upcoming 

cornprohensive m<:rnagetnent plan for Sti/!water NVl.·~t?. Increased \~.tetland 

options that arise from the acquis~tion oi' irri~F1tion water under these alternatives could 

minimize potential adverse mosquito breedinfJ conditions that could otherwise occur on the 

vvetlands. The Service expects to coordinate with Churchill County Mosquito Abatement 

District ln the development of its Stillwater NWR Comprehensive Management Plan rf:.11iJtive 

to mosquito control issues. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: Primary wetland habitat (and thus 

potential mosquito-breeding habitat) would increaste by about 158 percent Olier no 

acquisition conditions (frorn an estirnated average of 9, 700 acres to a long"term 

averaye of about 25,000 acres). Consequent!~,·, potential rnosquito-breeding habdat 

would increase substantially in the valtev. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mosquito control and abatement occurs under existinD ;:,nd baseline conditions. Based on 

wrdten and oral communications ~vith thf:.r Churcf111f Countyt'1,.1osquito Abatement District 
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(!ricluding comments on the Draft EISl, the way in wliicl"' water is managed in the primarv 

vvetiand areas can have a substantial effect on the species of rnosquitos that successfwYy 

reproduce and the extent to which they are successful" Give•n the arnount of wetland inflow 

w1der the Preferred Altemativ<1 and other action alternatives,, some water-management 

strategies would minitn!~"e the growth in mosquito populations vvh1le other strategies vvoulc/ 

en/ranee growth of mosquito populations. !/Vater rnanagement tvill be addressed in the 

comprehensive management plan to be developed lor Stiliwater NWR. lvlosquiw control 

measures, possibly including water management and rnosquito fish introductions, will be 

considered during the development of the cornprehensive management plan and will be 

implemented to the extent possible under v•.ri!dlife managt.unent objectives and Service 

policy. The Service will solicit input by, and will consult wit/! tlie Churchill County Mosquito 

Abatement District during the development of the comprehensive management plan. 

4.4.2 EROSION 

Under Alternative 1, No Action baseline conditions, wind erosion occurs on lands where the 

vegetative cover or surface cover has been removed, Construction and farming practices 

that !eave bare, loose soils during the critica! months for wind erosion will continue to have 

a significant effect on soli erosion, Vacant lands wiH be subject to wind erosion but the 

extent and severity of the erosion is dependent upon the location, size .. and surround~ng 

physical features of the subject rands. 

The adverse impacts associated with wind erosion include increased potential for dust, 

reduced visib~Hty associated with dust, loss o! soil productivit)l, and the nuisance that the 

deposition of eroded soil can create for adjacent or downwind property owners. Adverse 

impacts associated with dust and reduced visibility are shorHerrn impacts and often are 

eHrninated due to natural atmosphere conditions. 

Alternatives 2,3,4, and 5: Under ali of the action alttornativeJ>, substantia! acreages of 

irrigated farmland would potentially be retired. Reductions in the number of irrigated, watl"lr· 

righted acres that would result trom the action alternatives, as compared to baseline 

irrigated acres (approximately 47,000 acres), would range from 33 to 68 percent 

f/Htemative 5 and Alternative 4, respectively), Whereas the potential for .adverse soli 

erasion conditions is expected to increase as larger acreages of irrl9ated farmland are 

retired, the Service cannot reasonably quantitatively define the relative increases for each 

alternative because parcels that may be acquired are unknown at this time, as are the soil 

and vegetative ch.:;racteristics of the properties, among other factors. It appears that the 

location, size, vegetative cover, and pattern ot lands taken out of production has a greater 

influence on vvind erosion potentia! than the retired acreage of farmland alone. 



There is no indication that wind erosion vvould be severe enousJh to render soils within the 

affected area unproductive due to soil loss from erosion. Generally, even under worst .. case 

conditions, disturbed soils would form e crust that would prevent or reduce soil loss over 

tirne. For these reasons, the Service does not anticipate that increased wind erosion 

potential \NiH result in soils becoming unproductive. 

The Servlce expects that some percentage of the irr!gated farmlands that are retired would 

be converted to other uses such as residential, commercial, or industrial development. if 

such conversions occur, the vacant lands could be subjected to wind erosion during 

construction when lands are disturbed, then stabilized when the properties are paved, 

~~raveled, landscaped, or otherwist.< covered, 

The condition of farmlands at the time they are retired las a result of water rights 

acquisitions) would have a major inf~uence on wind erosion potentiaL If the farmlands were 

plowed and t~Ued in preparation for planting, a high erosion potential would result. 

However, if such lands left a standing crop of vegetation to provide cover, wind erosion 

potential would be greatly reduced, 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to no acquisition conditions 

(52, 768 acres of irrigated, water-righted farmland in the Carson Division}, irrigated, 

water-dghted farmland would be reduced by 40 to 70 percent under the action 

alternatives (Alternative 5 and Alternative 4, respective.JJy;. Please see above 

discussion on the potential impacts associated with reduced irrigated acreage. 

Mitigation Measures 

Vegetative cover is the best and most cost eHective method to protect and prevent soil 

erosion from occurring over the long term. Because of the extremely arid conditions in the 

affected area, once lands have been disturbed, re-estabiishin9 ve~1etative cover under 

natural precipitation patterns is very difficult. In many cases, revegetation and !andscaprng 

efforts would require some level of irrigation to establish plants. Many native or xeriscape 

plant species, once established, can be sustained on natural precipitation. 

When appurtenant lands are acquired with water rights, the Service could take actions to 

reduce the potential for excessive wind erosion, Such actions may include land treatment 

{conservation tilling or plowing), revegetation with native plant species, or protecting the 

existing cover crop from disturbance. The appropriate management practice to reduce wind 

erosion would depend on the size and focation of the lands. Where revegetation is planned., 

the Service could deJav transfer of the vvater rights for one or two years to facilitate 

estab!ishment of cover crops by irrigation, While revegetation is not the only way to 
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prevent wind erosion, it does offer a more positive visual impact than I<Wid treatment, and 

therefore may be a more desirable practice relative to the social values of the commun~tv. 

\lVhen the appurtenant !ands associated with vvater nnht acquisitions are retained in private 

ownership, the Service would have no authority to require or take actions to prevent wind 

erosion on those lands. In such cases, local governrmmts are the appropriate authorities to 

enact requirements to prev~mt wind t1rosion. Ordinances could be passed to require that 

disturbed lands be stabifizerL Currently, Churchill County has an ordinance IBH1 No, 90-G, 

Ordinance 32) requiring the control of sand and dust, but it does not specifica!iy address 

revegetation as a means to prevent wind erosjon. A moratorium was placed on this 

ordinance soon alter its inception, and it has not been implemented. 

Without comparable reqwrernents for wind erosion prevention on private !ands, the 

Service's mitigation efforts under this element could reduct? irnpacts associated with wind 

erosion but would not avoid or eliminate such adverse irnpacts. 

Maintaining pasture grass or other vegetation that requires IHss water could enable property 

owners to sell only a portion of the water ri\]ht entit!ernent they own. This splitting of water 

rights would keep lands vegetated, but is dependent on the owners' ability to obtain Nevada 

State Ennineer's approval to transfer oniy a portion o! a water ri~jht entitlement and finding 

a crop or pasture grass that can be successfuHy urown on less water in the affected area. 

While the Service would be amenable to acquiring split water rights, the ability to gain 

approval for such splits has not been tested. Althou1Jh spHt water rinht acquisitions would 

rninirnrze adverse wmd erosion irnpacts, ~t is not clear whether such rnittgation would be 

feasible. 

4.4.3 AGRICULTURAL PESTS 

Under Alternative 1, noxious weeds and other agricultural pests such as pocket gophers, 

and jackrabbits, and ground squirrels cause problems for fanners in thH affected are<:L The 

potential for increased occurrence or distribution o! vveeds is directly attributable to the 

amount and location of vacant lands where the soil is disturbed and native vetletat~on is 

removed. There is insuHicient information to quantify acres of weeds in tl1e affected area. 

Pocket gophers appear to bf.> the tnost costly mammal pest to alfalfa produc(:lrs in Nevada 

based on a Nevada, vAde survey of alfalfa producers (Uwvis, 7989). The survey revealed 

that pocket gop!?ers are present on nearly 90 percent of alfalfa farms in Nevada, and that 

about 80 percent of larrners practice at least some level of control. Apparentlv, pocket 

gophers pose the biggest rnamma! pest problem in Churchill County (Nevada Cooperative 

Ex tension, oral communication, 1 996). Alfalfa producers in Nevada gen(:lrally rated rodent 

and rabbit damage and comrol costs as the second highest management cost {Lewi:s, 
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1 .98,9;, wdh weeds rated third highest meanjng that substantial costs likely occur under 

baselirHJ conditions. 

Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5; Under all of these alternatives, there is the potential for large 

acreages of previously irrigated iarrnrand to become vacant. There JS a high probabHity that 

fannrands !eft vacant would be invaded by weed spec~es. If the lands were tilled or cleared 

prior to the transfer of water rights, the potential tor weed invasion would be higher than if 

lands were lett untilled. In situations where the Lands associated with the acquisition of 

wau•r righ[s are converted to residential use, landscaping and development would most 

likely reduce the potential for weed invasion. Weeds do provide some benefit in that they 

can prevent erosion, and in sorne cases provide foragt.• value. In addition they provide 

habitat for some small mammals, birds, and insects. Weeds are generally perceived as a 

nuisance by land owners and can irnpact farming operations or crop production if their 

presence increases. The Service expects al! of these irnpacts to occur under the action 

alternatives, !rnpacts vvou!d !ikelv be proportional to the amount of irrigated farmland that 

would be converted to non-agriculwral uses, vvhich is addressed in Section 4. 16. 3, with 

Alternative 4 potentially resulting in tf!e most impacts and Alternative 5 resulting in the least 

impacts. 

It is possibltc tflat increasing the number of vacant parcels arijacent to operational alfalfa 

producers could increase problems associated tlvith pocket gopher control by providing 

source populations lor this species. The extent to 1Alhich pocket gopher problems would 

increase is unknown. Rodent problems, if they increase due to water rights being 

transferred off of formerly irrigated laanland, would be roughly proportional to the <.?mount 

of irrigated farmland take out ol production under each altemative. 

To the extent that noxious weed and rodent problems increase as a consequence of 

translerring water rights oft' ol irdgtJted farmland, these problerns would be minimized in 

cases whereby t17tc subsequent land-use (e.g., residential development) results in weeds and 

rodents being controlled. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: The potential adverse impacts, as 

compared to no acquisition conditions would not be substantially different from 

those descnbtcd above. 

Mitigation Measures 

Weeds can be controlled by bumlng, plowing, spraying and revegetating vvith desirable 

vegetation. All of these treatments would reduce adverse irnpacts associated with weeds. 

To the extent possible, the Service would comply with pertinent Churchill Coumv 

ordinances relative to noxious weeds for lands owned bv the Service. 
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Mitinat~on to control weeds with revegetation is described above in Section 4.4.2, 

EROSION, and would be E'ipplicable under H1is elernent. 

One potential for mitigating an)l adverse impacts potentiaily· caused by incnfased pockt'lt 

gophers would be for the Service w develop pocket gor.111er control plans for areas in vvhich 

pocket gopher problems have ,;'lcn:cased due to the Service's actions. Trapping appears to be 

tho best control method for pocket gophers in alfalla hay fields. 

4.5 EFFECTS ON AIR OUAUTY 

Nevada air quality officials are mandated !o identify those areas that do not rr'leet air qualit'¥' 

standards. !nhalable particulates (PM 10 ) is the on~y pollutant that State air quaUty officials have 

identified as a potential pol!utant of concern in the aHecH.od ;:ue;:L PM,;) levels have been monitored 

in Fallon since May, 1993. Under Alternative 1 \existing conditions], PM 10 monitoring shows an 

arithmet~c rnean ol 35 micronrams per cubic meter \,ugfm2
) and a maximum 24-how measurement o! 

111 ,ugJr·n 3 at the Fallon monitoring site, 

Dust, soot, ash, and chemicals given off by burning are key !actors aHecting pr,~, 0 levols, The 

Service's Proposed Action and alternatives have the potemial to increase dust associated with 

vacant farmland that result \lVhen water rights are acquired. However, prevailing winds come hom 

tho vilest/southwest vvhich could carry any rfust from manv vacant larmland away from 1l1e Citv of 

Fallon (base;1 on current acquisition ,oattem). Atv~c:urtural burning, \'-lhich is a source of particulate 

emissions in the affected area vvould be reduced by the Service's actions, but other burning wou!d 

continue at existinr:J levels under all the alternatives. 

Whtle fug~tive dust contributes to P~JL 0 levels, the major source of fugitive dust in the affected area 

is frorn the desert landscape \89 percent) and farmlands only contributt:1 a srna!l percentaoe \6 

percent) of such dust (generally related to af:)ricultura~ practices such as plowing and tHHng of soils). 

{See SuctJon :3,5, AlR QUALITY). Although acquisition of water rights frorn farmlands would 

increase acres of vacant land, and associated dust, it would also subsequent!y decrease seasonal 

plowing, tillin!:_L and agricultural burning, whjch contribt~te to PM 10 levels, 

Alternative 2: Under this altemative !including the 20,000 AF acquisition program), about 66 

percom of the irnnated, water-righted farmland in the Carson Division of the NHwlands Project 

vvould potentially be converted to other ust<s as a result of the water riohts acquisition program. 

Those !ands that are left vacant would potentially increase fugitive dust. The Service expects that 

fugitive dust eoufd potentially increase over the short term until vacant lands are revegetated or 

become crusted over. Water rrght acquisitions would reduce farming within the affected area, and 

some benefits \Nould occur as seasonal farming practices and agricultural burning that increase PM10 

levels also decHne. 
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While short·term lnlpacts associated with fugitive dust Gou!d potentially ~ncrease PM10 counts 

somewhat under the Proposed Action, lt is not expected to cause Pf11l1u !evels to exceed either the 

24-hour pe(od { i 50 pqin! 3 l, or arithmetic mean (50 pg/rn 3 i State standards, Furthermore, pre~tailil?g 

vvinds come from the west/southwest which could c.::my any dust from many vacant farmland away 

from the Citv of Fallon 

Alternative 3: Under the Lt.;ast Cost Alternative Onduding tr1e 20,000 Af acquisitiOn program), 

water rights ;c:r.:;quisitions could potentially cause about 54 percent ol the existing farrnlancl in the 

Carson Division of the Newlands Project to be converted to other uses, The consequences of 

vac.c~nt ~ands and reductions in farming would be similar to conditions for the Proposed Action, 

While short~terrn impacts associated with fugitive dust could potential~y increase PM 10 counts 

s!inhtly under this alternative, it is no[ expected that the Service's action would cause PM 10 levels to 

exceed either the 24-hour period, or arithmetic mean State standards, ,r.:t,;rt!nnmore, prevailing 

vvinds comtc from the t•.restlsouttnvest which could carrv any dust frorn many vecent farmland avlioji 

from the City of Fallon 

AltE1mative 4: Under the Maximum Acquisition Alternative {including the 20,000 AF acquisition 

prorJramL vvater rights acquisitions could potentially cause about 72 percent of the exislinfi 

farmland in the Carson Division of the Newlands Project to be converted to other uses. This 

alternative would have the greatest pm:ential to increase fugitive dust from vacant lands. It also 

would have the ~~teatest potential to reduce fugitivo dust, smoke and ash associated with farming 

prHGliCeS. 

VVi1ik; short tenn 11npac<.s associated with fugitive dust could potentially incroase P~,.1 10 counts under 

~Jds alternative, it is not expected that the Service's action woukl cause P~Jl10 ievels to exceed either 

the 24~hour per[od, or arithmetic mean State standards, Furthermore, prevailing vtdnds come from 

the wesusouthvvest ~tvhich could carry any dust from manv vacant fann!and avlloJl from the City of 

Alternative 5: Under the Preferred A!ternative \includinLl the 20,000 AF acquisition program), water 

riqllts acqutsitions could potentially cause up to 40 percent oi the existing farmland in the Carson 

Division ot the New!ands Project to be converted to other uses. Of the action aftemetives 

considered, this aiternative wouid have tlle least potential to increase fugitive dust horn vacam 

lands. Under this alternative, farming would not be reduced to the extent that would occur under 

tho Proposed Actron. As a result, reductions in fuqitive dust associated vvith plowing and tinin1:_1 

vvould not be as great as expected under the Proposed Action. 

Whlle short-term impacts associated with fugitive dust couid potentially increase PM, 0 counts under 

this alternative, it is not expected that the Service's action would cause P~v1 10 levels to exceed either 

the 24~hour period, m arithmetic rnean State standards. Furthermore, prevailing winds corne frorn 
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the ~vestlSouthvvest "itlhich couhi carry anv dust from many vacant farmland awa}i from the City ol 

Fallon. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: The potentia! adverse impacts that could occur 

as a consequence of Alternative 5, as cornpared to no acquisition com .. "/itions," would be 

sirrlliar to those described above for the irnpacts as cornpared to baseline condWons. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures to minimize or reduce dust, are discussed tibove in Section 4.4.2, EROSION, 

and wtwid be equally apphcable to this section. 

Controls or restrictions on open burning would act to further ensure that PMw levels wou!d not 

1ncrease over baseline conditions and would most likely decrease. Such mitigation could potentially 

benefit air quality. This mitigation may be warranted because it offers extended hea~th benefits to 

tho cornrnunlty as a whole. However, this mitigation is beyond the authority o"l the Sorvici'L 

BIOlOGICAl RESOURCES 

4.6 EFFECTS ON WETLANDS 

4.6. 1 PRIMARY WETLAND HABITAT 

Increased wetland inflows would greatly btme1'it the pdrnarv wetland habitat and species 

that rnake use of these areas. Under the Proposed Act~on and other action alternatives, an 

avera9e of about 25,000 acres of primary wet!and habitat wcn.1!d i)e sustained in lahontan 

VaHey over the long term. Whi!e this is considerably less than 'Nhat historically occurrod in 

the Lahontan VaHev (an estimated 150,000 acres according to Kerkcy and others, 1993), it 

represents a significant increase compared to vvhat 11as existed in recent years lless th<:m 

10,000 acres), Wat>.:H quality would be irnproved under the Proposed Action and other 

alternatives, as the Service would increase rehance on irrigation water, which is better 

qual~ty than drainwater. 

The acquisition of add~tional water beyond that available under baseline conditions, would 

make it possible for the Service to manage and rnanfpulate habitats more efficiently and 

flex~bly. The Comprehensive Management Plan for Stillwater NWR wH! address the 

rnanagernent of de!iverv patterns and water reulrnes that would be needed to create a 

desi;·ed rnix of wetland 1·1abitats. The management planning process can be viewed as a 

fine-tuning process that wi!l resu!t in specific water re9imes being outlined. The 

Comprehensive ~v1anagement Plan ~s a separate and distinct action from water rights 

acquisotion. The Service does not expect that actions taken as a result of the mana£Jen1ent 
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plan will increase adverse impacts associated with the Service's Proposed Action to acquire 

water ritlhts for wetlands protection. H anything, the tine-tuning aspect of the management 

plan vvould decrease impacts associated vvith the acquisition o! water rights for wetlands 

protection. 

Under Alternative 1, the No Action Alternative, the Service expects that an averane o·f 

55,100 AF/year of water would reach the primary wetland habitat. As a result, 12,100 

acres of wetland habitat would be sustained in the primary wetland areas, 

Alternative 2: Under the Proposed Action, approximate1y 25,000 acres ot primary wetland 

habitat would be sustained over the long term on Stillwater NWR, Carson Lake and the 

Tribal wetlands. This represents a 12,900 acre increase (1 07 percentl over the No Action 

Alternative. As a result of acquiring an additional 102,000 AF of irrigation water beyond 

the 20,000 AF included in the baseline conditions (for a total of 12 2, 000 AF), and making 

use of spill and drainwater, .about 125,000 AF of water would reach the wetlands, Dtle to 

the high percentage of irrigation water delivered to the wetlands \82 percent), wetland 

inflolAIS would be of higher water quality than that of No Action Alternative. Due to 

fluctuations in the natural hydrologic regirne, the Service expects actual wetland acreage to 

vary frorn year·to .. year, Over the long .. term, however, these fluctuations would be expected 

to sustain an average of 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat, 

The increase in prirnarv wetland habitat would provide positive benefit to those animal 

species that use or depend on the wetland habitat. There would be increased wetland 

vegemtion and improved foraping opportunity for those spec1es that rely on vvetland habitat 

for their subsistence.. More detaHed analvsis of the benefits afforded other b~ological 

resources as a result of increased primary wetland habitat acreage are described in the 

following sections of this Bio!onical Resowces portion of the document. 

Alternative 3: Under the Least Cost Alternative, as with the Proposed Action, 25,000 acres 

of primary wetland habitat would be sustained in the desi9nated Lahontan Valley wetlands, 

This represents a 12,900 acre increase over No Action baseline conditions.. As a result of 

acquiring an additional 80,000 AF of irrigation Hlater beyond the 20,000 AF included in 

baseline conditions (for a total of 100,000 AFi, and makin9 use of spili and drainwater, 

abollt 125,000 AF of vvater w·ould reach the wetlands. Due to the high percentage of 

irrigation water delivered to the vvet!ands (78 percent), wetland inffows would be of higher 

water quality than that of No Action Alternative, Similar to the Proposed Action, primary 

vvetiand habitat acreage would fluctuate from year-to-year, due to changing hydrologic 

regimes .. Over the long-term, these fluctuations wou!d be expected to sustain an average of 

25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat, 
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Alternative 4: Under the Maximum Acquisition Alternative, as with the Proposed Action, 

25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat would be sustained in the designated lahontan 

Valley wetlands. This represents a 12,900 acre increase over t~o Action baseline 

conditions. As a result of acquiring an additional 1 14 .. 500 AF of irrigation water bevond tfw 

20,000 AF included in baseline conditions (lor a total of 134,500 AF). and making use of 

spiNs, about -125,000 AF of water would reach the vvetlands. Drainwater ,,,ouid be 

excluded from wEHiands management, and consequently, this alternative offers the highest 

quality wetland inflows. 

Any drainwater that did reach the primary wetland areas would be segregated and managed 

separately. As a result, sumps would be created that vvould require special protective 

rnanagement to prevent use by waterfowl, migratory birds, and other wi!dlife. 

Sirni!ar to the Proposed Action, prlrnary wetland habitat acrea~le would fluctuate from year

to··year, due to changing hydrologic regimes. Over the long-term, these fluctuations would 

be expected to sustain an average of 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat. 

Alternative 5: Under the Preferred Alternative, 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat 

would be sustained in the designated lahontan Val!ey wetlands. This represents a 12,900 

acre increase over No Action baseline conditions. As a result of acquiring an additional 

55,.000 AF of irrigation water beyond the 20,000 AF included in baseline conditions in the 

Carson Division (for a total ol 75,000 AF), and making use of leased water, drainwater, 

spifJs, Middle Carson River iuigation water,. Navy conseNed water:. se~vage effluent and 

ground~vatr:.-;r about 125 .• 000 AF of Vllater would reach the wetlands. Vllater quality would at 

B minimum be equal to that of the No Action Altemative, but, to the extent that low quality 

groundwater is avoided, ll!iater quality ·vllould 1/nprove over that of the No .Action Alternative. 

It is estimated that if groundwater comprises less than 6 percent of the total wetland inflow 

obJective (125,000 AF/yearl, water quality under this alternative would be better than 

condhions under the No Action baseline, assuming that the total dissolw:.~d concr:.mtration is 

6, 000 mglL or less. Similar to the Proposed Action, primary wetland habitat acreage would 

fluctuate from year-to-year, due to changing hydrolos!iC regimes. Over the long-term, these 

fluctuations would be expected to sustain an average of 25,000 acres of primary wet! and 

habitat. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: As compared to no acquisition 

conditions, primary ~vet/and habitat acreage would increast~ from about 9, 700 acres 

to about 25,000 acres under the Preferred Altt.m1arive and other action alternatives. 

Water quality would improve substantially if no groundvllater is used under the 

Preferrecf Alternative. if approximately 10 percent ol the 125,000 AF of water 

consists of groundwater of 6,000 mg/L total dissolved solids concentration it is 

estimated that water quality; would be similar to that of no acquisition conditions. 
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Therefore, under rnost acqu1~c:;ition scenarios (all reasonable scenarios) under this 

a!tematille,. 1.vater quality would impmve over conditions that ex1~<>ted before water 

rights began to be purchased for the primary wetlands. 

Mitigation Measures 

Primary wetlands in the Lahontan Valley would benefit substantially lrom the Proposed 

Action and other action alternatives. Therefore, no mitigation is identified for this element. 

Under Alternative 4, the Service would have to construct impoundments to capture and 

segregate drainwaters. If water quality in these sumps was found to be toxic to migratory 

birds and wildlife, further measures in adherence to state regulations rnay have to be 

implemented. Such mitigation could include fencing and netting to preclude wHdlife access. 

4.6.2 SECONDARY WETlANDS 

The term ''secondary" wetlands is not an indication of qw.11lty or importance of wetland 

habitat, but refers to the those wetlands in the affected area that are not designated as 

lahontan Valley wetlands in Public Law 1 Oi -618. 

Under Alternative i, the No Action A!ternative, the Service expects secondary wetlands in 

the affected area to sustain an average of 4,500 acres. This figure includes secondary 

wetlands associated with Fernley Wi!dlife Management Area {Fernley WMAL Massie and 

Mahala Sloughs, Soda Lakes, Old River Reservoir, Sheckler Reservoir, Sagouspe Dam, 

Harmon Reservoir, s .. une Reservoir, Indian Lakes and the Canvasback Gun Club. 

Alternative 2: As a result of water rights acquisitions for prirnary the vvet!ands under the 

Proposed J.\ction, irrigation demand in the Carson Division of the Newlands Project would 

decrease, potentially affecting drainflows and seepage losses that sustain many of these 

secondary wetlands. The Service expects that the Canvasback Gun Club, one of the 

secondary vvetland areas, would be unaffected by this action because it has rights to water 

irom both drains and the Newlands Project. While the magnitude of impacts to the non· 

water righted secondary wetlands cannot reasonably be quantified, because tile locations of 

acquired acreage cannot yet be determined nor can the changes in drainage patterns be 

ascertained, the Service recognizes that, under the Proposed Action, acreage of non .. water 

righted secondary wetlands wW decline from baseline conditions due to reduced seepage 

losses and increased emdency. 

Alternative 3: As a result of water rights acquisitions for the pdmary wetlands under the 

Least Cost Alternative, irrigation demand in the Carson Division of the Newlands Project 

would not decline from Alternative 1, and drainflows and seepage losses to the secondary 



wetlands would remain constant. Under Alternative 3, the Service expects the secondary 

wetlands would continue to sustain a ~ong-term average of about 4,500 acres, and 

Canvasback Gun Club would remain unaffected by the Bction. 

Alternative 4: As a result of water rights acquisitions for the primary wetlands under the 

Maximum Acquisition Alternative, irrigat~on demand in th•.:J Carson Division ot the Newiands 

Project decreases the rnosL This ~vould potentially affect draintlows and seepatl"-' losses 

that sustain many of the secondary wetlands. The Service expects that secondary wetlands 

at Canvasback Gun Club would be unaffected by this action, as the area has its own vvater 

rights. While the rnagnltude of impacts to the non-water ri1.1hted secondary wetlands cannot 

reasonably be quantified given available information, the Service recognizes that, under the 

Proposed Action, acreagt~ of non .. water righted secondary wetlands will decline from 

baseline conditions. 

Alternative 5: As a result of water rights acquisitions for the primary wetlands under this 

ai'ternative, irrigation demand in the Carson Division of the Newlands Project would decrease 

and would be quite similar to the Proposed Action. Therefore, the Service expects the 

consequences to the secondary wetlands to be anaiO!)Ous to those described for the 

Proposed Action. It is estimated that a long-term average of about 4,500 acres of 

secondary wetland habitat would be maintained under this alternative. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: The extent of constrquences that 

would occur under this altemativtc wllen compared to no acquisition conditions 

>voukJ be sirr;i/ar to those when compared against baseline conditions. 

Mitigation measures 

Adverse impacts to secondary wetlands, if any occur, would be more than offset by the 

substantial increase in primary wetland !1abitat. White changing Newlands Project efficiency 

targets could ~ncrease use of regulating reservoirs and rnaintain secondary wetlands, this 

action would violate the 1988 OCAP, anci could adversely impact Pyramid Lake fish species 

as well, Therefore, the Service considers this mitigation to be neither reasonable nor 

feasible. 

4.7 EFFECTS ON VEGETATIVE COMMUNITiES 

4. 7.1 WETlAND PlANT COMMUNITlES 

The ability to schedu!e water deliveries to the primary wetland areas would enable wetland 

managers and biologists to better manipulate, manage, and sustain a variety of wetland 

plant communities. As a resu!t of increased supply of and control over water deliveries to 
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wetlands, there would be an increased abflit'v' to manage wetland vBtletation vigor, density, 

and div·ersity as compared to the No Action baseline condition. 

Marsh plant communities are directly tied to the nurnber of wet!and acres during the 

gro\•Jrng season, and to a !esser degree, to the level of salinity of the vvater during this 

period. Marsh (emergent) plants have a wide range of salt tolerance, and can tolerate 

dryint.l during the last months of the summer and still thrive. Subrneq:~ent vegetation must 

be sufficiently inundated \more than 6 inches} during the entire growing season. The 

Comprehensive Management Plan for Stillwater NWR will ultimately determine what type ot 

rnarsh communities, and the number of acres of each, \Nil! be maintained on the Refuge. 

In the foilowing discussion wetland plant communities refers to both submergent and 

en1ergent plant communities in the primary and secondary wetland habitats in the affected 

area. Under Alternative 1, about 16,600 acres of wetland plant cornmunities would be 

sustained in the Lahontan Valley, including both primary and secondary wetlands. 

Alternative 2: Under the Proposed Action, the Service expects that about 25,000 acres oi' 

wetiand habitat would be sustained in the primary wetland areas. Secondary wetland areas 

could experience a srnall decline in wetland acreage and ihe associated wetland piant 

communities. Acreage of wetland plant communities could increase by about 75 percent 

over Alternative 1. The Proposed Action would offer higher proportions of good quality 

water, which would decrease concentrations of total dissolved-solids ot primary wetland 

area in1'1ovvs. Increased water volumes and higher \Vater quDlity would potentiallv improve 

wetland vegetation visJor, density, and production in the pdmary wetland areas as compared 

i.O the Nc Action baseline condition. Wetland plant communities in secondary wetland areas 

w·ou!d be comparable to baseline conditions under this alternative. 

Alternative 3: Under this alternative, 2.5,000 acres of wetland habitat !n the primary 

wetland areas would be sustained. Based on the Service's expectations regarding 

secondary wetland areas, about 4, 500 acres of secondarv wetland habitat would occur, 

Acreage of wetland plant communities would increase by as much as 78 percent over 

Alternative ·1 in the affected area. As with the Proposed Action, primary wetland areas 

would receive mom water of better quality than under the No Action Alternative and 

wetland vegetation would be irnproved. Wetland plant communities in secondary wetland 

areas would be comparable to baseline conditions under this alternative. 

Alternative 4: Under this alternative, 25,000 acres of wetland habitat in the primary 

wetland areas would be sustained. Secondary wetland acres are expected to decline rnore 

under this alternative than the Proposed Action. \/1/etland plant communities associated with 

the secondary wetland areas would correspondingly decline. Overall acreage of wetland 

plant cornrnunities is expected to increase by about 7 2 to 75 percent over baseline 



conditions. This alternative would offer the highest proportion of good quality water, which 

would decrease concentrations of total dissoived·solids m primary wet! and area inflows. 

Increased water vo!urnes and better water quality would potentially improve wetland 

vegeration vigor, density, and production in the primary wetland areas as cmnpared to 

Alternative 1 base!ine conditions. 

Alternative 5: Impacts associated with this alternative are expected to be comparable to 

impacts for Alternative 3. Acreage of wetland plant communities would increase by about 

78 percent over baseline conditions in the affected area. It is estimated that if groundwater 

would comprise more than 6 percent of the total wet! and inflow, water quality would be 

!ower than it would be under Alternative 1. Due to water quality influences, wetland plant 

vigor, d<:H'1Sity, and diversity may not be as high as conditions expected under the Proposed 

Action. Wet!and plant communities in secondary wetland areas would be comparable to 

baseline conditions under this alternative. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: As compared to no acquisition 

conditions,. wetland plant cornmunities in primary and secondary wetlands would 

increase from an average of about 14,200 acres to an avtcrage of about 29,500 

acres (1 08 percent increase} under Altema tive 5, 

Mitigation Measures 

Wetlands plant communities in the primary wetland habitats would benefit substantiaBy 

from increased voiurnes ol better quality water. No mitigation is needed for this element. 

Mitigation measures applicab!e to impacts to secondary wetlancl plant cornrmmities would 

be the sarne as those described in Section 4.6.2, SECONDARY WETLAND AREAS. 

4.7.2 RIPARIAN PlANT COMMUNITlES 

Under Alternative 1, riparian plant communities occur within the affected area along the 

Lower Truckee River corridor and the Carson River corridor from Dayton to the Carson Sink. 

Anifidali)l created riparian habitat also exists along drains and canals of tile Newlands 

Project. One key factor afh~cting riparian plant communities is the flow volume in the 

riparian corridor. As average annual flow volumes increase, riparian plant communities 

benefit. and as it decreases or ceases, riparian plant communities are adversely impacted. 

Alternative 2: Under the Proposed Action, riparian plant cornmunit1es along the Lower 

Truckee River may benefit slightly from increased flow volumes (almost 4 percent) over the 

No Action A!ternative. Carson River riparian plant communities are exp(~cted to be 

unaflecteci by the Proposed Action. As agricultura! water rights are acquired, an unknown 
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percentage of drains and canals in the C.arson Division of the Newlands Project would fJO 

drv, adversely impacting the str~ps of associated r~parian plant cornmunities. The extent ot 
potemtlaf 1/npacts would depend on many- ractors" including acquisition pattern, erxisting 

vegetation,, and dept/7 of the ~<Vater table h1i!owing acq<ll:'>ition '"'"ater rights from surrounding 

farmlands. 

Alternative 3: Under this alternative, r~parian plant communities a!onu the Lower Truckee 

R~ver and Lower Carson River are expected to be unaHected under this alternative \Truckee 

fiivtH' fk)INS would only increase by an estimated 1 percent). As with the Proposed .<\cton, 

an unknown percentage of artificial!y,created riparian plant cornmunities along New!ands 

Project drains and canals would be adversely impacted. 

Alternative 4: Under thrs alternative, riparian plant commun~ties ak.tnu the Lower Truckee 

River mav benefit slightly by increased flow volumes \more than 5 percent) over the baseline 

cond~tions. Carson River riparian plant cornrnunit~es are expected to bo unaffected by this 

altemaHve. As with tho Proposed Acton, an unknown percentage of artiiicial!y·created 

riparian plant communities a!ong Newlands Project drains and canals would be adversely 

impacted. 

Alternative 5; As with A!ternative 3, riparian p!ant communities o~ong the Lo\•Jer Truckt.oe 

River and Lo~;ver Carson River are expected to be unaHecteti under this alternative. Truckee 

F~iver flows would sliUhtly inGrease by an t;stimated 2 percent over baseline conditions. 

Purchase of water r~~Jhts in the Middle Carson River area, if this took. place, would slightly 

increase Carson River flows through the middle and Jo~ver reaches of the rivet, !f vvater 

ritlln:s current!v used to irrif;wte ;ends ad_jacent to U1e delta area of Lahontan Reservoir vvere 

put to other uses, some adverse lrnpacts to the cottonwood gallery could potential IV occur. 

r·iowever, the Service does not expect its actions to c<>use adverse impacts to the 

cottonwood gaHery under this aitemative. As with the Proposed Action, an unknown 

percentage of artificial1y-created riparian plant comnn.1nites along Newlands Project drains 

and canals would be adverselv impacted, 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Potential impacts that would occur 

under the Preferred Alternative when compared against the no acquisition conditions 

would be similar w the impacts as compared against baseline COilditions, as 

described <tbove. Truckee River flo>vs vvould shghUv increase bv an estimated 3 

{."'ercent over no acquisition conditions. 

Mitigation Measures 

Loss of sorne artindatly-created riparian pfant communities \Nou!d be an unavoidable impact 

under all action afternatives (Section 4. 28}. For sorne habitats provided by Ne~viands 
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Project drains and canals te.g", emergent rnarsh, shallow rnar: .. sh), a<iverse impacts to the 

drains and canals would be lessened or ollset bv the substrJntiai increase in rnarsh habitat in 

the prhnarv wetland areas. Loss of rtj:1a.rian plc~nt cor:ntnonir./es coufrl 

potentiaJ/y be rrritigated.r in part". b}l reestablishing corr.ornrv·oo(;f and wiflollt_,~ cornrnunities 

afonfl th·e lokver Carson Ri-ver \,ltlithhJ tlro Sti/!Vt/ater t,\//!11-"<.4. 

Altematille 5 was des1gneo' in part to minirnize advr.n~se 

in turn would minimize, cotnpared to the Proposed Action and other action alternatives, the 

adverse impacts to habitat provided by Newfands Prof<~ct dn'Ut?s am1 canals. Also, adhen!1g 

to "' checkerboard pattem of acquh;-itions could possib!v reduce in1pacts to art/ficfaf/y-created 

;dso be reduced by adjusting defivmy 

wetlands. Differem defivtcr')l schedules ;,vi!! be idfJtHili£od and evaluated in the upcomirru 

Comprehensive J\lhutagenumt Plan h;r St/lfvv:ater !v'WH 

4. 7,3 AGRICULTURAL VEGET ATlON 

A[lrict .. Uural vegetation in t!H.< <.>ffected area is upon Converting 

asricultural water ri\Jhts to other uses would el~rninate agricultural veQetation where water 

rights are removed. Under Alternative 1, about 57,000 acres of .a~vicultural "~"''"',..".,., 

(irr~:JatE~d crops and grasses in th;>, Carson and Trvck<~e lHvt~stons, and the l'viiddle Car:son 

Pi'ivr}f/ 1:':! estimated to occur in the offected an:HL 

Alternative 2: .. l!s much as 200 acres of agricultuta.J ve,qetation would be efjminar.ed if1 

the Carson Division above that which is being effnunated under Af:rerm:ttlve 1, Ttu:'> amounts 

to a rtHiuction of about 51 percent of agricultural vegetation in the affected area as 

con1pared to baseline c:onditions (about 57,.000 acres). 

Alternative 3: As much as 22,900 acres of agricultural vegetation ;,vould be eHminated in 

the Carson Division abovtf that ll!ihich is being elirnfnated under ,4/temative 1. This anwunts 

ro a reduction elf about 40 percent of agricultural vegetation in the affected area as 

compared to baseline conditions. 

Alternative 4: As rnuch as 32AOO acres of agricultural v.9getalion vvoufd be eliminated in 

the Carson Division above that J,A,lhich is being eliminated under A!tema:rive 1. This amounts 

to a reduction of about 57 percent of agricultural vegetation in the affected area as 

compared to basr:.<line conditions. 

Alternative 5: As much as 15,400 acres ol agricultural vegetation would be eliminated in 

the Carson Division above that vvhich would be eliminated under Alternative 1, and as much 
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as much as about 4,800 acr•~s could be eliminattrd akmg the Middle Carson River as a 

consequence of this alternative , This amounts to a reduction of about 35 percent of 

agricultural vegetation in the affected area as compared to baseline conditions (about 

57~, 000 acres}, 

Compa1ison with No Acquisition ConditionS;' Under Alternative 5, as much as 

21,000 acres ol agricultural vegetation vvould be elimiiulled hom the Carson 

Division and as much as about 4,.800 acres could be eliminated along the Middle 

Carson River, which would amount to about a 41 percent reduction in agricultural 

\legetation in the affected area as compared to no acquf.sition conditions. 

Mitigation Measures 

Loss of agricultural plant communities wou!d be an unavoidable adverse impact under a!l 

action alternatives \Section 4.28), Alternative 5 was desigmJd in part to minimize adverse 

irnpacts to irrigated farmlan<1 by reducit?g the reliance on purchased irrigation water rights, 

as compared to tht.:r Proposed Action and other action alternatives. Mitigation for adverse 

irnpacts to farmland are descnbed in Sections 4. 16.3 and 4. 16.4, 

4.7.4 DESERT SHRUB PlANT COMMUNITiES 

Desert Shrub plant communities are adversety impacted by agricultural devt.~loprnent, and 

ievehng for commercial and residential dt.<velopment. Under Alternative 1 baseline 

conditions. urbanization, growth and development in Churchill County have the greatest 

effect on native desert plant communities. 

Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5: Over the long run, there may be a slight increase in desert 

shrub plant communities within the affected area as vacant farmlands art:l naturalizt:ld. 

However, because there already is a vast arnount of desert shrub habitat in the affected 

area, the relatively small increases brought about by these alternatives would be negligible. 

No adverse impacts to desert shrub plant communities resulting from any ot the action 

alternatives were identiliHd. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: Potential impacts I.uider A/temativtc 5, as 

compared to no acquisition conditions, vvould be similar as described above. 

Mitigation measures 

No adverse impacts ha1re been identified to desert plant commun~ties as a result of any of 

the alternatives, Therefore, no mitigation is necessary for this element. 
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4.8 EFFECTS ON FiSH 

Fish populations jn the aifected area would generally beneht from the Service's action to acquire 

water for the wetlands, but non"game fish would be the primary beneficla(es. The wetland habitat 

objecnve caHs for a substantial increase in wetland habitat acreaqe. The type of habitat that would 

be provided in the primary wetland areas vvould be most favorable to non-game fish, \!Vhich inhabit 

shallOINer waters of higher salinity ievels than do most species of game fish. In generaL permanent 

supplies of higher quaiity water would benefit fish in the prirnary wetland areas. Under Alternative 

1, the No Action Alternative, the status of fish poputations would not change substantially from the 

existing conditions described in Section 3.8. 

Alternatives 2., 3, 4, and 5: Under these alternatives, permanent supplies of better quality water 

would greatly benefit fish species in the prirnary wetlands. Increased storage volumes in Lahontan 

Reservoir would benefit fish species in that area. As Lower Truckee River flows increase, the 

Service anticipates that fish species inhabiting this portion of the river would benefit. Increased 

river llows and lake levels would also be beneficial to endangered and threatened Pyramid Lake fish. 

Some st.•condary wetland areas would receive decreased inflows as a result of these alternatives, 

and fish species could be adversely affected in these areas. Con1parable to baseline conditions, 

regulating reservoirs would continue to be unable to provide reliable ftsh habitat. There is 

insufficient information to quantitatively evaluate fish populations under the various alternatives. Of 

the action alternatives, Alternative 4 would provide the greatest benefit because it would result in 

the highest degree of water quality for the wetlands. Alternative 5 {Preferred Alternative) would 

greatly enhance fjsh populations, but it would provide the feast benefits to fish of the action 

alternatives because, compared to the other action alternatives, it would relv on the highest amount 

of draimr;~ater and could make use of groundwater with high levels of total dissolved solids. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: Potential impacts under Alternative 5, as 

cornpared to no acquisition conditions, would be similar as described above. 

Mitigation Measures 

Fish species would benefit as a result ot the Service's action to acquire water for the wetlands. 

Therefore, no mitigation is identified for this element. Groundwater would only be used to the 

extent that it does not adversely impact water quality of t11e wetland inflow, as compared to 

baseline conditions. Mitigation of potential ground11vater use i.:s presented under Section 4. 3. 2. 

4.9 EFFECTS ON BIRDS 

4.9.1 WATERFOWL 

Waterfowl populations benefit as wetland habitat acreage increases. Waterfowl are 

attracted to wetland habitats that provide food and cover. Most ot the waterfowl use in the 

affected area occurs in the prfmary wetiand habitats of Carson Lake and Stillwater NWR. 
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rn/gratiOn stop-over,.. oniv 2 s;::a:~c!es 
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shorebird use. Under Alternative 1, August populations of migratorv shorebirds could 

amount to about 40,000, as discussed in Section 3.9.2. 

Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5: AI! of the alternatives increase prirnarv wetland habitat by 

12,900 acres over the No Action Alternative. This 101 percent increase is expected to 

substantiallv increase shorebird use and productivity in the primarv wetland habitats. The 

Service's actions vvouid provide greater expanses of wetland habitats, sorne of wh1cil wiH 

be suitable for shorebird use. The acquisition of irrigation water rights would enable 

wetland managers to better controi hydrologic regimes, which would increase the options 

for creating habitat conditions preferred by shorebirds. 

As a result of the Service's actions under these alternatives, secondary wet~ands cou~d 

experience some small losses in wetland acreage and associated wetiand habitat, These 

changes are not expected to irnpact shorebird use to anv great extent over those conditions 

ident!iied under baseline conditions, and would be more than offset by the increase in 

primarv wetland habitat. 

Comparison with No Acquisition: Compared to no acquisition conditions (an 

estimated 9, 700 acres of primary Vtletland habitat/, primary wetland habitat would 

increase bv about 15,300 acres f 158 percent} under the Prt.1lerred Alternative. 

Although secondarv w£Hiands may be slightly impacted, the long-term average 

amount of wetland habitat in the Lahontan Valley {primarv and secondary 'liletland 

habitats combined} would increase from about 14,200 acres under no acquisition 

conditions to nearlv 30,000 acres under the Preferred Alternative. TheuJlore, the 

water rights acquisition program, in total, would double the amount of ~;vet/and 

llabitat available to shorebirds in the Lahontan Valley. 

Mitigation iWeasures 

The Service has not identified adverse impacts to shorebirds associated wUh the Proposed 

Action and other action alternatives. Possible impacts to secondary wetland habitats would 

be more than offset bv the substantial increases in primary viHJtland acreage. 

4.9.3 COlONY NESTING AND OTHER MARSH BIRDS 

Alternative 1: Colony nesting and other marsh birds use the Lahontan Valle)! wetlands for 

nesting, brood rearing and summer forage. Kev factors that affect these species include 

abundance of fish for fish-eating species, acreage of emergent marsh with bulrush and 

cattail, and acreage of open water habitat. Under baseline conditions, breeding pairs of 

some colony nesting species, such as gulls, terns, grebes and herons have declined over the 

past 25 vears. Under Alternative i, an estimfJted B,OOO pairs of breeding colon)! nesters 



could potentiaflv rnake use of the area. Other baseline conditions lor colony nesting and 

other marsh birds are presented in Section 3. 9. 3. 

Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5; The Proposed Action and other action alternatives vvould 

posilive!v benefit ~tvetfands habitat for c:olonv nesting and other rnarsh birds, Bv increasing 

primary vvet!and habdat b\i as much as 107 percent over the !Vo Action Alternative" acreage 

of both emergent marsh and opt.m water habitat would be substantiali'l increased. Sucfl 

actions \lllould increase the potential for reproductive success of some colony nesters and 

marsh birds. The Service expects that some species that have decNned under baseline 

conditions may re-,establish use of the marshes as a result of the increastui acreage of 

primary wetland habitat The more permanent and reliable water regimes in the marshes 

~vould increase non-game fish populations,. which would benefit fish"t."ating colonial nesters 

and other fish,eating marsh birds. 

Colony nesting species that utilize islands at Lahontan Reservoir and Pyramid Lakt1 (such as 

p<.dicans, gulls, herons, and cormorants,! \lllould not be directly affected by the Proposed 

Action anci other action alternatives, but improved pdmary wetland habitat ~>vould provide 

better foraging opportunities for birds in these nearby colonies. 

Reductions in farm fitrlds would reduce available loraging areas ol white1aced ibis in the 

Lahontan Valley, but the amount of irrigated f,f!rmland does not appear to be fimWng the 

Vllhite-faced ibis populations in Lahontan Valley. The amount ol reductions in irrigated 

farmland that Mtould occur under the Preferred Alternative and other action alternatives {with 

the possible exception of Alternative 4) are not expected to adversely impact white-faced 

ibis as compared to the No Action Alternativ-e. 

Under these alternatives the Service does not expect conditions in secondary >'lletfano' 

habitats at the Ne~vlands Project regulating reservoks to improve over b£tsefine conditions. 

Prior actions, which have caused the loss of habitat in these areas, have resulted in declines 

in reproduction and use by colony nesting species within the fast few years. The Service 

expects that its actions may offset these impacts tw increasif!g prt;ferre~d habitat lor these 

species in the primarv wetland areas. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to no acquisition conditions 

(an estimated .9,. 700 acres of primary wetland habitat}, primary wetland habitat 

would increase by about 15,300 acres ( 158 percent) under the Preferred Alterm:~tive. 

Although secondary wetlands may- be slightly i.rnpacted, the long-term average 

amount of wetland habitat in the Lahontan \laflev (primarv and secondary wetland 

habitats combined) would 1r!crease from about 14,200 acres under no acquisition 

conditions to nearly 30,000 acres under the Preferred Alternative. Therefore, the 

w·ater rights acquisdion program_. in total, under the Prelerred Alternative would 

double the amount of wetland habitat available to colony nesting and other marsh 
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birds in the Lahontan Va/Jev. In total, the Preferred Alternative and 20,000 AF 

acquisitiotJ program Vli'OU!d result in about a 40 percent reduction in irr~qated 

farrr-Jland as to no acquisition conrl/tion;..~· (al1out 52_rl?0(J acres in the 

(~atson iJhn:sion) .. but this ~~~ .not 

t:JO;?ufation. 

to adversely irnpact the vvhitt~ .. laced ibt:or; 

Net impacts w colonial nesting and other marsh bhds, as a group, vvould be verv beneficial 

under all action alt<:rmatives. Alternative 5 tr,ras designed in part to mif;irntze aclverse 

irnpacts to I"rtigalt:}d .fatrnlanrl~ ~tvhich in turn ~voufcl rninirnt~?e f:FOssibie adverse irnpacts to 

,,vhite- faced ibt~'>, as compared to the Pi'oposed Action and other action alfematives 

4.9.4 PASSERINE'S 

P;:-:rs.stcn~·ie species are found in marsli, upland, ripadan, and agricu!r.urai babitats \t,'ithin the 

affected area. 'J'ha greatest diversity of passerine 1~<; associated with riparian 

habit<-Hs, Increases or reductions in .r>cn,;s of habitat tor these passt:1rin;:~ species Vlloufd 

under Alternative 

1 for passerines are descnbeff in Section 3, 9.4, hovtlever, there is little fJopulmion 0<9ta to 

quaritil}/ baseline conditiotfS for tl1ese Sf.UJCi~.c:; .. :~" 

Altematives 2, 4, and 5,' lncre,Jsed br~netit 

rnarsh·dependent passerinos under t11e Proposed AcUr.m and otlrer actwn alternatives. 

on habitat !.rvould be unaffecterf bv the Service '"s action. 

TlN:.:t: rrfB/Ot ri;Jalian corridors .along the C"ar.s~on Rivc•r .and Lo ~ttlrJt Tf·uckr~~e R/ver \r'Voulri rnost 

fikefv be maimai:u.cd ,:-;rt baselifre conditions, vvith posstble slight improvements. Passerines 

thm: rely on these major riparian areas would not be affected by the Service's actions. 

Those passe1ines that ffJed in agricuJwraf lands and use <Htifk-::ial!v-created riparian habitat 

could be somevvhat adverselv irnpacted by the Service ·'s actions, but the h.~w:d cd imr;act that 

vtlould occur under each action alternative ~vould be dilticult to predict. Hmvever, it is 

assumed that adverst~ irnpacts to riparian-associated passerine species would be more 

severe as adverse impacts to artifir:ial!v--created riparian habitat incn_•ase, T.f1e same would 

be true for farmland-associated passerine species refathte to irnpacts to irrigated Farmland 

!please refer to Sections 4. 7.2 and 4. 7. 3 tor dt:5cussions of impacts to riparian and 

agricultural habitats}. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: In total, prirnarv vvetland habitat ~vou/d 

increase tram an estt:mateo' 9, 700 acres (no acquisition conditions) to about 15,300 

acres (158 percent increase} under the Prelerred Allematlve. Although secondary 

vvet!ands may be sliglittv impacted, the long·tetm average amount of wetland habitat 

in the Lahontan Valley (primary and secono'arv vvetland habirats cornbinecf) ~vould 



increase from about 14,200 acres under no acquisition conditions to nearly 30,000 

acres under the Preferred Alternative. Consequentlv". v•.letland·associated passerir!e 

species would benatit substantially" Jn total, the Preferred Alternative and 20,000 

.AF acquisition prograro would result in about a 40 perct-:mt reduction in irrigated 

t-._1rrnland as compared to no acquisition conditions (about 52,800 acn.1s in the 

Carson Division/, which t~>lO!.dd adversely knpact passerine species associated vvdh 

irrigated farrnfar;d and associated drains and canals. 

Mitigation Measures 

Loss ol some artfficiaflv-created riparian plant cornmunities and,::; portion of agricultural 

habitets, and associated impacts to passerine birds using these habitats would be 

unavoidabft.r impacts under all action alternatives> Ploase n'-1/er to Sections 4. 7. 2, 4. 16.~;?, 

and 4. 16A for discussions on possible; rnitigatfon measures for impacts to artificialfv-created 

riparian habitat and irrigated farmland. 

For son1e species that could be adversely irnpacted by reductions in irrigated farmland 

and/or artificia!Jy .. created riparian habitat, such as )iellotv headed bh1ckbirds and song 

sparrows, the increase in ~vet/and habitat tvould t.df.<;et some of the adverse impacts. Loss 

of artificially-created riparian habitat and possible impacts to passerine bitds could 

potentially be rnit~gated, in part, bv reestablishing cottonvvood and vtli!!o!lv communities 

along the lower Carson River within the Stillwater WMA. 

4. 9. 5 RAP TORS 

Alternative 1: Rap tors, as a group, use wetland, riparian., agriculwra(. and desert shrub 

habitats. Some raptors nest and hunt in wetland habitats. Other raptors are less lltletland

associated but are opportunistic hunters that make use of the wetlands on occasion 

R;j;arian areas art? heavily used by a number of rap tors, as tht"IV pmvide large trees, such as 

cottonwoods, that are used l'ot nesting and perching. With the exception of' bald t~ag/es, 

very little raptor population data 1:'> available" (Bald eagles are discussed in Section 4- 13, 

ENDANGERED, THREATENED AND SENSITIVE SPECIES.) 

Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5: 

The Pmposed Action and other action a!tf:.rmatives rltiould increase primarv 11vet/and habdat 

bv 107 percent over baseline conditions and would thereby positively benefit rap tors that 

make use of wetland habitat. Raptor species that make e}.:tenslve use of agricultural lands 

tor hunting and associated artilicialfv~created riparian habitat for perching, hunting, and/or 

nesting le.f;r, sharp~shinned hawks, red-tailed hawks, Arnetic:an kestrels, great homed owls, 

screech owls) could be adversely impacted by the reduction in irrigated agricultural lands 



and anv reduction in drains and canals bordered bv trees. However:, sorne species of 

raptors that use kdgated farmland {for example,. red-tailed hawks) may simply shHt their use 

distribution to other habitats, such as those created bv vacant fitclds.. Also, the increBsed 

diversitv in luJbitat brought about by conversion of farmland to non-irrigated land could 

benefit some species. The substantial reduction in irrig<tted larmfand that would result lrom 

the action alternatives would have ,;;rt feast some i,'Tipact to species that use t.armland under 

baseline conditions, the adverse impacts being highest under Alternative 4 and least under 

JHternative 5 (Preff:Hred Alternative). Habitat in tlfe rna/or riparian corridors would not be 

adversely afh.rcted bv the Service's action, 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: In total, primary< wetland habit.r:Jt would 

increase from an estimated 9, 700 acres (no acquisdion conditions) to about 15, 300 

acres (158 percent increase} under the Preferred .. Aitemativtr, Although secondary 

wetlands may be slightly impacted, the long-term average amount of wetland habitat 

in the Lahontan Valley {primary' and secondary wetland habitats combin<~d) would 

increase fmm about 14,200 acres under no acquisition conditions to near!v 30,000 

acres under the Preferred Alternative. Consequently, wetiand habitat available to 

wetland-associated raptors would double as a result of tl'le water r~ghts acquisition 

program. In total, the Preferred Alternative and 20,000 AF acqul:'>ition program 

would result in about a 40 percent reduction in irrigated farmland as compared to no 

acqui..r:;ition conditions (about 52,800 acres in the Carson Division), which would 

adversely irnpact raptor SfJecies associated with irrigated farmland and associated 

drains and canals. 

Mitigation Measures 

Reductions in irrigated farmland habitat and artificially-created riparian habitat would largely 

be unavoidable impacts under aH action alternatives. Please refer to Sections 4. 7.2, 4. 16.3, 

and 4. J 6. 4 for discussions on possible mitigation measures for irnpacts to artificiaflv-created 

riparian lfabitat and irrigated farmland. 

4.9.6 OTHER BiRD SPECIES 

Alternative 1: Many ot the upland fowl species inhabiting the Lahontan Valley, such as 

California quail, ring··necked pheasant, and wi!d turkey are associated with agricultural 

areas. Chukar, another upland fow! species, inhabits drv, rocky slopes. Morning doves that 

inhabit the affected area also use atlricuitural areas. Riparian habitat, mcluding artifici<e111y-· 

created riparian habitat along New!ands Project drains and canals, are also used by some of 

these species. Ring-necked pheasant, wild turkeys, and Chukar are introduced species. 

Baseline conditions for other blrd species are presented in Section 3"9"6. 
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Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5: The Service's action to acquire water for the wetlands woukl 

greatly reduce the extent of agricultural h1.1bitat <.wailable to California quail, ring-necked 

pheasant, and mtH.Im~ng doves. The Service expects that these and other species 

associated with agricultural amas would be adversely impacted by the Proposed t~ction and 

other action alternatives as cornpared to baseline conriitions. 

Because Cafifomia quaH and mowning doves make use of a broader range of habitats 

{including residential, fallow-field., and, to some extent, desert shrub habitat) compared to 

ring .. necked pheasants and wild turkeys, the adverse impacts to these species would be 

proportionally less. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: In total, the Preferred Alternative, 

would result in about a 40 percent reduction in irrigated farmland as compared to no 

acquisition conditions (ebout 52,800 acn::os in the Carson Division), which would 

adversely impact ring-necked pf~t:.Msants, wild turkeys, and to some extent~ 

Calilomia quail and mourning doves. 

Mitigation Measures 

Reductions in irrigated farmland habitat and artificially-created riparian habitat would largely 

be unavoidable impacts under all action alternatives. Please refer to Sections 4" 7. 2, 4. 16. 3, 

and 4. 16.4 for discussions on possible mitigation tneasures for impacts to artificially~created 

nf_"H:uian habitat ami irrigated farmland. Alternative 5 was designed in part to minimize 

adverse impacts to irrigated farmland, wfJich in turn would minimize, as compared to the 

Proposed Action ami other action alternatives,. the possible adverse impacts to ring'"m.1cked 

pheasants, wild turkeys, California quail, and mourning doves. 

4.10 EFfECTS ON MAMMALS 

The hi9hest diversity of marnrnals is associated with the upland desert shrub habitats in the aHected 

area .. and relatively few species are associated with primary vvetland habitats. Under Alternative 1, 

mammal populations would not change substantialiy frorn baseline conditions, from the standpoint 

of Service actions. 

Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5: Mammals associated with wetlands would benefit greatiy under all 

action aftemaNves, which would increase primary wetland acreage lrom about 12, 100 acres 

(baseHne conditions) to a long-term average ol about 25,000 acres, a 107 percent increase. 

Marnrna! species inhabiting desert shrub habitats in the aflected area would largely be unaffected by 

the Proposed Action and other action alternatives, but vllou/d benefit in localized areas in the Carson 

Division Vilhere irrigated farmland is converted to desert shrub habitat. However, mammal species 

associated with irrigated 1'armiand or artificially-created strips ol riparian habitat along New!ands 



Project dr211ns .and cana1s woukl be affected by the Proposed Action and other action alternatives, 

but the rnagnitude of impact wou~d depend on the actual pattem of water r1rJhts .acquisition and 

therefore cannot reasonab~y ba pred~cted. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: In tf.Jta!, primarv wetland habitat vtiould 

{ 158 }:.H.trC"ent increase,! under the Preferred .<:lftemetive. Although secondary vvetlands mav 

be slightfv impacted, the long-term average anwunt of' !itietland habitat in the Lahontan 

\/a/lev (primarv and secondary wert/and habitats combined; would increase from about 

14,.200 actes under no acquisition conditions to nearly 30,000 acres under thf.J Pr'f.rferred 

Alternative. Consequent!~', the v.rater rights acquisition progrr.m!, in wta(. would 

substantiai!y benefit mamtm:.;r/s associated vvith wetland habitats in the Lahontan \laflev. In 

total. tl'fe Preferred Alternative, v,lou/;1 result in about a 40 percent reduction in irrigatt:1d 

fl:Jrmhmd as compared to no acquisition conditions (about 52,.800 acres in the Carson 

Division),. vvhich >voufd adverst.cly 1i·npact mammal species associate<11Nith irrigated farmland 

and associated drains and canals. 

Mitis:F~tion Measures 

Reduct1ons in irrigated farmland habitat and artiflc:iallv~created riparian habitat would largely be 

unavoidable impacts under all .action alternatives. Please refer to Sections 4 . .7.2, 4.16.3, and 

4" 16.4 for discussions on possible mitigation measures t!:.n itnp<tcts to artit'icia!lv~created riparian 

habitat and irrigated farmland. 

4.11 REPTilES AND AMPH!BIANS 

Alternative 1; l\..,~1any rept~le spedes ~n the affected area are associated with tile upiand desert shrub 

habitat. Amphibia11s, due to their watr:'ir dependency, are rnost dosely !inked to wetlands and 

riparian corridors in the aHected area, Water qual~tv is known to directly impact the reproductive 

potent!al .and abundance of amphibians. 

Alternatives 2,. 3, 4, and 5: The Service does not expect any adverse impacts to repules inl"lab~tlng 

dt';sen shrub hab~tat to occur as a resu~t of jts actions to acq~..ne vvater fo~ wetlands protection, and 

some may benefit in localized areas in the Carson Qjvisjon as jrrjgated fann!and is convened to non

im~jated uses. Amph~bians are expected to bene!it under the action alternatives, as primary 

wetland habitat acrea~::1e would ~ncrease by 107 percent, and water quality would be nnhanced 

Uilder Altern.ativns 2,3, and 4, The Service expects both reproduction tmd abundance of 

arnphib1ans to lncrease as the wetlands rtlCOIVe increased vo~urnes of better qual~ty water. 

Vt/atc~r quality under Alternative 5 ~rvouh::f not increaso to the ex tent [/fat it t-~V'OUhi unrier _,.1-:ifternatives 

.r"!i ••';.t•] 
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use of groundvvater of lo1rrv quality is rnad£:~ .. thero 1S tht} fJO ten ti2~.f to reduce 1rr1/i~ te~t aual/nl be:dovv thr.~t 

of the No Action Alternative. Hov,tever, t•,le/fs w·ould be sited and •vater quality of ''"'ells would be 

rnonitoreff to ensure that v~,_,.ater qualit'}-r of' total 1/i .. ~(Hlnnd inliO!.t1l is nor B:Ctve.rsolv alf(~ctt~cf {as 

Under ~\lternative 5, conditons rnav not 

be as corH.:lucive to and abundance of 

to the other acton alternatives, 

in the 

Compatison with No Acquisition Conditions: In total, pdmary wetland habitat k'ltouhl 

increase fronr an estimated 9 ... 7£.10 a eros (no acqui:sitif..;n concl/t/onsJ about 1 ~5, ~1(10 acres 

f !58 pe:crcent increase) under the Preferred l1JtemaNve. Although secondaF)l wetlands may 

be sfighr.lv irrr,:fiacted_. the fon*q-ternr aver~:1ge arnount ol vvetlanif hab!t.Lit it'! the l..ahi:.:urtan 

\laflev fpritnarv 2~nd st:rcorrrlary ttV£F.:'l'tfBn(/ hBbitats coJri·bined) ~ltlould incre~9se lron1 about 

! 4, 200 acres undtcr no acqul~'>ition conditjons to nearfv 30, 000 acr.r;s under the Pre:rferred 

.. Aitt!~tnative. Therefore, vvetlend habitat jn tho L;.~hont.an \/aNev tlotr.:'l'nt.t'aliy at.laff.ab!e to 

amphibians and vvet!and·associated rt~ptiles would double as compared to no acquisition 

conoitfons" 

Mitigation Measures 

l~l1ili!Jation lor in7tJt:tcts as·sochJtefi tn.-..fith ;:_Pocr quality gror.-tntfv,r{.?ter trnrler i:llternatfve 5 liVOu!d be to 

reduce reliance on this water sourc.t~ lor Vlietland inflow and ensure that >"'.later qualitv is not 

adverso!·,- 1r:nr'ac!ed if It 1~<; used. Possible rnitigation rne.asures relared to groundwater are addressed 

in rnore c~etail in Section 4.3.2, SURFACE WATEH OUAUTY. 

4" 12 EFFECTS ON INVERTEBRATES 

Alternative 1: nwrt.1 iS l1ute information on the abundanc<.:J rwd occurrt1nce of invertebrates in the 

environments is related to vvater 

Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5: The Service expects th<H the Proposed l~ction and other action 

a!ternatves vvould subsHmtial!y increase the volume of better quality water r.:wchrno the prirnary 

'Netland an"as, Such increases would generally benefit inv•.:ntebra,es in t!1ese areas. VVith improved 

water , some Iresh··water darns, mussels and snai!s might bi:~ reestablished in the prirnary 

vvet~and areas. 

2.! 3 .. and 4 due to the If s-ubstantial 

of ~veils 

vt,lould be rnon/torr~cf to ensure that ~vater affected 
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(as compared to baseline conditions) by using groundwater. Under Alternative 5, conditions may 

not be as conducive to increasing aquatic invertebrate populations in the prirnary wetland areas, as 

compared to the other action alternatives. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: In wta(. primarv vvetfand habitat would 

increase from an estimated 9, 700 acres (no acquisition conditions} by about J 5, 300 acres 

t15B percent ~~;crease) under the Preferred Aftematille. Although secondarv vvetlands may 

be s!ight!v impacted, the long-term average amount of vvetland habitat in the Lahontan 

Valley (primary and secondarv wetland habitats combined/ would increase from about 

J 4_,200 acres under no acquisition conditions to nearly 30,000 acres under the Preferred 

Alternative. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation for impacts associated with poor quality groundwater under Alternative 5 would be to 

reduce ttrliance on this water source for wetland inflow and ensure that water qualitv is not 

adversely impacted if it is used, Possible mltfqation measures related to groundwater are addressed 

~n more detail in Section 4.3.2, SURFACE WATER QUALITY. 

4.13 EFFECTS ON ENDANGERED, THREATENED, AND SENSITiVE SPECIES 

Chapter 3 {Section 3. 13} dtescribes baseline conditions (No Action Alternative) for tmdangered and 

threatened species, candidate species, and species of concern. These species are in gent~ral/y 

referred to as£-T-S species (endangered, threatened, and sensitive species}. A Section 7 

consultation vvas completed for the Preferred Alternative and 1:'> included as Appendix 9. It is 

summarized alter "Alternative 5" below. 

Alternative 1: E-T-S species make use of a variety of habitats within the affected area. These 

species are discussed in relation to the impact associated with their preferred habitats. Species that 

rnake dual use of habitats are also noted. 

E·T·S species associated with wetlands are peregrine falcons, bald eagles, white··faced ibis, black 

terns, Western snowy plovers, long-billed curlews, Western !east bitterns, trumpeter swans, 

Northwestern pond turtles, and lahontan tui-chubs. 

The E-T-S species associated \tVith upland shrub habitats and agricultural areas inc!ude mountain 

p1overs, ferruginous hawks, and lom;Jerhead shrikes. White-faced ibis forage ~n agricultural areas in 

addition to ;vet/and habitats. Bald eagles also use agricultural areas on occasion. 

T!1e E·T-S species that rely on riparian habitat include Nevada viceroy (a willow-dependent butterfly) 

and ye!low-billed cuckoos. Bald eagle use riparian habitats in several areas for roost sites. 



E·TS species that ~nhabit rivers, reservoirs and lakes ~nclude Cui-ui, lahontan Crm;:,k tui,chub and 

lahontan cutthroat trout, 

Alternative 2: Under this alternative, prirnary wetland habitat wou!d increase 107 percent, thereby 

benefitting those E-T-S species associated with this habitat, Increased volumes of better quality 

vvater could increase fish populations, thereby benekt1no fish eatinn species such as bald eagles. 

VtJhite··faced ib1s, b!ack terns, Western snowy plovers, long·biHed curh.fws, and Western least 

bitterns wou!d benefit substantially as both nesting and foraging opportunities in the pdmary 

wetland areas increased. Trumpeter swans would also benefit as a consequence of incre<>sf.rd 

li!/etfand habitat acreage. The large reduction in irrigated farmland would reduCf.r availabft~ feeding 

areas for wvhite-faced ibis, but the amount of irrigated farmland that ;,~,tould be taken out of 

production under Alternative 2 is not expected to adverselv impact the white-faced ibis population. 

Wetland habitat utilized by wintering bald eagles 'lvoulcl lncrease to about 25,000 acres in the 

primary wetland areas under this alternative, vvhich would have positive effects on wintering bald 

ea~:_1!es. T'here would continue to be adequate habitat and food supplies for the 30 or more bald 

eag!es that traditional!y inhabit the Lahontan VaHey in the ·winter, 

Under this alternative, there is expected to be approximately 10,200 acres of wetland habitat on 

Carson lake, which is a traditional pere~jrine falcon hunting area. Because wetland-dependent birds 

are a primary food of peregrine falcons, a more reliable water supply at Carson Lake would benefit 

perendne falcons, Increased acreaoe or wetland habitat at Sti!lwater NWR may provide enough 

suitable vvetland habitat to attract additional peregr!ne lalcons to the Lahontan VaHey" 

Even with a farge reducrion in irrigated farmland (includi!Jg pasture/and) that would occur under 

Alternative 2,, impacts to£. T-S spectes such as mountain plovers, ferruginous ha•>1tks, and 

loggerhead shrikes, Vllhich uSf.' agricultural lands and other upland habitats, are e,:r;pected to be 

minimal or non-existent 

The riparian corridor habitats a!on9 the Carson River and lower Truckee River would be unaffected 

t1y tl"1e Service's Proposed Action. Yellow bil!ed cuckoos would be unaffected by this alternative" 

Bald eagle use of these habitats would not be irnpacted. 

Habitat for the Nevada vicerov may diminish to a small degretc if some drains are abandoned due to 

the purchase and transfer of water rights for the primary wetlands. However, the distribution of the 

Nevada vkeroy is primarily firnited to the Humboldt River drainage and few records exist t'or the 

Carson River drainage. The importance of the Lahontart \lallev to this species is unknov,m, data on 

the extent of Nevada viceroy occurrence in existing wif!ow-!ined drains and other waterways is 

Jacking, and it is not known 11vhich drains, if any, rnioht be e!im!nated in the Carson Division, 

.Alternative 2 woukl not adversely impact willow habitat alonn lhe lower Carson River and, 

therefore, is not expected to impact the Nevada viceroy, a wi!low-dependent butterfly. 
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E-T -S species that inhabit dvers, reservoirs, and lakes ~n the affected area woukl beneflt under the 

Proposed Action. T!1e Service's Proposed Action to 'Nater for the wetlands would result in 

increased inflovvs to Pyramid Lako \a~mnst 4 percent over the No Action Alternative). This would 

effectively increase Pyramid Lake e~evations over the ~onq terrn. thereby benefiHln9 Lal1ontan 

Cutthroat Trout and Lahontan tui-chub. The Service calculates that increased flows and lake 

elevations wouhi resuit in a 38 percent increase to the cui ui index over the Nu Action A!temative. 

The cw tH index is a population index of reproductive terna~es that simulates the reproductive 

response to different hydrologic factors. 

Alternative 3: Under the Least Cost Alternative, prirnary \Netland habitat w·ould increase 107 

percent over the No Action Alternative, tht:1rebv b.:.me1ittin~1 those E T S species assoclated with this 

habttat. Increased volumes of better quality water could increase loragintl opponunities for bald 

eanles, and benefits would be sirni!ar to those described under Aitematille 2. \!Vhite··faced ibis, 

black terns, Western snowy plovers, long-biHed curlews, and \Vestern least bitterns would a!so 

benelit substantiallY' as both nestin~~ and foraging opportunities in the primary wetland areas 

increased. Trumpeter s~'!ians would m:o:;o benefit as a consequence of increased wetland habitat 

<<creage. The large reduction in irr~qared farmland would reduce rtvailable feeding areas for white 

faced ibis, but the amoum ol itn!fated farrnland that \l!lOUid be taken out of production under 

Alternative 3 is not e.;;pected to adversely impact the tivhite·faced ibis population. 

Even vvith a lmge reduction in irrigated larmfand that VllOuld occur under Alternative 3,. impacts to E
TS species such BS mountain plovers, ferruginous hawks, and loggerhead shrikes, whic.-h use 

agricultural lands <tnd otller upland habitats, are expected to be minirnaf or non·existent. 

The riparian corridor habitats a!on9 the Carson River and Lower Truckee River wou~d be unaffected 

by the Service's Proposed l\ction. Yellow-billed cuckoos would be unaffected by this alternative. 

Bald eagle use of these habitats would not be impacted. Habitat fot the Nevada vicerov may 

diminish to a small degree, but potemial irnpacts W(!l.ild be less than those that could occur under 

Alternative 2. 

E-T-S species that inhabit rivers, reservoirs, and !akes in the affected area would benefit \albeit 

slightly) under the Alternative 3. Cui-ui would receive s!ight benefits {less than 1 percent increase 

in Pyramid lake inflows) under this alternative. As a result of the slight increase in lake inflows, the 

cui-ui index. a reproductive response simulation for the species, shows a 3 percent increase over 

the No Action Alternative. which is 35 percent less than the conditions that would result under the 

Proposed Acton. 

Altematlve 4: Under the Maximum Acquisition Alternative, primary wetland habitat wou~d increase 

1 0'7 percent over the No Action Alternative, thereby benefittinsJlhose E-T-S species associated with 

H1is habitat. Because this alternative excludes dramwater frorn wetlands management, the quality 

of wetland inflows wou~d be highest under this alternative. The overall qualtty of primary wetland 

habitat would be highest under this alternative due to the water quality component. 
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Increased volumes of the highest quality water vvould increase forage opportunity for bald eag!es 

and peregr~ne falcons, and bene!its wo~.dd be s~rniiar to that described under 1\lternative 2, White

faced ibis, black terns, Westem snowy plovers, iong·biHed curlevvs. Western least bitterns, and 

1:nwnpeter swans would also benefit substantially with incroased rH,cstin9 and lorauir•~l opportunitf;c;s 

in the prirnary wetland areas. Trwnpeter s>vans vvould also benefit as a consequence ol incrtiased 

wetland habitat acreage, The large reduction in irrigated farmland !lvouid reduce available ler:.;ding 

areas for V1lhitD··.f'acf:.!tl ibis, atu..i this cotJh::l r:;otentfa!!y arltlerseJv in?pact tr;lhite-fflced ibis~ 

Even with the large reduction in irrigated farmland that woufd occur under Alternative 4, impacts to 

E- T-S species such as mountain plovers, ferruginous hav,lks, and foggerhead shrikes, which use 

agricultural lands and other upland habitats, are expected to be minimal or non·existent. 

The ripar~an corridor habitats aiong the Carson River and Lower Truckee ~~iver would be unaffected 

by the Servico's Proposed Action, Yellow-biHed cuckoos would be unaffected by this alternative. 

Bald eagle use of these habitats lAiOUfd not be impacted. Habitat for the Nevada viceroy rnay 

diminish to a small degree (this alternative vvoufd have the most adverse impacls to attific:ially

created riparian habitat). 

E T·S species that inhabit rivers, reservoirs, and lakes in the affected area W'Ould receiv;:., thH 

greatest benefit under the Maxirnurn Acquisition Alternative. Pyrarnid Lake inflows would increase 

over 5 percent over the No Action AlterrHHive, thereby beneiittin~l Lahonum tui-chub, Lahontan 

cutthroat trout <:md cui uL Under the ~.~aximurn Acquisition Alternative, the cul-ui index is 

calculated to increase by 70 percent over the No Action Alternative, about 38 percent rnore than 

the Proposed Action. 

Artematlve 5: Under the Pref'erred Alternative, primary W'ettand hab~tat vvouid increase 107 

thereby benefitting those E-T-S species associated with this habitat, increased volumos of water 

v.;ou~d increase fish, llllaterfowl, and shorebird populations, thereby benefitting ETS spocios (baki 

e211::1!es and peregrine falcon) that feed on thern, White .. faced ib~s, black terns, Western snowy 

piovers, lonff·bWed curktvvs, and Western l;:.wst bitterns vvould benefit as both nesting and foraging 

opportunities in the prirnary wetland areas tncreased. Trurnpeter svll<ms vliould also benefit as a 

consequence of increased 'l!letland habitat acreage.. The reductjon in irrigated f.f!rm!and would 

reduce available feeding areas lor vvhite-faced ibis, but the e.:.::tent to iNhich this vvould occur under 

Alternative 5 vvould not adversely impact the vvhite·f~:wed Ibis population. 

!!Vater quality under Alterm::~tive 5 vvou!d not improve to the extent that it would under Alternatives 

2,3, and 4 due to th1::r higher t(:.1/iance on drainwater and potential use of groundwater. If substantial 

use of groundwat1'H ollovv quality is made, there would be the potential to reduce water qualitv 

belovv that of the No Action Alternative. However, wells v..tou!d be sited and water quality of Vllefls 

would be tnonitored to ensure that vvater qualitv of total Vlet!and inflow is not adversely affected 

{as compared to baseline conditions) bv using grr:wnd~;vater, 
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Even with the reduction in irrigated larmland that would occur under Alternative 5, impacts to £-T-S 

spech~s such as mountain plovers, ferruginous hawks_, and loggerhead shrike, which make use of 

agricufwral/ands and other upland habitats, are expected to be minknal or rwn-fJxistcmt. In 

comparison to the other action alternatives, Alternative 5 V\lou!d result in the fewest ac1es ol 

irrigated-farmland being comlerted to non-irrigated uses. 

The riparian corddor habitats a!on9 the Carson River and Lower Truckee River would be unaffected 

by A!ternahve 5, and, therefore, yellow-billed cuckoos wou!d be unaffected by this alternative and 

balcJ eagle use of these habitats would not be impacted. Habitat for the Nevada viceroy mav 

diminish to a small degree,. but the impacts ~vould be less than those that would occur under 

"Alternative 2. 

E-T-S species that inhabit r·ivers, reservoirs, and lakes in the affected area wou!d benefit slightly 

under Alternative 5. The Service's Proposed Action to acquire water for the wetlands would result 

in 1-2 percent increases in Pyramid Lake inflows over the No Action Alternative. This would offer 

slight benefits to Lahontan Cutthroat Trout, Lahontan tui-chub, and cui-ui. The Service calculates 

that the cui-ui index would increase 1 5 percent over the No Action Alternative. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: As compared to no acquisition conditions, 

positive and negative impacts would be magnified somewhat. In total, primary wetland 

habitat would increase lrom an estimated 9, 700 acres (no acquisition conditions) by about 

15,300 acres ( 158 percemt increase) under the Preferred Alternative. Although secondary 

wetlands may be slightly knpacted, thfJ long,term average amount of wetland habitat in the 

Lahontan Valley (primary- and secondarv wetland habitats combined) would increase from 

about 14,200 acres under no acquisition conditions to nearly 30,000 acres under ttu~ 

Preferred Alternative. Correspondingl)l,. E-TS species associated with or dependtmt on 

wetland habitat would benefit greatly lrom Alternative 5. 

In total, the Preferred Alternative, would result in about a 40 perccmt reduction in irrigated 

farmland as compared to no acquisition conditions (about 52,800 acrt:~s ln the Carson 

Division), which could adversely impact E- T-S species associated with irrigated larmland and 

associated drains and canals. 

Summary of Intra-Service Section 7 Evaluation 

The following is tlie conclusion of the Service's Intra-Service Section 7 Evaluation, which was 

completed pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act. The evaluation, which is included 

in full in Appendix 9, addressed only threatened, endangered, and candidate species. 

Water rights acquisitions for the Lahontan Valley wetlands, under the Preferred Alternative., is not 

expected to adversely impact any of the potentially-affected endangered, threatened, and candidate 



species. lli1oreover~ the Preferred Alternative is e:~.pected to benefit ali of these spt.lcies, except 

possibfv the mountain plow:H~. vvtlicli is not expected to be affected. 

It/creased v,letlamf acreage and a more consisten:r suppl)i of higl1er quality water resulting from 

irnpfementation of the Prelerred Aftemative is expected to positive!v affect bald eagles and 

peregrine h1/cons. A greater amount of v·,retland habitat of higher quafit}" vvould enhance populations 

of fish and wintering-waterfowl in tht.~ Lahontan \lalle:ry, vvhich in turn would benefit bale/ eagles. 

Populations of resident, brer..c;ding, and m~gratory populations of vveterfovvl and shorebirds are 

expected to increase, which wvouid have positive effects on peregrine falcons. It is not anticipated 

that mountain plover, vtlhich rare:~ly occur in tin~ Lahontan Valley, would be influenced by the 

Preferred Alternative. 

Transferrin,q water rights to Lahontan Valley wetlands under the Preferred Alternative, and 

exercising a use··r:att? of 2.99 AF/acre./year would not reduce Truckee RivrH flows below that of 

baseline conditions. Moreover, Truckee River flows could sllglrtly increase under the Preferred 

Alternative. Consequently, the Preferred Alternative is not likely to adversely affect cui-ul or 

Lahontan cutthroat trout. It is anticipated that implr:.rrnentation of tire preferrecJ alternative would 

have a slight benefit to these species. 

Mitigation Measures 

None of the alternatives are anticipated to adversely impact endangered and threatened species, 

and none of the a!ternat!ves would have signdkant impacts to popu!ations of species of concern. 

The Service is committed to ensure that water rights acquisitions for primary wetlands do not 

increase Truckee River diversions at Derb'l Darn Reductions in frr(qated farmland habitat would 

largefv be unavoidable impacts unde:1r a!! action alternatives. Please refer to Sections 4. i 6. 3 and 

4_ 16A lor discussions on possible mit~gation measur£:.rs lor impacts to irrigated larmland. 

Alternative 5 ~vas designed in part to mfnimiztc adverse impacts to irrigated farmland, which in tum 

would minimize, as compared to the Proposed Action and other action alternatives, the possible 

adverse impacts to white .. ·faced ibis. Please see section 4.3.2 for measures to mitigate potential 

adverse impacts associated with groundvllater pumping. 

4.14 EFFECTS ON TOXICITY AND AVjAN DISEASES 

Under baseline conditions jn Alternative 1, \No Action A!ternatrve), poor quality INet!and inflows and 

anaerobic conditions have caused toxicity and avian disease problems rn lahontan VaHey wetlands. 

Increased volumes of better quallty \/Vater would offset these conditions tn the primary wetland 

habitats at the onset, and would dilute total disso!ved-solids concentrations over the long term. 

Additional flow volumes would increase oxygen levels and would also offer V'/et!and managers 
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increased Hexibility ~n management of hydrologic regimes. By varying hydrolog~c regimes, wet!and 

managers could contra! outbreaks of avian botulism and cholera. 

Altematlv!R! .2: This alternative w·ould rely on a calculated average of about 13,000 AF/year o! 

dra~nvvater, which amounts to 10 porcent oi total wetland inflows. This represents a 44 percent 

decrease ~n drainflows as compared to the No Action baseline condition. Under Alternative 2, 

reduced dn:1inflows and jncreased volumes of better quality w·ater would decrease concentrations oi' 

total dissolved-sands in the prirnary wetland habitats by about 54 percent, thereby benefitt[ng 

aquatic insects, invertebrates, Hsh, wildlife, and wetland habitat. Concentrations of contaminants 

associated with total dissolved-solids are also expected to decline, but there is insufficient 

information to determine the rnagnitude o! chanf!e. As compared to the baseline, initial wetland 

inflow would be of higher quaiity, which is expected to slow the natural water quality degradation 

process that occurs in terminal wetlands. 

Because mercury occurs in sediment in the lahontan Valley, this contaminant would not be affected 

by the Service's action to acquire water for the wetlands. Comparabie to the No Action Alternative. 

this contaminant would continue to be mobilized in flood years, but the Service does not expect 

!ncreased acreage of wetlands to exacerbate this problem. 

Under this alternative, wetland managers would have more flexibilitv to alter hydrologic regimes and 

thereby iimit avian disease outbreaks such as avian botulism and cholera. If for instance, an 

infected area was identified, water to the area could be reduced or Increased to alter conditions and 

discourage bird use in the area. Although cholera occurs more rarely in the lahontan VaiiE.•y 

wetlands, expanded wetland acreage would decrease the potential for crowding that can occur 

under baseline conditions, which is a kt.oy faG!m in cholera outbreaks, 

Slinht adverse impacts to water quality in the secondary wetlands could potentially occm under the 

Alternative 2, as tnose areas that rely on drainwater for sustenance wou!d experience decreased 

flows as irrigated farmlands were retired. 

Alternative 3: The least Cost Alternative would rely on a calculated average ot about 18,600 

AF/year of drainwater, which amounts to 15 percent of totai wetland inflows. This represents a 

39.1 percent decrease in drainflows from the No Action basellne condition, Under this alternative, 

reduced drainflows and increased volumes of better quality water <ore expected to decrease 

concentrations of total dissolved-solids in the primary wetland habitats by about 4 7 percent from 

the No Action Alternative. This action would benefit aquatic insects, invertebrates, fish, wildlife, 

and \.'Vat!and habitaL As compared to the baseline, initial wetland inflow vvouid be of better quality, 

which is expected to slow the natural water quality degradation process that occurs in terminal 

wetlands. 
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~norganic contmnin;.:mts such as arsenic, boron,. and st:deniurn 'Nould correspond to decreased total 

dissolved-solids concentrations in the prin1ary wetland habitats, and would probably show !ong-terrn 

deciines under Aitematrve 3, There ~s insufficient information to determine tht.• magnitude ol this 

change, Because mercury occurs in sediment in the Lahontan Valley, this contaminant would not 

\)e affected by the Service's action to ,_,cquire water for the wetlands. Comparabie to the No Action 

Alternative, this contaminant wouid continue to be mobilized in 11ood years, but the Service doe;> 

not exp;:.,ct increased acreage of vvet~and:s to exacGr1note this pmble:T1. 

Sjrnilar to Afternatjve 2, ~:his altemat~ve wou!d offer wetland managers the flexibility to alter 

hydrologic H.<gimes to limit avian disease outbreaks. SHght adverse impacts to weter quality in the 

secondary wet!ands could potentialiy occur under Alternative 3, as those areas that rely on 

drainwater lor sustenance would experience decreased flows as irrigated f<~rrn!ands were retired. 

Ahematlve 4: The Maximum Acquisition A!ternative would exclude drainwater from wet!ands 

management and therefore \AJould offer the most benefit to water quaHty for the primary wetland 

habitats. Under this alternative, increased volumes of relatively high quality water could potentiaUy 

decrease concentrations of total dissolved-solids (and related inorganic contarn~nants) in the primary 

wetland habitats by 64 percent. This alternative vvould result in the highest water qualit)l of 

vvetland inflowvs, and thereby otter the ureatest benefit to aquetic lite, invertebrates, fish, wHd!ife, 

and wetland habitat. As compared to the baseline, initial wetland inflow would be of the highest 

quality, which is expected to slow the natural water quality degradation process that occurs in 

terminal wet!ands. 

Under Alternative 4, inorganic contaminants such as arsenic, boron, and selenium woukl correspond 

to decreased total dissolved,solids concentrations jn the prirnary wetland habitats, and would 

probably decline substantia!ly over the long term. There is insufficient information to detenn~ne the 

maunitude of this change. Because rnercury occurs in sediment in the Lahontan Valley, this 

contaminant would not be affected by the Service's action w acquire water for the 'Wetlands. 

Comparable to the No Action Alternative, this contarninant would continue to be mobilized ~n flood 

years, but the Service does not expect increased acreage ol wetlands to exacerbate this problem. 

Snnilar to Alternative 2, this alternative would offer wetland managers more flexibility for altering 

hydrologic regimes to Hmit avian disease outbreaks. 

Shnht adverse impacts to water quaUty in the secondary wetlands could potentially occur under the 

Alternative 4, as those areas that rely on drainwater for sustenance would experience decreased 

f!ows as irrigated farmlands were retired, 

Alternative 5: The Preferred Alternative would rely on a calculated average of about 19,700 

AF/year of drainwater, which amounts to about 16 percent of tota! wetland inf!ows. This 

represents a 38 percent decrease in drainflows from the No Action baseline cond!tion. Under this 
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alternative, increased volurmN'i of relatively high quafilr' wBter could potentitdfy decreBse 

concentrations of totBI dissolve;7-soiids rand related inorganic contaminants) in the primary wl'..Hiand 

habitats, Bs compare~j to the No Action "'41temative. h'owever .. rhe extent to which higl1er watet 

quality v¥oufd result from Alternative 5 would depend on the amount of groundwater used. 

Due to this alternative's potential use o1' uroundwater, the quaHty of vvetland inflows to the primary 

wetlands cou!d potentially decline fron1 the No Act~on Alternat~ve. Howe\ter, wells would be sUed 

and vvater qua!itv of •veils would be monNored to ensure that Vll<?ter quafitv of total lltietland inflow 

is not adversely affected {as compared to baseline conditions) by using groundwater. lf no 

groundwater was used, or a minimal amount was used under this alternative, water quality would 

be comparable to that described under Alternative 3. Impacts d;:1scribed below correlate to use of 

groundwater tor this a!t;:Hnative. 

Because groundwater in the pumpinu area is known to be toxic (Hoffman, 1994), groundwater 

pumping would contn'bute to lower water quality of wetland inflows. If groundwatet is used as a 

vvater source for primary wetlands during the initial stages of' Alternative 5's Bcqwsftion program, 

water quality of wetland intlovvs could be comparable to or worse than the No Action baseline 

conditions as a consequence of the proportiona!Jvlow amount of higher quality irrigation water 

being rh.'1/it/ered to the wetlands. As more irrigation water rights are purchased or leased.. the 

potential problems would decline. Poorer quality water at the onset is expected to exacerbate the 

water quality de~jradation process that occurs in terminal wetlands. 

Inorganic contaminants such as arsenic, boron, and selenium would correspond to increased 

dissolved-solids concentrations in the primary wet.land 11abftats, ami could potentially cause toxicity 

problems over the long-term it groundwater was used, Because mercury occurs in sediment in the 

Lahontan Vallf~y, this contaminant would not be aHected by the Service's action to acquire water 

for the wetlands, Con1parable to baseline conditions, this contaminant would continue to be 

mobilized in flood years, but the Service does not expect increased acreage of wetlands to 

exacerbate this problEm!. 

Thoso species that are sensitive to increased concentrations oi total dissolved soBds (aquatic 

insects and invertebrates} could be adversely affected by this action. Similar to the Proposed 

Action, this alternative would oHer wet!and managers the flt.•xibility to a!ter hydroiO[JiC regimes to 

lin·lit avian disease outbreaks, Slight adverse impacts to water quality in the secondary wetlands 

could potentially occur under Alternative 5 .. as those areas that rely on drainwater for sustenance 

wou!d experience decreased flows as irrigated farmlands were retired, 

Sfrni!ar to the other action alternatives, this alternative would oHer wetland managers more 

flexibility for altering hydrolog!c regrmes to limit avian disease outbreaks. 
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Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Impacts ol Alternative 5, Vlihen compared 

against no acquisition conditions, would be sirrti.far to the irnpacts of the alternative when 

compared ,fJgainst baseline conditions, as descrjbed above. 

Mitigation Measures 

AU of the alternatives provide for the acquisition o: ini~.Jat~on ·water rlj]llts v..rhich allovv wetland 

nHHH.'ltjers to call for the cle!ivery of water which cou~d be used to mitigate or prevent toxicity 

problen1s or disease outbreaks. !rrigation water deiiveries are limited to the irrigation season, but ~n 

most situations this would not be detdmental to wetland toxicity or avian disease control. Specific 

to the potential use of groundwater in Altematfv·e 5, please see mitigation measures in Section 

4. 3. 2, Surface Water Quality. 

4.15 EFFECTS ON BIODIVERSITY 

Under the No Action A!temattve, natfve and overalt biodiversity would not be expected to change 

substantially 1'mrn the baseline conditions described in Section 3.15. 

Potential impacts to native and overall biodiversity essentially represents the total cumulation of 

impacts to the plant communities and wildlife described in the pre1ceding sections (Sections 4. 7 

through 4. 13.!. Therefore, any one aspect of the lmfJacts to biodiversitv can be found in the 

appropriate section. 

All of the action alternatives would enhance native biodiversity, primarily as a consequence of 

increased acrea~1e of wetland habitat over the No Action Alternative. The limited amount of 

information available precludes definitivE; judgements as to whether overall biodiversity in the 

affected area would increase or decrease as a result of these alternatives. 

In wetland areas, both native and overall biodiversity would be enhanced by any of the action 

alternatives. Because all action alternatives would meet the Service's objective of 25,000 acres of 

pdmary wetland habitat, the main difference between the effects of alternatives on biodiversity in 

wetland areas would stern from their respective effects on vvater quality. Water flowing into the 

primary wetland areas would be of highest quality under Alternative 4 and potentially lowest under 

Alternative 5. This means that Alternative 4 would provide the greatest opportunity for native and 

overail biodiversity of wetland areas to be enhanced, The extent to which native and overall 

biodiversity are enhanced in primary wetland areas, regardless of action alternative, would depend 

in large part on management of water within those areas (to be addressed in an upcoming 

Comprehensive Management Plan for SWiwater NWR}. 
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The number of an~rnal species that currently exist in the Lahontan VaHey (one aspect of 

biodiversity}, cornpared to baseline conditions, is not expected to change under anv of the action 

alterrHn1ves" However" use of w·etland areas by some species is expected to change substtmtially. 

For example, aven>ge of 25,000 acres is 

'.nq:.H:1Gted lO enhance waterfo\NI and shorebird use of vvet!ands in the affected area, possiblv 

levels that occumad in th'-" eady 197Gs. lncreaseci of 

Valley wetlands aiBo wouk¥ be expec:ted under all of the action alternatives. To the extent that 

\Mater quality negatively impacts productivity o! waterfowl and other wildlife, Alternative 4 wouid 

provide the most benefits, whHe Alternative 5 would potentiaH"l provide the !east benefits to 

produc1:ivity I of the action a!ternatives). 

The abundance and biorn<>ss of most rnarsh plants would increase substantially as a result of 

increasr,:d ~Hid rrwre clependab~e water supplies to the primary wetland area:L Because water 

de!iveries to the wetlands wouki tle rnade up of a hi!]her proportion of irrigation water (in contrast to 

drainwater),. rnarsh plant cornmunities would be healthier, more productive, and more diverse than 

they were under conditions in 1989 when the wetlands were supplied solely by drainwater from the 

i\lew·lands Project. Benefits to rnarsh plant communities were discussed under Section 4. 7. ·1. On 

the on·,er hand, abundance of plants assm::iated with Newlands Project canals and drains cotlld 

decline to the extent that canals and dra~ns are abandonee!. 

Conversion of irrigated farmland and associated drains and canals to desert shrub habitat would add 

to native b!odiversitv •n the Lahontan VaHey. Hovvever, because of the vast amount of desert shrub 

habitat in the affected area and because lands converted to desert shrub habit;H wourd be 

'nterspersed with other habitats (t.e., they wouid not bo part of contiguous blocks of desert shrub 

habitat), tH:mefts to native 

ripanan areas is not expacted to 

would be nenHg,ble Nativ;e hiodiv~Hsity in ''P~and areas and 

appreciably compared to baseline conditions as a result of 

actions identified in tho action alternativGs. 

Overall biodiversity in upland areas and riparian areas. hO\r.;ever, would decline somewhat as rnore 

land is converted to non-agricultural uses and less water is conveyed throuuh canals and drains. 

Undor the action alternatives, species that depend on agricultural areas would be negatively 

irnpacted. Some speciHs associated with riparian areas also may decimn in abundance, but changes 

are not expected to be s~gnificant; substantial riparian habitat 'Nould remain under these 

alternatives. Effects generally would correspond to the amount of irrigated farmland taken out of 

production \Section 4.2, 1) and irnpaets to drains and canals (Section 4. 7.21 lor each alternative. 

Negative impacts to overall biodivarsity in uplands would be highest under Alternative 4, but the 

rnaunltude of differences in impacts among action alternatives is unclear. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: As compared to no acquisition conditions, 

positive and negative impacts v.rouid be magnified somewhat. In wta!, prirnarv and 

secondarv vvetlanri habitat ~voufd 1r1crease from an estirnated 14 .. 200 acres (no acquisition 
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conditions} to about 30,000 .?cres under the Preferred Alternative. Correspondingly, native 

and overafl biodiversit)l associated vvith \lVOtlands would benefit greatly frorn Alternative 5. 

In total, the Preferred i:J.Itemative would result in about a 40 percent reduction in irdgated 

farmland as compared to no acquisition conditions (about 52,800 acres in the C'ar:son 

Dhdsioni, which would adversely i.rnpact biodiversity' associated with irrigated farrnland and 

assocJated drains and canals; VliOUM enhance biodivHrsily associ21ted vvith deseut shrub and 

otht'r Uf-'/and habitats; and would benefit native biodiversity'. 

Native biodiversitv Lahontan \la!ley-wide would gre;:;tfv benefit from the Preferred 

Afwmatl~"'e, as compared to no acquisition conditions. It is not clear whether overall 

biodi\fersity Lahontan VaJhw· \l!lide would increase or decrease as a resuft of the two actions 

cotnbined. 

Mitjgation Measures 

T!1ere is no indication that native or overall biodiversitY in the affected area would decrease as a 

result of any or the action alternatives. All action alternatives would substantially benefit native 

biodiversity. Adverse impacts to overall biodiversity associated with loss of irri9ated farrnlands 

w·ould be unavoidable. Potentai impacts to overall biodiversity associated with artificiaHy-created 

riparian areas could be miti~1ated, 1n part, by adjusting delivery patterns of water to the primary 

wetiands. Potential delivery patterns will be identified and evaluated in the upcoming 

Comprehensive Management Plan for Stlliwater NWR In terms of overall biodiversity of the 

affected area as a whole, increased biodiversity associated wit.h the Lahontan VaHey wetlands 

should offset the reduced biodiversity in auricu!tural areas m•d artit!c!a!ly-created riparian habitats, 

Pfef;se see mitigation section for vegetation communititJs and wildlile species groups. 

SOCiO-ECONOMIC RESOURCES 

4.16 EFFECTS ON AGRICUlTURE, FARMLAND, AND LOCAL ECONOMY 

Effects on regional agriculture were analyzed by Meyer \19931 and Sunding \ 1994) (see Appendices 

9 and 6). lrnpacts on Newlands Project farm acreage are taken directly from the Below lahontan 

Reservoir \BLRl and Negotiated Settlement Model (NSM) Model resu!ts for each alternative (see 

Table 4.2.A). Impacts on agricultural production, employment, and income are derived from farm 

acreage impacts based on analyses that are driven by the !oilowinu assumptions: 

"' alfalfa hay prices are assumed to average $80/ton and $ i 00/ton for livestock- and dairy

l]rade aHat!a, respectively; 
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ronnage is based on the mm;ber uf 

costs are horn Wheeler ancf 

an:: based on the 

consun1ed 

<erc!erapc $1 5 per ton; and 

;. the effects from ~ndirnct are derived frorn Churchill ~ncmrH:1 multipliers 

reported the Urwversity of Nevada Reno tHarris and ut!FJrs, 1993) basod on 

in alfalfa sector income levels ( 1.52 and sector income levels 

(1 .68 

4 .. HU EFFECTS ON AGR!CIJL TURAL PRODUCTS AND RECE!PTS 

For the purpose of this analysis, agnculturaf production focuses on alfalfa production and, to 

a !esser extent, its l~nks to dairy anci Hvestock econornic activity, Production values and 

profit losses are determined by the productivity of irrif1ated lands n1 nrow•nq alfalfa hay" tBv 

/o(':Us!ng on alfalfa production, this assumption ensures that econom!c impacts are not 

understated, as incorporation of other predorn!nant crops, H<:e barley and wl1eat, vvould tend 

to lower associated net income estimates.) Productiv,tv is defned by total vre!d in tons per 

acre per vear (tons/acre/year}. Sundinu { 1994} uses an averBge production value ol 6 

tons/acre/year. This value is hi!]her than the reported values of 4.32 ton::;/acre/vear 

identified for a!falfa production in Churchil~ County :r1 199~~ (Nevada Department of 

Agriculture, 1994). {This assumption ensures that economic impacts are not understated bv 

using !ower total yn:::lc1 values that mav not take into account the value ol' "on·far111" use and 

nor·H11arket exchanges that play an important role in the farming economv. "On-farm" and 

non-rnarket exchanges are tarrninfl transactions that incorporate crop production 1nto 

livestock or dairy operations. For instance, a dairy operation that urows alfalfa will feed tiH.1t 

crop "on farm," and those crop values may not be reported as incomeJ Productivity ol 

irrinated farmland varies due to a number of factors; sod quality and the nurnber of cuttings 

made on a part~Cufar fieid each year are two factors that the Service analyzes" For example, 

in the Carson Division of the Newlands Project, soils vary tremendously and anywhere from 

2 to 5 aHalta cun~ngs are made each year. This yields hom 2 to 8 tons of alfalfa per acre 

per year (ibid). In general, higher quality !and wiH fJenerate more cuttings per yt.'ar than lower 

quality tand. 

One aspect of the willing seiler provlsion in the Service's Proposed Action and other action 

aitematves is that, theoretically, the toast productive farmlands would be retired, and the 

more productive farms would remain. The Service has calculated farm production impacts 
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based on a random acquisition pattern rather than on<C1 based on 

m soil types. Once aqa~n this is done so as not to underesth<ate the adverse tccononHc 

that could be associated vvith a random 

Based on ;:he factors and identifim) 8bove, the Service h<is calculated alfalfa 

production, sales, and profits; drHJ hvcstock total 

al!alta ~1enerated incorne; total dcmy and livestock incorne; and cornn1uruy 

incon1e derived from alfalfa, dairy production, and livestock operations (Table 4. ·l6.AL to 

detine baseline conditions, and th>.:; rel<.1tive differences between alternatives. 

Alternative 1: Under this r;lo Action AternatiVf}, i'llfalla production is Gi'11culated to be over 

280,000 tons/vear based on irrigated acreage figures identiied in Section 3.2. ·1, 

NEWL.;.\NDS PROJECT IRRiGATED ACREAGE BASE. This amounts to an average annua! 

yield of 6 tons/acre rSundln£~, 1994). This value is substantallv hi~] her then the actual 1993 

total of 134,000 tons which averaged 4.32 tons/ecreiyeer. Usin~::J the higher production 

values also results in highnr b<.1seline conditrons for alfalfa sa!es and alfalfa profits /Table 

4. ·16.A) than those reported by MacDiarmid and others ( 1994b) in therr economic 

doscription of agrictMure in Churchill County {Table 3. 16 A). 

TABLE 4.16.A AlfAlFA PRODUCTION, PROFIT, RELATED AGRICUlTURAl PROFITS, AND 

ASSOCIATED INCOME IMPACTS 

J\LT. 1 

Al..T.2 

ALT.3 

ALTA· 

.ALT.5 

11) 

Alfalfa 

Output 

(tons/yr.} 

283,122 

88,088 

123,258 

68,105 

,:225 

(21 

Alfalfa 

Sales 

(Siyear) 

25, 17. 

(3l \4i 

Alfalfa Dairy and 

Profits livestock 

!Direct} Profits 

{$/year} (Indirect) 

($/year} 

' 
85 
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HH {61 (7) 

Alfaita Dairy and Estimated 

Income Livestock Total 

(Direct + Income Agricultural 

Linked) ~indirect + income 
($/year) Linked) {$/year) 

{$/year} 

5,346,638 

3,509 

32"/,671 

1.286.137 



The use of the higher baseline va!ues is expt:1ct•1d to renect the "on -!'arm" value of a~I<.::Ma 

production rather than only addressjng the more narrowly defined "sale" values. The 

Service's analysis may overstate or over estjrnate imp<H.:ts horn purely a market standpoint, 

but it is believed to reflec1 the overaU economic importance oi alfa!ta production in the 

intoqrated farming operations that are fairly representative o1 conditions in Lahontan Valley. 

These calculations assumed declines in high quality (dairy-~Jrade) alfa!i<-1 would be offset by 

non local purchases, whHe declines in lower qual~ty Oivestock-urade) alfalfa would be made 

up through reliance upon other readily available feeds of comparable value_ In both 

situations, some dairy and !ivestock operators would incur additional expenses by importing 

alfaHa hay to n1aintain existing operations. Others wou!d probab!y scale back operations to 

avoid reliance on imported feed as an rndirect result of reduced al!alla production. 

Therefore, the indirect effects of reduced .alfalfa productions are calculated as profit losses 

for the dairy and livestock operators and incorporated into the total agricultural economic 

impact. 

Most Hvestock (cattle) operations in the Lahontan Vallev .are integrated into an existin~1 

alfalfa f.arrn. As such, it is possible that only those fanners wilHn9 to sell their water rights 

to tho Service would experience adverse impacts to rlleir livestock operations and that other 

livestock operators wou~d be unaffected. This js not necessarily true for dairy operations, 

which may no!. be totally intenrated farming operations and rely heavily on other aH<.Ma 

producers to support their operations, Therefore, dairy operations would be more adversely 

impacted by the Service's action than other livestock operatrons. 

Vvhile the ~rnpacts associa!.ed W•\h reduced crop production, pt.1nicularly alfalfa, that resu!t 

irorn the acquisition of agricultural water rights have been defined, the magnitude or 

cornmunity-wkle effect takes on a different scale. MacDiarmid and others { 1994b) show 

the total industry output created by agriculture in Churchill County to be about $88 million, 

including economic linkages that exist betvveen agriculture and other economic sectors 

\Table 3. 16.C). In total, the agricultural sector and its linked sectors contribute about 20 

percent of the total economic activit}' ( $442 mjliion) in Churchill County. By using data 

developed by MacDiarmid and others (ibid) on the contribution aitaHa production makes to 

the aqricultural sector (Table 3. 16.A), it can be determined that crop production from 

irrjuated farmlands accounts for about 4 percent of the $442 million total econornic activity 

jn Churchdi County, It is important to note that the data from which this comparative 

measure was derived does not include the contribution from State and Federal governrnent 

sectors; hence, the estimated reductions m tota1 economic activity shown m the following 

sections (in terms ot ~ndustry output) are overstated. 

Alternative 2: Under this alternative, alfalfa production and alfalfa sa1es wou1d be reduced 

by about 69 percem from the No Action Alternative based on ca1cu!ations by Sundu>!] 
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( '1994). Based on this percenta~Je of reduction, there ·>tJould be between $6 and $11 million 

lost in aqricultural income. 

Alternative 3: Under this a!ternative, alfalfa production and sates would decline about 56 

percent from the No Action Alternative" Usinu the sarne i'H'la•ysis described above, <here 

vvould be between $5 and $9 rniliion lost in agricultura' economic income under this 

alternative. 

Alternative 4: Under this Maximurn Acquisition Alternative, alfalfa production and sales 

would be reduced by about 76 percent hom tht1 No Action Alternative, Using the same 

analvsis described above, there would be between $7 and $1 2 miHion lost in agricultural 

income under this alternative. 

Alternative 5: Under this alternative, the comp!ete picture o1' potential losses to agricultural 

production and economic output are more ditlicult to assess. Because of the various water 

sources and acquisition methods that could be applied under this alternative, agricultural 

impact analysis can not focus solely on acres of irrigated land to be acquired. Some 

irrigated lands may only go out of production for a year or two at a time as a result o! 

leasing, The Service can calculate {based on Sundings' analysis) the expected long-term 

declines m a~Jricultural production and economic outpu\. for those agricultural vvater riuhts 

that would be acquired by fee purchase ;n the Carson Division of the Newlands Project, 

These fEHJ purc!1ase water right acquisitions 175,000 AFi wotdd result in a 42 percent 

reduction in alfalfa production and sales lrorn tile No Action Alternative. When the impacts 

of leasing in the Carson Division are incorporated, alfalfa production and sales could be 

reduced by as rnuch as 55 percent from the No Action Alternative. As a result, losses in 

agricultural income would range fron1 $3.8 rnillion to $8.8 rniUion" 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: In total, the fee purchase of 75,000 AF 

of >Vater rights would result in an estimated reduction fr1 aifaffa production and sales 

(a calculated 315 .. 100 tons/year and $28,015,446/year, respectively, under no 

acquisition conditions} ol about 48 percent from no acquisition conditions. V~1hen 

the impacts of leasing in the Carson Division are incorporated, alfalfa production and 

sal<;s could decline bji as much as 60 percent from no acquisition conditions. 

Mitigation Measures 

Water Right Splits 

A~Jricultura! production !osses could be reduced by allowing the sa~e or !ease of partial, or 

split water rights. Under this mitiuation the Service w·ould purchase or lease only a portion 

ol' a property owner's water rioht entitlen1ent, thereby allow~ng a portion of the water right 
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to rernain on the . This would be accornpl1siwd by the irri1::1ator splitting the w·ater 

ht enttiernenL Th:s 

conser;.,Ied 1.JVater could be sold or leased to the Service lor •tvetLm;d protection. Such .a 

nH:1asure would keep irriQated ~armiand in production, rherebv 

fee purchase acquisiton. However,. 

the impacts or lull 

wcn.Jid be dependent 

upon water-riQht holders obtaining a favorable ru!1nf:i from the r~evac!a S;ate Ennmeer to spl1t 

V\'-c1ter n9ht mnitlerrents and rnav also require State and Ft.<deral enabling legislation. 

A successful tr<.ms>tion hom traditional crops may require the need for additional traininn or 

ec!ucation, installation of net;v irrigation systerns !i.e. drip systems, sprmklers), end new 

equipment. There is insufficient information to deterrn~ne whethe• marketino opportunities 

or pro1itabdity ol such crops would be adequate to sustain the present level of agricultural 

econon1ic output in Churchiil County. It is likely J:hat such a tr ans,~:ion would only occur if 

there was an economic incentive. tn addition, this rnitination mav require techn!cal and 

financial assist;:;mce !rorn the Federal or State novernnH:nlt to ;nitiate pilot programs. 

The Service believes such mitigation may keep lands in agricu!tural production but would 

not provido any rnitifrative benefit to econon'!lc losses experienced by dairies and livestock 

operators that rely on loca! alfalfa production. There is insufficient information to deterrnine 

if the replacement of a!telfa with other less water demanding crops would provide the same 

or cornparable econon>ic return. For these reasons .. the Service views water sp!ittinn as a 

IT1itigation rneasure that 'Nouid not compiBte~y oHset or avoid potentia! impacts, but as a 

rneasure to !essen the n1a£Jnitude of the impact. 

Production Value Acquisition Strategy 

A "Production Value" acquisition stra\eoy wouid reducB irnpacrs to agricultural production 

and econon1ic output losses in the economy. Such a strateuy, which was hypothesized by 

Sundinn \ 1994) illustrates the rotentiet benelits of a prograrn thm lirnits the Service's water 

rights acquisitions to only the least productive parcels. 

Declines in crop production cou!d be reduced if the current program could be reconfigured to 

ensure that only the leastproductive parce!s are acquired. Under such reconfiguration, 

losses associated with the Proposed Action wou!d be reduced by about 57 percent from the 

No Action Alternative as cornpared to Hw 69 percent recluction that occurs under the 

randorn acquis~t1on assumption. !r-nplementation of this "production value" acquisition 

scenario vvouid also minimizB Hw irnpacrs assoc;ated with reduced production under 

Aitemat;ves 3, 4, and 5 \Table 4.16.8). 
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Table 4, HLB "PRODUCTION VALUE" ACQU!SlTION ON ALFALFA PRODUCTION, PROFrr 

LOSSES. AND ECONOMIC !f111PACTS 

I 1 I 

Output 

Alf;;;Hr~ 

Sales 

DDir';t and 

L~lJE>:Stock 

Prof~ts 

\lndirecti 

{Sivear) 

2.904,79 

Dairy and 

LhiGo;tock 

Income 

[lmli<li!ct 

linklild) 

j$/vem) 

Total 

Agric,rlh.Jral 

The rnechanics ol' a 'Prociuction Value" acquiS!tH.Hi rn•11qation strategy are mme de\.ailed and 

wouid entail case-by-case evaluation of so<ls and production records of each farm where the 

'Nater rights are offered for saie. The Service. under th1s suategy, would refuse to pay 

anvthinu rnore rhan the "producUon value" of the water rights. (This, in fact, is generally 

the bas•s of rnost farm to fan1 transactions for vvater rightec! farmland./ 

Targeting to Protect Productive lands 

Targeting to protect core productive areas could IT;itgate tor losses to <.'lfFicultural 

production and assocrated values. In addition to the above rnitigation of acquiring only the 

!east productive lands, the Service could target core areas to protect them frorn acquisition. 

Under this form of targeting, the Service and other authorities ~;vouid seek to protect those 

productive farmiands bl,' restricting acquisitions or zoning such lands to agricultural use only. 

The rnechardcs of targeting acquisition strategies are complex and varied. In order to 

rn2untcnn the required wdl;ng seller component of the Servn::e's water rights acquisition 

strategy, tarnetinn programs would rnost l<kely need to include: evaluation criteria that are 
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supported bv the community; opportunities for land exchange; and protection for property 

values of tarneted water-righted lands. 

ln1pienH::r1tauon of a taroetinn prourarn to rninirnize the loss of agriculture~ production wouid 

nor be feasible for the Service to irnplen•ent without local novernrnental participation and 

community support. W~thout the support and partic~pation of these groups; this mitigation 

could not r<.:.;;:Jsonabiy be inHJien1EHHt.;d. There are a nurnber of •Nays to encourage wi!l~ng 

parricipation by targeted water-right holders. Vaiue added or premium payments would 

coax land owners to sell water rights from lower qual~ty lands. Creation of land-exchange 

banks \under which high quality lands could be acquired for exchanoe with lo\lver quality 

lands) would encourage participation of water-right holders under the wi!ling seHer concept, 

The Servicfl would have to seek authoritv' from the Secretary or possibly Connress to 

implement such an acquisition strateuv that oHered value-added or premium payments. 

Because such actions are outside the authoritv of the Service, the implementation of such 

mitigation may not be reasonable under ex~sting regulations and procedures for Federal 

acquisitions. 

Targetjng n1ay be the most teasib!e mitigation measure to rn~nimize loss of agricultural 

production and related econon11c irnpacts. Tarneting n•av be rrnplernented solely on a 

111arket driven approach or could be implemented by develop~nn more eLaborate and detatled 

procedures. The developnwnt oi a rnore oven tarr;,ennn strateny would take several years 

w fully develop and obtain the necessary participatory supporL 

4, 16.2 EFFECTS ON INCOME ANO EMPlOYMENT 

This sectjon separatelv addresses impacts to income losses .. income gains, and empfovment. 

Income losses relate to losses associated with reducing agricultural activity in the affected 

area. Income gains addresses !iliater right sales and generated income, The section on 

emplovment discusses irnpacts to local emplovment as a result of the Service's action. 

INCOME LOSSES 

!n agriculture, the standard rneasure of producer (farmer) welfare is net income, defined as 

sales minus variable costs. (Just, Hueth, and Schmitz, 1982.) However, to facilitate 

con1parisons against other measures o! countywide ~ncome, the narrovver measure of farm 

profits (defined as sales minus fixed as wei! as variable costs) is used, 

It is important to note that recent studies have used estirriates of industry output and sales 

las weli as net income) to assess agriculture's economic contribution to the local economy 

{Tables 3, ·l6,A, 3.16,8 and 3, 16.C). Industry output ~s defined as the estirnated value of 

cornrnodities product>d in any year; sales are defined as gross cash receipts, Whiie ali 
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TABLE 4.16.C LOST PROFIT AND COMMUNITY INCOME lOSSES 

(1) \2) [ :~ ~ (4) {5) (6) 

lost Increased Bad:wt~rd S<Jckward Hnkages Total linked Tota! Net Income 

A!falta Profits Dairy and li1.1estock Unliages to to losses Loss 
[di!'ectl Costs A!iaifa Dairy and {$/year} ($/year) 

{$/year) (direct) j;;uyearl livestock 

($/year) 

ALT.2 3,()66.51.91 8.20< 

ALT.::1 2,.513_,551 

3,380J11 

:nidc-ntified :J{:OI .. T::e) p:-ov;£.ip.lj by Hw'~i:s nnd otr,o,s, !v-.1•i~1•~'1 corn:m.:nicn~mn 1 ~:~9!J,) ~=s .;::ffJ'l1H~;tl l~? ;H~ip!!;cli·u't:! dn:iry and l;vestock i::v:~ust::y !lutput {6·~ ~;'h(~f.l~ry. 

46'~·-J !i\•C:.t=::u-::r.r ir·= C~·!u~rt:in Cut~nlv, lSi -surn ot coiu;11nt~ :?,::~. nnd ~~; lEH Gniunn ·t plu;-; -:~nhunn 5. 

measures o1' econornic activity are potentially relevant, the Service is concerned that the 

Iauer measures ignore the cost side of the equation. Thus, if alfa!fa sales go up but 

produGtion costs increase as well, nrowers would be better oH only to the extent that 

increased income exceeds increased costs. !The same is true for an economic sectors.) 

Focusing on chan!)es in farm profits, the analysis takes into account both direct (forward] 

and indirect (backward) linkages to other sectors of the Churchill County econorny. 

Forward linkages are Hnpacts associated with the use of goods whose production would 

change as a direct consequence of the water ri~::1hts acquisition pronram. For example, 

alfalfa hay is an input into the production of other locally-produced goods, lik<t.' mHk \dairy) 

and to a lesser extent beef !livestock), If less alfalfa is produced as a result of the water· 

rights acquisition program, non-local substitutes (e.g., ai!alfa hay from California or 

elsewhere in Nevada) would have to be found. The increase in alfalfa transportation costs 

would then lead to increased feed costs and reduced dairy profits. Higher dairy product 

prices at the consumer levei are not anticipated due to the existence of Federal and State 

dairy price supports. 

Backward linkages are indirect impacts associated with the purc!1ase of products needed to 

produce a nood. For exarnp!e, growers, ranchers, and dairyrnen use chemicals, labor, seed 

and other !]Oods and services to produce alfalfa, beef, and milk. A reduction in the scale of 

a~Hiculture due to water rights acquisitions would therefore decrease demands for and sa!es 

of these products as well. 
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Tile forward (direct) impacts ot reducing alfalfa production and sales are shown in Table 

4. 16"1\. The linked impacts (direct) to da~ry and livestock operations are depicted as dairy 

and livestock profits. Under tila No Action Alternative, altalfa profits (i.e., net incorne in the 

altalfa hay sector) would averaHe an estimated $3.5 n•i!lion per year, while total agriculture 

related incorne Onduding dairy and livestock profits related to atfalfa production) wc.HJ!d 

average about $8.5 million pt.H year. 

Ahemative 1: The Service, in an effort to ful!y deiina the economic impacts in the affected 

area, has analvzed the backward [indirecti hnk£19es associated with reduced crop production 

to dE.Mmnine losses to overall countyv!/ide income. These backward linkages are described 

above and .are calculated by applying mult~pliors (Harris and others, 1 ::!93) to reduced a!fa~fa 

profits and to increased dairy and livestock operating costs. 1\llu!tipliers analytical!y define 

the effect that occurs: total countywide income would decline by $1.52 when incon1e in the 

crop product~on sector dedines by $1 .00. According to data provided by Harris and others 

twritttm communication 1 9B5), impacts associated with dairy and livestock operations have 

a greater multiplier effect; for dairy the multiplier is 2. 7965; for the livestock sector the 

rnu!tipfier is 1. 9 789. These backward linkBges am portrayed in column 4 belmv, applving the 

muitipliers to the rt1'Spective percentage that iivestock and dairy contribute to industrv 

output in the County (54% daity, 46 ~;i} livestock}. Tin~ total e!Iect on agricultural income 

from lost alfaifa proMs is df~picted In column 7 of Table 4, 16.A; total net income loss for 

Churchill County Is shown in Table 4.16.C (column 6). 

Alternative 2: Net !nrrn revenues or prof~ts from alfalfa sales would drop by approximately 

$2A mil~ion per year, V\thi!e related county\Nide auncu!wral income Onduding lost alfalfa 

profits. linked dairy and livestock profits) would drop by an average of $8.2 million annuaily. 

Tho total net ~ncorne ~oss for all sectors of the economy is calculated to be $10.6 n1iH!on 

under this a!ternative. This constitutes about a 6 percent decline frorn the countywide 

income total of $176 miilion. 

Alternative 3: Farm profits !rom alfalfa sales would drop by approximately $1.99 million per 

year, while related countywide agricultural income (including lost alfalfa profits, !inked dairy 

and livestock profits) would drop on average by about $6. 7 million annuaHy. The total net 

income toss for all sectors of the economy are ca!culated to be $8. 7 mi!lion under this 

alternative. This constitutes about a 5 percent decline from the countywide income total of 

$176 miilion. 

Alternative 4: Farm profits from alfalfa sales would drop by approximately $2.67 million per 

year, while re!ated countywide agricultural income {including lost alfaHa profits, linked dairy 

and livestock profits) would drop by an average ot $9 rnil!ion annunHy. The total net incomo 

loss for ali sectors of tile economy are calculated to be $11. 7 million under this Maximurn 
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Acquisition Alternative. This constitutes about a 6. 6 perctmt dectine from the countywide 

income total o'f $176 mH!ion. 

Alternative 5; Farrn pronts from <llfarfa sales would drop by approximately $ ·1 .5 m~llion per 

year, while re!ated countyv,ride agricultural income (includ~ng iost .alfalfa pronts, linked dairy· 

and livestock profits] would drop by an averane of $5 mHiion annually. Under this 

alternative, due to the reliance on teased water rights;. year-to-year farm profits associated 

with .al·falfa sales would drop more than is shown .above, and countywide aslricultural 

incorne would decline even more than shown. The Se,vice expects that !ease payments 

would onset the lost yearly profits associated with agricultural crop production; impacts to 

linkt.od sectors of the agricultural industry is not knovvn. The countywide total income loss 

for all sectors of tlH:1 economy, recognizing that leasing impacts are not incfudt.rd, are 

calculnted m be $6,5 million under this alternative. This constitutes about a 3. 7 percent 

decllne from the countywide income total of $ 176 million. 

Compati,o;on with No Acquisition Conditions: In total. the purchase of 75,000 AF of 

>Vater rights vvould result in an estimated reduction in alfalfa sales of ,about $1.9 

mjfffon from no acquisition conditions, while relater! Countywide agricultural income 

(including lost alfalfa prohts, linked dafty anti livestock profits) would drop bji an 

aven:1ge of $5. 7 miflion annuall)l .. as compared to no acquisition conditions. Alfalfa 

sales would drop nwre than vvfwt is indicated above as a consequence of this 

alternative due to tl1e leasing of water rights for primarv vvetlands. Holl!lever, it t:'S 

e.xpectod that lease pay'ments ~vou!d ofts-et the lost profits .r:1ssociated ~vith 

agricultural crop production,: impacts to linked sectors of the agricultural industrv are 

not knovvn. The coumyvvide total income loss lor all sectors of the economv, as 

compared to no acquisftjon conditions and recognizing that leasing impacts are not 

included, Vllou!d be about $7.6 million under this alternative. 

INCOME GAINS 

The sale of •Nater rights, with or without appurtenant lands, would directly generate income 

for those water·ri!;,lht holders vv!lo wished to selL ln addition, water-right sa!es woukl 

generate income jn the community through the multiplier eHect. 

To calculate the potential increased income associated •Nith the Service's Proposed Action 

and a!ternatives, three different scenarios ol' potentia! water sales prices were developed. 

The "tin1e series" statistical rnodel adapted from f'v1eyer P 993) relates recent w.ater sales 

pricHs to the arnount of vvater actually acquired from 1989 to 1993. This method shows 

that water prices have increased steadily since the Service began purchasing w.ater dghts 

under the ~~o ;\ction baseline condition, and assunws that trend will continue. Under the 
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"t~rne series" approach, incremental acquisition costs 

10,000 reach an out-vear I eve~ of $2,000/AF. 

The "Production Value" scwJar~o {See Sec~:n:;n 4.1 6.1 /!1GRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AI\JD 

RECEIPTS, f"1itigation Measuresi, uses the 1992 tn1e-ser~es va~ue O.e., $360/A.Fi kn the 

first 10,000 AF of It then ;:;ssun;cs that <m i'r,reraqe acquisition cost 

(estFnated at $258/AF! wili prevail over the l'<o?l.\. 1 l~F,, and that grovver ''rE.~servtition 

prices" {i.e., the pnce ar w~'HCh a water-r~ght holder would be indHlerent betv.teen selling and 

!arrnin1Jf would then applv in successive 10,000 Ar: •ncrernents (Sunding, 1994). 

Reservation prices rEJpn::;sent the minimum amount fanners rnight accept to sell their vvater 

rights \ibid I. This fiqure is based on the capitalized va~ue of the annual profits that farmers 

rni!:fht otherwise eam bv continuing to farm, Under this scenario, increnwntal acqu;s;tion 

costs cou~d eventually reach an out-year level o1 <J~most $ 700/AF. 

'This "Production Value'' approach atn:.:rnpts to rnake use of the detailed assessment of farrn 

costs, revenues, and soil types developed by Sund~nhl [1994), It concedes, however, that 

existing acquisition prices are substantia~lv greater than cah:uLRted grower reservation 

pdces, and assumes that a sirnilar prernium wtl continue to be pa~d in the future. 

Final!y, tile "proportional" modeL also be~pns vvith the ·1992 time-series value i $360/AF) for 

the first 10,000 AF acquired. It then assurnes that average acquisition costs froughlv 

$5 ·11 /AFi will be the "standard offer'' for ail subsequent purchases unless and until 

ca~cu~ated \JfOWer reservation costs exceed th1s mnount. At that point, about 120,000 1\F 

and above, a new stmH.iard offer n! $6H') per AF ·,Amuld apply, This rnetllod combines tho 

roa~ity ol the e>:ist!nq BcqutsittoP program with;:; rnoclih:::d appro<lch that atternpts to brinq 

acquisition Gosts and reservc'ltion prices into conformanco over tirne. 

·n,e above three methods allow lor rnanv related factors that would afiect orowers' 

\NiHingness to sell tfJCII water rights at calculated reservation pnces. These tnclude other 

marketinf:l opportunities, speculation about !uture acquisition prices, or the value that 

growers irnpliciHy place on the farrnin~l ltlestyle. 

The Service determined the proportional method that calculates 111arginal sale pr;ces and 

avera~le sale prices (Sunding, 1994, Table 11! provides thEJ rnost reasonable estmat~on ol 

water right sale prices for tlle Proposed Action and alternatives. Use of the proportional 

rnethod offers a ''middle-ground" evaluation process as compared to the Meyer I ·1993) 

";irne-series'' calculations which rnav over-state sale prices and the "Production Value" 

calculation presented by Sunding ( 1994) which uses an acquisition strateuv that mav not be 

feasible for the Service to implement. 
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The detenninations oi potential direct and indirect annual inc:orrH:1 f]ains for the Proposed 

,L\ction and alternatives are depicted in Table 4. 1fLD, These cieterminations wBre ca!cuiated 

first 

10,000 AF pe' year 

pay:T1ents \vvhich are assumed to be made at the rate o1 

each vear oi the prouran1l F:&t are <.i:Y:e-d!scounteo and 

<H::curnulated (Tab!e 4. 16.D, colunH:s 24l. fol•o•t,; 

payments 2nr1 then discounted 7 ·1 percent to ar~coum ior (such 

.as debt 

or· Nevad-a) that wlnJki :oave F1e affected area. ThB remaining 2'J po.::;rcent is 

assumed to be invc;sted locaily, with annua' interest (estimated to be 4 percent! on 

21ccumulated investrnents spent each y•.:;ar as n1cocne lcoh:rnn 5}. The investrnent incon1e 

spent each year eventually creates addition<ll cotnYrvvvide income through HH.o rnultiplier 

effect doscnbed previous:v. For thnse investment mcorne expenditures, an income rru!tip!ier 

oi 1 c68 was used by Sunding \19941 to determine the indirect income gains. Tho result 

\column 61 is the <:mtidpated •ncrease in indirect income ua~ns. Total countywide income 

gains (colurnn Tl associated vvith water right sales inves1rnent incon:e are considered 

beneficial economic impacts, 

Alternative 2: Under this alternative, the increaseo iocal investments resulting horn water 

rifjht purchases and associated econornic linkages wou!d vreid a combined tota~ of abc!' .. Jt $2 

million per year w the countywide income totaL 

TABLE 4.16.0 INCOME GAINS RELATED TO WATER RiGHT SALES 

( 1) {2} {3J t4l (5i 

Marginal Average Totai increased Increased 

Sale Sale Sales Direct Indirect 

{Price/Af} (Price/A F) Income Income 

I 
!6) 

Total 

I

I Countywide 

· Income 

(g) 29% @ 29%, Increases 

{$/yr} ($/yr) {$/yr) 

PROPORTIONAL METHOD VALUES 

11------"'Tr-----.---·---,.....------,---··--"'""T------r· -------11 

52,.333 i $1,263, 7oo $2,016,033 10:..LT.2 $528 $514 

ALT.3 $528 $51 1 

/\LT.4. $b28 $5'16 

I ALT,5 $506 
[f 
t' --
Scurc:::!: ! 1 1 a:pj i2\ Sunding { 1994~, Table 11, [ 3) ,i4J, .and {~)1 Sun~itng n 994}, Tabie 12: and i6) sun~ o! co!un1ns 4 and 5. 
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Alternative 3: Under this alternative, increased local investments and associated economic 

linkanes resultlnff fron• vvater right purchases would yield a combined total of about $1 .6 

million per year to the countywide income total. 

Alternative 4; Under the !VIaximum i\cquisition Alternative, the increased gain to 

countvwide income is the largest. As a result of water right purchases, local investments 

and associated economic linkages woukl yield a cornbineci total of sli9htly over $2 rnillion 

per year to the countywide income totaL 

Alternative 5: Under the Preferred Alternative, increased local lnvestrnents and associated 

economic linkages resulting from water right purchases would yield a combined tota! of 

about $1 mill ron per year to the countyvvide income mtal. 

The Service has calculated a range oi leasing that rnay occur under this alternative. Based 

on calculations usmu the 92·year hydrologic sirnu!ation data, the Service anticipates that in 

one out of three years no leasing would be nect:1ssary, as there vvou!d be sufficient water 

from other sources. !n the other years, !easintl would rnake up horn 2,500 AF/year to as 

rnuch as 21,600 Af/yeav of the wetland •water supplv (See Section 2.5.5, AlTERNATIVE 5, 

LeasH'£1). The Service would base lease prices on a detennination of market ve!ue by 

appraisal methods. However, to evaluate the potential income gains associated with leasinn 

under this alternative, the Service has relied on the economic analvsis done by Sunding 

i.l994i and Meyer ( ·1 993) relative to possible values for leased veater riohts. l'v1eyer (ibid) 

speculates that the rninimum fee farrners would charge for leased water (based on 

unavoidable costs and average revenue j:JE:merated for irri~1ated farmland) in the Carson 

Division of the 1\Jewkmds Project would ranne frorn $lOiAF to $86/.AJ:. Sunding { 1994) 

took a siightly different approach in defining a lease price based on the value of foregone 

profits and reestablishment expenditures {costs to replant cropsi and estimates that lease 

costs would be about $51 /AF. 

Based on these figures, the Service estimates that in any oiven year, leasin9 under the 

Preferred Alternative vvould gene;ate between $1 million and $2 million depending on lease 

fees. While leasing ·would create a temporary incorne gain, it rnay onlv offset the potential 

revenues lost bv not growing alfalfa, therefore these uains are not shown to increase overall 

countywide income but essenta!lv offer replacement income for shortterrn agricultural 

production losses. Leasing would be most advantageous to farrners in drought years when 

alfalfa production is reduced duo to hydrologic conditions, or in crop rotation years when 

less profitable grains are I:JWVvn. In all likelihood, these lease payments would probably act 

to compensate for lost crop production values in !easino years. The Service estfmates that 

100 percent of the lease payrnems would remain in the community as incorne because HH:J 

payments would be made directly to resnJent farrners, who rnost l~kely would continue to do 

business in the community. Conversely, under fee purchase acquisitions, nearJv 70 percent 
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of water sale payments is assumed to leave the local economy due to debt retkement 

relocatjon, etc. (llliey.er, 1 .993). 

Mitigation Measures 

The mitiqation measures identified in Sect1on 4.16. 1 .. AGR!CULTURE AND FARMLP..ND 

vvould be applicable under this section. The mitigation rneasurt:1s described 'n Section 

4. 16.1 vvould reduce or minimize the inconH:.' losses associated with reduced crop 

production. 

EMPlOYMENT 

Alternative 1: The Service defined a baseline for Churchill County ernployrnent of 

approximately .9, 133 jobs (Table 3. 16.0) by compHinn data from two separate reports 

(MacDiarmid and others, 1994b and Harris and Stoddard, 1 993) on Churchill County 

economics. Jnforrnation from Harrjs and othors (written cornmunication, 1995) regarding 

Stare and Federal employment has also been incorporated. MacDiarmid and others ( 1994bl 

ind~cated that Churchiil County agriculture directly accounts fof an estimated 660 parttirne 

and ful! ·time .iobs, and indirectfv creates an additional 606 full and part-time iobs related to 

agricultural production. Sundinq ( 19941 developed a related estimate of approximately 381 

''full time equivalent" (FTE} alfalfa sector jobs under the No J\ction baseline condition,. based 

on an estimated average of 1 0 hours of total labor needed per acre of alfalfa produced 

annually, using 1, 300 hours as a person-year. 

The reported county·wide alfalfa sector labor rnultpl~er of 2.69 \Harris and others, 1993) can 

be used to determine the total number of jobs los! l'ndudinq alfalfa sector jobs) as a 

consequ•.:mce of the water rights acquisition program. It should, hovvever, be noted that this 

rnultipl~er significantly overs:t.ates the linkages that are apparent from Table 4. 14.8, perhaps 

due to d~fterences between part-time, lull·tirne, and full-time equivalent ernployment, and 

thus appears to overstate potential job losses. Results are shown in Table 4.16.E. 

General employment figures are expected to increase as a result o! income gains associated 

with the sale of water rights, While the impacts of reduced agricultural production are 

known to impact farminq and agriculture related jobs, the potential tor increased 

emp!oyment resulting from increased investment and investment income is not specifica!ly 

ued to any one sector of the economy. However, based on the multipliers used w !ink 

direct impacts related to agricultural income 12.1965 for dairy and 1 , 97 89 for llvestock), 

and the multiplier used by Sunding ( 1994i for linked nnpacts related to investment income 

11. 68), it appears that agriculture-related employment would have greater earning potential 

than JObs linked to investrnent income increases. T!1e Service expects that new jobs that 
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TABlE 4, 16,E EMPLOYMENT LOSSES AND GAINS 

(1) (21 

Alfalfa Jobs Related Jobs 

(FfE) \FfE) 

(3) 

Aglicultllrai 

Sector Jobs 

(flE) 

3 
l 

(4i 

Jobs 

Created blf' 
lrn:ome 

~Pvestmem 

AIU No Action 381 644 i.025 

LOSSES 

ALT.2 

ALT.3 

AtTA 

429 339 

347 552 224 

282 416 157 424 

me linked to mcreased investment income wou!d rrH)St !ike!y be in real estate, 

construction,or services, based on wl·1at has occurred under tile No Action limited water 

rights acquisihm program, 

fo1eyer ( 1993i analyzed the potential employment effects utiiizing an economic "input

output" mode! developed at the University of Nevada Reno, From these rnodeilin~J 

calculations Meyer ( 19931 was able to determine potential emp!oyment increases associated 

with the income gains resu!tin£J from \!Vater rights sa!es for that portion of the income gain 

that vvas expected to remain in Churchif! County. 

Alternative 2: Countywide alfalfa related emp!oyment, both in terms ot FTE jobs and related 

en!ployrnent wou!d decline by about 680 jobs 167 percent reduction from the No Action 

Alternative). General employment ~no eases resulting from income uains associated with 

water right purchases under Alternative 2 would be equivalent to approximately 340 new 

jobs. 

Alternative 3: Countywide alfalfa related ernployrnenL both in terms of FTE jobs and related 

employment woufd decline by about 550 jobs (54 percent reduction from the No Action 

Alternative). General empfoyment increases resulting from income gains associated with 
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water right purchases under this least Cost Alternative vvould be equ~valent to 220 new 

jobs, 

Alternative 4: Countywide alfalfa related ernpioyment, both in terms of FTE jobs and related 

ernployrnent wouk! decline by about 750 jobs \74 percent reduction frorn the No Action 

Alternative). The employrnent analvsis done by Meyer ( "1993) used a water rights 

acquisition value of 147,000 AF which is about ·10 percent gr,Jater than what is expected 

under tl·1is alternative. Therefore, without new model calibrations available,. the Service 

estimated new jobs created by redudn£1 ~,J!eyer's figures by 10 percent. Genen:il 

employment increases resulting from income gains assocrated with water right purchases 

under Alternative 4 would be equivakmt to 425 new jobs. 

Alternative 5: Under the Preferred Alternative. countywide alfalfa-related employment, both 

in terms of FTE jobs and related ernployment would decline by about 400 jobs (39 percent 

reduction from the No Action ;.\lternative). The leasing component of this alternative may 

actualfy result in greater declinos in pan·tin1e alfa!fa production jobs and related ernployrr11:Hn 

on a year-to-vear basis, as some farrns would forego crop production to lease water rights. 

The magnitude and extent of these anticipated year to year changes are not reflected in the 

Sc;rvice's analysis due to a lack ot intorrnatitHL 

,L!,s vvd1 Alternative 4, emplovment analysis for the Preferred Alternative was not specificaUy 

modelled for 75,000 AF of water rij;]hts acquisition. Us~ng s!rniiar rnethodology, the Service 

reduced employment huures !or Alternative 3 by 25 pBrcenL General employment increases 

resulting from income gains associated wiH'i water right purchases under J\~ternative 5 

woutd be equivalent to ·1 70 new jobs. 

Mitigation Measures 

The most direct and effective m~tigation to offset employment losses associated with 

reduced crop production and incmne tosses resultin1::1 lron1 water ri9hts acquisitions is to 

create new businesses that result in increased Ennployrnent opportunities. Increased 

investment income associated with water right purchases works to cornpensate for some of 

the losses, but additional ernpioyment opportunities would be needed to fully compensate 

for jobs lost ~n the agricultural sector. Cornbined with the possibilities tor an expanded 

industr~a! and service sector base, population growth. increased recreational opportunities, 

and NAS-Fallon expansions may provide increased employment opportunities but do not 

necessarily represent mitigation measures, as they are ongoing cumulative actions. 

Recreational economic impacts are discussed be! ow in Section 4.17, RECREATIONAL 

EXPENDlTURES. Changes relative to nrovvth and NAS-Fallon expansions are discussed as 

cumulative effects 1n Sections 4.26.11, and 4.26.12. 
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The Service does not otter specific mitigation for employmenT losses associated with water 

rights acquisition, but has deterrnined that tJ!ilihlation measures identified in previous 

sections on crop production and income losses are applicable. These mitigation strategies 

are •dentdied in Section 4. 16.1, AGRICUlTURAL PRODUCTS AND RECEIPTS. 

4. 16.3 FARMlAND 

!n this document, the Service has defined farm acreaue as those agricultural lands within the 

affected area that are irrigated for crop production. Under Alternative 1, r:he No Action 

baseline, farm acrea~Je for the aHected art::a is based on irrigated and \Vater-righted lands in 

the Newlands Project (Carson Division at 47,007 acres and Truckee Division at 3,855 acres) 

and Middle Carson River corridor \6,450 acres}. This total of 57,312 acres of irrigated 

farmland in the affected area constitutes about 7 perct:mt of Nevada's 778,977 acres of 

irrigated farmland (Nevada Division of Water Planning, 1992i. Because the Service's 

Proposed Action and other action alternatives would only acquire water rights frorn these 

lands, they are the only farmlands addressee! in this section. lrnpacrs are rneasured in 

farmland acres lost or converted to other uses as compared to baseline conditions and no 

<.:.;cquisition conditions. Comparisons are tnade to no acquisition conditions, in addition to 

compfHi.-sons to baseline (No Action Alternative) conditions, to present tire full irnpacts of 

acqujrfng water rights on irrigated farmland acreage. Irrigated farmland acreage base under 

no acquisition conditions is about 52,800 acres lor tfle Carson Division. 

T!H'.' impacts associated with reducing irrigated farm acreage are related to Newlands Project 

opera~ions \reduced irrigation dernAnd, increased storaf:Je, reciuced Truckee Canal diversions, 

and reduced hydropower generation and resulting revenuesL Additiona! impacts are 

associaTed with crop production, incorne, employment. and landscape. With the exception 

of landscape, each of these factors has been identified and evaluated in previous sections. 

Reducing irrigated farmland would cr·H.mfJe the landscape character in specific areas where 

water rights are acquired. The loss of green agricuaural fields would impact the verdant 

landscape character of tho affected area that exists under the No Action Alternative. Those 

impacts ate discussed under Section 4. 23, EFFECTS ON SOCIAL VALUES, A[Jriculture. 

Alternative 2: Under this <->lternative, the Service would acquire the water rights trorn up to 

29,200 acres of irrigated farmland to secure about 102,000 AF of water rights above those 

which are being acquired under baseline conditions. This acreage figure amounts to about 

62 percent of the baseline irrigated farmland acreage in the Carson Division (about 47,000 

acres), about 51 percental the baseline irrigated acreage in the affected area (about 57,000 

acn<s), and it constitutes about a 3. 7 percent reduction in irrigated lcumland statewide. 
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Comparison with No Acquh;ition Conditions: Up to 122,000 AF of water rights 

would be acquked, under Altecmarive 2, frorr1 about 34,800 acres of irrigated 

farmland, or about 66 percent of the no acquisition irrigated acreage base in the 

Carson Division (about 52,800 acn:.1s,i. Twckoe Division and Middle Carson Rfv·er 

corridor acreage VIH.wid remain unchanged as a result of the Proposeti Action. 

A!tematlve 3: Under thl~'> alternative, the S'ervice would acquire t11e watet rights frorn up to 

22,900 acres of irrigated hmn!and to secure about 80,.000 AF of wateF rights above those 

L'..rhich are being acquired under baseline conditions. This acreage li!,;ure arnounts to about 

59 percent of the basf)Jim; irrigated farmland acreage in the Carson Dillision about 40 

percent of the baseline irrigated acreage in the affected area, and it constitutes about a 2. 9 

percent reduction in irrigated farmland statewide. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Up to 100,000 AF of water rights 

VliO<.tld be acquired, under Alternative 3, from about 28,500 acres of irrigated 

farmland, or about 54 percent of the no acquisition krigated acreage base in the 

Carson Division. Truckee Division and A1idd!e C.;;~rson River corridor acreage would 

remain unchanged as a result of the Proposed Action. 

Alternative 4: Under the Maximum Acqul~'>ition Alternative, the Service would acquire the 

>Vater rights from up to 32,500 acres of irrigated farmland to sec:ure about 113,500 AF of 

vvater rights above those llllhich are being acquired under baseline conditions. This acreagt~ 

figure amounts to about 69 percent of the baseiine irrigated farmland acreage in the Carson 

Division, about 57 percent of the baseline irrigated acteage in the affected area, and it 

~~~orrstitutes about a 4. 2 perce·nt redtlction in irrif;t:.;atecllarrnlatJd statetFv-'irJe. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions.' Up to 1 3.l500 AF of water rights 

Vl/Ould be acquired., under Alternative 4, from about 38, 100 acres of irrigated 

farmland, or about 72 percent of the no acquisition 1rn:gated acre.;;~ge base in the 

Carson Division. Truckee Division and Middle Carson River corridor acreagt1' would 

remain unchanged as a result of the Proposed Action. 

Ahematlve 5: Under the Preferred Alterrmtive, the Service would acquire the water rights 

from up to i 5,400 acres of irrigated farmland to secure about 55,000 AF of ~vater rights 

above those lJ',lhich are beiTJg acquimd under baseline conditions. This acreagr:.~ ligure 

amounts to about 34 percent of the baseline irrigated farmland acreage in the Ca1son 

Division tBbout 47,000 acres). The Service Vlioufd also acquire watet rights lrom the Middle 

Carson River corridor, and could impact up to about 4, 800 acres of irrigated farmland in that 

area. Loss of irrigated farmland from these two areHs would constitute about a 35 percent 

reduction in irrigated farmland in the affected area and about a 2. 6 percent reduction in 

irrigated !arm/and statewide. 
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ComparL'!>on with No Acquisition Conditions: Up to 000 AF of v,tater rights would 

be acquired. under the Preferred Alternative, lrtm1 about 2 i., 000 acres ol irrigated 

t~~ttnfanr.1,. c1r abotrt 4{) )Jercent of the no acquisition irri~7atecJ acreaae base in the 

Carson Division (about 52_,(?(/(! acres~). t.J~fJ to about 4_, {J[)() acres (J/ irrigated 

larrl71and aif.Jriff the f?J-"!itltilr:.~ C\.1:rson .River corrkior could ~1/so be irnpactf}(i~ Togt~theJ',. 

tlrfs V:loulor account for about .. 3. 25 J.7ercent of the statetl"=~lide irrigatetf farmlanrJ 

acreage base. Alternative 5 y,,rouid result in the feast amount of irrigated acres being 

advetse/y irnpacted, Truckee Division .::rcreage 1Noufd rernain unchanged as a result 

of the Service's water rights acquisWons for v.letlands protection. 

Mitigation Measures 

Increased Farmland Acnn~ge 

Farrn acreage could increase above assumed baseline lev..:.ds by brin~::1in9 more water·ri!]hted 

!and into production. indeed, the starting point for all BLR/NSM ana!yses is a 56,622-acre 

baseline ol irril~F'!ted {and vvater-righted) farmland acres, versus a projected total of 64,850 

irrirJated acres under the ·l988 OCAP and a 74,470 acre total of wmer r~uhted acrear;e" 

Hovvever, tor a number of reasons, such increases are considered unlikely. For example, 

substantiaUv less acreage has been irrigated since 1988 than was assi..Jnied to occur under 

the 1988 OCAP; increases within the Fallon Indian Reservation have been !imited by section 

103 of Public Law 101-618; litt!7atkm regarding forteiture, abandonrnent, or iack of 

perfection of more than ·1 0,000 acres of Newlands Project vvater nnhts raise serious 

questions about the validity ol such water rights {as do the potential impacts of recouprnent 

or1 Project vvater supplies and farm incorne}; and ongoing urbanization and expansion of the 

Lahontan Va!ley economy is already causing agm:;uitural lanc!s w be converted for 

subdivisions and other mom intensiv'-" land uses, The Service does not consider the 

>.:lxpansion ,:;f i,·rigated farmland to be a likely mitigative action kH the reasons srated above. 

leases 

Leasino water rights is a specific cornponent of i~1lten·H1tive 5 and the consequences (both 

positive and negative in1pacts) of such an action are addressed throughout Chapter 4 under 

Alternative 5. Leasing offers mitigation in that it only ternpor arily reduces irrigated 

farniland. Over the long run, these temporary losses w·ould maintain more irrigated 

tarmland in the affected area \Vhi!e allowing the Service to meet its wr:H'and water demand. 

This rnitination n<easure w'ould a!low ior nHHrrtenance of a !arqer 1rriqated land base durin~1 

average and abovt:l·average hydrologic years because leasing vvould n1ost likely occur durmg 

drouoht years. Mitination by increased reliance on leaslllrf •s feasible, but the substantial 

costs associated with leasH>£i, and the absence of long-term assurances of an adequate 
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supply ot !eased wat>Jr makes such rnitigation tHHEoasonable to consider beyond the scope 

describe(~ under Alternative 5. 

Other Sources 

the dernand for attc1 n \t-/r:~ter could be 

secur:nn vv<:n<.:r Iron; other sot.;rce;" vv•He Ailerr:;n,vu ~=, seeks lo supp!ernent water riuht 

acquisition;:; by utilizing grcundvvater and sewage effluent there are other sources of water 

that are not currently available, but could 1n the iuturt.e, prov[de water suitable to meet the 

Service's objectives for wetland protection. One potential rnitiqation measure would be to 

purnr; Carson Desert Basin groundlli/Bter,, convev the l.tv·aters to the Truckee Canal (if this is 

possible), and hold it in swraue in Lahontan Reservoir lor ti:ifl or vvinter de!iverv. Other 

water sources, such as Eco-Vision, Reno-Sparks sewage eH!uent, and Dixie Valley \See 

Section 2.8.5, OTHEH WATEF' SOUHCES EUMINATED FHOM CONSlDERAT!ONi rnav be too 

spoculative to prov;de reosot\l'l~)le rr11tioaton under this e1etYient. 

Upper Carson River 

1\;1itirJating irrigated farm1and losses in the aftticted area cou!d Llo accornplished if the Service 

souuht to acqu§re vvmer r§qhts frorn the Upper Carson River basin_ Whtle this action 'NDuid 

nu1knize irnpacts to farcrdand in the affected area it wou!d not decrease farm!and losses at 

the regional or statewide leveL Due to the trans!er procedures and 1oss of water riqht 

'lvhen vvater nohts are transferred under rhe provisions of the Alpine Decree 

!United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 1980) ironi the Upper Carson River 

to \Vater deliveries 

to the vvet!ands vvhen to acquisitions vv!thin the Carson Division ot the Newlands 

,tlcquisition from the LlfJper c·arson River basjn vvould spread irnpacts across a 

broader region .. tfuJrebv reductng rhe nia~gnituc1e of in?pacts· in Lahontan ttaflt~y. 

Incorporating Regulating Res~:mH.rirs 

incorporating regulating reservoirs and UHc CanvastJack Gun Club \rVetlands as primary 

wetland habitat could rec.h .. 1ce the Service's need for irrigation water to meet its wetland 

obp:::ct:ves. Because these wetland areas have >.:;xistin~J supplws ot vvmr:r, less water would 

t)e needed to sustain 25,000 acres of punarv •Ne\L::wd habitat, \!\fhich could possibly reduce 

thr:} arnoun£ ol vvarer n~;hts to be purchased. This ,in turn could reduce the arnount of 

farrril<?nd taken out of production. Such 

require that the Sorv:ce enter 1nto a~.veements \Nith the Newlands Project operator (TCiO) 

n:;pc.udinfi reouiHl>nq resen/oir operations, and it tvould U<.el',f requjre Congressional approval, 

The re!iab!Hv and quality oi wetland lc\l'lblt.at provided by such actions, rnay not be 

commensurate w:th prirnary wetlands at Stillwater i'J\i'vR and C<:Hson Lake in respecl to the 
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variety and quantity of vvild1ife values. V/ith respect to rhe Canvasback Gun Club, this 

mitit:F1tion vvouki tequire that the Service enter into an agreement w·ith Canvasback Gun 

Club to deterrnine ITlarsh management techniques that tNould ;:msure that quality vvetLand 

habitat is rri<:Hr1t<tlf1etL 

Split Water Rights 

Mitigation tor reducing loss of irrigated larrnland could entail the practice of acquirinn only 

portions ot a property owner's water rlrcJht entitlement. This w·ould be accomplished by the 

irrinator splitting the water right entitlement on a per··acre basis. For oxar-r1p!e, a farrner, by 

nrovving a crop that requires less water, could conserve pan of the per~acre water right 

entitlement. This conserved water right could be sokl or 1eased to the Service (or others) 

for vvetlands protection. Such a measure wouid keep farm!and irrigated and productive, 

thereby minimizing the impacts ol fuH fee purchase acquisition (see Section 4.16.1 

AGR!CULTUHAL PRODUCTS AND RECEiPTS, Mitigation Measures, for more detailed 

annlysis of this mitigation measure.) 

Sucl1 rnftigation could keep farm!ands in production and help to rnaintain the verdant 

landscape, Split water rights could provide reasonable rn~ti9ation to ,·educe the irrigated 

Iarmland acroago anticipated to be lost under this element-

Increasing Drainwater 

Increased drainwater inflow to the prirnnrv wetland areas could also provide mitigation under 

this elernem by reducing the Service's need tor vvater sources, possib!v includir1g itn~qation 

water rights. Increasing drainwater inflow cou!d be accomplished in a number of ways 

including: relaxin]] OCAP delivery effidency targets; eliminating use of drainwater for other 

purposes (i.e. pasture irrigation at Carson Lake and livestock INaterin~J) ~ and e!irninnting 

drainwater pump baGks. Relaxation (or rnodificationi of OCAP delivery efficiency 

requ!rements would increase drainwater outflows and other incidental vvetfand inflows. 

This strategy would, however, require other modifications to the OCAP to offset any 

potential for increased Truckee River diversions. The Service does not have the authority to 

modify the OCAP and vvouicl not consider any action that could potentially increase Truckee 

River diversions as a feasible mitigatwn measure. 

Increased drainwater inflow to the primary wetland areas throunh "drainwater assurances" 

from the Newlands Project operator (TClD} is feasible, but would require changes in TCID's 

existing ~1razinn management within H1e Carson Division and particulany at Carson Lake. 

The Service would continue to rnonitor drainwater inflows and adjust water right acquisition 

targets if drainwater inflow proved to be 1:.1reater than expected. 
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The implementat~on of the mitigation measures that involve incorporation oi regu!ating 

rt•servoirs and Canvasback Gun Club wetlands as part of the primary wetland areas, splitting 

water rights, and "drainwater assurances'' are potentially feasible actions. 

4.16.4 PRIME FARMLAND AND FARMLAND OF STA TEWJDE IMPORTANCE 

Based on the Farmland Protection Policv Act (FPPA) and U.S. Department of Agriculture 

guidelines (7 CFR § 658), federal agencies must evaluate the adverse effects of federal 

programs on the protection of farmland that has been determined to bl':.r suitable lot 

protection 7his section describes the potenth:;f irnpacts of the alternatives on prime 

/arm/and and farmland of state~tvide importance. 

As determined bv NRCS, all itrigated farmland in tlie Carson Dhlision and Middle Carson 

River is either prirne farmland or farmland of stateil',lide importance., rrnraning th<.7t they are 

subject to FPPA. A land evaluation and site assessment score calculrtted for farmland in the 

Carson Division and in the Middle Carson reinforced the determirwhon that the fannlanrl in 

these areas ,:, subject to FPPA Under no acquisition concfitions, the C.':trson Division 

contains approximate!v 52,800 acres of lNater-righted, 1rrigated farmland, and the IV'/jddle 

Carson River contains approximatefv 6, 450 acres of ~vater righted, irrigated f~mnfand. Each 

of these areas received LE~A. scores greater tlian 16() points (Section 3. 16. 4, Appendix 1 0). 

Based on Geographic Information System data supplied by Reclamation, it is estirnated that 

about 30,900 acres for about 60 percent} of Carson Division water .. nf-;hted, irrigated 

farmland qualifies as prime larm!and. This would heave approxfrnatelv 21,.900 acres of 

tarmlancf ol state\lllide importance. Prime farmland generally is ot higher quality than 

farmland of statewide importance, which comprises the remainder. 

This FE/S presents and evaluates a range of alternatives with dilferent program deStflns (as 

described in Sections 2. 3. 5 and 2. 5./., each of ~tvhich would result in differing amounts of 

irrigattrd tarmland that would be converted to non-Irrigated uses. The potential adverse 

impacts to farmland protection are described below for each alternative. 

Impacts of the action alternatives are estimated in terms of the number ol acres of prime 

farmland and farmland of statewide importance that coulrf be lost or converted to other uses 

as compared to baseline and no acquisition conditions, and irt terms of the percent ol prime 

farmlands that could be lost or converted .. compared to baseline and no acquisition 

conditions in the Carson Div1~c:;fon. The fatter is presented as a range, based on the percent 

of prime farmland that comprises irrigated farmlands from which watt1'r rights have been 

purchased under the 20,000 AF acquisition program (low end) and on the percent of prime 

farmlands that exist throughout the Carson Division under no acquisition conditions (high 

end). Under the 20,000 AF acquisition prograrn, an estimated 25 percent of the irrigated 

farmlands from which water rights have been purchased are prime farmland. Approximately 
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60 percent of the Carson Division irrigated farmlands have been classjfied as prime farmland 

under no acquisition conditions. t!.Y.QJ§.:," the minimum percent of prime farmland compn:c;ing 

atlectDd farrnlands under ,..1/ternatives 2 and 4 would be higher than 25 percent due to the 

high arnount ol aflecte{t ~~~rtnlanci "" f_e." the total an1ount of e:~cisting farn1lanri of statewide 

irnportance would cornprise rnore than 75 percent of the affected farmland under these 

aiternati\les,L Comparisons are made to no acqw~sition conditions, in addition to No Action 

Contiitions, to address the lull inlf->acts of acquidng W'ater rights on pni"'Ire fanTtland and 

hmnland of statev,;ide importance. 

Alternative 1: Under this alternative (baseline Cf.mditjons}, the Carson Division contains 

about 4 7,. 000 acres of prime farmland and farmland of statev1iido importance that <He liVater

righted and irrigated. Of rhe estirnated 5, 600 acres of irrigated farmland that is anticipated 

to be lost or converted to other uses under baseline conditions, an estirnawd 25 percent are 

prime farmland, based on the locations ot properties frorn vvhich vvater rights have been 

purchased under the 20,.000 AF acquisition program. For the purpose of the evaluating 

irnpacts of tile action a!ternathles relative to baselkrD conditions, therefore, it 1:s fJssume•i 

that 2.9, 500 acres of primt:.' /arml<md rmnain 1:'1 tlie Carson Div1:<:Jon under baseline condiNons 

{30, 900 .acres minus 1,400 acres,L 

Alternative 2: Linder this alternative., up to 29,.200 acres ofprime farmland and larmland of 

statevvide irnpottance in the Carson Division could potentially be converted to non 1rn!1ated 

uses. Based on the amount of prime larrnfand estimated to occur in the Carson Division, 

and assurnfng that fJtirne h?rtnlancl V\lould corn{.Ftt~o.;e 25 to 6() percent of tho farrnlands tf·orn 

which water rights would he acquired, an esrirnateri ,)'.9 to 59 percent of the baseline prime 

farmland acreage •Nould be lost or converted to non irrigated uses. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to the no acquisition 

conditions, up to 34,800 acres of prirne larrnfand and farrnland of statewide 

importance in the Carson Division could potentially be converted to non-irrigated 

uses under Alternative 2. Based on the same assurnptions stated above,. an 

estimated 42 to 67 percent of the prime larrnland in the C"':arson Division could be 

lost or converted to other uses, as compared to no acquisition conditions (30,900 

acres of prime farmlandr 

Alternative 3: Under this altematt've, up to 22,.900 acres of prime farmland and farmland of 

statevvide importance in the Carson Division could potentially be converted to non-irrigated 

uses. Based on the amount ol prime farmland estimated to occur in the Carson Division, 

and assuming that prime farmland would comprise 25 to 60 percent of the fannfanrls from 

Viihfch vvater rights lArould be acquired, an estirnated 19 to 47 percent of the baseiine prime 

farmland ac:reage would be lost or converted to nonirrjgated uses, Of Alternatives 2-4 

(alternatives that refv on purchase ot water rights in the Carson Divl~'>ion.J, this alternative 
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minimizes the conversion of prime farmland .emd t'armlancl of state~vide importance in the 

Carson Division by implememing a use-rate of 3. 5 Af/acre/vear. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to the no acqul~'>ition 

conditions, up to 28,500 acres of prime farmland and farmland of statewide 

importance in the Carson Division could potentially be convertr:Jd w non-irrigated 

uses under Alternative 3. Based on the same C~ssumptions stated above, an 

estirnated 23 to 55 percent of the prime farmland in the Carson Division could be 

lost or con1n .. med to other uses, as compared to no acquisition conditions 130,900 

acres of prime farmland). 

Alternative 4: Under this alternathH:t, up to 32,500 acres of prime farmland and farmland of 

state~vide importance in the Carson Division could potentially be converted to ru:.m .. irrigate(t 

uses. Based on the amount of prime !'arm/and estimated to occur ir1 the Carson Division, 

and assuming that prime farmland would comprise 25 to 6'0 percent of the farmlands from 

vvhich ~vater rights would be acquired, an estimated 50 to 66 percent of' tfn< baseline prime 

!'arm/and acreage would be lost or converted to non-irrigated uses. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to the no t;cquisition 

conditions, up to 38,. 100 acres of prime farmland and farmland of' statewide 

importance in the Carson Division could potentially be converted to non-irrigated 

uses under Alternative 4. Bast~d on the same assumptions stated abovt~, an 

estimated 52 to 74 percent of the prime hmnland in the Carson Division could be 

lost or converted to other uses, as compared to no acquisition conddions (30,900 

acres of prime farmland). 

Alternative 5: This alternative would make use of a program design that would result in the 

fewest acres of prim£:.1 farmland and farmland of statewide importance being converted to 

non-irrigated ust's in the Carson Division while still allowing the Service to achieve its 

Wf:)t/and objectives, as authorized bv Public Law 10 1·618. This would be accomplished by 

leasing water from farmers, purchasing water rights from willing sellers along the Middle 

Carson River corridor, using sewage effluent as available, using conserved U.S. Navy water 

as avaiJabhe, and, possibly, pumping groundwater, in addition to purchasing water rights 

from willing sellers in the Carson Division. Up to 15,400 acres of prime farmland and 

farmland of statewide importance in the Carson Dh,ision could potentially be converted to 

non-irrigated uses. Based on the amount of prime farmland estimated to occur in the 

Carson Division, and assuming that prime farmland would comprise 25 to 60 percent of the 

farmlands from which water rights would be acquired, an estimated 13 to 31 percent of the 

baseline prime farmland acreage would be lost or converted to non-irrigated uses under this 

alternative. Up to about 4,800 acres of' prime farmland and farmland of statewide 

importance could be impacted along the Middle Carson River Corridor. 
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Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Cornpared to no acquisition conditions", 

up to 21,000 acres of prime farmland and farmland of statell\ride importanctr in the 

Carson Division could potentially be convertccd to nonirrigated uses under the 

Preferred Alterm:rti'lle" Based on thf:.c same assumptions stated above, an estimated 

1 7 to 41 percent of the prirne farmland in the Carson Divt:'Sion could be lost or 

converted to other usos, as compared to no acquisition conditions (30,900 acres of 

prime farmland)" 

B)i purchasing water rights from irrigated farmlands along the Middle Carson River 

corridor, adverse itnpacts to farmlanci in the Catson Division would be reduced., but 

adverse impacts to farmland would be introduced to tire l\t1iddle Carson River. Up to 

about 4,800 acres of prime f,f!rmiand and farmland ol statewide importance in the 

Middle Carson River could potentially be converted to non··irrigated uses under the 

Preferred Alternative. Combining acreages of potentially converted prime farmland 

and farmland of statewide importance in both areas would be the lowest of any of 

the action alternatives (up to 25,800 acres}. 

Mltigatlon Measures 

The conversion of water"rightf'.ld, irrit:}ated prirne t~mnfand and farmland of statewide 

importance to non-irrigated uses wvould be an unavoidable adverse impact under all 

alternatives up to the extent estirnated under oach alternative. The program design of 

Alternative 5 {Preferred Alternative} would rninimize adverse impacts to irrigated farmland in 

the Carson Division bv minimizing the reliance on purchased water rights, as compared to 

the Proposed Action (Alternative 2} and other action alternatives. 

To minimize the conversion of irrigated farmland of higher quality to non-irrigated uses 

beyond that which could be accomplished by rm;asures identified under the alternatives, the 

Service could seek consultation with NRCS and use the local L£SA system (if it is adopted 

by Churchill County and approved by NRCS's State Conservationist) in the following ways. 

When more water rights or water rights and land are being offered to the Service than the 

Service has available funds, L£SA scores could be requested for each of the properties 

(contingent upon consent bv the landowners/, The Service could then consider these: 

scores in determining which water rights or water rights and land to purchase. Although 

lower LESA scores would receive greater consideration for purchase based on this criteria, 

many other criteria (including those describecf in Section 2, 6AJ will be considered in the 

decision process, 

LESA scores could also be considered in the !and-disposal process in cases where 

appurtenant lands were purchased with water rights outside of St1J!water Nljl/R boundaries. 

In these cases, LESA scores could be used in conjunction ;,viti! a program wherebv water 
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rights lrorn lower scoring farmland are transferred back to higher scoring farmland from 

viihich water rights were transferred to the weliands, Tht~s assumes that highr:.!f scoring 

farmlands are more productive and valuable to the farming community. frnpfementation of 

,:"'iuch a program, which vvould involve !and exch<.mges, rrury require special legislation to 

make it feasjbfe. If such a program Vliere instituted, a larger portion of' higher scoring 

farmland \lllould remain in production. 

In a broader context, and as recomrnended by NRCS and the team tlmt developed tho local 

LESA system lLESA tearn.lr LESA scores could be requested for each property for which 

vliater rights or Vtlater rights and land <me being offered for sale to the Stnvtce, The focally

rierived LESA svstem V\loufd pr01dde a standardized approach to indexing the farmland value 

of fndhddual properties, Comparing LESA scores to threshold values identified lw the LESA 

team, the Service could then uSf'r this as in deciding ll.rhether to purchase the particular 

tvater rights or wate.u rights and land. The LESA team that developed the local LESA system 

identified a threshold value of 275 !of 400 points possible), meaning that if a property 

receives a score of more than 275 under the local LESA system, the team docided that it 

should be retained in agriculture. If a propr:.1rty receives a LES,4 score ol less than 250, the 

LESA team would recommend that the property be considered for sale. For scores between 

250 and 275, the LESA te.:;am would reevaluate the merits of the site. This type of an 

approach vvould firnit the Service's acquisition of water rights f'rorn higller scoring farmland, 

but it it is not also used to limit conversion ol agricultural lands to other land uses (e.g ..• 

residential development}, the overall benefits to farmland protection in the Lahontan Valley 

rm.Jj/ be /irnited Furthermore, \Nithout determining LESA scores for all properties throughout 

the Carson Division, there is no vllay ol knovtling whether the Service could t:Jchieve its 

Vlletland objective bv committing to such an approach. 

The Mitigation section of Section 4. 16. 3,. FAR!v1LAND, identifies additional mitigation 

measures that could reduce impacts to prirne farmland and farmland of statev.lide 

importance. 

4.17 EffECTS ON RECREATION 

Structured recreational use in the affected area would benefit from the Proposed Actton and other 

action alternatives to acquire water rights for wetlands protection, Unstructured recreational use at 

regulating reservoirs might be adversely impacted as drainflows decrease as a result oi retiring 

irrigated lands, Expenditures, consumer surplus, and non·use values related to recreation would ail 

increase as recreational opportunity for hunting, birdwatching, boating and other uses increased ln 

the Affected .area. Ft:sh populations would increase under the Proposed Action and other action 

aitematlves, and recreational fishing L'•iOUfd be enhanced. 
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Both Meyer ( 1 9931 and Sunding \ 1994) developed statistical participation models for the Lahontan 

Valk<y wetlands which relate annual hunting and fishing visits at Stillwater N\l\/R to reported marsh 

acrea~le for 19'72-7'7 and 1986-92. The Service uses both Sunding's and Mever's data for this 

resource analysis because Sunding ( 1994) cornpares both non .. !ocal and local partcipation, and 

Meyer ( 19931 correlates general recreational use to vwetland acreage, {Non,loca! visits to the 

wetlands are used to ca!cu~ate the net chan~:_je in Churchill County recreation expenditures, because 

local v~sits are assumed to detract fron1 other local recreational activities.) 

Increased recreational use at the Lahontan Va!ley weHands would directly affect recreational 

€Xpenditures \hunting and general recreation). Recreational expenditure increases from non,local 

visitation to the wetlands, resuit in increased linked economic activity (indirect) in the community, 

Generally, increased economic activity within a comrnunity results in increased employment 

opportunity. The Service would expect that recreation-related increases in expenditures and Hnked 

economic activity would offer new employment opportunity within Churchil! County, however there 

is insufficient data available to calculate such job increases. 

Under Alternative 1, the No Action Alternative, total visitation to the Lahontan Valley wetlands is 

calculated to be about 28,300 visitor use-days per year ITabie 4.17 .A). Based on non-local 

visitation (with per/visit direct expenditures of $44/day) and linked economic activity (indirect), the 

total recreational economic activity related to use of the Lahontan Valley tor hunting and general 

recreation would amount to about $170,600 (excluding fishing expendiwres and constJmer surplus) 

under tile No Action Alternative. 

Under Alternative 1, lahontan Reservoir visitation fees are calculated to be about $117 ,800iyear 

based on a (volunteer) fee per visitor of about 0.35 cents, and an average of 323,800 visitor 

days/year. Under the No Action Alternative, storage leve!s are insufficient to provide boating 

access I 110,000 AF or lower) in five years out of the 92-year hydrologic simulation period for 

Memorial Day; seven years for the Fourth of July; and eight times for the Labor Day holiday (see 

Table 4.2.El. These are key recreational use periods at Lahontan Reservoir. 

Under the No Action Alternative, consumer surplus, or citizens' "willingness to pay" for general 

recreational use and opportunity (excluding fishing) at the wetlands amounts to about 

$501,1 00/year. Although the Service considers consumer surplus to be a rneasure of the value of 

recreation opportunity in the area, the Service does not incorporate consumer surplus as an increase 

in economic activity in the affected area. 

Non-use values associated with increased recreational opportunity are expected to increase and 

would be consfdered beneficial, but for reasons stated in Section 3.17 .4, NON-USE VALUES, these 

increases are not analyzed under this element. 
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TABLE 4.17.A lAHONTAN VAllEY WETlANDS, RECREATION- RELATED BENEFITS 

ALT.1 l~LT 2 --· 

Hunting 

General 

Total 

Sv!...i!L:•.:'!: !j_; Li!:hDntan 1/aHev ;.'<feJ:Iend$ \/is1tat:o.:• Mo.ae1 tSundtng, 1994l 

~l} E~DC1nditur-e r.n .. Hp~)!;$ !Mever, l'able :28-, 199-3~ a:!! .aaJi..lM'f!-d b-y Su!id;ng! ~9-941 

~31 Lone i21 + 1-.6131 rnd11plifrf 

{<~1.) St~m of iine 12~ and lir~e !3) s.ubW-t[ll)-g 
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8,470 

19,786 

13,745 

$105,439 

$109.639 

$275,523 

$285,789 



TABLE 4.17.8 CONSUMER SURPlUS FOR lAHONTAN VAllEY WETlANDS RECREATION 

r.======---·"'-=====================ii 
LOCAL CONSUMER SURPLUS ($!yr) 

ALT.1 AL T.2 " AL T.5 

Hunting $97,501 $24 

Fishing $45 

Generai $403,622 

TOTAL S770A54 $1 0'?0,087 $299,633 

LS.OOCJ.,;:u':.! ub_;8-~li-,rt~ T::c Se:'•;iCD a::d i'v'!f3<rH ;l::J:ST cUft::r '''~'"=d ~:-~pee~ -;t:H;<ot'd! r·u.:tt:l.J1;G~·,...~: u~'J Bt :,..,L, ·Nt:li-JrPJ:: r,:; ;,,U,~·J:if -3"5 B r:nsult ot i'=CreaS8(~ '.~ue;iand a~~re;~ge, 

~:,t;1 M•:y~;r 11 Q-83E E.hJ ::ul c.:~!cu1ut<:· C=~'nS=.:iT"Ct' Su·pius =n "1':0 r;-c:,-:;-n;:-;lT"::r~ ;'!::;;;lysi:..; ond :~.;purl 

Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5: These alternatives would rnore than double wetland aGreage in the 

Lahontan Valley, providing permanent and reliable recreat~onal opportunity for huntinn and other 

neneral recreational use. Under these alternatives, Sunding estimates that hunting (annual user

days) vvould mcrease by about 133 percent over the No Action Alternative. Although Sunding 

( 1 994) anticipates no increase ~n <;]eneral recreational use (or expenditures) as a result of the action 

alternatives, Meyer ( 1993) estimates that QlHHlral recreauon would increase. fv1eyer ObidJ calculates 

that ~1eneral recreation accounts for expenditures of about $9iday/vis~tor. Based on Sundinn's 

increases in hunting use and r.1eyer's general recreation increases, the Service estirnates that total 

non-local hunting and l:_lEmeral recreational direct expenditures would arnount to abO\.Jt $214,600 

annually. As a result, linked economic benefits to the community !indirect community inGomei from 

increased hunting and general recreational activity vvouid arnount to about $346,200 annually. 

Total economic aGtivity (excluding consumer surplus) related to recreational use of the Lahontan 

Valley wetlands is cakulated to be about $561,300 annually under these alternatives. 

The Sorvice expects that bird·watching and other general use would increase under these 

alternatives, as more permanent wetlands would attract rrwre school groups, b~rdwatchers, and 

sight-seers, This would be particularly true at Carson Lake, where the expected change of 

rnananement would allow for lnGreased public access. 

Hecreational use at Stliwater NWR, Carson Lake, and lahontan Reservoir would all increase under 

these alternativos, Recreational use at Fernley W~v1A \vould not change frorn baseline cond~tions, 

and recreational use at the regulating reservoirs w·ould show slight adverse impaGts as a result of 

the Serv~Ge's actions. Fort Church!!! State Park and Dayton State Park would not be affected by 

these alternatives to acquire water for the vvet!ands. 



Under these alternatives, the Service expects recreational expenditures at Lahontan Reservoir to 

increase as .a result of increased storage and recreational opportunity. Lahontan Reservoir storage 

levels for June 1 are calculated to range from 254,200 AF to 268,200 AF over the long term, .and 

storage levels for Nov. 30 are calculated to r<Hl£Je frorn 150,000 AF to 110,400 AF over the long 

terrn. In the past, user fees at the reservoir have qenerally profited ~vith increased storage levels. 

The range of storage levels under these alternatives would be comparable to the three-year average 

{1984, 19135, 198'7) for actual storage levels .and related user fees. Therefore, under these 

alternatives user fees are expected to be about $168,600 per year. This constitutes a $50,800 

increase in Lahontan Reservoir recreational expenditures as compared to the No Action Alternative. 

Reservoir storage levels on June 1 under these alternatives would oHer optimum recreational quality 

and storage levels on November 30 would offer tair recreational quality. (See Table 3,17.13 based 

on quaHty ratings developed by Nevada State Parks.} 

Under these alternatives, insufiicient storage levels for boating access { 11 0,000 AF or below) for 

Mernorial Day and Labor Day are unchanged !rom the No Action Alternative. For Alternatives 2 and 

4, calculations show that insufficient storage levels for the Fourth of July holidav occurred in live 

years of thto 92 .. year hydrologic sirnulation period, while Alternatives 3 and 5 show no change frorn 

the ~~o Action Aiternative (seven years of insufflcient storane) for the Fourth of July holiday. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions; Sun ding ( 1994) estimated that hunting ~<vould 

increase by about 189 percent over no acquisition conditions. Economic benefjts of 

increased opportuniti6'S for hunting, fishing, and general recreation resulting from the action 

altenN'Itives,. as cornpared to no acquisition conditions, would be somewhat higher than 

described above. 

Mitigation Measures 

Recreational use in the affected area would benefit substantially as a result of the Service's action 

to acquire water for wetlands protection. Although some slight adverse impacts to regulating 

reservoirs is expected, the Service believes the overall increase in recreational opportunity 

compensates for these slight losses. Increased recreational use in the Lahontan Valley wetlands 

would result in a three-told increase in recreational activity in the Affected area. Since no adverse 

inmacts are identified for this element, no mitigation is needed. 

4.18 EFFECTS ON POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS 

Alternative 1: Population in the af!ected area is growing at a steady rate. Lyon County's 

population has increased 23 percent since 1990, and is forecasted to continue to grow at 5-6 

percent. Churchill County is projected to continue to grow at 2-3 percent over the next five years. 
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lt iS expected that the mild climate, low·cdme rate, and an absence of State personal income taxes, 

.are the key factors influencing population growth and will cont~nue to attract peop!e to the affected 

Churc!1d! County Manager, B.J. Selinder, credits the grovvth of the County to the quality o! !He 

\b.i:ith.fmtan Va!lev News, Nov. 8, 1993L One major factor that could impact ~p-owth in Church~ll 

County is the NAS·f~aHon plan to relocate more training pronrarns, including the TOPGUN training 

school, to NAS·Fal!on. This action alone would probably increase population growth beyond the 

planned 3 percent grovvth rate anticipated in the Churchitl County Master Plan \see Section 

4. 26.11). There are no ind~cations that acquisition of water rights by the Service wou!d directly 

affect that population growth in Churchill County or the affected area. 

in Lyon County (and Fernley in particular) growth has occurred in communities that are relatively 

close to larger metropolitan areas. Manufacturing and industry in these areas has also attracted 

new business and in tum has caused increased growth. 

Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5; Under the Proposed Action and other action alternatives, populations in 

the affected area are expected to continue to grow at rates comparable to the No Action 

Alternative. The Service's action to acquire water and water rights for wetlands protection is not 

expected to impact population growth in the affectt.H.i area. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Potential impacts would be simi/,'Jr to those 

stated above. 

Mitigation Measures 

No adverse impacts to population growth w·ere identified for this element. Therefore no mitigation 

is needed. 

4.19 EFfECTS ON lAND USE 

Alternative 1: Historically, the Lahontan VaHey has supported a large agricultural base with some 

urban development. Recently, land use trends have shifted tovvard more urban development, as 

population nrowth has created increased housing demand. The Service expects this trend to 

continue and that growth and other related factors will play a dominant role in changing land use 

patterns within the affected area. \See Section 4.26.12, CUMULATIVE lMPACTS, GROWTH AND 

DIVERSIFICATION). 

The acquisition of water rights from irrigated agricultural land would result in a change in land use. 

Without irrigation, the use of such lands for crop production is lmpossible. The ultimate use of such 

lands depends on whether the individual owner retains ownership of appurtenant lands or whether 

the Service acquires the appurtenant lands as part ot the water righis purchase. 
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The Service expects sorne of the lands from which water ri~lhts have been acqu[red to be 

subdivided and developed for residential use. Under baseline conditions, about 28 percent of the 

iands involved in wetland water right acquisitions have been subdivfded into residential sized 

parce:1ls. 

Some of these lands would rema1n as vacant lands and over tirne ~vould revert back to more natural 

desert iandscapes. Other lands vt~C.HJ~d become open space surrounding a mstdence, or would be 

converted to more intensive industrial/commerdal uses, To date, under the limited acquisition 

program associated with the No Action Alternative, no lands have shown a change of use to more 

intensive industrra!icornrnerdal use, 

Alternative 2: Under the Proposed Action, the acquisition or water rir~hts for wetland protection 

could potentially affect the status of about 29,000 a eros of jrrigated and water-righted farmland 

above ttlat whjch vvou!d occur under the No Action Aftt:,matlve, This has the potentia! to acGelerate 

the process of land conversion to other non-agricurtural uses. The propensity to subdivide larger 

blacks of forrner agricultural land into smaller residential parcels is nH.Hknt·ddven, If the supply of 

vacant residential parcels exceeds the dernand, prices would drop, and the propensity of property 

owners to convert agricultural land to residential uses would decrease until market conditions could 

anain support such salt:1s. 

Alternative 3: Under this alternative, lhe acquisition of water rinhts tor wetland protection cou!d 

potenUally affect the status of about 22,900 acres of irrigated and ~·..rater-righted farmland above 

that which would be affected under the No ActhJn Alternative, As with the Proposed Action, this 

has the potential to accelerate the proGess or land conversion to other non·anricultural uses. 

l\t1arket conditions would also affect the land use conversion process as described under the 

Proposod Action, 

Alternative 4: Under this Maximum Acquisition Alternative, the Service's actions have the greatest 

potentia! to affect the status of irrinated farmland. Under this alternative, about 32,500 acres of 

!~'·rigated farmland could potentia!fv be affected above that which h:; expected to be affected under 

thr:.~ No Action Alternative, This would accelerate the process of !and conversion Wfthin the affected 

Alternative 5; Under this alternative, the Service wauid minimize the effects of water right 

acquisition on irrigated lmrnland. The Service would potentially affect the status o'f about 15,400 

acres of irrigatt.~d ff:Hmland ln the Lahontan Valley, above that which would occur under ttle No 

Actton lVtemative, as weB as arfect as much as about 4,800 acres of water-righted land in the 

M idd~e Carson River corridor of L.yon County, Thls alternative would have the potential to 

accelerate the process of land conversion from farmland to other non-agricultural uses. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Under Alternative 5, the Sendee would 

potentially· affect the st.-:Hus of up to about 21,000 acres of irrigated farmland in the 

Lahontan Valley, including the 5,. 600 acres that is expected to be affected under the No 
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Action Alternative. Lip to about 4,800 acres ol irrigated acres of farmland could potentially 

be affected along the Middle Carson River corridor. 

Mitigation Measures 

Traditionally, local governments use zonin~c) or sorne form oi land use classification to restrict or 

control land use in order to avoid adverse conditions related to !and use conversion. To prevent the 

conversion of vacant land (formerly irri~Flted farmland) to more intensive land uses, local 

government could impose zonin1::1 for various criteria. Alterinn !and use designations or 

implementing more n:.;strictive zoning is controversial and can sometimes trigger litigation, due to 

perceived down zoning and/or antagonistic viewpoints. The Servico would be unable to control the 

!and use in areas that return to private ownership after the Servrce acquires water rights, 

Therefore, the Service can not commit to the irnplementation of such mitigation and believes that 

such changes in zoning are unltkely in the near future. 

Agricultural lands acquired as part of the water rights acquisition prograrn can be held for a 

specified amount of tirne before the Service disposes of the land back into the private sector or to 

other governmental t1f:Jtmcies. During this period, the Service would be amenable to rezoning of the 

lands it has acquired if local government were to pursue zoning changes in an effort to prevent 

undesirable !and use conversions, unrnanageable ~Jrowth patterns, or to encourage continued 

agricultural production on irnportant agricultural areas. 

Public law 101-618 has provisions tor targeting vvater right acquisitions, but implementation of a 

targetinn strategy PI'O\:Jrarn that would preserve specific core areas or agricultural lands should 

include local governrnental bodies and land owners. The NRCS's LESA system would provide local 

govermnem and the Service with criteria to rank the desirabiHtv of agricultural ~and for possible 

preservation. For the Service to implement anv targeting strategy to preserve agricultural land uses 

or prevent undesirable growth patterns associated wlth new subdivisions, there needs to be 

coordinated county and city zoning or land use restrictions in place to support targeting efforts. 

The Service considers such mitigation m be feasible but dependent on local action tor effective 

implementation. 

4.20 EFFECTS ON lAND VAlUES 

Alternative 1: Churchill Countv !and valtJes have been increasinn at or above the inilation rate for 

the past 5 years. The Service's actions to acquire water rights should not increase the market price 

of land or water rights in Lahontan Valley, Acquisitions made by the Service are based on market 

prices of previous open market transactions \non-governmental) and reflect the increased values 

private parties place on water rights and water·righted land. 

There are numerous other factors that would affect the value of lands and water rights within the 

affected area. Most of these factors (recoupment, OCAP revisions, and issues ~rwolvin9 past water 
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r!ghts transft:>rs), are outsrde the scope of the Service's actions. Although grovvth and expansion of 

the cornrnunity could create sufficient demand lor good quality level land, developers and !and 

speculators may increase purchases of wateHir:Jhted land for the appurtenant lands. 

Ahematives 2, 3, 4, and 5: Under the Proposed .Action and the other action alternatives, the 

Service expects land values to be unaffected by the wetland water right acquisitions, The potential 

to accelerate the conversion of farmlands to other land uses would rnost likely keep pace with the 

dernand by residential developers or land speculators, There is potential that the acquisition of 

vvater rifjhts from irrigated farmland may create an oversupply of residentai parcel8 if too rnany 

private ownBrs subdivide their larger parcels. These are considered normal market fluctuations in a 

free emerprise system and would not necessarily be an impact of the vvater rights acquisition 

program. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Potential impacts would be similar to those 

stated above, 

Mitigation Measures 

!f an oversupply of residential parcels were created, actions to prohibit or mitigate such adverse 

conditions would entail moratoriums on new subdivisions. General!'{, such restrictions or controls 

on subdivision of lands are enacted at the county or municipal level of govermnent. In Lahontan 

VaHey, where there is the ureatest potential ior such adverse conditions to occur within the 

affected art:H'I, Churchill County would have w arnend its master plan and enact new ordinances 

focused at subdivision rules and procedures. Such rnitigat~on would control subdivision 

development and wou!d rnaintain or possibly increas•.:l !and valw.:.'s by controHing the supply of 

vacant residential parcels. This mitigation rneasure offers reasonable protection from the possible 

creation of an oversupply of residentia! parcels, but is outside ot the Service's authority, and would 

require action by Churchill County, It is unknown whether the County would pursue such mitigative 

rTmdsures by amending its master plan and enactin!) growth control ordinances. 

Targeting of water-righted land for wetland water rioht acquisition could focus purchases in areas 

where, if the appurtenant lands are subdivided, such actions would be cornpatible with planned 

qrowth pattHrns, This type of tarqeting may have little effect of land values, but would prevent the 

creation of new residential subdivisions in areas where there would be indirect impacts on other 

community services, The present ChurchiH County Master Plan does not specifically define areas 

that are n10re or less preferable !or the subdivision ot lands in the comrnunity, The Service does not 

consider such mitigation to be feasible under current conditions as it wou!d require both community 

support and chanoes in the Master Plan before it could be ~mplemented. 

There is interest in tar9eting water right acquisitions to benefit other Feder<:1! programs such as: 

improvHd Newiands Project drainwater qualitv, irnproved delivery el'ficiencv rates, or protecting 
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prime !armlands. Targeting programs that have dual purposes, or work to benefit other norHelated 

actions often employ different prlcln~l mechanisms \premiurns) or value i'idded payments in the 

acquisition process, Such stn.Jctures or va~ue-added mechanisms often increase the prices 

paid for spocific properties due to their increased ben~1!it, but conversely, targeting can also ~ow·er 

values in lands not tar9eted for acqursition, or lower the pr~c:e private buyers an:.; wminfl to pay. 

While such tmgeting stratef]ies wou~d benefit other Federal programs, the merit of such pricing 

mec:hanisrns as a rneasure desi9ned to pmtec:r land values ~s qu;:.ostionable. Before such 

increased pricing mechanisms could be imp!emented, the Serv~ce wou~d have to be given specinc 

authority to exceed fair-market purchases for water rights. For these reasons, the Service does not 

anticipate that such mitigation is e1ther feasible under exist~nr1 procedures nor authorized by PubHc 

Law 101-618. 

4.21 EFFECTS ON PROPERTY TAXES 

The Service's action would directly aHect property taxt•s on irrio;:ned fannlands. The tax r~1venues 

for af.;rlcultural !and are the fowest tax rates in Churchlll County' (ranging from $1 .07 to $2,76 per 

acrei, Agricultural rand impacted by the acquisition of water rights would be subject to different 

property tax rates dependin9 on the land use that occurs after the water rights are removed. In all 

cases, the tax rate ~s hlf~her than a9ricuitural tax rates. The tax rate for vacant non-agricultural land 

ranges from $3.19 to $4.78 per acre and the rates tor subdivided residential vacant !and would 

increase to as much as $103.65 to $199.33 per acre. 

In cases V\there the Service acquires the lands appurt'i'.mcmt to the water riuhrs, the Service would 

not pay property taxes, but would rnake revenue sharing payments to the County, Impacts to 

Federal revenue sharing are addressed in Section 4.25, ACQUiSITION COSTS {please refer to 

Sections 1.9.5, Reluge Revenue Sharing Act and 3.25 ACQUISITION COSTS for further 

inlormation}. The Servjce expects to permanently retain only those lands acquired within the 

boundaries of the Stillwater NWR. Other acquired lands wouid be disposed of through the regular 

Federal procedures tor property disposal and would most likely be returned to private ownership, 

R;:.wenue sharing payrnents would be paid on acquired ~ands for as long as the Fedorai Government 

holds title to them. 

Alternative 2.: Under the Proposed Action, the Service expects that the tax rate on up to 34,800 

acres of irrigated farmland (including 5,600 acres that would .be alfected under the No Action 

Alternative) would chan~1e. Based on ChurchiH County 1993 tax rates, the maximum property tax 

revenue generated off such lands would be about $96,048 per yem, If those cultivated agrjculturai 

lands vvere all converted to the vacant, non-agrk:ultural tax rate, tax revenues generated vvould 

ranfJe I' ron• $111 ,01 2 to $1 66,344 per year. This represents a i 6 to '73 percent increase over 

cultivated agricultural tax revenues. These expected tax revenues represent the rrilnirnum ~11crease 

that is expt:lcted w occur under the Proposed Action. If some ol these alfected 1ands were 

subdivided, the property tax revenues would be substantially hig~1er, 
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If the Service purchased the lands, revenue sharing payments would be higher an a per acre basis 

than H'H.o tax revenue generated from vacant non-agricultural land, but would remain lower than the 

hi\J~ler valued vacant res~dential land (ofease ref'?r to Section 4. 25r 

Alternative 3: Under this alternative, the Service expects that the tax rate on up to 28.500 acres oi 

itri!]ated farrnland (including 5, 600 acres that would Lie altf;cted 1..mder the No Action A!ternarivel 

1r..rould change. Based on ChurchiU 1993 tax rates., the rnEn<imurn property tax revenue 

generated off sue!'! lancls would be about $78,660 per year. If those cultivated a~jricultural lands 

were all converted to the vacant, non-agricultur-al tax rate, tax revenues gemwated would range 

from $90,'f}1 5 to $1 36,230 per year. Thls represents a ·l6 to 73 percent increase over cultiv<HHd 

<'>f:Jricultural tax revenues. These expected tax revenues r.:.opresem the rninirnum increase that is 

expected to occur under this alternative. lf sorne of these affected lands were subdivided, the 

property tax revf.mues would be substantially higher. 

If the Service purchased the lands, revenue sharinq payments wou!d be higher on a per acre basis 

than the tax revenue uenerated ffom vacant non-agricuttural land, but would rernaln lower than the 

higher valued vacant residential land iplease refer to Section 4. 25}. 

Alternative 4: Under this ~v1axirnurn Acquisition alternative, the Service expec<.s that the tax rate on 

up to 38,100 acres of irrigated tarmiand iinc!uding 5, 600 acres that would be aflected under the No 

Ac:Uon Alternative) would chc.mne. Based on Churchill Countv 1993 tax rates, the maximum 

property tax revenue generated off such lands would oe about $105,1 56 per year. If those 

C:Ult:ivated agricultural lands were all convened to the vacant, non-agricultural tax rate, tax revenues 

generat;1d would ranne frorn $121,539 to $182,1 ·1s per year, This represents a 16 to 73 percent 

increase over c:ultivateci ar;,ricultural tax revenuBs. Th;:ose expected tax revenues represent the 

minimum increase that is expected to occur under this a!temative. if sorne of these affected lands 

vvere subdivided, H1e ptoperty tax revenues would be substamwHy hi9her. 

If the Service purchased the lands, revenue sharing payments would be higher on a per acre basis 

than the tax revenue generated from vacant non<agric:u!tural land, but less than the higher valued 

vacant residential land (ph.utse reler to Section 4. 25}. 

Alternative 5: Under this alternativH, the Service would limit acquisition to 21,000 acres of irrigated 

farmland within ChurchiH County {including 5,600 acres ol the No Action Alternative). Based on 

the potential to change the property tax rates on this acreage figure, us!ng 1993 Churchill County 

tax rates, the maximum property tax 1evenue generated off these lands would be about $57,960 

per year. lf those cu!tivated agricultural lands were all convened to the vacanL non-agricultural tax 

rate, tax revenues generated would range from $66,990 to $100,380 per year. These increases 

also represent a ·15 to 73 percent increase over cultivated agricultural tax revenues. If some of 

these 2dlected lands vvere subdivided, the pro pert)! tax revenues would be substantially higher. 
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!f the Service purchased the lands,. revenue sharino payrnems would be higher on a per acre basis 

than the tax revenue generated hom vacant non-agricultural land, but less than the hi9her va!ued 

vacant residential land (please nder to Section 4.25). 

Under this alternative, the Service expects to acquire water rights from lands in the Middle Carson 

R1ver corridor. While these lands are within Lyon County, the Service expects the irr1pacts to 

propeny r:ax revenues would be simflar to the situation described for Churchiil County. Property tax 

revenues are expected to increase over the revenues generated off of agricultural land. Revenue 

sharin~1 payments would be paid to Lyon County if the Service purchased any lands as part of its 

water rights acquisitions. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Potential irnpacts ate cornpated to no 

acq<ll:'>ition conditions above. 

Mitigation Measures 

The net irnpacts on property tax revenues would be positive for the Proposed Action and 

a!tBrnatives, therefore no mitigation mBasures are needed Ior this element. 

4.22 EFFECTS ON MUN~CIPAL SERVICES 

A~temative 1: As the populations of both Lyon and Churchil! County nrow, dernand for rnunicipal 

services such as fire protection, police protection, water services, and sewer services 'Nil! increase 

correspor\tiin~:_lly. The Service's actions and \Jrowth that is already occurring \Niil curnulative!y 

irnpact dornestic vvater supply in Lahontan Valley. More detai!ed discussions on don1estic water 

supplies are in Section 4.3.3.2, Domestic Supply, and Section 4.26 12, CUMULATIVE IMPACTS, 

GROWTH AND DIVERSIFiCATION. 

With the exception of domestic water supply, no other rnunicipal services are expected to be 

impacted by lhe Proposed Action and alternatives. The Service's action is not expected to increase 

The need for fire, police, sewer or water services in Lyon County. Similarly, fire. police and sewer 

services in ChurchW County are expected to be unaffected by the Service's actions to acquire water 

and water riuhts for wetlands protection. 

As a resuit of the Service's action, visitor use at the designated Lahontan Valley wetlands would 

increase, and some increased police protection at Stillwater NVVR, Carson Lake, and the Tribal 

wetlands could be warranted. The Service, Nevada Division of \Nildlife \NDOW). and the Fallon 

Paiute-Shoshone tribes have law en"forcernent personnel on staff to provide for public protection and 

respond to emergency situations that may arise. 

Alternatives 2:, 3, 4, and 5: ~,;1unidpai services in the affected area would not be adversely 

impacted by the Proposed Action and other action alternatives, The Service and NDOW law 
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enforcement personnel as well as Fallon Paiute·Shoshane tribal police INOuld be responsible for 

incidents occurring within the designated wetland areas under thEm jurisdiction. !ncreased v1sitor 

use might affect these law eniarcement personnel, but would not likely create increased law 

enforcement demands on Churchill County Sheriff Deputies or FaHon City Police, 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: PotenNal impacts would be similar ro those 

stated above, 

Mitigation Measures 

Adverse irnpacts to municipal water supply and cumulative impacts to this resource are discussed in 

Section 4.3.3.2, Dmv1ESTIC SUPPLY, and 4.26. 12, CUMULATIVE EFFECTS (along with mitigation). 

No other municipal services ·would be adversely impacted by the Proposed Action or alternatives. 

Therefore no rniti9ation is identified lor these other elements. 

4.23 EFFECTS ON SOCIAL VALUES 

There is insufficient data ta determine social values for Lyon County residents, and for the purposes 

of thiS docwnont, social values oi Churchill County residents are considered to be representative of 

the affected area. 

Various reports, studies, and survevs ol Churchill County citizens (stoe Section 3.23, SOC!AL 

V /\LUES! reflect a cormTJlJntW that values its aoricultural roots and heritage, the verdant fields and 

rural lifestyle, lovv crime rate, and abundant recreation opportunities (especially hunting and fishing), 

Surveys indicate that residents would like to see some growth and diversification in the community, 

and vvould be most vvilling to support increased services and goods, or enlargement of economic 

entities that are already influential in the community \Le, NAS~Fatlon or the local agricultural base). 

Under Alternative 1, the advent of a water ri~,Jhts acquisition progran1 lor wetlands acquisition has 

been met with controversy in the community, Many people fear that the water rights acquisition 

program will alter the rural li restyle of the community. Under the No Action Alternative, as much as 

5,6 70 acres of irrigated farmland may be affected by the acquisition of water rights for wetlands. 

Under baseline conditions, farm preservation values da not appear ta limit the availability water 

ri1:,1hts for salo or affect the willingness of water .. right holders to sell their agricultural water rights to 

the Service. Abundant agricultural fields remain in Lahontan Valley (about 4 7,008 acres), The rural 

fifestyfe has not been altered, the low crime rate has not been affected, and recreational opportunity 

has been slightly increased, The Service's prior acquisition has not altered growth and 

diversification in the community, two factors that in and at themselves affect the community's 

social vaiues \see Section 4.26. 12). 
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For those assoc~ated w~th the ~arrnmn community in Churchill County, the advent of a water ri9hts 

acqui~nion pror;rarn may be \iiev.ted as a direct and nenative in1pact to both livelihood and lifestylE;. 

For rnany members of the cornrmmity, "farm preservation values,'' reflect a prev<ilent attitude that 

the fanninn Hestvle should be protected, and that cornrnunitv rnernbers are \Villing to pay to protect 

1his \NO'IV of life. As such, "!arm preservation values'' in the community may be related to protection 

of verdant <•oricultural h::tndscapes, maintaining th<t:; anncuHural econorny in the cornrnun~ty, and 

ms1stmq cl1anges ro the rural vvay of Ide. Under the No Action Alternatrve, ''farm preservation 

values" have been sllghtlv impacted by the Service's 20,000 ,A_F water rights acquls~tlon program. 

Other social values, associated with the low-crinH:1 rate and ;.>bumiant tecreational opportunity in the 

area, have not been affected under the baseHne conditions, and are not expected to be irnpacted 

under any of the action alternatives. 

Alternative 2: As a result of the Proposed Acton, up to 29,. 200 acres of irrigated !;:mnland would 

be affected by a channe o1 tlse. Accounting also for the 5, 600 acres of irrigated farmland expected 

to be affected bv the No Action Alternative, about 18,000 acres of farrn!ands would remain, and 

the rural l~festvle would be altered by a decrease in agricultural activity ~n the area over the long 

term. Recreetional opportunities related to hunting would be ~Featly increased with 25,000 acres of 

primary \Netiand habitat. Growth and diversification would continue at rates cmnparable to the 

baseline conditions, and would be unaHected by the Service's action. As acres of farmlands are 

t<~ken out of production, those members of the cornrnunitv who hold "farm preservation values" 

would be adversely irnpacted. Due to the rn.wnber of community rr;embers who hold "farm 

preservation values," this action would significantly irnpact social values of community mernbers, 

and would accelerate the change in the character of the community over the lont1 term. 

r11e social values or those who use and appreciate the pr 

opponunitv vt~ould benefit greatl:l under the Proposed Action" 

vvetland areas for their recreatinnai 

Alternative 3: Conditions under this alternative are expected to be sirnilar to the conditions 

described under the Proposed Action, Ur; to 22,900 acres ot irriLJHted farrnland would be retired or 

show a change of use. Accounting also for the 5,.600 acres of irrigated farmland expected to !Je 

affected by the No Action Alternative, about 24,300 acres of farmlands would rernam, and the rural 

lifestyle would be altered by a decrease in agricultural activily in the area over the long term. 

However, adverse impacts to social values would be somewhat less than the Proposed Action as 

fevller acres of irrj~)ated farm!ands would be retired, As acres of farrnlands are taken out of 

production, those members of the community who hold "!arm preservation values" would be 

adverselv impacted. Due to the nurnber of community members who hold "farrn preservation 

values," this action would si9nificantly impact sociai values of cornrnunit)' members, and wou!d 

accelerate the chanue in the character of the community over the long term, 

As with the Proposed Action, members of the commun;ty who value the wetlands for their 

recreational opportunity would benefit greatly under this alternative. 



Alternative 4: This alternative could potentialfy cause the nreatest in1pact to sodal values of al~ the 

action alternatives. Up to 32'" 500 acres of irrigated farmland wou~d be retired or show a change of 

use, Accounting also for the 5, 600 acres of irrigated l.imnland expecteri to be atlected by the No 

Action Altetnathie, about 14,700 acres of fannlands vvou~d remain, and the rurat lifestvle wouk1 be 

altered to the extent, Other conditions would be similar to the Proposed ActiorL Due to 

the number of communitv rnernbers ;;vho ~1o!d "farrn " this action would 

Slgnd;c;:;mtly irnpact socia~ values of comn1l.Jnity members, and would accelerate the change in the 

character of the community over thE:i long tenrL 

As v.tilh the Proposed Action, members of the community who use and appreciate the wetlands for 

t11eir recreational opportunity would benefit gre.atly under this altemative. 

Alternative 5: Of the action alternatives, Alternative 5 would result in the least impact to the 

agricultural community and its related social values. About 1 Ei,400 acres of irrigated farrnl.and 

\Carson D1vision) would be retired or show a chanue ot use. Accounting also for the 5,600 acres of 

irrigated farmland expected to be affected bv the No Action Alternative, about 31,800 acres of 

farmlands would remain, and the rural !ifestyle would be moderately altered by a decrease in 

andcultural activity in the area over the lon9 term, However, impacts to social values are expected 

to be less than that of the Proposed Action and Alternative 4, as fewer acres of irrigated farmlands 

in tflf.:l Carson Division of the Newlands Project would be artected. The ieasin9 component of this 

alternative would only temporarily affect thE.; anrarian landscape and related values, but would 

minimize the adverse impacts to the agriculture! economy by maintaining more farming operations in 

business than the other alternatives. This alternative would rnoderately irnpact the social va!ues of 

community members, but rnav accelerate the change in the character of the community over the 

long terrrL 

As with the Proposed Action, members of the community that use and appreciate the wetlands for 

their recreational opportunity would benefit ureatly under th~s alternative. 

Comparison with No Acquisition Conditions: Total impacts ol Alternative 5 (including those 

of the 20,000 AF acquisition program} are identified .above. 

Mitigation Measures 

Impacts to social values as a result of the Service's action vvould be alnwst impossible to mitigate. 

The foliowing mitigation measures would only minimize impacts to social va!ues, which are an 

unavoidable adverse impact associated with the Service's action. 

Zoning to protect core agricultural areas would mitigate for some impacts to social values as a 

result of the Service's action. For instance, many community members appreciate the verdant 

greenbelt in and around Fatlon, and would like to keep it. Protection of core agricultural zones for 
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their landscape character would reduce visual irnpacts of comrnunltv IT1Ennbers that appreciate those 

values. Although this mitigation is reasonable and feasible, in the past there has been little support 

.and often opposition to zoning or tarnetinn of lancls for any reason, 

4.24 EFFECTS ON INDIAN TRUST ASSETS AND CULTURAL RESOURCES 

4.24.1 JNDJAN TRUST ASSETS 

Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Indian Reservation 

Undet AJtemativ;r~ 1 conditions (basr.<line conditions), the Federal government wouki not 

acquke anv water rights in trust for the Faf!on PaiuteShoshonf:.! Tribes for use on Tribal 

wetlands. As a result, tht.~ Tribes would bee tesp<)nsibfe lot using their ovvn resources to 

acquire wvater for any wetland habitat they mav v',;ish to sustain. If the Tribes do not secure 

a dependable water :suppl"l for delivery to Tribal wetlands" thtr quantity <.md qua/ltv of 

wetland habitat on the Res~:u·vation 11vou/d remain at current levels. T/1e acquisition of water 

rights and land for the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribes·' agricultural program {Section 102 ol 

Public Law 101-618 and Section 1.8.1(1) of this E/S,i would not be aflected by this 

alternative, 

Alternative 2: Under this alternative" approximately 4,.000 AF ol water rights would be 

;;;cquired in trust by the Federal government to create and sustain about 800 acres of' 

vvethmd habitat on Fa/lot? Paiure-Shoshone Indian Reservation. Wetland habitat sustai,'?ed 

on the Reservation is considered primary wetland habitat and therefore would fuffj/J a 

portion of the 25,00(Jacre f."'drnary vvetf,:md habitat objective. Creating and sustaining BOO 

acres of wetland habitat on the Reservation !illOU!d benellt waterfowl, shorebirds, other 

:species of wetland vvildlife, and wetland vegetation bv providing habitat for these animals 

and plants. The biological impacts associated wdh sustaining 25,000 acres of primarv 

wetland habitat are described in Sections 4. 7 through 4. J 5. 

The acquisition ol water rights for wetlands protection under Alternative 2 could decrease 

the; avaflabilit'l of ~tvater rights for the Reservation ayricultural prograrn (see Sections 

1. 8. 1 (1} and 4. 26. 1). Aside from this potential adverse effect, this alternative is not 

expected to negatively affect land assets, water rights, or list; and ~~iilldlife resources of the 

Fallon Pah;te-Shoshone Paiute Tribes. 

Alternative 3: Under this alternative, approxirnately 4,000 AF of Vllater rights would be 

acquired in trust by tf1e Federal government to create and sustain about 800 acres of 

wetland habitat on Fallon Paiute-Sho:shone Indian Reservation. Wetland habitat sustained 

on the Reservation is considered primary wetland habitat and therefore Vllould fultil'J a 

portion of the 25,00Q .. acre primary wetland habitat objective. Creating and sustaining 800 
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acres of wetland habitat on the Reservation would benefit \il.laterfo>vf, shorebirds, other 

species of ~votland wildlife, and ~~vot!and vegetation by providing habdat for these aminals 

and plants. The biological irnpacts associated witli 25 .. 000 acres of prifnary' 

tvetland habitat are describt.•d in Sections 4 .. 7 through 4. 15~ 

The acquisition of l!Vater r~qhts for wethmd.s protection under ,llftemative 3 couirJ decrease 

tlie avaifabilitv of w·ater rights lor the Reservation agricultural program {see Sections 

1.8.1(11 and 4.26. !}. Aside frorn this rwtential adverse effect, tfu:s a!ternativ1s is not 

expected to negativel)l affect land assets, ;r.;ater rights, or fjsh and wildlife resources of the 

Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Paiute Tribes. 

Alternative 4;· Under this alternative, apprmdmatt:dy 4,000 AF ot vvater rights vvouJd be 

acquired in trust by the Federal go1lemrnent to create and sustain about 800 acres of 

wetland habitat on Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Indian Reservation. 1!vetfand habitat sustained 

on the Resentation is considered pdmary WfJtland habitat and therefore would fulfill a 

portk.m ot' the 25,.00(}-acre prirr;ary wetf.and habdat objective. Creating and sustaining 800 

acres of W'et!and habitat on the Reservatkm would benotit waterfowl, sliorebirds, other 

species of tvetlimd wild/itt".- and wetland vegetation by providing habitat for th~~se anjmals 

and plants. The biological impacts associated with sustaining 25,.000 acres of pri.rnarv 

1/ilet/and habitat are described in St:rctfons 4. 7 throvgh 4, 15. Because it Vllou!d not rely on 

any drahwllater, this alternative would have the most benefits to ~vildfife. 

The acquisition of llvater rights for vvetlands protectiotl under A!temati\le 4 could decrease 

the availability of vvater rights for the Reservation agdcu!tur<.1/ program (see Sect1ons 

1. 8. 1 (1) anfl 4. 2t:¥. 1). Aside from this potential advt1'rse this alternati~le is not 

expocted to nogativeiy affect land assets, ~vater rights, or fish and wild!ih" resources of the 

Fallon Paiute~Sl'iOshone Paiute Tr'/i}es. 

Alternative 5: Under the Prolerrett Aftemafive .. appro . .\fimatelv 4, 000 ,4F of water rights 

llvoufd be acquired in trust by the Federal govermnent to create and sustain about 800 acres 

of wetland habitat on Fallon Paiute S/wshone Indian Reservatton. Wetland habitat sustained 

on the Reservation is considered primary wetland habitat and therefore would fulfill a 

portton of the 25, 000-acre primary wetland habitat objective. Creating and sustaining 800 

acres of vvet!and f7abitat on the Reservation vvou/d benefit vvatnrfowl, shorebirds, other 

species of wetland t•.tildfife, and wetland vegetation bv providing habitat for these animals 

and plants. T/1e biological impacts associated with sustaining 25,000 acres of prirnarv 

wetland habitat are described in Soctions 4. 7 through 4. 15. 

The acquisition of ~v-ater rights f'or w·etlands protection under the Preferred Altmnatfve could 

decreasf:J the availab1fity of w.::rtet rights for the Reservation agricultural program (see 

Secth::ms 1.8.1{1) ami 4.26.1). Aside from this potenUaJ adverse effect, this alternative is 
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not expected to negatively affect land assets, v!iater rights .. or fish and vvildJile resources ol 

t!?e Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Paiute Tdbes. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: The potential in?l)acts under the Preferred 

.Aitort~ative as cornJJa.refi to no acquisition confiitions woulcl be similar to the 

potentia! impacts descdbed above {in comparison tr.rith baseline conditions}. Thjs is 

because no acquisition conditions for Tribal vvetlands and the water rigl'lts 

acquisition prooram for tile Fallon Indian Reservation are sinn!ar to baseline 

conditions. 

Pyramid Lake 

Alternative 1: Based on BLR model output, it is estimated that Truckee River flows art~ 

about 448,800 AFlyear (Table 4.3.A) and the water h.evel of Pyramid Lake is estimated to be 

3,830 feet above sea level. No actions would be taken under Alternative 1 that would 

change Truckee River flows or the water level of Pyramid Lake. implementation of 

Altemative 1 would have no adverse impacts to trust assets of the Pvramid Lake Paiute 

Tribe. 

Alternative 2: Under tht:s alternative, it is estimated, based on BLR model out,out, that 

Truckee River flows would increase by about 4 percent over baseline conditions and 

Pvramid Lake water level would n:se about 5 feet iTabJe 4.3.A/. Increased flo~;v of the 

Truckee River into Pyramid Lake is expected to irnprove water quality in the river below 

Derby Dam and enlmnce liabitat for fish and wildlife using the rivtH (including cui-ui) and 

adjacent nf-uir!an habitat. A n:'>e in the ~;vater level of Pvramid Lake Livould benefit fl:'>h 

inhabiting the fake (kicluding cui·ui,J. Overall, this r;/ternative is expected to have beneficial 

effects on Tribal assets. It is not expected that the alternative would have any negative 

affects on land assets, water rights, or fish and vvildlife resources of the Pvramid Lake 

Paiute Tribe. The potential effects of ~vater rights acquisition for Vlietli:inds on surface water 

resources are described in Section 4.3 and potf:.mtial effects on biologii::;al resources are 

described in Sections 4. 6 through 4. 15. 

Alternative 3: Under tht~'> alternative, it is estimated, based on BLR model output, that 

Truckee River flows may increase s11:qhtly over baseline conditions and that the level of 

Pyramid Lake would not rise {Table 4.3.,4.!. No actions ~vould be taken as part of 

Alternative 3 that would reduce Truckee River flows or the ;vater level ol Pyrarnid Lake. 

Therefore, implementation of Alternative 3 INDuid not have anv adverse impacts to land 

assets, water rights, or fish and wildfile resources of the Py·ramid Lake Paiutt.' Tribe. 

Alternative 4: Under this alternative, it is estimated, based on BLR model output., that 

Truckee River flows would increase b)l more than 5 percent over baselir1e conditions and the 
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vmter level of Pvrarnid Lake vvou/d rise about 7 feet 1'Table 4.3.Ar Increased flow of the 

T"ruckee River into Pyramki Lake is expected to 1rnprov;:' watt~t (liiafitv in the river below 

Derby Dam and enhance habdat f{;r fisf1 and wildlife us1r1g the river (including cui·uii and 

ad_jac"ent r~pariatr habitt::Jt ;.~ rise in the il':later level of Pyrarnlif L.~1ke ;.,votlld benefit f;:.r;h 

i!·1habiting the lake {including cui-·uiJ. Overai!" this c-tltemative 1~<> expected to have beneficia! 

effects on Tdbal assets. It 1::; not that the alternative would havtc any negative 

affects on !ami assers" >vater rights" or fish and wjjd/ife r;:csoutces of the P)iramfcf Lake 

Paiute Tribe. The potential effects of water rights acquisition for ;,vetfands on surfac;:-" \rliater 

resources are described in Section 4. 3 and potential effects on biological resources are 

described in Sections 4. 6 through 4. J 5. 

Alternative 5: Under the Preferred Alternative, it is esv!nated, based on BLR model output, 

that Twck~ce River flows llilaufd increase by about 2 percent over baseline condiHons and 

Pvramid Lake water level vvould rise about 3 feet (Table 4. 3.i<\). Increased flow of the 

Truckee River into Pyramid Lake is expected to improve water quality in the river below 

Derbv Dam and enhance habitat for fish and wildlife using the river {including cui-uiJ and 

adjacent riparian habitat. ,A riso in the water !eve! of P)lramid Lake would benefit fish 

inhabiting the lake (including cui-ui). Overall, this alternative is expected to have beneficial 

eflocts on Tribal ,qssets. It is not expected thrn the alternative would have anv negative 

affects an land assets,, water rights, or fish and wild!ile resources of the Pyramid Laktc 

Paiute Tribe. The potential effects of liVater n!71?ts acquisition for wetlands on surface water 

resources ere described in Section 4.3 and potential eflect:s on biological resources are 

described in Sections 4. 6 through ,:r 15, and Appendix 9. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: Compared to no acquisition conditions,. 

the extent of irnpacts 1Noufd be simi/at to tf1e extent of impacts as compared to 

baselt!re conditions, as described above. 

4.24.2 EFFECTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES 

The acquisition o! water rights for the primary wetland areas would enhance the 

preservation of prehistoric cultural resources at Carson lake and Stillwater NWR Historical 

cultural resources would not be impacted by the Service's action. Due to concerns about 

unauthorized archaeological collection and excavations, locations and descriptions of 

archaeolo9ical sites are not discussed in this document. 

Alternative 1; !n neneral, applying water m wet! and areas insulates archaeological sites 

frorn damage from both man-made and r1atura! caus;:.~s. With additional water, human 

access to wetland archaeo!ogic sites would be physically restricted. !n addition, sites that 

are inundated would no longer be impacted by wind erosion. Acquiring water to increase 

wetland inflows and acres of inundated wetiand habitat vvould also increase wetland 
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vef:J<Hation, which indirectly benefits cuitural resources. Venetation effectively stabilizes 

soils and hides surface displavs of eroded artifacts. 

A.dverse effects coulc! occur it water manBgement techniques created floocHike conditions 

re!ated to wetland inflows, but th~s 1s not likely to occur. Fiovds would continue to occur 

naturally and would not be affected by the Service's acton to acquire water for wetlands 

protectorL The upcornin~j Cornpr<t.ohens~ve Managernent Plan for StiHvva~er NWR wili address 

water management and its relationship to cultural resource rnanagement in the wetland 

meBs. 

Under the No Action Alternative, about 12,100 wetland acres would be inundated as 

prirnary wetland habitat. Tl1t.ose inundated areas would preclude public access to 

archaeological sites~ 

Alternative 2, 3, 4, and 5: The Proposed Action and alternatives would substantially benef1t 

prehistoric cultural resources over the No .Action Alternative. A total of 25,000 Beres of 

wetiBnds vvould be inundated during many months of each year. This is about a 107 

percent incr~:.case over baseline conditions. The areas where inundation would occur are also 

areas of known archaeological value, Archaeolo!]Jcal sites with prehistoric cultural artifacts 

would be protected from discovery, thereby reducing the potentlal for unauthorized 

collection or excavation. Wetland vegetation would stabilize archaeological sites and 

prehistoric cultural resources would benefit under these alrernatives. 

Comparison to No Acquisition Conditions: The amount of tvetf,Jnds that t'ifou!d be 

inundated under Alternative 5 vvould be about 158 ,oercent more than V'/as inundated 

under no acquisition conditions. Consequently, archaeological sites will be better 

protected from discovery~ 

MWgath:m Measures 

lndran trust assets and cultural resources would not be Bdversely impacted by the Proposed Action 

or action alternatives, Therefore, no mitigation is identified for this element. 

4.25 EFfECTS ON ACQUISlTION COSTS AND THE PROBABILITY OF MEETING THE SERVICE 

OBJECTIVE 

The Service expects that its actions to acquire water rinhts would result in both ca~u.al {one time 

acquisition) costs and annual {ongoing) costs. Annual costs ~<voufd include Operations and 

M<:cNiitenance costs (0 & l'll1,t shared revenue payments {and under Alternative 5, <.mlictj:,ated annual 

leasing and groundlillater pumping costs.!- Capital costs are defined as the cost to purchase vvater 

rights. Under this impact analysis thB Service assurnes that capita! costs could vary (Table 4. 25 .Ai, 
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TABlE 4.25.A SUMMARY OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUISITION COSTS 

WaterRghts 

Acquired (AF) 

Median 

High 

ANNUAL COSTS 

(:2)Q.E',M 

Reimbursement 

(4) Total Annual Costs 

LOW 

Hiqi? 

:;~o ooo 

$150,000 

(1;1 Sund~ng. 1994 and Table 4.~6.C: 

122.000 

$890,600 

$1,203,800 

<Z;• Based on $7 301AF Section 3.25 i\CQLHSI !ION COSTS: 

100,000 

$42.200,000 

~ooo 

$?30,000 

133,500 

$974,500 

('3) Revenue snaring payments baseG Or'l $-r5.!:/0/~cre X r.u~re$ .r=ffected X 20% {!Oiflf\ an:!] 40% {me:JiBn) and 60%; thigh): and 

(4) sumo~ !!n!f:s (2} and (3?. 

• --This atternai!ve also includes annua• le<l$>r.g ar'd gr<:>t<"dwa~er pumping costs (see texn 

75,000 

$547,500 

and would include low, medium, and high costs. This range would include the cost for water rights 

at a production value pricing Oow), the "proportional" value pricing (medium), and pricing that 

includes land as part o! the water right acquisition price (high). Under the baseHne conditions of 

Alternative 1, capital costs range from $7.8 rnillion (low) to $11.6 million {high). 

Annual costs !Table 4.25.A) are calculated based on expected O&M charges for the water rights 

acquired and revenue-sharing payments rnade to focal governments pursuant to Congressional 
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directives in the Refu,qe fi'evenue Sht"lring Act (see Sectkm 7,95 and Section 3. 

AC'QUJS!TION COST$), 

i~~eluge re\letJue sharing pavrnents lot e)':atn;::f/6'1 ll',.rould .be about $15./8cre.ly-rear for fee title lanc!s 

acqttire(/ lrf\,-'ith OjJfJUrtenant lands., Thf~S' l/ti!Ut.'? ls baSe(/ O{f ar.ftflication ol the {f}Venue sharing pavrnent 

rate a! three-fourths of 1 percent (0. 007 5) to an average per acre value of ~;vatehiglited land 

(;;;.?,000/acreL While the valuecs used in such saJnph::: calculations are based on general averages, 

thev provide a representative figure to compare potential Refuge revenue sharing paynrent:s to 

propwty tax revenues. 

fn 1995, the Service paid Refuge revenue shtn'ing pavmems to Churchill County in the amount ol 

$21,321 on the 1,254 acres of fee title lands it had acquired as of Sept 30, 1994. Both the 

S<Jtnphc value ol $ J 5 per acre per vear and the actual J 995 payment, !lllhich equates to $ 1 7 per 

acre, are higher than the propertv tax revenues from cultivated a.qriculture lands (about 

$2. 7 5/acre,/yearj or vacant lands (about $4, lW/acre/year) based on 1993 ta.>r rates. 

The Service assumes that only a portion of the 20,000 AF of water rights it acquires under baseline 

cond•rions will include appurtenant !and. To calculate possi!Jie revonue-sharing payments, the 

Service set a 20 percent f•nure to represent the low end of land acquisitions and a 60 percent 1i~jure 

as its high end. Based on these assumptions, the Service calculates revenue-sharing payments to 

ultirnate•y ranue l'rorn $17,000 to $51,000 a year under baseline conditions. Total annual costs are 

expected to range from $167,000/year to $20!.000/year. 

The implementation costs defined in this section are tota~ costs for all of the water rights expected 

to be acqu~red through fee purchase. This indudes \he costs both the Service and the State of 

~~evada would inc:ur. The State of Nevada \fJOuld spend $5 mil!ion $9 million lor water rinht 

acquisitions for lahontan Valley wetlands. The State is expected to pay its proportional share of 

total O&M costs. The State of Nevada is exempt from pavin.c; property taxes on any lands they 

purchase incidental to their wet1and water right acqu~sitons. 

r~'liO kev lactors determine the probability of the Service meeting its \itltJtlands objectiw:.~s: avaiiabf.Jity 

of ~v1Jiing sellers and adequacy of funding. Under baseline condition'S" the Service anticipates that it 

will meet its 20,000 AF ~vater rights acquisition objective by August 1996. Based on the current 

rate of participation by willing sellers and the assumption that sufficient funding v .. ii/1 be provided to 

purchase all the water rights that are available, the Service anticipates that completion of the water 

rights acquisition program would take from 20 years under Alternative 5 (vvhich requires the least 

water right purchases} to 30 years under Alternative 4 (which requires the most water right 

purchases}. 

Alternative 2: Under this alternative, capital costs are expected to ranne from $49.8 million to 

$100.3 million (including costs of the 20,000 AF acquisition program, or the No Action AlternaHve). 
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The State of Nevada could account for up to $9 million of this tote! and the Federal Government 

would incur the remainder of these costs. Refuge Revenue Sharing payments Vliould range from 

$104AOO to $313,200 under this alternative. Total annua! costs are expected to range from 

$995,.000 to $1.2 million each year for Alternative 2. These annual costs excludH any costs 

associated vvith leasinn water rights, which could occur, but are not expected to comprise a 

substantial component of the water ri\:.lhts acquisition stratElflV under this alternative. 

Alternative 3: Under this alternative, capital costs are expected to range from $42.2 million to 

$77.1 mil! ion (including costs of the 20,000 AF acquisition program,j. The State of Nevada would 

account for up to $9 rnHHon of this total and the Federal Government would incur the remainder of 

U1ese costs, Refuge Revenue Sharing payments vvould range from $85,500 to $256,.500 under this 

alternative. Total annual c;osts are expected to range from ,;>\915,500 to $986,500 each year for 

this alternative. These annual figures exclude any costs associated with leasing water rights, which 

could occur, but are not expected to comprise a substantial component of the water rir,Jhts 

acqu~sition stratetlY under this alternative. 

Alternative 4: Under this alternative, capita~ costs are expected to range from $53.8 minion to 

$1.12.4 miliion (including costs of the 20,000 AF acquisition program}. The State ol Nevada would 

account l'or up to $9 million of this total and the Federal Governnmnt would incur the remainder o! 

these costs. Refuge Revenue Sharing payments would range from $ i 14.,300 to $342,900 under 

this alternative. Annual costs are expected to range from $ ·1. ·1 mWion to $1 .3 million each year lor 

this alternative. These annual figures exclude any costs associated ~;vith leasing water rights, which 

could occur, but are not exp;:.,cted to comprise a substantial component of the water rights 

acquisition strategy under this alternative. 

Alternative 5: Under the Preferred Alternative the capital costs include the acquisition costs for the 

75,000 AF of water rights from the Carson Division, and would a!so include costs to purchase 

water rinhts trorn the Middle Carson River corridor, and drill groundwater wells in lahontan Valley. 

These costs are estin1ated as follows: The cost of Carson Division water rights would range from 

$32.15 million to $58.5 mi!lion {including r.:-osts of the 20,000 AF acquisition program); Middle 

Carson River water rights would cost as much as $16.9 million; and groundwater pumping in 

Lahontan Valley would cost about $500,000 to $700,000 to drill water wells. The range of total 

capital costs under this alternative is estimated to be from $49 n1itHon to $75.43 >nillion. At its low 

end estimate, this alternative is comparable to Alternative 2. Reluge Revenue Sharing pavment.s 

1voufd range from $63, 000 to $189,000 under this alternative. 

Annual costs vvould include those vearly costs associated with purchasinJ;l Carson Division water 

rights but would a!so include leasing costs and operating costs for groundwater pumping. Those 

costs are estimated as lollows: Carson Division annual costs would range from $683,100 to 

$788,500; groundwater pumpinr,~ costs would range from $244,000 to $503,000; and leasing 

costs would range from :zero in some years to as high as $3.88 million. The broad range of leasing 
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costs assumes that no ~easing occurs in some vears. Full leasing would occur about 50 percent of 

the time. Therefore, it is likely that leasing costs would averah1e .about $1.94 million annually. 

Based on this figure, iota! annual costs under this altematve are expected to range from about 

$2.8 n<illion to $3.18 miHion. Because of the annual costs under this altemative, !tis the most 

expensive water rights acquisition strategy for the Service r.o implen1ent over t11e lonr1 terrn. 

Mitigation Measures 

Actions w n.'1duce the arnount of water rights needed by the Service would reduce or minimize 

acquisition costs. Such actions are descrrbed in SeGtion 4. 16.1, AGRiCULTURAL PRODUCTS AND 

RECEIPTS under the mitigation measure headln~~ t~tled "Production Value Acquisition Strategy". 

Anot!1er process to implement a "Production Value" acquisition strate~w would be for the Service to 

use sorne form of limited-term auction, accepting all water rights offered at a specified threshold 

price. Upon closure of the auction period, no additional water rights would be acquirt:ld at any 

price, until the specified term had passed. Limited·term auctions provide a rnechanism that would 

hold acquisition prices down and would minimize acquisition costs for specified periods o! time, but 

inftation and private transactions .,,.,ould continue to be the key factors in the appraisal process to 

deterrnine fair market prices for water right acquisitions. 

The acquisition of a management easement for the Canvasback Gun Club wetlands to be integrated 

as part of the Stillwater NWR primary wetland habitat could potentiallv reduce the amount of water 

rights that need to be acquired to rneet the Service's primary wetland habitat objective. Such an 

easement could secure about 2,300 acres of wetland habitat as part of r.he Lahontan VaHey primary 

wetland habitat totaL This could potentiaHy reduce the total water rights acquisltion dernand by 

about 10 percent, The Smvice has ~Jeen negotiating with the Canvasback Gun Club to obtain a 

managernent easement and believes such miti~lation Gould feas~bly occur in the future. 

Measures that would Increase drainwater inflow to the primary wetland areas are described in 

Section 4, 16.3, FARM ACREAGES under mitigation measures. The Service will continut.o to monitor 

drainwater volumes reaching the primary wetland areas, if such monitoring shows that the initial 

baseline drainwater inlfow volumes were calculated too low, this could reduce the volume of tvater 

acquired from other sources, possiblv including purcfuJsed water rights. These mitigation measures 

wou!d provide some reduction in acquisition costs, but there are few actions that can be taken to 

minimize annual Gosts. 

Purchase has been shown to be the most cost·effective method of acquiring water rights. Other 

methods of acquisition !such as donation) Gould reduce implementation costs substantially, but the 

Service does not anticipate donations to play a major role in the water rights acquisition pro~:.lram. 

Methods such as leasing offer short-term flexibility and lower costs per acre-foot, but over the long 

term, administrative costs and annual lease payments would be hi1:_1her than costs associated with 

outright purchase. Acquisition through exchange may present substantia! opportunit!es to lower 
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capital costs, but vvlll not reduce annual O&M costs. For these reasons, the Service does not 

anticipate these other methods of acquiring water to provide adequate rnitigation or to be more 

etft:,ctive than purchase and would not necessarily reduce implementation costs. 

4.26 CUMUlATIVE EFfECTS 

The curnulative analysis considers possible impacts to the environment from past, present, and 

reasonably foreseet1ble future actions or activities. A number of intEm'lcting variabies, identified 

below.. are expected to have cumulative impacts on environmental resources in the study area. 

4.26.1 ACQUISiTION OF WATER RIGHTS fOR THE FAlLON PAIUTE"SHOSHONE 

RESERVATION AGRICULTURAL LANDS 

Section 102 of Public Law 101-618, establishes tl·te Fal!on Paiute-Shoshone Tribal 

Settlement Fund and authorizes the expenditure of funds for a number of purposes, 

including acquisition of lands, water rights, or related interests from willing sellers. The law 

states that not more than 2,415.3 acres of land and not more than 8,453.55 AF,lyear ol 

water rights shall be taken into "Trust" category by the United States for tile benefit of the 

Fallon Tribes. Additional lands and waters could be acquired, but only the amounts and 

volumes described would be taken into "Trust." The Fallon Tribes have taken no action to 

implement this provision as ot' yet. 

lrnp!ernentation of such a program has the potential to increase the tota! amount of water 

rights bein~l acquired from private water-right holders in the Carson Division of the 

Nevvlands Project and converted to federal ownership or !ndian trust. It is antfci/!ated that 

the lands taken into trust livould be irrigated by the Tribe or Tribal members. The net effect 

of this action, if undertaken, is expected to be the re,focation of irrigated land from private 

ovvnership to the Fallon Paiute S!wshone reservation. 

Vllater quality in individual drains ma)i change as acquired water rights are transferred from 

various locations in the Newlands Profect and applied to previously un-irrigated lands on the 

reservation. The concentration of potentially toxic heavy metals in the water of some drains 

could experience temporary increases as drainvvater leaches natura/tv occurring heavy 

metals and minerals frorn the ne~;vfv-irrigated fields. The concentration of metals in the 

draimvater would be dependent on the quantity ol materials in the newly irrigated soils. 

Drain'vvater effluent from new fields would flo~;v into Stillwater NWR and, therefore, could 

potentially reduce water quality on the refuge for several vears. l\t1etais flushed from the soil 

vvou!d accumulate in the refuge. Continued irrigation is expected to flush most ol the 

metals trorn the soil. The concentration of metals in drainwater lrom newly irrigated fields i.s 

expected to decline to levels more comparable wit/7 existing drains ~;vithin the area in about 

five to seven years. 



Purchase ami transfer of up to about BA53 AF of watet rights from the Carson Division to 

the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Resetvation vvould result ili up to about 2, 415 acres of irrigate<1 

l~7rm!and being taken out of production in the Carson Division.. Subsequently,,. up to 2, 415 

acres of land in the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Reservation would be converted from non-

irrigated use to kdgated farmland. ln effect_ the pattern of groundv.mter recharge from canal 

losses and on··farm losses v/ould be sf)ffted ti·om areas .in the Carson Division to .reservation 

lands. Although the net effect of groanc/vvater recha111e rnav be neutral in terms of volume, 

there is a potential that seepage losses in laterals and on-farm losses would be slightlv 

reduced in primaty nwharge zone:rs tb.r the basalt aquife.r. The extent to wl'ilcll this would 

happen would depend on the locations of lfvater rights purchases in the area of aquifer 

recharge. Irrigation water that is delivered to Rest.uvation lands would be delivered via 

canals that pass through primary recharge zones, and in some cases, the distance to 

headgates may be increased. Recharge of the sha!lollli aquifer could be impacted in some 

areas. 

The transfer of water rights from Newlands Project larmfand w r.ribal farrnland would 

contribute to temporary dtrdim:Js in the amount of farm!Bnd liabitat and artificially-created 

riparian habitat associated with project canals and drains in the Carson Division. However, 

similar habitats are expected to become estab!ished over tirne on tdba! lands. Even though 

some species may experience a temporary reduction in their numbers, the overal! !ong,tenn 

change to the biological diversitv in the affected area is expected to be non~detectable. 

Because the water right acquisitions under this program would be used to expand 

agricultural areas of the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribe and Indian allottees on the 

Reservation, the acquisition of w.ater rights for the Falion Paiute-Shoshone Tribe would not 

further reduce the amount of farmland in the Lahontan Valley. However, the amount of 

privately-owned farmland in the Carson Division could be reduct::d by as much as 2 A 15 

acres. 

ft is assumed that water rights acquisition programs for the Fallon Tribes would be based on 

acquisitions at the market value as determined by past market sales, and there should be no 

adverse effects to land values. However, the Service's action of acquiring water rights for 

wetlands protection could decrease availability of vvater rights for tribal acquisition, 

especially sif1ce tile tribal acqw:c;itions,. if thev occut,, will most likely commence after the 

Service has implemented its acquisition program. Privatelv held water-righted lands sold to 

the Tribes wiil be removed from county tax rolls. The acquisitor! of water rights for Indian 

trust, could take as much as 2,415 acres of water,righted !and out of private ownership. 

Using 1993 tax rates and current property values, ca!cu!ated tax revenue losses would be 

approximately $2,580 - $6,670. All of the water rights acquired under Public La>v 101-618 

fo.r the Fallon Tribes may not be transh.Yred from the present place of use. 
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4.26.2 CLOSURE OF T J DRAIN 

Section 106 of Public Law 101-618 calls fer the closun.:.• of 'LJ Drain in recortnitlon of the 

water qualit'v' problems associated with drainvvater originating on Fallen P.aiute-Shoshone 

T;ibe Reserv.ation lands. Waters f!'Om the drain enter the Stillwater i\IVVR wtotlands and have 

adverselv itnr"'acted \llletfands water qual~tv in the pasL 

An inter-<:1\:_lency a~jreernent between the Bureau of Indian A.Halrs and the Bureau of 

Reclamation was completed on Septernber· 11, 1992. Under the agreermmt, f?ec/amation Is 

responsible for providing technical assistance to the Bureau ollndian Aff,;Jin;; for the planning 

and closure of tile TJ Drain sy-stem_ The Fallon Tnbes and Bureau of Indian Affairs are 

currentlv investigating the l'l'.casibifitv of blending TJ agrh.:ulture drain watt1'f' v,;ith irrigation 

>Vater to sprinkler irrigate tribal pasture/and for livestock gn.rzing purposes. A closure plan js 

expected by the lall of 1996. The Service has indicated a wiHingness to make acquired 

lands available to the Fallon Tribes to transfer \Vater rights from Reservation irrigated lands 

serviced by the T J Drain onto these off-Reservation lands w elirrdnate the source o! supply 

to the drain. This potential strategv is being considered in the development of the TJ Drain 

closure plan- If the irrigation use on pertinent Reservation lands is curtailed and relocated to 

other agricuitural areas, this could provide ti long term \and possibly permanent) alternative 

to physical closure or modification of the drain. 

Initial actions have been taken to close a portion of the TJ Drain system known as the TJ 

Stub. The TJ Stub, a non-functional mllelong ditch on the Fallon Paiutt:.:~Shoshone Indian 

Reservation tvill be backfilled using previousfv excavated native soil from adjacent spoil 

banks_ Operations to backfill the stub are '-"xpected to begin in the summer of 1 ,996 . 

.According to an environmental assessment completed in .August 19.95 !U.S. Bureau of 

Indian .Affairs, 1995), no significant adverse environrnental impacts are expected as a result 

of' this action. 

\Vithout dosure of the dr.ain or rnodifjcation of the drain's water supply, the Service expects 

continued water quality problems in the Still·water NWR wet!ands attributable to the T J 

Drain water. However, recent observations indicate that water quality in the T J Drain has 

improved to the point that fish and other aquatic organisms have returned to waters in the 

drain. It is not clear whether this improvement is permanent. 

Permanent closure of the T J Drain would elimin.ate a substantive source of poor quality 

water entering StiJwater NWR. \/Vater quality conditions ln the refuge are expected to 

improve as a consequence. Improved water quality conditions are expected to enhance the 

refu9e' s biological diversity and productivity. 

Few, if any, socio-economic irnpacts are expected tc result from the dosure ot T J Drain if 

tribal members elect to transfer ltv.ater rights off lands near the T J Drain and on to lands 



serviced by other drains. The !eve! of agricultural activities in the aHected area is expected 

to rernain constant, the onlv chanue would be that runoff from those activities would no 

longer f!ow to the T J Drain. 

4.26.3 TRUCKEE RiVER OPERATING AGREEMENT !TROAl 

Subsection 205(a) o1 Pubi1c LaiN 1 (}'] -6 'f 8 authorizes the Secretarv to negotiate an operatinf.l 

agreement for the Truckee River with the states of Nevada and Calilornia. The agreement is 

to provide criteria and procedures for operating Federal and selected private reservoirs on 

the Truckee River sys!ern. Such an agreement must ensure that the reservoirs would be 

operated to: 

( i l satisfy dam safety and flood control requirements, 

(2) enhance spawning flows in the lower Truckee River for endangered cui·ui ami 

threatened lahontan cutthroat trout, 

(3) carry out the terms and conditions of the Preliminary Settlement Agreement as 

modified by the Ratification Agreement, and 

(4) exercise water rights in conformance with applicable decrees. 

Nenotiations beuan in 1991 to develop a draft operatinu agreement for the Truckee River. 

The Secretary, representatives frorn Nevada and California, Pvramid Lake Paiute Tribe, Sierra 

Pacific Po~ver Companv, and other interested parties involved in the operations ot Truckee 

Hiver faciUties, are workin~l tO cornplete a draft aureernent, but an agreed upon te)<:t couid be 

a year or more away. Preparation of a draft EIS assessing the potential environrnenta! 

effects ot a Truckee River Operatin1::1 Af:]fBement is underv>av. Cornpletion of a fina! EIS and 

Record of Decision are required before the federal government can jmpfement its TROA 

related responsibilities. 

The TROA rnay allow excess privately owned water .. surface waters allocated to the State 

of California, and the consumptive use portion of former Orr Ditch agricultural water rights 

that have been converted to rnunicipal and industrial use, to be exchanged or stored in 

Federal reservoirs. As of Ju!v 7996, the water management provisions of TROA vvere sW! 

being negotiated and it is premature to speculate on the specific potential impacts the 

agreement mav have on Truckee River flows. Overall, TROA is not expected to adversely 

impact the New!ands Project because Section 205/a) (2)(D) of Public La>'v· 101-618 states 

that the agreement will ensure that water is stored and released to satisfy the exercti;;e of 

water rights in conformance Vllith the Orr Ditctl Decree. 

Acquisition of Carson Division water rights for transter to the Lahontan Valley wetlands 

would not in>pact jrnplen1entation or effectiveness of TROA because such actions would not 

increase Newlands Project demands nor change the priority of acquired water ri1::1hts {Wllid• 

are junior to those that would be stored in upper Truckee f{iver reservoirs). 
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4.26.4 COMPREHENSlVE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR STillWATER NWR 

The Service anticipates preparing a comprehensive rnanagement plan for StifhA,rater NINR 

tl?at will outline management objectives and strHtegies tor achieving the purposes of the 

refu~7ef tl;,l/?ich are to {1} restore and maintain natural bh.J!ogical dt'Vf}:rsltv on tltt; refurfe.; /2J 

provkle for rhe conservation and managernent of fish and wildlife and their habitats; (3) 

fulfill international treat)i otJli!Fittons with respect to fish and vvildiife; and (4) provide 

opportunities for scientific research, env1ronmenra/ education, and ft~'>h and wildlife oriented 

recreation, as established in paragraph 206(b/(2) ol F-'ublic l..avv 10 i -618. The 

comprehensive management plan vvi!f update the current Refuge 1tt1anagement Plan 

(,.t:J..ppendix 2} and wili add!'ess in more detai!l~'>sues such as public use, recr;:~ation, luu1tfng, 

livestock grazing, .and long term t?abitat oblectives, The comprehensive managemtmt plan is 

not being considered in this EJS because this E'lS considers the acquisdion of vvater rights 

under subsection 206la) of Public La1.r;r 101 618, whereas the cornprehensive management 

plan will address tnanagement of Stifhvater NV"IR under nevv direction provided under 

subsection 206(b) of the Public Law. 

There is B (.lossibility that a more fn,depth e)t:amination ol water-managernent strategies 

dun~"'g the comprehensive rnana,qement planni!Jg process for Stil/w'a!er NWR and similar 

planning processes for Carson Lake and Tribal 11vet!ands could potentiallv !'esult in a reduced 

total vvater demand than identified in this FEIS (i.e·' 125,.000 ,<~FivearJ. ll it is determined 

that less water is needed to sustain 25,000 acres ol pnrnarr' wetlanrJ habitat, and the 

Service relies heavilv on sources orher than purchased vvarer rlfilfls ltorn the Carson Division 

fec(J., Middle Carson River water~ grounfh.vater, lVavv conserved VliattY), it 1::; possible that 

levller water n~qhts would be purchased. Another possibilitv is that Jess water would be 

acquired from other sow·ces, such as groundvvater. llless groundwater is used, or 

groundvvater is not used at all, adverse impacts to the quality of wetland inflow would be 

reduced from those described in Sections 4.3.2, 4. 7. 1, 4. 11,. 4. i 2, and 4. 14, 

If Jess water rights are purchased in the Carson Division than is outlined under the Preferred 

Alternative, adverse impacts to the agricultural cornrnunity vvoufd be less than described 

earlier in this chapter (Section 4.16). Also, reductions in canal losses (from laterals) and on ... 

farm losses vvould not be as high as estimated for the P!'efened Alternative under the 1987 

management plan. This could reduce any adverse impacts to groundwater recharge and 

impacts to wifdlife associated with agticultural areas, 

One component of the Comprehensive Management Plan will be the el.ialuation of alternative 

~vet/and irrigation delivery patterns ltiming of deliveries) and routing scenarios {i.e. taking 

irrigation water through one delivery point versus another point of delivery). Such actions 

have the potential to impact Newlands Project operating conditions such as Lahontan 

Reservoir releases, storage levels, and irrigation delivery efficiency rates. 1Nhile the timing 



of de/jveries are not anticipated to impact groundwatl3•r techargtr, the routing of irrigation 

deiiveries does have the potential to positively lm,oar:..'t basalt aquifer recharge umier certain 

conditions. These potential lfnpacts and othets '''tdl! !Je evaluated in an E!S being pretJared 

by the Departrnent of the Interior lcrt 11vawr rnanagement issues on the Truckee and C\:;rrson 

Rivers, 

Over the long term, wetjands habitat, plants, and anin1als would benefit from the updated 

managernent plan because tl"ie plan '"'"ouJd outlimJ long·range strategies for restoring and 

maintaining healthy' wetland communities based on increased V!let!and inflo11v. 

4.26.5 NAS-FAllON STUDIES OF lAND MANAGEMENT OPTIONS TO REDUCE WATER 

USE fOR AIRCRAFT SAFETY PURPOSES 

Paragraph 206{c)(3) of Public Law 101-618 states, "All water no longer used and water 

rjghts no longer exercised by the Secretarv of the Navy as .a result of the implementation of 

the mocMied land nHmatl<'Hnent plan or rne.asuros,., shall be managed by the Secretary for 

the benefit o1 fish and wildlife resources, .. " The Service and the Navv have signed a 

A1emorandum of Agreement (A10AJ that calls for the irn~gation vvater saved or const:'rved at 

Nt<C! S-Fiilfon to be used by the Service for fh>h and Vliildlife purposes, primarily for cui-ui and 

secondarily for V\ietlam:ls protection (set:' also Section 1. 8. !(5)). 

1\JAS··Fal!on has rights to approximately 10,230 AF of Newlands Project irrirJatlon water. 

The Navy currently grows hundreds of acres of alfalfa near the runways to control dust and 

foreign objects on the runways, .fmd to suppress aircraftcaused fires in the surrounding 

.artca. A report cornpleted !n July 1992 (U.S. Navy, 1992) proposed a management plan 

that would satistv safety objectives and conserve as much as 5.000 AF of water, The 

NRCS is working with the Navy on a study to examine techniques for establishing and 

sustainintl vegetation with reduced irrigation. The Navy completed an Environments! 

Assessment on its proposed water rnan.agernem plan jn April 1994, 

Implementation of the land management plan w·ould reduce the volume of water previously 

used on NAS,Fanon to irrigate crops, Consenled ~vater VIlli! be used pn!nari!y for the 

Pvramid Lakf.J fishery and mav bf:.~ available for Lahontan \laf!ey wetlands protection. If the 

conserved water is not used for Lahontan Va/Jov wetlands, the Service Mloufd have to rely 

more heav1Jy on other water sources such as groundwater, f'vriddle Carson River water, and 

leased water. A greater reliance on groundwater V\tould adverseJv impact the quality of 

1lllet!and inffo~vs. Increased reliance on Middle Carson River water would increase impacts 

to agriculture in that area. Increased reliance on a leasing program would increase annwt/ 

costs to the Service, but this vvould, in tum, positivefv affect economic conditions in the 

local community. 
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frnplementation of NASFallon 's land management plan Vliouid reduce the vofume of water 

previously used on NAS-Fa!fon to irrigatD ctops for dust control and aircraft safety. 

Reducing the irrigation vlfater use on NAS-Fallon hmnland has the potential to reduce 

ground11vater recharge by reducing seepage loss in laterals and possiblv by reducing on4<'irrn 

losses. The shaffovv ;vater aquifer in particular could be adversely impacted in those areas 

where irrigation no longer occurs. Because NAS-Fa!lon lies outside ol the prlmarv recharge 

zone of the basalt aquifer, only slight, it anv, adverse impacts could potenhaily occur to 

basalt aquifer recharge. 

4.26.6 TRANSFER OF CARSON lAKE 

Subsection 206\e) of Public law 1 01 -618 provided for the conveyance of Carson Lake and 

pasture to the State of Nevada for use as a wildlife retune. The Nevada Department of 

Wildlife is developing a management plan for Carson Lake, describtng the State's strategy 

for water and wetlands management, public recreation, livestock !]Hlzing, and planned 

public facilities development. Carson Lake is one of the primary wetland areas in Lahontan 

Valley. 

Because water will be needed to sustain wetland habitat on Carson Lake whether it is 

Olllined by Nevada or the ledera! government. the transfer of the area to t/ie State of Nevada 

will have few, if any, effects on the amount of ~vater to be acquired for sustaining a long

term average of 25.,000 acres of wetland habitat on the primary wetland areas. 

The transfer of Carson Lake to the State of Nevada and the purchase of up to $9 million of 

water ri9hts by the State would reduce the amount of rnoney that the Federal Government 

would have to spend to acquire water rights to sustain 25,000 acres of primary wetland 

habitat. 

If transferred to and/or managed by the State of Nevada, the number of livestock that graze 

the area may be reduced. Increased control over livestock grazing, cumulative with 

increased wetland inflow, would likely result in higher quality wetlands habitat being 

produced and sustained on Carson Lake (than would ext:'>t with only increased wetland 

inflow) for waterfowl, shorebirds, and other wildlife associated with wet meadow and 

slraflovv-marsh habdats that are maintained by a certain level of livestock grazing. 

4.2.6.7 RECOVERY PlANS FOR ENDANGERED AND THREATENED PYRAMiD LAKE FISH 

Subsection 207(a) of Public law 1 o·1-618 requires tile Secretary to expeditiously develop 

and !rnplement a recovery plan for the endangered cui-ui and for the threatened lahontan 

cutthroat trout, 
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Cui-ui 

The Cui-ui Rec(Nery Plan (USFWS 1992) identified three measures to increase the flow' of 

vvater in the IOtilit.U Truckee River, 'Nhich 1:'> needed to secure cutui habitat ir1 tht.e lower 

Truckee River and Pyramid Lafax (1) devekJping and irnpfernenting an operatir1g agreernent 

for upper Truckee River reservoirs, f2J rwrchasing Truckee River water rights tor delivery to 

the lot.-ttl61f li'vet ar!d Pvr2.vnid Lake during the CLli-tti 

Truckee River di'ilersions, 

The most direct approach to incre<Jsing lower Truckee River flows would be to purchase 

Truckee River water rights, The Sendee recentJvreleast.:d a dralt environmental assessment 

that considered and evaluated several alternatives tor acquiring vvater rights for cul-ui under 

a pilot program, The proposed pilot prograrn called for the acquisition of up to 3, 500 AF of 

water rights. Finalization of the EA has been delayed pending completion of an tc1~7ht~vear 

study to assess the population status of cui-ui, Results of the stufilf will be reviev,ied bv the 

Cui~ui Recoverv Tearn to determine the ntred t'or additional water rights acquisition 

Other actions, such as TROA (described in Section 4.26.3 above), the Truckee River li'llater 

Quality Settlermmt Agretrmem (Section 4.26. 10 bek.1w), adjusted OCAP, and w;::rter riflhts 

acquisition tor Lahontan \/alley wetlam:1s, could, if t:rnplemented, result in sufficient flo'IAJS irJ 

the Truckee River such that other Truckee River ~vater rights mav not have to be acquired. 

TROA is expected to change rhe tirning ol flows in the Truckee River to provide more '"'~'ater 

during the cui-ui spawning season. Proposed adjustments to OCAP and the acquisition of 

v,later rights for Lalwman Valley vvellands (under the Prelerred Alternative) coukl re-~sult in 

reduced Twckee River diversions, thereby incre.:tsing lower Truckee River flovvs and the 

water level ol Pyramid Lake. Raising the ~vater le~'el ol Pyramid Lake would jmprove river 

access for c1..il~ui during thr:c spawning season and maintain rearing habitat year .. round, 

!l the actions descdbed in the above paragraph and other habitat improvement projects 

identified in the Cui~1..1i Recoverv Plan tuSFWS 1992) do not provide sufficient benefits or 

equivalent benefits, up to 110,000 AF ot Truckee River water rights may have to be 

acquired lor cui-ui recoverv, This strategv, which would provide the most dependable 

nu~thod of recovering cul-111: would be eva!uateff under the NEPA process, As non

acqui.sition benefits are secured, the acquisWon target VllOuld be reduct.~d accordingly, 

Within the Newlands Project, the Service intends to follow a polfcy of segregating water 

right acquisitions for the wetlands and cui .. ui by Newlands Project divisions. The Truckee 

Division has been identified as a water rights acquisition source for cui-ui recovery efforts 

and the Carson Division has been identified as the source of wetland water rights 

acquisitions, The Service is also investigating whether Truckee River water rights are 

avai!able outside of the Newlands Project, Truckee Division. 
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Implementation of a cuiui trvater rights acquisition program vvould positively irnpact /Jow 

vo!umr:.~s in the Truckee River and P')Hamid Lake in/lows. W,;:;ter that lracl previously been 

diverted from the Truckee River lor agricultural and industrial purposes would nunain in thtc 

river and evemual!v flow to Pyrarni;1 Lake. Adddkmailv, ';Vater quality in the Truckee is 

expected to irnprove as more water remains in the river, and a~1riculturai runoff is expected 

to decline as the amount of jand being irrigated is reduced. Further, the Hrnplltude of r~ver 

flow volumes may be moderated since some water ucquired !or cui-ui can be released in !ate 

summer when river flows are usually low, Increased stability of river tlow rates would 

btmefit biota in the river itsel1' and throughout the watershBd by provldinfl more dependab!e 

aquatic and riparian habitats, 

Potentiul adverst:r irnpacts of a water acquisition ~HO~jram tor cu~-u~ are similar to those 

expected to occur as a result of the werlands water acquisition program: agricultural lands 

vvould be taken out of production; the agrar~an character of porrions of the Truckee River 

basin would be chanr1ed as agricultural activit!es are reduced; and property tax revenut:rs 

would change as taxable lands are removed from County tax rolls. 

\'Vater purchased from the Truckee Division for cui-ui recovery would no longer flow in the 

Truckee CanaL Reduced flow in the Truckee Canal and loss of irrigated farmland has the 

potential to adversely affect groundwater recharne in the Fernley area. Loss of irrigated 

rarrnland and reduced irrigation conveyance losses would furthl'H reduce drainvvater volumes 

that now sustain tile Fernley WMA wet!ands, A decrease in the number of wetland acres at 

the Fernley WMA could affect the diversity and abundance of wetland·dept::mdent species in 

the immediate 1ilcinity. Overall, the long term maintenance ol 25,000 acres of wetlands in 

Lahontan Valley is e:x.pectr:.;d to offset the Joss ol wetlands habitat at Fernley Vv?\11A, 

The acquisition of water ri!::Jhts from the Truckee Division of the Newlands Project for cul ui 

recovery would not adversely impact Stillwater NV\/R, Carson Lake, or Triba! wetlands or the 

water ri~1hts acquisition proposed for the protection of those primary wetland areas. 

lahontan Cutthroat Trout 

The Lahontun cutthroat trout Recovery Plan was accepted in January 1995 (U.S, Fish and 

Wildlife Serv!ce, 1995). At present, Pyramid lake is not identified as one of the areas for 

recovery of Lahontan cutthroat trout. Since no conservation measlJres are planned for 

Pyramid Lake, no cumulative impacts to wetlands .are expected. 

4.26.8 NEWlANDS PROJECT RECOUPMENT 

Subsection 209(j) of Public Law 101 -618 directs tl1e Secretary to pursue recoupment of any 

warer diverted from the Truckee River in ex.cess of the amounts permitted by applicable 

operating criteria and procedures during the period i 973 - 1987. In January 1996, the 
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federal government filed suit against TCID in the Federal District Court lor Ntcvada, and 

seeks to have TCID repav I, 058,000 acre-feet of water over-diverted from the Truckee 

River, The exact quantity of water to be recouped, the method of recoupment, and the time 

allowed for recoupment will be determined by litigation or negotiation. 

If the government prevails in this lall\lSUit, some combination of the foHowing actions iin 

addition to others) could be implemented as part of the recoupment program. 

~>- Truckee River diversions through the Truckee Canal to Lahontan reservoir could be 

reduced. 

"' Deliveries from the Truckee Canal to the Truckee Division could be reduced. 

~~> Diversions and deliveries from lahontan Reservoir to the Carson Division could be 

reduced. 

~~> Allowable storage levels in lahontan Reservoir to the Carson Division could be reduced. 

~> A credit program for water conservation on the Newiands Project could be developed. 

Recoupment could affect the wetlands by reducing the total volume ol Truckee River water 

available to the Newiands Project. Less water available to the Project could mean a 

reduction in the volume of deliveries of acquired water, less draim,,.rater, and ft;wer spills. 

The reduction of Project irri!:Fltion dehvl'.ories to satis!y recouprnent requirements would delay 

attainment of sustaining 25,000 acres of vvetland habitat. 

Recoupment would result in more water for the Truckee River, which would help facilitate 

better fish passage across the lower Truckee River de!ta at Pyramid Lake. Recoupment 

would also enhance cui·ui spawn!ng and rearing habitat, increase frequency of cui-ui 

spawning opportunities, act to partially achieve cui-ui recovery objectives, and improve 

water quality in the lower Truckee River seasonally. 

If the Newlands Project Recoupment lawsuit is decided in favor of the Federal government 

and_, as part of the dect:'>ion, less Truckee River water is diverted to the Carson Division, 

adverse impacts to groundwater recharge could be incurred, Under this scenario, less water 

vvould be applied to irrigated fields and it is possible that fewer acres ollarmland vvould be 

irrigated in any given year. Recoupment .. under the above scenario, could contribute to any 

given farmer's decision to not farm in shortage vears. 

lt irrigation delivery reductions are imposed as a method of recoupment, biological resources 

associated with the lahontan Valley wetlands would bo impacted in a rnanner sirmlar to 

impacts associated with drought conditions. Water availability would be reduced, !akes and 
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ponds vvould lose water to evaporatwn and outflow that is not replaced, aquatic habitat 

would be reduced, and the diversity and abundance of wetland oruanisms would decHne, In 

addition, water quality conditions in the wetlands \vould be degraded due to reduced 

irrigation war.er inflov,l, 

Prolonged constrained water supplies could have a much greater impact on bioiOj]icnl 

resources ol a wetland area than natura! drought. Under natural condiHons tl"tere is some 

probability that a drought would last for only a few years but would be followed by avera~::1e 

or above-average water years, Under recoupment conditions" there may be no opportunity 

lor relief until recoupment has been complt•ted. H recouprnent occurs, achieving a long-term 

average of 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat may be delayed because water rights 

purchased for primary wetland habitats would be subject to the same reductions as 

agriculture vvater rights, It would only be in those vears wlren significant high-water spills 

occur frorn Lahontan Reservoir that wetland acres could be at or above the 25,000-acre 

level. The adverse eft'ects on wetland habitat descnbed above mav be reduced if aft or part 

of the ~vateN"ights use rate (3_5 AF;acrt.~/year instead of 2.99 AF/acre/year) serves as part 

ol r.he recoupment payment. 

The secondary wet!ands in the Lahontan Valley do not have water rights and they wouk! 

experience impacts !rom recoupment because they have no rneans of offsetting lost 

drainvvater inflows. During the recoupment penod, most of these secondary wet!ands 

would experience declininfl water levels due to the reduced voiurne of drainwater available_ 

Secondary wetlands are not expected to tully recover unt;l the recoupment period is 

completed, 

Wildlife resources associated with vvetlands and <iflricu!tural habitats in Lahontan Valley 

could be neHatively impacted by recouprnent, Habitats in both areas would be reduced in 

size and wetland habitat \lliOU!d be degraded in quality due to anv loss of recouped water. 

Recoupment would also have adverse socio-economic impacts on the Newlands Project. A 

reduction in the availabihty of water would mean fewer acres of irrigated agricultural lands. 

Crop production would be less, reducmg income to farmers and the business community. 

Hecoupment could result in son1e of the margina!ly profitable farms f10ing out of business 

due to their inability to sustain viable production with an increase in the nurnber of years 

t.'llhen shortage conditions occur, 

4.26.9 ADJUSTMENTS TO OCAP 

The current Operating Criteria and Procedures {OCAP), adopted by the Secretary in 1988, 

are to remain in effect through 1997 unless the Secretary decides that changes are 

necessary to comply with his obligations purscJant ro paragraph 209\j) (2) of Public Law 101-

61 R To respond to chant_Jinr:J conditions in the TruckF.:te and Carson River Basins, the 
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Department of the Interior is preparing a proposed rule rnaking tec:hnical adjustments to the 

1 988 New!ands Project OCAP. An Envitonmentaf Assessment is also in preparation 

evaluating the potential environmental effects of rhe proposed rule. Because the outcome 

uf that rule-rnakjng process has not yet bet:m deterrnined, cumulative inwacts are 

speculative. Tire fo!lovl!lilt'l discussion is intended to provide a general assessment of such 

cumulative impacts. 

"~-:tdjiJstments to OCAP could include mechanisms to account for ~ower irrigated acraage 

figures than used in the 1988 OCAP, higher percentage use of headgate deliveries, adjusted 

Lahontan Reservoir storaqe tar9ets, and lo>1ler .. than .. previous/y .. G<J!culated irrigation delivery 

efficiencies fa factor of lot'\ter acreage estimatesJ. These factors could reduce the rnax~rnum 

.armual irri~:J<Hion dernand used in rnode/Jing and thereby reduce diversions from the Truckee 

R!ver to the Newlands Project. in addition, drainwater inflows could be reduced, useab!e 

spills from lahontan Reservoir could be decreased, Carson Division shortage years could be 

increased sfighthl, and the rnagnitudtr of shortages during shortage years could be increased. 

It is estimated that supp~y would be less than 75 percent of entitlement in 7 of 9 years, as 

compared to less than 75 percent of entitiement in 2 of 9 years under baseline conditions 

(Redarnatwn estirnates, written cornmunication, 1995). 

The reduction in volume of spif!s and drainwater would reduce the amount olvvater flowing 

jnto the Lahontan Vailev vvetlands. Because tile contribution of spills and draifn1later to the 

v.1etlands annual \l',iater budget could be reduced by ad.fustments to OC"1P, the Service may 

have to acquire slightly more water and/or Vliater rifthts than is outlined under the Preferred 

Alternative in order to aclrfeve the 25,000-acre wetland objective. 

In the event tha estimated n1aximum annual irrigation dernanc! 1s reduced in the rnode!s as 

noted above, \Vetlands habitat, agricultural production, and the tocal economy could be 

alft:1Gtt•d by OCAP changos, it is estirnated that OCAP adjustments v,lt.wld onf)l jncrease the 

number of slwrtaye years from eight to nine out of 94 vears, but the tm1gnitude of 

shortages is expected to increase during shortage years. This effect would be more 

noticeable during drou~:,lht years. During drought periods, wetland habitat would be reduced 

and wetland-dependent species could experit.mce slight declines in both diversity and 

abundance. ili1ore severe shortages would reduce irrigation allocations, possibly resulting in 

fev,ler acres of agricultural/and in production during shortage vears. 

The proposed ar.~iustments to OCAP could, as a consequence of reduced water availability 

to agriculture during shortage vears, potentially reduce the amount of water that percolates 

to the shaJiovv aquifer However:, these reductions are expected to be small and not easily 

measured. 

Adj[tstments to OCAP <:Jre not expected to interfere with the exercise of va!ki NelAi'fands 

Pro.fect water rights. FuJi headgate entitlement would be available to serve water rights in 
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average or above average vlater supply jlears. ,l!n a;7justed OCAP could posjtively impact 

the Truckee River basin. Such impacts would be sirnjlar to the ben~dits identified !i:.H 

recouprnm'lt except they would represent a more pennanent condition. There would most 

likely be increased Truckee River inflow to Pyramrd Lake and resultant increase fn !ake 

elevation. Indirect irnpacts would include rnore '.ttlater 'n the Truckee River to facilitate fjsh 

passage across the Truckee River delta at Pvrumid Lake; enhanced cuj ui spawning and 

rearing habitat; increased frequency uf cui·ui spavvnn1£1 opDortunities; and seasonal 

improvement of water quality in the lo\A.Jer Truckee River. 

4.26.10 TRUCKEE RIVER WATER QUALITY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

The proposed Truckee River Water Quality Settlerm.mt .Agreerrrrent seeks to reso/~le litigation 

over approval and operatjon of the h'enoSparks wau~r treatment facility brought bv the 

Pyramid Lak.;,, Paiute Tribe against the State of Nevada .. and the US. Enviromm.mtal 

Protection Agencv. Water Quality Settlement negothHions included the cities of Reno Emd 

Sparks, Washoe Cowft)l, Nevada Dept;rtment of Environmental Protection, EPA the Pyramid 

Lake Tfibe,. tl7e Department of the Interior, and the US. Department of Justice!. The 

proposed agreement establishes a joint prograrn to improve water quality in the Truckee 

River through purchase and dedication of water rights to that purpose and use ol treatment 

effluent tor certain purposes in place of fresh water. The agreement c,"!/ls for a total of $24 

million to be spent to acquire llvater rights in the Truckee River Basi," from Truckee Meadows 

dovllnstream to Pyramid LlJke, including the Truckee Division of th<..c Nevvlamls Project. The 

;'rJlnt rHogram, funde<i by Reno, Sparks,. Washoe Countv, and the Department of the Interior 

is expected to result in more water flowing in the Truckee River., particuladv during the 

surrml;}r montbs. The agreement is also e.Kpected to improve >Vater quality of the lower 

Truckee River, enhanct) inllows to Pvramid Lake,~ and improve conditions for Pyramid Lake 

fishes. 

Potential impacts of the Truckee River Water 01H1Iity Settlement Agreement are expected to 

be t~.xamined in an EIS being prepared b)l the Department ol the Interior tllat will address 

ttvarer resource 1~5sues of the Truckee and Carson Rivers. lrnplementation of the agreement 

is not expected to affect the acquisition of ~;vater rights for Lahontan Valley wetlands. 

Wetlands >Vater rights wifl only be acquired in the Carson River Basin, while the Truckee 

River Water Qualdy Settlement Agreement will focus on the acquisWon of Truckee Riverr 

water rights and specificallv excludes Carson Division water rights. 

Most of the Vllater rights acquired to satisfy the it'\iater Quality Agreement are expr..wted to 

be acquired from agricultural properties and translr;rred off of tllose properties. Once the 

water rights have been removed,, most of these lands would be converted lrom agricultural 

use to other land uses, including residential or industrial development or left vacant to 

eventually revert to desert habitat. Potential irnpacts to the physical environment include, 

reduced runoff from agricultural operations, substantially rteduced groundwater recharge in 
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the Fernley area (jncfuding potential impacts to municipal supplies}. enhanced flows in the 

iovver Trvckee River_, improved water qualitv conditions in the lo~'!ler river, and an increase in 

the level of Pyramid t .. ake. Dt~'>cussions on developing long-term joint rnunicipal vvater 

supplies for Fernley and V\ladsvliorth and joint S£:11"'-/age facilities that could mitigate such 

effects are currently taking place . 

. .:1quatic habitat and organisrn:s living in the lovver river and Pyramid Lake are expected to 

benefit fr·otn enhanced flows. Bircls, mammals. and vegetation normal!v associated v1lith 

agricultural activities wif! experience a reduction in available habitat as agricultural lands are 

converted to other land uses. This impact is expected to be offset by improved riparian 

habitat conditions along the Truckee River and a corresponding increase in populations of 

orgam~o:;ms adapted to riparian habdat that result from the overa/1 increase of flow in the 

lo !iller river. 

Potential impacts to the focal economv include reduction in the number otjobs in the 

Bgricu!tural sector, and reduction in the quantitv and total value of locally produced 

agricultural products. The overaJ! impact ol these reductions is !ikefv to be small vvhen 

compared to similar impacts caused bv increased population and development currently 

being experienced in the Truckee River corridor. 

4.26.11 NAS-FALlON EXPANSIONS 

The Navy has relocated their TOPGUN trainin~l operations fron1 southern California to NAS

Fallon. There are a number of other smaller training and operational units that will be 

relocated to NAS-Fa!lon as other military bases are closed under the Defense Baso Closure 

and Realif:Jnrnent Act of 1990 {Public Law 101-51 OJ. 

Employment, income, and taxable sales associated with NAS .. Fallon accounts for the single 

largest segment o1' Churchill County's present economy. Changes in the ievel of operations 

at NAS-Failon {either expansion or downsizing) has the potentia! to significantly affect 

conditions in Churchill County, ranging from, but not lirnited to, employment, income, 

taxable sales, housing, land use, municipal services, school enrollment, domestic water 

supplies, traffic, and social values. 

Expansion of NAS-Falion will result in more demands being placed on the basalt aquifer as 

well as shallow and intermediate aquifers h1 the Fallon area as the population of the area 

increases. Data from the USGS indicate that even at existing population and development 

levels, water is being extracted frorn the basalt aquifer faster than it is being replaced. 

Furthermore .. farmland will continue to be taken out of production as urban expansion 

continues, which could reduce the amount of' vvater that percolates into shal!o1N and 

intermediate aquifers. At present, much of the grov,ith in the Fallon area is 11vithin the 

primarv recharge areas of the basalt aquifer. Continued growth in this area, therefore, could 
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potentially reduce recharge of the shallow and basalt aqujfers. Increased pumping of the 

basalt aquiler and other groundwater sources as a result of additional growth and 

developrrJent, in combination with continued conversion of farmland to residential and other 

development_, could result in further declines in groundvvater volumes avaHable t'or dorm}stlc 

use. 

A draft environrnental assessment \EA) docurnent prepared for the Navy stated tllat the 

relocation activities w!l! increase cHrect FaHon-NAS employment bv 21 0 positions. Findings 

made by the Churchill County Prison Task Force anticipated that NAS-Fallon expansion 

cou~d generate increased, indirect employrnent by as many as 284 jobs, Increasing 

employment in Churchill County by almost 500 new jobs has the potential to significantly 

increase tot a! countywide income and taxable sales, These increases vvill have positive 

effects on the Churchill County econorny but will also place additional demands on schools, 

land use, municipal services, and housing. 

4.26.12 GROWTH AND DlVERS!fiCATlON Of CHURCHill COUNTY 

The affected area has shown increases in residential housing, subdivisions, and commercial 

development in the past few years. The Service expects this trend to continue throughout 

the affected area. There are several new tentative subdivisions filed with Churchill County 

that would convert agricultural iand to residential parcels, but only about 10 percent of 

these proposed subdivis!ons involve lands where the Service or the State of Nevada have 

acquired the vvater rifjhts for wetlands protection. Due to the population growth in the 

affected area, there is existing demand tor increased housing, more retail businesses, and 

expanded SfcHvices, The impacts associated with growth, such as increased demand for 

water, fire and police protecton, sewer service, roads, and recreational facilities would exist 

regardless of the Service's actions to protect primary wetland habitat. 

Under existing conditions, 9roundwater supplies and water quality are already at levels of 

concern !or some ind1vidual well owners. Increased growth would create more demand on 

groundwat;;;r supplies, which in Churchill County may be insuHicient in some areas. 

Continued growth within the City of Fallon could adversely jmpact basalt aquifer recharge as 

well as s~1aHow and intermediate aquifer recharge to the east of FaHon. Data from the USGS 

indicate that even at existing population and development levels, water is being extracted 

from the basalt aquifer faster than it is being replaced. Farmland will continue to be taken 

out of production as urban expansion continues, which could reduce the amount of water 

that percolates into shallovv and lntermedjate aquifers. At present, much of the growth in 

the Fallon area is within the prirnary recharge areas of tile shaffow and basalt aquifers. 

Continued growth in this area, therefore, could potentially reduce recharge of the basalt 

aquifer. 
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!'v1ore denrand will be placed em the shaliow and irJterrnediate aquifers as more houses are 

constructed and more \lliells tap into the aquifers outside of the city fjmits of Fallon. 

Farrn!and will contirwe to be taken out of production, Viihich could reduce the amount of 

\!',later that percolates l~rto the shallow aquifer" Increased pumping of the basalt aquiler and 

other groundvvater sources as a result of additional grovvth and development in cornbination 

vvith continued conversion ot farmland to residential am1 other development, could result in 

further declines /n ~troundv,.rater volurnes available fOr don1estic use. As cltc::scribt."ff.i itt Sect/on 

3. 3. 3. L 1, ~'!later use-rate of the basalt aquifer appear to be greater than recharge rates, 

which could indicate that the aquifer is being mined. If this h.; tnn~, continued growth in the 

Fallon area couki have a significant adver:stc impact on recharge of the basalt aquifer. 

Increased purnping of the basalt aquifer could also potentially adverselv impact down

gr"c?dient sha!lovv and imermediat~; aquit'tm; (east of Fallon). 

As more kriftated timnland is convr:Hted to residential and other development less l~'lrmhmd 

and associ .. -::rttuf drains will be avaHab!e to wildlife that use such lands. Remainin.q drains and 

farm/ami adjacent to residential areas will become less effective vvildlih..e habitat due to 

increased predation by cats and dogs, and increased human disturbance. As residential 

.<:rreas spring-up throughout the agricultural areas of Churchill Countv, agricultural areas will 

become less attractiv·e to some species of \llli/dlife. However, sorne species of vvild!ife., such 

as lwust'C sparrows, wiJ/ benet'it from th•..>se:' conllersions. 

Reductions in irrigat6'd farmland will reduce the agricultural contribution to the local 

economv and will reduce agriculture related Jobs. 

Another aspect of 9rowth, both ~n terms of population and development, is that there is an 

associated change in lifestyle. Lifestyle changes can be experienced by residents as 

communities grow and diversify \new businesses, more housing, shihs in econornic 

structure, new sources o1' income and employment). All of these aspects of diversification 

are currently occurring withn• the aftectod area. The Service's actions, in combination with 

anticipated growth and development in the local communit~', have the potential to accelerate 

or exacerbate the sense of change and diversification in the Fallon area. 

4.26.13 TRANSFER OF THE INDIAN LAKES AREA 

Section 206(g) of Public Law 101-618 authorized the Secretary of the DerJartment of the 

lntr:Hior to transfer the Indian Lak.f:JS area to Churchill Count}' or the State of Nellada., 

pursuant to an agreement between the Secretary of the Depanrnent ol the Interior and 

Churchill County· or the State of Nevada, for the purposes of fish, •vildfife .. and recreation. 

The Indian Lakes area consists of approximately 9" 355 acres of public land vvithin W"hat is 

now Stillwater Wildlife Management Area. If transferred to Churchill County, it is 

amici{.Mted that the Counw vvif! subsequently transfer the Indian Lakes area to the City of 

Fallon. 



An environmental assessment that addressed the potenth1i knpacts of the transfer V\"BS 

complt"!ted by the Service and a Finding of No Significant !rnpact lNas 1:ssued in !lt·1arcli 1.996. 

The Service received lAlfitten confirmation bv Churchi!f Countv of the County's desire to 

acquke the Indian Lakes atea and to subsequently con\iey the title of the area to the City of 

Pall on (letter dated July 10, 1 .996). 

Jt the Indian Lakes area is ttanslt;rrt;d w Churchill Countv and the area is; subsequently 

translerred to the Citv of Fallon, it is not expected that there would not be any noticeable 

impacts to the resource areas addressed in Chapttu 4 of this FEIS" No s(qnilicant adverse 

imp<.1cts were identified in the environmental assessment. 

4.26.14 20,000 ACRE-FEET WATER RIGHTS ACQUISJT!ON PROGRAM 

The 20,000 AF ~vater rights acquisition program i.s an integral part of all of the alternatives 

iSections 2A and 2.5/. The 20,000 AF sets the upper limit of water rights ;_:;cquisitions in 

the No Action Alternative (Alternative 1) and it is included in the upper limits of water rights 

acquisitions in the action a/tr;matives. 

Compared to no acquisition conditions, the purchase and transfer of 20,000 AF of water 

rights in the Carson DiVision to the primary wetlands is e:xpectrc:d to have sligl"ltly irnproved 

Newlands Project delivery effjcfencv, based on the BLR model flrom and estimated 67.3 

percent to 6 7. 8 pete en t). Lahontan Reservoir storage could incn~ase slightly (frotn 2 54,600 

AF to 255,300 Af, June 1). However, no noticeable cha-nges in Truckee River diversions at 

Derby Dam or lower Truckee River llows are expected. 

Water quality in the pdmarv ~vet/and lwbitals 1~<:> exllected to impro\ie as a consequence of 

irrigation W'ater being dtrlivered to the wetlands. Under no acquisWon conditions, no 

irrigation water ffovllS into the wetlands in most years. Over the long term, irrigation water 

comprises about 20 percent of the wetland inflovv. Acqui.c;ition of 20"000 AF of tvater 

rights would result in thl~'> long term average increasing to about 45 percent, 

Changes to groundwater or grouncl11vater recharge are not anticipated to be measurable 

under tht..~ No Action Alternative as compared to no acquisition conditions. Adverse impacts 

to the shalfovll aquifer may occur in localized areas, but thi.s is not expected to impact 

recharge of the basalt aquifer because most of the acquisitions are occurring outside of the 

primarv recharge zone. 

Prlmarv wetland habitat is expected to increase by about 25 percent over no acquisition 

conditions ifrom an estirru'lted long-term average of 9, 700 acres to an estimated long-tean 

a-verage of about 12,. 100 acres}. This ~vi!! benefit wetland-dependent wildlife in the 

Lahontan Va/Jev. Reductions in irrigated farmland could adverse!v impact some ~vi!dlife 

species in localized areas. 
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Irrigated, water-righted farmland is expected to dechne by as much as about 5, 600 acres in 

rhe Carson Division (from an estirnated 52,800 acres to an estimated 47, 100 acres/. 

Acconiingly, alfalfa production and sales ;,vould decline bv about 10 percent (from about 

315,100 tons/year and $28 rmflion to about 283,,122 tons/:vear and $25.2 n1lllion, 

respec tivelvl. 

Outdoor recreational opportunities ~1lould increase somewtmt. 

4.26,15 AGRICULTURAl PRODUCTION 

The Newlands Project and associated agricultural production in the Carson Division has 

resulted in a greatlv expanded shallo~1l aquifer in thtc Lahontan \lal!ev (fll1aurer and others, 

1994). The New/ands Project increased the amount of watenvavs in the Lahontan Va/le<v 

from less than 100 miles (possibly as low as 30 miles) to about 380 miles. The shallow 

aquifer associated with pre-Ne~vlands Project waterways (i.e., Carson River channels} is 

depicted in Figure 3.3. C and the shallow aquifer associated with Ne~1llands Pro_iect 

waterways and associated irrigated lands is depicted j{1 Figure 3.3.D. 

The expansion and maintenance of the shallovll aquifer in the Lahontan Va/Jev is the result of 

surface water being more ~videly distributed throughout the vaflev as a consequence of thfJ 

network of Newlands Project deliverv canals am1 laterals. Assuming that on-1arm losses are 

offset bv use of groundwater by aifalfa {A1aurer and others, 19941, the actual irrigated crops 

of alfalfa rio not appear to comnbute substantially to shallow aquifer recharge, as compared 

to the canals and laterals. 

Irrigated farmland in the! Lahontan Va!!ey provides habitat for several wiidfiltr species 

(Sections 3. 9 ... 3. 15). Irrigated farmland is used as foraging areas for some species such as 

~vllite~faced ibis and Canada geese. 

Assuming no acquisitions of vvater rights for primarv wetlands, alfalfa production 

contributes about $16 million annually in economic activity in Churchill Countv (MacDiarmid 

and others, 1994b). Agricultural output is responsible for about 20 percent of the $442 

million in economic activity in Churchill Counw About 8 percent of the jobs in Churchill 

Countv are directly related to agriculture. 

Agricultural production in the Lahontan \/a/lev has sustained an agrarian wav ol lite for some 

people, and the irrigated fields are an important part of the Fallon area environment for 

manv other people. In a recent survey (Mooney and others .. 1995), it was found that about 

57 percent of the people in the Fallon area strongly agreed that agriculture should be 

retained in the communitv (see Section 3.23. 7 lor rnore detail}. 
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4.26. 16 SUMMARY OF CUMULATIVE IMPACTS WITHOUT THE PREFERRED 

AlTERNATIVE 

In th1:s section, the potential impacts of each of the above activdies and actions are 

sumrrJarized, by resource area. 7he objective of this section is to present the impacts to 

major resources that are occurring or Vli!l occur without the Preferred Alternative, 

ll/htigation is addressed to some extent in this section. The next section {Section 4. 26. i 7} 

identifies the anticipated impacts of the Preferr6'd Alternative as added to the atlfx:ts of all 

other activities and actions that are addressed in this cumulative impact analysis fi.e., 

Sections 4. 26. 1 - 4.26. 7 5). 

tyewlands Projec;_t,f)perations. Several activities and actions, in cornbination, could 

potentially contribute to higher Newlands Project delivery efficiency- rates: acquisition of 

water rights for the Fallon Reservation lands, adjusted OCAP, implementation of NAS· 

Fallon's modified land management pk:m, growth of Churchill County (including the NAS

Failon expansion/, and completion of the 20,000 AF vvater rights acquisition program. To 

the extent that conversion of farmland to residential and other urban developments occur in 

a blocked pattern, growth in Churchill County could improve Nev1llands Pro_ject delivery 

efficiency rates. To the ex tent that conversion of farrn!and to residential and other urban 

developments occur in a checkerboard pattern or along the ma/or delivery- canals, growth in 

Churchill County will contribute to decreased Newlands Project delivery elticiencv rates. 

Residential development in Churchill County generally has concentrated around the City of 

Fallon, but some development is occurring outside of this gro~vrh pattern. Thus lar~. the 

acquisition of water rights for wetfands under the 20,000 AF acquisition pwgram genera!Jv 

has occurred in a blocked patten;, 

.As deliveries to farmland decline and total irrigation demand decreases, less water will be 

released from Lahontan Reservoir and less water VlliH be diverted from the Truckee River at 

Derby Dam under average conddions. 

-~~?.t.?r Resources. .As more farmland is converted to non·irrigated uses, due to the 

implementation of NAS-Falfon's modified land management plan, continued residential and 

other urban development fa consequence of growth of Churchill County and NAS,Fallon 

expansion),. and the acquisition of 20,000 J~F ol water rt~qhts, water quality of wetland 

inflows ~viii improve. The closure of T J drain also would contribute to irnproved quality of 

wetland inf!ov-l. Conversely, the acquisition of water rights for the Fallon Reservation lands 

and subsequent conversion ol non-irrigated lands to irrigated farmland on the Reservation 

could increase drain water inflow via tht.' T J Drain in the short term. This could result in 

degraded water quality during the period that TJ Drain rernains open. 

Past.. present,. and potential-future activities and actions that have the potential to influence 

groundwater levels and recharge in the Lahontan \laltev include the acquisition of water 
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rights for the ;:::~>lion Paiute Shoshone Reservation Agricultural Lands, Newlands Projec:1 

Recoupment QC.,..':tP adjustrnents,. li!AS~Faffon expansion, NASFa!lon vvater conservation, 

fJopulatjon grot4lth in the l=a!lon area,, and the 2() .. f)0(J ,AF vvatet r./fJhts acquj~~~Jti[Jn prograrn 

t{;r Lahontan Valley wetlands, 

Purchase of up to about 8, 463 AF ol •vater rights fi·orn within the Carson Division to the 

Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Reservation could result in the relocation ot up w about 2, 415 acres 

of jrrigated t'armfand. To the extent that the place of use of purchased weter r~qhts are 

changed to the Reservation, which is located east of the maJor groundMrater recharge zone 

in the Lahontan Valfe]l, shallow vvater recharge could be affected in localized ateas Viihere 

~'liater rights are purchased and transferred to e ddferent place of use. The purchese of up 

to Bn Bdditionai 20JJOO AF of >vater rights lor the Lahontan Vallf:.:''y' wetlands could result jn 

about 5. 600 acres of irrigated fannfand being taken cwt of production in the Carson 

Division. 11i1ost of the acquisdions for the 20,000 AF acquisition program have occurred 

outside ol the primarv mcharge zone of the basalt aquitf:H. Lintny ollatetais and reduced 

volumes of water being applied to fields under NAS~Faf!on 's !and management plan cou/,j 

result in fcJVliered shallow aquifer recharge rates in localized Jreas. Combined, these actions 

are not expected to have significant, 1Nidespread adverse impacts to groundv.mter recharge. 

Lining of canals in other parts of the Carson Division would contribute to adverse impacts to 

sllalfow aquiler recharge. 

Ongoing residential development has the potential to adverselv irnpact shallovv and 

intermediate FU{uifers, A growing munber of dornestic vve!fs vvi!l continue to put more 

demand on this water suppiv and conversion ol hmn/and and concurrent abandonment of 

laterals \r'Vill serve to recluce rechar~qe to the sha!!ovv aquifer,r l_;articular!v if such devefoprnent 

continues to occur west of Fallon. Additionallv .. conversion of farmland to residential and 

other urban developments is currenttv raking p/acrc? within the recharge zone ol the basalt 

aquifers, which could adverselv affect the domestic suppiv for Felton, NAS~Falfon .. and the 

Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Indian Reservation. lvJuch ol the conversion of irrigated larm!and to 

non-Irrigated uses within the primary recharge zone of the br;salt aquifer !Figure 3. 3. F) is 

currently a consequence ol urban expansion. 

The effects of residential development end continued growth in the communitv (including 

!VAS-Fallon e:-.pansjon) combined with impacts from lining of irrigation canals and laterals, 

acqwring water rights for the Fallon Tribes, acquidng 20,000 AF of vvater rights for 

Lahontan Valley ~vet!ands, adjusted OCA,P, and recoupment are likelv ro adversely impact 

groundvvater recharge in the Lahontan Valley. A municipal water system for Churchi!J 

County/Fa/Jon that supplements groundwater pumping <>vith other water sources (e.g,, 

New!ands ProjfJCt surface \lliater) would offset impacts to groundtvater recharge, and llllOuld 

provic/e Churchi!J County residents vvdh a reliable source of domestic vliater. A rnunict/_ta/ 

vvater svstem that reiies less heavilv on groundwater would fJrovide an opportunitv for 

in?tHoving the qualitl of the domestic ~'liater supply in Churchii! Countv. 
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}.~~if::J.Qr, Erosion, Aqriqt.!.twa! Pest Control<..j:fnft:fUr Oualit'{. increasing primary 11vet!and 

habitat acreage by about 25 percent (from an estimatr2~d long-term average of .9, 700 acres to 

about 12, 100 acres) v,lould increase breeding groundc; for mosquitos. Some of these 

impacts could potentially be reducDd through strategic t'vatet management and ongoing 

mosquito ab<tternent. 

Tl7e conversion ol irrigated farmhmd to non-irrigatHd uses in the Carson Division tesulting 

from the acquisition of water r~qhts tor Fa!lon f?eservation agricultural production and the 

acquisition of 20 .. 000 AF of 11v.::rter dghts for Lahontan Valley ;,;,retlands could potential/v 

result in short terrn increases !~') 'l1lind erosion to the extent that vegetation cover on vacated 

farmland dr2~c!ines. This could result in short umn irnpacts to ak quality, although the 

prevailing ~;vinds out of tl"'e ~vest and southwest 'lllouid rrrinirm~":e any potential problems as 

rhr:! affected farmlands are primarilv to the east and south of Fallon. The acquisition ol 

irrigation water rights could potentially eJ/minate some agriculture-related dust impacts 

associated Vl"ith plot;,'lng, disking, !Juming, ,;:md other agricultural activities. As urban 

expansion continues and mote farmland is converted to resjc/ential and other developrnents 

in the Failor; area, degradation of air quality due to agricultural activities shoulcl decline in 

the immediate vicinity• of Fallon .• although urban·refrtted air qualitv problems related to such 

things as trasli burning,, dust from roads, ami cornbustion ffom vehicles and home-heating 

units, woufri incrt~ase. 

Remaining farms in the Carson Division could potentially experience increased problems with 

\Needs and vertebrate and invertebrate pests. 

estirnated Jong·!erm average of 9, 700 acres to an estimated longu::rrn average of i 2,, 100 

acres as a consequencD of acquking 20..000 AF of w·ater r(qhts for the wetlands. 

Furtl'iermore, the transfer of Carson Lake and preparation of t"lildlife·IrBbitat managermmt 

plat?s for the pdrnary wetland areas llilOUid result in more eflective roanagemDnt of primary 

L'vetland luC~bitat for wildlife. 'vVetlanddependent wild!ile would benefit. Conversely, 

wetland habitat could be adversely irnpacted by ad;ustments to OC:AP and possibly by 

Recoupmant. 

The cornbinatkm of acquiring water rights lot tile Fallon Reservation lands {dtrpending on 

pattern),, Recoupment, adjusted OCAP, converting agricultural areas to residential and other 

developments, and acquiring 20,000 AF ot water rights for Lahontan Valley vvetlands could 

potentialiv reduce the long,term average acre.::rge of secondary wetland habitat in the 

Lahontan Valley. However, any losses Vllould be more than offset by increased acreage of 

primar:y- wetland habitat. Although it could also reduce the amount of artificially-created 

riparian habitat, the creation of ntnN irrigated farmland and associated infrastructure on 

Fallon Reservation lands could of/set these potentiaf losses. 
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Acquiring 20,000 AF of W<C~ter rights lor Lahontan Vallev b"letiands is expected to reduce the 

arnount of agricultural vegetative communities in the vaflev bv about 5, 700 acres. 

Converting agricultural ar~:.~as to residential and other developments would reduce this 

cornrnunity fVpe even further. 1//i!d!ife associated llli'ith agricultural areas would be adverselv 

irnpacted. Acquisition of water rights lor the Fa!fon Reservation lands would not reduce the 

amount at irriga!ed farrnland because an equal numlnn ot acres irrigated farmland Vtiould be 

crealed on reservation lancfs. 

Cu(ui ami other Pyramid l.ake/lmver Truckee River resources could benefit slight!v from 

increased Newfands Project delivery efficiencv {see above discussion). Additionaflv, thev 

11'/ould benefit from the trnplementation of TROA, the Truckee River li\later Quality 

8t?ttfernent Agreement, adjusted OCAP, and actions to enhance cui-ui populations 

fespecia!lv the acquisition of Truckee River water rights) . 

.[Jg,r{r,~y(t!HJ!" ... Earm!end, Local Economv, and Land Use. As a consequence of acquidng 

20,000 .AF ol water dghts for primBt'/ vvt.:tland areas, irrigated, water··righted farmland in the 

Lahontan Valley is expected to (/ecfine bv about 5, 700 acres. Reduced irrigation on N.AS

Falfon lands and will cause more farmland to be converted to less profitable agriculturf:.1 and 

possiblv non-irrigated uses" Continued construction of nevv hornes and other developments 

(due in part to NAS-Fa!Jon expansion) INill cause more farmland to be converted to 

residetltj,'Jf areas, businesses and other services,. and industrv. Given the current population 

growthrate in Cfwrchi/J County (2 3 percent/vean, the location ol prime farmland in 

Churchill County_, and the current growth pattern (occurring in areas containing prime 

farmland.!, adverse impacts to prime hmnlancJ could be substantial. .As a consequence, 

agricultural producrion., Bfpicultural sales, and agricuituraf-re!ated jobs vvil! dec.l!lre in 

Churchill Countv. As residential developrnents encroach on agricultural areas in a 

checkE~r!Joarded or leap-frog pattern, remaining farmers could be adversely irnpacted by- new 

residents complaining about normal farming activities. In addition, the Truckee River Water 

Qualitv Settlement Agreement could lead to several thousand acres of other agricultural 

lands in the region being taken out of production, further affecting the agriculture economy" 

Some of the reductions in agricultural economic activitv andjobs v'liould be at least partially 

offset b)l increased economic activity (including new home construction) and jobs resulting 

from incorne gains associated vlith vvater rights / .. wrchases, NASFatlon expansion, 

construction and economic diversification. A mitigation measure that could potentiai!v be 

irnplemented to reduce adverse impacts to the agricultural communitv would be to estabkc.;h 

one or more farmland protection zones in ~vhich parceling and subdivision v,ioufd be 

prohibited, land use would be restricted to agriculture. Although the current Churchill 

County Master Plan has classified lands in Churchill Coumv as agricultural lands., tht~'> does 

not appear to prevent parcelling and development of residentie! areas on these lands. fn 

combination with a farmlanri protection zone, a conservation easement program could be 

established to purchase development rights. 
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Recreation. Increased acn:tage of primary wetland habitat is expected to 1ncrease outdoor 

recreational opportunities. HO!illever, these increases could be partially oftset by lower 

average storage in Lahontan Reservoir resulting from adjustments to OCAP and possibly· as 

a consequence of Recouprnent. Recreation associated with open expanses of water !such 

as at Lahontan Reservoir) mav be adversely impacted. 

Population .~1rowth. Churchill Count~l is expected to conUnue growing at a rate of' 2'"3 

percent per year during the next 5 vears and possibly beyond. Population growth in Lyon 

County is expected to continue at a rate of about 5-6 percent. NAS-Failon expansion, as 

described above, will result in !IHther growth in the Fallon art:ra" The other activities and 

actions described in tMs cumulative impact analvsis are not expected to irnpact population 

groVo.lth in Churchill County above the anticipated gtowth rates described in the 1990 

Churchill County Master PlarL 

Land \fq,f~~· It if:; not expected tl7at acquisition of water rights for the Fallon Paiute

Shoshone Tribes and the pri'mar}t v,relfands will adversely impact land values. As the Fallon 

area continues to grow, land values are expected to increase in the Lahontan Valley. The 

magnitude of increase will likely be influenced bv the NAS.Fallon expansion. 

lndividuallv, the activities and actions addressed in this cumulative impact analvst~'> are not 

o.xpected to impact the slow upward trend in agricultural land values" However, it is 

possiblo that the rate ol increase in agricultural/and values could be aflected by the 

cotnL;ination of these factors. 

Propert:Y. .. ...Iaxes. Privately held water-righted lands acquired in ttust for the Fallon Paiute .. 

Shoshone Tribes would no longer be subject to count·v property taxes. l.ands from which 

ontv water rights are sold and transferred to the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Reservation and 

Vlillich are subsequent/}' converted to non-agricultural uses coulci be subject to a slightlv 

higher tax rate tlwn thev would be if they remained in agricultural production. This would 

also be true of water rights acquired for Lahontan Valley wetlands and the subsequent 

conversion of ir6gated farmland to non-agricultural uses. 

A1u.u.(cipal Services. Aside from water supply, none ol the activities and actions addressed 

in this analysis, except NASFaflon expansion and growth and diversification,. are expected 

to impact municipal services. As the population ol Churchill and Lvon Counties grow, the 

demand for municipal services will increase correspondingly. Water supply is covered under 

the Wi"'ter Resources section above. 

Social Values. As tbe Fallon area continues to grow and continues to shift away from an 

agrarian community and toward a more diversified and suburban community, the change will 

be viewed by some people as negative and it will be viewed by other people as positive. 

The purchase of water rights for the primarv wetlands, NAS expansion, and continued 
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grot".rth in Churchiil County will contribute to the shHt away from an agrarian community, 

but will increase vvetfand-associated recreational opportunities for some members of the 

community; and llllil/ provide a more diverse local cuiture. 

(O.sili~tL.I£us(Assets and Cultural Resoun~£,;::. Pyramid take and lottver Truckee River 

resources could benefit slightly lrom increased Neovlands Project delivery effk:iency (thus 

bem,titting Pvramid L.akf!! Paiutf!! Tribe)" These: resources 'vllould also benefit from the 

implementation of TROA the Truckee River Water Quality Settlement Agreement adjusted 

OCAP,. and actions to enhance cui-ui populations {especially the acquisition of Truckee River 

v.<ater rights)c The acquisition of 20,000 AF of water rigirts for primary ~tvetfands would not 

directly benefit wetlands on the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Indian Reservation because water 

rights would not be purchased in trust for tire reservation under tile 20,000 AF acquisition 

program. 

The: acquisition of water rights for primarv wetlands f20, 000 AF) would enhance the 

preservation of prehistoric cultural resources at Carson Lake and StHhvater NWR. This 

would occur as a consequence ot' more l!'.later covering cultural resource sites in the primary 

wetland areas. Population growth in ChurchlY/ Countv cou/;1 adversely impact cultural 

resources ln sorne areas as a consequence of land development in some areas and as a 

consequence of more people recreating in rhe area around Fallon, 

Acauisition Costs, Acquisition of water rights for the F'alfon Paiute·Shoshone Tribes and 

purchase of water rights for primanl wr:.rtfands coulrf result in more competition for privately

owned water rights in the Lahontan Valley. The purchase of up to $9 million of water rights 

by the State of Nevada ;voufd reduce the amount of money that the Federal govl'.:mment 

~vould have to spend on acquiring w-ater dghts to sustain 25,.000 acres of primary ~vetland 

habitat, 

4.26.17 SUMMARY OF CUMULATIVE .IMPACTS WITH THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

This identifies the anticipated impacts of the Preferred Alternative as added to the effects of 

all other activities and actions that are addressed in this cumulative impact anaivsis {e.g., 

tlwse covered in Sections 4.26.1- 4.26.15, above). Mitigation relative to the Preferred 

Alternative (Alternative 51 is discussed in earlier sections of this chapter (Sections 4. 2 -

4.25). 

Newlands Project Operations. The acquisition of 75,000 AF of ~vater rights in the Carson 

Division under the Preferred Alternative (including the 20,000 AF acquisition program), 

couples with the acquisition of wat~rr rights for the Fallon Reservation lands, adjusted 

OCAP, implementation of NAS-Faflon 's modified land management plan, and growth of 

Churchifl County (including the NAS,Fallon expansion},, would furtirer improve Newlands 

Project delivery efficiency rates, reduce storage levels at Lahontan Reservoir, and reduce tl?e 
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average volume of ~'llater diversions from the Truckee River. (Please refer to Section 4" 2 for 

more detaiU These actions i'1 combination may require sorne canal enlargernents and other 

improvernent .r:md •-..rould most likelv result h1 the abandonment of' some ex:isting canals and 

drains~ 

ttVater 11.r:sources. To the extent that poor-quality groundvvater is not used to su~oplement 

wetland inflows,. the Preferred Allemative would further enhance water quali(V of these 

inf!o;,A.ts beyond which would occur under baseline conditions, including the acquisition of 

20,000 AF of water rigl!ts for the wf.Hiands, closure of TJ drain implementation of NAS

Fallon 's modified land management plan, and continued conversion of farmland to residential 

anc/ other urban development. {Please refer to Section 4.3.2 for more detaH.) 

Although the Service's actions would not exacerbate impacts associated with basalt aquifer 

water-extracti1:m rates, Alternative 5 has the potential to reduce basalt aquifer recharge to a 

limited extent_ Acquisition and transfer of water rights under the Preferred Alternative 

would adversely impact shallow and interrm1diate aquifer rech::Jrge in local/zed areas, but the 

impacts are not expected to be ;,videspread. If ground~vater is pumped to supplv wetlands 

with groundwater, this would occur near Stillwater N'vVR, located outside of the recharge 

zone of the shallow and intermediate aquif(HS, and would not adversetv impacted 

groundwater users in the western and west-central parts of the Lahontan Valfev. 

Cumulatively, the effects of residential development and continued growth h1 the commundy 

(jncfuding NAS-Fa!Jon expansion}., lining of irrigation canals and laterals, acquisition ol water 

r(qhts for the Fallon Tribes, adjusted OCAP, recoupment., in addition to the Service's action 

of acquiting water rights for Lahontan Valfev wetlands !under thr:.r Preferred Alternative). are 

likely to adversetv irnpact groundwater recflarge in the Lahontan Valley. As discussed 

above, a rrnmici/Jal~;vater svstem for Churcht11 County/Fallon that makes combined use of 

Newlands Project (surface) •vater~ as well as thf~ shallow, intermediate_, and basalt aquifers,. 

vvoulcJ Jessen impacts associated with groundwater recharge" A system that relies solely on 

surlace water would eliminate these anticipated adverse impacts-

Existing and anticipated demands for dOITJestic-supplv lrom tile basalt aquifer have tile 

greatest potential to adversely impact water quality in the basalt aquifer., as well as altering 

recharge pathwavs and volumes. Groundvlater in the l\li/ddle Carson River and Fernley areas 

would not be impacted" (Please refer to Section 4. 3. 3 for more detail~ J 

Jt.:!?'ctor, Erosiou •. Agricultural Pest Contro(,. and Air Quali,ty. Conversion of an additional 

15AOO acres of irrigated farmland to non-irrigated uses under the Preferred Alternative 

would incuMse the amount of potential mosquito breeding grounds and could potential!~' 

exacerbate agricultural pest, wind erosion, and air quality- problems in thf; Carson Division as 

11'·/e/1 as along the flAiddle Carson River corridor~ {Please sections 4. 4 and 4. 5 for more 

detail.) 
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Cumulatively, potential breecling areas for mosqultos will increase outside ol the Fallon area 

(at tlw primary wetland areas) and could decline somew'hat tvithin the rnore urban areas of 

Fallon tas drains and associated secondary VJlet!ands go dry). A significant amount of land 

will be converted from irrf,qated farmland, ~tvhere agricultural ru.csts are often controlled,, to 

non-irrigated uses, where agricultural pests mav persist unchecked unless the kmd is 

converted to a more intensive use such as residential areas. This could increase pest 

problems on some farmlands, 

.. VE:9..rrJ.;;?..f.!.)(E: .. J;;;gm.munllis1:.~-fl!lSi \!Vifs.flifQ.. Implementation of the Pn.etemHi Alternative would 

further increase the amount of primary wetland habitat to a long-term average of about 

25,000 acres. Any further reductions in secondar')ivletland habitat acreage would be more 

than oft:">et by this increase in priroary wetland 17abitat acreage. 

Further reductions in farmland l!abitat in t11e C-::trson Division and tl7e Middle Carson River 

would occur under the Preferred Alternative, and further adverse impacts to wildlife 

associated with agricultural areas would occur. 

Cui-ui and other Pvramid Lake/lower Truckee River resources Vlioufd further btmefit from the 

Preferred Alternative. If the Preferred Alternative, TROA the Truckee River Water Quallty 

Settlement Agreement and adjusted OCAP are all implemented, the cumulative impacts 

could provide fro cui-ui recoverv and additional water rights may not have to be purchased 

for cui·ui recove:ry< (Please see Sections 4, 6 - 4. 15 for rnore detaiU 

Cumulatively, wetland habitat and assodated vvildlife in the Lahontan Va!lev will benefit 

significant/'y' ;/·1 tl?tc long tern? frorn the Preferred Alternative, including the 20,000 AF 

acqw:c;ition program, and closure of TJ Drain, even vvith othor actions and activities tending 

to adversely impact wetland habitat (o.g., adjusted OCAP and possibly Recoupment). 

Agriculture, Farmland, Local Economy, and Land Uso. Acreage ol irrigated farmland would 

decline in the Carson Division by another 15,400 acres and along the Middle Carson River 

by as nnt,ch as 4,800 acres, which further impact the agricultural communities in Ciwrch!/1 

and L')lon Counties beyond the impacts that would occur as a result of the activities and 

actions fisted above, (Please see Sections 4. 16 and 4. 19 for more detail and for int'ormation 

on possible mitigation measures.) In combination vvith the other activities and actions 

addressed in this analysis (including the alreadv occurring growth and diversification ol 

C/wrcl?ifl CountvJ, agricultural production ~vould be significantlv adversely affected. 

lmplernemation of the Preferred Alternative, cumulative vtlith TROA the Truckee River trvater 

Quality Settlement Agreernent, and adjusted OCAP may result in lewer Truckee Division and 

Truckee River 1!'/ater rights having to be purchased. This could slight!v reduce potential 

<'Jdverse impacts to the agricultural community along the Truckee River and Truckeo Div1~"ion 
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of the Nevvlands Project as compared to conditions •vithout implementation of the Preltrrred 

Alternative (Section 4.26.16!. 

Further 1~ncreases in primary Vlletland hahdat Vllf..Wid furtlier increase recreational 

opporwnities associated '>Nith wetlands. !Please see Section 4. 1 7 lor more detail.) 

C'umulativefv.- recreational opportunities associatecJ with wetlands vvou!d increase in 

Churchlii Countv. 

Populatio.a .. JJrowth. Implementation of the Preferred Alternative is not e:qJected to adversel~' 

Bffect population growth if1 Churchill and Lyon Counties. (Please see Secrion 4. 18 for rnore 

detail.) 

La!J..d.. .... Values. It is not expected that the Preferred Alternative vlould adversely impact land 

values. (Please see Section 4. 20 for more detail.) 

Property Tr:r.xes. The Pn:.:'hnred Alternative would further increase tax revenues to Churchill 

County, and could potentially increase re1renues to l. von County, through land conversion 

(and increased tax rate on these lands) and increased revenue sharing payments by the 

Service. (Please see Sections 4. 21 and 4. 25 for more <1etail..) Cumulatively, revenue paid 

to Churchill County and possiblv Lyon County would increase. 

tv1unic;j{lal Services. The Preferred Alte:<mative 1:s not expectecl to impact municipal services. 

(please see Section 4. 22 lor rnore detail), vvith the possible excer1tion that cumulative 

effects ollillater rights acouisitions for Lahontan Valley ~'vBtiands, OCAP adjustments, and 

growth and diversification could potentia!lv reduce basalt aquifer recharge. 

Sociai Vaiut•s. The continued purchase of water rights under the Preferred Alternative for 

the primary wetlands will contribute to the shift avvav from an agrarian community, but will 

t!icrease recreational opportunities lot some members of the growing community. (P!t:mse 

see Section 4. 2 3 for more detail./ Cumufative!v, "tium/and presarvation values" VIi ill be 

signiffcanti'r' affected as the Fallon area shifts further awav from an agrarian community 

toward a more urban communit''l and as more farmland is changed to other uses. 

Indian Tr:u!Jt Assets and.J;ultural ReS01.1fl?..~ .. ~- The acquisition of ll.tater rights for primary 

vvetfands would enhance Indian Trust Assets (except for potential adlierse impacts (f. e., 

competdion) to the acquisition of water rights for agricultural purposes for the Fallon Paiute .. 

Slwshone Reservation) and the preservation of t-n·ehistoric cultural resources at Carson Lake 

and Stillwater NWR. The fatter would occur as a co.nsequence of nwre water covering 

cultural resource sites in the primary wet/and areas. {Please see Section 4.24 for more 

detail./ 

Acquis:.ir.ifm Costs. Acquisition of water rights for the primary- wetlands under the Preferred 

Alternative could result in more competition for privatef)-'~o>vned 1vater rights in the Lahontan 

\laliev. (Please see Seer ion 4. 25 for more cletail.) 
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4.27 POSSIBLE CONFUCTS WiTH AGENCY, TRIBAL, COUNTY OR 

STATE PlANS OR POUCIES. 

4.27 .1 FARMlAND PROTECTION POUCY ACT lfPPAI 

Under FPPA, federal i.1!]tmcies me to asswe that their programs, to the extent practicable, 

are compatible with State, local ~wvemment, and private programs and policies to protect 

farmland. The to! lowing addresst:1S the t:1xtem to which the Service's Preferred Alternative 

would conflict with Nevada State, Churchill County, and private programs to protect 

farmland. 

There currently are no Nevada State farmland protection pronrams or poiicies with which 

the acquisition of water rinhts for wetlands prottoction would conflict. 

Although the 1990 Churchill County Master Plan did not identify any goals for protecting 

farmland in the county, the Service's Preferred Alternative appears to conflict with one of 

the fundamental concepts of the land use master plan, which is to retain farmland for 

agricultural use through the categorization of certain lands in Churchill County for 

a~,Jricultural use. It is estimated that just over half of the farmland ln the Carson Division 

occurs in areas designated for agricultural use (based on Map #25 of the Churchill County 

1990 Master Pian in conjunction with NRCS's 1980 irnportam Fannland map for ChurchHI 

County). As a result of acquirin~l water riurus for Lahontan Valley wetlands protection. a 

portion of these lands would be converted to non-agricultural uses, such as non·a~Jricuitural 

open space. The Preferred Alternative would minimize these adverse impacts, as cornpared 

to the other action alternatives. 

AIH1oU~JI1 there has been discussion on the establishment of a farmland protection program 

for Churchill County (Lahontan Valley Environmental Alliance Land Use Working Group). no 

such pro~jrarn has been established. 

4.27 .2 CHURCHILl COUNTY MASTER PLAN 

Aside lrorn the potential conflict identified above, the water rights acquisition program iS not 

in conilict with the 1990 Churchill County Master Plan. However, Churchilf County's 

Master Plan is currently undergoing revision. Changes in the plan could provide mitigation 

far some of the impacts associated with land use, land values, and social values as 

identified in those st.~ctions of this document. 

4.27 .3 PYRAMID LAKE PAIUTE TRIBE 

The Pyramid lake Paiutt.o Tribe has contested many water right transfers in the Newlands 

Project, and litigation regarding these rights is ongoing. In an effort to avoid possible 

conflicts with the Tribe and State law, the Service has anrHed to transfer only eligible water 

rights (please refer to Section 2.6.2, EUGIB!LITY CRITERiAL 
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4.28 UNAVOIDABlE ADVERSE EFFECTS 

Unavoidable adverse eflects are those consequences or ~rnpacts that occur as a result of the actions 

and cannot be mitigated. !n the previous sections of this chapter the Service has ~dentfied the 

effects ot the PreferrBd Atern;~tive on the various componBnts of the Lahontan VaHey environment, 

inc!uding the social and economic environment, Possib!e relevant and reasonable mitigation 

n1easures are described in genera! terms for each of the major at!ecteLi resources, Many of the 

mitigation measures described are outside of the jurisdiction or purview of the Service but are 

included to encourage other agencies, individuals or aHected parties to implement such mitigation 

measures when possible, Since the Service cannot ensure or determine that the identiiied 

n1itigation rneasures wil! be fully implemented, there are likely to be situations where unavoidabje 

effects will occur. 

For the lahontan Vaney, the Preferred Alternative of acquirinhl water for the wetlands is expected to 

cause unavoidable adverse impacts to the agricultural economy, a9riculture-dependent wildlife, and 

"!ann preservation values'' ot community members, Agricultural jobs wiH be lost and the 

commurny will experience a shift in its economy as farmlands go out of production. As a result, 

the character of the community may be substantially altered by tho tirne the water rigflls acquisition 

program js cotnpfeted. 

Change is occurring in the Fallon community and social values are being noticeably' impacted by a 

varietv of factors unrelated to the proposed acquisition program. Long-time residents are seeing the 

community change as growth rates, housing derr1<:mds and job opportunities increase. At the same 

time, thro community iS shifting rrom an agrarian and a~Ficulturailv based lifestyle to one that is 

rnore urban and economically diverse. Some residents are resistant to suc:h change and perceive 

that these changes are adversely impacting the comrnunitv's social structure. It is d~Wcult to 

prescribe acceptable mitigation for impacted social values; !or this reason this is the major 

unavoidable adverse impact anticipated to occur as a consequence of the Service's Preferred 

Alternative. 

Hydropower generation would be decreased and adversely irnpacted as a result of the Service's 

action. The loss of revenues associated with hydropower generation could be mitigated. New 

power genel'ating facilities could be constructed, but this is highly unlikely because hydropower 

generation is not an authorized purpose for Newlands Project water electric power generation is 

considered incidental to other water uses. Changing the timing of Lahontan Reservoir releases, 

which would increase montl1fy volumes in some months wh1ie reducif1g volumes in other months, 

could improve power generation and ot'f'set revenue losses. lt is unlikely that power loss could be 

rr11tigated under this action alone, and the Service is identifying hydropovver generation as one of 

the unavoidable adverse effects caused by the Service's action. 

As farrnland is taken out of production, some drainage ditches in secondary wetland areas of the 

Lahontan Valley may dry up. Some of the wildlife values assodated vvith the drains would be 

shifted to the permanent 1.vetlands, while other wildlife uses would be lost. Some species such as 

wood ducks. yellow head blackbirds, and other birds which are found along Newlands Project drains 
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woutd lose some habitat areas. Additionally, some secondary wetland habitat would be lost on 

Federal, State, and private lands as a result of this acton. vVh~le most of the biolO~Jical resources 

associated with these areas would sh~H to the tour primary wetland areas, the ot.her functions and 

values of these wetlands to the public and their owners would be losL 

vVith the reductton of agricultural lands would come reduced feeding areas for sorr1e species oi 

w;lcHi1e, hovvever the1e \vould continue to be adequate feecHno areas on those lands vvhich remain. 

The Service esunates that the rerna~ning agricultural acreane under the Preferred Alternative and 

alternatives is sufficient to maintain >vHdiife populations associated with farrnfand in the Lahontan 

Valle}". 

4.29 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABlE RESOURCE COMMITMENTS 

Once !.he water rights are acquired by the Service for wetland use, Public Law 101 618 prohibits 

the sale, exchan1::1e or disposal o1 those tights for any use oH1er than that which would benefit fish 

and vvildli fe within Lahoman Valley (Public Law 101-618 206ial ( 1 HA)). Essentially, this constitutes 

an ~rretrievable commitment ot the water resource once the waH::r rights are acquired and 

transferred. 

Once farmlands are converted to other, more intensive land uses such as residential subdivision, 

inclustrial, or c:ornrnercial developn>ent, there is generally little econornk: incentive to convert such 

lands back into agriculture. The Service does not anticipate that lands will revert back to 

agricultural use after they are converted to rnore ~ntensive land use, CIH:Hifles in land use can result 

in an irreversible commitment of the resource in that farn1ing or agricultural use o! such lands would 

be e!iminated. Hm,,vever, vacant lands that are not converted to a more intensive use could be re·· 

\rvater righted and put back into production through a process of transferring existinl::l afJrH.::ultura~ 

water rights from less productive fannland to vacam lands of higher farmland quality. 

4.30 RELATIONSHIP OF SHORT-TERM USES AND lONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

Under the Service's Proposed Action and alternatives, short-term immediate negative impacts would 

be lelt in the audcu!tural sector during the entire period of Vllater rights acquisition. The acquisiton 

and transfer of agricultural water rights vvould eliminate crop production from those lands, in most 

cases, by the next irrigation season. The loss of auricultural profits and income would occur in the 

short-term while the added benefits ot increased recreational use at the wetland and the infusion of 

capital from the sale of water rights would take longer to be reaiized in the local economy. The 

acquisition of water rights for wetlands would occur over an unspec~fied per~od of time, therefore 

the full potential and benefits of sustaining 25,000 acres of wetland habitat would slowly accrue 

providinu long-term biological and wildlife productivity. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DRAFT EIS COMMENTS and RESPONSES 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This c!1apter addresses specific comments that were submitted in response to the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for Water Rights Acquisition for Lahontan Valley Wetlands (DEiS) 
that was published in the spring of 1995_ Appendix 11 includes copies of the comments by all 
commentors as they were submitted in their entirety complete with attached exhibits. !n responding 
to comments on the DEIS, the Service also considered the complaints filed, respectively, by Churchill 
County and the City of Fallon in recent litigation against the Department of the Interior, in Churchill 
County v_ Bruce Babbitt et al., CV-N-95-00724-ECR (0_ NEV.); and City of Falfon v. Bruce Babbitt et 
a!, CV -N-96-0146-ECR (D. NEV ). 

Comrnents are addressed in two ways in this chapter. First, several issues that were brought up 
repeatedly by different groups were summarized and addressed by the Service under Section 6.2, 
GENERAL ISSUE COMMENTS AND RESPONSES. Secondly, specific comments raised by each 
commentor, ~isted in alphabetical order, are addressed individually in Section 6.3, SPECIFIC 
COMMENTS AND RESPONSES Some comments were edited for length, with ellipsjs not!ng where 
text (usuaUy background statements or lengthy verbiage) was deleted. in addition, doub~e quote 
rnarks denote commentor comments, while single quote marks indicate text quoted directly from the 
DE IS 

The following table of contents !S provided help readers find general issue comments and comments 
by particular commentors. 

GENERAl ISSUE COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

Comment Number and_§ubject of CorDment 
L Programmatic EIS 
II. Alternatives 
Ill. Concerns with 2.99 Consumptlve Use-rate 
IV. Preferred Alternative and Environmentally Preferred 

Alternative Not Identified . . . . ....... . 
V incorporation of Farmland Protection Policy ,t\ct 
VI. Quantity of water required to meet wetlands needs 
VII. Willing seller defined ...... . 
VI!L Impacts to Newlands Project Efficiency 
IX Loss to secondary wetlands discounted 
X. Historical Wetland Acreage Questioned 
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6-3 
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6-5 
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6-6 
6-7 
6-9 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

Comments by-
Alpme County _ .. _ . _ 
Bureau of indian Affairs Phoenix Office/Carson City 
Bureau of Reclamation . _ ...... _ . _ . _ . _ .. 
Churchill County Adm~nistration Office 
Churchi!i County Mosquito Abatement District 
Cit'! of Fallon .............. . 
Environmental Protection Agency _ . _ . _ . _ . _ 
Fallon Paiute-Shashone Tribes ..... . 
Robert M. Forest ........ _ . " _ ...... _ . _ . 
lahontan Conservation District 
Lahontan Wetlands Coa!ition . " 
lahontan Valley Environmental AUiance (L VEA) 
LVEA Municipal and lndustr!a! Working Group 
Lou McDonald 
John McMullen 
The Nature Conservancy . . . . . .. 
Natura! Resources Conservation Service .. _ . _ . 
Naval Air Station ·· FaHon, Publ1c Work.s Department 
Newlands Water Protective Association 
Nevada State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 

Division of Environmental Protection 
Division of State lands _ . __ . _ ... ___ . _ . 
Division of Water Resources 
Division of Wildlife _ . _ 

Nevada Waterfowl Association 
Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe 
Floyd Rathbun 
Sierra Club __ .. 
Rachel M. Thomas 
Transcript of Public Hearing, September 6, 1995 

Russ Armstrong 
Steve King 
Terri King ... 
Bjorn Selinder 
Tim Findley 
Jeffrey Feike 

Truckee-Carson irrigation District 
U S. Geological Survey 

6.2 GENERAl ISSUE COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

L Programmatic EIS 

Page 
6-11 
6 .. 12 
6-12 
6-20 
6-93 
6-96 
6-98 
6-103 
6-104 
6-105 
6-109 
6-110 
6-125 
6-129 
6-129 
6-130 
6-131 
6-146 
6-149 

6-151 
6-152 
6-154 
6~156 

6-'167 
6~169 

6-173 
6-185 
6-189 

6-190 
6-192 
6-193 
6-193 
6-193 
6-194 
6-196 
6-214 

Eight commentors stated that the Service should comp!ete a programmatic EIS before acquiring 
water and water rights for lahontan VaHey wetlands protection The following is a compilation and 
summary of the comments. 
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General Issue Comment This action, as well as any other Federal action with the potential to 
~mpact the Newlands Project, should be stopped until a cornpre!iensive Environmental Impact 
Statement including all proposed, planned, and irnpfernented Federal actions on the Carson-"l"ruckee 
River Systems is finanzed. Each and every action within Pub1lc Law 101 ~618 appears to have 
impacts tjed to the other actions vnthm the !aw. Dec;sions on the impacts of each action st1ou!d not 
be made separately. The Department of the Interior, inctuding the Ser;ice, shou~d prepare a single 
EIS because of the nnmense cumu~aLve effects of various Interior actions concerning control of water 
m western Nevada. 

Public law 101-618 authorizes or mandates ttle follow~ng Federal actions or programs that would 
affect water resources, water .. users, and water management on the Truckee and Carson River 
systems~ ( 1) Truckee River Operatmg Agreement (2) Water Rights AcqUJsitlon for Lahontan Valley 
Wetlands Protection, (3) Transfer of Carson la~;e to the State of Nevada for a Wildhfe Management 
1\rea, (4) Cui-ul Recovef)>' and the Acquisition of Water Rights for the Conservation and f::t:ecovePI of 
Pyramid Lake Fisheries, {5) E:.:pans1on and f11ianagement of Stillwater NWR (6) Consentation of 
NAS~Fallon irrigation Water, (7) Water R~ght Acquisttion for Expanding Fallon Indian Reservation 
Agricu!ture, (8) Newlands Project Efficiency Studies, (9) Compliance witt! OCAP, and ( 1 0) 
Recoupment of Excess Truckee River Divers1ons Because aH of these Federal actions or programs 
could impact water users ln lahontan Valley, the Service should complete a programmatic EIS so as 
to provide more information than what currently exists. 

Response: While ~t ls apparent that the many potential federal actions authorized or directed by P.l. 
101 '"618 are geographically related, they are a collect!on of d~verse, independent act1ons with 
independent time frames, and they will be administered by a variety of agencies The Service has 
direct authonty and respons1bllity (as the lead agEmcy) for Lahontan Valley Wetlands Protection, Cui
ui Recovery, Managernent of Stillwater N\iVR, and, by agreement the Transfer of Carson Lake l" 
programmatic EIS is not required because (a) there is no "program." (b) most of the activ!ties 
authorized or directed by Public La~v w·i-618 do not depEmd on each other (i.e., they're 
independent). and therefore {3) they could not be adequately analyzed in a single 

Given those Clrcurnstances, ii was concluded that the various elements of P L 101-618 should not be 
combmed and could not be adequately evaluated in a single Sennce environmental document 
T!1erefore, no programmatic environmental impact statement encompassing all aspects of the law 
\twas prepared nor is planned by the Serv!Ce. Potential nnpac!s of the components of P. L 101-618 
wi!l continue to be evaluated over tjme as the issues mature and individual agencies identi~v goals 
and alternative means for addressing those issues Federal actions related to P L 101-618 and 
proposed ~n the future will be combined in enwonrnental documents where it is appropriate to 
combine them. In all cases, current and future environmental documents will analyze potential 
cumulative effects in recognition of the fact that the provisions of P L 101~618 are far-reachjng and 
will not be implemented without regard for actions proposed by other entities, including state or !ocal 
governments and private developers. ln addition, it shoufd be noted that a programmatic EIS would 
not necessarily require additional studies. information or analysis than what is contained in single 
action EiSs, and would provide a general overview of the multiple actions proposed and general 
impact analysis based upon existing information 

H. Alternatives 

General issue Comment: Two cornmentors expressed opposition to the Service's Proposed Action 
and aiternabves. 
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Other comrnentors stated specific preference or support for one of the alternatives considered. They 
are 

Aitemative 2 --Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe, Lahontan Wetlands Coalition 

Aitemative 3--Nevada Waterfowl Association, Sierra Club_ Nevada Division of Wildlife 

Alternative 4--State of Nevada Divis§on of Environmental Protection. EPA 

Alternative 5--The Nature Conservancy 

Response: The Service has identified Alternative 5 as its Preferred Alternative in this FElS. 

m. Concerns with 2,99 Consumptive Use-rate 

Seven com mentors stated they questioned the adherence to the 2. 99 AF/acretyear use-rate or that 
they did not support any alternative that did not seek to transfer and use acquired irrigation water at 
a 3.5 AF/acre/year duty. The following is a compilation and summary of the comments. 

Genera! Issue Comment: The 2.99 AF/acre/year use-rate does not make full application of 
purchased water, and thus wastes federal money. The 2. 99 AF/acre/year use-rate is contrary to the 
provisions of P.L 101~618, SLJbparagraphs 206(a)(1)(A) and (C) which stipulate that no water shaH be 
purchased under this Section unless the Secretary of the Interior expects that the water rights can be 
transferred and applied to direct use to a substantial degree, and must be utllized to the maximum 
extent practicable for direct use on the wetlands. 

The DEIS identifies only the Carson Division of the Newlands Project as a source of irhgat~on water 
to acquire wh!le eliminating the Truckee Division as a source of water for wetlands protection, but 
has on nurnerous occasions idenlified Truckee Division water rights as a source of water for cui-ui 
recovery. We question such "segregation" of water sources when it appears that the only benefit of 
using the 2.99 ,<\F/acrelyear use-rate is to subsidize water acquisitions for cui-ui. 

Alternative 3 is more desirable and defensible than the Proposed Action because it takes less 
agricultural !and out of production, costs less both in terms of capital and annual costs, reduces 
impacts to agricultural production and profit In addition, Alternative 3 reduces losses to secondary 
wetlands while protecting wetlands as specified in Section 206 of Public Law 10H318. 

Response: The Service selected an alternative for its Preferred Alternative that would appiy the 
accepted and approved 2.99 AF/acre/year use-rate as a matter of policy, but this would not preclude 
the Service from applying a higher use-rate if other related issues are resolved in the future. The 
2.99 AF/acre/year use-rate is consistent with change-in-use provisions of the Alpine Decree. 
Furthermore, previous wetland water right transfers at the 2 99 AF/acretyear use-rate have been 
approved by the Nevada State Engineer. The Serv1ce believes that the 2.99 AF/acre/year use-rate 
does make substantial use of acquired water rights to the maximum extent practicable. 

The 2.99 AF/acre/year use-rate reduces Newlands Project irrigation demand, which in turn has the 
potential to reduce Truckee River diversions and benefit Pyramid L.ake resources (both long-term 
lake elevations and fisheries) as a consequence This benefit is a byproduct of t!1e Service's action 
to acquire water rights for wetland habitat in Lahontan Valley and is not a purpose for the Preferred 
Aiternative. 
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As the Service disclosed in the FEIS, the higher use-rate of 3 5 AF/acreiyear applied to water-right 
transfers for wetland habitat has not been tested in applications to the Nevada State Engineer or 
under the provisions of the Alpine Decree. Additicmally, there are environmental and Indian trust 
concerns relating to the potential for increased TrucKee River diversions that would need to be 
reso!ved before the Service would be able to proceed with possibly higher wetland irrigation use
rates. 

It should a!so be noted H1at the Preferred Alternative will leave about 7, 500 n1ore acres of water
righted irrigated lands (see Table 4.2.A) in production than A!ternabve 3. therefore, more dra~nflows 
will cont~nue to the secondary wetlands. The Preferred Alternative would therefore have less impact 
on secondary wetlands than Alternative 3. Section 4.6 2, EFFECTS ON SECONDARY WETLANDS 
has been reviewed and text changes have been made for A!temabves 3 and 5. 

IV. Preferred Alternative and Environmentally Preferred Alternative Not Identified 

General Issue Comment: A few commentors thought the Service"s Proposed Action was the 
Preferred Alternative: another questioned why an EnvironmentaHy Preferred Alternative was not 
identified 

Response: Although the lead agency can identif'{ a preferred alternative in its DEIS, it is not 
required to do so (see CEQ's Forty Most Asked Questions concerning NEPA Regulations). For the 
DEIS, J.h£, Service di.Q .. ,,not identify ,i?, Preferred t::JJ,ernative. In that document, Alternative 2 was the 
Proposed Action, the action proposed for consideration by the Service. After consideration of a 
myriad of cornments on the DElS, and in consultation and review with other agencies, the Service 
has chosen Alternative 5, the Minimum Acquisition Alternative, as its Preferred Alternative. The 
SenJjce has not, however, identified an environmentally preferred a!ternative, but will do so in the 
Record of Decision, as required in CEQ Regulations, Section 1505.2(b) 

V. Incorporation of Farmland Protection Policy Act 

Three commentors stated that additional compliance with the Farmland Protectjon Policy Act was 
required in the ElS. 

General Issue Comment: The document has not adequately addressed the Farmland Protection 
Policy Act (FPPA). The Service must demonstrate that it has complied with prov~sions of FPPA 
because. as a Federal agency acquiring water rights predominately frorn agricultural uses, it has the 
potential to adversely impact prime farmland and farmland of statewide importance. The DEIS does 
not correctly address the provisions of FPPA and does not fully evaluate the impacts to prime 
farmland and farmland of statewide importance. What is the basis for why FPPA does not apply to 
the Service? 

Response: Recognizing that the DEIS inadequately addressed FPPA, the Service substantially 
modified sections of the EIS dealing with FPPA (e g., Sections 1.9.4, 3.16.4, 4. 16.4) and added an 
FPPA appendix (Appendix 10), based on comments by NRCS and ot11ers. As part of this effort, the 
Service completed the site assessment part of the standard Farrnland Conversion Impact Rating form 
per U S Department of Agriculture (USDA) guidelines and criteria (7 CFR §658), and submitted a 
requested to NRCS for them to complete the land evaluation portion of the form (request dated 
~Jiarch 29. 1996). The two farming areas evaluated on the form were the Carson Division of the 
Newlands Project and the Middle Carson Rlver corridor between lahontan Reservoir and the Carson 
City gaging station. Of a possible combfned score of 260. farmland in the Carson Division received a 
combined score of 176 and the farmland of the Middle Carson River received a combined score of 
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167 (Appendix 1 0). The loca!ly-developed land evaluation and site assessment (lESA) s)rstem was 
not used because it had not been approved by Churchill County and the NRCS State Conservationist 
for use in Churchill County prior to farm~ands in the Carson Divis1on and the Middle Carson River 
being evaluated. 

According to USDA guidelines, ii' !he areas had received scores lower than 160 potnts on the 
evaluation form, the Service would not have had to give further consideration to protecting farmland 
on the s1te under FPPA (7 CFR §658 4(c)(2)) Because the scores were above ·160 points, the 
Service is to consider aiternative actions, as appropriate, that would serve the proposed purpose (i.e., 
sustaining a long-term average of 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat), but would convert either 
fewer acres of farm!and or other farmland that has a lower relative rating ('7 CFR §658-4), Alternative 
actions include alternative sites, locations, and designs 'This FElS presents and evaluates a range 
of alternatives with different program designs, each of which wou!d result in d!ffering amounts of 
irrigated farmiand that would be converted to non-irrigated uses, The Preferred Alternative 
(i!l.ltemative 5) would result in the fewest acres of farmland being conve1ted of any of the action 
alternatives_ The only sites from wr1ich water rights can reasonably be purchased for the primary 
wetlands are the Carson Division and the Middle Carson River corridor given current water po!icy and 
law, Furthermore, purchase of water rights from lands not designated as prime farmland or farrnland 
of statewide importance (based on 7 CFR Part 4(c)(4)0)) is not an option because lands having 
active water rights are, by definition, irrigated and all irrigated farmland in the Carson Dlvislon and 
lWdd!e Carson River corridor has been designated by NRCS as either prime farmland or farmland of 
statewide importance (letter dated November 17, 1995). This ~s discussed further in section 2.3.5, a 
new secbon added to the FE!S_ 

A!tl1ough FPPA was passed by Congress to protect farmlands nation-w•de, Public Law 101-618, 
which was signed into law nearly 10 years after FPPA, was passed to protect wetland habitat fn t!1e 
Lahontan Valley, among other purposes. Public Law 101-618 specifically authorized and directed 
that water rights be acquired from wWing sellers for wetlands protection. 

VL Quantity of water required to meet wetlands needs 

Six commentors raised questions and expressed concerns regarding the Serv•ce's use of the 5 
AF/acre water requirement associated with sustaining primary wetland habitat 

General Issue Comment Why !las the Service chosen 5 AF!acre/year as the wetland water 
demand for its calculations of water requirements for the Lahontan Valley wetlands under Public Law 
101-618? The use of this annual water demand is contrary to previous Serv•ce reports that indicated 
wetland water demands were 9-10 AF/acre/year and other Service records that showed wetland 
water deliveries were about 3 AF/acre/year. It appears that U1e Service needs to develop a more 
comprehensive management plan for the wetlands in order to better define its water needs. 

Response: The Service, as the lead agency preparing the environmental impact analysis of 
acquiring water and water rights necessary to sustain 25,000 acres of primary' wetland habitat, has 
!lad to make some determinations regarding water requirements for wetland habitat In order to 
develop a Proposed Action and reasonable alternatives, the Service had to define primary wetland 
habitat and the corresponding water requirements for such habitat The Serv,ice, in coordination with 
NDOW, relied on their 30 years of experience managing wetland habitats on Stillwater WMA/NWR to 
develop representative average annual water use requirements for wetlands in order to define a 
conceptual water demand. The Service has found that 5 AF/acreJyear is an approximate 
representative water requirement that averages the water requirements for the different primary 
wetland habitat types ranging from playa to perennial marsh (see Figure 3 6.A) in Lahontan Valley 
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There are numerous factors (evaporation, transpiration, timing of water delivery, vegetation 
requ~rements, vegetation cover, and depth of water) that affect wetland water requjrements The 
greatest s~ng~e factor is evaporat;ve losses in order to sustain standing water, a key component of 
wetland habitat enough water must be available to offset evapol'ative losses Tl1ese evaporative 
losses average about 60.5 inches/year (Append~x 4) or 5 AFiaoe!year in the Lahontan Valley 
'Netlands and, therefore, an average of 5 AF!acre/year is needed _just to offset evaporative !osses_ 
Because evaporative losses vary throughout the year. the timing of water delivery is another 
factor in water requirements for wetland habitats_ Under baseline conditions, the majority of wetland 
water supp~y comes from drainwater inflow (54 percent), which tends to peak late in the irrigation 
season (August, September, and October) when monthly evaporative losses are declining. As the 
Service acquires more water and the majority of the wetland inflow comes from irrigation deliveries 
(65 to 90 percent depending on the altemauve considered) based on an agricultural water use 
pattern (see Figure 2.8), the weUands wlll receive water at a time in which the evaporation rate is 
peaking ( june, July, and A,ugust). 

This shift in wetland water deHvery patterns requires slightly more water on average than that 
required under basellne conditions (about 5.1 AF/acre/year) to make up for these evaporative losses. 

In response to the questions regarding previous water demands that range from 9-10 AF/acre/year to 
as low as 3 AF/acre/year, those water requirements reflect conditions that have occurred in the past 
and are associated with the different types of wetland habitat (see Appendix 4). In the past when the 
wetlands received a large volume of water in the winter months as a result of Lahontan Reservoir 
releases for power generation, the Service was able to maintain open ... water habitats ln perennial 
(continuously wetted) wetlands, due in part to greater inflow volumes during w!nter when evaporative 
losses were relatively !ow. Sorne of these deep perennial wetlands received as much as 8-10 
AF/acre of water per year. Records show that in the past, the Service has maintained wetland 
habitat ln some areas (units) of the Stillwater Marsh on as liWe as 3 AF/acre/year. These wetland 
areas were managed as ephemeral (not continuously inundated with water) marshes ttlat sustained 
ernergent rnarsh vegetation. 

For tnE.• purposes of this document the Service has relied upon the 5 .AF!acre/year wetland water 
requkement as a representative average water demand. The 5 AF/acrelyear average water 
requirement figure reflects a possible range or mix of wetland haMat types representative of a Great 
Basin marsh ecosystem. Appendix 4 indicates that 5 AFiacre/year is a reasonable f~gure. 

The Service has indicated in the EIS and continues to assume that the acquisition totals under the 
alternatlves considered define the upper limits of water demand. The Comprehensive Management 
Plan soon to be developed for SW!water NWR will further evaluate possible hab[tat and water delivery 
scenarios to fineAune and adjust the annual average water requirements for susta~ning wetland 
habrtat H is possib!e, that after setting long-range objectives for the refuge and reevaluating water 
demands for wetland habitats, that the overall water demand may be reduced. 

VU. Willing seHer defined 

Three of the local commentors questioned whether property owners selllng water rights in the 
Lahontan Valley are "wil!ing sellers" as referenced by the Service ~n the DElS_ 

General Issue Comment: The concept of willing selier is not defined within the DElS and there are 
indications that the existing water right sales are not open market transactions_ Sellers are uncert.ain 
of the future due to regulatory changes, Ht!gation, and recoupment; all actions that have de-stabilized 
the market. For these reasons. sellers are motivated in the same sense that a pending 
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"condemnation blight" would affect a market. The wilfing seller concept must incorporate an open 
and competitive market vaiue rather than the "monopolistic" market that the Service has created in 
lahontan Valley. 

Response: The term "wil!lng seller" comes from the directives of Public law 101~618, Section 206 
(a)(2)(A) which the Service has used throughout the EIS to define sellers who !1ave voluntarily 
chosen to participate ~n the Service's water rights acqu1sition program. Since about 1991, the 
Service, under previous acquisition authorities (addressed as the No l ... cvon Alternative), has been 
the most active and largest buyer of water rights on the open market in Lahontan Vailey. These 
transactions and those transactions anticipated under the alternatives considered are open market 
purchases, and there has been no legal privilege or governmental control of prices, The Service has 
no authority or interest !n condemnation acquisition for water rigr1t acquisitions related to preserving 
and sustaining Lahontan Valley wetlands, 

The water rights market in Lahontan Valley, like all commodity markets, has e!ements of uncertainty 
Often, people sell property (induding water rights} in ant!cipation of, or tn response to, pending 
market conditions They may also sell property because of personal obligations or opportunities that 
require capitaL Regulatory changes such as OCAP and TROA may influence t!1e market but they 
do not have the authority or ability to deny or take a valid privately awned water right. Based on 
information from past independent appraisals and Sen1ice appraisal data, neither regulatory change 
nor litigation has adversely affected the market value of water rights in Lahontan VaHey. 
Recoupment is currently being pursued through a lawsuit seeking restitution of water that was 
diverted from the Truckee River in excess of authorized amounts. Such restitution could have the 
potential to impact water delivery in the future, Recoupment could have the ability to affect 
marketability of lahontan Valley water rights because of possible repayment encumbrances, These 
encumbrances may be enforced by lntenor pursuant to court decisions, but the decisions to divert 
excess water in the past were made by the New!ands Project water-users through the actions of 
TCID TCI D actions are directed by its board whict1 is elected by the water~users to represent tlleir 
interests. 

The rnarket value that the Service pays for water and water rights is based on rnarket value as 
determined by qualified appraisers" The market value used in all Federal acquisitions iS defmed by 
the Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land Acquisitions, 1992, and is similar to definitions 
used by all appraisers as required by the yniform Standards of Professional Aporalsal Practicec The 
Service does not have the option to pay less than market vaiue in its purchase transactions, nor does 
it have the ability to set the price of water Locat open-market transactions (between Individuals" 
private parties. or non-governmental transactions) are the determining factor for market value, and 
are derived by comparable sales of water rights and water rights with appurtenant land in the area. 
The Service does not evaluate the market value of Lahontan VaHey water rights as if they were in 
some other area. In order to do so, the Service has to have evidence that there is some physical 
means to relocate or transfer the property to other locations. Lahontan Valley water rights are 
physically tied to the Newiands Project portion of the Carson R1ver system and transferring that water 
to areas where there is a higher demand and higher market values, such as Reno, is physically and 
legally unrealistic, 

The acquisition methods used by ttle Service determine market value and offer cash payments to 
property owners voluntarily placing their property on the market for sate ,4.1! normal free-market 
mechanisms are open and available to other individuals and private parties as welL For these 
reasons, the Service does not believe that its proposed water rights acquisition program is 
monopolistic nor is it backed by the threat of condemnation. The lirnited activity and lack of other 
water-right purchasers in the affected area is outside the control of the Service and may be related 
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more to the current price of water rrgr1ts, whlch often exceeds the production values of many of the 
farms in Lahontan VaHey (Sunding, 1994) 

VUi. Impacts to Newlands Project Efficiency 

Newlands Project water users can have penalties or restrich::ms placed on water de~iveries if irrjgatjon 
denvery efficiency targets are not met For this reason there was concern expressed by a number of 
groups that wetland water nght acquisrtions and wet~and deliveries could cre.,ate conditions that would 
result in inefficient liTigation deliveries. 

General Issue Comment: The conclusion in the DEIS that long-term Newrands Project deiive;m:f is 
anticipated to improve as a result of ~arge bk;ck deliveries to the wetlands lS questioned. There is no 
discussion of possible short"term impacts to irrigation delivery efnciency in the event that single 
property irrigation deliveries are required at the end of latera1 canals where the majority of the other 
water rights along a specific canal have been transferred to U1e wetlands. The Service has not 
identified possible mitigation measures in the event that Newlands Project efficiency is adversely 
impacted as a result of wetland water right acqu~sitions. The n.::cognltion of Newlands ProJect 
drainwater !nf!ow to the prima1y wetlands as part of tl1e efficiency calculations would greatly improve 
Newlands Project irrigation delivery efficiency_ 

Response: No information has been obtamed to date that suggests tl"!e Service's proposed 
acquisition of water rights would adversely impact long-term Newlands Project irrigation delivery 
efficiency. The Service does recognize that isolated irrigation deliveries at the end of lateral canals 
could cause adverse impacts to efficlEmcy. The SerJice believes such conditions could be short 
term, meaning that over tt1e course of the acquisition program ( 15-30 years) those isolated irrigation 
deliveries could be acquired through regular acquisition methods or by transfer methods. Under 
existing condjtions there are a few isolated parcels that receive New!ands Project dehveries in spite 
of the inherent adverse impacts these deliveries have on overall Newlands Project efficiency The 
processes or procedures used to resolve the existmg inefficient iSOlated de~iveries could serve as 
framework for U1e Ser;ice or other agencies to implement acquisjtion or delivery methods that would 
reduce the potential for irrigation de!~verJ inefficiercies as a result of wetland water right acquisitions 

The Service believes that acquisition targeting and transfers woutd serve as possible mitlgat!on 
measures to offset or eliminate meff1cient irrigation delivenes It should also be noted that it is witr1in 
the authority of the Secretary of the interior to ;mpose penalties, in U1e form of irrigation del!very 
restrictions, upon Newlands Project water-users in the event U1at OCAP irrigation delivery efficiency 
targets are not met. The Service believes that as a possible m!tigat;on rneasure, the Secretary could 
'Naive irrigation deliverf restriction penalties, !f the failure of tlle Newlands Project operator to meet 
OCAP irrigation deljvery efficiency targets was proven to be directly related to the Service's wetland 
vvater right acquisitions. There are a number of issues that would have to be resolved regarding 
Pyramid Lake trust responsibilities, efficiency calculations, and documentation of adverse impacts 
before such mitigaton could be implernented 

Changing the procedures to calculate Newlands Project irrigation delivery efficiency is outside the 
scope of tl1is document and is not wjthin the Service's authority The Service has evaluated the 
consequences of including wetland drainwater inflow as part of the New!ands Project irrigation 
delivery calculations !t should be noted that a key objective of OCAP delivery efficiency targets is to 
establish a procedure to define necessary Lahontan Reservoir releases and storage with an 
ernphas!s on reducing Carson Division irrigators' dependence on Truckee River diversions_ The 
Service has concluded that while changes in efficiency calculations to include wetland drainwater 
inflows, looks good on paper_ it does little to achieve the ObJectives of OCAP. Due to its trust 
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responsibi!lties for Pyramid lake resources, the Service does not consider changes to OCAP that 
would permit greater diversion of Truckee Rrve'r to the Newlands Project to be beneficial. 

IX, Loss to secondary wetlands discounted 

Three commentors were concerned u·1at the document did not adequately descnbe the loss to 
secondary wetlands as a result of the water rights acquisition program Those comments are 
compiled and summar~zed below. 

General Issue Comment: The DEIS is about wetlands, but there is an inadequate evaluation of the 
impacts of Federal actions, both past and present on areas identified as "secondary" wetlands. 
Reduced drainwater will adverse!y impact regulating reservoirs and private wetland areas such as the 
Canvasback Gun Club, but the DEIS states that the regulating reser\toirs no longer provide wettand 
habitat The importance of the secondary wetlands has been overlooked or too generalized in the 
DEIS. In total, due to the adverse impacts to secondary wetlands, very tlttle gain will be achieved by 
acquiring water for the primary wetlands. 

Response: Many of the wetlands and regulating reservoirs of the Newlands Project within Lahontan 
Val~ey provide wetland habitat (Specific portions of U1e text m Section 3.62 regarding use of the 
regulaUng reservo1rs has been corrected to reflect this condition ) However, under baseline 
conditions, which includes full compliance With provisions of the '1988 OCAP. many of the wetlands 
that have in the past sustained perennial and ephemeral palustrine wetland habitats will not receive 
sufficient drainwater or spiHs to provide reliable, long-term wetland habitat. lrnplementation of many 
of \he Newlands Project irrigation delivery efficiency measures outlined in the 1988 OCAP have, or 
will result in, decreased drainwater relative to past conditions and will result in reduced re!iance on 
year-long use of regulating reservoirs. The impacts and consequences of implementing the 1988 
OCAP were addressed by Bureau of Reclamation !n the Final EiS for Newlands Project OCAP 
( 1 s~87) Since this action has occurred and the impacts associated with imp~ementing OCAP have 
been addressed pursuant to NEPA the Service has conectly considered those conditions as 
baseline condltions 

Adverse impacts to secondary wetlands as a result of improved irrigation delivery efficiency are not 
!mpacts of the Service's proposed act1on to acqu1re water and water rights for the pnmary wetland 
habitat areas. The Service has identified (Section 4.6.2. SECONDARY WETLA.NDS) the anticipated 
~mpacts to the secondary wetlands (under baseline cond!tions) due to reduced New!ands Project 
drainflows resuiMg from H1e acquisition and transfer of agricultural water rights for primary wetland 
habitat protection. 

Other than SWlwater WMA/NWR and Carson Lake primary wetland areas, only U1e Canvasback Gun 
Club wetlands have rights to New!ands Project drainwater (Freeman Agreement), but those rights are 
subject to availability. These drainwater nghts were issued recogniz~ng tl1at water volumes could 
cr;ange as a result of Newlands Project operational changes. Therefore, it is reasonable to portray 
reductions in Newlands Project drainwater as an anticipated consequence of relying on a water 
supply that is subservient to other uses and demands. 

The Service disagrees with the idea that the proposed action to acquire water and >vater rights for 
the primary wetland habitat areas WilL in the long run, result in little or no net gain in wetland 
acreage due to loss of secondary wetlands. The ~nformation available to the Service shows that prior 
to the ·1 988 OCAP, secondary wetland habitat accounted for about ·14, 000 acres (42 percent) of the 
total wetland hab~tat (see Table 3.6.A). Under baseline conditions and fuU compliance >vith provisions 
of the 1988 OCAP, these secondary weUands account for about 4, 500 acres (27 percent) of the tota! 
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wetland habitat (see Section 3 6.2 SECONDARY WETLANDS) While, there may be some slight 
reductions to secondary wetland habitat acreage under some of the alternatives considered, the total 
wetland habitat acreage (secondary and primart combined) win increase to about 29,500 acres, up 
from about 16.500 acres under baseline conditions. The contnbution of secondary wetland habitat 
( 15 percent) dedines, but it is clear thai there is a net gain in wetland habitat as a result of the 
proposed acqu~sition of water and water rights for primar1 wetland habitat 
It iS ciear that Congress, from ils record related to Pub~lc Lavv ·101"618 (Senate Reports 101~555 and 
3084), recognjzed that sorne losses of weti:and llabitat would result fron1 E.~fforts to improve Newlands 
Prqect §rrigation deljvery efficiency and resolve long-standing Truckee-Carson River disputes. With 
the passage of Public Law 10·1 ,.618, Congress snowed its intent to compensate by providing long
term sustainable wet!and habitat in Lahontan Valley_ As a result, the Secretary of tlle interior was 
given the authority and mandate to acquire water and water r[ghts for· Lahontan Valley wetlands. 

X. Historical Weth:md Acreage Questioned 

A couple of the commentors quest!oned the orjgins and validity of the ServH::e's references to 
historical wetland acreage within Lahontan Valley These comments are compiled and summarized 
below. 

General Issue Comment The t1istorical average figure of 150,000 (18•16-1860) wetland acres is 
questionab~e because using tlle Service's own 5 AF/acrelyear wetland water requirement, there are 
some 477,000 AF of Carson River flow that is unaccounted for There is no assessment of the 
habitats that comprised tile 150,000 acre wetlands, or the quality of those historical wetlands. 

Response: The histoncal wetland acreage was included in the ElS for reference purposes on!y. It 
\twas included to place the current amount of wetland haMat in perspective re!ative to the wetlands 
acreage that existed in Lahontan Valley prjor to development of the Newlands Project 

A US Geological Survey report by Kerley and others (1993) was used as the basis of tlle estimated 
i 50.000 acres of ·wetlands that occurred on average each year in the Lahontan Va!ley prior to 1860. 
Kerley and others ( 1993) estimated that these wetlands were a product of an average of about 
410.000 AF/year of water that was estimated to have flowed into the wetlands via the Carson River. 
The est~mated 150,000 acres of wetlands that historically existed in the Lahontan Valley assumes an 
average of about 42,000 acres of lake and marsh habitat (27,000 acres al Carson Lake and ·i5,000 
acres at Stillwater rv1arstl) and an average of about 105,000 acres of temporary playa llabitat in the 
Carson Sink The amount of water consumed by the lake and marsh habitat was estirnated by 
Kerley and others ( 1993) to be about 5 AFiacrefyear and the amount of water consumed by tlle 
temporary playa habitat was estimated to be about 2 AF/acreiyear Therefore, it would be erroneous, 
within the context of the Kerley and others (1993) report, to appiJ.' the 5 .AF/acre/year water~ 
consumption rate to the enbre 150.000 acres. 

6.3 SPECIFIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

A!pine County 

Comment 1: "'vVhile the comment at p_ 2~45 essentially eilminates consideration of tlle Upper Carson 
River segments from consideration at this time. the D. E.I.S. should express!y state that if the Upper 
Carson River segment is ever to be considered (directly or indirectly) that a full E.I.S. shall be 
prepared" 
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R.esponse: The ServK:e has eliminated consideration of the Upper Carson River as part of its action 
in this document The Service agrees tt1at NEPA compliance wouid be required !f a federal action 
proposes to acquire vvater m Upper Carson River segments (1-6) 

Bureau of indian Affairs-Phoenix Office 

T!<e Bureau of Indian Affairs provided comments from both the Phoen~x Office and Carson City 
Office. The Carson C!ty BIA comments on the executive surnrnar:v 1.vere editorial in nature and were 
considered during final review of the document, but are not included here. 

Comment 1: "The DE1S does not address the potentia! effects the proposed action would have on 
the acquisition of water rights for the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Reservation and the Pyramid Lake 
Palute Tribe under Section 102 of Public Law 101-618. For example, how wm the proposed action 
affect the market values for purchasing water rights for the Tr1be? WiH there be enough wil!lng 
sellers for Tribal purposes? 

Response: The Ser..1ice has revised Section 4 26.1 of the Cumulative Effects section to address the 
antic!pated impacts the acquisition of water rights for wetlands would have on the acquisition of water 
rights for agncultural proposes on the Fallon Paiute-SMshone Reservation. The Service does not 
see that its actions to acquire water rights for wetjands would affect the acquisition of water rights for 
Pyramid Lake resources since the Service is not considering the acquisition of water rights from the 
Truckee Division or Truckee River. 

The Serv~ce has s!<own in Section 4.20 EFFECTS ON LAND VALUES that it is not Service or 
Federal water right acquisitions that determine market values, but private party transactions of water 
rights and water-righted land U1at generally define market values. 

Comment 2: ''There is no docurnentation or statement of 1·1ow or whHn (tile Service) consulted with 
potentia!iy affected tribes, indian organizations. Bureau of Indian and the Off~ce of the 
Solicitor regard!ng any actions that might impact lnd!an trust assets." 

Response: The Ser.r~ce has incorporated addibonal information regard~ng the consultation the 
Service has had with affected tribes, 8!A, and t!<e Office of the Solicitor in Section 1.9.3. INDIAN 
TRUST RESPONSl8lUTiES. Indian trust assets are also discussed in Section 2.4 ASSUrv1PTiONS 
FOR AGTION AL TERNATlVES, Section 4.26.1 CUMULATIVE iMPACTS, subsections 4.26 7 and 
4 26 10 and in the Seeping Report, Appendix 3. 

Bureau of Reclamation 

Comment 1: "Throughout the document t!1e word 'groundwater' 1s spelled incorrectly ... the word 
'data' is plural .. Webstser's Dictionary lists 'head gate' as two vvords . /\cquisrtion' is m1sspelled 
[on binding] " 

Response: Misspellings on the binding have been corrected, and incorrect use of the p~ural term 
data has been corrected. For compound words, the document editor determined thH style used in the 
document according to U.S. Government Style Manual standards An overall style list for local terms 
and agency acronyms was developed to encourage consistency in the document 

Comment 2: "It would be helpful to have a table of contents for the Appendix so readers knovv what 
is there." 



Response: Change incorporated. 

Comment 3: "Potential lmpacts of the Proposed Action and Effects on Newlands 
Project Operations (p. xiii), last paragraph (staternent that) · ... all of the action alternatives would 
result in in Derby Darn Diversions from baselme conditions, which require the greatest 
amount of diversion of all the alternatjves This conflicts with a staten1£mt three paragraphs before the 
quoted sentences, wl1ich states, Alternative 3 would result in a slight in;;:r?.::f:\2§!. in Carson Division 
irrigation demand" as a result of implementing the full use .. 1·ate of 3.5 AF/acre/year." 

Response: The Service's assessment that all of the alternatives would result in reduced Derby Dam 
dlverslons yet show a slight increase in Carson Division Irrigation demand has bEH!'H'1 re--evaluated and 
continues to be supported by BLR Model calculations. The Servtce believes that the increased 
irrigation demand on the Carson Division attributable to Alternative 3, as compared to baseline 
conditions (which inc!udes 20,000 AF of water-right acquisitions at 2.99 AF/acreJyear), would be met 
without increasing Truckee River diversions due to OCAP storage targets and long .. term carry-over 
storage potential which would maintain higher average Lahontan Resenroir levels than baseilne 
conditions (No Action Alternative). 

Comment 4: "I agree that any aitemattve that implements a full use rate of 3.5 AFiacre/year would 
tend to increase Carson Division demand s!ightfy, and therefore, tend to s!ighUy increase diversions 
from the Truckee River. Newiands Project irngators typically use less then ·100 percent of their 
maximum entitlement The Service is like!y to use an the!r transferred water rights, so if the 
transferred right exceeds the amount typically used by the seller, there would l[kely be a net increase 
m divers~on from Lahontan Reservoir and from the Truckee River at the 3 5 AF/acre transfer rate. 
This applies to Alternative 3 and possibly Alternative 5, so the baseline conditions DO NOT require 
the greatest diversion of all the alternatives. It seen•s reasonable that if only 2.99 acre-feet per acre 
of acquired water rights are transferred, then d!verslons would dE.<crease because at least 0.51 acre
feet per acre annua!ly of the water right would never be used. I suggest changing the sentence in 
question as follows: "Consequently_ all af the action alternatives 2Wl'; ~fig possil;tly q could result in 
reductions in Derby Dam diversions frorn baseline conditions. ~~.O:equire theugi:eatest amount of 
4\'e~s~on of all the ail:efflatWes, WtThil~ ~Jt~m~BY:S'~ 3 ~nd possibly 5UC6!,!1d reStlit in a ~light innr~~~i:i:~< ih 

Response: The mode!ling conducted by the Service to analyze Newlands Project operations does 
not shaw that 3.5 AF/acre use-rates associated with alternatives 3 or 5 would cause a net increase 
from Lahontan Reservoir as you suggest First, under all of the alternatives the Service expects to 
acquire some water r1ghts in the Carson Division with 4.5 AF/acre/year benchland headgate 
entitlement Transferring such water rights to the wetlands at a 3.5 AFJacre use-rate would reduce 
Carson D!vision demand. Since the Service can not predict H•e number of water-righted parcels it 
would potentially acquire with a benchiand entitlement, a proportional percentage of the total Carson 
Division benchland water-righted land was considered to be acquired for wetlands ln the BLR 
modelling for each of the alternatives. in addition, Service experience with the BLR Model has 
shown that due to the numerous and interrelated variables of project operations associated with 
OCAP such as storage targets, irrigation patterns, non-use of headgate entitlement, and hydrologic 
shortages, the long term averages calculated tor reservoir release and Truckee River diversions do 
not always equate to a simptified analysis limited to only two vartables. 

Comment 5: 'There is a related inconsistency on p. xvii in the middle of the first paragraph: 
"Lahontan Reservoir releases would only be slightly reduced ... under Alternative 3, which proposes a 
use-rate of 3.5 AF/acre/year and would only raise Lower Truckee River f!ows by less than 1 
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percent" Something is not right here; under Altemabve 3, Lahontan Reservoir releases will slightly 
increase and lower Truckee River flows wilj sl~ghtly decrease " 

Response: The Service's moclell~ng of Alternative 3 and the other alternatives does not support your 
concluskn See response to Bureau of Reclamation comment #4 above. 

Comment 6: p. xiv~-Summary Table of Potential impacts of the Proposed Action and other Actjon 
Alternatives, issues, Concerns, and Opportunities ___ "it would be lnformative io also tnclude estimated 
ground-water recharge (in both AFfyear and percent decline from the No Action A!ternative) since 
you make such esbmates in the document on pp 4-32 to 4-34." 

Response: The term recharge has been added to the Groundwater secUon of the table_ The more 
detailed quantifiable information on recharge is located in Section 4.3. 3.1. 

Comment 7: P- xvii, Potential Impacts of the Proposed Action and Alternatives.. "'The Service does 
not expect any of the action atternatives, except Alternative 4 to reduce the level of the shallow, 
intermediate or basalt aquifers valley-wide: Alternative 4 could result in a lowering of the shallow 
aquifer valtey-wide?' What is the rationale for this statement? The Service anbcipates transferring 
122,000 acre~feet of water rights under Alternative 2, the Proposed Action, versus 133,500 acre-feet 
under Alternative 4. These two numbers are within 10 percent of each other. it is difficult to believe 
that transferring 122,000 acre-feet of water would not have nearly the same effect as transferring 
133,500 acre-feet" 

Response: This exptanation of potential impacts to the shallow aquifer is a brief summahon for the 
Executive Summary, more detailed evaluations of groundwater recharge are provided in Sections 
3_3_3_-1.2 and 4.3.3.1" The difference betv-teen the Proposed Action and Alternative 4 have little to do 
with the volume of water to be acqwred, but is directly related to tile expected volume of losses from 
Newlands Project conveyance and irrigation Based on available information, it is assumed that 
shaHow aquifer recharge constitutes a "bted loss" frorn the conveyance system and on-farm 
trrigatjon_ Studies have shown that groundwater levels dedined when conveyance and on~farm 
frrigat!on ~osses dropped below 70,000 AF/year. Above this amount it is assumed that groundwater 
!eve!s would not be adversely affected. Using thjs premise, only Alternative 4 would potentially have 
adverse impacts to groundwater recharge. Based on BLR model output, it is estimated that 
conveyance and on-farm losses for Alternative 4 would be about 60,500 i:i,.Ffyear, which is less than 
70,000 AF/year figure identified above. Losses for Alternative 2 would be about 79,000 AFJyear, 
Because conveyance and on-farm losses would be above 70,000 AF/year, adverse impacts to 
groundwater recharge would not be anticipated under this aitemabve (see Section 4_3_3 
Groundwater)_ Alternative 4 is a scenario in which irrigation delivery efficiencies would be high, 
meaning that conveyance losses would be redtJced. Since conveyance losses account for the 
largest percentage of potential groundwater recharge (see Section 3_3_3_ -1.2, Groundwater 
Recl1arge), the shallow aquifer levels are most likely impacted under this alternative. While there is 
only a 10 percent difference in acqu!sition totais between the Proposed Action and Alternative 4, the 
change in conveyance and on-farm losses wh~ch are directly linked to sha!iow aquifer recharge fall 
below the point of inflection that has, in the past been shown to result !n lower groundwater levels_ 

Comment 8: Change last sentence (p. xviL Potential Impacts of the Proposed Action and 
Alternatives, second paragraph) to read: "These effects woujd most likely occur in areas that rely on 
canal seepage losses or Jit!~~~qry W~t~r percolation for well recharge." Cana! seepage is not the only 
source of well recharge_ Percoiat!o!l of water applied to irrigated lands also contributes to ground
water recharge and this needs to be mentioned_ Page 85 of Doug Maurer's USGS Open Fite Report 
93-463 __ .states, "West of Fallon, losses from the surface-water system recharge the shaliow, 
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!n~ermediate, and basalt aquifers. Losses from irrigated lands west of Fallon probably also recharge 
these aquHers ... Changes in irrigation that would decre<::.1se seepage !asses or the area of 
irrigated land \Nest of Fallon have the potential to decrease to the shallow. intermediate, and 
basalt aquifers in tr1at area." 

Response: This sectlcm of the Executlve Summary provides a tmef description of factors affecting 
groundwater recharge and the anttcipated irnpacts. The Service has identified a number of variables 
or factors that mfluence or affect groundwater recharge and have referenced ~~;~iaurer and others 
( 1994) and G!ancy { 1986) frequentiy in the detailed discussions on 9round'Nater recharge in Section 
3.3.3. 12. 

Comment 9: "You may want to indude a sentence in the executive swnrnary stating that Lahontan 
Reservojr recreation would increase. (p xix, Potential Impacts of the Proposed Action and 
Alternatives. Effects on Regional Rew::fation.) 

Response: There is insufficient information avai!able to determine that recreational use woutd 
increase at Lahontan Reservoir as a result of the Service's action While the Service expects 
average annual storage volumes to increase, such changes are not d1rectly linked to recreational 
use. RecreaHonal use appears to be associated with reservoir levels and weather conditions on key 
summer holidays. 

Proposed changes to OCAP that lower storage targets in r•1ay and June may adversely impact 
recreational use and could a!ter the Service's ca!culatlons related to average annual reservoir storage 
volumes. The Bureau of Reclamation would most likely address those impacts in more detail in the 
NEPA documents associated with the adjusted OCAP. 

Comment 10: "Please include a brief explanation of when and how you plan to take (the visible 
surface water) this measurement (p. 2-2, Proposed Action) Would it be in a certain month, 
regardless of whether the Service had calfed for the water? Or would it be after watr~r was delivered 
to the wetlands in the spring? Or at the time you estimated the maximurn visible surface water for the 
year was occurring'~ Would you measure the visible ~tllater surface a certa!n numbr-:lr of times per 
year? lf so, how many? Would you measure it based on aerial photography, estimates from surveys 
from airplanes, or on-the-ground estimates? 

Response: Details of how the Service would manage Stillwater NWR and be involved ln the 
management or monitoring of tile other primary wetland habitat areas t1as yet to be determined, The 
Service anbcipatss addressing those details !n its future planning efforts (see Section 1.8. '1 (4) 
Related Actions Under Public Law 101"·618 and Cumulative Impacts Section 4.26.4 Comprehensive 
Management Pian for Stillwater NWR) 

The Service plans to monitor primary wetland habitat acreage (visib!e surface water) each month, but 
adverse conditions and staffing constraints may limit its ability to do so. in those situations where 
rnonthly monitoring is not feasible, acreage would be monitored on a quarterly basis. Measurements 
of pr!mar:f wetland habitat would be based on U"§e best available information from aerial surveys, 
photography, and on-the-ground estimates. Since Carson Lake and the Fallon Tribal wetlands are 
not expected to be managed by the Service, it may not be approprlate for the Service to conduct 
mon~toring in those areas, and the Service would request such information from the responsible 
authorities The Service would then compile survey data from the managing entities of these other 
areas and prepare an annual Lahontan Valley report 
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Comment 11: "C!1ange delivery schedule sentence (p. 3·"7, 3.2.2 irrigation Deliveries) to say that the 
irrigation period can run from March 15 to November 15." 

Response: Change incorporated. 

Comment 12: "Delete or change sentence (p. 3~10. 32.4 New1ands Project Efficiency) to read ."This 
means a minimum of 68.4 percent of the water diverted to t!<e project (from La!<ontan reservoir and 
the Truckee Canal) ~s to be delivered to head gates for use by •.vater-right holders." 

Response: Change incorporated. 

Comment 13: "p. 3-20, 3.3.1 Water Resources, Surface Water Quality, Truckee River. USGS Water 
Supply Reports show the lowest Pyramid Lake elevation (of 3,783.9) occurred in 1967, not 1966." 

Response: Ci'Hmge incorporated. 

Comment 14: "insert the word average at the beginning of the sentence 'Shortages due to 
hydrologic factors such as drought range from 0.7 % (Alternative 4) to 2.3 % (Alternative 3) and are 
incorporated into the long-term average annual irrigation delivery "' 

Response: Change incorporated. 

Comment Hi: "p.4-8, 4.2.3.3 Spills, Par. 2, canal capacity sentence doesn't make sense; the canal 
capacities remain the same, no rnatter when the spills occur. Sentence could be changed to read: 'If 
spills occur prior to the irrigation season, cana! capacities generally can handle spin volumes, but if 
they occur during the irrigation season as most spills do, then volumes tend to be greate(~M(:l the 
arnoybt · of~tefWH!¢1'1 ¢~0 ijll;i ¢¢ihv!!:IY'~t;l Jq Jh~ wetlands may be limited by canal capacities become 
a !imitin!it ;a.stst, · ··· · · · p •••••• ·- • 

Response~ Change incorporated, 

Comment 16: ''pA-10, Newlands Project Efficiency, paragraphs 1 ,2,4 ... water which was transferred 
to the wetlands would like!y be delivered much more efficiently than when it was going to farms, 
because it travels through main canals to reach the wetlands instead of the numerous laterals to 
reach farms. However, you don't address the efficiency of delivering ttl€ remaining water which is sti!l 
going to farms. This efficiency is likely to decrease. Whether the decreased deiivery efficiency for 
remaining farms will offset the efficiency gains for the wetlands deliveries is difficult to determine." 

Response: The Service would agree that !t is difficult to determine whether the overall efficiency 
gains expected for weUand deliveries wou!d offset possib!e inefficient deliveries for remaining farms 
The avaHable analytical evaluation of irrigation delivery efficiency rates was done by the Service w!th 
the BLR Model. That deiiver:.v efficiency analysis indicates, that overall, long-term averages show 
improved Project irrigation delivery efficiency as a result of the Proposed Action and alternatives. 
The Service would speculate that inefficient deliveries to remaining farms that become isolated at the 
end of delivery system canals or l?terals as a result of other water right acquisitions under the 
Proposed Action or alternatives may be short-term impacts_ The range of possible mitigation 
measures that could resolve these short-term impacts are discussed in Section 4.2A Newlands 
Project Efficiency, Mitigation Measures. 

Comment 17: '' l question the validity of the conclusion (that water right acquisitions would occur jn a 
blocked pattern due to the !ower productivity in certain areas, and other competing land uses) ___ there 
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is a strong posslbihty the trend wi!l not continue once water rights on margimiil lands are acquired 
.. The checkerboard pattern is not the only water-acquisition pattern ihat cou1d be detmnental to 
Project eHiciency ... reta~n!ng a few acres at the end of a laterai wili alSO make delh.reries less 
efficient" 

Response: The hmited acquisitions ihat have occurred under baseline conrJitions have shown a 
b~ocked pattern As the experience to date showvs H1is :t :s reasonable that it vvili cont~nue_ 
However, even if the biocked pattern does not continue. it is unlikely that futur;::: acqujsitions wilf occur 
in a completely checkerboard pattern (the "worst-case" scenano). !f future acquis1tions that wou!d 
occur under the Preferred Alternative are somewhere bet\iveen a blocked and checkerboard pattern, 
the increased efficiency from the blocked pattern acquisitions will iikely offset the possible decreased 
efficiency due to any checkerboarding of acquisitions_ Simirarly if a fe~v isolated parcels were left 
the remaining acquisitions would be that much more concentrateci, and again, the increased 
efficiency of the blocked acquisitions would likely offset the decreased efflCiEmcy due to the lone 
parcels 

While one can question the vaHdity of the Service's conclusion, there is insufficient information or 
evidence to suggest that it is incorrect The limited acquisitions that have occurred under the No 
Action Alternative have shown a definite block.ed pattern 

Comment 18: P- 4-12, par. 2, under r\Mtigation Measures. Reclamation's Newlands ProJect Efficiency 
Study _ provides more detailed accounts of spec1fic canals, laterals, and service areas that 
experience higher seepage rates and are :neffic~ent less efficient. "Please change ineffbent to less 
efficient" 

Response: Change !ncorporated_ 

Comment HI: p. 4-2-L par. 3, under Derby Dam and the Truckee Canal. "il.s a professional civil 
engineer. I disagree that there is any direct correlation between canal flow volume and seepage 
losses: I wou!d delete any reference to flow voiumes m thiS paragraph. ~ question whether decreased 
diversions to Lahontan through the Truc~~ee Canal would have muct1 of any negative impact on 
Fernley-area ground water compared to the No Action Alternative The last two sentences quoted 
above seem to contradict each other: hrst you say that seepage losses will decrease as Truckee 
Canal flow vo!urnes decrease (not necessarily so), but then you state that the wetted canal perjmeter 
does not vary with reduced flow volumes {I agree)_ As you noted earlier in the paragraph, seepage is 
proportional to wetted perimeter. !f you do not expect the wetted perimeter to decrease, then there 
should not be any seepage reduction either 

The District must maintain a certain Truckee Canal water su1iace eievation (and the corresponding 
wetted perimeter) to meet irrigat1on delivery demand m the Truckee Division. If they lowered the 
water surface, there would be a decreased diversion flow from the Truckee Canal turnouts to laterals. 
Irrigators count on a certain fiow volume to irrigate efficiently, so the Truckee Canal water surface 
elevation is kept at a relatively constant level during the irrigation season, regardless of the flow 
volume .Recharge from the Truckee Canal depends on the wetted perimeter and how often the 
cana~ has water in it The only decrease in recharge would occur if there were decreased diversions 
to Lahontan Reservoir during the non-irrigation season (November 15 to March 15), with a 
corresponding decrease in wetted pen meter and/or how often there is water in the canaL" 

(Second comment, same issue, change sentence on p 4-31 to read something like this: "Truckee 
Canal seepage !osses may be indirectly impacted by the Ser\tice's Proposed Action and other action 
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Response: The Service agrees with these statements and !'las rev1sed the text as recommended. 
Although diversions from the Truckee Rver will be decreased as a result of the Proposed Action and 
Preferred ,tl.lternai[ve, canal flow vo1umes Wi~l be maintamed at such a :ever that wetted perimeter wi!l 
not be greatly altered. Appropriate changes to the impact are the1·efme incorporated. 

Comment 20: "p. xvii, Effects on Water Resources and p. 4 30, 4.3 3 Effect on Water Resources, 
Groundwater. You discuss the effects on surface water quantity and quanty. but only quantity is 
addressed under ground water. What effects do you expect to see on ground-water quaHty?" 

Response: There lS insuffident information to determine the effE.,cts the Proposed 1\ction or 
Preferred ,Alternative would have on groundwater quahty. Currently, serious water qua!ity problems 
exist valley-wide, as the shallow aquifer is susceptible to pollution related to surface activities and 
land use (ie septic tank nitrification, pesticide residue, chemical spills, oil and gas pipeline leaks, or 
spills) There are few indications that transferrjng water rights frorn one point of use 1n Lahontan 
Valley to another has any direct impact on groundwater quality. The Servjce did reference water 
quaHty concerns related to increased pumping rn the basalt aquifer (Section 3 3. 3.1.2 Groundwater 
Recharge, Basalt Aquifer). Because potential impacts associated with basalt aquifer water quality 
are related to the effects of existing and possible increased dornesbc supply pumplng, more detailed 
analysis was not conducted by the Service in its discussion of potential impacts associated with the 
acquisition of water rights. 

Comment 21: "p. 4-32, Ground \/Vater Recharge and levels, Fallon and Lahontan Valley. (Service) 
... seems to imply that the irnpacts of reduced ground··water recharge are not significant unless they 
affect the entire vaHey Also, how did U1e Service arrive at the 70,000 AF/year figure? (. 'total 
potential recharge volumes would have to drop below 70,000 ,A,F/year before the shallow aquifer 
levels valley-wide would be impacted ) 

R.esponse: See the Service's response to Reclamations cmnrnent #7 above For additional 
information related to this assumption refer to p 4-32, Alternative 1, No Action Alternative that 
describes conditions in 1992 (an extreme drought year). The total potential recharge was estimated 
by the Service to range from 55,000 AF to about 68,500 AF that year. ,A,s a result rnedian water 
levels in shallow aquifer we!1s in the val!ey were shown to decline by 1.35 feet (Seiler, ·1993) from 
conditions in the late ·1980s. Th~s data suggests that a reduction in potentia~ recharge of 50 %, to 60 
%:: would result in basin-wide groundwater level reductions. 

The Service believes that impacts to isolated individual wells could be due to a number of variables 
suc!1 as well construction, adjacent groundwater pumping, climatic conditions, and changes in 
groundwater levels. For this reason, actlons that could be determined to have an effect on the entire 
basin were considered to be of greater concern than impacts that may only affect a few isolated 
wells. Since those isolated individual well impacts could be caused by a number of variables, most 
of which are not associated with the Service's Proposed i\ction or alternatives 

The level of the impacts associated with lowered groundwater levels is quite localized !n some 
areas of southern 1\rizona groundwater levels drop as much as 50 feet per year and are considered 
commonplace. In Churchill County a change of as iittle as 1 foot could adversely affect individua! 
wells This is more !lkely a result of indrvidua! well construction and does not necessarily mean that 
an individual's water supply is lost, but may require updated or deeper construction of the well to 
make that well operable for a greater range of groundwater !eve!s. 
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Comment 22: "pA-32, Ground VVater Recharge and Leve~s. Fa!~on and lahontan Valley, Alternative 
2 (Proposed Action) - 'This rec,harge volume [an estimated 39% decrease from baseline conditions] 
would most likely mamtaln groundwater levels in the shallow and mtermediate aquifers near baseljne 
condrtlons.' 

rv1any estirnated effects of water rights t<ansfers on ground \!Vater in the Fanon area in this section are 
unsupported. Per USGS' Ralph Seiler, before the Newlands Project, the depth to water table was 
less than 5 feet near the Carson River, more than 10 feet 'at distances 1 to 2 miles from river 
channels,' and over '25 feet in large areas northwest and northeast of FaHon.' In 1992, 'the water 
table in much of the Failon area was between 5 and 10 feet below !and surface . Water levels have 
risen more than 15 feet in large areas northeast of Fallon ' 

H makes sense that iarge applications of water to previously unirrigated iand on a regular basis woukl 
raise the water table significantly, which is exactly what happened between t904 and 1992 Yet tile 
Proposed Alternative will reduce the ground-"water recharge by nearly 40'Va and tile summary tabie 
summarizes the effect as 'possible decline'; how d1d you arrive at this conclusion? t realize there are 
not enough data available to make a definitive quantitative analysis, but a general description of your 
reasoning would be helpful; without any explanation, your conclusion that there will be little effect 
seems to be cornplete conjecture.'' 

A simi~ar comment follows~ 

"pA-32, Ground Water Recharge and levels, Fallon and Lahontan Valley, Alternative 1 (No Action 
A!ternative) ~ 'In '1 992 (an extreme drought year, when irrigation deliveries amounted to 28 percent 
ful~ entitlement), the total potentia! recharge was estimated by the Service to range from 55,000 AF , , , 
to about 68,500 AF As a result, median water levels in shallow aquifer wells in the valley were 
shown to decline by 1 35 feet ... frmn conditions in the late 1980's.' 

The significant fact about i 992 was not the reduc~ion in tota~ del1veries. but that the irrigatjon season 
ended in ,July a good 3 months earlier than ever before. so the canals and irrigated lands were 
provid1ng no recharge for 3 months than in any previous year (the same volume versus wetted 
perimeter discussions as for the Truckee Canal, on the fourth page of these comments). This 
paragraph seems to be saying that a recharge reduction of 50%' to 60%, would only result in a 
s!<allow aquifer leve! decllne of 1. 35 feet ls this I he basiS for assert~ng that the Proposed Alternative 
would not affect ground~water levels in the shallow and intermediate aquifers? 

If the 1.35 foot figure ~s going to be used, you should also mention that it is based on only 10 wells, 
and that they are not located to be representative of the Carson Division; from what I could 
determine by rev1ewing the USGS report, most of the wells are located elther at the eastern or 
western ends of the divlsion, with only 2 wells in the southern end where most of the irrigated lands 
are. Aiso the ·1.35-foot drop was recorded after a year with 3 months shorter recharge period than 
normaj; we do not know how much more the levels rnight drop if the recharge were reduced every 
year" 

Second comment, same issue. p 4-38, AltA, " .. any reference to 1992 conditions should point out 
that effects may be greater .... because the irrigation season was shortened by 3 months for oniy that 
year. If recharge were reduced annually an equivalent amount on a continujng basis, the ground
water !eve! decrease could well be more than that rn 1992. 

Response: The text in Sections 3 3. 3.1.2 and 4.3.3.1 were revised to reflect that the 1.35~feet figure 
was based on a sample size of 10 wells. Additional information frorn Seiler and Allander's (1993) 
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report was addt~d to Sections 3.3 3 -u and 3 3.:3.12 to present a more complete picture of ttH::t ~vater 
level fluctuations that have occurred ln recent years as welj as changes in water levels that resulted 
from the construction of the ;rrigaton"water delivery' ~n the Lahontan Valley. 

The rned~an decline of 135 welts appears to have been the resuH of 4 years of drought conditions 
(If~., measurements were tak.en in 1988 and again m ·1992. tl1is period of which was part of a fonger 
drought), which, as the comment above out. could have been excasserbated by the irrigation 
season being shortened by 3 months in i 992. 

P~ease refer to the Service's response to Reclamation comment #7 for the part of the comment 
addressing the magnitude of the estimated water leve! decline under Altemat~ve 2. 

Comment 23: p. 4-117, Recovery Plans for Endangered and Threatened Pyramid Lake Fishes. Cw
ui, par_3_ "'Implementation of a Cui-ui water right acqt11sit~on prograrn would posltjvely impact flow 
volumes in tt1e Truckee River and Pyramid Lake inflows Water that had previously been diverted 
from the Truckee River for aghcultural purposes would rernain ln the river and eventua!ly f!ow to 
Pyramid Lake. The water level of Pyramld Lake is expected to stabilize or at !east exhibit a slower 
rate of deciine' 

De!ete the last sentence. ,A,s written, the reader is led to believe that the level of Pyramid Lake is 
dedning, due to diversions from H'le Truckee River. which is not true. On September 6, 1995, the 
PyrarrHd lake elevation was 3796.60 feet. Even though we are JUSt coming out of an 8-year drought 
period, the most severe on record, the current level is more than 10 feet higher than U1e lake's lowest 
!evel of 3783.9 feet in 1967, the year the cui-ui were !1sted as endangered, and the year that 
restrictions were placed on the amount of water whlch could be diverted frorn the Truckee River, 
The long-term lake level is already rising, and the more stringent diversion restrict~ons in the 1988 
Operat!ng Criteria and Procedures (OCAPL which have already barely had any effect yet because of 
the drought, wil! further ~ncrease the lake level Although the Lake level i1as dropped durjng the past 
8·year dmught it ·would have dropped even if there had been NO diversions from the TruckE.;e River 
As you note on p. 3"20, " ... ca!culations show that over the long-term, Pyramid Lake levels would 
stabilize at an elevation of about 3,830 feet under baseline conditjons 

Also, add 'Some· at the beginning of ihe second sentence quoted above; not all water previously 
diverted from the Truckee River for agricu!tural purposes woujd rernain m t~<e river." 

Response: The suggested changes were incorporated. 

Churchill County Administration Office 

Comment 1: "There is no clearly defined proposed action in the Environmental Impact Statement 
The proposed action needs to be stated clearly and described in detail for aH the eiements of the 
action. There are elements throughout the document which are eiti<er components of or help to 
define the proposed action. VVe recommend ti<at such elements be moved to Section 2.2 to ensure 
t!1at the proposed action ls thoroughly define and clarified." 

Response: The Proposed Action is clearly defined on pages vih and ix, page '1-2. and page 2-2. The 
commentor does not define which elements should be incorporated into the Proposed Action so as to 
more dearly define and darify t11e Proposed Action. 

Comment 2: "The Scope of this EIS is poorly defined and in mconsistent wit!1 the requirements of 40 
CFR Part 1508.25. The Scope consists of the range of actions including cumulative actions, 
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a!ternat~ves, and impacts to be considered ~n an environmental impact statement USFWS continues 
to llrmt U1e scope of this document to water acquisition and actions which are directly related to the 
acquisition process. For example, tile wetlands managen1ent pian is being treated as a seperate 
action. We strongly recommend that the scope (acbon and of tr1e EIS be reassessed 
and adequately defined through consultation with cooperating agencies and adequate review of 
comments received during the scoping process. " 

Response: According to 40 CFR Part 1508.25, scope consists of U1e range of acUons, alternatives. 
and impacts to be considered in an environmental impact statement The scope of an individual 
statement may depend on its relationships to other statements, To determine the scope of 
environmental impact statements, agencies shall consider 3 types of actions, 3 types of alternatives, 
and 3 types of impacts. They include: (a) Actions other than unconnected single actions) which may 
be: ('1) Connected actions, which rneans tllat they are closely related and therefore should be 
discussed in the same impact statement ,1\ctions are connected if they: (i) Automatically trigger other 
actions wl1ich may require enviromnental impact statements. Oi) Cannot or will not proceed unless 
other actions are taken previously or simultaneously (iii) Are interdependent parts of a larger action 
and depend on the larger action for their justification. (2) Cumulative actions, which when viewed with 
other proposed actions have cumulatively significant impacts and should therefore be discussed in 
the same impact statement (3) Similar actions, which when viewed with other reasonably 
foreseeable or proposed agency actions, have similarittes that provide a basis for evaluating their 
environmental consequences together, such as common timing or geography. An agency may wish 
to analyze these actions in tile same impact statement H should do so when the best way to assess 
adequateiy the combjned impacts of similar act~ons or reasonable alternatives to such actions is to 
treat them in a single impact statement (b)Alternattves, which incjude: (1) No action alternative (2.) 
Other reasonable courses of actions. (3} M!tigation measures {not in the proposed action). (c) 
jmpacts, which may be: (1) Direct; (2) indirect; (3) cumulative. 

T'he Water R!g!its Acquisition EIS for the Lahontan Val!ey Wetlands does not automatically trigger the 
Comprehensive Management Plan or any of the other actions authorized or mandated 1n P. L 101-
6 ·18. The Service's Comprehensive Management Plan for Stillwater NWR is s!mply a fine-tuning 
device, that may, if anythtng, stightfy reduce the amount of water required to sustain 25,000 acres of 
primary wetiand hab!tat Although the Comprehensive Management Plan would occur in the same 
geographic area as the water r!ghts acquisition program, the timing of the plan (sornetime in the 
future) is such that tile Service does not wish to analyze its action in this document 

Tr1e scope of the document was assessed and defined through nearly five years of consultation with 
cooperating agencies and tribes. Church!ll County representatives participated in a Service 
sponsored Cooperators' and technical advisors' scoping meeting (November ·i6, 1992.), at which the 
range and scope of the alternatives and significant issues were tentatively agreed upon by the parties 
in attendance. A draft version of chapters 1 and 2, which address scope and alternatives, were 
reviewed by Churchill County In the fall of 1993, and no substantive changes in scope or alternatives 
were recornmended at that time. Later, the county was given a copy of the provisional copy of the 
Draft ElS (August 16, 1994). Churc!li!l County indicated support for the development of Alternative 5 
and, in an August 16, 1994 meeting, agreed to provide the Ser;~ice with its version of an alternative 
to be evaltJated in the Draft E!S by September 20, 1994 (summary of meeting in a letter from R 
Anglin. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, to B. Seiinder, Churchill County, dated August 17. 1994) 
Churchill County did not provide the Service with an additional alternative to be considered or specific 
language to be added to the Service's Alternative 5. 

Churchill County agreed to participate as a Cooperating Agency (tviay 18, 1992) in the preparation of 
the E!S. Pursuant to that agreement the Service requested (letter dated, December 14, 1993, to 
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Churchill County Manager, Bjorn P. SeHnder} specific infonnat~on and techn~cal assrstance for 
sections of the Draft EiS pertaining to population, tax base, land values, public services, subdivisions, 
farmland, landscape, zoning, and socia~ values. Churchill County's response to the request was that 
the County lacked the manpoliver and time to provk:le the Serv1ce with such information. To quote 
CEQ Forty Most Asked Quesnons 14 d., "How is the lead agency to treat the cornments of another 
agency with jurisd~ction by law or speda~ expertise which has failed or refused to cooperate or 
participate in scoping or EIS preparation? ... cooperating agencies are generally under an oblrgation to 
raise lssues or otherwise participate !n the ElS process during scoping and EIS preparation if they 
reasonably can do so. !n practical terms, ~f a cooperating agency fal~s to cooperate at the outset 
such as during scoping, it will find that its comments at a later stage will not be as persuasive to the 
iead agency." 

In spite of the county's !ack of participation in preparation of the document county comments were 
twice incorporated prior to release of the draft document, once during development of chapters one 
and two (scope and alternatives) and again after a provisional draft revision, which although not 
required, was offered to cooperators as a good-faith effort on the part of the Service. It should be 
noted that extensive comments and changes were incorporated after the provisional draft, including 
the following changes that the County recommended: the purpose and need were expanded, the 
affected area was expanded, past water resource data was added, and sections on air quality, avian 
virus and contaminants were added. In addition, a fifth alternative (Ait.5) was developed, and 
mitigation measures were defined in more detaiL The Service met vvith county representatives at 
least twice in the fall of 1994 to discuss these issues. Necessary changes and comments were 
incorporated by the Service, which as the lead agency has the ultimate responsibiHty for the content 
of an EiS (see CEQ, 40 CFR, Forty Most Asked Queshons, 14b ) 

Comment 3: "USFVVS makes a consistent effort to narrowly define their role in Public Law 101-618 
and the scope of this EtS. NEPA does not allow an agency to narrow the scope of an EIS, the 
analysis of irnpacts, nor the mitigation solely to the authority of the Lead Agency. USFWS repeatedly 
attempts to assign mitigation to parties not responsible for impacts The CEQ Forty Most Asked 
Questions Concerning National Environmental Protection Act Regu!aUons clearly indicates, for 
example, that an alternative outside the jurisdiction or capab!lity of the lead agency must still be 
analyzed in the EIS if it is reasonable. A potential conflict with local or federal law does not 
necessarily render an alternative unreasonable, although such conflicts must be considered'' 

Response: The scope of the action the Service proposes in this document is constrained to the 
extent that the Secretary of the interior is directed by Congress and mandated by law (P.L 101-618) 
as to the amount of wetland habitat (25,000 acres) to be maintained and the physical locations of 
that habitat (Stillwater NWR, St!ilwater WMA, Carson lake, and Fal!on Tribal wetlands) Given those 
"sideboards", the Service's Proposed Action and altematlves provide a range of possible scenarios 
related to the acquisition (purchase, lease, exchange, and donation) of water rights and sources of 
water (Newlands Project irrigation water rights, drainwater, spills, Middle Carson River water rights, 
groundwater, water conservation at NAS-Falion, and sewage effluent) to meet the objectives set forth 
by Congress ln P.L 101-618. 

As a cooperating agency, Churchill County had opportunity throughout the planning process to 
provide the Service with what they b,elieved to be a reasonable alternative. For instance, in a 
meeting on August 16, 1994, Churchill County agreed to provide the Service with its version of an 
alternative to be evaluated in the Draft ElS by September 20. 1994 (sumrnary of meeting in a letter 
from R Anglin, U.S. Fish and Wlldllfe Service, to B. Selinder, Churchill County, dated .August 17, 
1994). Churchill County, however, did not provide the Service with an alternative nor did they 
provide any language to be added to any of the alternatives developed by the Service. 
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The impact analysjs covered the consequences of acqu!ring water and water r~ghts Th~s is 
consistent with the scope of the Proposed Action and alternatives. 

Conunent 4: 'The three alternatives listed in this EIS are different scenarios for the pmjected level of 
water to be acquired by USFWS. The altemafves are sin1ply the proposed actjon with different 
assumptions wh~ch affect the amount of water to be acquired. USFWS has not adequately defined a 
range of reasonab!e alternatjves as required by NEPA (See 40 CFR 1502.14) ... " 

Response: Given the "sideboards" identified in the response to ChurchiH County Comment #3, the 
range of alternatives evaluated in the EiS are considered to be reasonable range of alternatives. 
Five alternatives, inc!uding one that was added after completion of the internal provisjona! draft 
document and was supported by the county's own consultants are vigorously explored in this 
document Neither the county nor any other of the Cooperating i\genc~es has offered any other 
reasonable alternatives for consideration (refer to November 16, 1992 Cooperator's scoping meeting 
in response to Churchill County Comment #2 above: and see also response to Churchill County 
Comment #3). 

Comment 5: "Tf1e Service has not identified the agencies environmentally preferred altemattve or a 
proposed action .... 

Response: The lead agency is not requ~red to identify an environmentally preferred alternative in the 
Draft, or Final, EIS. This will be done in the Record of Decision as required in CFR 1505.2(b). The 
Proposed Action was identified in the Draft ElS in the table of contents (under section 2.5.2, page ii), 
in the executive surnmary (pages viii, xi, xiv, and xv-xx), in the title of Alternative 2, which is the 
Proposed Action, and throughout its description (Chapter 2, Section 2 5 2. pages 2~20 to 2-22), in Hle 
comparison of alternatives tab!e (Table 2.A, page 2-34), Table 2 .E (pages 2-46 to 2-48), and it was 
repeatedly identified throughout Chapter 4 in the discussion of U1e impacts of the Proposed Action 
and other alternatives. 

Comment 6: "The EIS is part of a "p!ecemear' process used to evaluate environmental 
consequences in Lahontan Vaiiey. TrH:.• original EA completed for tr,£' 20,000 AF acquisition should 
have been part of an EIS and not jncluded as part of the baseline." 

Response: The Service's evaluation of environmental consequences associated with the acquisition 
of water rights in Lahontan Valley is, and has been, consistent with Service and NEPA policy. The 
process has been evolutionary in nature starting wlth water rights acquisitions beginning in fiscal year 
{FY) 1989 when Congress appropriated $1.2 million (P.L.. 1 00-446) for the lease or purchase of water 
rights, from \twilling sellers, for the benefa of Stillwater WMA The Service prepared an Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and Finding of No Significant Impacts (FONSI) for that limited action. Again in 
1989 (FY 90) Congress appropriated $1.5 million (P.L 101-122) for the acquisition of water rights for 
StiHwater WMA The Service prepared another EA analyzing the consequences of that action and 
issued a FONSi for the action in March, 1990. !n the fall of 1990, Congress again appropriated 
money ($4 miliion) for the acquisition of water rights for Stiltwater WMA later that fall in 1990, 
Congress passed P.L 101-618 directing the Secretary of the interior to acquire by purchase water or 
water rights to sustain 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat in lahontan Valley at the newly 
created Stillwater NWR, Stlliwater WMA, Carson L.ake, and Fallon Tribal weUands. 

The Service, recognizing it now had two distinct yet supportive directives from Congress, chose to 
prepare another EA addressing the action of acquiring water rights for Stillwater WMA or Carson 
lake as authorized by Congress under P,L 10·i-512. in this third EA the Service limited the total 
volume of water to be acqutred by the Service and other parties involved with wetlands protection 
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i e. State of Nevada, The Nature Conservancy. and Nevada Waterfowl Association) to no more that 
0.000 acre-feet {AF) of water rights. This December 1tl91, EA (and FONSI} provided an 

assessment of the impacts associated with water rights acquisition auU1orlzed under FY 91 
Congress1onal appropriations and potentially other annual appropr~ations in the future until the 
Lahontan Val!ey water right acquis1tions totalled 20,000 AF or an EIS was completed on the 
consequences of the larger more specific acquisition prograrn authorized in P.L. 101-618. The 
Serv~ce's EA specifically stated "This proposal does not address funding and water acquisition 
related to Public Law 101-618." 

In the seeping and preparation of the Draft EIS, the Service included the initial 20,000 AF of water 
rights acquisition as part of the complete or total water rights acquisition program. The impacts 
assocfated with the initial 20,000 AF of water rights purchase are def~ned in Chapter 3 in the 
evaluations of baseline conditions. In this docurnent, baseline conditions represent a change from 
what has occurred or existed ~n the recent past to what will be the situation when the 20,000 AF is 
acquired The Draft EIS does evaluate all of the consequences for the EIS study area related to the 
total water rights acquisition program necessary to comply with P.L. 101-618. This assessment 
includes those actions previously authorized by Congress and addressed by the Service in the other 
NEPA documents identified above_ 

The prior acquisition EAs cover separate and distinct actions, initially authorized under separate 
congressional authorities. These separate actions are also separated by time. Pubhc Lavv 101-618 
broadened the scope and mandates of the acquisition program. 

After the passage of P L 101-618, the Service began the process of preparing an EIS related to U1e 
directives and objectives of the law recognizing the previous authorizations and actions would be 
evaluated in a larger, more comprehensive E!S. 

Comment 7: "Due to the ~imited. scope of this document too mucr·1 ernphas!s is still given to the 
water rights acqu~sition. Acquisition of water rights ~s authorized as only one of the means to sustain 
25,000 acres of wetlands in the Lahontan Valley." 

Response: Ail reasonable and feasible water sources were considered in the document. The term 
acquisition refers to water acquired through leasing, agreement, donation, and fee title purchase. 
Refer to the response to Churchill County comment #3 above for discussion related to the scope of 
the Draft EIS. 

Comment 8: "Impacts described in this document are vague and in many instances unquantifH3bie, 
and represent subjective unqualified opinions of the Service " 

Response: Although there are impacts that are not quantifiable, the Service has attempted to define 
impacts to the greatest extent possible using available information. When impacts could not be 
assessed quantitatively, the Service used quaiitative terms to express the consequences, but for 
most resources the Service was able to disclose impacts with quantifiable values. 

Comment 9: "Nature Conservancy/EDF prepared sections for the EIS. What is the role of Nature 
Conservancy in this EIS and the water acquisition program in general? Is Nature Conservancy 
involved in any financial transactions either directly or indirectly as part of the wetlands program in 
Lahontan VaHey?" 

Response: Neither The Nature Conservancy nor EDF prepared sections of the Draft EiS_ Both 
organizations were consulted for their techn~cal expertise related to acquisition, water rights, 
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conservation, and analytical modellmg_ Throughout the document references are noted where the 
Service rel~ed on the expertise of other agencies, organizations, or ind~vidua!s jn the preparation of 
the document Chapter 5 also fists technical consultants used in the preparation Gf tr1e document 
1\ppendix 5 on the use and development of Hie BLR Model was written by Serwce employee Gary 
St1e~lhorn in cooperation with David Yardas (EOF) and Dave Robertson (Robertson Software, Inc.). 

The Service and ·rhe Nature Conservancy have maintained a cooperatve agreement ov£•r the past 
few years within this region of the Service to cover reimbursernent to The Nature Consenrancy for 
services they have provided related to actions, studies, or work they !!ave completed for the Serv-ice. 
The Service also maintains other similar cooperative agreements with other State and Federal 
agencies for similar services. Such arrangements are common in the Service with most Regional 
Offices maintamlng specific agreements with The Nature Conservancy for services in their areas_ 

The nature of The Nature Conservancy's actions re~ated to the acquisition of water rights are not 
within the scope of this document ln that they are a private organization not subject to NEPA The 
consequences of possible water rights acquisitions they may make, where the water is transferred to 
the pnrnary wetland habitat areas, is covered by this document and IS assumed to go towards 
meeting the objectives set forth in Chapter 1 of the Draft EiS 

Comment 10: "With respect to the BLR moclei developed by Nature Conservancy/EOF, did USFVVS 
make any attempt to validate the model? If yes, what procedures were used and w~io was 
responsible for such a review? Why did USFWS choose to use Nature Conservancy/EDF to rnode! 
baseline conditions instead of an appropriate government agency sud'l as the U.S. Geologic Survey? 
Was USGS consulted during model development? Did USGS validate the mode!? 

Response: Information on the BLR Model is in Section 2..3.4 of the document, and in Appendix 5. 
The chronological history of the BLR Mode:'l review, revisions, and deveiopment detailed m Appendix 
show that the modelling results are representative of Newlands Project operalions and provide valid 
analytical comparisons between the base!111e conditions, Proposed Action and alternatives. 

Tl!e Service did not choose The Nature Conservancy/EDF to prepare an analytical mode! of 
Newiands Project operations, rather those organizations built on an unfinished water accounting 
rnodel prototype developed by the Bureau of Reclamation. In the early stages of the scoping 
process, the Service determined the need for a rnodel that would provide an analytical analysis of 
Newlands Project operations based on possible water right acquisition scenarios. Based on this 
identified need for quantitative information, the Service worked directly with David Yardas (EDF), 
Dave Robertson, and the Nevada Division of Water Planning on development, calibration, and 
validation of the BLR ~vlodel for use in this E!S. 

Appendix 5 discloses that USGS, Reclamation, Nevada Division of Water Planning, Churchill County, 
and private consultants attended modelling workshops and that they were called upon to review the 
BLR Model during its initial calibraUon efforts. Specifically, USGS reviewed the model and their 
comments and recommendat~ons were incorporated into the model as appropriate AdditionaHy, 
Bookman-Edmonston (an independent consultant) working under a Bureau of Reclamation contract 
to provide tec!1nical assistance to the Serv1ce (under the direction of the Truckee-Carson Irrigation 
District personnel) reviewed the mode! and made suggestions to improve the resuits of the model in 
shortage years. These suggestions and other comments were incorporated into the version of the 
BLR ~ .. 1odel referenced in the Draft EIS. 

Comment 11: "Responsibilities for preparation of the EIS is not clearly defined in the Hst of 
preparers." 
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Response: Comment so noled, changes in the document are incorporated m this final document 
See Chapter 5. 

Comment 12: " .. separate sections for air qual1ty, soi~s. livestock grazing, and visua! resources, 
vegetat1on. groundwater quality need to be included in this document There is no section 7 for T & 
E. The less than comprehensive nature of t11is EIS is contrary to the NEPA process." 

Response: Based on comments the Service rece!ved from ChurchiH County on the provisional draft 
EIS, the Service added an air quality section prior to releasing the Draft EIS (see Section 3.5). Soils 
and livestock grazing, as resources, will not be specifrcaHy affected by the Service's action and are 
therefore not discussed. Dust and wind erosion associated with the Proposed Action and alternatives 
arE.~ specifically addressed in Section 3.4.2, Erosion Control. The importance of visual resources, 
such as green f!e!ds are discussed under Social Values, Secbon 3 23.1. Vegetatjon is addressed in 
Section 3 7, Vegetative Communities. Groundwater is discussed extensively ~~~ Section 3.3.3.1.1, 
Description of Aquifers These sections are identlfled in the table of contents and most subjects are 
listed in tl1e index 

The Service has prepared a Section 7 consultation, and a copy of that document is included in this 
Final EIS in Appendix 9. 

Comment 13: "Conversion of agricultmal lands to eventual natve upland vegetatbn wou!d decrease 
the biological diversity in the EiS study area. Some species are dependent on riparian areas, 
secondary wet!ands, and agricultural fields for cover, forage and or breeding areas (i.e., woodducks, 
ibis and geese). Lands taken out of irrigation which currently support valuable wildlife habitat 
induding T&E will not be replaced by the creation of additional wetlands at Stillwater and Carson 
Lake." 

Response; As disclosed in Section 4. ·15, biodiversity associated wiH'1 irrigated farmlands would likely 
decline as a consequence of these lands being converted to non-irrigated use There would be a net 
benefit to white-faced ibis and Canada geese as a consequence of increasing the amount of wetland 
haMat in the Lat1ontan Valley under the Preferred Alternative, albeit at the expense of reducing the 
amount of irrigated farmiand. Other species, such as ring-necked pheasants, would be adversely 
impacted. Irrigated farmland in the Lahontan Va!ley is not necessary for any threatened or 
endangered spedes that inhabit the area. Impacts to wildlife is discussed in more detai~ in Chapter 
4, Sections 4.8 through 4. 15. In general, the transfer of water rights from irrigated farmland to 
Lahontan Vaiiey wetlands would sustain additional wetland habitat {over baseline conditions) at the 
expense of losing a portion of farmland habitat 

Comment 14: "it would be a more appropriate and credible description of baseline conditions, 
particularly where estimations or projections are rnade to use boundary conditions. The current 
alternatives serve as exceiient examples of the use of boundary conditions or scenano analysis." 

Response: Comment noted. As the lead agency, the Service, along with other involved parties, 
determined baseline conditions for the document early in the scoping process. 

Comment 15: ... "USFWS has failed to adequately address the cumulative impacts to wetlands 
associated with OCAP. A comprehensive cumulative assessment needs to be completed for this 
document" 
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Response: OC.AP is jn place and is an existing condition, therefore there is no assessment made of 
an existjng condition. The action was ~mplernented in 1988 and covered by an EIS prepared by the 
Bureau of Reclarnation, the federal agency responsible for the action. 

The consequences of OCi".P and its impacts to wetlands were descrjbed in the Final EIS for the 
New!ands Project Proposed OCAP, (1987) The cumu!atjve aspects of OCAP, as jt relates to 
wetlands, was descrjbed in Section 1.3 (Need for the Proposed Action) and 3.6.2 (Secondar:r 
Wetlands). The existing wet!and conditions (see Sectlon 3 1) in the EIS study area are a result of 
the ·1 988 provisions of OCAP and are mcorporated as a baseline conditjon. 

The consequences of the proposed adjusted OCAP are addressed in the Final EIS where applicable 
as we!l as in Cumulative Impacts Section 4.26 9 (OCAP Modifications). 

Comment 16: "The EIS does a very poor job of making assumptions, anticipating future actions, and 
evaluating resource areas that have not been extensively studied. Frequently the Service uses the 
rationale that because information is lacking that some issues wi!l not be evaluated. This type of 
rationale is not sufficient for a NEPA document." 

Response: CEQ regulations §1502.22 addresses the issue of incomplete or unavailable information 
and specifies that the lead agency shall provide evaluations of the effects on the human environment 
based on information available. When there is insufficient information or data is lacking, the lead 
agency shaH clearly state the situation. The Service has identified the impacts associated with the 
Proposed .Action and alternatives based on information available and disclosed when it was 
determined that information was lacking to make quantitative assessments. The comment does not 
specify the portions of the document that are be!ieved to be inadequate. 

Comment 17: "A new Chapter 5 should be added to address mitigation and monitoring .. Water 
quality monitoring for instance should include items such as sampling frequency, station locahons, 
parameters of concern, responsible parties. and the means to provide mitigation should monitoring 
document problems. Suggest topics for the mitigation and monitoring plan are enclosed.'' 

Response: The general format of EIS documents (see CEQ regulations §1502.10~18) include 
mitigation as part of the environmental consequences section and discussion of alternatives. The 
Service tlas incorporated mitigation under Alternatives 5, and has also covered mitigation in the 
environmental consequences section (Chapter 4) as suggested by CEQ in the Forty Most Asked 
Questions. Section 2.7, which addresses monitoring, was revised Monitoring is also addressed 
briefly in Section 4.1. Consequently, a new chapter on mitigation and monitoring was not added. 

Water quality monitoring recommendations submitted by Churchill County are included in the Final 
EIS by reference in Section 2. 7, MONITORING REQUIREMENTS. and are included in full in the 
County's comments in Appendix i 1. 

Comment 18: "There are numerous subjective and qualitative judgements throughout the 
document..'The qualitative and subjective nature of this document quesbons the reliability, 
professionalism, and credibility of this impact assessment" 

Response: Comment noted 

Comment 19: "The Service needs to conduct Section 7 consuitation and probably Biological 10 
Evaluations for at !east the tour T & E spedes present in the Valley-bald eagle, peregrine falcon, cui-
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ui, and Lahontan cutthroat trout Th~s is required slnce the proposed action >vould impact some 
exfsting wetland areas, the Truckee River and Pyramid Lake." 

Response: See tr1e response to Churchill County comment #12 above. A Section '! consultation js 
jncluded in this fina! document in Appendix 9, 

Comment 20: Riparian habitat in general and the Truckee River ripar~an areas in particu~ar, are not 
addressed in the impact section 

Response: Riparian habitat is addressed in Sections 3,7,2 (Riparlan P1ant Communities) and 4. 72 
(Impacts to Riparian Plant Communities). Truckee River riparian areas are included in that 
discussion. 

Comment 21: "The print quality of many of the figures has 1m proved Ail figures need to be able to 
stand alone, with a htle, legend, north arrow, and a scale. The fonts of some tables are too small to 
be legible. The graphs shown in the EIS ... have units which are usually sho1tm upside down when the 
document ~s oriented to read the text Sources should be shown on all tab!es and figures." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 22: "Data sources in the text are sbll missing." 

Response: Comment noted. V\r'here sources of data were not referenced in text of the OEIS< they 
were added. 

Comment 23: "The frequent misuse of the word "significant" is very disturbing ~n this document'' 

Response: The term significant was used five times !n the Draft E!S, ail in Chapter 4 The terrn 
substantial has replaced s1gnif~cant where necessary, 

Comment 24: "The initial water ng!1ts purchase ls not included as part of the Chapter 4. The initial 
acquisition is part of the same action and needs to be included in the analysis " 

Response: The consequences of the initial water rights purchases were evaluated in a previous 
environmental assessment (Acquisition of ~\'ater Rights for Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge}. In 
Chapter 4 of this EIS, the 20,000 AF acquisjtion program is induded as the base!ine, No Action 
Alternative (Aitematlve 1 ). Please refer to the Service's response to Churchill County's comments 
#6, 122. and 123 

Comment 25: "Discussion of environmental consequences must inciude a discussion of s!gnificance 
per 40 CFR 1502.16. USFWS has failed to discuss or define significance.'' 

Response: 40 CFR 1502.16 states that the lead agency "shall include discussions of: (a) Direct 
effects and their significance {b) indirect effects and their significance." The Service has discussed 
effects and their ramifications and has addressed both the context and intensity of effects, as 
prescribed in CFR 1508.27. 

Comment 26: "The overaii tone of the document is rnlsleading and biased due to t!1e scope and 
analysis of potentia! impacts." 

Response: Comment noted. 
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Comment 27: The entire soctoeconomic eva[uation needs to be compleiely rev~sed Individual 
studies completed by outside parties are not welj integrated in the anaiysis and are confusing ... For 
example the Service uses expenditures as a measure of economic contribukm of the wetlands, but 
~gnmes expenditures of Hle agricultural econorny in its analysis." 

Response: E:<penditures in the agr~cu!tural economy are not ignored, in iact such mformation is 
addressed in Section 3 16.1 under econorn:c activity and in Section 4 16 1 under indirect and !inked 
1ncome 

Comment 28: "Much of the economic vajuation for primary wetlands including rE.,creation. consumer 
surplus and non-use valuation is misleading. The document fails to recognized the potential loss of 
'secondary wetlands' in the calculation of value In reality, very HWe gain for Lahontan Valley 
wetlands wnl be ad•ieved when the loss to other wetlands is considered The analysis needs to 
reflect this condition." 

Response; Impacts or losses to secondary wetlands are general!y related to existing condit1ons. 
Therefore_ the Service did not calculate recreational values, consumer surplus, or non-use value for 
that particular component of the wetland resource As stated in the Service's response to Churchill 
County comment #i 5 above, secondary wetland conditions are not a result of the Service's Proposed 
Action or alternative 

The purpose of the Service's water rights acquisition program is to sustain 25,000 acres of primary 
wet!and 11abitat The consequences of OCAP were addressed by Redamation in its Final EIS for 
OCAP. Pnmary wetland habitat in Lahontan Valley wili more than double m size and will provide 
wetland-dependent wildlife with valuable habitat sustained by a reiiabje source of good quality water. 
The Service considers th1s to be a substantial gain over existing conditions for the Lahontan Valley 
wetlands 

Comment 29: "Discussion oi other federal ackms and their potent:ai effects are jnconsistent!y 
applied throughout this document as mitigation and or analys1s of the proposed action. Inappropriate 
use of rnitigation needs to be corrected." 

Response: Comment noted The Service r1as responded to Cl1urch11i County's concerns about 
mitigation in cornn1ent #3 above 

Comment 30: "Curnulative impacts are those impacts ansing from similar actions and other actions 
havmg sm:ilar impacts. The subsections under this (Curnulative Effects) section must be expanded to 
sf1ow (to quantify) the site specific 1mpac!s expected to be caused by each of these actions. Develop 
a summary table for each section previously discussed in this chapter showing the specific level of 
impact both direct and indirect (considerable effort \Nill be required to quantify the impacts since 
more direct and indirect impacts are vaguely discussed and are not specific). Include an summary 
:mpact table for this cumulative impact section indicating also H1e level of cumulative effects expected 
to be caused by the twelve actions contained herein Cumulative impacts (See 40 CFR 1508.7) 
identified and used throughout this document are part of the scope (1508 25} and must be identjfied. 
The current discussion of cumulative impacts is not in compliance w:th NEPA On numerous 
occasions cumulative impacts are inappropnately used as mitigation measures.'' 

Response: The ServiCe agrees with the defin:tlon of cumulative impacts, but does not concur that it 
is responsible for analyzmg site spec1fic impacts of other related but independent actions. Those 
oU1er actions, ~f carried out by a Federal agency, wiH be subject to NEPA and w1ll be accompanied b)i 
an environmental 1mpact assessment Wilen assessing cumulative irnpacts, the Serv1ce used 
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available informatron to identify past present, and reasonably foreseeable projects and poss1ble 
impacts associated with those projects. The Serv!ce then described tlle incremental ~mpacts 
expected when the Preferred Alternative was added. Sect1ons 4.2616 and 4 26.17 were added to 
more clearly identify cumulative impacts to each resource area without tlle Preferred Alternative and 
w1th the Preferred Alternative. 

Comment 31: "Tile current review indicates a !ack of commitment by the Service to any m~tigatlon 
measures and no attempt is n1ade by the Service to follow its own guidelines ... ·· 

Response: The Service has offered reasonable mitigatlon related to the impacts of the Proposed 
Action and alternatives as required by NEPA The Ser\lice, in its assessment of the possible 
mitigation has identified the feasibility of the rnltigation. In order to assess feasibility, disclosure of 
what agencies or governmental entibes would have the authority to implement such mitigation was 
necessary CEQ Forty Most Asked Questions ( 19b) states that "All relevant, reasonable mitigation 
measures that could improve the project are to be identified, even if they are outside the jurisdiction 
of the lead agency or the cooperating agenc1es, and thus would not be committed as part of the 
RODs of these agencies." Throughout tile document the Service has analyzed actions, impacts, and 
rnltigatjon, tllat may be outside the Service's authority but are assoclated with t!1e Proposed Action 
and alternatives A prime example of such analysis, is Alternative 3, which due the irrrgation use-rate 
issue, is outside the authority of the Service and may conflict with State law, P L 10'1-6'18, and the 
Endangered Species Act in the Service's Record of Decision, the mitigation that the Service will 
ultimately be committed to will be defined and addressed. 

Comment 32: "A cost benefit analysis should be prepared for current as well as potential new 
alternatives " 

Response: Tile Service does not agree that a cost-benefa analysis is needed. CEQ regulations, 
§1502.23 state, "-_ the we1ghing of the merits and drawbacks of the various alternatives neE.•d not be 
displayed jn a monetary cost-benefit analysis and should not be when there are irnportant quamative 
considerations" Because many of the berefits of the Service's water rights acquiSition program are 
re!ated to wildlife and wetland habitat, resources that tradit:onally are valued in non··monetary or in 
qua!itative terms, a cost-benefit analysrs was considered inappropr1ate for this document T!1e 
Service llas disclosed the anticipated monetary costs of the Proposed Action and alternatives (see 
Sections 3.25 and 4_25) and related economic impacts (refer to the entire Socio-Economic Resources 
portion of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of the E!S) 

Comment 33: "The Service proposes to acquire water rights on approximately 70 percent of the 
Carson Division, including the approprjate share of Truckee River Waters. and yet this win only 
produce 19 Gfa of the wetlands that occurred prior to the Newlands Project and only sso;,, of the 
wetlands occurring on the Newiands Project from 1972.-75. Please explain how this can possible be? 
Taking out 70 percent of the project's irrigated iands should result in maintaining/re-establishing some 
100,000 acres of wetland if only the project is directly responsible for the decline. Apparently, one of 
more of the following. which is not clearly indicated in thls EIS, must be or has occurred· 
a. On the average. there is a considerabie reduction in tota! precipitation between 1845-60 and now, 
resulting in lower runoft 
b. More water is spiUed from Lahontan Dam and is utilized, than has been n<easured. 
c. Users other than the Newlands project are utilizing a considerable amount of Carson River water 
upstream from lahontan Darn. 
d. The ·150,000 acres of wetland habitat that is estimated to have ex;sted between 1845-60 is an 
over-estimate. 
e. Or, it now takes a !ot more water to maintam an acre of wetland 
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Response: The Service's Proposed Action anticipated the acquisition of up to 66 pEHcent of the 
Carson Division (see Section 2.5 2 Jl.itemative 2 " Proposed Action), not 70 percent Under the 
Service's Preferred Alternative {Alternative 5) about 40 percent of the water rights in the Carson 
Div;sion would be acquired. 

The inference that 66 percent of the Carson Division headgate Embtlements directly equates to 66 
percent of the water that historically flowed in~o lahontan Valley wetlands is incorr;::.,ct The total 
amount of water r~ghts held [n the Carson Division of the Nevviands Project is approximately 185,000 
l\F!year, which, due to the many factors discussed in Section 3.2 of the ElS, is substanhally lower 
than the 410,000 AFJyear estimated to r1ave flowed into the Lahontan Val!ey via the Carson River. 
Sixty-six percent of 185 000 AF/year is about 122,000 AF/year. and only about 85 percent of this 
would be available to U1e wetlands unc]er U1e Proposed Achon because of the 2.99 AF/acrelyear use 
rate that would be implemented under this alternative. 

Please refer to General lssue Response X for an explanation of the l1istorical wetland acreage 

Comment 34:" .. .Visible Surface Water is not appropriate methodology to wetlands delineation 
PL 101-618 does not specifically identify 25,000 acres of palustrine wetland r1abitat as the wetlands 
objective. The Service needs to follow the COE wetlands delineation process as required in their 
MOA. to count wetland acres." 

Response: Visible surface water was not used to delineate wetlands. Rather, visible surface water 
was used, for the purposes of the E!S, as one criteria for delmeating wetland r·1abitat Wet!ands and 
wetland habitat, as used in this EiS, are not synonymous Wetlands. as defined in the EPA wetlands 
rnanual " ... are the areas on the landscape where land and water meet In generaL they are lands 
that art:.• ejti1er inundated v.tiH1 surface water or saturated with groundwater !ong enough during the 
growing season to make it necessary for the vegetation to adapt to growing in saturated soil 
condit>ons" A wetland, and tile boundahes of such, ;s a more~or-less permanent feature of the 
landscape. 

Conversely, wetland habitat is dehned, for the purposes of this E!S. as a ·wetland or a portion of a 
weUand tllat has visible surface water. As such, the size and shape of ''wetland habitat" will fluctuate 
from season to season and year to year while the size and shape of the "wetland" within which 
wetland habitat occurs will remain constant from season to season and from year to year Wetlands 
only provide habitat for waterfowl, shorebirds, muskrats, aquat;c insects. and other wetland
dependent wildlife ·when they contain surface water (Le., when the~' provide wetland habitat} 

Congress clearly differentiated between wetlands and \IVetland habitats in P L 101-618 Congress 
specified that the acquisition of water rights was for the purpose of sustaining wetland habitat 
(Section 206{a)(1 )). 

Comment 35: "There appears to be no attempt to discuss or define direct and indirect impacts " 

Response: Direct and ind;rect impacts are defined in Section 4.1. 

Comment 36: "The historical average figure of 150.000 ('1846 ~ 1860) wetland acres is !1tghly 
questionable By the Service's own assumption, we would f1ave some 477,000 AF of flows 
unaccounted for" 

Response: Please refer to General Issue Response X. 
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Comment 37: "Under U1e proposeci action, the Service would acqu~re 122,000 AF of water nghts and 
tmnsfel" some 101,000 AF to the wetlands. P~ease exp~am in deta;~ where the other 21.000 AF wili 
go and ~vhat are the :n1pacts of this action, such as, to the lovver Truckee River and Pyramid Lake 
and frorn Lahontan Reservo~r. agricu!ture, Lar·•ontan Valley groundwater and the wetlands. ,A.n 
examp~e is listed in the Newiands ProJect Effidency Study ~;vhich states: 'The 2.99 transfer rate ~s 

likely to have a negative effect on project effic:ency unless acqwsitions are grouped, but it provides 
beneftts to cui-ui recovery '" 

Response: The EiS explains in detail Hie consequences associated with the undelivered 21.000 AF 
of water That mforrnatlon is addressed under the discussion of impacts for the Proposed Action 
(Alternative 2) in Chapter 4 under each resource category. 

The statement that the 2.99 AF/acre irrigation use-rate is likely to have a negative effect on project 
efficiency un!ess acqulsitlons are grouped is not supported by our analysis Irrigation delivery 
efficiency is expected to improve under Alternative 2, and would be further enhanced if the Service 
\tvere to group or target specific irrigation areas for acquisition. The Service evaluated the effects of 
Alternative 2 and other action alternatives on Project efficiency in Section 4.2.4. Newlands Project 
Efficiency. 

Comment 38: "There were 17 significant issues and cor,cerns listed in the Seeping Report...which 
has now been reduced by the Service to eight issues. concerns and opportunity. Please identify 
t!lose significant issues and concerns that !1ave been deleted and expiam why they are no longer 
considered to be issues." 

Response~ The Scoping Report {Appendix 3) describes the issues and concerns carried forward for 
preliminary analysis (page 21 ), listing six major resource issues. The Scoping Report shows how the 
17 significant issues and concerns were categorized into six major iSSues to be addressed in the 
Draft EIS. After the public release of the Scopmg Repo1t t!1e Serv~ce conducted a (November 16. 
1992) workshop w1th the Cooperating /\genc1es and technical consultants to facilftate consensus on 
trH:: issues to be analyzed, scope of the a11alysis. and range of alternatives to be considered in the 
Draft E!S Churchill County representatves received the Scoping Report and participated in the 
workshop and were fully aware of the Service's intentions regarding what major issues would be 
analyzed in the EIS. ln fact, one significant issue. recreational :rnpacts. was added to the Draft EIS 
as a result of the November workshop. 

The EIS does address all of the significant issues under the major resource headings of Chapter 3 
and 4. 

Comment 39: "The Service needs to explain t!lat the Bureau of Reclamation is currently in t!le 
process of modifying the 1988 OCi\P and proposes to rnake further changes to the 1988 OCAP m 
the near future, all of which have a potential !o significantly change the baselme conditions that this 
report utilizes." 

Response: The Service agrees with this statement Potenttat act1ons for modifymg OC,A.P have been 
identified under relevant resource sections m Chapter 3 and in 4 and 1n Section 4 26. 9, OCAP 
MODIFICATIONS. 

Comment 40: "Please explam how the Service can approve a FONSl for a part of an action, when 
the act!on as a whole has significant impacts and the Service ackno'Niedged at t11e tirne that an 
environmental impact statement wou!d have to be prepared on the action." 
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Response: The FO~~SI was approved fer a t.'arl:er water authorized and 
funded by separate congresslonal actions prior to and from Publ~c Lavv 1 ;y -E:! 18. VtJhile the 
actions appear sirrnlar tile timing and pui"pose cf the acton addr>.:::ss,:::cl 1n the prior FON~:>I make ;t 
dissirnilar and unconnected to the act~on described HI this document These prr~:v;ous actions can 
and do stand on the1r own and are not P L. ·10-1-6-18 <X the Proposed ,A,ct1on Ol" 

PrefeHed Alternative m U1is EIS. The :::~ervice to a similar Churd!!ll C01T1111ent #6 
above. 

Comment 41: "Does OC/"'P play a role in Newlancls Project operat;ons? It appears that USFWS is 
attempting not to mention OC/"P as a important component :n recent reductions in LaMntan VaHey 
V\leHands_ 1f 

Response: OCAP, wtHch is tl1e abbreviation for operating criteria and procedures, is integral to 
Newlands Project operations. The Service discussed in detail OCi\P and the role they have had in 
bringH"JQ about existing conditions See Sections 1 3 1 92. 3 2. 3.2.4. and 4.26 9. The Service has 
also indexed OCAP so that the reader may more easily locate discussions related to this topic 

Comment 42: "It is important to note that the a!! time iO\.V for •Netlands acreage is primarily due to 
extreme hydrological conditions (drought} and OCAP Tl1e paragraph is misleadmg to the reader and 
does not accurately portray baseline conditions." 

Response: Whereas the Service agrees that extreme hydrological conditions and OCAP have 
\nfluenced weUands acreage, the storage and diversion of Carson River water for agriculture, 
municipal. mining and other uses have had the most substant;a1 influence on wetland habitat 
acreage over tile !ong term. The Service has been very clear in its discussions of how drought and 
the improved irrigation delivery efficiency rates of OCAP have affected wetland acreage. 

Comment 43: "There seems to be !~ttle validi1y for a wetland figlHe of 150.000. rnid~180o·s since the 
sarne individuals quote1:! estimated thE:' Carson Rver news at sorne 410,000 AF At your computed 
~vetand water requirements. this would only account for some 82 000 acres of wetlands, or perhaps 
did a llistoncal, non diked v1et!and only ut1!1ze tess than 3 AF of water?" 

Response: Please refer to General issue Response X 

Comment 44: "The proposed Comprehensive Management Plan would ;dentify wetland needs in the 
Lahontan Valley and refine the amount of water needed. Tilts E~S is premature until the 
CompreriC'nsive r·J1anagernent Plan is prepared " 

Response: The Service disagrees The Proposed .Action and Preferred Alternative are actions that 
can stand alone and be implemen1ed ~vith or without the completion of a Comprehensive 
Managernent Plan The Cornprehens~ve Managc,ment Plan would oniy fine-tune water requirernents 
t"elative !o the water rights acqUJsit;on pmgrarn, and if anythmg. would most likely decrease the 
amount of water reqwed See Churchiil County comment #2 above. 

Comment 45: "Tile ,Act, P L 101-6'18. authorizes and directs the Secretary of the interior to acqu!re 
'.Vater and \IIJater nghts by purchase or other rneans,. 

Response: Change incorporated, see Section 1 3 

Comment 46: To meet effic>encies under the 1988 OCAP, the Bureau of Reclamation is requir!ng 
that drainv1ater be purnped into tlie cana\s and mixed WiUI irrigatron water tor additional use. After 
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acquiring most of the vvater rights in the Carson Division, does tlle Service intend to contnue the 
recjuirernents of OCAPT 

Response: The Serv;c:e ;s net responsible for, nor does it have the autt1onty to manage, the 
Newrands Project ~rr!gation practices and Project operations are the responsibi!ity of TCiO as the 
ProJect operator, and are under the supervis;on of the Bureau of ReclarratH)n_ Such deosions wourd 
r1avE:: to be made by the appropriate management agency. 

Comment 47: "Terminal marsh (shrink and swell) vs palustrine n1arsh habitat How can Stfllwater 
function as a great basin terminal wetland when the Service intends to deliver water in the fall? 
Please explain." 

Response: For the purposes of this il is assumed that u·1e Serw.:::e would use tile current 
nTigat1on pattern as tl1e basis for impact analysis. Under thjs scenario, wet!and habitat would swen 
and shrink on an annual bas;s. The purpose of this ElS is to assess thE.' consequences of acquiring 
'vVater and water rights, not to assess particular management strategies of Stillltwater NWR rssues 
related \o the actual rnanagernent of the Stillwater NWf~ wlll b1::; evaluated and analyzed in future 
Refuge management planning. 

Comment 48: "The main purpose of the ROD is to decide if the proposed action has the potentia! to 
significantly affect the human environment'' 

'How to implement PL10·1-618 is the decision required Rev•se this sect;on to include how to sustain 
25,000 acres of wellands'' 

Response: Tlle Service does not concur with the County's assessment of the purpose for the ROD. 
CEQ Regulations, §·1505. 2 clearly state that the ROD shall mclude (a) statement of the decision, (b) 
identificaton of ali alternatives considered, a determination of v•hich alternative is considered to be 
i';_mvironmentally and a discussion of ail factors 'Nii:ch were balanced by the agency ~n 

making 1ts decis;on and (c) staternent regarding mitigation and monitoring and whether they have 
t1een adopted, and if not why not The Proposed Action and alternatives ;dentifv var:ous rnet11ods to 
sustain 000 acres of wetland tlabitat in the Lahontan Vaf!ey. 

Comment 49: "Since water rights purchased and transferred at a rate of 2.99. then there will be a 
benefit to Pyran"Hd lake U1erefore, the Lake should be included in the affected area. along with an 
analysis of ail impacts ... The Upper Carson R;ver should a~so be inciuded m t!ie affected area since 
water uses w1thm that area has lead to the reduction of weUands in the Lahontan Vaney, 

Response: Based on comments received by Churci·lill County and others on a prov1sionai draft of 
tl1e EIS, the Service inCILJded Pyramid Lake and the Middle Carson River as part of the affected area 
pnor to release of the Draft EIS. Impacts to u·1e Carson Rver and lower Truckee R1ver are 
addressed in u·1e EIS. Anticipated consequences of the Proposed Action and alternatives on tt1e 
lower Truckee River and Pyramid Lake are defined in Section 4 3.1, Surface Water Quantity The 
Proposed Act:on and alternatives would not affect the Upper Carson River area. and therefore, that 
reg•on is not included as part of the Affected Area 

Comment 50: "The Service indicates that, targeting is considered to be a rmtigaton measure to 
offset anticipated impacts of the Service·s action,' yet there is no mention of targetmg in the proposed 
action or alternatives " 
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Response: Mitigation n1easures are ~dentified relat1ve to the expected impacts in Chapter 4. Actions 
that the Service is certam it can impjernent within \he scope of its ex;sting authority that may reduce 
or elimma!e adverse impacts are incorporated mto the Preferred Aiternat~ve end of Section 
2 5 5) ln this document In addit;on the Service (pursuant to CEQ regulations § 15052) will identify 
mitigation measures •t plans to adopt as part the action HI U1e ROD. (See Churchil! County comment 
#48 response above.) 

Comment 51: "Need to mention change in cui-w status and tile fact that a new recovery plan is 
being prepared." 

Response: Although those changes are possible and are bemg cons;dered. neither act~on have been 
completed or ;mp!emented 

Comment 52: "In Section ·1. 9 the Service needs to discuss the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act and its 
applicabii1ty to this action, if any." 

Response: The Refuge Revenue Sr1aring Act has been incorporated into Section 1 9.5 

Comment 53: "Section 1_ ·10 needs to incJude the C!ean Atr ;\ct the National Environmental Policy 
Act, and Executive Order 12898.'' 

Response: Section 'UO was mod1fied accordlngly. 

Comment 54: "Sectton 1. ·10 2. Why ~s the US Arrny COE omitted, since they have the regulatory 
aut!1ority for wetlands and waters of the United States? 

Response: The Army Corps of Engineers (COE) was not omitted. U1e SePvlce did not see that the 
COE has any regulatory authority rejat;ve to the Proposed Action which is the acqu;sition of water 
rights The Service does concur with the County that m some way the COE may have some 
operational or jur1sdictional interest m u·1e Service's Proposed Action their name has been included 
unc!er Section 1 10.2. 

Comment 55: "Some confusion m the two paragraphs under 1 9 7 in that the first paragraph says 
water rights acqu;red Will rneet eligibility requirements and the second paragraph says that 
approxirnately 24 percent of the water acquired would not be transfered because they are ineligib!e 
under the requiremEmts Please clarify 

Response: Eligibi!1ty is furt!1er def~ned in Seeton 24, ;\SSutv1PT!ONS FOR ACTION 
ALTERNATIVES_ and Section 2 6 2, ELIGI 81 LITY CRITERIA Section 1 9_ "1 was modifjed 

Comment 56: The Service needs to commit to part of all of these (mitigation) measures and 
incorporate these into the proposed action and alternatives" 

Response: See response to Churchill County comments #31 and #50 above. 

Comment 57: "Mitigation measures are the result of potential impacts identified in the EIS. Mitigation 
rneasures are not studied or dismissed based on tlle subjective evaluation of the Ser-Jice. On what 
basis did you d!smiss mitigation measures? Please explain Section 1.15 should be el~minated from 
U1is document" 
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Response: The Service stated m Sectk::n 1 15 that r-nany of the public cmnments received at the 
\ivere in fact suggested rnii[~~ation measures rather !han resource [ssues. The 

!hat the ElS n1ust and does measures based on potential impacts. 
T!He; Service states that many of the public comments rece;ved during the Seeping process that wert:; 
not issues of concern but statements that could be considered rnitgation tTeasut"es were ideas that 
were !nfeas;bie or ineffective and \vere not addressee] beyond scoping. 

Comments 58: "P!E'·ase !ndicate the process by which technical consultants were selected. \ftJere any 
of the techrncal consultants principal authors of the EIS?" 

Response: Technical consultants were se[ected by the Service based on expertise and avai!.abiiity 
None of the tecrmical consultants were principal authors, With trle exception of Kelly Clark. technical 
ed1tor of the document who was involved vvith the preparation of the text ir the documeni from a 
grammatical, style, and cornposttlon standpomt 

Comment 59: Re PL101-618 Sec 206(a)(3)(A) which gives the Secretary the authority to utilize 
system faclities to provide water to the Femley WMA and P L 101·618 Sec. 209(j), which gives the 
Secretai"Y the authority to manage the system regulatmg re·servoirs for l!sh and wildlife purposes_ 
Does the SHV!Ce e:xclude regulating reservoirs'/ If not vvhy not?" 

Response: Se·ction 209 of P L 1 Ol618 addresses ard directs Newlands Project improvement The 
Sect"etat"Y of the Interior has delegated the respons1biiities under th1s sect1on to the Bureau of 
Reclamation U<e Interior agency responsible for Newlands Pro1ect operations Regulating Reservoirs 
have been efiminated from furH'!el" d1scussion as a water source because U!E::y are located outside t!1e 
Lahontan Vallic;y \Vetlands designated in Public Law· 101-618 (See Section 2.8 4 Newlands Project 
Regulating ReservoHs i 

CHAPTER 2 

Comment 60: "The no action altemative may sufficent vvater for ti"le Wetlands. Much of the 
analys;s is based upon assumptions about OCAP, return f:o~tvs and spil:s. There 1s considerable 
uncerta1nty w;th these assumptions and the BLR rnodel used to predict vvetlands flews Vvater is not 
to be acquired tc: meet the 'Services Objective' but rather the intent of PL 101-618. The last sentencE:: 
should say The no action alternative rnay not provide sufficient vvater to rneet the 111tent of Public 
Law 10·1-618 '' 

Response: /waflable information indicates that there would not be suffic1ent water available under 
baseline conditions to meet the mtent of PL 101-618 or tile Serv1ce s identif;ed needs. Under tne no 
action alternative. vvater rights \Vouid provicle about 17 000 /\F!year Based on tlle average annual 
primary wetland habitat demand of 5 AF/acre/year, the wetlands ~vould require about 125 000 
AFiyeat". This would mean that the rernaining 108,000 A.F/year would have to come from drainwater 
and spills. It is ;rnprobabie that, over the iong-·term the average mflovv to the pnrnary wetland areas 
fmm these sources will ever reach 108,000 AF/year The Services calculations for long-term 
average annual dramwater inflo'N to tile prin>arf wetlands iS about 30,000 AF/year under existing 
conc!itions related to the No Act;on Alternative The Service understands that certa1n aspects of 
Newlands ProJeCt operations could change and more dra1rwater rnay be ava1iable for wetland habitat 
(See Section 2.3.1 1 Factors AHectmg the Volume of Water to be f>,cquired), but even under the most 
optimistic of Circumstances 1t IS improbable that dramwater or average spill voiurnes would ever 
approach 108,000 AF/year. 
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Comnumt 61: "Assumptions on the arnount of dram water and spil!s are considered speculative and 
hiqhly conservative. And with the proposed modifications and futw"e in by the Bureau 
of these vvill be less v;able. The DEIS lacks a viable range of 
since the ai!ematves considered are all on the high end of water 

a of the available drain 'l!later and spills The J'lpril 1994 Newlands 
while considering 

Efficiency 
by \r1e Bureau of Reclamation shows over a 10 year average of 119 OOD i'\F of drain water and 

spills pnor to the 1988 OCAP. A more reasonable, implernentable alternative must be considered 
which includes purchase of some .............. AF of water rights along with a h1gher 
level of spllls, drain water and other measures 

Response: The range of alternatives considered is reasonable and Churchin County has been given 
every opportunity to participate in alternative development In meetings, Church~ll County supported 
formation of Alternative 5, which does consider a 1ower volume of water acquired through fee 
purchases and depends on other sources (Middle Carson River Corridor, increased leasing, sp~lls 

and drainflow) for wetlands protection 

While tr1e Bureau of Reclamation study shows an average of 119,000 AF of drainwater and spills for 
the 10 years prior to the ·J988 OCAP, it mus! be pointed out that spills durlng that period were a 
record high due to the high runoff in 1982, 1983, and 1986, there was substantial over-diversion from 
the Truckee River in violation of applicable OCAP; and the Reclamation study did not spec1fy where 
the drainwater was ultimately put to use. Durlng that period, more than ha!f of all dralnwater 
reaching the Carson Lake area was used to irrigate pasture land rather than being used to create 
wetland habitat. In addition, rnuc!1 of the drainwa!er from tile northeast portion of the Newiands 
Project went to the Canvasback Gun C~ub (under the Freeman Agreement) and the lnd1an Lakes 
area. Based on these factors, it does not appear that the Reclamation figure of 1'19, 000 AF/year of 
drainwater and sp1ll water ls representative of long .. term conditions, nor does it appear that thls 
volume woujd reach the wetlands under existing conditions 

Comment 62: ''pg 2.~1. Para 3 Please identify those estimates that are h:gi1er than the Service's 
baseline estimates " 

Response: See Seeton 2.3 ·:.1 Factors Affecting the Volume of Water to be Acquired and the 
Services response to Churchill County comment #61 above. 

Comment 63: " The appropnate way to deal with uncertainty is through boundary analysis ratller 
than selecting one set of assumphons A high and lovv range of drains and spHis needs to be 
incorporated into the analysis." 

Response: Tr1e Service has provided ranges for some resources and impacts when appropriate and 
when detailed information m unavailable. In regard to drainwater and spill volumes, the Service 
believes additional ranges would obfuscate analysis and confuse the reader. Tr1e Service contends 
that Hle more direct ana1ys1s. when the technical and analytic information is available, is better than 
the more vague boundary analysis approac!1. 

Comment 64: ... The analysis of impacts occurs for the affected area and its resources. This 
sentence needs to be changed to . underestimate impacts to the affected area 

Response: Change incorporated. 
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Comment 65: "As part of the proposed action, USF\rVS must clearly indicate process used to 
measure a long-term average of return flows and spills, and indicate under what conditions water 
right acquisitions would be ended. 

Response: The Service !ms identified the plans and agencies responsible for !ong-tenn 
rneasurements of drainwater, spilL and irrigation delivery in Section 2. 7 Monitoring. For the purpose 
of monitoring, ihe Service will make ca1culations using H1e ·10-year-running average of the annual 
average compilation of palustrine wetland habitat acres. Based on those calcu~ahons, the Proposed 
Action wili be comp!ete once 25,000 acres of pr~mary wetland habitat i1ave been attained. 

Comment 66: "The Service does not need 122,000 acre feet of water nghts given the availability of 
drains and spills. This sentence needs to be revised. 

Response: The Service does not agree. See the Service's response to Churchill County comments 
#60 and #61 above. 

Comment 67: The proposed action is not clearly defined. The Service needs to prepare a 
management pian to accompany this ElS or provide sufficient detail in the ElS about how the water 
wlil be used. 

Response: The Proposed Action is defined in Sections 2.2. PROPOSED ACTION and the rationale 
behind the alternative are discussed in Section 2,3, PROCESS USED TO FORMULATE THE 
PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATiVES The detail of these discussions is sufficient given the 
scope of the ElS. There is an existing management plan for the SWiwater WMA which includes the 
Stillwater NWR While there are future plans by the Ser..1ice to prepare a new Refuge plan, the 
Proposed Action and alternatives are not dependent upon such planning. Acquisition of water rights 
and management of wetland habttat are separate and distinct actions. The Service has responded to 
a similarly worded comment by Churchil! County (See Churchill County comment #2 above). 

Comment 68: The Service shouid eliminate discussion of benefits or adverse impacts in the 
description of the proposed aclion-a!l of page 2-3 

Response: Most of this section has been deleted in the FEIS. 

Comment 69: The entire section is difficult to read and understand and lacks appropnate detail 

Response: Comment is so noted. 

Comment 70: Great Basin Terminal wetlands fluctuate dramatically in size from Spring to faiL When 
does the Service intend to count visible surface water? Wetlands can occur without vis!bie surface 
water. Please explain the difference between terminal wetlands and palustrine wetland habitat 

Response: In reference to the comment on when and how the Service will measure visible surface 
water see the response to Bureau of Redamation comment #1 0 and Churchill County #17 The 
Service responded to a similar Churchill County comment regarding the difference between wetlands 
and wetland habitat in its response to Churchill County comment # 34 above. 

Comment 71: If the proposed achon wou~d double the amount of primary wetland habitat are you 
suggesting then the baseline primary wetland habitat is ·12.500 acres? lf the baseline is 12,500 acres, 
approximately 60,000 acre feet of additiona! water is requned for a total of 80,000 acre feet of 
irrigation water Please explain the inconsistency vvithin the proposed action 
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Response: Review of Tab~e 2.A Cor-nparisons of Alternatives ·will st1ow that as n•ore agriculturar 
water r~ghts are tak:en out of production, drainwater inflow to the primary wetland habtat areas 
c~eclines_ To offset these declinmg drainwater volumes. more vvater need to be acquired. 

Comment 72: The acquisition and use oi' water are not separate actions Tl1e Service needs to 
prepare a wetlands managernent plan for this ElS This draft EIS should be withdrawn until a 
management plan l1as been completed. 

Response: The Service has responded to a similarly worded comments by Churchill County. (See 
the responses to Churchill County comment #2. and #44 above.) 

Comment 73: Water is not being acqu!red to meet management targets but rather the proposed 
action. !f management targets are part of the proposed action, they need to be described in this 
document 

Response: The Service has previously responded to similar!y worded comments by Churchm 
County regarding the scope and purpose of this document The Proposed Action and alternatives 
evaluate the consequences of acquiring sufficient water or water rights to sustain 25,000 acres of 
pmnary wetland t1abitat within the identified Lat1ontan Valley wetlands This purpose is consistent 
with the intent and direction of Congress in PL 101-618. 

Comment 74: "Although there may be some prime farm lands offered for sale, the Service is not 
obligated to buy such lands, The Service could commit, as up-front rnitigation, that no prime 
farmlands would be purchased or that prime farm lands purchased would be traded for non-prime 
farm lands, therefore leaving these prime farm iands in production." 

Response: A!though the Service [s not obligated to purchase water rights associated with prime 
farmlands when they are offered for sale, U1e Service would consider such purchases under the 
Prefened Alternative and other aaernatives. Given the high percentage of farms that contain at !east 
some prime farmland in U1e Carson D!vision, it does not appear feasrbie for the Service to limit water
rights acquis!tions to farms that do not contain prime farmland_ One mitigation measure, as pointed 
out in the cornment, would be for a transfer prograrn to be cooperatively developed ;,vhereby water 
rights from an area of marginal farm!and could be transferred, on a willing participant basis, to prime 
farmland from which water rights were purchased and transferred by the Service Other possib!e 
rrHtigation measures are described in Section 4 16.4 ,e..s disclosed in Section 4.16.4, some level of 
adverse impacts to prime farmland and farmland of statewide importance wHI be unavoidable and wi!l 
not be mitigated. 

Even if the Service ~vere to avoid the purchase of water rights from prime farmland. there is no 
assurance that those lands would remain in agricultural production. There is no assurance that lands 
bypassed by the Service would remain in production. To date, Churchill County has not taken steps 
to prevent the conversion of farmland to other uses such as resident~a! developrnent 

Comment 75: "The effect/impact of recoupment on the Lahontan wetlands must be analyzed in at 
least one alternative_" 

Response: The Service has defined the possible consequences of recoupment in Sect~on 2.3.1.2 
and has disdosed the legal background supporting that action in Section 1. 8.1 ('1 0). The recoupment 
action is directed in P.L 101-618 giving the Secretary of the ~nterior the responsibility to reso!ve 
recoupment through agreement or judicial proceedings. This action is not linked to the purpose and 
need identified for the Service's Proposed Action and alternatives The actlon iS before the courts 
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, and therefore it was not specifically analyzed w:th;;! altematves in this document Recoupment is 
appropriately addressed as a foreseeable future action in Section 426 8, NEWU\NDS PROJECT 
RECOUPMENT. 

Comment 16: "Development of a drainwater assurance plan should be described in more deta1l and 
inc~uded in one of the alternatives_ What are your requirements for drain11vater assurances?" 

Response: The concept of drainwater assurances or drainwater guarantees were discussed in the 
Second SeWement negotiations jn spring 1995_ The Serv•ce attempts to recognize such an 
arrangernent may be relevant to the Proposed Action and alternatives but lacks the details of how 
such assurances would be implemented_ It is our understanding H1at the drainwater assurance 
concept was initiated by Churchill County local mterests at the negotiations If Churchil1 County 
supports the need for drainwater assurance p!ans due to the possible benefit or protection they could 
provide to County citizens, the Service would work with the Churchill County representatives to 
develop such plans. The Service requirements would generally focus on sorne reasonable 
commitment from local irrigators and TCID as project operator to provide a block or assured volume 
of drainwater each year under average hydrologic conditions, and, if the drainwater was not 
available, to substitute the short-coming with irngation water_ 

Comment 17: "Section 2_3_1.1 PL.101-618 makes no mention of wetland habitat objectives. Please 
identify wetlands habitat objectives other than the need to sustain 25,000 acres_ If none, the 
sentence needs to be revised." 

Response: Section 206(a)( 1) of P l. 101-618 clearly speaks to wetland habitat objectives with 
language that authorizes and directs the Secretary of the Interior to sustain approximately 25,000 
acres of primary wetland habitat within Lahontan Valley wetlands No change in the text is 
necessary_ 

Comment 78: "Please identify pasture lands which receive drainwater and specify the approximate 
acreage and amount of deliveries." 

Response: Carson Lake pasture lands receive about 50 percent of the drainwater leaving the water
righted lands in the Newlands Project pursuant to the 1980 Fleischmann .Agreement between TCI D. 
NOOW, and Greenhead Hunting Club_ This amounts to about 26.800 ;\F/year that is used to sustam 
approximately 14,700 acres of pasture grass. Prior to -1980. flooding of the pasture lands adjacent to 
the wildlife area used about 70 percent of the Carson Lake and pasture drainwater. From 1975 to 
1980 the pasture lands received about 42,500 AF/year on aver·age These figures are based on 
USGS, TCiD, and NDOW gaging station data. 

Comment 19: "Pg_ 2···6 Last Para Paragraph appears contradictory to PL. 10 l·6 ·18. Please clarify. WiH 
aU drainwater regardless of quality be considered as part of the 25,000 acres of wetlands? What will 
the Service do with the drainwater? The Service needs to include HI any changes in drainwater use 
m the proposed action." 

Response: The language in t!1e referenced paragrapr1 was based on Section 206(b)(4) of P L 101-
618. The Service does not commit to the use of Newlands ProJect dramwater regardless of quality to 
susta!n the primary wetiand habitat. The Service does recognize. as did P L 101-618. H1at because 
of the geographic locations of the primary wetland habitat areas drainvvater vvill flow dovvn gradient to 
these areas. For the Service to preclude use of drainwater. special areas or sumps would !1ave to 
be built or designated to store and eventually' evaporate poor quality dramwater 
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Comment 80: "The Service needs to consider 
:ands to maintain wenand habitat" 

of conser,/ation easernents on other private 

the Volurne Response: Conservation easements are d;scussed 1n Section 2.3 1 1, Factors 
of Water to be ,1\cquired Easements_ The Canvasbac~: Gun Ck.Jb vvetands were idE~ntlfied as 
lands t!iat could potentially meet the Serv1ce's needs and obiectiv•2s These pnvately ovmed and 
managed \Netlands, located v,ntln: the i)oundaries of the St!l!·,vatef NV\IR are the private lands 
w1th wetland habitat potential that rneet the deLnit;on within P L. 1 D 1-fi i 8 of the areas v.rithin 
Lahontan Valley w11e1-e the 25,000 acres of primary wetland habttat is to be sustained T!!e Service 
would ente11ain proposals for conservation easements on other privatE-: lands for the conservation of 
wetland habitat Wh;le such easements could protect va!uable wetland habitat, they would not, at 
this point in time, contribute to the target of sustaining 25.000 acres of pnrnary wc,tland habitat as set 

fol1h in P L 101-618 

Comment 81: "Pg. 2-'7 (Sp~lls) There is l;mited discussion on the effect of canal capac.;ty for carry~ng 
spill water to tile wetlands Explain the amount o! spill waters that can be conveyed to the wetlands 
over a spring spill period Discuss the effect on wetlands and cost of increasing canal capacity to 
effec.t;vely handle most or ail spills. Discuss where excess spilLs currently go to and tile effeci this 
has on wetlands Are these areas not also termed wetiands'l If not why not?" 

Response: Spills are discussed further in Cl"1apter 3 under Section 3.2.3.3 Spills The volume of 
spit! water that can be conveyed to tile wet:ands during the spring is t11ghty variable, depending on a 
number of factors, such as agricultural Irrigation deliveries during t!lat period, level o! storage in 
project regulating reservoirs, durat1on of spill and canal capacities For the purposes of thrs 
document spills can only be addressed in a general nature due to a lack of specific. data to 
detem1jne actual sp1ll conveyance ;n any given month 

Increased canal capacity could perm1t tile Serv1ce to convey u1creased volumes of spill water to !he 
primary wetland habitat areas The canals that currently restrict cr limit spill water conveyance to the 
wetlands are the major deliver'/ canals within the agncultural portons of the Newlands Project 
Enlargmg existing canals coulci potentially affect adJaCent farmlands, residential properly, and public 
roads, and may require new or larger centro! devices (gates dmp structures. etc.). Routfng of spill 
·,vater to tile primary wetland i!abitat areas dunng tile past year ( 1995) was generally not restricted 
due to tile capactty of those canals entering the wetland areas but associated w;th restrictions or 
constralnts further up grad;ent in tile Ne\Niands Project 

Much of the spill water that cannot be conveyed to t11e prir1ar1 wetland r1abltat areas flows into the 
Carson Sink Durmg this past year { 1995) some spill water was delivered "free" to agricultural users 
(not charged against the Irrigator's head gate entitlement), some was routed to tile prirnaPf wetland 
r>abitat areas and the remainder went to the Carson Sink (about 90,000 AF). Based on pre!iminaf'/ 
Rec.!arnation spill volume data (Oven10lc], written communication, February 1, ·1996) and Service 
wflovv data. the prnnary wetland habitat areas captured about 28,000 AF of spill water (20,000 AF @ 
Sti!lvvater NVvR and 8,000 AF @ Carson Lake) out of tile estimated 195,000 AF of Lahontan 

ReserJoir spi!!s :n 1995. 

The Carson Sink and many of tr1e low lying lands adJacent to tile Carson River (downstream of 
Tarzan F~oac! bridge) that were inundated as a resuit of spi!l water, are wetlands 1-.. lowever, only 
portions of these wetlands that are within the boundanes of Stillwater NWR and Stil!water Wiid!ife 
Managernent Area are cons1dered primary wetlands based on Public Law ·1 0! -618 
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Comment 82: "Page 2-7- .. (Easements) The Canvasback Gun C!ub mair.ta~ns an average of 
2 .500!2,600 acres of wetland with a water ng!it of 5,4135 ;\F Please expiam how lt ls possible to 
maintain an acre of wet!and here with about 2 ii.F of vvater while the Service estimates that 5. 1 AF of 
vvater per surface acre of wet!ands is necessary. Section 209i of P L 101--13-18 dlrects the Secretary 
of the Interior to manage the ~~ewiands Project re-regulat~ng reservo~rs for the purpose of fish and 
wi!diife, 1.e.-"The Secretary shaW/ Therefor the alternatives should be rewntten to lnclude H1ese areas 
along \.·\ntl-1 tt1e pnmary wetlands." 

Response: The 2 ,1:\F/year of water to which the above comment refers only accounts for water right 
deij·vehes -- it does not ~nclude drainflows. Drainwater mf!ows to the Canvasback Gun Club have 
averaged about '14,500 AF/year for the period ·1975-1991. Based on the combined volumes of 
drainwater inflow and Canvasback Gun Club water nghts (an average of about 20,000 AF/year) and 
assummg an averagE:: of 2,600 acres of wetland hab!tat. the water demand for Canvasback Gun Club 
wetlands is about 7.7 AF/acre/year. This average annual ~"wetland water demand of 7.7 AF/acre/year 
is consistent w1tli wetland water requ:rements identified in Appendix 4 for perennial marsh habitats 
(about 7.1 AFiacre/year) in Lahontan Valley. 

Please refer to the Service response to Churchill County comment number 113 for the portion of the 
comrnent addressmg SectiOn 209(!) of Public Law 101"618. 

Comment 83: ''Sect;on 2.31 2 (Recoupment) this discussion is better suited for ChapA or the 
cumulative impact section." 

Response: Recoupment was d1scussed further ~n Chapter 4 as the County suggests, see Section 
4.26.8 NEWLANDS PROJECT RECOUPMENT 

Comment 84: "Section 2.3.3 6 Need to include land exchange acqwsition methods ln the proposed 
act;on and a!temat;ves " 

Response: Land exchange is addressed in Section 2.3 3 /~CQUISITION METHODS CONSiDERED 
IN FORMUL,A.TlNG THE ,A.LTERN,4TIVES The proposed acl!on and alternatives each includr::: 
wording about land exchange, basjcally stat~ng that land exchanges would occur when possible 

Comment 85: "Pg. 2-12. Section 2.3.4 If Bookman~Edmonsion Engineering reviewed the BLR Model 
and rnade suggestions to further refine base!ine assurnpHons, why then does the Service indlcate on 
pg 2-6 that the B-E ana!ysis has insufficient documentation for adjusting BLR. Model assumptions or 
calculations? This statements seems contradictory." 

Response: Bookman-Edmonston had two levels of invorvement and review of information relative to 
the BLR Modei First, Bookman-Edmonston reviewed U1e BLR Mode! as a consulting firm ltvorking for 
the Bureau of Redarnation during the scoping period ,A.s noted in Section 2 34. t!ieir suggestlons 
were incorporated into the model calculations The second Bookman·-Edmonston anaiysis was 
offered during the spring 1995 negotiations, when Bookman-Edmonston was working for L VEA 
Churchill County, NWPA, and TCID. As noted in Section 2. 3. ·1.1. Drainwater, the Service has 
insuffiCient documentation of the second Bookman-Edmonston analysis to warrant adjusting BLR 
model assumptions or calculations. 

Comment 86: ''Pg. 2-13, Section 24 Does the Service intend to use water acquired under th1s 
action directed under PL 10·1-618 to be used for Tribal wetlands'? If yes, the management plan needs 
to be included as part of the proposed action." 
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Response: The purpose of th;s document fS to assess the consequences and rmpacts associated 
w;th the acquisition of water and water tights. How the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribe manages the 
vvater acquired for the purpose of sustajning primary lt-l'etland habitat on reservation lands rs not 
~vithin U1e scope of this EIS. The Service's action to acquire v~ater or water nghts is not dependent 
upon the comp!etion of suc11 planning 

Comment 87: "The assumptiofl that the Newlands Project wit! continue to operate w1thm tile 
frame'.vork and object~ves of the 1988 OCAP rna)' be invalid since the Bureau of Reclamation IS in 
the process of adjustjng OCAP and plans to make changes which may require an EiS_ What 
changes will the Service make to the Wetlands EIS in response to proposed changes to OCAP." 

Response: The 1988 OCAP was used in defining baseline conditions. these baseline conditions ot 
which were used m evaluating potential impacts of the alternatives As yet no dec[sions have been 
made on possible ad_justrnents to OCAP, and, therefore, analyses must be based on the OCAP 
currently in place. Nevertheless, tt1e FE!S recognizes that the Department o! the Interior is in the 
process of adjusting OCAP to better reflect current condltions, and has discussed possible effects on 
various resources in Chapter 3 and 4. This issue is also addressed m Sections 2 3 PROCESS 
USED TO FORMULATE THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES_ 3.2 NEWLANOS 
PROJECT OPERATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE and as a foreseeable future action in 4.26.9 
OCAP iv10DIFICATIONS Because this action has nol been completed or implemented, and there is 
as yet no quant.tative data on its outcome the ·1988 OCAP are retained as a basE.,!ine condition for 
the FEIS. 

Comment 88: "Page 2-14. Assumption 8 Needs to included as part of the proposed action. 
Construction proJects could affect the quality and quantity of water reaching the wetlands." 

Response: As explained in the introduction of Sect1on 24. ;\SSUMPTIONS FOR ACTION 
ALTERNAT~VES, ali assumptions. including assumption (8). are applicable to the Proposed Action 
and other acton alternatives Regarding construct•on projects, assumption (8) specifies that 
delrvenes of acquired irrigation ~·.tater would be made through the ex1s1mg Newiands Project delivery 
systern The assumption further states that if addibonal delivery points or increased delwery 
capacity are required in the future, potential impacts of new construct;on projects (e.g., effects on 
quality and quantity of water reaching wetlands) would be reviewed under the National Envuonrnentai 
Policy Act (NEP;\). 

Comment 89: Figure 2 A-"Column identified as townshjp, should be township/range. 

Response: The "TOWNSHIP" column refers to township"·range as can be inferred from the map 
legE.md .Apparently, township-range was abbreviated for lhe purposes of the data table. The legend 
of the map correctly identjfies it as "Township-Range" 

Comment 90: "Section 2 5: The no action alternative could meet wetland acreage amounts if 
changes to OCAP were made. One of t11e alternatives needs to mclude suggested changes to OCAP 
which may benefit the wetlands." 

Response: Modifymg OCAP is beyond the scope of this ElS The Service is aware of the 
Department of the Interior's proposal to amend or modify OCAP. but the focus of such adjustments 
ar·e to improve irngation delivery efficiency and decrease reliance on Truckee River diversions. 
These adjustments would not increase drainwater or spill volumes to tile primary wetland habitat 
areas 
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Comment 91~ 17 ~~i:\,!ternatives~~ The 20 000 fi,F v;~a;er rights program has been 
sn:ce th!s consistutes cf tl§e overall action_ Tr1is action was 

act~on '~' the 1991 EA Therefore. the 20.000 AF is 
•nto the no--action alternah;e" 

Response; The Service does not agree that the curn::mt program constitutes 
The Service has responded to a sin1ilarly 'Norc!ed comment by Churcr1ill County in 

-:o'l"!r'l"!ent #f3 above. 

Comment 92: "The assumption throughout the aHernalives is that the amount of spil!s available to 
the 'Netiands seem quite arb<tary m-so-n1uch-as the assumed annual average spills v1ould vaty frorn 
8,600 /\F to 11,800 AF depending on the aHemative considered. Since spills are a function of 
occasional excess 1'1ovvs and r-nanagement of Lahontan Reservoir, both of wl-;ich are not subJect to 
change under the proposal it seems there should be one level of spills 

Response: Newiands Project irhgation demand directly affects spill volumes in that sp1lls are 
influenced by carry over storage in Lahontan Reservo;r As •rngation demand changes, particulady 
when it •s decreased, the potential for spills increases given a set of common hydrologic conditions. 
Since each of the alternatives result in differing 1rrigatton dernands, so too, the potential spill volumes 
change v-nth each aitematrve 

Comment 93: "We believE:: tl1at the serv1ce has under .. estirnated the drainwater flow to the wetlands 
by a s1gn1ficant amount and should use the Bookrnen-Edrnonston Engineering estimate of some 
60,000 AF/yr as the baselme 

Response: There is insuffioent information to wan"ant use of the recommended estimate of 
dram~vater m U1e calcuiat1on of baseline conditions. The Service recognizes that changes in irrigated 
acreage base and percent~of-use have the ability to affect drainwatEH mflow to the primary wetland 
habitat areas and lias addressed vvhat might constitute a reasonable change in drainwater infiow 
vo\mles in Section 2 3 1.1, Factors Affecting U1e Volurne of Water to be Acqu1red and Section 
3 2.3.2, Drainwater 

Comment 94: "Pg. 2-18. Last sentence PL101-618 directs water right acqwsitions for wetlands only. 
Does the Service intend to use the . 51 i\F/ac for wetlands'! H not. why not?" 

Response: The Service does not intend to use u·1e 0.51 AF/acre of water rights for the pnrnary 
wetlands at th1s time. However. as noted in the sentence to which the cormnent refers the Service 
has reserved the remaining 0. 51 AFt acre for possible future use for the wetlands. 

Comment 95: "ls the Service again suggesting they wou!d not use drainwater to achieve the 25,000 
acre wetland goal'!" 

Response: This section merely descnbes the adverse impacts associated with applying drainwater 
to wetlands and the consequences of an alternative that does not use drainvvater as a source of 
water for wetland habitat 

Comment 96: "Pg 2-20 Alt. #2--Assuming H1at the ct1ange m tr1e arnount of dratnwater between 
alternat!ves would be on a reverse relationship to the amount of irrigation vvater purchased and farm 
land retired, it makes liWe sense that an mcrease of 4,300 AF of irngatlon waters acquired between 
Alternative 3 to Alternative 2 would result in a decrease of 5,600 A F of drainwater. The Bureau of 
Reclamation estimates that 1 A F. of return flows to dratnwater results for eacll 6 A F of water 
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applied to the farm land, therefore the change ln drainwater would be approximately 715 A F. and not 
5,600 AF" 

Response: The SerViCe has reviewed and modified its calculations regarding drainwater volumes 
and inflow potentja~s over the past two years. Based on this evaluation process, the Service believes 
that its caiculations represent actual conditions and are representative of conditions that can be 
expected to occur in the future. Drainwater return flows vary behveen irrigation subdistricts within the 
Carson Division and drainwater from some of the subdistricts never reaches the primary weUand 
areas. 

Comment 97: "Pg. 2-21, Para. 2: Why does the Service preclude the acquisition of pasture land 
rights? 

Response: The referenced paragraph does not state that the Service would preclude the acquisition 
of water rights from pasture lands, only that acquisition of such water rights are not anticipated. 

Comment 98: "Pg, 2-21, Para. 2 & 3: Why does the Service propose to retire the transfer rate tn 
Alternative 2 and have it reserved in Alternative 1? Retirement of water rights is contradictory to 
PU 01-618 wl1ich stiptJlates purchase for wetlands use oniy. if the Service uses the transfer rate for 
t!1e wetlands, retirement shouid not be an alternative." 

Response: The SE.~rvice's actions under the No Action Alternative (Alternative 1) are based on a 
previous authority and reflect the concepts ot water right transfers and agreements at that time 
(December 1991) The Service's reservation of the 0. 51 AF/acre was based on a concept that those 
reserved rights may, at a later date, be transferred to H1e wetlands. 

Comment 99: "Pg 2-21, Para. 3: This paragraph indicates that reduced diversions would benefit 
Pyramid lake Did the Service evaluate impacts to Pyramid Lake fish? Please indicate to what extent 
fish benefit" 

Response: 'r'es. the Service evaluated the consequences of ;ts actions on Pyramid Lake fish. That 
Information is included in Section 4.8, EFFECTS ON FISH, and Section 4.13, EFFECTS ON 
ENDANGERED, THREATENED, AND SENSITIVE SPECIES. 

Comment 100: "A Revegetation Plan should be coordinated with the Natural Resource Conservahon 
Service who is a cooperatmg agency. Has the Service consulted with NRCS or the requirements of 
a revegetatjon plan? What criteria will be used to decide whether or not revegetation was 
successful?" 

Response: While develop~ng methods for revegetating previously irrigated farmlands, the Serv1ce 
consuHed extensively with NRCS. The success of ensuing revegetation efforts has been favorable. 
In fact. those revegetation efforts on Service acquired lands in the Stiilwater area have been 
reviewed as model examples of revegetation on a number of NRCS sponsored tours. No success
criteria have been developed to date. 

Comment 101 :"Pg. 2-23, Para. 3 The Service needs to mdicate whether it intends to pursue the ful! 
3. 5 AFJacreiyr entitlement Since you have not studied potentlai impacts to fish, the Service has no 
bas1s for decisions." 

Response: The identification of Alternative 2 as the Proposed Action in the DE!S and Alternative 5 
as the Preferred Alternative in the FEIS indicates the Service's proposed position relative to the 3.5 
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use-rate. The Service has evaluated the impacts to fisll relative to the 3.5 
usEHate under i\:ternatve 3 in Sections 4.8 EFFECTS ON 

F~SH, 4.1 :! EFFECTS \JN THREATENED i\ND SE~~SlTI\fE 
RECOVERY PLANS FOR ENDi'\NGERE.D AND THREATENED PYRAJv1lO LAKE 

Comment 102: 2<~5. Para 2 Does PL. 101-618 
1 000 AF of irngatlO!l v.tater sufficlent to di!ute ~ess than 
realistic? 

the use of draimr;ater for wetlands? Is 
e<\F of dramwater'l Is U1is alternative 

Response: P L. ·101··618(b)(4) does not requ~re the use of drainwater for wetlands in the event that 
drainwater is nonexistent, as would be expected under Alternative 4 This subsection only stipulates 
that the use of Stillwater NWR for Newlands Project drainage purposes would not be preduded in 
preventing, correct~ng, or mitigating for adverse water quality (see also the response to Churchil1 
County comment #79 above regarding the use of drainwater relative to P.L 10·1·"618). The Service 
evaluated dilution effects of increased ~rr!gation water delivery to the wetlands in Section 4.3.2 
SURFACE WATER QUAUn'- The Service considers this alternative realistic but not preferable. 

Comment 103: .... Jf the service is going to continue this alternative without drainwater, then the 
Service must detail out where the drainwater wlll be disposed of.."" 

Response: The Service has, for the purposes of this EIS, identified in sufficient detail how drainwater 
will be managed; this was done in Section 2.5.4 ALTERNATIVE 4. 

Comment 104: " .\/\/hat benefit will be derived by the Fish when total inflows are increased by 2 to 6 
percent? ... " 

Response: Increased flow volumes will benei'it fish by improvmg Mbitat The impacts associated 
with the Service's actions are described in Sect~ons 4.8 and 4.13 

Comrnent 105: ''Please define what is meant by wetlands protection?" 

Response: As used rn this context. wetlands protection refers to sustaining. on a long··terrn average. 
25,000 acres of wetland habitat in the Lahontan Valley 

Comment 106:" Pg. 2-27, Para. 3- What is meant by the term some benefit''. Please define this 
term. 

Response: Chapter 4 impacts section show that under A!t 5, Pyran!id Lake mflows are expected to 
increase 1-2 percent over the No Action Alternative. 

Comment 107: " Pg. 2-28, Para. 5 The Service should refrain from making statements about most 
costly alternative, since the cost of mitigation measures have not been !ncluded.'' 

Response: The Service disagrees. Cost clearly relates to monetary values This paragraph refers to 
the monetary costs the Serv1ce would incur re!atrve to leasing Leasing is an annual expenditure and 
when incurred over the long-term, as wou!d be necessary to meet t!1e Serv1ce's neE.•ds and 
objectives. is one of the most costly rnethods of acqulring water that is considered in this document 
The publ!c. taxpayers, and decision-makers need to know the consequences of sue!! acquisition 
methods. 
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Comment 108: ''Of an the vt~ater alternatives, regulating reservtHS and use of other "'''"'~,.,,,,,.., 

\rVetiands appears to be as valid as vvater sources currently cons~dered ~n AaernaHve 5.' 1 

Response: The Service has noted Churchill County's opinion However, ne~ther regujating 
reservoirs cr secondary vvetiands are of themselves, water sources. Please see response to 
C!·wrch!ll County comment #59 above. 

Comment 109: "Language written in this paragraph appears to be contradictory. Please c~arify ." 

Response: These sections relating to water right transfer procedures and e!jgibility criteria draw 
heavily from court documents and decrees. Such language may be difficult to cornprel1end but is 
jegally correct. 

Comment 110: "Pg. 2-35--What is H1e estimated total annua! O&M cost for each alternative? ls there 
an O&M cost for the delivery of dra!nwater and spills water, and if there is, then what would be the 
cost per alternative? 

Response: Estimated annual O&M costs for Service acquisitions are defined in Section 3.25 
ii.CQU!SiTlON COSTS and Section 4.25 EFFECTS ON ACQUISITION COSTS. There are no O&M 
costs charged for delivery of drainwater and spiil water. 

Comment 111: "Pg. 2-37··-Specjfy what these different targeting strategies are and reference the 
appropriate mltigation section where they are covered.'' 

Response: The Service has identified numerous spedlc targeting goals and objectives !n Chapter 4 
depending on the impact that such strategies could help to reduce or minimize. Resources that may 
benefit from targeting strategies includE.,, groundwater recharge, prime farmland, drainwater quality, 
and land use 

Comment 112: "Pg 2-39--Need to add the 4th reason for eliminating consideration of the Truckee 
Division for wetland water rights purchase, that being: (4) The Ser\tice has its own plans_ the Cui-ui 
Recovery Plan, for purchase of the Truckee Division water rights, for waters in excess of all water 
rights in the Truckee Oiv•sion. 

Response: T!1e recommended reason was not added as lt iS incorrect For additional information 
see the response to LVEA quest~on 5 below. 

Comment 113: "Pg. 2-42--209i of PL.. 101-618 requires the Secretary of the Interior to manage the 
regulating reservon·s for fish and wildlife purposes. Such uses for fish and wildlife should be 
evaluated in the document" 

Response: Section 2090) of Public Law 101-618 states t11at "The Secretary shall, insofar as is 
consistent with the project irngation purposes and appiicabfe operating cnteria and procedures 
(emphasls added) manage existing Newtands Project regulator.v reservoirs for the purpose of fish and 
wildlife In an attempt to meet established OCAP efficiency targets, under existing conditions, the 
regulating l"eservoirs are not filled except in high water years. The Service anticipates that the future 
of regulating reservoirs will be determined by project irrigation purposes_ Management of fish and 
wildlife >S definitely a secondary purpose. In the FElS, Section 2.84, NEWLANDS PRO,IE.CT 
REGULATING RESERVOIRS, the Service evaluated the potential of regulating reservoirs relattve to 
the Service's objective of sustaining 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat Additional information 
on reguiailng reservo1rs is included in the Service's response to Comment 59 above 
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Comment 114: "Section 2.8.4: Regulating Reservoirs should be included as part of an alternative. 
Pl1 01-618 directs regulating reservoirs to be managed tor wildlife Furthermore. even Stillwater does 
not function entire!y as a Great Basin terrninal wetland_ Has the Ser.tice discussed any type of 
management agreement with TCiD with respect to the r·egulating reservoirs? lf not why not?" 

Response: The Service has responded to similar~y worded comments from Churchill County 
regardmg P.L 101~618 directives for regulating reservoirs (see response to Churchil~ County 
comments #59, #108 and #113 above) The Service and the Department of the Interior attempted to 
come to some agreement regarding regulating reservoirs during the Second Negotiated Settlement 
meetings in 1994-95, but in the end, the parties at the negotiations (one of which represented 
Churchm County) could not reach agreement on this and many other larger issues. The Service has 
not discussed a management agreement with TCID with respect to the regulating reservoirs. 
Regulating reserJoirs are not within the designated Lahontan Valley Wetland areas prescribed by 
P_L 10·1-6·18. 

Comment 115: "Pg. 2-44, Has the Service considered conjunctive uses for Dixie Valley water to 
offset the cost of acquisition and 0 & M charges?" 

Response: The Service has insufficient information to determine what tr·le County means by 
"conjunctive use", but assumes that what is meant is that Dixie Valley water wou!d provide some 
portion of the total water needed to meet the Service's objectives. Since there is insufficient 
groundwater volumes available in Dixie Valley to meet the needs identified by the Service, our 
evaluation of this source was as a supplementary water supply to be use conjunctively with other 
surface water right acquisitions As stated in the document, construction costs to convey Dix1e Valley 
water into Lahontan Valley are high {$-117 5 to 131.3 rniHion) and the annua~ operating costs are 
about 28 to 68 times higher than Newlands Project O&M costs on a per acre-foot basis. 

Comment 116: "Pg. 2-45--The Service needs to determine w!iat impact the water use throughout the 
upper Carson River has had on the lahontan Valley Wetlands and whether the Service should 
recons~der the use of Upper Carson River waters ... " 

Response: Water use throughout the upper Carson River {segments ·1-7) represent existing 
conditions The Service has identified the existing conditions relative to Carson River flow m Section 
3.2.5. ·1 Inflow anct Section 3.3.1 SURFACE WATER QUANTITY. The Service's rationale for 
eliminating other segments of the Carson River (segments 1-6) from further consideration are cleariy 
defined in Section 2.8 5.3 UPPER CARSON RIVER, but the Service notes Churchill County's 
opinion. 

Comment 111: " .-Please identify' the Congressional authorization for this action (20,000 AF 
acquisition) 

Response: P_L 100-446, P.L. 101-122, and P L 10·1-5·12 are Congressional appropriation acts that 
specifically fund the acquisition of water and water nghts for Stillwater WMA and Stillwater NVVR 
Trle 20,000 AF fimitation was an agreed upon limit set by the Service in its last ROD relative to these 
Congressional appropriation acts. The Service has a number of underlying Congressional 
authorizations to acquire water and water rights for the protection or enhancement of wetiands. 

Comment 118:" ... What is the proportional relationship whiCh ex1sts between water rights acquisition 
and reduction in drainwater-a point of diminishing returns?" 
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Response: Due to variability in drainage flows from irrigated Lands m the i\lewlands Project the 
Service's analysis l•as not been ab!e to define suci1 "a point of diminishing returns" identification of 
sucli a value may not be possible given the number of variables !hat affect drainwater 

Comment 119: "Please reference other sections of the ElS or descnbe under what conditions and 
water quality standards that USF\JVS wouid nol reiy upon drainwater for the wetlands. USFvVS must 
indicate its intent to either use drainwater or not to use drainwater :n ttHs EIS." 

Response: The Service's identilicatKm of ;:i.Jternative 5 as its Preferred Aiternat!ve is a clear 
indication of its intention to use drainwater as part of the water supp~y for sustaining 25,000 acres of 
primary wetland habitat within the Lahontan Valley wetlands. There are State and Federal 
regulations and standards that apply to these drainwaters, and the Newlands Project operations are 
sub,ject to tliose requirements 

Comment 120: " .. lt ls imperative that the Service, as representing the Secretary, mclude 
recouprnent in this analysis, since recoupment will S!gnihcantiy affect this analysis " 

Response: The Service has responded to similarly worded comments by Churchill County. {See 
response to Churchil! County comments #75 and #83 above ) 

Comment 121; "Water Delivery Patterns are part of the proposed action and could be incorporated 
into all alternatives The environmental impacts of water delivery patterns wiil need to be analyzed in 
this document" 

Response: Water delivery patterns are an existing condition The conditions that occur as a resuit 
of these patterns are defined in the existing conditions for Newlands Project operations See Section 
3.2 NEVVLANDS PROJECT OPERATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE for the complete assessment 
of existing conditions relative to delivery patterns. 

Chapter 3 

Comment 122: 3-1. Pg. 3 ... 1, Para. 2. "If ttle first 20,000 is included as pa11 of t!1e baseline, then the 
Service must evaluate its impact in the cumulative impact section." 

Response: From the standpomt that the 20,000 .AF acquisition program is a baseiine condition, any 
in1pacts of the program are correctiy characterized as cumulative However, to take into account and 
evaluate the impacts of the total amount of water rights that would comprise the water rights 
acquis!tion program under each of the alternatives, the initial 20,000 AF of water right acquisition is 
included as part of all of the action alternatives Chapter 4 was modified to better differentiate 
between the impacts of the acquisition programs wlthout the 20,000 AF acquisition program (i.e., 
impacts being addressed in this EIS) and the impacts of the total water rights acquisition programs, 
including the 20,000 AF acquisition program. ln Chapter 4, the action alternatives are (1) compared 
against U1e No Action .Ailemative (baseline conditions) and (2) conditions that would exist if no water 
rights had been purchased for wetlands protection. 

Comment 123: 3-2. Why has the Service continued to use the total amount of water required 
(125,000 af.) in the evaluation of the proposed action and alternatives, if the 20,000 af. is part of the 
base!ine? 
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Response: See Service response to Ci1urchill County comment #122 above. 

Comment 124: 3-4. "The Set-v.ce needs to strongly consider the organ:zat~on of this section and 
wha\ :t uses for baseline conditions. 

Response: The County's opinion is so noted 

Comment 125: 3-5 'Ttgure out a plan to utiltze spil!s better. Late in tl1e El S n1ucll h~gher 
percentages of spills are used to benefit wetlands.'' 

Response: There is no discussion of spills on this page in the Draft EIS. There is insufficient 
information to respond to this comrnent Spills are discussed in Sections 2.3.1.1 Factors Affecting 
t!1e Volume of VVater to be Acquired, 3 2.3.3 Spills, and 4.2.3.3 Spilis, and 4.3.1 SURFACE WATER 
QUANTiTY. ChurctHII County comment #81 above also responds to the County's concerns about 
spdls. 

Comment 126: 3-6. "Chapter 3 f1gures such as 3.3.c and 3.3.d need titles. north arrows, and 
sometimes scales." 

Response: Tl>e Service has noted Churchill County's opinions relative to these figures. 

Comment 127: 3-8: Page 3-A. Para.1. "Stating that the BLR model is the only analytic tool available 
is not sufficient reason to use it particularly Vll'hen the model !1as never been val~dated. The use of 
this model :s unacceptable as presently described in the DElS to address !mpacls related to the 
proposed action." 

Response: The Service disagrees. The model has been reviewed, calibrated, and revised to make 
its calculations representative of existing conditions. This calibration process and oversight review by 
several technically qualified md.vidua!s and agencies has in fact val1dated the BLR Model. The use 
of a analyt:c process that can quantify changes that may result as a consequence of the aaernatives 
considered that is based on a common set of pararneters is an extrerr•eiy useful tool. Such results 
provide the decis:on maker and the public with a more comprehensive impact analysis 

The County offers no data to support its reasoning that the modei is unacceptable and since there 
are no other methods or tools available that better descnbe or quantify 1rnpacts based on 
comparative analysis, the Service wil! continue to use the NSM and BLR Model to assist in the 
disclosure of potential impacts of alternatives in relation to Newlands ProJeCt operations and Truckee 
River conditions. More information on the BLR Model is provided jn the response to Churchill County 
comment #1 0 , above. 

Comment 128: Page 3-6, para. 3: "irrigated acreage changes from year to year. As a result the 
irris.labon demand varies and the outflow to the wetiands vanes. According to Maurer \1994, page 84) 
the Bureau of Reclarnation stated that there are only 51,000 acres of water-righted land not 74,000 
as stated above. The actual numbers used in the BLR n1odel need to be identified along with a 
sens1trv~ty analysis to evaluate how this value affects model output If ·1989 is the only year detailed 
nigatjon delivery information is avai!able, it is unclear why the 92 year simulation period is referred 
to. irnplymg rnodel ca[jbration is available for 92 years." 

Response: lt should be noted that Reclamation provides data on irrigated act·eage, water-righted 
acreage, and irrigated water-righted acreage to a number of agencies, organizations, and individuals. 
Depending on the nature of such requests and the purpose of the data, there are often reports citing 
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different for the Newlards ProJect The Serw::e and r<as 
data in Table 3.2 ..i\ that reflects such variation. There are abou\ 74 000 acres of 
in the NewLanr.:1s Not al[ of thai !and is and sorne !ancl that has been 

the years represented in 'Table 3 2.i\ did not have v:ater righis to tl"!E:HTL The 
Service continues to rely on the data in Tabie 3.2 A and rnore recent 

by Reclamation 

Regarding tile i"efel"ence to the 92-year simulation 
base in the context of the tiydrologic sirr\ulaVon period. 

the ElS c.ioes not address tf!e acreage 

Comment 129: 3-10 Page 3-7 par_ 2. "\l'Jhat are these numbers !on irrigated acreage, rnonthly 
irrigation deliveries for each of the subdistricts m tho Nowlancls and actuai irrigation use by 
fanners} and how are they substantjated? ... V\Mhout data on !he 1'ann Irrigation use BLR mode~ output 
is unreliable." 

Response: AI! of U1is data is substantiated and referenced. Without spedic citations withm thE.> tE.oxt 
the Service is unab!e to respond in a more detailed manner 

Comment 130: 3'"·11 Page 3-9, para. 2. "How is this (drainwater inflow) number obtained? ... The BLR 
Model estimated dramf!ow of 30,000 AFlyear is unsupported and can not be used to evaluate 
impacts" 

Response: The BLR Model output data for drainwater is ca!:brated and supported by actual 
dramwater mflow data from prev:ous years. The Service believes the BLR Model provic!es a rellable 
and representahve value and information on drainflow vo!umes, but does recognize ttlere is variability 
as other factors or conditions change. 

Comment 131: 3·12..Page 3-12, para 3 "The estrmates used are not supported or explained in the 
text .. E.ven ;f th;s is not mcorporating OCAP it is not ciE.:ar iww the estimates are ob!ained using the 
BLR model Jf the rnodel resu!ts are valtd and the sensitivity of the rnode1 to spills." 

Response: The values obtained by BLR rnodelltng outputs are supported by actuai data and are 
calculated using a 1ong-term hydroiogic sirnulation period (92-years) The r-nodel user's marua! 
(Appendi~: 5), wt1ict1 addresses the core assumptions used in the modelling and summary 
explanations of the model calculation output data used in the EIS, prov1des further jnformaton on this 
subject 

Comment 132: 3-'13 Pg. 3·10 "Public Law 101-618, Part 206(a)(3)(A) authorizes the Secretary of 
the Interior to LISe, modify or extend conveyence systems to deiiver viater to t!1e wetlands, therefore 
there should be no restrictions placed on del:very of sp!il water." 

Response: The restnctions that affect the delivery of sp1il water are related more directly to physical 
conditions such as the timing of spills and acts of nature rather than the size of the conveyance 
system. These restrictions represent existing conditions, the baselme for assessment of impact 
analysis. While P L ·101"618 does authorize modification of conveyance systems, such hypothetical 
future conditions are not reasonable to assess as part of the impact analysis related to the 
acquis:tion of water rights Additiona! infonnat:on on spil!s is addressed in response to the County's 
comment #81 above 

Comment 133: 3-14, Pg. 3-10, Sec. 3.2 3 3. "Has the Sen11ce considered options to improve the 
ab!iity to capture spi!!s? lf not why not? What are the available options?" 
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Response: The Service has responded to other sirnilariy worded comrnents by Churchill County (see 
response to Churchill County comments #8·1 and #132 above) 

Comment 134: 3-15: "!···low did the Servfce define "useable spillS?" 

Response Those sp1ll volumes that could effectively be conveyed to the pnrnary wetland habitat 
areas given the existing canal capacitieS, expected timing of spil~s relative to irrigation demand, and 
average volumes of spi!ls 

Comment 135: 3-16 Pg. 3-11, Section 3.2.5.1, "This section talks about historic inflows to Lahontan 
Reservoir Tlie Service shouid not use the projected (after OCAP) diVerSiOns when describing historic 
conditions. Please adjust" 

Response: The term "92-year hydrologic simulation period" was replaced with "92.-year hydrologic 
simulation" in Section 3.2.5.1 to darify the meaning of this section. The H2-year hydrologic 
simulation was not used, in the context of the discussion in Section 3.2.51, to characterize historic 
inflows under actual conditions. Rather, the 92-year hydrologic simuiation was used to estimate the 
average inf!ow into Lahontan Reservoir that wouid have occurred during the 92-year period if OCAP 
was in place during the entire period_ This was used to establish baseline conditions. 

Comment 136: 3-17: "Average annual Truckee River diversion have been approximately 194,000 
acre feeL ProJected diversion under OCAP are expected to be 102,000 acre feet Please revise this 
sedan" 

Response: P!ease refer to the response to comment 135 above. Furthermore, as stated in Section 
3 2 5 1 , Truckee River imports into Lahontan Reservo1r were calculated to be 62,400 AF/year 
(assuming Truckee RiVer diversions at Derby Dam at 102,000 AF/year under OCAP) in the 92-year 
ilydrologic simulation, which is lower than the average of 194.000 AF of water that was actually 
d~verted from the Truckee River per year during a recent 25-year period. 

Comment 137: 3 18 "Why does the Service use 287.700 acre feet per year as the long-term 
average-350.000 is the !1istoric average, please explain" 

Response: The last sentence of the second paragraph of Sect1on 3 2.5.1 was revised to clarify that 
the 287,700 AF/year refers only to Carson River inflovvs into Lahontan Reservoir, not total lnfiows. 
Truckee River inflows must be added to this amount to derive total mflows mto Lal1ontan Reservoir. 
In other words, adding 62,400 AF/year of Truckee River inflows to 287 700 AFfyear of Carson River 
inflows brings the total inflow to about 350,000 AF/year As such, the total amount of water that 
flowed into Lahontan Reservoir under sirnuiated conditions (92-year hydrologiC Simulation) was 
350,000 AF/year This does not represent the actual historic average 

Comment 138: 3-19 A table showmg the historic average inflows and OCAP adjusted average 
mflows (BLR model) would help clarify this section. 

Response: Section 3.2.5.1 was revised to clarify the difference between actual conditions and 
simulated conditions (see also responses to comments 135 and 137 above) A table was not added 

Comment 139: 3-20: page 3-12, last sentence: How can actual annual average Lahontan Reservoir 
outflows be greater than average actual inflows cited on page 3~11• On average. rnore water was 
released than fiowed into the reservoir. Please clarify. 
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Response: Lahontan Reservoir lnflows cited in Sect~on 3.2.5. ·1 represent average conditions. These 
numbers do not reflect extreme or high runoff years when Carson River inflow can be has high as 
804,300 AF (1983), but rather reflect an average based on 287.700 AF When compared to actual 
flow data for reservoir releases, which include spil!s, the discrepancy noted by Churchill County 
exists. Comparison of average total inflow to average Lahontan Reservoir releases, exc!ud~ng spills, 
will show releases to be less. 

Comment 140: 3-21. Pg. 3-20--"lt should be noted tt·lat according to the Services' Cuj-ui recovery 
plan that passage of the adult cui-ui over the Truckee River Delta during spawning migration is 
feasible at a Pyramid Lake elevation level at or about 3,812 ft. above sea level or lower." 

Response: Comment noted. The subject of this section is Pyramid Lake elevations and is not the 
appropriate place ~n the document to discuss the Cui~ui Recovery Plan or cui-u~ spawning 
requirements. Cui-ui are addressed in Sections 3.13 and 4.13. 

Comment 141: 3-22: Pg. 3-21--''Wliat fs the cause of the loss of 122,300 to 146,800 AF/year of 
flows ln the Carson River between the 1860's and the 1900's (92-year s~mulation period.)" 

Response: The difference betv;een the 410,000 AF of water that is est~mated to have flowed down 
the Carson River and the 263,200 AF/year that flowed into Lahontan Reservoir during 1912-1992 and 
the ca!cuiated 287,700 AF/year that flowed into the reservoir under simulated conditions is accounted 
for by diverslons upstream from the reservoir (e.g., for agriculture, mining, municipal, and other 
purposes). 

Comment 142: 3 .. 23. Pg .. 3-21 " It would seem prudent that an alternative should be developed 
using between 60,000 and 62,000 AF/year of drainwater as reflected in this section" 

Response: As explained ln Section 3.3.1 under the discussion of Oralnwater Inflow to Primary 
1/1/etlands, drainwater inflows to the primary wetlands is expected to drop from 62.000 AF/year (actual 
·1989 vaiue) to a long-term average of about 30,000 AF/year under baseline conditions., which 
assumes that 1988 OC,t>.P efficiency targets have been met Mod~fications to OCAP are beyond the 
scope of this ElS. 

Comment 143: 3-24, Pg. 3-38. Para. 1: "Has the Service made any attempt to understand or 
investigate the deep aquifer? !f yes, please list studies. !f not, why not?" 

Response: The Service has revlewed and evaluated the avai!able information re!at~ve to the deep 
aquifer. The Service contracted for two separate studies. Seiler and Allander, ·1993, and Maurer and 
others, "1994. to determine cond~tlons in the aquifers in the affected area. Those and other studies 
cited within Section 3.3.3, GROUNDWATER, represent the available material and studies that the 
Service has relied upon for its description of existing conditions. 

Comment 144: 3-25, Pg. 3-38. Last Para.:"The Service has indicated that water use rates appear to 
be greater tllan recharge, which indicates the aquifer is being mined. What data supports this 
conclusion?" 

Response: Water levels in the basalt aquifer have shown a continued decline while aquifer pumping 
data from the major commercial and industrial weBs has shown a steady increase for the same 
period. The data that shows the declines in basa!t aquifer levels are included in the document 
(Figure 3.3.G} and the source of basalt aquifer pumping is referenced in the document (Maurer and 
others, 1994). 
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Comment 145: Pg 3-41, "lf the hydrologic system in Lahontan Vaney ~s sti!~ poorly understood_ 
then wrw ;s the Service pmpos~ng to manipulate hydrology?'' 

Response: The sentence to which th~s comment refers was revised to rnore specif1cally state that 
"Ground:;vater 11ydrology in the Lahontan Vaney ... " The Service is not pmposmg to 
underground hydrology. Rather the Service js to acquire water rights and transfer the 
application o1' Ul8t water from one ~ocat1on in Lahontan to U1e pnmaty wetland haMat areas 
As required by I'<JEPA, impacts to groundwater recharge were evaluated in the EIS usmg the best 
avallable information 

Comment 146: 3 .. 27, Pg. 3-42, ''How did tM Serv!ce estimate on---farrn losses under baseline 
conditions? What studies or ca!culatlons were made to project 48"000 af/yr? Please identify stud1es." 

Response: On farm iosses were calculated by subtracting total consumptive use (assurned to be 
about 2..99 AFlacre/year based on the Alpine Decree) from tota~ farrn irrigation headgate entitlement 
The remainder represents the volume of water not consumed by crops that has the potential to 
percolate down as groundwater recharge. The studies that were used are referenced !n the text 
(Maurer and others, 1994). 

Comment 147: 3-28, Pg. 3-49. " ... why doesn't the Service consider revegetation of fallow lands 
converted from agriculture?" 

Response: The Service has considered revegetation of fallow lands converted from agriculture ··
this subject is addressed under Sections 44.2, EROSlON, 44.3, WEEDS, and 44.4, EFFECTS ON 
AIR QUALITY. 

Comment 148: 3-29, Pg. "Show erosion C-factor Map." 

Response: The Service has revised th~s section of the EIS and no longer references the wind 
erosion c .. factor map. 

Comment 149: 3-30, Pg. 3-50 p 2, Since when is wMetop a native? Please explam." 

Response: Hoary cress (whitetop) came from Europe and therefore is not native. Tr1e text of 
Section 3.4.3 was revised to reflect th1s correction. 

Comment 150: 3~31, Pg. 3-50. "The discussion on reclamation success in arid environments is taken 
out of context. For each story !ike Bullfrog Mine, there are 40 failures with precipitation under 5 
inches. See Bullfrog Mine commentsH 

Response: Comment noted. Bullfrog mine was used as an example to depict the different extremes 
that have been demonstrated for revegetation efforts on arid lands Tl1ese extremes are represented 
by NRCS personnel assessments that estimate as long as 100 !'ears and Bullfrog mine revegetation 
success within four years. The Service assumes that the 100-year-period relates to a climax 
vegetative community, not to a plant community that would effectively stabilize lands and reduce 
wind erosion. Regardless, there •s no definitive data quantifying the average number of years 
required for revegetating vacant lands with the goal of stabBizing the land and reducing soil erosion. 

Comment 151: 3-32, Pg. 3-50, bottom, ''Just because the Serv~ce may not be obligated by law to 
revegetate fallow lands, v11hat about the ethical, moral, and management issues involved? The 
Service is m tile hab~tat manipulation business and should not try to improve waterfowl habitat at the 
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expense of secondary wetlands, riparian areas, agriculiura! lands, and wildlife dependent upon 
agricuHure areas such as uptand game birds and deer.H 

Response: The purpose of Chapter 3 is to describe the existing conc]itions Lack of regulations 
requiring revegetatjon is an existing condition. Debate and questions regarding ethical, moral issues 
are not addressed in this section. Revegetation of vacant iands is addressed rn u·1e rnit1gation 
sect1ons of Sections 1.15, MITIGATION iv1EASURES iDENTIFIED FOR CONSIDERATION, 442. 
EROSION, and mitigat•on is incorporated as alternativr::;s in Sections 2.52 and 

P L ·101-618 directs that a long-term average of 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat be 
sustained over the long term in the Lallontan Valley, which will, as d!sciosed in the ElS, result in 
adverse impacts to agricultural lands and some associated wildlife species. 

Comment 152: 3 ... 33, Pg. 3-51. Congratulations on an air quality section Now develop an air quality 
rnodeL !f the Service believes that the desert landscape contributes a lot of particulates, fa~!ow lands 
and spring winds will provide additional particulate emissjons." 

Response: Based on the information available, there does not appear to be a connection between 
alr quamy problems Within Churchill County and the Service's actions to acquire water and water 
rights for primary wetland habitat The Service added U1e air quality section based on comments by 
Churchill County during an earlier review. Without substantiated information that indicates significant 
adverse impacts to air quallty as a result of the Service's actions, we question the need for our 
agency to develop an air quality model for Churchill County. 

Comment 153: 3-34, Pg. 3-52 top. "Value judgements regarding vegetation types are not 
appropriate Law cover is much different than "poor'' cover. Define significant. 

Response: The term "poor" was rep!aced Wlth "low percentage" Poor in the context used may be 
rn•sleading. the more approphate description shou~d be "iaw percentage of vegetative cover". The 
term "significant" was deleted. 

Comment 154: 3-35, Pg. 3 .. 52, Para 3 "The Service has indicated that open burning is a major 
source of particulates. What studies or evidence do you have that would indicate their contribution to 
particulate emissions? Where is the supporting data?" 

Response: Information related to air quality and assessments of particulate sources came from oral 
and written communications with Robert Smith, Supervisor. Nevada Bureau of Air Quality. 

Comment 155: 3-36, Pg. 3-52, p 5, "Isn't it reasonable that if the major source of fugitive dust in the 
affected area is from lands with disturbed vegetation and that mitigation needs to be considered for 
retired ag lands? Please explain." 

Response: The sentence to wh1ch the comment refers stated that "The major source of fugitive dust 
wilf continue to come from the naturally sparse desert areas and disturbed lands where vegetation is 
removed or destroyed," not just from disturbed lands. As noted earlier 1n the section, the majority of 
fugitive dust (89%) cornes from the large expanse of naturally sparse desert lands that surround 
Fallon. Disturbed lands could, by deduction, account for much of the remaining 11 percent of the 
fugitive dust The Service does not propose nor anticipate that its actlans wi!l resu!t in the disking. 
til!ing, plovving, or !eve!ing (forms of surface disturbance) of farmlands that are acquired as part of its 
water and water right acquisition alternatives. Surface disturbance of lands within Churcllill County 
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are directly attributable to such practices as farming and the construction phase of development The 
mit!gat~on rneasures identified for disturbed lands are identified in Chapter 4. 

Comment 156: 3~37. Pg. 3-52 ''How d!d the Service reach the conclusion that a!r quality conditions 
are comparable between the true baseline and the ini!tal 20,000 af purchase? vVhere is the analysis? 
Where ~s the data? Did the Service prepare an air quality anaiysis in their initial EA? If not why not? 

Response: The Service stated that the conclusions reached re~ative to base!ine conditions for air 
quality were estimates. There is insufficient information available to complete a more quantitative 
assessment The air monitoring station in Fallon has only been in operatlon for three years, and, 
therefore, there is no information for air quality prior to implementation of the 20,000 AF acquisition 
program 

Comment 157: 3-38, Pg. 3-53, Figure 3.6.A, "This figure may represent primary wetland habitat; 
(palustrine march) in the Great Basin, but it hardly represents all wetlands. Standing water is not a 
requirement for wetlands. Please review the US Army Corps 1987 Manual, and provide some 
perspective for the reader regarding the types of wetland habitat manipulations proposed in the DEIS 
as compared to typical wetlands in the Great Basin. This is a major point that needs to be addressed 
in the hydrology section and also other section as appropriate." 

Response: Figure 3.6.A is a schematic drawing the purpose of which is to portray the main wetland 
habitats of Great Basin wetlands. It is nat sufficiently detailed to cover all wetland habitats in the 
Great Basin. Wetland habitat manipulations are not within the scope of this ElS; a comprehensive 
management plan to be developed by the Service wi!! address this issue. Please refer to ChurchlU 
County comment #34 for a response to the comment that "standing water is not a requirement of 
wetlands." 

Comment 158: 3-39, Pg. 3-54. ''The Service measures wetlands as standing water only? Please 
provide some background on the monitoring conducted in the past and that planned for the future to 
meet the 25,000 acre requirement The Service admits that some wetlands in the affected area are 
manmade." 

Response: The Service responded to a similar comment from Reclamation regarding the 
measurement of primary wetland habitat (see response to Reclamation comment #1 0 above, and to 
a similar question from ChurchiU Count'f, #34 above). 

Comment 159: 3-40, Pg. 3-55. ''Definition of primary wetland habitat needs to be presented more 
than once because it has such strong connotations and ramifications throughout the EIS process"" 

Response: In response to this comment, the definition of primary wetland habitat was added to the 
beginning of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 to supp!ement the three times that it was defined in the DEIS 
(Section 1.2 PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED ACTION, Section 3.6. 1 PRIMARY WETLAND 
HABITAT, and in the Glossary). 

Comment 160: 3-41, Pg. 3-55. "Aerial suflleys are appropriate as long as USACOE 1987 Manual 
protocol are foUowed. Reluctance to even contact the Corps on the part of the Service provides 
evidence that the whole wetland hydrology accounting used in the EIS is artificial" 

Response: Comment noted. As explained in the response to Churchill County's comment #34. 
there is a distinct difference between jurisdictional wetland deHneation (Army Corps of Engineers) and 
the delineation of wetland habitat 



Comment 161: 3"42 . .Pg. 3-55. "What are the level of contaminants found in the primar,v and 
secondary wetland haMat including water, sediment and biota? it must be determined that before 
additionai waters are piaced in these habitat areas, that they be deterrnined to be safe for wildlife." 

Response: One of the purposes of this document is to assess the potential jmpacts associated wttr1 
the acquis~tion of water and water rights for primary wetlands m the Lahontan Valley. The existing 
levels of contaminants within the Newlands Project and the primary wetland habitat areas are not the 
focus nor the purpose of the alternatives. !nformatian relative to contaminants and the avaHable 
studies and references on water quality within Lahontan Valley were documented in several sectlons 
induding Sections 3.3.2., 3.14.1, 4.14. Based on available information, the primary wet!and areas 
are suitable for wildlife. 

Comment 162: 3~3. Pg. 3-56. Last Para: "In 1992 primary wetland habitat had dropped to 845 
acres due to severe drought and changing conditions in the Newlands Project Please describe what 
are changing conditions." 

Response: Drainwater inflows to the primary wetland habitat areas have decreased as a resu!t of 
improved irrigation delivery efficiency. 

Comment 163: 3~4, Pg. 3-56, top, " ... Is the baseline condition in the present or the future? .. " 

Response: The baseline condition represents conditions that are estimated to exist when the 20.000 
AF acquisition program has been completed and the 1988 OCAP delivery efficiency targets have 
been fully achieved. As such, use of the term "would" is necessary in some cases. 

Comment 164: 3-45, Pg 3-56. "Refuge Management plan should be summarized or at least 
referenced better as being in the Appendices." 

Response: Such mformation is provided in Section 3 6.1 PR!MARY WETLAND HABITAT, and the 
plan is reproduced in Appendix 2. Appendix 2 is referenced in this section. 

Comment 165: 3-46. Pg. 3-57. "VVhy do these figures include Sheckler Res., Sagouspe Dam, and 
the Old River Reservoirs? If secondary weUands don't count, why describe them?" 

Response: Secondary wetlands are discussed in Sections 3.6.2 and 4.6.2. The document does not 
state that secondary wetlands don't count, and addresses impacts to them. However, secondary 
wetfands are not designated as Lahontan Vailey wetlands in Pubilc Law 101m618, and will not benefit 
from water rights acquisftion. 

Comment 166: 3~7. "Where is the !egend?" 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 167: 3-48. Pg. 3-57, Table 3.6.A "How did the Service determine wetland acreage in this 
table? Pfease explain'' 

Response: These acreage figures were determined based on aerial surveys and mapping of the 
wetland habitat 

Comment 168: 3-49. Pg 3-58, Para 4 ''How did the Service estimate the lang-term wetland acreage 
from Fernley WMA?" 
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Response: Based on aer~al surveys of wetland habitat acreage. 

Comment 169: 3-50. 3-58. "l .. lO\N is it tl1at the Canvasback Gun Club is able to ma!nta~n wetland 
habitat with snghtly over 2 P,F of water righls per acre of wetland? Are they ab~e to use avaiLable 
spills and return flows?" 

Response: Canvasback Gun Club wetlands are maintained on about 1'.7 AF/acre/year as explained 
in rnore detail [n the response to Churchill County comment #82 above. 

Comment 170: 3-5·1, Pg. 3-61. "Provide acreage estimates by vegetation type. Show map for all 
types of vegetation in the affected area.'' 

Response: Acreage data for a!! vegetation types in the Affected Area have not been tabulated nor 
have they been delineated for mapp~ng purposes, and are therefore unava1lable to the Serv1ce for the 
affected area. 

Comment 171: 3-52. Pg 3~62, bottom. "If 12,100 acres of primary wetland habitat can be sustained 
by the baseline condition, then only 12,900 more acres need to be accounted for. That amounts to 
oniy about 65,000 AF. Why is the Service proposjng to acquire more?" 

Response: Tile Service responded to this under Churchill County comment # 71, above 

Comment 172: 3-53. Pg 3-63, p.3, ''What is a r!parian scrub?" 

Response: As explained in Section 3.7 2 RIPARIAN PLANT COMi\rWNITIES, to wl1ich tl1is 
comment refers. "Riparian scrub includes broadleaved. deciduous willow thickets, 11vith abundant 
narrow-leafed lfiillow, yellow and shining wiliows" 

Comment 173: 3-54. Pg. 3-63. last p. Middle Carson River is not unique VVhat is a complete 
habitat? Does the autr1or mean undisturbed?" 

Response: A unique habitat, in this context, refers to a habilat that is found on few other sites within 
a ce1iain geographic location. A complete habitat, in t!1!s context refers to a habitat that 
encompasses a full range of ecological components and processes necessary for it to be considered 
functional. 

Comment 174: 3-56. Pg. 3-65, top. "Alfalfa and pasture grasses survive without any irrigation in 
areas lttlith about 8-10 inches of precipitation or rnore. Consumptive use is not applicab!e. Please 
explain.'' 

Response: The County's statement that alfalfa and pasture grasses sur/ve without irngation in 
areas vvith ~ow precipitation rates appears to be correct The soils in those areas wouid most likely 
be saturated by shallow groundwater and the key to such vegetative survival can be traced to the 
plants' ability to draw from shailow groundwater to meet its consumptive use dernand. 

Comment 175: 3-57. Pg. 3-66--Shouid note that 1t is the "lower" Carson River that the fishery is 
seasonal" 

Response: This suggested change was incorporated 
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Comment 176:3-58. Pg. 3"67. ''Since impacts are expected to occur in the lower Truckee River. 
F'yrarn;d Lake and their associated f!shenes there needs to be a n1crE:: discussion 

in this document." 

Response: Pyramid lake fisheries are discussed in sections 3 8 3.13 4 8. 4.13. and 4 26. T 

Comment 177: 3-59. Pg. 3-68"Spe11 out what has caused the cl1:::mges in the ~ower Truckee River 
riparian environment" 

Response: These factors that have affected the Lower Truckee River riparian habitat are discussed 
in Section 3 7.2. RIPi\RlAN PLANT COMMUNITIES, which has been sllghtly revised 

Comment 178: 3-60. Pg. 3-69 "Should note that the decrease in waterfowl between the early 1970's 
and 1989 are reflective of decreases throughout the Pacific flyway and most of North Ar'nerlca and 
not just due to factors in the Lahontan Valley. Thjs sect1on should be rev1sed to ref!ect that these 
population trends are consistent with that of the Pacific flyway for that same period because generally 
speak.lng, poor conditions exist all over" 

Response: The Senrlce agrees t!lat waterfowl use of the Lahontan Valley is mfluenced by factors 
existmg in the Lahontan VaHey as well as factors thai influence tlie Pacific Flyway waterfowl 
populations as a ~vhole 

Comment 119: 3-61, Pg. 3-7·1 "it is obvious !or the first time in this EIS that U1e FWS manages for 
waterfowl habitat not for wetlands. The 10-16 inch water depth and ernergent vegetation managed 
for, are rnuch different than the criteria used for wet!and delineation and management" 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 180: 3-62 Pg 37·1, para 2 "Ag lands art:' not cred!t-ed elsewhere m the document with 
providing forage and diversity for some species .. 

Response: This statement is incorrect Sections 3 94, Pi:\,SSERlNES, 3.9 5 RAPTORS. 3.9 6, 
OTHER BIRD SPECIES, 3 10, tviAMiv1ALS. and 315, BIOOlVERSITY also discuss the use of 
farmlands by wildlife. 

Comment 181: 3-63. Table 3 9 A "Do these waterfowl production figures for 1972-77 for the 
Stillwater NVVR lnclude the area which was then known as the Stillwater wild!ife management area?" 

Response: Yes. 

Comment 182: 3-64. Pg 3-75 "The long-billed curlew is an upland nested as stated on page. 3-88_" 

Response: Long-bil!ed curlews nest in the drier areas of the wetland r·narsll habitat as well as in 
upland areas. 

Comment 183: 3·65. Table 3.13 A"This table is incorrectly labeled as candidate species make up 
the maJOI"ity of those spedes listed in the !able. The Mountain Plover, !ong-biiled curlew, and yellow 
billed cuckoo have been omitted from tlie table." 

Response: The table has been revised accordingly. Note that Category 2 Candidate and Category 3 
speoes were dropped from the Service's list of candidate species after the DElS was distributed. 
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Species listed as Category 2 Candidate species in the DEIS are called species of concern in the 
FEIS_ 

Comment 184: 3-66, Pg. 3-80, bottom ''American kestn:~j is a good exarnp!e of a speCH9S that would 
lose habitat from the proposed project. Only beneflcial rmpacts to fish and wildlife are presented_" 

Response: The discussion on this page identifies cond!tions that exist whether the Ser,rice takes 
action or not (i.e., baseline conditions) The impacts to biological resources associated with the 
proposed Service's alternatives are appropriately discussed in Chapter 4_ 

Comment 185: 3-67, Pg. 3-85_ "Describe the rationale for including species in the Truckee River and 
Pyramid Lake" 

Response: The Truckee River and the river's mouth to Pyramid Lake is considered part of the 
affected area. Inclusion of this area into our environmental assessment was requested by Churchill 
County during discussion of the provisional draft docurnent. 

Comment 186: 3~68 Pg. 3-86. 'Table 3.13A Five bird species listed as threatened and endangered 
by the FWS rely at least partly on ag. fands and riparian areas. The FWS needs to provide a 
Biological Evaluation for each species that could be potentially affected by the proposed action 
and/or its alternattves Describe impacts to these species in Chapter 4,'' 

Response: A Biological Evaluation has been completed for the Preferred Alternative in the final E!S 
and is induded as Appendix 9. Other impacts to these species are discussed in Section 4.13. 

Comment 187: 3"·69. Pg. 3-90, para 2 "Is this level of TDS average, maxunum, or what Provide 
data for trace metals, and compare to standards." 

Response: Whether TOS levels are average, high, low_ or maximum depend on the standard 
against which comparisons are made (e g., historic !evets, shorebird management). The differences 
between historical averages ( 170-21'0 mg/L) are substantial when compared to existing conditions 
(1.170 rngiL) (Kerley and others, 1993). Trace metal data is provided in SecUon 3 3.2 SURFACE 
WATER QUALITY and is referenced in this section. 

Comment 188: 3-70, pg. 3-90-91. "Need to show the !evel of toxjcity in the wetlands, preferably in 
table form, by element, with the associated standards." 

Response: Based on the potential level of impacts to toxicity and disease from the Proposed Action 
and alternatives. the three page section, as wntten. adequately documents and disdoses toxicity and 
disease. 

Comment 189: 3-80, para. 3. ''Last sentence refutes FVVS argurnents regarding the effects of toxics. 
Please darify." 

Response: Whereas the results of studies have suggested there may be a cause-and-effect 
relationship between deformitles and contaminants, there is no conclusive evidence that 
contaminants have caused deformities in the Lahontan Valley. 

Comment 190: 3-9-1. "No discussion of Lyon County or Truckee River Agricu~ture Products or 
receipts. Discussion needs to be included in this baseline.'' 
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Response: Truckee River Agriculture Products or receipts wjll not be affected by the Service's action 
to acqwre water and water rights for Lahontan Valley wetlands. 

The Service included discussion of Lyon County agricuttural products, receipts, and productjon based 
on the limited data for that portion of Lyon County that is within the affected area. Whjle there is 
countywide data for Lyon County, u·1e Ser\lice's ability to describe the resources or products that 
pertain to the small porbon of Lyon County affected by the Service's Preferred Alternative is limited. 
The discussion of Lyon County economic factors is induded in the text of Section 3. 16.1, 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND RECEIPTS and m Section 3.16.2, EMPLOYMENT AND 
iNCOME. 

Comment 191: 3-92, Pg. 3-96, 4 para. ''Cattle and calves inventory for Church~ll County ranged from 
a high of '?8,000 fn 1983 to !ow of 40,000 in 1993. Suggest using an average since market and 
hydrologic condiUons have impacted livestock nurnbers. lwg. 60,000 1980 to 1993-Nevada AG" 
Statistics." 

Response: The Service chose the 1994 livestock data as a representative of existing and baseline 
conditions (20,000 AF of water acqujred) because it represents the most current data. The County's 
comment that this inventory varies from year to year is noted, but the Service wifl continue to use the 
1994 value as a baseline condition to assess possible impacts or changes that may result in that 
inventory as a result of the acquisition of water and water rights. 

Comment 192: 3-93. "Include a date on Table 3.16A" 

Response: A date has been added. 

Comment 193: 3-94. "Need to discuss affects of drought conditions on agriculture in the region in 
terms of agl'icultural output" 

Response: Ttle Service's Proposed Action will not impact drought conditions. Drought conditions 
occur naturaliy and regard!ess of the Service's actions. The impacts of such naturally occurring 
conditions have no re!evance to the assessment of potentia! impacts assoclated witt1 water and water 
right acquisition 

Comment 194: 3-95. Pg. 3-98, Para 1• "How much alfalfa IS sh1pped from Churchill County to out-of
state regions? Is 1s approximately 20 percent?" 

Response: Sunding's report, Appendix 6, assumes that about half the a!fa!fa produced in Churchill 
County is consumed locany. About half the aifalfa produced is assumed to be shipped out of state. 

Comment 195: 3"·96. Table 3. i6.c. "Need to define industry output-gross sales?" 

Response: Industry output is defined in Section 3. 16.1 AGRICULTURAL. PRODUCTS AND 
RECEIPTS. Gross sales can be defined citing Webster's Dictionary as "whole; entire; total: of 
earnings, as opposed to net" pertaining to sales in this context. The term ''industry output-gross 
sales" was not used in Table 3. i6.C. 

Comment 196: 3-97 Table 3.16.D. "Need to estimate agricultural related income. What is the date 
on thjs table" Need to show the estimated number of indirect jobs generated due to agricu!ture." 
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created 
incon1e ~s cJiscussed in Sect~ons 3 16, 3_16 'L and 3.1 EL2- ,Jobs 
are ar:lciressed in Section 3.16 :2. A date was added tc1 the table. 

Commt:nt 197: 3~98. ''There is no discussion of farrn incorne for lyon Co. and U1e Truckee Hrver 
Please 

Response: Truc~~ee RNer farrn Hlcor11e vt~i!~ not be this action farrn 
mcorne ($.13)27 000 annually) ~s stated in Section 3 16 2 Ef1"1PLOYMENT ,<\NO lNCmt~IE 

Comment 198: 3··99. Pg. 3···105. "Section 3. H3 3 should be moved to the soHs section." 

Response: r.~ovmg parts of Section 3.16.3 to a soils sect~on is one of several possible ways of 
presenting the information It was decided, for the purposes of this docurnent to discuss the material 
under a section entitted Farrnlands. 

Comment 199: 3-100. Pg. 3-105, Para.3. ''The Service needs to demonstrate compliancE:; w~th the 
prime farmlands protection act rather than simply consider these "vaiues". Please rewrite U1i:s 
sentence." 

Response: Section 3.16.4 has been rev~sed P1ease also refer to General Comment V. 

Comment 200: 3-10·1. Pg. 3···106 "Please define what is meant by use-days. Need discussion 
between use-days and hydrologic condjtions. It appears that a strong correlation exists." 

Response: Simply stated, one use-day refers to the use of a recreation area for one day: tvvo use
days refers to thE:1 use of a recreation area by one person tor two days or by t'tli'O persons for one 
day; etc. The Service concurs that there appears to be a strong correlation between hunting and 
fishing use w!th fu!l wet~and conditions. Such a relationship further supports the Service's estimates 

result from any of the action altarnatjves. 

Comment 201: 3-102.Pg. 3-107, Para. 4 ''Last sentence move to chapter 4." 

Response: The sentence was moved to SecHon 4 26.6, TR.J\NSFER OF CARSON LAKE. 

Comment 202: 3-·103. Pg 3-107, Para 1 "Please reference data or otl1er information which would 
allow you to conclude that hair of vis!ts to the wetlands were for general recrea!ion " 

Response: This conc!tJsion is based on Meyer's recreational survey data for the area (Meyer, 1993). 
results of which were summarized on page 3-106 in Table 3.17.?, A reference to this table was 
provided on the paragraph preceding the one to which the comment referred 

Comment 203: 3·104. Pg. 3~107, Regulating Reservoirs. "What constitutes a "secondary" recreation 
use? Change this sentence." 

Response: The sentence to which this comment refers addresses recreation as a secondary use not 
secondar-y' recreation uses. A secondary use is a use that is subordinate to the primary use of an 
area. For instance, in regard to regulating reservoirs, recreationai use is secondary to the primary 
use of the reservoirs for storing irrigation water. 
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Comment 204: 3 · 1 to reported 
expenditures. P~ease '"c'''"i!'"'l" or adjust t1 

Response: An explanat~on of H1e text The 
Service recogrHzes that the irformat~cn ~n this secton is but baserj on the concerns of 
t~1e pub!ic ancl specjficaHy Cht:rchlll anticipated economic benefits associated with 
~mproved recreational opportunities, the Serv~ce chose to present a H1orough disciosun; of 
lht:: EH.::onornic information rather t11an present a more s;rnplistic assessment 

Comment 205: 3" ·1 06. "Please define the type of hunting in the USFVvS national survey for --is it big 
game or wetland related? It is hard to imag[ne that loca! users would spend $7'? per day hunting at 
wetlands Use only figures app~icable to wetlands and not the entire State. 

Response: The Service and the economic consultants it referenced agreed with the County's 
assertion that $77 per day was high for Lar1ontan Valley wetlands. Those figures were adjusted to 
$27.30 per day based on weighted averages using other sources of data that were based on 
waterfow! hunting oniy. 

Comment 206: 3-107. "Please identify the type of game .. fish ·which are avadab!e at Strllwater. In 
Section 3.17 .1. the Service did not identify fishing as a recreational use of the wetlands. Please 
clarify" 

Response: The type (species) of fish found in St!llwater NWR were identified in Section 3.8, FiSH. 
in the past bass, crappie, catfish, and sunfisl"J were al! found in the Stillwater NWR wetlands, but 
since the drought of 1990-92 the populations of these sport fishes have declined. However, with 
mcreased water inflows during 1995 and 1996. fish populations likely will rebound. Fishing was 
identified as a recreational use of the wetlands at the beginning of Section 3 17.1 The sentence was 
revised to clarify that some fishing occurs when water condjtions are conducive to sustaining game 
fish populations. 

Comment 207: 3 ·108. Pg 3-112. "Does Stillwater generate users fees? lf so, how much?" 

Response: No, the Stillwater NWR and Stil!water WMA are open to the public and no user fees are 
ci"Jarged for recreational use. 

Comment 208: 3- ·~ 09. Pg. 3-112: V\r~1at are the use related expendjtures for Lahontan Reservoir? 
Are the national Survey nun1bers appropriate for Lahontan Reservoir? What are the expenditures for 
water sports users at Lahontan Reservoir.?" 

Response: The recreational use expenditure data available on Lahontan Reservoir is discussed in 
Section 317.2. National survey numbers are not applied to Lahontan Reservoir. 

Comment 209: 3-110, Pg. 3-112, Table 3.17.0: ;This table is intentionally used to underestimate 
Lahontan Reservoir economic contribut!on. Need to include recreational expenditures for Lahontan in 
t!1!s table." 

Response: The last sentence of the Lahontan Reservoir Expenditures was modified to reflect that 
user fees account for only a portion of recreational expenditures assocjated with Lahontan Reservoir. 

Comment 210: 3-111. "Total use at Lahontan is 10 to 15 times greater than reported for the 
Wetlands. Total expenditures are probably at !east 10 to 15 times t!1at reported for the wetlands." 
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Response: Comment noted. P!ease see the response !o Churchi!! County comment #209 above. 

Comment 211: 3-112. Pg_ 3-1'13, para.4. "Does cultura! and recreational facilities refer to wetlands?'' 

R.esponse: Although "facility" may not refer to wetlands dH·ectly, the fadlit[es to which the Mooney 
and Associates· survey referred cou~d potentially include facil~ties associated with the wetlands as 
they provide recreation opportunities. 

Comment 212: 3-113 Section 3.17.4. Non-use values should be excluded from this section useless 
a more balanced approach is shown. 

Response: Comment so noted_ Please refer to the last paragraph in this section that explains the 
Service's position on non-use values in this document 

Comment 213= 3-114. "A map showing different land use patterns needs to be included in thls 
section. Also include a map of developed/urbanized areas. Need to discuss zoning of parcels 
acqujred and development densities." 

Response: The Service requested such information from Churchill County in a letter dated 
December 14, 1993. County administrators responded, in a letter dated December 2'1, 1993, that 
they would be unable to provide such information by the timeline identified by the Service, but would 
attempt to provide as much of the requested lnformation to the Serv;ce at a later date. This 
information has not yet been received. 

Comment 214: 3·115. Pg 3-120. last Para. "What is the total acreage of the 1 00 new parcels and 
what is the current land use zoning for each parcel?" 

Response: The Service contacted the Churchill County assessor's office (5/19/96) and found that it 
was lmpossible to extract 1nformation that would correlate changes in agricultural use to residential 
use. The assessor records can give the number of new parcels, however there is no way to track 
the past use of these parcels, i.e , whether they were previously agricultural lands or vacant lands. 
According to a study on Residential land Use in Churchill County, by Mary Reid and Kevin Kesler, 
(See LVEA co!T'ments, Appendix 11, Exhibit F_ Part n.) total residential units in Churchill County 
increased from 6,142 in 1989 to 7,914 in 1995, a 20 percent increase in six years. The number of 
units ln the City of FaUon increased 23 percent, from 2,605 to 3, 193. The number of units outside 
Fa!lon increased 33 percent from 3,537 to 4,721 units. This information has been lncorporated into 
Section 3. 19, LAND USE The LVEA study atso shows that totai privately owned, taxable irrigated 
acreage c!assifie.d as cultivated and pasture in Churchill County was reduced by 17.5 percent from 
1987 to 19tl5. 

Comment 215: 3-116. "Please describe Lyon County land use in the affected areas as well as !ands 
along the Truckee Rjver'' 

Response: Section 319 was revised to include information on land use in Lyon County along the 
Middle Carson River corridor The Service does not anticipate that ~and use along the Truckee River 
wiil be affected by any of the alternatives. 

Comment 216: 3-117. Pg. 3-121. "Land values need to be updated due to changing market 
conditions." 
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Response: Tt·le Service specified the date of the values. Market condftions change contlnually and 
the Service wtll attempt to update figures when information is available and is germane to the 
decisions to be made by the Service 

Comment 217: 3-118 Pg. 3"·122.. Table 3 20.A "Need to indicate that these are non-water righted 
parcels. Recent data indicates that vacant agr~cultwal lands have sold for $3,500/ac. to $5. 500/ac." 

Response: Values shown for vacant agricultural land are for water-righted parce~s as disclosed in 
the text of Section 320. LAND V.ALUES. 

Comment 218: 3"119. Pg. 3-123. "Need to show budget for municipal se1v!ces provided" 

Response: H does not appear that the budget of munidpal services iS needed for assessing the 
impacts of the alternatives presented in thlS EIS. See also the response to Churchill County 
comment# 213 above. 

Comment 219: 3-·120, Pg. 3-124. "Section 3.22.3. need to show population and sewage use 
projections. n 

Response: Projections for "sewage use" are not relevant to thiS E!S because Churchill County does 
not have a sewer system. Nearly all Churchill County residents rely on private septic systems. 
Popujation projections are lncluded in Section 3. ·18. POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS_ 

Comment 220: 3-121."Need to include well drilling costs per foot A!so need to describe costs of 
surface water treatment and distribution system." 

Response: Drilling costs are not relevant to descriptions oi baseline conditions nor are they relevant 
to decisions related to the acqwsition of water and water rights in generaL The Service disclosed the 
anticipated costs of developing water wells to supply water for wet!and protection in Alternative 5. 
Those costs included the expected costs the Service would have to incur to driH water weHs. 

Costs of a surface water treatment and distribubon system is not relevant to describing baseline 
conditions. Churchi!l County has, within the past year, commissioned a feasibility study for a 
possible water treatment and distribution system for La!1ontan Valley. 

Comment 221: 3·129.Pg. 3"·129·~Co!d Springs and Sand Springs Pony Express Stations are not 
archaeological sites, however they should be listed as historical sites. The document lacks data on 
the paiento!ogicai resource existance and 1ts significance If there is none, it should be so stated 
here 

Response: Cold Springs and Sand Springs Pony Express have been deleted from the list of 
archaeological Sites and appropriately listed as historical sites There is no data to suggest the 
existence of paleontological resources in the affected area. 

CHAPTER 4 

Comment 222: 4-1_ "General Comment The Service's analysis assumes that agricultural operations 
will contmue as water is removed from iands. lt is true that some diary operations could continue 
without significant amounts of water righted lands. But once farms and ranches are purchased and 
water rights moved to wetlands. lands will no longer be pmductive." 
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Response: The Serv~ce assumes that some Wlll ie , cattle and 
dairy ft a!so assumes that some produch;e lands may be brought bac~; into product~on as a result of 
fanners transferring eligible water from tess lands to more productive lands. V\ll'Hie 
there is no mforrnation or data to deterrr11ne individuals vvould opt to do 

feasible. 

Comment 223: 4"2. "How rnany parcels 
agnculturat product"' 

Response: One 

continue to produce 

Comment 224: 4·"3. Pg 4 .. 2 .. -"having Table 4 2.A in this section lS meaningless when you have to go 
68 pages to read the discussion related to the table Move ihe table to Section 4. 16,'' 

Response: Your comment is noted, but Table 4.2.A also addresses Newlands Project irrigated 
acreage base, a physical resource that is evaluated in this section. 

Comment :225: 4-4. Pg. 4-3. Reduction in irrigation delivenes in alternatives 2 through 4 will result in 
significant reductions to inflow into the Lahontan Valley aquifer Significant impacts would result in 
lowering Hie water table, a decrease in water quality and decreased groundwater availabiiity for the 
Valley's 5,000 welis A reduction in farm delivery, applied to the land, will reduce the amount of drain 
water available to the primary and secondary wetlands, thereby reducing the secondary wetlands and 
requiring additional water purchases for the primary wetlands. These impacts need to be described 
here." 

Response: The Service indicated, in Section 4 3.3, that there may be impacts to shailow aquifer 
recharge as a result of the Proposed Action and alternatives However, the Service is unaware of 
any data to indicate that "significant" reductions to inflow into tile Lahontan Valiey aquifers would 
occur. Recharge to the deeper basalt aquifer does not appear to be directly !inked to irrigation 
losses There is msufficient information to analytically define how c!1anges in irrigation de!ivery would 
ultimately impact groundwater levels and domest•c supply in Lahontan Valley Impacts to Water 
Quality are discussed m Sectjon 4.3.2, impacts to recharge and groundwater levels are discussed in 
Sections 4.3.3, and impacts to secondary wetlands are addressed in Section 4 t3.2. 

Comment 226: 4-5 Pg 4·A. p.3, "There is no logic m the concept of reduced irrigation demand 
under the proposed action. The Service needs to be more sensitive to the lost livelihood of sorne 
farmers as a result of the proposed action. Some 1rngaiion demand would be eliminated by 
purchases" 

Response: Impacts related to the livelil1ood of farmers is described in SecUon 4_23, EFFECTS ON 
SOCIAL VALUES. The farrners that would sell thejr water rights to the Service under any of the 
aiternatives considered are willing sellers. They have chosen. for whatever the reason, to sel! their 
private property 

Comment 227: 4-6. 4.2. 3. ·1-··"This is not an irnpact analysis_ but a summary of the existing 
environment.'' 

Response: Correct The No Action Altematrve is provided to allow easy comparison of the baseline 
condition and the Proposed Action and act~on alternatives. 
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Comment 228: 4,7. Pg 4-5 "'T!1e Sen;ice's as to 1s weii understood however 
''"" . .,, .. ,,., rnust be addressed HI U1is docurnent io loss c! avai~at:ie 

and decreased water must be :nc~udc.;;d m Uu; document " 

Response: Later sections of the EtS 4 3.3 GROUND'!iWI.TER) focus "''"'"''''"' 
to and rneasures for such 

Cmnment 229: 4-8, Pg. 4-7--4.2.3.2. ''This is noi impact anaiysis, but just a reinteration of the 
existing anaiys;s." 

Response: The Service responded to ttle same comment above {See response to Churchill County 
comment #227). 

Comment 230: 4-9, Pg. 4-7--Aiternative 2. Studies have been enurnerated, drainwater quality lias 
been detailed as to U1e adverse effect on fish, 'Niidijfe and wetland habitat however there is no data 
contamed rn section 3.3.2 ttlat shows such an effect It ~s mferrea that data quoted wou!d show these 
impacts, however the data needs to be mcluded that shows such impacts are occurring or are ~1kely 
to occur. it may be that periodic fiusl1ing as would occur in a termmal wetland is or~going and such 
irnpacts are rot occurrmg 

Response: lnformat!on discussing the effects of existing dramwater conditions are covered m 
Section 3 3.2. SURFACE WATER QUALITi, Dminwater Quality. but tile reacler may a!so want to 
refer to Section 3. 14.1 TOX!CITi for other irformat!on on contaminants. lt is questic.mable whether 
altered surfacE.' hydrology throughout the lahontan Valley under existing conditons would effectiVely 
flush the wetlands and reduce the accumulation of contaminants 

Comment :231: 4-10 Sect1on 4.2.3 "What are the consequences of the del:veries and flows? 
R.educeci tarrn demand, and a whole host of other socio-econonw.:; irnpacts u·,at should be 
referenced" 

Response: The influence of the Newlands Project is often hnk:ed to other resources as the County 
suggests. The impacts associated with the Proposed Action and alternatives are addressed 1n the 
docurnent, resource by resource 

Comment 232: 4 .. 11 Pg 4. 8~-4 2 3. 3. "Here again there is no impact analysis as to spills. If an 
analysis had been completed it would not be so difficult to identify a m1tigat1on strategy The operator 
has stated that there is a larger capacity for corweyence of spiUs. however this has been ignored by 
the Service. How would drainflow assurances provide for suitable quality of drainwater for wetland 
protection lf such can be accomplished, it should have been the subject of an aaernative, rather than 
de~emphasizing thE.• use of drainwater and relying on a water purchase strategy that will never be 
realized,, 

Response: The Service has responded to similarly worded comments by Churchill County regarding 
spins (see response to Churchill County comments #81 and 134, above). 

Drainwater assurances, as the Service env;sions such a concept, would be a plan developed by local 
irrigator representatives (i e. TCIO. NVVPA, and Churchill County) to prov!de the Service with a 
guaranteed volume of dralnwater. based on average hydrologic conditions. If implemented, such a 
strategy could reduce the amount of water rights converted from farm irrigation to wetland irrigation ln 
order to meet the Serv!ce's wetlands protection objectives Drainwater mf~ows to the primary wetland 
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habitat areas could be increased by curtajling or altering some of the fo~lovving existing uses of 
drainwater support for grazing at Carson Lake and Pasture; drainwater purnpbacks: and pump 
permits for construction and dust controL !n addition, water routing within the Carson Division could 
be modified to insure more drainwater react1es the pmnary wet~and habitat areas. Assurances or 
guarantees to provlde drainwater volumes to the primary wet:and habitat areas in excess of base!ine 
conditions ldentiffed in this document would reduce the demand tr1e Service has for acqulring 
irr~gat~on water nghts. 

Comment 233: 4-12. Pg. 4-8, p 5. "Last sentence contradicts statements in Chapter 3 regarding the 
use of spilfs for wetlands!' 

Response: Although most spills are contained for use in the weUands, canal capac~ties often lfmit 
their use, as stated in the paragraph that followed. A portion of the sentence has been deleted. 

Comment 234: 4~13. Page 4-9 "Where do spill calculations come from?" 

Response: The BLR. Model coupled w~th the Truckee River model (NSM) was used to calculate 
average, totaL and frequency of spills. T!ie logic and mathernat~cal equations are offered in 
Appendix 5 in the BLR. Model Documentation and User Guide. The Service also responded to County 
concerns about spi!ls on comments #81 and #·i 34 above. 

Comment 235: 4-14 Page 4-9 "Mitigation section is a total cop out Of course it is d~fficult" 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 236: 4~·15 Pg 4-12 "What is the basis for conc!lJding no increase in OCAP efficiency?" 

Response: The BLR ~viode! resuHs reflect conditions, including ca~culated Irrigation deilVE.HY 
efficiency, associated ·w~th shifbng irrigation deliveries from farmlands to wetlands fer basel~ne 
conditions and each of the alternatives The results of those analytical calcu!ations are presented in 
tr1is section along with an explanai.~on o·f why rates are to improve 

Comment 237: 4-·16. Pg 4"11--"The Services' acquisition strategies listed jn Section 2 consist only 
as io a wil!ing se!ier at the ~owest cost Nothing else in that sect1on is cormnitte:1d to that would act to 
prevent checkerboarding and ~eading to !rnpacts as to decrease efficiency." 

Response: The Service disagrees. Location, Indirect Cost Savings, and Protection, as described in 
Section 2.6A, Acqwsition Strategy, cou!d ail act to prevent checkerboarding and decreases in 
efficiency_ Each acquisitjon is evaiuated on a case-by-case basis with consideration for these 
acquisition strategy ObJectives_ 

Comment 238: 4-17. Pg. 4-12--''~.,1itigation for project effic~ency ~s being carr~ed out outside this 
proposal and many of those proposals have already been carried out by the Bureau of Reclamation 
and the project manager. Project efficiency 1s a farce, since a considerable amount of the waters lost 
in the systern f!ow to the wetlands as retumflows_ ie-that amount that !s lost from the cana!s and 
regulating reservoirs, is counted against "efficiency" yet if that same amount of purchased irrigation 
water is delivered to the primary weUands it is benefida! and not charged aga~nst the wetlands 
Authorit}r to implement changes In the Newiands Project lies witr1 the project manager w!1o works 
under agreement for the BOR. lf the Service were to become the majority user of waters in the 
Newiands Pro;ect, would not the Service become the loudest voice on H1e Newlands Project District 
Board and be able to implement change? 
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Response: It is the policy of the Secretary of the Interior and the Service that Federal 
representatives do not sit on local boards (such as TCID), comrniss~ons. or in the place of elected 
officials. The Federal Government's authority over Newlands Project operations is vested with 
Reclarnation and carried out under OCAP. Changes relatve to Newlands Project operations wou~d 
occur through Reclamation as modificatlons or revisions to OCAP. 

Comment 239: 4-"19. Page 4-17: ''Tt'•e last sentence suggests that no mitigation is required.,, Then 
why describe it for a whole page previous, Mitigation is only meaningful lf imp!emented and 
comrnitted to in the document Rarely does the Service comma to .any mitigation. This is important 
and unacceptable." 

Response: The County's point is well taken. The Service addressed Lahontan Reser-..toir storage 
concerns at the request of Churchill County after the County reviewed tl1e provisional draft document, 
but that section of text was accidently included as mitigation rather than in the rnore appropriate 
impact analysis section. Text has been moved . .and unnecessary verbiage deleted, 

Comment 240: 4-20. page 4-21: "Insufficient inforrnation is not a sult.ab!e reason to not calcu!.ate 
losses from the Truckee Canal Find reasonably accurate information." 

Response: The Service has calculated the expected Truckee Canal losses (see Section 3.2.7, 
DERBY DAM AND THE TRUCKEE CANAL), but it is the percentage of those !asses that recharge 
groundwater that is lacking documented inforn1ation. The Service has also evaluated potential 
changes in Truckee Canal f!ow volumes as a result of the alternatives cons§dered in this document 
and found those changes to be small and unlikely to result in any adverse impacts. Regarding the 
County's assertion that insufficient information is not a suitable reason for not calculating losses, 
§1502.22. of CEQ Regulations that state; "When an agency lS evaluating reasonably foreseeable 
significant adverse effects on the human environment in an EiS and there is incompte[e or 
unavailable information, the agency s!1al! always make it clear that such information is lacking.'' 

Comment 241: 4-21 page 4-21. "Here again there is no impact analysis What are the beneficial 
impacts to the Pyramid LaKe fishes? 'v'Vould not reduced flows in the Truckee Cana~ result in 
reduced water losses? How about the impact to the aquifer ~n trle Fernley area and the 
Bench/Hazen area? Would not a reduced flow m tile Truckee Canal result m overail reduction in 
storage in Lahontan reservoir, rather than ~arger storage figures, thereby reduc!ng the overaH ievel of 
recreational uses? Would not a smaller reservoir pool during the winter result in reduced fisheries 
ptoduction? Rather than re1terate the exlsting environmental figures from Chapter 3, there needs to 
be analysis of ~mpacts " 

Response: The Service does not find sufficient hydrologic infonnation to support the County's 
conjecture that all of the water re!.ated resources on t11e Lower Truckee River, Fernley, Hazen. and 
Lahontan Reservoir are directly linked to Truckee Canal flow volumes. Theo Ser-;ice has evaluated 
the consequences of the alternatives considered and found there to be no adverse environmental 
1rnpacts. Truckee River, Pyramid Lake. and impacts to lake fishes are discussed in later sections 
under those headings (See Sections 4.3.1 SURFACE WATE.R QUANTITY, 4.8, EFFECTS ON FISH, 
and 4.13, EFFECTS ON ENDANGERED, THREATENED, AND SENS!TlVE SPECIES.) Anticipated 
impacts to Fernley area aquifers, Lahontan Reservoir storage, and recreation are described 
respectively in Sections 4,3 3.1, Groundwater Recharge and Levels, 4.2.5, LAHONTAN RESERVOIR 
OPERl'I.TlONS, and 4."17, EFFECTS ON RECREATION. 
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Please also refer to comments made by Reciamation cornrnent #'19, w!1ere Carol Grenler, 
professional Engineer. discusses the relationship of canal flow volumes and Seepage losses, whrch 
support the Sendee's conclusions. 

Comment 242: 4-21 "4.3.2 Surface Water, Show some data beyond TDS." 

Response: T!1e most complete and reliable data set available relative to water quality are TDS 
values. The Service belieVeS this to be a technically sound measure of genera~ water quality. 

Comment 243: 4-22, Churchlll County again has commented on its objection to the use of the BLR 
Model by the Service in estimating values and that the use of the mode! to make comparisons of 
alternatives is inappropriate. 

Response: The Service does not agree Wlth ChurchiH County regarding the use of the BLR Mode! 
and Negotiated Settlement Model (NSM) to provjde comparative analysis. The Service has 
responded to similarly worded Churchi!l County comments (see response to ChurchHl County 
comments #10 and #127 above). 

Comment 244: 4-23. page 4-26··-"What !s the impact of not using drainwater in alternative 4? Where 
wHl this water go? \r'Vhat impacts will it create? Would this be an annual source of waterfowl 
diseases? Will a new conveyance system need to be constructed? V\lhat \twill be the impacts of such 
a system? No impact analysis has been conducted, therefore lt ls predictable that the Service would 
find no need for mitigation 

Response: There are both beneficial and adverse impacts of not us~ng drainwater Not using 
drainwater requires Hie acquisition of about 6 percent more of the agricultural water-righted farmland 
than the Proposed Action and about 32 percent more Ulan the Preferred Alternative (an adverse 
impact). The beneflt of th~s alternative is that water quanty of those waters used to sustain prirnary 
wetland habitat is anticipated to be better than an)t of the other alternatives. 

As stated in Sect~on 2 5.4, ALTERNATIVE 4, if drainwater did reac!1 the primary wetland habitat 
areas, it would be separated and disposed of in sumps. The Service would have concerns regardmg 
possible contamination of waterfowl and other marsh dependent species Section 4.6.1, PRIMARY 
WETLAND HABfTAT, states tr1at protective management would be required under this alternative to 
prevent use of sumps by waterfowl and other wildl~fe At Carson lake, Stiilwater NWR and at the 
Fallon Tribal wetlands, existing structures and drains provide sumps for disposal of drainwaters. The 
Service expects that these existing facilihes would be put to use and operated as sumps, therefore 
no new construction has been identified under this alternative. If Alternative 4 was implemented and 
it was deemed necessary to construct new conveyance systems, the Service would prepare the 
appropriate environmental assessment documents consistent with NEPA before takmg action. 

Comment 245: 4-24. page 2-27--"What wilt be the water quality in the wetiand areas by 
alternatives?" 

Response: As noted in Section 4.3.2, SURFACE WATER QUALiTY. water quality within the 
prirna1y wetland areas wili improve under Alternatives 1 ,2,3 and 4. There are variations of 
Alternative 5 in which water quality can be expected to improve over baseline conditions, but this 
cannot un!versaljy be said of the alternative. There is insuffident data. studies, or techniques to 
reasonably calculate TDS values that would occur in lhe wetlands under each of the alternatives. 
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Comment 246: 4-25. page 4-27, paragraph 1: "The Sennce has no indication that the surface water 
quality in the affected area would be adversely lrnpacted from its Proposed Action or alternatjves-" ,, 
Churchill County corrnrent -- "P..s ;;art of the proposed action !and:::, that vvere previously irrigated, 
causmg downward of water and leaching of salts in soils, ·wnl no longer be in~gated As 
the salts in soils are thought to be natura~ly ~f stops salts in tl!e soils cou!d build 
up Hnpactlng surface water in contact >"tlith it r'J1aurer ( 1994) discussl'::s the potential impact which 
needs to be addressed. rv1aurer states on page 58 tllat "Higher concentrations prior to widespread 
imgaUon imply that sulfate and dissolved solids jn the lateral fow zone decrease;.Jd in response to 
irrigation practices"- He also states on page 88 tt1at "Water quality data mdicate that irrigation t1as 
resulted in decreased concentrations of sulfate. chloride, and dissolved solids beneatr1 irrigated lands. 
Thus removing !and from irrigation could cause a change in the concentration of these constituents"-

Response: Maurer's discussion of water quallty is related to groundwater. This section of the 
docun1ent identifies anticipated impacts to surface water. Maurer's hndings. wt1ile most likely to be 
true for groundwater, do not translate to conditions or ant;cipated impacts to surface water. 

The Servtce concurs with Churchill County's speculation that salts could blJild up on t!1e surface if 
irrigation is stopped. 

Regarding the runoff potential and overland flow potential of !eve!ed farm fields in the Lahontan 
Valley, there is insufficient precipitation (4-5 inches per year) with January averaging about 0.60 
tncl!es/month at the high end) to promote widespread surface runoff. On!y in rare instances when 
there iS localized intense rainfalL could such surface salts be eroded off site. The more likely 
hydrologic response would be for rainfa!! to percolate into the soil, moving the dissolved salts 
downward again. These are conjectural and l!ypothetica! cond!tions, and, therefore, the general 
statements regarding surface water quality impacts were not amended 

Comment 247: 4-26. page 4-27, paragraph 2: "The quality of spiil water is generally !1igl!er or equal 
to irrigation water quality and therefore is not expected to cause adverse impacts to surface waters 
flowing into these areas. Earlier in tl!e DEIS the tendency for sedirnent transport to increase in spills 
1s menhoned. Also the tendency for rnercury' to be transported downstream in sediment Cou~d 
sediment and mercury increase in Lahontan Vaiiey due to increased spills predicted under Alternative 
2, the proposed action? Please address'' 

Response: Mercury was deposited in the area through flooding prior to the construction of Lahontan 
Dam, see Section 3.3.2. Spill water is generaHy of comparable quality to irrigation water, it is only 
when spills become voluminous and flooding occurs that water quality can be degraded (same 
section). Voluminous spilis could occur under any of the alternatives because natural hydrologic 
conditions that cause flooding and voluminous spills are unaffected by tl1e acquisition of water rights. 
The Service does not expect its actions to affect flooding or the movement of sediment and mercury 

Comment 248: 4-27, Paragraph 3. "According lo the DEIS Chapter 4, page 4-9, paragraph 2, the 
proposed action will increase spills in frequency and volume due to reduced project demand. The 
volume of annual usable spills is calculated to increase by about 20 percent over baseline conditions. 
If this is correct then flooding potentia! is increased in Lahontan Valley which could impact surface 
water quality by increasing the sediment load and potentially mercury, not to mention potential 
physical impacts to residents in the valley. Please address." 

Response: Spills do no!. necessarily result in floods. If spiils are volumjnous. tlley can cause 
flooding in some areas. An increase, even 20 percent in average spill volumes would not 
necessarily lead to increased flooding. Flooding will contmue to occur regardless of tile Service's 
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actions, and there js no indication that the conseqtJences of acquiring \Vater rigr·lts would affed tl1e 
natura~ hydrologic condihons that cause flooding_ See also the response to Churchill County 
cornrnent #247 above. 

Comment 249: 4-28 Pg_ 4 .. 27. paragraph 5 "The estimates of lrriga!ion deliveries and drainf!ow 
reduction are based on the unsubstantiated, invalidated BLR ~vlodel and therefore unrel1ab!e_ The 
conclus1on that the water quaHty will be improved without an analysis of how the individual 
contaminants of concern wi!l be affec!ed is 1nsumcient As stated previously mercury levels could 
increase due to increased sediment load which may not correlate to decreased total dissolved solids_ 
Water quality impacts have therefore not been adequately addressed in a quantitative manner. if the 
data is not available it should be obtained and an anaiysis performed." 

Response: The Service has responded to simllar!y worded comments by Churchill County with 
regard to the BLR ModeL water quality, and unava!labte information_ (See response to Churchill 
County comments #10, #127, #240, and #245_) 

Comment 250: 4-29, paragraph 3 and 4_ "Under Mitigation Measures the discussion seems to be 
centered around improving water quality to the wetlands when the section should address mitigation 
directed towards addresstng the identified impacts of the proposed action throughout the lahontan 
Valley. For example, reduction of irrigation may result in a decrease in salt flushing from the sails and 
a degradation of surface water, reduced water quallty and soli fert~lity. Increased spills may result in 
flooding, increased sediment transport and mercury levels. Decomn1issioning drains which convey 
water with poor quality, as suggested in paragraph 4 of page 4-29, could result in the poor water 
quality remaining in areas of agricultural production, impacting crops and water quality in these areas. 
These potential problems need to be addressed and if found to be significant, mitigated." 

Response: Please refer to the responses to Churchill County cornments #246 and #248 above lf 
decommissioned drains results in poor water quality in the shallow aquifer, the source of sud'l 
pollutlon is rnost likely attributable to irrigation and the leaching of natura!ly occurring sa!ts, fertilrzers, 
and pesticides used in farming_ 

Comment 251: 4-30. Pg 4-29-"What are the measures recommended by the Department of the 
interior's National Irrigation Water Quality Program and how will these measures reduce the adverse 
effects associated with drainwater use? lt has not been noted that one of the Bureau of 
Reclamation's efficiency measures is the pumping of drainwatet to tile canals, therefore mixing the 
dra!nwater with irrigation waters. The wetland areas are likely to be the recipient of this mixed water." 

Response: The Department of the Interior's N!WQP has not resulted in any recommendations to 
date. There is insufficient information available regarding that study for the Service to respond to this 
comment. 

Comment 252: 4-31_ Pg 4-30. "Pumping of !arge volumes of groundwater for wetland or other 
purposes has been recently precluded by the Nevada State Engineer's order." 

Response: The Service noted that one of the issues connected with the feasibility of groundwater 
pumping (Section 2_5_4 Al TERNAT!VE 5, Groundwater Pumping) was the closure of the basin to 
new appropriations. This would not preclude the Service from acquiring existing commercial or 
industrial groundwater permits and using them for wetlands 

Comment 253: 4-32: Pg_ 4-30. para. 4." ... Without a ciear conceptual understanding of the 
groundwater system environmental impacts from the proposed action and alternatNes can not be 
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evaluated ... Changing major recharge patterns may well Hllpact water quantity, ~evels and 
quality ... To provide a meaningful analysis of the potential ground~".tater wnpacts more data must be 
conected to develop a conceptua! model of the valiey and a quantitative analysis of U•e influ;cmce of 
the proposed action must be made" 

Response: The two USGS reports (Glancy, ·1986. and ~.,4aurer and oU1ers, 1994) provide a clear 
conceptual description of the groundwater aqLHfers and recharge. While the collecttan of rnore data 
and deveiopn'lEH'it of a quanhtative analysis (iTHJdeHing} would provide rnore information on 
groundwater impacts, quantitative analysis is not necessarily required to complete me assessrnent of 
potential impacts and consequences related to tlle acqu~sition of water and water rights for wetlands. 
Citing and stJmmarizing existing informabon and sdentific studies is an acceptable level of analysis 
for "reasonably foreseeable significant impacts" (see CEQ Regulations §·1502.22(b)). 

Comment 254: 4-33. para. 6. " ... There is no support for the statement t!1at the deep aquifer wlll noi 
be affected as the interaction bew;een the aquifers is poorly understood. rv1ore data must be co!~ected 
and analyses made before this conclusion can be reached " 

Response: The interaction between aquifers is fairly well understood and discussed by Glancy 
( 1986) and Maurer and others ( 1994). the reports of whlch were referenced in the EIS. The Service 
evaluated the information in those reports and. as deschbed in Section 4.3.3 of the EIS, concluded 
that potentla! impacts to the shallow aquifer recharge would have little direct effect on the deep 
volcanic aquifers 

Comment 255: 4·34, page 4-31. "Fernley groundwater levels wlll be impacted by the reduced flows 
from Truckee River diversions. Quantify these impacts and provide m!tlgation.'' 

Response: There is insufficient information avaHable to quantify such impacts nor is there 
information to support the argument that Fernley groundwater levels will be impacted. The 
acquisltion of water and water rights tor pmnary wetland habitat wou!d alter Truckee Canal flow 
volumes, but irrigated acreage, irrigation conveyance losses, and on~farrn losses in the Fernley area 
would be unaffected. 

i\ccording to Reclamation engineers, there is no direct correlation bew,reen Tnlckee Canal flow 
volume and seepage losses (see Bureau of Reclamation comment #19 above) Seepage is 
proportional to the wetted perimeter of the canaL The wetted perimeter of the canal will not be 
measurably reduced as a result of the Preferred Alternative because the District must maintain a 
certain Truckee Canal water surface e1evatlon (and wetted perimeter) to meet irrigation delivery 
demand in the Truckee Division_ 

Comment 256: 4~35. page 4-32, para.2_ "The conclusion that recharge volumes would have to drop 
below 70.000 AF/yr before impacts to tlle shallow aquifer \Vould occur is totally unsupported 
speculation .. " 

Response: The conclusion regarding a 70,000 AF/year threshold is supported by Maurer and others 
( 1994) on pages 29-30 where they discussed the volume of Lahontan Reservoir releases and the 
implication those releases nave on total outflow (drainwater) Maurer and others (1994) went on to 
state that "The value of 70,000 acre~!tlyr could represent the amount of seepage required to saturate 
the distribution system, and thus, represent the potenba! recharge to the shal!ow aquifer at the start 
of the imgat!on season." Consequently. when conveyance losses (seepage) fall below 70,000 
AFiyear there is not enough water bemg lost from the irrigation de!ivery system to fully recharge the 
shallow aquifer, which would result 1n lower groundwater levels in that aquifer. 
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Comment 257: 4-36 Pg 4-32, para 3 " ... The estirnates o! percent total recharge reduction are 
tJased on the BLR rnodel and are unsupported. Tlle conclusion, based on no analysis, that 
widespread impacts to ';Veil users are not expE::cted and that ground~rvater ievels will rernain near 
tJasel!ne conditions. ;s completely vv!thout merit and unsupported specu1ation. Historica1 data from 
t:efore and after irrigation indicates that the irngation recharge system has signlficantly altered the 
depth of water in the va!iey . .'\ny large scale change in that system, as proposed in the DEIS, wouid 
be expected to have a significant impact on water quantity and potentiai1y quality Virtua!ly no 

has been done to address this very important impact" 

Response: The estimates of percent recharge reduction are based on calculations of percentage 
using average reservo1r release and irrigation use values for each alternative. Such calculations do 
not require the use of tlle BLR Model. Please refer to the Serv1ce's responses to Reclamation 
comments #7 and #22. 

The Service concurs that the depth to groundwater dedned in much of the Lahontan Valley after the 
irngation-water delivery system was constructed and put to use in the Lahontan Valley and water 
began to be imported from the Truckee River (see Figures 3.3.C and 3.3.0). Review of information 
prov1ded in both USGS groundwater study reports (Maurer and others, 1994, and Seiler and 
A!lander, 1993) show that even before the spreading out of water in the Lahontan Vailey and 
importation of Truckee River water. the depth to groundwater in much of Lahontan VaHey was quite 
shallow (less than 25 feet). There is no quantitative analysis that ~ndicates that the acquisition of 
water rights wou!d appredably alter the irrigation delivery system. Under ali of the alternabves. 
except possibly Alternative 4. rnaJor canals and most secondary canals would continue to convey 
irrigation water_ 

The Preferred A!tematlve would resu!t in only an 11.5 percent reduction in potenbai recllarge_ 
Therefore_ it is djfficult to portray such reductions as resulting ln significant adverse impacts. The 
Serv1ce considered that the 40 percent reduction in farmland acreage associated wlth the Preferred 
P1ltemative Viiould reduce shallow aquifer iosses attributabie to crops propo1i~onally. Based on the 
conceptual water budget of Maurer and others ( 1994: figure 4 on page 20). a 40 percent reduction in 
consumptive iosses cQuld reduce groundwater losses by about 20.000 AF/year. These potentia~ 
reductions in groundwater losses associated wrth consumptive use by crops would !essen the 
impacts of the calculated 33,400 AF/year reduction ~n potential recharge. 

Additional information was added to Sections 3.3.3.1 ·1. 3 3.3 ·1.2, and 4 3 3 ·1 to better reflect recent 
and long-term fluctuations in groundwater levels. 

Comment 258: 4-37. Pg. 4-33. "There is no indication of impact because there js no analysis Tills 
cornment applles to at least half of the sections in Chapter 4" 

Response: 'The Se1vice anaiyzed impacts using the most recent and relevant data and studies 
available Based on the information available_ the Service identif~ed the potential impacts to 
groundwater recharge and groundwater levels. None of those impacts were shown to be significant 
Churchill County has not supplled any additional information studies, reports. or data to suggest the 
Service's analysis was in error. 

Comment 259: 4-38. Pg. 4-33 para. 4. ''Some shallow wells may dry is not a sufncient level of 
analysis. How many wells, how deep, when?" 

Response: Such impact analysis is very site specific and there is insufficient data available to make 
such conclusions. The scope of the impact anajysis under U1e atternatives is made for the entire 
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Lahontan Va!ley. This level of analysis is based on tne assumption that water right acqujsit!ons could 
occur throughout the valley dependmg on which irrigators are willing to sell their water nghts. 

Comment 260: 4-39. 4.3 3.2 ''See previous comments regarding quantifying impacts and commltting 
to mitigation." 

Response: These comments have been addressed 

Comment 261: 4-40. Pg. 4-33, para.2 "If there is insufficient information to determine the impact to 
the basalt aquifer ... this inforrnation should be obtained and a rneaningful analysis performed .. ,, 

Response: The Service responded to a similar comment regardmg the deep volcanic aquifers That 
response is applicable to this comment (see response to Churchill County comment #253 above) 

Comment 262: 4-41. Pg. 4-35, para 2 and 3."The mltigat!on section has no specific actions outlined 
that will address potential impacts to water quantity or quality due to tlie proposed act!on Specific 
actions that could be included are items such as deepening domestic weHs that go dry, supply!ng 
water to impacted users and designating specific amounts of water and locations that would be 
available for recharging the system. First, a meaningful analysis of the impacts must be made. 
followed by specific mitigation measures to address those impacts." 

Response: The Serv1ce identified the specific mitigation measures recommended by Churchill 
County ln the next section of U1e document (Section 4. 3.3 2 Domestic Supply). Such mitigation 
would offset or lessen the impacts relating to water supply rather than providing mitigation to 
groundwater recharge. 

Comment 263: 4-42. Pg 4-37, para. ·1 'This statement contradicts the statement of page 4-32, 
para. 3, where the Service concludes that there wit! not be widespread impacts to groundwater 
~eve1s. 

Response: The Service has reviewed boU'1 statements referenced and did not ascertain the 
contrad1ction stated by ihe County. Both paragraphs include the following statements "The Service 
does not expect any widespread impacts to groundwater levels in the shallow and intermediate 
aquifers as a result of reduced recharge volumes but sorne isofated domestjc water users could be 
affected (section on groundwater recharge in Fallon and L.ahontan Valley) and "there is little data or 
information to analyticall]i defme how these impacts would ultirnatel}1 impact groundwater levels and 
domestic supply in Lahontan Valley.''(Section on domestic supply in Fallon and L.ahontan Valley.) 

Comment 264: 4A3. Pg 4-37. para 2 "This paragraph directly fonows the paragraph where the 
Service states lhat there is llttle data to define how groundwater will be impacted, but then they 
proceed to freely conclude that there will be no widespread reduction in va!ley water levels This 
conclusion is inconsistent wjth their own document and unsupported Recharge from historical 
irrigation !las clearly increased groundwater levels uniformly in the valley and not in discontinuous 
pockets as stated in the text Groundwater levels may therefore decrease uniformly as well. This 
needs to be quantitatively evaluated.'' 

Response: The Service stated there was little data to quantitatively define how groundwater would 
be effected The Service then proceeded to qualitatively assess potential impacts to groundwater 
based on the available studies and conceptual groundwater models 
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The Service does not concur with Churchill County's statement that the stiallow aqujfer should not be 
characterized as discontinuous That the sha!lov• aquifer is discontinuous js supported by Glancy 
("1986, page 58) "Hydraulic properties of the' basin· .. fill aquifers (sha1iow aquifer) are quite variable 
over sliort distances as a result of complex stra\!graphic relations and rapidly chang1ng sedimentary 
facies" and Maurer and others ( 1994, page 37) "The aquifer (shallow aquifer) is characterized by 
abrupt c11anges in lithology and water qual~ty, both horizontaliy and vertica~ly". The Service chase to 
surnrnarize these fairly technica~ descriptions using the term "discontinuous" to descrjbe the shallow 
aquifer Seiler and AI Lander ( 1993) show· in their report Uiat groundwater level declines are not 
uniform throughout lahontan Valley, citing that wells in one area recorded declines of as much as 
7 63 feet while other wells recorded a rned~an decline of 2.49 feet over the same pedod of time. 

Addltional mforrnation was added to Sections 3.3.3.1.1, 3.3.3.12, and 4.3.3.1 to better ref!ect recent 
and ~ong .. term fluctuatlons in groundwater levels. 

Comment 265: 4-44.Pg.4-37. para.3. "The Service does not anticipate that wells that permanently go 
dry would be prevalent and widespread under the Proposed Action. Completely unsupported 
speculation, see previous comments." 

Response: The Servrce has responded to similarly worded comrnents by Churchi~i County. (See 
responses to Churchill County comments #253, 254. 256, 257, 258, and 259.) 

Comment 266: 4-45. Pg. 4-37 "lf this potential!y significant impact is unknown then data must be 
collected and an analys~s made to determine the significance of the irnpact. The basa!t aquifer 
represents an important water supp!y source to tl<e lahontan Valley and impacts from the proposed 
action must be addressed " 

Response: The Servjce has eva!uated the available information reiat1ve to this resource and 
assessed the antic•pated irnpacts The Service's analys1s does not indicate n·1at there is a potential 
for significant irnpacts as a result of the Preferred AJternative 01urchiil County has not supplted any 
addit;onal informa\ion, stud!es, reports or data to suggest the Services anaiysis was in error or did 
nGt take into account other pertinent data. The Service cites CEQ Hegulations § 150222 regarding 
the responsibilities of an agency evaluating reasonably foreseeable adverse impacts when there is 
incomplete or unava!lable information. 

Comment 267: 4-46. Pg. 4m39, para. 1. "A general dlscussion is included under the mitigation section 
describing a possible program to mitlgate groundwater level dedne by recharging the basaa aquifer 
At this time insufficient infonnation is known about the groundwater systern to evaluate wt1ether this 
is feasible. Baseline groundwater mformation must be obtained to evaluate ti1is potential mitigation 
meastjr€, n 

Response: The Service agrees that further analys;s is needed before such mitigation couid be 
implemented. The Service does not agree that such m1'orrnatlon js necessary to evaluate the 
potent1al mitigative effects of such actions The Service bel!eves tllat the mitigabon measures 
referenced are technically feaslble. reasonable, and comrnon in many other al"eas in the west While 
no feasibi!ity studies have been done relative to the mitigation measures identified, H1at level of detail 
is not necessarily needed to evaluate the potential of the mitigation measure to offset, reduce. or 
eliminate the potential impacts. 

Comment 268: 4-47"For minor impact, non-significant 1s used. For large scale irnpacts significant is 
not used What about indirect impacts? Long-term? 
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Response: The Service has been clear in ltS assessment of potentia! impacts whether there is an 
indirect or direct level of impact and as to whether such impacts are short"term or long-term in nature 
when such determinations can be made 

Comment 269: 4-48. ''Use d~fferent headings under mitigation sections." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 270: 4-49: Pg. 4-41. "What is the estimated cost of a new water system?" 

Response: Such information was unavaHable to the Service. Churchill County has commissioned a 
recent feasibility study that addresses anticipated costs of a domestic water system for County 
residents. The County has not released the findings of that study to the Service to date. 

Comment 271: 4-50: Pg. 4-42. "Argument is weak for no change in mosquito breeding." 

Response: This section has been changed to refiect new data from the Churchill County Mosquito 
,t\batement District Additionally, a copy of the Mosquito Abatement District's comments are included 
in Appendix 11, within the LVEA's Exhibit A 

Comment 272: 4-51: Pg. 4-42 Erosion: "The Service has ignored potential health problems from 
Particu!ates. Particulates can lead to an mcrease in risk of chronic respiratory illness with long 
exposure, altered lung functions in children, acute illness in the presence of sulfur dioxide, and 
increased respiratory problems for children and elderly persons. Please inc!ude health problems." 

Response: Health concerns due to particulates are an exisUng condition in the affected area. The 
Service has not identified that its actions to acquire water and water rights would significantly 
increase particulates above existing conditions In fact inhalable particulates may actually decrease 
as agriculturat land is taken out ot production and fewer acres of agricuaurai land are burned. 
Comments submitted by LVEA (Appendix 11, Exhibit D) include a letter from Nevada Bureau of Air 
Quality supervisor, Robert E. Smith that generaily support the findings of U1e Serv1ce under this 
section. The Service has not received any additional informat1on supporting or quantifying that the 
Service's actions to acquire water and water rights would directly or indirectly create health problems 
related to respiratory illness. 

Comment 273: 4 .. 52. Pag. 4-43, alt 2-5. "Use WEQ from NRCS to quantify soil erosion in tons per 
acre per year by land type." 

Response: Such information was unavailable for the Lahontan Valley on a valley-wide basis. As 
stated in the DElS, use of WEQ is suited to evaiuatlons of individual parcels due to the number of 
variables affecting wind erosion (soil type, land forms, vegetative cover, etc.). Since the Service 
does not know which property owners may be partidpants in the voluntary acquisition program, it 
would be infeasible to deveiop project or county-wide total ton/acre/year soil loss vaiues using WEQ. 

Comment 274: 4-53. Pg. 4-43. "Re-establlshing vegetation is very difficult This is true but 
contradicts Chapter 3, i.e. Bullfrog Mine." 

Response: This comment was responded to above, Churchill County comment # 150. 



Comment 275: 4-54. Pg. 4-43, Alternatives "How did the Service reach their conclusions listed 
under Alternatives 2,3,4,& 5. Where is tile supporting data and analysis.? The Service needs to 
conduct an appropriate analysis and not upon unqualified subjective and bias opinions " 

Response: The Service made its ana!ysis based on available data and knowredge of the princip!es 
of erosion and soll loss. Tl1e Service's team leader on the EIS is a Natural Resource Planner with 
more than 14 years experience in erosion control, soil loss evaluations and soil loss calculations. As 
explained in the Service's response to Churchill County comment #273, analytical quantification of 
soil loss and potential erosion is best suited to individual or specific parcels of land and generally 
would not be technically feasible for the scope of this impact analysis. 

Comment 276: 4-55. Pg. 4-44. Quantify what constitutes excessive soil erosion. Talk to NRCS. 

Response: The Service has coordinated with NRCS in the preparation of ti1!s document. NRCS as 
a cooperating agency has provided the Service with the information that was used in making the 
impact analysis. The Service considered excessive eros1on to be eros<on of suc!l a rnagnitude as to 
render the soils unproductive (unable to sustain vegetation) Linking soil loss to productivity in 
defining the impacts of erosion is consistent with and quite simi!ar to the NRCS T-values whic!1 
define soil !oss thresholds relating soil loss and productivity 

Comment 217: 4-56. Pg. 4-44, Para 1. Tile Service needs to develop a monitoring program for 
proposed revegetation. NRCS needs to be consulted. 

Response: The Service has no formal obligation to revegetate agricultural lands left vacant as a 
result of the wetlands water rights acquisition program. However. the Service is aware that 
revegetation of these lands could help reduce wind erosion and minimize potentially adverse a;r 
quality conditions Revegetation has been identthed as a poss;b!e rnit>gation measure that could be 
employed t•y the Service as part of the water rights acquisition program on lards that rernain with the 
Refuge boundarf or are disturbed at the time of acquisit;on { p!ease see at end of Sect~on 
2.5 5). The Service intends to work closely with NRCS to ident~fy those plant species and lands that 
are appropriate for revegetation efforts 

Comment 278: 4-57. Pg. 4-44. ''The Service has an ob!lgat;on on n1any d1fferent grounds to 
revegetate fallow ag lands." 

Response: Please see response to Churchill County comment 277, above 

Comment 279: 4-58 Pg 4-44. Weed section Get information to quantify acres affected biomass. 
species, etc. 

Response: Due to the lack of site specif!c mformation related to the lands that could be potentialiy 
affected by water rights acquisitions, it was not possible to make such quantitative determinations 
Tile Service has identif~ed the nurnber of acres of cultivated land that may be affected and t!1e 
vegetative species classified as ···.veeds" thal may grow on triose affected lands 

Comment 280: 4"·59. Pg. 4-44, Para. 4 "This is not mit;gatron" 

Response: The cornment refers to maintaimng a vegetative cover on farmlands by splitting a water 
right entitlement There is ample mformation to show that pasture grasses can be sustained on ·15 
AF/acre/year of liTigation and, therefore, it would be feasible for a water nght holder to sustain a 
productive vegetative cover and sti!l have some portion of the water right :::wailable for other uses. 
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Service has stated in Sect1on 4.46.1, ,A.GRlCULTURAL PRODUCTS AND RECEIPTS. Mitigation 
~t~1easures_ that impiE.,mentatior or the transfer of a split ~vater right would ultimately require a 
favorable ruling from the Nevada State Erg~neer The split water r~ghts concept was discussed 
during the Second Settlement Negotiations (1994-95) and 1t iS the Service's understanding that the 
~~evada State Engineer believed U•at he had the authority to make a rulmg regarding the splitting of 
water nghts in the Newtands Project reLatNe to the Alpine Decree. Based on lhese factors. the 
Service beliew~s splitting water rights as a form o~ mitigation to maintam vegetative cover is possible. 

Comment :281: 4-60. Pg. 4-45. ~vHlgation Measures. 'The Service needs to provide funding i'or weed 
control. Does the servlce intend to provide any mitigation?'' 

Response: The Service has idenhfjed a number of measures that can contra~ weeds and the Serv~ce 
would cornmit to imp!ementing such rneasures on the lands it has acquired as a result of wetland 
water right acquisitions. There is no rationale or precedent that would suggest the Service use 
Federal funds to pay for weed control on private property unless such a program exists as a 
requirement of a Federal law or nationwide program. Weeds are an existing problem and would 
continue to burden fanners whether the Service takes any action to acquire water rights or not 
Under existing State and local laws. private owners of fallow !ands are under no ob!igation to control 
or remove weeds except within the City of Fallorl. The Service will not be acquiring any water rights 
from lands within the City of Fallon. 

Comment 282: 4-61. Pg. 4-46. Describe the timeframe of the impacts, quantify per acre. Where is 
the air quality analysis and modeling?" 

Response: There is insufficient information to analytically quantify dust volumes on a per acre basis. 
Due to a lack of information about which parcels will be affected by the Service's action, it is 
infeasible to define the impacts as the County suggests. The Service has stated that the air quality 
analysis was based on available infonnatton related to actual rronitormg data rather than modelled 
data. 

Comment 283; 4 .. 62. Pg. 4-47. Develop an air quality mitigation plan in cooperation with Churchill 
County and NOEP. 

Response: The Service's action is not expected to significantly impact alr quahty in the affected 
area. 

Comment 284: 4--63, Pg. 4-47. "The fact the Service will manipulate habitats is a teiling phrase." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 285: 4-65. Pg_ 4-45-47. ''With revegetation possibly requiring 100 years, production of dust 
from fallowed fields could not possibly be classified as short term The Service needs to engage the 
services of a quahfied air quality specialist, develop a baseline, and model the impacts to air quality." 

Response: J\lthoug!• it may take up to 100 years for a climax desert shrub community to develop on 
vacated land, early succession plant communities would establish soon after farming operations have 
ceased. There is no mdication that previously-cultivated fields no longer in production, but with some 
vegetative cover, would produce adverse dust conditions. The Service has consulted with the 
Nevada Bureau of Air Qua!ity personnel in evaluating t!1e impacts of the Proposed Actlon and other 
alternatrves on air quality. An evaluation of the DE IS by the Nevada Bureau of Air Quality is 
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provided in Appendix 11 (EXhibit 0 of Lahontan Valley Environmental Alliance's comments on the 
DEiS). 

Comment 286: 4-66. Pg. 4-4 7-49. "What are the actions related to the Management Plan? Here 
again there is no impact analysis.·· 

Response: All actions related to the existing management plan were considered to be within the 
scope of baseline conditions. As sucil, impacts associated witf·l the compret1ensive management 
plan, yet to be prepared, are beyond the scope of this analysis. However, potential cumulative 
impacts of the comprehensive management plan are addressed in Section 4.26.4. 

Comment 281: 4-67. Page 4-49. "How about mitigation for secondary wetlands and rrparian areas 
which affect T & E species?" 

Response: The Service has identified that the majority of the impacts to secondary wetland areas 
have a!ready occurred and constitute existing conditions. The consequences of improved Newlands 
Project irrigation delivery efficiency re~ated to OCAP have the greatest long-term effect on the 
secondary wetlands, Conditions related to OCAP are considered existjng condjtions and, therefore, 
the impacts associated with OCAP are outside the scope of this ana1ysis. 

Comment 288: 4-68. Page 4-50. "Quantify affects to secondary wetlands; this is a wetlands EiS!" 

Response: The purpose of this ElS is to address the consequences of acquiring water and water 
rights for primary wetland areas. The effects of such actions on the biological resources. in both 
primary and secondary wetland habitats, are covered in Section 4 6, EFFECTS ON WETLANDS, and 
Section 4.7.1, WETLAND PLANT COMMUN!TlES. 

Comment 289: 4-69. Page 4-51. ''How about off-Site mitigation? Ag. land enhancement? Riparian 
areas?" 

Response; Secondary wetlands that are addressed m Section 4.6 2 are comprised of marsh habitat 
Habitat associated with riparian areas and agricultural lands are addressed in Sections <U.2 and 
4.7.3, respectively. An overall increase in marsh habitat acreage in the valley would more than offset 
the !oss in secondary wetland habitat acreage, and therefore no mitigation is necessary. 

Comment 290: 4-70. Pg. 4-51. "For measures of quantif'fing vegetation, how about cover, diversity, 
and ecological stability?" 

Response: Many attributes of wetland vegetation can be influenced through water management, 
some of which are vigor, density, cover, and diversity. Ecological stability is a function of vegetative 
conditions and many other ecological factors. The sentence to which the above comment referred 
was modified. 

Comment 291: 4-71. Pg. 4-51. "The Service is required by P L ·101-618 to manage the regulating 
reservoirs for fish and wild!ife purposed. The Service needs to figure out how this can be done since 
if they do not they wHi be violating an Act of Congress. See section 209 (i). 

Response: Please see similarly worded comment #113, above. 

Comment 292: 4~72, Pg. 4-53."St1ow acreage for riparian vegetation, spedes affected, and 
mitigation." 
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Response: The general composition of riparian communities is in Chapter 3, Sectjon 3.7 2 
RIPARIAN PLANT COMMUNITIES More information was added to this section on estimated miles 
of the different types of ripanan hab!tat in the Lahontan Valley Linear measures are more 
appropriate for describing riparian habitats than areal measures due to the i!near nature of riparian 
communitjes. 

The Service has not identified adverse jmpacts to the naturall)r occurnng areas of riparian hab1tat as 
a result of the acqu!sit!on of water or water righ!s. T!'1e only areas where this plant community vwouid 
be adversely affected are in the artficiaHy created areas along irrigation drains and canals. No 
mitigation was identified for adverse impacts to artif!cially created riparian habitat Loss of a portion 
of this habitat wou!d be an unavoidable adverse impact under all action alternatives. 

Comment 293: 4-'i3. Pg. 4-54. ''Desert shrub section !S inadequate Fallow lands would be inundated 
by weeds, spreading to undisturbed areas, ag. lands." 

Response: The level of detail and description of the desert shrub plant comrnunity is adequate 
relative to the level of anticipated impacts associated with that vegetative community resulting from 
the acquisition of water and water rights Weeds are addressed in Section 4.4.3, WEEDS_ 

Comment 294: 4-74.Pg, 4-55--While Lahontan Reservoir storage volumes during the irrigation 
season may benem fisheries_ the lower reser;,~oir leveis during the winter months will adversely affect 
the fisheries 

Response: The Ser\tice's actions to acquire water and water rights for wetlands would not lower 
average storage volumes in Lahontan Resen10ir. Under all of the alternatives considered, average 
storage volumes would increase as a result of reduced irrigation demand associated with the transfer 
of agricultural water rights to wetlands. 

Comment 295; 4-75. Pg. 4-57. A mitigation measure not considered by the Service would be to 
restore the Stillwater wetland area to pre-development conditions by opening or removing all the 
dikes_ levees and reservoirs that restrict water movement and create artificial levels_ Although this 
would result in sha!lower depths, it would create a natural condition and provide more acres of 
terminal wetiand. 

Response: Water management on SWiwater NWR is beyond the scope of this ElS. Given sufficient 
interest and biological-support for such an idea, it could be evaluated as a potential management 
strategy in the comprehensive management plan to be developed for the refuge 

Comment 296: 4-76. Pg. 4-58. "How many acres of each type of passerine habitat will be impacted 
and w!1at are the number of species and population levels under each alternative?" 

Response: The level of detail of available information precludes answering this question. Impacts 
to passerine species were evaluated based on available information for the area. Impacts to wetland 
and agricultural vegetation, in terms of acres, is addressed under the respective discussions of these 
habitats (Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.3). Impacts to the amount of naturally occurring riparian habitat and 
desert shrub habitat is not expected to change substantially under any alternative, and the impacts to 
artificially created riparian habitat remain unknown, although the amount of this habitat is expected to 
declme somewhat under the action alternatives as exptained in Section 4. 7.2. The number of 
species inhabiting the affected area is not expected to change as a consequence of acquiring water 
rights for Lahontan Valley wetlands. Population leveis of each species are unavailable. 
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Comment 297: 4-T?. Pg. 4"59. ''Ouantify losses to raptors Species.numbers, %) loss of hab1tats. t1ow 
long ''i\t least some jmpacf' IS not appropriate in an EIS Devek:rp a BE for each species" 

Response: Sufflcient data is not ava;lable to quantify losses to raptors However, sufficient 
information is ava;Jab~e on habitat re~ationships of raptor to conclude that adverse impacts to 
sorne spec;es of raptors (e g red-taded i•awks, l\merican kestrels, great t·•omed OWl) would ~ikely 
occur 

Comment 298; 4-78.Pg. 4-5~L "How much riparian habitat lS expected to be lost? What species of 
raptors would be affected and what are the expected population losses?'' 

Response: While it is recognized that riparian habitat assoc<ated with drains and some canals will 
likely be lost as a result of Alternatives 2-5, quantifying those lOSses would be speculative given the 
many complex relationships involved. For instance. the extent to which drains and canals are 
abandoned will depend on lhe pattern of water ... rights acquisitions. Because water ... rights acquisitions 
wou!d be on a willing seller basis, the pattern of acquiSitions would depend on many factors. Another 
factor, relative to raptor habitat is the effects of cessation of swface flows on riparian trees. In areas 
where cottonwoods and otl•er trees are established, cessation of surface flows in drains and canals 
may not result in trees dying so tong as their roots continue to have access to a water table. 

The raptor species that would be affected by reductions in wooded habitat along drains and cana1s, 
to the extent this occurs, primarily include red-tailed hawks, sharp-sl1rnned hawks. Cooper's hawks, 
American kestrels, barn owls, great horned owls, and Western screech owls As poputaVon levels of 
eact1 species of raptors is unknown, population losses due to ci•anges in habitat are unknown_ 
!· .. lowever, due to the relatively small reductions in wooded habitat along drains and canals that would 
result from the Preferred Alternative, riparian-related impacts to raptor populations would be relatively 
small 

Comment 299: 479 Pg 4 59. "What is the expected loss ~n acreage of habitat for the Califorma 
quad. ring .. necked pheasant, w~ld turkey and mourning dove?" 

Response: Loss of habitat for California quail. ring-necked pheasant, wi~d turkey and mourning 
doves is expected to be roughly proportional to the amount of irrigated farmland converted to non
irrigated use under each alternative. Because California quail and mourning doves occur in a 
broader range of habitats (including a greater use of residentiaL fallow-field, and native habitats) 
compared to ring-necked pheasant and wild turkeys the adverse impacts to these species would be 
proportionally less. 

Comment 300: 4-80. Pg. 4-59. "!t is expected that since impacts, both beneficial and adverse may 
occur to listed and candidate species, that the Service would prepare tile appropriate level of 
biological assessments and biological opinions under the requirements of the Endangered Spec1es 
Act" 

Response: This documentation has been completed Please see Appendix 9. 

Comment 301: 4-81. Pg. 4-60. "Ouantify impacts to mammals. Acres of lost habitat '-X, in Vailey. 
Make assumptions and provide analysis." 

Response: Impacts to mammal species were evaluated based on available information for the area 
Impacts to wetland and agricultural vegetation, in terrns of acres, is addressed under the respective 
discussions of these habitats {Sections 4 11 and 4 7 3) Impacts to the amount of naturally 
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occurring riparian habltat and desert shrub habitat is not expected to change substantiaily under any 
alternative, and the impacts to artihcially created riparian habitat rernain unknown. although the · 
amount of this habitat is expected to dec~ine somewhat under the action aaematives as explained in 
Section 4. 7 2 

Comment 302: <1-82. Pg. 4-62 boUorn. "No impact to ferrugmous hawks is contrary to previous 
sections." 

Response: The FEIS was revised to ensure tliat statements regarding ferruginous hawks were not 
contradictory. 

Comment 303: 4-83 Pg 4--67. "~~eed to discuss the impact of disposing of drainwater, where it wiH 
be placed and if this would cause any toxicity or avain disease problerns. lf impacts do occur, how 
would they be mitrgated?" 

Response: The Service has adequately defined probable disposal methods for drainwater under 
Alternative 4_ Evaporatjve sumps are a common method of d;sposaL Concentration of contaminants 
and pooling of poorer quality drainwater in sumps wou!d increase the toxicity levels of those waters. 
nH:: Service does not anticipate implementation of Alternative 4 since it t1as cr1osen Alternative 5 as 
its Preferred Alternative and as a policy decision will continue to use drainwater as a water source to 
sustain primary wetland habitat The Record of Decision will spec1fy details and rationale as to why 
Alternative 5 and the use of drainwater for wetland habitat :s preferred over the conditions that would 
occur under A!temabve 4. 

Comment 304: 4-84. Pg 4-68 to 70. "The effects to biodiversity have not been determ[ned in this 
document since the Service lacks data related to the entire study area. The only data presented by 
the Serv1ce •s related to the primar1 wetlands, while there ~s no data t.r.there !he irnpacts are expected 
to occur, these being the secondary wetlands. riparian areas and irrigated farm~ands The service has 
been ne,g~1gent in the:r [ack of effort m acquirmg mforrnat1t1n w;thm tr·:ese areas. CEQ regulations 

an assessment be made of such data gaps, and a determination made as to the time and 
cost of acquiring suc11 data. If t!ie cost is not unreasonable. the serv:ce rnust acqwre the necessary 
data and this has not been done It is no·w f.ve years smce P L 10 1·618 was passed so there has 
definately been time to acquire necessary data to complete ~rnpact analysis for this document lt has 
not been done Certainly an investment of up to $100,000,000 would justify an expenditure of some 
thousands of do!lars to properly assess impacts to biodiversity and the various resources expected to 
be rmpactecL It has not been done 1" 

Response: Impacts to bjodiversity are addressed in Sections 4.6 through 4 13. Each of these 
sections address the impacts of the alternatives on different components of biodiversity, which 
includes wetland and other p~ant communities, waterfow~ and other classes of birds. mammals, 
r·eptiles and amphibians. invertet•rates, and endangered species. The biodiversity section (Section 
4.15) surnmanzes the impacts addressed in these other sect;ons Sect1on 1502.22 of CEQ 
regulations addressed the question of incornplete or unavailable information The guidance provided 
in Paragraph (b) of tile Section was followed in preparing those portions of tile E!S where the 
ana~ysts determined there was mcomplete or unavailable informatlon. 

Comment 305: 4-85. Pg. 4-69, top "Rationale is a cop out for not addressing overall biodiversity." 

Response: T!1e statement that "The limited amount of inforrnation available prec~udes judgements as 
to whether overal! biodiversity in the affected area would increase or decrease as a result of these 
alternatrves'' is an honest evaluation of the situation. Biodiversity encompasses the number of all 
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species (of birds, mammals, fish, insects, m1croorgamsms, plants, etc.) and the relative abundance of 
each species, and 1t encompasses the horizontal and vertica! structural diversity of p!ant 
communities Overall biodiversity would increase m some habitats and decline In others, as 
explained in Section 4 15. increases in one type of habitat would, at least in part, offset decreases in 
another type of habitat but the extent to which to which changes in one habitat would counteract 
changes in another habitat is unknown given available information Although sufficient information ls 
not available to determine whether overall biodiversity wou!d increase or decrease throughout the 
affected area as a consequence of the alternatives, Section 4.15 addresses the impacts to overall 
biodiversity in specific !1abitats. 

Comment 306: 4-86. Pg. 4··70_ "Show acreage of impact" 

Response: Acreage flgures are discussed in Section 4.16.3, FARMLP,NDS 

Comment 307: 4-87. Pg. 4-74. "Mitigation statement regarding increased ag !and under irrigation is 
misleading." 

Response: This section states that .. "for a number of reasons, increasing crop production by 
creating new irrigated lands is an unlikely mitigation ... " and "Therefore, the Service does not consider 
the creation of new irrigated farmland to be a reasonable mitigation measure and would oppose such 
expansion." The Service does contend that it ts technically possible for private water right holders to 
bring existing water-righted lands into production. but that such actions may not be economically 
sound nor would such actions go uncha!lenged by the Service or Pyramid Lake Tribe. 

"!"he Service has followed CEQ Forty Most Asked Questions (question ·19b.) which recommends that 
mitigation measures outside the jurisdiction of the lead or cooperatmg agencies be addressed. The 
Service has also assessed the probability of the mttigation measures being implemented Although 
this mitigation is not likely. it is technically feasible. and relevant 

Comment 308: 4-88. Pg. 4-70. "You indicated that 20 percent of the alfalfa was shipped to 
C<:Morn1a. where is the remaining product shipped?" 

Response: There is no addltiona! information available to determine an answer to your question. 
'H1E.' Service can speculate that the majority of ihe remaining alfalfa is consumed wiU1in lahontan 
Valley or in Western Nevada as part of integrated farming operations. 

Comment 309: 4-89. Pg_ 4-71. "Production values and profit losses are not solely determined by the 
productivity of irrigated lands and alfalfa production_ Revise this sentence to include livestock 
production and value of rotation crops " 

Response: The Service has evaluated t!1e economic consequences of reducing alfalfa production 
since t11at is directly impacted by the sale of water rights and is the predominant crop (both in 
acreage and profit) in Churchill County. The two other major components of the agricultural sector in 
Churchill County are livestock and dairy operations, for which the Service has shown the anticipated 
indirect and linked impacts to those components as a result of reduced alfalfa production. 

Comment 310: 4-90_ Pg_ 4··73, Para 2 "As much as 70 percent of irrigated lands could be taken 
out of production. Again the Service is assuming that agricultural production wili continue without 
water. Your assumptions are simpiy wrong." 
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Response: The Service assumes that other forms of agricultural production (livestock feeding and 
dairying) could occur on those lands where water rights have been acquired and transferred to the 
wetlands. Available information indicates that dairy operations rely more on outside sources of alfalfa 
(as compared to livestock operations) but that the ~mportation of alfalfa would increase the cost of 
dairy and livestock operations. lt is not inconceivable that alfalfa Vll'ould be brought into the area from 
other areas and, therefore, the Service assurnes U1at there is the potentjal for some agricultural 
production to continue in the affected area. 

Comment 311: 4-91. "Table 4.16A is wrong. i:l.gricultural output is ttle value of agricultural 
production which includes cost of sales, and profit/income. Yet in Table 4.16A profit or income is 
subtracted from output ignoring the cost of sales. Alfalfa sales is a component of agricultural output. 
The analysis must subtract the entire component from agricultural output. For example, compare alt 1 
with alt2 there is a $'17,340,00 reduction in alfalfa sales. The total output (approx. $50 million) is 
reduced by $17 million. The Service can estimate reduction in profit or income which is a 
subcomponent of output. Linked to a!falfa sales is direct and indirect dairy and livestock sales. The 
conclusions n table 4.16.A are incorrect, and leads the reader to the wrong conclusions, A decline in 
profit/income is not the total reductlon in agricultural output Income/profit does not equal output The 
economic impact analysis is not balanced. For the agriculture sector the Service goes to great 
lengths to analyze profithncome and ignores expenditures, However, in the analysis of wetlands only 
expenditures are analyzed to demonstrate econornic contributions. How much income and profit does 
the wetlands generate?" 

Response: Please see the Service's response to Lahontan Valley Environmental Alliance comment 
#16. 

Comment 312: 4~92. Pg. 4-73 Para 1_ "What would the numbers in Table 4.16.A be if declines in 
high quality alfalfa were not offset by non-local purchases?" 

Response: 11' higl1 quality alfalfa were not offset by non~!oca! a!fa!fa purd13Sfi!S, reductions jn dairy 
sector income ~evels wou!d be a probable result as the supply of local high~qualjty alfalfa dropped 
due to reductions in irrigated farmland. 

Comment 313: 4-93. Pg_ 4-73.Para.2 "What source or other information is used to conclude that 
most livestock operations are integrated into existing alfalfa farms? How many Lahontan Valley 
livestock operators wiH continue after there lands and water are acquired? How will the acquisitlons 
affect livestock operations?" 

Response: The Service has referenced a paper by Schank and Matley (1994), two prominent local 
farmer/ranchers, that stated many Lahontan Valley alfaifa farms are integrated with livestock or dairy 
operations Local Service personnel a!so verified, based on personal knowledge, that rnany of the 
local farming operations are integrated with livestock operations as well. It is infeasible to determine 
the exact number of livestock operators that will continue to raise cattle if they elect to sell their water 
rjghts to the Service, The Service is aware that some of the fanner/ranchers that have sold water 
nghts to the Service under the existing water rights acquisition prograrn have continued their livestock 
operations in Churchill County. Table 4, 16.A depicts the Service's anticipated economic impacts to 
livestock and dairy operations, both as indirect profit losses as well as indirect and hnked income 
losses. 

Comment 314: 4-94. Pg. 4-73. Alternatives: ''Why has the Service discussed and evaluated only the 
impacts from reduced alfalfa production and not the agricultural sector in general. .. ?" 



Response: See U1e Servfce's response to a similarly worded comment by Churchill County 
(Comment #309 above). 

Comment 315: 4-95. Pg. 4-74, Alternative 5: "How did t11e service estimate losses to agriculturai 
economic output? lf alfalfa sa!es are reduced by ha!f, approx. $12.5 rnlll1on. Alfalfa sales and output 
are the same. Please explain your calculations. P!ease include direct and indirect reductions in your 
analys1s" 

Response: losses were estimated using information provided by separate studies completed by Dr. 
David Sunding (Appendix 6) and Meyer Resources, Inc. (Appendix 7). The footnotes in Tables 
4.16.A and 4.16.8 as well as the two studies show the computations used to derive the impacts. 
Direct and Indirect effects from various water rights acquisition alternatives are shown in the text and 
relevant tables in the environmental consequences section, 

Comment 316: 4-96. Pg. 4-74. "Mitigation measures. !s the Service proposing to bhng more water 
righted lands into production as a mitigation measures?'' 

Response: No, the Service does not propose to bring non-irrigated water-nghted land into 
production, The Service responded in more detail to a similarly worded comment by Churchill 
County (see response to ChurchiH County comment #307 above). 

Comment 31'7: 4-97. Pg.4-75 "What impact would water right splits have on OCAP efficiency 
measures? Water right splits should be part of the proposed act~orL Would water right sphts reduce 
the amount of water required for wetlands? !f not then how would water right splits offset any 
potential tosses since most of the Service evaluatjon is based on alfalfa production only. Please 
explain." 

Response: The spliWng of water rjghts, while teclmical!y feasible, is an ac\~on that §S too uncertain 
to be ~ncluded as part of the Proposed Action or Preferred i\lternati·,re_ There ~s insufficient 
information available to determine what impact water right splits would have on the project operator's 
abHity to rneet OCAP delivery efftciency targets. Splitting irrrgation del1veries could, based on 
location, mak.e it more difficult to efficiently deliver small volurnes of water, while on other parcels, 
such delivery might have little effect on delivery efficiency calculations. 

Splitting water rights is one possibfe measure that would potentially reduce the acres of agricultural 
land taken out of productlon. While the production values (profit, tons of alfalfa, etc.) would rnost 
likely be reduced for lands receiving less irrigation because alfalfa would not be grown, it affords 
property owners another option relative to the long-term use of their land and therefore is a 
reasonabie mitigation measure to be considered. 

Comment 318: 4-98 Pg. 4-75. "Production Value Acquisition and Targeting to Protect Productive 
lands. What specific actions is the Service willing to commit to in order to mitigate agricultural 
!asses? Please discuss.'' 

Response: The Service cou!d potentially commit to this mitigation if there was community support 
and if local government implemented enabling ordinances and zoning. A more definitive targeting 
strategy has not been developed and would require cooperatlve planning by the Service. Churchill 
County, and local farming interests 

Comment 319: 4-99. Pg. 4-77. "What are considered core ''areas'' to be protected by the Service? 
Please identify this area and what criteria was used to designate it'~" 
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Response: To date, there ~s no consensus as to where such lands mjght be located. No criter~a or 
definitions for such lands have been developed or approved for agricultural lands within the affected 
area The draft LES,A cr~teria developed by NHCS cou1d be used to make such delineations, but to 
date the criteha have not been approved or adopted by Ctwrchlll County or NRCS_ The Service 
further stated that the abiljty to define suct1 areas ·would requi:-e of eva~uation criteria, 
community support, and most l~kely some defining local ordinances or 

Comment 320: 4~1 00. "Voluntary targeting needs to be 
alternatives." 

Response: The Service has developed an internal acquisition strategy to help define its policies 
regarding targeting. The Service incorporated a "voluntary'' targeting strategy far a!l of the 
alternatives considered in Section 2.6.4, ACQUISITION PROCESS AND STRATEGY. !f such a 
targeting strategy is deemed feasible and necessary, the Record of Decision will def~ne and commit 
the Service to the appropriate strategy. 

Comment 321: 4~101. Pg. 4-T7. last para. ''What is the d!fference between industry output and 
sales? \lVhen the analysis focuses on profit as a measure of a growers well being you ignore the 
impact to the community at large. The analysis shoukl be based or at !east discuss reduction in total 
output m gross cash rece~pts. Applying thjs analysis to government for example would be misleading 
because government does not produce profits." 

Response: Industry output is defined as the estimated value of commodities produced in any year, 
whereas sales are defined as gross cash receipts_ 

Comment 322: 4-102. Pg. 4-83. Employment What is the estimated amount of indirect employment 
created by agricultural sector? What impact will the Service's action have on indirect employment? 

Response: That mformation is included in Section 4.16.2 INCOME AND EMPLOYfv1ENT and is 
depicted quantitatively in Table 4_16.E. 

Comment 323: 4-103. Pg. 4-84, Para.3: "How did the Service estimate investment and investment 
income: How many financial institutions in Lahontan Va!ley invest directly in the area?" 

Response: The Service defined its assumptions related to estimating investment and investment 
income and the references used in developing those assumptions in Section 4.16.2, INCOME AND 
EMPLOYMENT Income Gains. The number of financial institutions that invest in Lahontan Valley 
either direcUy or indirectly has no relevance to the assessment of impacts associated with the 
acquisition of water and water rights for wetlands. The Service is uncertain that such information is 
available or even exists. 

Comment 324: 4-104. "Employment general comment: Again the Service appears to only 
concentrate on alfalfa based employment, and !gnores other aspects of the local economy." 

Response: The Service identified impacts to alfalfa related employment, bath directly and indirectly 
related to crop production because this sector of the agricultural community wHl be directly impacted 
by the acquisition of water rights for wetlands. The Service did not ignore the aspects of employment 
in the community and has provided estimates of employment, income, and economic activity for the 
major components afthe local economy ln Section 3.-16.1, AGRlCUL TURAL PRODUCTS RECEIPTS 
and Section 3.16.2, EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME. Tables 3.16.C and 3 16.0 dearly depict the 
economic aspects of the other components of the loca! economy_ The Service has identified the 
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anticipated indirect or linked impacts to these other component of the local economy in figures 
related to income. 

Comment 325: 4-105_Pg_ 4"86 Farmlands: ''Wt1at percentage of statewide prime farmlands would be 
lost to the acquisitlon?" 

Response: This is appropriately addressed m Sect1on 4 ·16.4, PRlME FARMLANDS, the section 
heading of which was revnsed to PRIME FARMLAND AND FARMLAND OF STATEWIDE 
IMPORTANCE 

Comment 326: 4-106.Pg.4-88 Para 1.: If the Service does not consider increased farmland acreage 
to be reasonable mitigation why is it included in this section?" 

Response: The Service has revised its evaluation of this mitigation measure and has changed the 
description of the mitigation measure from one that is not considered "reasonable" to one that is not 
considered "likely"-

Comment 321: 4-107 _ Pg_ 4-88. Mitigation Measures. "The other mitigation measures listed in this 
section are discussions of acquisition alternatives and not mitigation measures." 

Response: The Service disagrees. Modifications in acquisition methods can offset or reduce 
impacts to farmland acreage potentially taken out of production as a result of water right acquisition. 

Comment 328: 4-108. Pg. 4-90, para 5. "Mitigation may to occur to some degree is weak. Commit to 
it or it doesn't count." 

Response: CEQ Regulations 1502.16(h) state that the environmental consequences section of an 
EIS shall include discussions of a means to mitigate adverse environmental impacts (emphasis 
added)_ Additional guidance provided by CEQ in U1e Federal Register (Vol. 48, No. 55, March 23, 
1981) notes that all reasonable mitigation measures that could improve the project are to be 
Identified (emphasis added). One purpose of an EIS IS to lay out the full range of potential 
environmental irnpacts and appropriate mitigation measures so that decision makers can make a fully 
informed decision lmp~ementation of mitigation measures is not required. 

Comment 329: 4-109. Pg. 4-91, Para.2. "Provide basis for why Farmland Protection Poiicy Act does 
not apply." 

Response: The statement that "the Farmland Protection Policy Act does not apply to the sale of 
prime farmland w·ater rights by individuals in a willing seller program" has been deleted. 

Comment 330: 4-11 o_ Pg. 4-9·1, Para.3. "Prime farmland and lands of statewide significance include 
most of the lands in lahontan Valiey." 

Response: According to the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS Comment #8), all 
irrigated farmland in the Carson Oivision of the Newlands Project is classified as either prime 
farmland or farmland of statewide importance. 

Comment 331: 4-111. Pg. 4-93. Effects on Recreation ''The proposed action or alternatives does 
not provide additional benefits to Lahontan Vaiiey recreation since the total wetland acreage will be 
less than historical acreage nurnber of approximate~y 43,000 acres_ Expenditures, consumer surplus. 
and non-use values would not increase over and above historic levels-there is no net increase " 
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Response: The impact assessment is based on the cornparison of anticipaled impacts (changes) 
associated with the action alternatives to the ex1sting baseline conditions associated with lhe No 
.Action t\ltemative. 

Comment 332: 4-·112. Pg 4-94. t ... lternative L "Why does the service use expend•tun::.os to caiculate 
economic impacts for the wet!ands and does not use the sarne metMdology for Lahontan Reserv'oir 
use? Many of the recreational expenditures applicable to the wetlands are also applicable to 
Lahontan Reservoir as well. Expend~ture analysis as an economic contnbuton for Lahontan 
Reservoir need to be included." 

Response: There is no ~ndicabon that the Service's proposed action or alternatives to acquire water 
and water rights wiU directly or indirectly impact Lahontan Reservoir recreational expenditures 

Comment 333: 4-113. Table 4.17 A. What fishing takes place at Stillwater or Carson Lake? Why is 
fishjng use part of U1is analysis since fishing was not identified as a use in Chapter 3. P!ease darify 
this inconsistency and adjust analysis.'' 

Response: Fishing was identified as a use in section 3.17. 1 

Comment 334: 4-114. "Since 80 percent of the historic use has come from Uie local area, only 20 
percent of the visitation provides any net econornic benefit to the local economy. The Service needs 
to adjust analysis accordingly.'' 

Response: The assessment and analysis of economic benefit take those ratios into account in the 
economic analysis 

Comment 335: 4-1·15.Pg. 4-96, Para_1: "Please explain how birdwatching would increase over 
historic levels?" 

Response: The statement to which this comment refers does not compare expected levels of 
birdwatching (under the alternatives) to h1storica! levels_ Rather, it compares U1em to baseline 
condit!ons. 

Comment 336: 4-116. Pg. 4-97. Effects on population_ "Would acquisition of water and change of 
landscape detract for the area as a place to live? There is some indication throughout this document 
that this s;tuation could occur. Please explain if this situation could occur and what are the impacts?" 

Response: The Service identified the anticipated impacts to soc;a! values related to the landscape 
as a place to live in Section 4.23, EFFECTS ON SOCIAL VALUES 

Comment 337: 4-117. Pg. 4-98 Effects on Land Use. "Please describe what the Service plans to do 
with acquired lands." 

Response: The Service addresses this topic in Section 2 3 3.2, Purchase of Water Rights with 
Land. 

Comment 338: 4-11 8. Pg 4-98. Effects on Land Use: ''The Service needs to describe and analyze 
potential effect to !and valuations and prices as a result of the acquisrtion program." 

Response: The Service defined the anticipated effects that the Service's water rights acquisition 
efforts would have on !and values in Section 4 20, EFFECTS ON LAND VALUES_ 
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Comment 339: 4-1 i 9. Pg. 4-98, Para 5 "Please indicate appro::.:Jmately how many acres of land 
which has been subdivided and wt1at !s the current zoning such lands use." 

Response: T1·1e Ser.;ice has included all of U1e infonnation that was available regarding acres of 
land subdivided in Section 3.19, LAND USE The Ser.r~ce requested information on subdivis!ons, 
zoning, and s>mllar topjcs from Ghurchil! County in a ~etter dated December 14, 1993 (See response 
to Churchill County comment #2 above), but, although Churchlll County mdjcated they would attempt 
to gather as mucl1 information as poss1bte (letter dated December 21, 1993) the information was not 
rece!ved from the County. A current land use analysis submitted by L VEA (included in Appendix 11, 
Exhibit F of the FEIS) may provide readers w!th rnore data related to changing land use patterns and 
zoning. 

Comment 340: 4-120, Page 4-98, Para. 6. "Lands acquired have not been changed to rnore 
!ntensive industrra!/commercial use because they are not zone as such. Where is proof that such 
zone changes would entice development?" 

Response: The discussion to wh!ch the comment refers is of a general nature and presents potential 
land use changes that cou!d occur under Alternative 1, Ct1anges in zoning was not addressed in 
this discussion. 

Comment 341:4-121. Page 4-99. Mitigation Measures. "The Service can commit to a voluntary 
targeting program of its own." 

Response: The Service has responded to a similar comment about targeting in its responses to 
Churchi!l County comments #319 and #320 above 

Comment 342: 4-122. Section 4.19. ''The Service needs to analyze impacts to land price 
fluctuations. The Service also needs to project development scenarios for disposed lands based upon 
current zoning of acquired parce!s." 

Response: land pr!ce fluctuations will probably occur whether the Service acquires water rights or 
not Acquiring water rights from willing se!lers at market value should ref!ect current land prices; 
other factors related to market conditions, such as supply, demand, and interest rates, are more likely 
to cause land prices to fluctuate. 

The Service wouid dispose of lands pursuant to the exist1ng standard Federal procedures and 
processes administered by GSA. The Federal Government would not have the authority to alter or 
circumvent the current zoning criteria for lands that are identified for disposal. The ultimate 
developrnent and use of lands that the Federal Government has disposed of are subject to the 
authority of Churchill County Uwough zoning and land use ordinances. The projected development 
scenarios for such lands is ultimately a local governmental decision. 

Comment 343: 4~123. Pg. 4-98, p.6, ''Quantify acreage of converted land use, show table." 

R.esponse: Such information on existing conditions is addressed in Section 3.19 LAND USE. 

Comment 344: 4-124. Pg. 4-100, Alternative 1:"The Service concludes that their actions wlll not 
affect the price of land. What analysis was prepared to allow the Service to make any conclusions 
about land valuations under any alternative? Conclusions re:,ached in this section are purely 
specu~ative with no basis." 
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Response: The Service referenced sources of information on land va!ues in Section 3.2.0, lAND 
VALUES_ These sources reference existing and comparable sales. This information has shown that 
the Service's water right acquisitions (20,000 AF) under No Action (Alternative 1) conditions have not 
affected the price of land. Simply stated_ jt is olher pmate sales and buyers (non-governmental) that 
determine price The Service agrees that determining future ~and or watE~r right prices would be 
highly speculative_ The Service has not attempted io provide or identify future land prices, but has 
provided an assessment of potentia! impacts to land values based on the information available. 

Comment 345: 4--12.5. Pg. 4-100, Para.3: "The Service indicates that there are numerous factors 
which would affect value of lands and water rights, including recoupment, OCAP .. These are 
cumulative actions which must be analyzed in the cumulative section " 

Response: The Service agrees (please see CUMULAT'IVE EFFECTS, Sections 4.26.1 
ACQLHS!TION OF WATER RIGHTS FOR THE FALLON PAIUTE-SHOSHONE RESERVATION 
,A.GRlCUL TURAL LANDS, 4 26.8 RECOUPMENT, 4.26.9 OCAP MODIFICATIONS, 4.26.11 NAS~ 
FALLON EXPANSION. and 4.26.12 GROWTH AND DIVERSIFICATION)_ 

Comment 346: 4-126. Pg. 4-100 ~.,1itigation Measures. "The discussion of mltigatton measures in thlS 
section are again a blatant attempt to ~gnore the Service's responsibility for mitigation for adverse 
irnpacts. Churchill County is not responsible to pursue rnitigation measures for impacts created by 
the Service." 

Response: Please refer to the Service's response to Churchi!l County comment #328 above_ 

Comment 347: 4-127 Page 101. ''Where is the analys!s of impacts for other tax revenues 
particularly sa!es and use tax WhiCh makes up the majorl!y of local government tax revenues and 
which is Hnked to agncultural production expenditures and personal incorne?" 

Response: During the scop~ng process, impacts to sales and use tax revenues 'i,vas not identified as 
an issue or area of concern Churchil! County and others clearly stated a concern regarding property 
tax revenues. The Service has shown that there •s a direct effect on property tax revenues as a 
resua of acqu!ring water rights for wetlands. 

The Service's econormc analysis has utdized the multiplier theory in defining linked or indirect 
impacts to other sectors of the local economy that are affected by reduced agricultural crop 
production The Service is unclear of the linkage or connection to sales tax revenues since crop, 
livestock. and dairy products soid by producers are generaljy considered wl'iolesale transactions and 
are not subject to saies tax. Therefore the acquisition of water rights and the resuitmg ioss of 
agricu!tural production wou!d not have a direct affect on sales tax revenues. 

There is insufficient information submitted by Churchill County to defme any correlation between 
linked econormc activity and income impacts to sales or use tax revenues The Service does not 
have sufficient information to warrant expanding the impact analysis to include sah::s or use tax 
revenues for the FEIS. 

Comment 348: 4-128. "If Churchill County did pursue such measures, the Service would be 
respons~b!e for providing adequate funding for the County to review, analyze and develop appropr~ate 
land use policies." 

Response: Comment noted_ The ROO will identjfy the Service's commitments regarding 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
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Comment 349: 4-129. Pg 4-101, Para. 1 & 2. "The Service is futly capable of implementing a 
voluntary targeting program which would help minimize adverse impacts." 

Response: The Service has responded to similarly worded comments by Churchi!l County (see 
response to Churchin County comment #319 above). 

Comment 350: 4-130 Pg 4-101, Effects on Property Taxes: "Please show a table of tax revenues 
for each land use or zoning classification." 

Response: H is unclear as to what additional information the County is requesting. The Service has 
clearly identified the anticipated impacts associated with the property tax revenues for lands that 
wotJ!d be affected by its actions to acquire water rights. The Service addressed Refuge revenue 
sl1aring payments in Sedjon 4.25, EFFECTS ON ACQUISiTION COSTS AND PROBAB!UTY OF 
MEETING SERVICE OBJECTIVE. 

Comment 351: 4-131, Pg. 4-101, "Why H•e assumption that converted ag land wlll be residential?" 

Response: T!1e Service did not assume that agricultural lands affected by the acquisition of water 
rights \1Vou1d be converted to residential !and use. The SeNice depicted representative property tax 
revenues for water-righted agricultural lands to compare with anticipated property tax revenues for 
vacant and residential !and use. 

Comment 352: 4-132. Pg. 4-107 "What are the effects on the paleontological resources in the study 
area, if any? It would be appropriate for the Service to deve1op a programmatic Memorandum of 
Agreement with the State of Nevada Histoncal Preservation Offlcer and the Presidents Advisory 
Council on H1storical Preservation for the management and preservation of cultura1 resources." 

Response: The Service has not !dentified any adverse impacts to cuaural resources, either 
prehistoric, historic, archaeologrc, or paleontological as a result of acquiring water rights Stillwater 
Nv\IR does have ;;:m existlng cooperative agreement with the State of Nevada Historical Preservation 
Officer regarding preservation and management of c::u!!ura! resources. 

Comment 353: 4-134 Pg. 4-108, "Substantiate tab~e 4 25.a" 

Response: The sources for the information depicted in Tab~e 4.25.A lS listed at the foot of the table 
and is referenced in the accompanying text Please also refer to Section 3.25 for a rnore detailed 
discussion of baseline assumptions re!ated to capital and annual costs as well as revenue sharmg 
payments. Purchase prices (capital costs) are based on rE.opresentative values paid by the Service 
for water rights and water-righted land under existing conditions (No Action ,A.Iternative) 

Comment 354: 4-135. Pg. 4-11·1 to 122--"There is no cumulative impact analysis contained in U1ese 
twelve pages This is merely a discussion of sorne of the related actions that are occurring, but by no 
means 1s there any impact analysis as required by the CEQ regulations. Past actions have been left 
out along with foreseeable future actions such as water quality and rninirnum flow of the Truckee 
River, possible new water quaHty standards for the lower Truckee River and Pyramid lake, water 
right purchases to off-set LJtilization of effulent waters on the Truckee River, etc." 

Response: Section 4.26, CUMULATIVE IMPACTS has been revised Tlie most current information 
related to a possible "adjusted" OCAP IS included in the FEIS and the Truckee River water quality 
agreement has been added as Churchill County suggested The Truckee River water quality 
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seWement agreement was not addressed in t11e DElS because ~t did not exist at the time the OEiS 
was prepared. 

Comment 355: 4-136. Pg. 4-124. "Quantify unavoidable effects" 

Response: Tl1e Service has quanMied tl1ose unavoidabie ~mpacts related to agricultural jobs. 
economic activ~ty, and farmland (Section 4. 16, EFFECTS ON AGRICULTURE FARMU\ND, l'tND 
LOCAL ECONOMY), secondary wetlands (Section 4 6 2, SECONDARY 'l\IETLli.NDS}, wildlife values 
(Sections 4.9, EFFECTS ON B!RDS, 4. 10, EFFECTS ON MMviMALS, and 4.11, EFFECTS ON 
REPTiLES), and hydropower generation (Section 4.2.6, HYDROPOWER RESOURCES) There is 
msufficient information available to quanNy impacts to social values nor does the Service believe that 
such impacts can be quan@ed as Churchill County suggests. The Service, as the lead agency, 
chose not to repeat the full impact analysis of these previous sections under U1e SecHon 4.28, 
UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS in an effort to avoid verbosjty and repetition 

Comment 356: 4-137. Pg. 4~125. "Expand irreversible and irretnevable sections." 

Response: The Serv~ce believes that the sections are sufficiently detailed given the nature of the 
analys~s. 

VOLUME 2 -CONCEPT PAPER (Appendix 4) 

Comment 357: 'Fgures throughout the document appear to be incorrect Table 1 figures do not add 
up 

Response: The figures throughout Appendix 4 were reviewed and the pan evaporation total ~n Table 
1 was corrected 

Churchill County Mosquito Abatement District (CCMAD) 

Comment 1: Pgs 3-48, 3-49, 4-42_ "The Churcr1iil County Mosquito Abatement District {CCMAD) was 
formed in i985 to provide public health protection to the cit~zens and vis§tors of Churchl!l County from 
the annoyance and potential disease transmiWng rnosqurtoes occurring fn this county. We attempt to 
keep these insects within reasonable and tolerable levels The use of the term "eradic:.;ate" implies 
cornplete and immediate extinction by killing off all individuals. For mosquitoes, eradicabon ~s 

~mposs1b~e with any means currently available." 

Response: Description of CCMAD ~ncorporated in the text 

Comment 2: "CGrv1AD uses a number of non-d1emlca! and chemical techniques to mainta~n 
n"osquito populations within tolerable levels. Our philosopi1y is to use those technjques, which wm 
least adverseiy impact the environment while providing the highest level of mosquito control· 

a. We introduce the mosquito~fish, Gambusia affinis, into long-term water holding habitats. 
ln the Lahontan Valley. they are found in the Carson RiveL irrigation ditches, dra~nage 
ditches, Carson Lake and Stillwater Refuges and many other natura~ and artifida! water 
holding locations While these fish produce good resu!ts, they are not a panacea for 
mosquito controL They are subject to many factors affecting their effectiveness such as 
water quality and quantity, predation by birds. fish, amphibians and animals, 
cannabalism, and weather conditions. 
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b, We apply narrow spectrum, bio-rational pestiddes for mosqulto larval control wh!ch do 
not affect other organjsms such as predaceous diving beetles, backsvliirnmers, 
dragonfHes, fish, birds, etc. This atlows mosqwto predators to establlsh populat!ons to 
help maintain lower mosquito lan.tal populations. Several examples of bio-raUonale 
pesticides are Badllus thurlD.9.L~§iJ.§ ... !sraelensis (Bti) and methoprene (Aitosid). 

c. We apply Golden Bear 1111, a lan.tallpupal control oiL in those situations where there 
are late fourth instar and/or pupae in high numbers. H1is compound is used only when it 
is too late to use Bti and methoprene 

d. When large numbers of adult mosquitoes have emerged, we then have to use 
compounds such as Dibrom Concentrate, Malathion or Pyrocide to stop their fHght This 
is used as our last resort when other techniques do not work or the timing for other 
chemicals is wrong. 

Response: Portions of this comment and a reference to the techniques used for mosquito control 
were included in Section 3.4. ·1 

Comment 3: "Mosquitoes require water to successfu1!y complete their life cycle. Within C!1urchil! 
County there are 11 mosquito species in 4 different genera. They can be separated into those that 
can !ay their eggs on soil, debris etc. and those that lay their eggs on the water surface .. " [the 
remainder of the cornment described the natural history of the different mosqu1to species]. 

Response: Comment noted~ This information was incorporated into Section 3.4.1. 

Comments 4 and 5: "The fluctuation of water levels in natural or artiflcial pond/wetlands or fie!d can 
be conductive for Aedes species, which !ay their eggs on soiL They can deve!op from egg to adult in 
3 to 4 days during the summer. By keeping the water level at a particular level for several weeks or 
longer, Aedes mosquitos do not develop succeeding generations. By keeping the water level 
constant, Cul§t.:::::.~ ~JJ.U§.Si.!.f:!.~ and species will develop succeedmg generations. Since ~J!JS:.t, 
tar.§:..?Ji§L is the most abundant contra! of these 
mosquitoes is important" 

Response: This jnformation was mcorporated into 3.4.1. 

Comments 6-10: "The irrigated fiefds of alfalfa, sudan grass, and grain crops rarely produce a 
mosquito population. These fields have been laser !eveled, irrigation water is carefully applied and 
excess water is drained away. An amount of water capable of producing a population of rnosquitoes 
is detrimental to these crops. CCMAD staff does not normally ffnd mosquito production in these 
carefully irrigated fields. Irrigated pastures of cattle/and or horses can cause an Aedes population if 
the water remains over 3 days in a particular spot or an area of the field. A reduction in irrigated 
cropland such as aif.a!fa fields wi!l not reduce mosquito production." 

Response: The comment lS noted. Tile text of Section 3.4.1 was revlsed according!y. 

Comment 11: "An increase in wetlands wH! result in greater mosqwto production since there will be 
a substantiaf increase in constantly wetted acreage." 

Response: Comment noted. However, it shou!d be noted that the Service will only increase wetland 
acreage over baseline conditions, not over historical (1860s) or recent past (1970s) conditjons 
Overall, the Service's proposed actions to maintam 25,000 acres of wetland habitat in Lahontan 
Va!ley will constitute a portion of the wetland habitat that previously existed within the service area of 
CCMAD. Mosquito populations may be comparable to those that occurred in the early 1 970s. 



However, complaints from area residents could increase due to the larger human population base, as 
compared to the 1970s. 

Comment: 12: ''Over fifty percent of all mosquito control performed by CCMAD is the result of 
rnosquitoes being produced on wetlands and their movement away from wetlands to other 
properties." 

Response: According to M. Wargo (District Manager, Olurchill County Mosquito Abatement District 
personal communication}, this estimate was based on professional observations in conjunction with 
the results of research conducted in other parts of the United States. As such, the estimate is very 
approximate. Primary wetland habitat under Alternatives 2-5 would account for only part of the 
llabitat available for mosquito reproduction. Other areas suitable for mosquito production include 
irrigation drains, secondary wetlands, flooded pastures, etc. 

Comment 13: "Mibgation of mosquito production should be approached carefuily because many 
complex factors influence which mosquito species will be reduced or increased, the potential for 
mosquito~borne diseases will be increased and which agency wil! be respons~bie for the control of 
mosquitoes on and from the wetlands.'' 

Response: Service responses to specific recommendatfons by CCMAD concerning mosqu~to
production mitigation are provided under the response to CCMAD comment #14. 

Comment 14: ''CCMAD has offered the following mitigation measures ... ": 

·1. "Lands where the water rights !lave been purchased should not be sold for later residential 
development .. " 
Response: It is unclear how this action would ~essen tile production of mosquitos" 
Restr~ctions on residential development is addressed in Churchill County's 1990 Master Plan. 

2 Stillwater NWR should estab!ish a line item in their annual budget for the control of 
mosquitoes ... and provide for larva! control by performing the work themselves or contracting 
with CCMAD. 
Response: The Stillwater NWR budget does not necessahly have the ability to line item 
expenditures, but the Service does recognize the need to coordinate and integrate mosquito 
control as a component of its wetland management Tile Service has in the past and will 
continue to work wlth CCMAD on mosquito control 

3. ''Stillwater NWR should establish an emergency fund to provide for emergency mosquito 
control rn the case of encephalitis outbreak/epidemic or if conditions indicate a substantial 
increase of Cui?X species populations or an increased number of sentine~ chicken 
conversions to encephalitis." 
Response: The Service cannot commit to the establishment of such a fund nor is it the 
appropriate Federal agency to be involved in disease control. The Federal Government has 
agencies and departments that handle emergency situations such as disease 
outbreaks/epidemics. These agencies are already funded and staffed to respond to such 
anticipated conditions. 

4. "A cornmittee of affected agencies can be established to help advise Stillwater NWR on 
how and when to control mosquitoes and prevent disease outbreaks." 



Response: The Service wi!i continue to coordinate with CCMAD on mosquito control and 
will be open to CCMAD's advise on controlling mosquitos during the development of 
Stil~water NWR's comprehensive management plan. 

5_ "Since Stillwater NWR wants to be a good neighbor and responsible part of the Lahontan 
Valley community, their sharing of the financia! burden for mosquito control and disease 
prevention resuiting from their weHand:s project wil~ help improve conditions in the valley-" 
Response: The Service Wfll continue to coordinate and work with CCMAD where necessary. 
The Service encourages CCMAD to participate in the development of the comprehensive 
management pian for Stillwater NWR -- lhe plan will specifically address water management 
on tile refuge, water management of which will influence mosquito production on the refuge. 

6. "CCMAD would be happy to work cooperatively with the Stillwater NWR to develop a 
reasonable mosquito control plan." 
Response: The comment is noted, and the Service in turn encourages ongoing coordination 
of mosquito controL 

City of Fallon 

Comment 1: " __ the City of Fallon disagrees that the OEIS comports with NEPA and finds this 
statement to be clearly erroneously, and as such not identifying a document sufficient to ~awfuUy 
implement any of the proposed federal actions. The National Environmental Policy Act {"NEPA") (42 
U.S.C (43332 (2) (C) requires environmental impact statements ("E!S") by federal agencies which 
consider environmental effects of and any alternatives to, a!l proposals for major federal actions that 
significantly affect the quality of the environment NEPA's "action-forcing'' provision, Section 102 (2) 
(c) is the linchpin of this law which requires an ElS to describe: (1) the environmental impacts of the 
proposed action: (ii) any adverse environmental impacts which cannot be avoided should the 
proposal be implemented: (ili) the reasonable alternatives to the proposed actlon: (jv) the relationship 
between local short term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long 
term productivity; and (v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be 
involved in t!le proposed action shou!d il be implemented. Additional!y "Cumulative" impacts must be 
addressed in an EIS whicti mandates analysis of the "incremental impact of the action when added to 
other past present and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (federa! or 
non-federal} or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from 
individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time" 40 C.F. R. S 
1508.7 (1991) 

Response: The Service believes the document is in compliance with NEPA. Environmental 
consequences of the action are described in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1 through 4.26.; cumulative 
impacts are addressed in Section 4.26: unavoidable adverse effects are descnbed in Section 4.28; 
alternatives to the Proposed Action are described in Chapter 2; the relationship between local short 
tf.:HTn uses of man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long term productivity are 
described in Section 4.30; and irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources are addressed 
in Section 4.29. 

Comment 2: "NEPA can require "a comprehensive impact statement in certa!n situations where 
several proposed actions are pending at the same time" Kleppe v. Sierra Club_427 US 390, 409 
(1976). Tile DEIS purports to describe and evaluate strategies for acquiring necessary water and 
water rights to sustain 25,000 acres of primary wetland within t!le Lahontan Valley under the 
Truckee-Carson Pyramid Lake Water Rights Settlement Act Title II (Sec 206) of Public Law 101-618 
("The Settlement Act'') Section 206 of The Settlement Act is a subset of at 1east six other major 
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federal actlons incorporated ln The Settlement Act relating to the Truckee and Carson Rivers outlined 
as follows: 

1. 
') 
<C. 

3. 
4. 
5 . 
6. 
f 

Sec 204 
Sec.205 
Sec. 206 
Sec. 207 
c;:~,.., ...... ,.=c;::,..,.., 208 
Sec. 209 
Sec. 210 

! nterstate Allocation 
Truckee River water Supply Managernent 
Wetland Protection 
Cui-Vi and Lahontan Cutthroat Trout Recovery and Enhancement Program 
Pyramid Lak.e Fishing and Development Funds 
New!ands Project Improvement 
Miscel!aneous Provisions 

The Settlement Act has been described and heralded as resolving decades of water !itigation in 
northern Nevada and must logically and legally be viewed and subject to environrnental review as a 
single major federal action ... Undeniably any of The Settlement Act's provisions, all of which are 
'major federal actions,· are inherently interwoven in the others and must be considered in a 
'comprehensive' or 'programmat~c' manner in a single 'Programmatic EIS' consistent with NEPA 
requirements." 

Response: Please see General issue Response L, Programmatic EIS. 

Comment 3: "The DE!S lists and summarily describes twe!ve (12) individual "cumLJlative effects" and 
rather mcredibly in four of these categories states that indivtdual EA's of EiS's are being prepared. 
See DEIS Sec 4.26. This approach is sirnply not adequate or acceptable under NEPA" 

Response: A similarly worded comment was offered in Church!!! County comment # 30 Please see 
response to that comment 

Comment 4: "The City of Fallon operates a municipal water system which serves as the so!e source 
of domestic and industrial water for its 7,000 citizens. The DEIS ta~:en along ·" that is. without the 
benefit of the information that a Programmatic OElS would confer, plainly states that the adverse 
effects (effects which are considered in fact but debated in terms cf degree within the DElS and 1ts 
proposed action) upon the basalt acquifer which is ihe source of the City's water supply is unknown. 
See DE!S. 4-3614-37. !t is inconceivab!e to the City of Fa!lon that the action proposed could be 
considered for adoption before the impact of reduced recharge js known and the municipal water 
supply permitted by the State of Nevada is absolute!y assured, in fact The SeWement Act requires 
nothing less, not to mention NEPA Nevada State Water Law and applicable decisional law." 

Response: Please see responses to ChurchiH County comments #253-257 

Comment 5: Economic impacts. "The OEIS acknowledges that the acquisition of farms for their 
water out of the private sector will affect the local economy. The consequence of tills is a net 
negative economic impact on the commul1lty which is not offset by "income gains associated with 
water right purchases " An action which was directed toward acquiring water without withdrawing !and 
from the private sector would be a better alternative. An example of this would be to target the 
acqwsition of waters from agncultural lands which are being converted to another use, such as 
subdivisions, in the natura! course of U1e market in which the DE IS deschbed .... ""Mitigation ln the 
context of the NEPA process assumes that the party responsib!e for the impact wiil undertake the 
burden and expense of rectifying so that the burden of the proposed action is shared by the larger 
public 'iVhich benefits from the proposed action." 
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Response: The Service expects that developers in the affected area may offer portions of their block 
water rights to the Service for purchase. The Service could acquire such water rights, and nothing in 
this document would preclude the Service from doing so. However, tile Service does not have an 
estjmation of the amount of water that could potentially be acquired in this way. 

Comment 6: "The concept of willing seller is not defined w!tllin the DEIS and it is submitted that the 
sales that are ongoing are not market driven. There is one buyer and the market is destabilized 
because of regulatory uncertainty litigation, recoupment, changmg OCAP and similar influences 
which problemabze the agricultural enterprises and alter the motivation of a potential seller in the 
same sense that "condemnation blight" can affect a market" 

Response: Please see General Issue Response VII., Willing Seller Defined. 

Comment 7: "The agrrcu!tural community and the wetlands have existed through tile community's 
hlstory in relative harmony and as a consequence thereof U1e cornmunity has always benefited 
culturally and economically from their combined presence. The net gains to the wetlands qualitatively 
and quantitatively appear negligible from the data generated by the DEIS." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 8: "The discussion of mitigation is defective in at ~east two general respects Unavoidable 
adverse impacts are acknowledged and discussed such as the conclusion that ground water levels 
win decline. However the mitigation section "to rectify the impact by repairing, rehabilitating or 
restoring the affected environment" is not addressed, which is specificaliy required by The Settlement 
Act'' 

Response: The Settlement Act does not require mitigation. However, the National Environmental 
Policy Act, (NEPA) does require that n1itigation measures be identified to cover the range of impacts 
that would result from the action, and this question will be answered in relation to NEPA According 
to CEQ's "Forty Most Asked Questions," mitigation measures must indude things such as design 
alternative to iessen impacts. In comparison to the other action alternatives, the Service's Preferred 
Alternative would pose less impacts to social values, farm!and, and agricultural economics in the 
affected area. Mitigation measures are to be developed where it is feasible to do so, and all 
relevant, reasonable mitigation measures are to be identified, even it they are outslde U'le junsdiction 
of the lead agency. The Service believes it has identffied most ail the reasonable, feasib!e mitigation 
measures available in re!at!on to the Service's action. However, in some instances, no feasible 
mitigation is available. 

Comment 9: Consultants. "No one among the technical consultants is a person wiU1 local knowledge 
in the area of water rights, conservation, economics, nor do any have any affiliation with any offices 
of the City of Fallon or the County of Churchill" 

Response: The Service disagrees. All of the technical consultants have local knowledge about 
water rights, and each is individual!y expert in other important areas as well. Although they are not 
locals, and do not have affiliation with the City of Fallon or Churc!ii!l County, they are reliably 
knowledgeable about the Newlands Project and the water rights acquisition program. 

Environmental Protection Agency: 

Comment 1: ''We have assigned a rating of EC-2 (environmental concerns, insufficient impact 
documentation) to alternatives 2--4 and E0-2 (environmental objections. !nsufficient documentation) to 
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Alternative 5 ... We believe Alternative 4. if feasibie, provides the most assurance of a reliable supply 
of good quality water, but we note that it is also the most expensive and has the greatest impact to 
the farming cornmunity. Because of anticipated adverse water quality impacts associated with use of 
groundwater and drainwater, we have environmenta! objections to Alternative 5, which we understand 
is now being considered in preference to Alternative 2 (DEIS proposed action) We note that, in 
contrast with alternatives which wou!d improve wetlands water quality re!atlve to "no action," 
Alternative 5 could result in poorer quality water. 

Response: Language of Alternative 5 was revised to reflect that groundwater would only be used to 
the extent that it does not degrade water quality of wetland inflows as compared to baseline 
cond~tions. Additional groundwater sources could be used if existing wens with suitable quality water 
were made ava!lable, 

Comment 2: "We are also concerned that various irnp!ementation elements of Alternative 5 seem 
tenuous.. or are insufficiently researched. This alternative would need substantial refinement if it 
becomes the preferred course of action. lt is especially important that the action se!ected combine 
water source flexibility, such as contemplated in Alternative 5, with reasonable assurances of 
wetlands water supplies which are both reliable and of suitable quality." 

Response: EPA's comment is noted. The Serc,tice has revised and broadened the scope of 
Atternative 5 and t1as idenbfied this aaernative as its Preferred ,AJternative in the FElS. 

Comment 3:"Piease send Uwee copres of the Final EIS to our San Francisco offrce at the time it is 
filed with the EPA office in Washington, o_c 

Response: Comment so noted. 

Comment 4: "The DEIS rnaKes the assumptions that the timing of water deliveries would follow the 
current New~ands irrigation pattern, a season between Marct1 15 and November 15 ___ (page 2~14). The 
Fina~ ElS should clarify the rationa!e for this assumption and explain whether it will be reexamined in 
tlie future, in the context of optirmzing timing of deliveries fm wetlands resotJrces Tile Final EiS 
should bnefly explain which inffow periods are the most critical for the wetlands. With this inlormation 
in n1ind, do some of the alternatives offer better opporturHties than others to control the timing of 
inflows? What options are available for managing drainwater inflows?" 

Response: EPA's comments are focused on issues related to the rnanagement of water resources 
on the Refuge and other primary wetland areas. The scope of this EIS is to evaluate the 
consequences of acqUiring water and water rights. The Service will re-evaluate the irrigation delivery 
schedule to optimize wetland management objectives as a component of the comprehensive 
management plan to be developed for the Refuge_ 

Comment 5: "While the DEIS has mentioned several related programs wrlich could contribute to 
reduction of contaminated drainwater--for mstance the Newlands Project Efficiency Study and the 
national Irrigation Water Quality Program Phases iV and V··"we are concerned that there appears to 
be no specific connection between these programs and the wetlands water supply acquisition 
planning. We ask that the FEIS address this question." 

Response: The Service agrees that these programs are not specifica!ly linked to the acquisition of 
water and water rights The status of t!1ese programs does not depend upon the Service's water 
rjghts acqwsii!On program nor does the Service's Proposed Action and Alternatives require the 
completion or implementation of these otlier programs. Once the N!WQP programs are comp~ete, 
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the Service expects that the Service wUI rece1ve recommendations for implementing procedures to 
increase water quality on the Refuge. 

Comment 6: "-_ The DE!S should explain more specifically how, in turning drainwater a-way from 
se!ected hab~tat areas, "separate management" of the drainwater could prevent e:liposure of biota to 
contaminants. In the context of cumulative habitat effects, the DEIS shou~d also clarify the extent to 
wh:ch there are non-prin'mry wet!and areas which would contmue to rece1ve drainwater in the future " 

Respcmse: Please see response to Churchil~ County #244, a similarly worded comment. The 
Service has not ct1osen Alternative 4, which would require separate management of dramwater. as 1ts 
Preferred Alternative. P,lthough there are water quality concerns about drarn\lvater, the increased 
volume of prime agricultural water applied to the wetlands under the Preferred Alternative wou!d 
greatly benefit tl1e wetlands as compared to baseline conditions In regards to the secondary 
vvetlands, the Service has addressed irnpacts from OCl>.P to these areas as a baseline condition in 
Sections 3.6.2 and impacts of the Service's act~on lS described m 4 6.2. 

Comment 1: "The DElS should clarify what assumpt1ons are rnade in tr1e altematlves regarding use 
of the T,J drain. Are there significant consequences tor pr~mary wetlands water quality if the ~ntended 
TJ drain closure does not occur?'' 

Response: The Service !las stated, pursuant to P L 101-618, tt:at TJ is to be closed or its water 
quahty problems mitigated. The exact details and procedures that constitute "closure" are not fully 
known and are pending final dedsions by BlA and Reclamation regarding nnplementation of that 
prOJeCt Closure of the T,.i Drain is a core assumption in the impact analysis related to the acquisition 
of water and water rights for wetlands. The Service believes, as did Congress, that there are long 
terrr1 water quality consequences for the pnmary wetlands if T,J Drain is not or if its water 
quality problems are not m<tigatec! 

Comment 8: "The DElS sl!ou!d more detail on conve.:::yance of watf~r to the 
wetlands. In particular, explain wheU1er ~vater would only be de1ivered via dra~nwster channels or 
also the Carson R1ver and/or \!Vater supply canals Is U'1ere ior instrearn flow 
changes 1n the Carson River, ,?nd if so, would there be effects on channel morphology and habitat 
over time? 

Response: The Service has assumed as one of the core assumptions in the EIS 2.4 
number (8)), that ~rrigation derlveries wi~l be conveyed v[a tr1e existing canals As liTigation delivery 
volumes approach the anticipated targets, some portion of the irrigation del~veries will be diverted 
from main delivery canals to the rnajor drains that currently supply ~".tater to the primary wet~and 
areas_ Decisions regarding the routing of irrigation water -w1thin the Newlands Project are the 
respons~bility of TCID under H1e authority of RecLamation Act~ons to restorE.• lower Carson River 
flows and habitat are the focus of other local interest groups and the Service has cooperated m ti1ose 
restoration plann1ng efforts. 

lt should be noted that routing of water in the Carson R1ver channel downstream of Lahontan Darn 
could change in stream flows to morf' natural or l1istoncal conditions Prior to ·1 902, the average 
anrua! instream flows in the lower reaches of tr1e Carson River in Lahontan Va!iey were muct1 
greater than what cou!d currently be accommodated if ali of the Stlllwater NVVR irrigation water -was 
routed via ttle nver_ 

Comment 9: "Acknowledging that there iS evidence that polluted dra~mtvater inf!ows are damaging to 
wetlands biota (see pp_3-90-£l·J; p. 4-65 ff), the DElS refers several twnes to the expectation that 
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water must be of "suitabte" quat~ty for the primary wetlands habitat areas (eg. pp_1·5 and 2-2). 
However, the document is very unclear (and in the case of discussion of applicable standards, 
maccurate) regarding what quality water is needed and what management actions would be taken by 
the Service, and could be taken by other responsible parties. to assure suitable water quality. 
Ecological risks associated with drainwater contaminants are a!l the more a concern if there is a 
possibi!ity that baseline inflows of drainwater may be understated (3-9). '' 

Response: Applicable water quality standards have been revised in response to the EPA's 
comments. Management actions by the Service and other responsible p;:uties to ensure suitable 
quality water wiH be addressed in the Service's comprehensive management plan for SWiwater NWR 
which will be incorporated into an EIS being prepared by the Department of the Interior for Truckee 
and Carson River water management issues. This document is now in its initial development phase. 

There are two main issues regarding drainwater quality. One issue relates to the level of water 
qua!ity that is necessary to meet wetland habitat objectives, and the other relates to applicable 
standards for irrigation drainwater. The Service plans to address water quality requirements as part 
of its management planning process, but it is the Service's understanding that decisions regarding 
applicable drainwater standards and irrigation drainwater discharge woufd be determined by the State 
of Nevada under the authority of EPA and the Clean Water Act In its comments on the DEIS, the 
State Division of Environmental Protection cites beneficial use standards tor protection of municipal 
or domestic supply, aquatic life, irhgation, propagation of wildlife, and watering of livestock, but does 
not list standards relative to propagation of wildlife, 

Comment 10: '' .. it would be helpful to provide additional information (to the Stillwater Refuge 
Management Plan, Appendix :2) on the water quality requirements of the various habitat types as 
welL and to explain briefly how water is managed and reused within the refuge, Discuss whether 
differences in the inflow of water quality anticipated under the alternatives cou~d affect attainment of 
objectives for different habitat types, seasonal wildlife uses, and public uses." 

Response: DetailS of water management on the Refuge or on the other pr!mary weUand areas is 
beyond the scope of this EIS. The Service has determ~ned that the acquisition of irrigation water 
under all the alternatives considered would be beneficial in attaining the goals and objectives of the 
existing Stillwater Management Plan, 

Comment 11: "The DEIS lacks site-specific information regard!ng the water quality of the drains that 
would be used to supply water to the wetlands. Genera! statements of toxicity to aquatic life are not 
linked back to specific drains. Overall, information in the DEIS is insufficient to support a conclusion 
that the alternatives would in fact assure wetlands suppl!es of appropriate quality water Based on 
this iack of information EPA could only support alternative number four (the alternative with the least 
amount of drain water going to the wetlands)'' 

Response: The Service concurs that the document does not address site-specific information 
regarding drainwater quality, H1e scope and purpose of the EIS is to address tile consequences of 
acquiring water and water rights. There are separate and distinct projects and programs that are 
focused on irrigation drainwater, Newiands Project operations, and water quality standards. The 
Service has provided general information regarding drainwater quality and irrigation water quality to 
provide the decisfon-maker and the reader with background information on the relative value of 
acquiring irrigation water and delivering it to the wetlands The Service notes EPA's preference for 
Alternative 4 based on rts concerns regarding dra!nwater quality. 
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Comment 12: "We recommend that the FEIS provide site-specific, parameter-specific data (for those 
instances that exceed the appropriate standards) in a map format that corresponds in scale to a map 
that outlines drain and/or canal conveyance mutes for each of the different alternatives ... " 

Response: The Serv~ce believes such deta1led water qua!~ty information is not relevant in a 
document that analyzes the consequences of acquiring water and water rights. Such information has 
no reiat!onship to decisions to be made regarding water and water right acquisitions White such 
information is directly linked to wetland habitat and management decisions, those decisions are not 
within the scope of this water rights acquisition EIS. 

Comment 13: "We recommend that the FEIS reference and discuss a paper on "An Overview of 
Irrigation Drainwater Techniques, Impacts on Fish and VVlldlife Resources, and Management 
Options," prepared jn 1992 ... " 

Response: The Service has reviewed the document and made reference to it in Section 3.3.2, 
SURFACE WATER QUALITY. 

Comment 14: "You should consider providing a discussion in the FE!S of ecosystem risks 
associated with drainwater. A model of "Ecosystem Risk: Risk-Based Irrigation Drainwater Spatia! 
Tracking Effort (RIDWASTE)" was jointly proposed by the EPA and FWS to the National Biological 
Service, Midcontinent Ecological Science Center (MESC). MESC concluded that a watershed-based 
modelling approach for drainwater tracking was feasible, suggesting a coarse-grained model for site 
specific risk estimates. Both models are available in the "RIDWASTE" program. 

Response: The purpose of this document !s to address the consequences of acquiring water and 
water rights. Risk analysis and water management issues related to the use of drainwater are more 
appropriately addressed in documents analyzing Newlands Project OCAP and wetlands 
management 

Comment 15: Page 1-2. "The th~rd paragraph defines "primary wetland habitat" but the DEIS does 
not provide a map or figure which ident!fies more specifically the 1ocaton of targeted wetlands ThlS 
mformation should be provided m t!'!e FEIS.'' 

Response: The text was revised in this paragraph in an attempt to make the definition of primary 
wetland habitat more clear to readers. The definition was rev~sed to refer to Figures 1.C and 1 D, 
which identify the locations of primary' wetland areas (Stillwater NWR, St~ll\tvater WMA Carson Lake, 
and Fallon indian Tribe) ln which primary wetland habitat is located. 

Comment 16: Page 3-24c 'The second paragraph makes an inaccurate assertion that: Because the 
water is acquired from Newiands Project water users, the project operator is only required to continue 
to meet :!aSricultural water quality standards set by the State of Nevada.(emphasis added). On the 
contrary, the Clean Water Act and implementing regulations (Clean Water Act Section 303(c)(2(A) 
require that applicable water quaiity standards be based on the designated uses of the water 
involved, with the intent of protecting these uses, including the most sensitive use. Therefore, the 
applicable water quality standards for the inflow of water entering the wetlands habitat refer to the 
beneficial uses of the wetlands, i:·e , aquatic life and fish and wildlife, not irrigation. The standards 
applicable to the wetlands are contained in the Nevada Admmistrative Code (NAC) at 445.124 and 
445.1339. In addition, federal standards for priority toxic pollutants are constrained in 40 CFR 
Sections 131.36(a), (b) (1), (c), and (d) (1'1). Similar assertions throughout page 3-24. 
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Response: The Service apprecjates EPA's interpretation of the Clean Water .i\ct and the Nevada 
1\dministrative Code. The Service beHeves that such interpretation of these laws assumes that the 
purposes of the New!ands Project have changed to include aquatic life. f~sh and 'NildHfe propagatlon. 
\Nhile PL 101-6-18 authorizes the use of Newlands Project irrigation water for other purposes. it is 
not clear that the prirnary purpose of the proJect has changed from !rngation supply The Service 
v11ould anticipate that EPA or the State of Nevada under its authority would enforce compliance with 
those standards on the Newlands Project if they believe such standards are appljcable. 

Comment 17: Page 3-28. ''The second paragraph indicates that high dissotved-solids concentrations 
in groundwater negatively affect smaH fish species and some aquatic organisms. Does this water 
currently enter the wetlands? lf so, the FEIS should document quantities and locations where 
groundwater enters the wetlands, and should expia!n how the different a!ternatives wou!d affect the 
exjsting distribution pattern.'' 

Response: The Service, Reclamation. and USGS have been working for years to document where 
this poor quality ground~·ll'ater enters the wetlands. Such investigations are the focus of a number of 
reports referenced !n various sections of the ElS that relate to water quality. There is insufficient 
information to explain whether the different alternatives would affect existing groundwater seepage 
and drainwater quality. 

Comment 18: Page 3-28. 'The third paragraph states that increased concentrations in wetlands 
waters of dissolved-solids and trace elements (such as arsenic, boron, sodium, and chloride) are 
suspect in the loss of emergent and submergent wetland vegetabon in Lahontan Valley. The FE!S 
shouid provide more detail on the habitat losses associated with these condltions." 

Response: The Service wouid provide such information if it was avaHable. The known sources or 
references on this subject are included in the text 

Comrr1ent 19; Page 3-28_ "Table 3.3.8 prov~des information on on!y tv.Jo dra~ns; the "Standard of 
Biological Effect level" column inaccurately portrays the appropriate water quality standards; and 
other contaminants such as chromium, copper, zinc, and un-ionized ammonia are not included !n the 
table. In particular, the chronic exposure standard for selenium is 5 ppb, not 260 ppb." 

Response: The available information was depicted in Table 3.3.8. Other water quality data specific 
drains were point-in-time samples and did not provide long-term representative average conditions of 
drainwater quality. The Service will revise the column in the table to reflect EPA's effect levels for 
contaminants listed. 

Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribes 

Comment 1: "- __ the Tribes strongly believe that Water Rights in the area to the west and southwest 
of the Basalt Aquifer should not be acquired by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in order to protect 
this valuable and necessary Tribal and regional underground M & I water resource We further 
believe that observance of our request wi!l, in part, fulfil! the "Trust ResponsibiHty Policy" of the 
Interior Department, as issued by the Secretary to protect and enhance "Trust and Tribal Assets." 

Response: The Tribe's concern is so noted and the Service has identified protective targetlng as a 
rnitigatlon measure to be considered for the protection of groundwater recharge. The Service has 
also identified conveyance of water via the !ower Carson River as a measure that could further 
enhance basalt aqu!fer recharge. Decisions regarding mitjgation rneasures to be implemented in 
conJunction with the Service's act~on to acqulre water rights win be contained in the ROD. 
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Comment 2: ",Jhe discussion in ''Acqufsition of Water rights for the Fallon Paiute Shoshone 
Reservation Agriculture~ Lands," 4 26_1 on page 4-111 should be corrected to indicate that the ~and 
and water rights acquisitions of 2,415.3 acres of land and 8,453_55 acre-feet per year of water rights 
shall be taken into ''Trust" categorf by the United States for the benefit of the Fallon Tribes." 

Response: Change incorporated. 

Comment 3: "You should note that Public law 101-618 does not prevent the Tribes from acquiring 
addltionar land and/or water rights, if they desire, in excess of the amounts indicated above, it merety 
indicates that ''up to these amounts" must be taken into trust, if purchased by the Tribes in lyon and 
Churchill Counties_" 

Response: The Tribe's comment is so noted and necessary changes incorporated_ 

Robert T. Forest 

Comment 1: "~ would like to express my opposition to the proposal for the federal government to 
purchase up to 125,000 acre feet of water for wetlands. Foliowing are some of the reasons for my 
opposition ... the federal government needs to reduce expenditures ... '' 

Response: The Service notes this oppositron, but also recognizes that Congress, as the legislative 
representative of the people of the United States, passed legislation {Public law 101-618) that directs 
the Secretary of the interior to restore and sustain the lahontan Valley wetlands after years of 
degradation. 

Comment 2: "The purchase of existing water rights would be detrimentar to the agricultural 
interests.'' 

Response: The Service agrees and has identified those adverse impacts in the document (please 
refer to Sections 4.2.1, 4-2.2, 4.16, 4_16.1, 416.2, 4.16.3, 4.16.4, 4.19, and 4_23). 

Comment 3: "If the federal government purchased existing water rights the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service would claim first rights to the water avai!able in dry years to the detriment of other users." 

Response: The Nevada water right statutes and the Alpine Decree define priorities for water use. 
Under the existing statutes, laws, and operating procedures, the Service would not be allowed to 
exercise their acquired water rights as the comment suggests The Service would exercise their 
water rights tl1e same as an)t ather water-right holder in the Newlands Project. 

Comment 4: "In normal and wet years there is plenty of water for both the farmers and the wetlands, 
with the wetlands receiving runoff from the irrigated farms_ in those years there is no need far the 
federal government to own water rights"" 

Response: The Service concurs that in some "wet" years there is sufficient water to meet both 
agricufturai and wetland requirements under existing condittons The Service's objectives as well as 
the Congressional mandate are to provide sufficient water and water rights to sustain an average of 
about 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat over the long-term. Water is an over-allocated 
resource in Nevada, and drought years are as common as "wet" years" The Service could not meet 
the long-term wetland habitat objectives in Lahontan Valley if they are left to subsist on drainwater 
and spiUs. 
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Comment 5: "We already have too much government and too much government control. Lers not 
add to it" 

Response: Comment noted. 

Lahontan Conservation District 

Comment 1; "H is also our position that a comprehensive EIS s11ou!d be comp!eted for all proposed 
and previously implemented federal acUons in the Lahontan Valley to adequately address the 
cumulative impacts of the actions." 

Response: Please see General Issue Response L, Programmatic EIS. 

Comment 2: Section 3.7.2, Ripartan Plant Communities. "hl the discussion of the alteration of the 
plant community along the lower Carson River, a major impact has not been addressed. The 
cottonwood forest has been severely impacted by the beaver population. The riparian areas would 
not be declining in condition as quickly if the beaver were controlled. The invasion by exotic species 
would not be as successful if the cottonwood forest were in better condition." 

Response: Beaver populations and exohc species are an existing condition that will not be impacted 
by the proposed action or alternatives to acquire water and water nghts. Therefore, such impacts are 
not addressed ln this EIS. This issue, however, will be addressed in the Service's comprehensive 
management plan. 

Comment 3: Section 4.3.3, Groundwater. "According to the DE!S, there is insufficient data to 
analytically determine the impacts of the proposals on the groundwater in the Lahontan Valley 
According to the U.S. Geological Survey document entitled Hydrogeology and Potential Effects of 
Changes in Water Use, Carson Desert Agricultural Area, Churchill County, Nevada, "Changes in 
Irrigation practices that would decrease seepage losses or the area of irrigated land west of Fallon 
have the potentia! to decrease recharge to the shallow, intermediate, and basalt aquifers in that 
area." Lowering the water table has the potential to effect farmiands sWI in production, desert shrub 
plant communities, domestic we!ls. and the wells which supply the City of Fallon and NAS Fallon. 
There is inadequate concern for the impact to the entire groundwater system of the valley which is 
dependent upon Newlands Project recharge. Further studies need to be completed to fuHy 
understand the complexities of the aquifers." 

Response: The Service described, in Section 4.3.3, GROUNDWATER. the anticipated impacts to 
the shallow aquifer The concerns that the Conservation Oistdct has described are identified in that 
section. An EIS document is required to describe, based on the best available information, the 
impacts associated with the action and alternatives. The Service, USGS, and Reclamation have 
funded the existlllg groundwater studies m Lahontan Valley, these studies have enab!ed the Service 
to define the anticipated impacts and present the exishng availab!e information on the groundwater 
resources. 

The Service concurs that the existing groundwater reports do identify a need for further study of the 
groundwater resources, and would encourage local interests to support funding such studies as 
proposed by USGS Based on the information available. one of the maJor impacts to the basalt 
aquifer is mcreased pumping by the existing users (i.e. City of Fallon, NAS-Fallon, and Fallon Paiute
Shoshone Tribe) USGS and NAS-Fallon may be conducting a study of the basalt aquifer in the near 
future to better determine the condition of the groundwater resources in Lahontan Va!ley. 
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The Conservation District's comment po!nts out an interesting aspect of the shallow aquifer, that it is 
a source of water necessary to sustain existing agncultural crops. lf these crops are partly sustained 
by the shallow aquifer, meanmg tr·lat t!·1ey require more water than is prov,ded by surface irr1gat~on. 
then there would m effect be no net recharge of the shallow aquifer from on"farrn irrigation. Based 
on such a prem•se, the reduction in the number of farmland acres that are flood-irrigated (a 
consequence of converting agricultura~ water rights to ~vetland water rights), would have little or no 
effect on shallow aqujfer recharge. 

Another aspect of water demand by agricultural crops is that they utilize (consumptive use) as much 
as 50,000 AF/year (Maurer and others. 1994) from the sha!iow aquifer_ Based on the existing 
groundwater reports and irrigation drainwater studies referenced in the ElS, a large percentage of the 
dra~nwater that reaches the primary wetland areas comes from groundwater discr1arge to the drains 
Therefore, it is possibie that reducing the acreage of agricultural crops would reduce the consumptive 
use of groundwater, which would in turn increase drainwater flows to the wetlands. If this proves to 
be true, then wetiand water right acquisitions may be reduced due to greater drainwater inflow_ 

Comment 4: Section 4.4.1, Vectors. '' ... The workload of the Mosquito Abatement District wiil be 
impacted, and compensation should be made by the Service to i1elp finance the additiona! control 
measures that wiii be needed." 

Response: The Service has responded to Churchill County Mosquito Abatement District 
recommendations for mitigation above -- please see the response to CCMAO comment #14 above. 

Comment 5: "Mosquitoes are not the only pest that should be considered when discussing vectors, 
or disease-carrymg organisms. It is possibfe that the rodent population will increase due to lack of 
contra! on abandoned farmland, and mitigation should be considered.'' 

Response: Potential impacts of rodents was added to Section 4.4.3 and the section title was 
renamed to "AGR!CUL TURAl PESTS"- As vegetative ccmmunlties change in areas from wh~ch 
water rights are purchased and transferred to the primary wetlands, small mammal populations iikely 
will change. Furthermore, according to T. King (Lahontan Conser-Jation District personal 
communication), lt is possible that removal of water r!ghts from some farmland could increase pocket 
gopher problems on adjacent farmland. 

Comment 6: Section 4.4.2 Erosion "The Service has failed to recognize potentia! impacts of wind 
erosion such as damage to neighboring crops and buildings, Increased health problems, weed seed 
dissemination, and loss of soil productivity. The Service has a moral obligation to minimize erosion 
on lands that are left bare by their actions. Natural re-establishment of native species takes time, 
especially in disturbtP.d areas. Lands that are no longer farmed due to the purchase of water rights by 
the Service should be revegetated to minimize erosion" 

Response: The Service responded to similarly worded comments by Churchill County (see response 
to Churchill County comments #272, #273, and #278 above). 

Comment 1 Section 4.4.3 Weeds. "The Service has again underestimated the impact of their 
proposed actions, Abandoned farmlands (especially if lt ls not immediately revegetated) wiH greatly 
increase the weed problem in Churchill county_ Neighboring fie!ds w!il be irnpacted. causing 
additional weed control expense for landowners whose fields are still in production." 

Response: The Conservation Dlstrict's comment that adverse impacts are underestimated is noted. 
Mitigation for weed control is discussed in a response to Churchil! County comment # 281. 
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To date, none of the lands associated with wetland water nght acquisitions were in a disturbed state 
(i.e disked, tilled, or graded) when the water rights were acquired A mitigation measure identified in 
Cl1apter 4 would be for the Service to revegetate and app!y water for one year to any lands acquired 
for water-right transfers that are disturbed (!e .. disked, tiHed or graded). Disturbed lands are most 
susceptjb!e to weed invasion and would account for the greatest potentia! adverse impact relative to 
weeds However, it shou!d be noted that weeds do provide vegetative cover and prevent wind 
erosion (another of the District's concerns, see Conservation District comment #6 above). 

Comment 8: Section 4.5 Effects on Air Quality. "The effect on air quality of abandoned farmland has 
not been adequately addressed. There is potential for a substantia~ increase in dust if fields are not 
immediately and successfully revegetated. This also poses a health risk to the community. 
Agricultural burning will not be reduced, as indicated, due to the increase in necessary weed control" 

Response: Air Quality is addressed in Sections 3 5 and 4.5. Please see response to a s~milarly 
worded comment # 272, from Churchill County. The Service does not anticlpate that fields no longer 
irrigated as a result of water right acquisition would necessarily contribute more dust than they do 
under ex1sting conditions when actions to till. plow and grade occur regularly. Due to residual crop 
cover and soil crusting, these vacant lands would be susceptible to only short-term wind erosion 
impacts 

Comment 9: "The DEIS indicates that the sale of water rights will generate income. This is true, in 
the short term. However, farming generates income annuaily. The sale of water rights is a one-time 
source of Income. V\lithout employment opportunities, the person who sells their water rights wil! be 
forced to move." 

Response: The income related to the sale of water rights has two irnpacts. the short-term gain and 
the long-term annual investment income. The person who sells their water rigrlts may invest in 
community business, jndustry or other enterprises in the affected area. When farmers sell their water 
rights, fN whatever reason. re-employment may or rnay not be a factor in the1r decision Under a 
willing se!ler program, these are voluntar-1 choices made by the fanner and it would be incorrect to 
characterize these as "forced" changes. !n addition, the area is growing and it appears that retail 
busmess is also expanding to provide other investment or ernp!oyment opportunities A farmer who 
sells a parcel of farmland because it iS less productive or unprofitable may be able to invest in more 
productive farmland in Lahontan Valley or elsewhere. Their is no indication that those who sel1 water 
rights for weUands protection will be "forced" to move. However. there is madequate data to 
determine how many people would leave the area for employment opportunities elsewhere. 

Comment 10: Section 4.17 Effects on Recreation. "Two models were used to determine impacts on 
recreation. Sund!ng concluded that there would be no increase in genera! recreational use, while 
estimates that general recreation would increase. Conclusions are drawn based on Sunding's 
increase in huntmg use and Meyer's increase in general recreation use. It is unacceptable to 
combine studies. choosing only the preferred conclusions from each and disregarding the results that 
the Service finds undesirable. One study or the other should be used. not a combination of the two." 

Response: The Service disagrees If the Service had wished to use only "preferred" conclusions 
(interpreted as meaning that the water rights acquisition program would enhance recreational uses to 
the greatest extent). as stated in the comment then only the Meyer's report would have been used -
this report overestimated recreational use and expenditures in the wetlands to a certain extent. 
l·iowever. the Meyer data did indude !ocal surveys, which showed that general recreation use 
occurred at the wetlands. Sunding was contracted to re-evaluate the Meyer's data using a lower 
expenditure per day for use fn the area The combination of the two studies offers the most reahstic 
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synthes~s of recreational conditions anticipated to occur as a result of the proposed actions and 
alternatives. The Service also compares Kay's data to provide a correlation to the expenditures/day 
estimated by the combination of Sunding and Meyer. Kay estimated expendltureslday hunting use at 
$39, the cornbined Meyer/Sunding studleS equal an estirnated average of $44/day for a!! uses 

Comment 11: Section 4.264 Comprehensive Management Pian. "Why wasn't the plan done prior to 
the DEIS? How can the Service know how much water they need if they have no plan? .,!t would 
seem U1at asking for less water wou!d greaUy ~mprove the Service's position and reputation in the 
community and would help to lessen the pessimistic outlook many have for the future of agnculture m 
the valley." 

Response: The Service, as a policy dec~sion, began p~anning efforts associated with P L 1 0·1-6·18 
and accompanying NEPA evaluation, focus~ng on the acquisition of water rights based on the 
availability of data, clearly defined objectives in PL 101-618, Congressional fund~ng appropriations, 
and an existing management plan for SWlwater wetlands. The Service and NDOW have decades of 
data and experience managing wetiand habitat in Lahontan Valley and felt there was suffident 
information to adequately determine long-term average water demands (5 AF/acre/year. see 
Appendix 4) for Great Basin wetland habitat 

The Service, in conjunction with lnterior's Truckee-Carson Coordination Office, is beginning the initial 
planning stages of revising the existing wetland management plan as one component of a larger 
Comprehensive Planning effort (and EIS) that wi!l address changes to OCAP, Cui-ui Recovery, and 
Stlllwater NWR management While other priorities and planning schedules could have been 
chosen, the original policy decision regarding preparation of the ~vater rights acquisition ElS as a top 
priority was a reasonab!e and sound approach. 

Comment 12: Section 4.26.6. Transfer of Carson Lake "Th;s section indicates there are negative 
impacts to H1e wetlands frorn livestock grazing, including erosion, poor water quanty. and lack of 
b•odlVf~rslty. However, there is no data to support this clairn. Resource managers must use long~term 
range/pasture condition and trend data to vertry the need for changes in use. There ~s also a lack of 
water quality test data showing degradation of the water supply. The staternent that diversity of 
wetland plant species w~ll t•e enhanced fS not necessarily true Plant diversity may not be enhanced 
unless seeding or other improvements are done due to a lack of seed source. Also, there may not be 
ani other plants that are suitt:.~d to the area. Soils, salinity, clunate and other factors must be taken 
into consideration before assuming that the number of plant species will automatically increase once 
livestock is removed'' 

Response: The portion of Section 4.26.6 that addressed livestock grazing was revised. 

Comment 13: Addendum An addendum to the original comments is a letter dated Oct 3. ·1995, 
from Gary Brackley, State Range Conservationist, to Terri King. lahontan Conservation District 

''The first consideration to make in attempts to predict responses to livestock/grazing management 
actions (which include removal of Hvestock and the elimination of grazing) IS the soil potential to 
produce the desired plant communities. Secondly, information on the present plant compositlon over 
the Carson lake Pasture iS needed. With this baseiine resource information, knowledgeable 
predictions of management impacts on productivity and plant diversity can be made. The elimination 
of livestock grazing wlil certainly increase the aboveground, standing, plant biomass over the Carson 
lake Pasture in the short term. But after several years of litter accumulation, system productivity and 
plant species diversity would be expected to slgnificant!y decline due to shading and other effects of 
the ~~tter mat....You shou!d also be aware that the Nevada Cooperative Extension has recently 
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received gram money to identify and study 11vestock producUon systems compatible with wetlands 
and water b~rd management objectjves on the Carson Lake Pasture " 

Response: Please see the response to the Lahontan Conservation District # 12, above. 

Lahontan WeUands Coalition 

The Lahontan Wetlands Coalition provided three pages of comments. The following are comments 
that required response or change to the document. The remainder of comments were in the form of 
observations about the program, and other Service actions that are outs~de the scope of this action. 
These observations concerned Newlands Project efficiency. recoupment, and the cost of water. 

Comment 1: "The Lahontan WeUands Coalition reluctantly supports Alternative 2, as a start in the 
direction of achieving 25,000 acres of wetlands in Lahontan Valley but recognizes that Alternative 3 
with a 3 5 transfer rate and ,A.Itemative 4 with a maximum purchase rate are the best deal for the 
~vetlands and migrating birds." 

Response: The Lahontan Wetlands Coalitk:m's reluctant preference for AlternaUve 2 is noted. Tlle 
Ser-Jice has identified a revised Alternative 5 as its Preferred Alternative in the FEIS. 

Comment 2: "The wetlands objective established in PL ·101~618 represents approximately 25"/o of 
the wetlands which once existed in Lahontan VaHey, It !s estimated that less than 15% of the 
wetlands remain in northern Nevad:Et Since the survival of migrating shorebirds and waterfowl is 
directly attributable to the investment that our nabon, states, and local governments make in retaining 
wetlands. every effort must be made to achieve the wetland objective as part of Nevada's 
contribut!on to wetland dependent spectes preservation n 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 3: TRANSFER RATE. "Water for the wetlands is being purchased at 3. 5 (AF) per ft. but 
can be transferred at only 2. 9 PE.'r acre ft. Ttlerefore, the wetlands are losing . 51 or 15%J from each 
purchase. However, TC!D charges the wildlife agencies. i.e D~vis~on of Wi~d!lfe and USF&WS the full 
3.5 per acre ft" 

Response: The Servlce has initiaHy agreed to the arrangernent as described by the lahontan 
Wetlands Coalition. However, as part of the Preferred Alternative, the Service would implement a 
transfer procedure, in accordance with Nevada State Statutes, that would retain the ability to consider 
higher irrigatlon use-rates for wetlands in the future provided other concerns and issues can be 
resolved. (See Section 2 5.5, paragraph 6. ) 

Comment 4: "The LVVC has been concerned about the relationship of agriculture to the "quamy of 
life" select avian populabons, and Fallon's water supply since 1989 when the CoaliUon developed a 
comprehensive position paper as part of its interest in pending legislation. Irrigation created a high 
water tab!e that enabled residents to sink shallow wells. However, there is no indication at this point 
that purchases of water effect the water table. The County has placed no constraints on sale of farm 
land based on its impact an a shallow aquifer system.'' 

Response: The Service agrees that the artificiaHy high water table has allowed the construction of 
shallow wells and that there is no indication that purchases of water would directly affect the water 
table. However, impact analysis (Domestic Supply, Section 4.3 3.2. Fallon and Lahontan Valley) for 
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Aaemative 5 shows that some individual we!ls in isolated cases wllere local recharge pathways were 
eliminated or severely reduced could be impacted. 

Comment 5: ''Because of the l1lgh cost of water and burdens (on farmers due to recoupment and 
eff!ciency) described above, the government is frequently tlie on!y buyer and may be pay!ng more 
than the land and water are worth. Today the government is an avenue for sale of agricultural land 
that otherwise is not available to the landowner wf1o wants to leave farming." 

Response: Comment noted. The Service does not pay more than the land and water are worth, as 
the appraised market value is paid. 

Comment 6: 'Too much emphasis has been placed on the econom1cs of farming. LWC supports the 
concepts of greenbelt and retention of farming. However, without a program in place to assure such 
a greenbelt, the discussion on economics is frufUess. Too !ittle empf1asis has been placed on the in"· 
lieu payments paid by USF&FW which exceed the tax rate on farm iand. Taxes paid by USF&WS are 
cost free ie no services must be provided in return. in fact USF&WS provides some law 
enforcement" 

Response: It is agreed that a substantia! portion of the document deals with impacts to farming and 
economics !n the affected area. Greenbelt and protechve targeting were addressed in the EIS, with 
the anticipation that local governmental and commun~ty support for such actions could potentially 
develop into specific ordinances and targeting strategies. To date, that support and legislation has 
not been forthcoming. and it is outside the Service's authority to implement such strategies. 
Discussion on !n-Ueu of taxes was added to Sections 3.2.1 and 4 21. 

Comment 7: "It is our recomrnendation that the USF&WS recognize, because of the long-term 
associated costs, it is working off two wildlife budgets and not try to achieve fisheries goals under 
wetlands purchases. The USF&WS should purchase and transfer Carson River water at 3.5 under 
U1e wet!ands budget thus minimizing its purchase for wetlands and its operating and in-lieu costs." 

Response: The purpose of the Preferred .Alternative and that of the other action alternatives is to 
acquire sufficient water rights lo sustain a long-term average of about 25,000 acres of primar:,v 
wetland habitat, not to achieve fisher~es goais. The use-rate of 3.5 AF/acre is considered under 
Alternative 3. 

Lahontan VaHey Environmental Alliance 

The LVEA provided 20 pages of comments, ptus seven pages of comments from its M & l working 
group (Exhibit K). Due to the nature of this group, which represents five community working groups, 
some of the comments offered were identica! to those provided by other groups or agencies. In these 
cases, idenhcai comments were responded to under the comment made by the lead agency, i.e, 
revegetation comments are responded to under the Naturai Resource and Conservation Service 
response section. In addition, tlie LVEA provided exhibits from the Churchiil County Mosquito 
Abatement District, the Division of Agriculture, Barrick Bullfrog Mine, NDEP, University Center for 
Economic Development, a land use fact sheet by Mary E Reid and Kevin Kesler, a CEDA work plan 
on industrial park development, letters from lnterWest Bank and First Interstate Bank, notes and 
thoughts from Churchill County Assessor Wjlliam S. Bartlett, a study on vacant sales and splits from 
the same office, a tally of 1994 Federal land Payments to Nevada. a Table of U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 1994 Refuge Revenue Sharing payments to Nevada Counties, and a Federal Payments in 
lieu of Taxes to Nevada by County for fiscal year ·1994. Response to comments are provided In t!1is 
section. The exhibits were considered in conjunction with the comments and are provided jn full in 
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Appendix 11 at tt1e end of the L VEA comment secUon Sorne of the exhibits are also referenced 
w!thin the text of the FEIS_ Exhibit K (M&I working group} is ad(]ressed as a stand-a1one set of 
comn1ents, and follows the L VEA comments here_ 

Comment 1: "The L VEA requests that this acUon, as well as any other Federal action w>th the 
potenttal to impact the Newlands Project, be stopped until such t;me as a complete and 
comprehensive Environmental Impact Statement including all proposed, planned, and implemented 
federal actions on the Carson/Truckee Rlver Systems is finalized We also believe that in order for 
the federal government to successfully plan and implement a complete and comprehensive EiS 
program for the river systems, a comprehensive wetlands management plan rnust also be undertaken 
and completed.'' 

Response: Please see response to General Issue L, Programmatic EIS. The Department of the 
Interior's Truckee-Carson Coordinating Office has begun initial work on a comprehensive EIS for the 
lower Truckee and Carson Rivers that will consider revisions to OCAP and revisions to the Stillwater 
WMA Refuge Management Plan. 

Comment 2: "The LVEA feels strongiy that we must aiso address the issue of "willing seller." P.L 
101-618 expressly conditions and mandates water right acquisitions and purchases from willing 
sellers, which incorporate "willing seller -willing buyer" standards to establish market value. By 
definftion, market value is the most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and 
open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale ··the buyer and seiler each acting prudently, 
knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus." 

Response: Please see General Issue Response VII, Willing SeHer Defined. 

Comment 3: 1.3 Need for the Proposed Action_ "Size and quality of wetlands indicated in the ElS 
may be misleading. The document indicates an average of 150,000 acres wetlands existed between 
1845-1860_ The document does not contain any information on the estimated amount of wetland or 
the quality of 11vetlands that wouid exist today under natural cond~tions." 

Response: Please see Genera! issues Response X-, Historical Wetlands Acreage Questioned. 
Because total Carson River f!ows (assuming no diversions for any purposes) do not appear to be 
substantially different than what they had been prior to 1860, the acreage of wetland habitat 
produced would be simtlar to that produced prior to ·1860. These "natura! conditions" are not 
e.l<pected to return under any reasonable scenarios, and, therefore, are not addressed in the ElS. If 
"natural conditions" was meant to refer to the flow of water to the wetlands under present-day 
conditions, but without any purchase of any water rights, there would be an estimated 14,300 acres 
of wetland habitat in the Lahontan Valley primarily being maintained by agricultural drainwater. A 
sentence was added to the end of the introduction to Section 3_6 depicting the latter information_ 

Comment 4: "Based on oral conversations with F&WS and NDOW officials, current management 
practices greatly enhance the ability to produce significantly greater numbers of wildlife on a per acre 
basis. In addition, the ability of the wildlife agencies to control water resources enables the agencies 
to prepare a greater diversity and much more effectively control avian disease than under historical 
condit.ons. The EIS should provide data on the estimated amount of wildlife production under natural 
conditions versus the proposed managed conditions." 

Response: The Service does not have at this time sufficient information to quantify wildlife 
production for Lahontan Valley wetlands under natural conditions (Le., pre-New lands Project 
conditions). 
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Comment 5: 2.2. Proposed Acton. 'Tie purchase of water--rjghts at a 3_5 acre feet with an exerc!se 
rate of 2.99 acre feet is a waste of federal funds. More rights are intended to be acqu~red, than are 
necessary using the legal rates. The statement that the exerc1se rate of 2.99 acre feet is a 
commitment by the F&WS to "conserve" listed species in accordance with the Endangered Specres 
Act (ESA) is outside the scope of the draft E~S which js for wateHights acquisjtion for Lahontan 
Valley Wetlands. By nol using the legal transfer rate, the Draft EIS IS being used to acquire water
rights for cui-ui recovery. 'vVe request you delete any reference to a use rate of 2_99." 

Response: The Service has addressed the issue of transfer rates as a General Issue comment (see 
General Issue Response Ill)_ The Service does not concur that exercisjng a use-rate that is 
consistent with the Alpine Decree and has been approved by the Nevada State Engineer is m fact 
using an illegal transfer rate as LVEA suggests. Use of an accepted and approved jrrigation use~rate 
for wetlands irrigation should not be characterized as a waste of Federal funds. The staternent that 
the 2.99 AF/acre use-rate is a commitment by the Service to "conserve" listed species was deleted. 

Comment 6: 2.3.1.1 Factors Affecting the Volume of Water to Be Acquired. "F&WS and NDOW 
both make extensive and valuable use of drainwater. Both agencies have claims on these 
resources, yet the BOR fails to recognize or give credit for return flows when calculating efficiencies 
within the Project based on these deliveries. The objectives of the BOR should be coordinated with 
those of the F&WS so both agencies' objectives can be met with the least cost to the federal 
government and impact to the community." 

Response: The Service does not have the authority to rule or make decisions regarding Newlands 
Project OCAP irrigation delivery efficiency calculation procedures. The Service did coordinate and 
comment on the 1988 OCAP and continues to maintain working coordination with Reclamation on 
possible changes or revisions to Newiands ProJect OCAP due to its responsib!littes for ESA, 
migratory bird, and wetlands. Whether Newlands Project drainwater inflow to the primary wetland 
areas is recognized as a project delivery or not, has little to do with the one of the key objectives of 
OCAP: that is to reduce the use of Truckee River diversions in favor of greater reliance on Carson 
River supply_ 

Comment 7: 3.4. 1 and 4.4..1, Vector Control and Effects on Vector Control. "Mike Wargo of the 
Churchill County Mosquito i!l,batement O[strict has prepared an extensive and technical explanation of 
the problem." 

Response; The Service has responded to comments by Churchill County Mosquito Abatement 
District under that heading above and made appropriate revisions to the FEIS. 

Comment 8: 3.4.2 Erosion Control. "Wind erosion is a much more complex process than has been 
addressed in this ElS ... The use of the word "fallow" is questionable ... The NRCS annual wind eros1on 
C-factor map does not identify the most erosive lands ... n1e rnap cannot be used to conclude that 
the most erodible lands are generally to the west southwest and northeast.The statement that the 
Carson Sink playa is extremely susceptible to wind erosion is not true!! 4.4.2 Erosion. "The erosion 
and severity of wind erosion is most dependent upon factors such as wind speed, soii moisture, 
surface roughness, vegetative cover, unsheltered distances, and the soil erodibility index. These 
factors are being ignored in the F&WS's assessment The adverse impacts !isted do not address 
crop damage from detached particles and property damage to bwldings and vellicles due to 
detached particles. The health risks associated with both high velocity single storm events and long
term increased particulate matter have not been addressed_ These indude, but are not hm1ted to, 
respiratory and visual discon1forts. increased dissemination of weed seeds and other non-desirable 



1rnpacrs have not been addressed. The impacts ment~oned above wil1 have severe econormc effects 
which have not been addressed ... " 

Response: ln deference to concerns expressed LVEA and NRCS regarding our use of the word 
"fanow" to describe farmlands no longer bE.oing t""'"""'d the Service has replace;j U1e word "fallow" 
w;th the term "vacant." 

"n1c' Service agrees that the C-factor map does not ~dentify erosive lands (that reference has been 
deleted in the FEiS), that map is one ot U§e tools or references used to make site-spedic wind 
erosion evaluations using the NRCS V\lEQ. LVEA contends that the Service's assessment of wind 
erosion ~s inadequate. but has not submitted additional information to support 1ts assumpt!ons that 
impacts wou!d be greater than that idenMied ~n Section 4.42 EROS~ON. The Service does not have 
information or evidence that sugges~s wind erosion impacts wou~d increase substantially over existing 
condit1ons as a result of the Service's action or alternatives The Service has not identmed wind 
erosion as a significant adverse impact 

Health related impacts associated wjth dust are addressed in Sections 3 5, AiR QUAUTY, and 4.5, 
EFFECTS ON AIR C:IUAUTY. As stated in the OEIS, dust partides generated from the sandy soils 
indicative of Lahontan Valley are generany too large to be measured by PM10 samplers, and 
H•erefore would not be considered inhalable. They generally do not pose a health hazard. 

Tl1e Service has not addressed possible impacts such as the "sandblasting" of blowing dust on 
homes, cars, etc_ Sandblasting effects occur under existing conditions when natural wind velocities 
create suc!1 problems. There is no available information, nor Ms LVEA submitted any supporting 
data to substantiate its assumptions, to determine that the Service's proposed water right 
acquisitions would increase the potential for greater wind velocities or sandblasting effects over 
existing conditions. 

Comment 9: (The following are subsets of one large comment provided by LVEA) 3.4.3 Weed 
ControL "Weeds are any plants which are not des!red within an area ... (Exhibit 8) The F&WS implies 
H1at because Churchill County has no regulations concerning weed control that F&WS Will not have 
any responsibility for weed control." 

Response: The Servlce believes LVEA is confusing the Service's disclosure that there is no legal or 
regulatory obligation to control weeds within in Churchill County wit!1 that of "good land management" 
responsibilities. For lands acquired by the Service that are disturbed (disked, tined or graded), the 
Serv1ce could. as mitigation to reduce wind erosion (and possibly weed impacts), revegetate and 
irrigate the land for one year. 

Comment 9b: "The F&WS has not addressed the economic impact of weed control on acquired 
property or private property that remains once water rights are removed. The combination of 
abandoned land and wind will only exacerbate the weed control problem. " 

Response: The costs of weed control on lands under Service ownership or control were not 
addressed, since those costs or economic impacts would be one component of the Servlce 
rnanagement obl~gatlons for the Stillwater N\/VR 

~ndivtduals who retaln the ownership of the lands after the water rights are acquired. wou!d generally 
take into constderation those new costs or expenses such as weed control in the sale price they 
were wil~ing to accept Those economic considerations or factors that affect continued use of the 
land are an part of the decision an owner should ma~;e w11en detem1ining an acceptable sale price" 
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Those consjderations or af!owances lhat are esseniiai~y combined in ihe sale price were not 
addressed as economic trnpacts, nor shou~d they, since those costs are part of tl1e larger dedsion 
associated with the selling of water rights 

Comment 9c: "The impacts of revegetation have not been addressed. Irrigation water will be 
requtred to 1n1tiate plant growth. l' nurnber of other impacts ar·e assoclatec! with weed problems such 
as fire hazards, health and safet)r hazards, poor aesthetics. and high maintenance costs." 

Response: The Service did not ascertain that revegetation would create any adverse impacts and 
has idenhfied steps that could be taken, such as delayed water right transfers, to help initiate and 
establish revegetation in disturbed areas and inside Refuge boundaries. Fire hazards, health and 
safety hazards, and high maintenance costs associated with weeds were not identified as significant 
issues during scoping, and were not evaluated in this document (see Appendix 3, Seeping Report, 
page 21. ISSUES AND CONCERNS CARRiED FORWARD FOR PRELiMiNARY ANALYSIS). Social 
values associated with the aesthetics of the farming greenbelt are described !n Section 3.23.1. 

Comment 9d: "Weed problems will impact TCID operations and facihtjes NAS Falion concerns due 
to weeds have not been addressed or miUgated. These issues all need to be addressed and 
mitigation effects considered. Increased weed problems will have significant impacts on landholders 
within the Valley. Besides increased costs ol' maintaining boundary areas, canals and delivery 
ditches, increased weeds will reduce hay quality and thus have severe economic impacts on 
agrjcultural land " 

Response: The Service has addressed the potential impacts associated with weeds that could 
result from the acquisition of water rights for wetlands (See Sections 3.4.3, WEED CONTROL and 
4.4.3, WEEDS). Weeds and weed control are an existing condition that currently impact TCID 
operations and facilities, farmers, NAS-Fallon, and ot11er landowners in the affected area. There was 
no ev!dence or additional informat!on submitted by LVEA to warrant changing this section 

Comment 9e: "The F&WS states There is insufficient information to quantify' acres of weeds in the 
affected area.' The F&WS can certainly assess the acreage and associated weed problems on the 
property they own. In addition, there are a number of other federal. state. and county offices whic!1 
can provide information The F&WS has not taken the time or responsibility to address this issue." 

Response: Section 3.4 and 4.4. address Vector, Erosion, and \Need Control, and impacts to those 
resources. No other information has been obtained from which to quantify acres of weeds under 
baseline conditions. Any iands acquired for water rights that are not needed for wildlife and wetland 
habitat objectives, wil! be offered for disposaL The Service expects to own some properties for only 
a short time. The Service would not have the authority to demand or require that private property 
owners control weeds, such a role generally lies with local governmental bodies. 

Comment HI: 4.5 Effects on Air Quality: "The F&WS states their proposed achon and alternative 
actions will increase dust. The F&WS does not address the magnitude to which this wili affect the 
area. The F&WS does not offer any analysis of the air qualjty jssue concerning either PM-1 0 or 
larger partides. The statement "Agricultural buming ... the alternatives" is not true According to 
Exhibit D, the third paragraph of this section is wrong." The statement'' increases acres of fallow 
land, ... decreases seasonal plowing, til!ing. and agricultural burning, which contribute to PM-1 0 levels" 
is questionable.'' 

Response: The Service describes the short-term effect of increasing fugitive dust from those 
disturbed lands that are acquired. The Service has no data to determine what portion of water-



righted lands will be offered for sale that are d1sturbed Due to U1e cost, piannmg, and other factors 
associated with disking, grading, and tilling, the Serv~ce does not anticipate that many acres of 
disturbed ~and wil! be offered by willing sellers /\lthough the Service cannot specifical!y quantlfy air 
quality impacts, the alternatives are compared in relation to the acreage of farmland retired, and the 
potential for air quality impacts to occur. There !s insufficient data to provide estimates of PM 10 
levels. There are no monitorlng devices in the affected area for larger dust particles_ The Service 
expects that as acres of farmland are reduced. burning will be reduced correspondingly. It is 
unc!ear what part of paragraph 3 ls incorrect The major source of fug!tive dust !n the affected area 
is from the desert landscape, due to the large expanse of desert !hat surrounds the community of 
Fallon. 

According to Exhibit D, provided by Robert Smith in tl1e State Bureau of Air Qualit'f, desert areas 
provide significantly lower !evels of particulates than more rural areas near Fallon, where human
related sources and agricultural emissions are thought to contribute to higher particulate emissions. 
Smith states that "It is possible that particulates from agricultural land that is not irrigated could be 
reduced if measures are taken to stabiiize the fields with native vegetation before the irrigation is 
stopped and disturbance of the area is prevented so the natural "desert pavement" is established. 
Ernissions from "desert pavement" are usually quite low. The particuiate emissions from abandoned 
agricuitural land could be significant for a certain period after the abandonment but, with proper 
rnanagement it could be reduced after the land is stabilized." 

The Service assumes that Smith is discussmg disturbed agricultural lands; Le., lands that have been 
disked, tilted or graded The Service does not expect to acquire many acres ot lands such as this, 
and if it does, a possjb!e mitigation would be for the Serv!ce to revegetate and apply water for one 
year. The Servtce E.<xpects that most lands acquired will have some remnant crop, or will be already 
stabilized with desert. pavement crusting. As Smith noted. particulate emissions from such lands are 
quite lo>v. Srnith a!so notes agricultural emissions contribute to the r1igr1er particulate em•ss!ons in 
t!1e area This supports the Serv~ce ana!ysis that act1ons that !ncrease the acreage of fallow ('vacant) 
land •viii "decreases seasonal plowing, tilling, and burning. which contribute to PM-iO 
levels" 

Comment 11: 3_5 /,ir Qua!ity "The data provided m the EIS concernmg the 1975 emissions study 
appears to be taken out of contexL.Aithough PM··-10 is the standard for air quality concerning health, 
particulate matter larger than 10 microns is very important What is H1e basis for the assumption 
"that the particle-sized dust associated with the desert landscape is too large to be measured as a 
suspended particulate .. ?'' 

Response: The Serv•ce used the available data to describe air quality cond1tions in the affected 
area. The PM 10 {particles smailer than 10 microns) data was in tabular form and the ·1975 emissions 
study ltvas a draft paper containing a series of tables and spread sheets. This data was summarized 
using standard mathematical calculations. The Fallon sampiing stat!on only measures PM 10 , larger 
particles are too large to remain in the sampling container Based on this mforrnation and oral 
comrnumcations with the staff of the Nevada Bureau of Air Quality. the Service concluded that dust 
part!cles assoc~ated with desert landscapes are generally too large (greater than 10 microns} to be 
mhalable particles which are measured by PM 10 samplers. Although these larger particulates may be 
of concern, currently no sampling stations in the area measure such particulates_ 
Comment 12: 3 6.2 Secondary Wetlands. "The statement that under existing conditions, Sheckler, 
Sagouspe Darn. Old River and S-line Reservoirs no longer provide wet!and habitat is false_ Oral 
conversations with both F&WS and NDOW biologists indicate, while certainly not as good as primary 
wetlands, these reservoirs still provide varuable habitaLThroughout the EIS, secondary wetland 
habitat is identified as significant acres_ T!1ese include private hunting clubs, reservoirs, drains and 
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canals. More concentrated efforts should be made to develop these secondary wetlands to enhance 
wildlife production and potentially reduce the amount of federal and state expenditures necessary to 
preserve V!letlands Section 3.7 2 states detailed information is lack~ng on the benefit of drains. 
Additional studies of such secondary wenand benefits is warranted." 

Response: Section 3.6.2 was changed to reflect that Sheck~er and Old River Reservoirs do net 
provide wetland habitat during drought 

Comment 13: 3.7.2 Riparian Plant Community_ 'The EIS addresses the Lower Truckee River 
riparian community which is beyond the scope of the EIS water-rights acquisitions for the 
wetlands ... In addition. the statement regarding the reduction of cottonwood~wil!ow riparian forest fails 
to mention the devastating effects the channeling done by t!1e U.S. Corp of Engineers had on the 
Lower Truckee corridor. Additionally, no mention is made of the destruction by beaver. This is an 
examp!e of why a coordinated comprehensive study of ail federal actions on the river system is 
needed. We request that additional studies be done on the impact any of the F&WS actions would 
have on the riparian habitat and plant community throughout the Lal1ontan Va!ley." 

Response: The !ower Truckee River riparian community is included as part of t11e affected area 
because it could potentially be affected by the alternatives being considered in the EIS. Impacts that 
have resu!ted from previous Federal channelization projects and the impacts beaver !'lave !'lad on the 
riparian corridor are exrstmg conditions, the consequences of these actions have already occurred 
and are not within the scope of an EIS evaluating the consequences of acquil"lng water rights for 
wetlands. 

Tile Ser-Jice does not anticipate that as actions to acquire water rights fer wetlands would have 
adverse 1mpacts on the natural riparian habitat associated with the lower Carson River in tile 
Lahontan Valley. lnformation was not submitted that would support or suggest that more detailed 
analysis of the riparian plant communities fs ~varranted m U1is EIS. 

Comment 14: 3.7 3 /l.gricultural Vegetat1on. "ft is stated that approx~mately 50,000 af/yr :s drawn 
from groundwater resources as consumptive use for crop production /~s the purchase 
additional water-ng1·1ts it :s likeiy that groundwater levels win be affected. Th~s could reduce the ability 
of piants to mak.e use of groundwater, thus adversely irnpactfng agricuHural practjces. Potentiany 
lands now classified as bottom could be reclassified to bench as water tables drop. T!1~s could 
potentiany have the effect of increasing water demands on the Project 'vVe request tlle ElS address 
the impacts on H1e water table potentiaHy causing a need for reclassificatlon of lands under existing 
guidelines." 

Response: The 50,000 AF/year consumptive use referenced (Maurer and others, 1994) includes an 
vegetation, not just crop production. Reducing consumptive demand could actually cause 
groundwater levels in some areas to hse, or offset the anticipated declines that could occur as on
farm irrigation is eliminated. The Serv1ce has responded to a similar Lahontan Conservation Distrlct 
comment #3 (paragraphs 3 & 4) above addressing the relationship between cn~farm irrigatton, 
consumptive use, and groundwater recharge Please refer to the response to Natural Resources 
Conservation Service's comment #42 relative bench and bottom lands 

Comment 15: 3.11 Reptiles and Amphibians"The statement is made that insufficient data exists to 
quantify baseline conditions; yet a conclusion is stil! drawn, that the affected area is probably 
adversely impacting amphibian species ... We request that more studies be done or that this statement 
be deleted from the document." 
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Response: Text has been modified slightly in response to your comment The Service knows, 
based on other studies, information, and genera~ly accepted biological requirements for amphibians 
that poor water quality and concentrations of certam trace elements adversely impact amphibians. 
Despite a lack of basehne population data for these species, it is sti!l reasonable to infer that 
an1phibjan species in the area are impacted by poor qualjty water currently entering the wet!ands 
from New!ands Project drains. The drainwater has shown to have both high concentrations of trace 
elements and high levels of total dissolved solids. 

Comment 16: 3. ·16 &4. ·16 Agricu~ture, Farmland and Local Economy. "We have attached a memo 
from Tom Harris, of the University Center for Economic Development, and comments developed by 
Tom MacDiarmid. He and Dr. Harris prepared the Economic Description of the Agriculture Sector in 
Churchill County, and we feel they are best equipped to address this sectton. These comments are 
attached as Exhibit E. 

Response: Exhibit E is included in LVEA's full comments in Appendix 11. The responses provided 
below correlate to the various comments made by Tom Harris in Exhibit E. 

Economic Analysis: Comment noted. 

Farm income: The reference has been changed to the Nevada Departrnent of Conservation 
and Natural Resources, Division of Water Planning, The reference pertains to the ChurchH! 
County, Nevada, County Graph and Data Book, 1992. 

Alfalfa Hay Yields and Prices: Comment noted. 

Hay Prices: An examination of the mode! specifications used by Dr Sunding's optimization 
model shows that indeed. the relationship between hay prices and hay quality has been 
properly specified. Dr. Sunding's discussion about the optimization model states clearly 

'The price of a!falfa was set at $80/ton for !ivestock··grade alfalfa and 
S 1 OOlton for dairy-grade alfalfa. Based on information provided by 
local producers. alfalfa produced on lands with a USSCS productivity 
index of 50 or below is assumed to be lower··grade, and alfaJfa 
produced on higher-quality lands is assumed to be a mjx of tllgher
and lower-grade." 

Alfalfa Hay Sales: The information you provide properly appears in the document (Table 
3. ·16.A and Table 3. 16.8) 

Agricultural Receipts and Gross Crop Value: The figures provided for the totat Newiands 
Project Gross Crop Value were taken from a report compiled by TC!D for the Bureau of 
Reclamation. 

Export Sector: An explanation of the export sector has been added to Section 3. 16.1. 
Change incorporated. 

State and Federal Government Sector: Comment noted. The Service has provided 
addjtiona! information which shows that NAS-Fallon contributes significantly to the local 
community, despite the fact tl1at the State and Federal government sector originates from 
outside the county. 
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Employment and Income: The 1991 employment and personal income for the State and 
Federal Government sector has been changed based on your comment State and Federal 
Govemment sector employment has been changed to ·1, 722 jobs and State and Federal 
Government sector persona! income has been adjusted to $39,744,000 ~n Table 3.16.0. The 
data source referenced is the written communication provided to LV.EA, cited as Harris and 
others, 1995, written commun~cation. It should be noted, however. that NAS-Fallon reports 
(June 1996) employment for active duty military and civi!ians at 2,516. p!us an additional 
visitation of 6,000 personnel for airstation trainmg. NAS-Falion cites an annual payroll of 
$53.7 mWion, plus $40 million in airstation purchases and contracts. According to this 
information, the State and Federa' Government sector is much !arger than that cited by 
various reports by UCEO, 

Recreation Expenditures: Comment noted, 

Consumer Surplus Vaiues: Comment noted. 

Property Tax: Federal Revenue Sharing text has been revised in the FE!S. 

Market Situation: Please see General Issue Response VIL, Will~ng SeHer Defined .. 

0 & M: 0 & M costs are discussed in Section 3.25. 

Economic tmpacts: While it appears that the impacts to the agricultural and recreation 
sectors are inconsistent, in fact the recreation impacts are appropriately measured to 
maintain consistency with the baseline recreation sector conditions, The impact assessment 
relies on a multiplier to account for the indirect effects from changes in recreation~based 
expenditures, 

MultipHers: The comment suggests that the Service would need to know with certainty the 
rate at which acquisitions would occur, on an annual bas~s. This information is unknown 
because of the dependency on Congressional approprfations and the rate at which wiHlng 
sellers offer to sen their water rights to the Service. 

Further, as hay production decreases due to commercial or residential development of 
agricu!tural lands or water rights acquisitions, fewer tons of hay will be available for either 
export or local use" Uvestock and dairy operat~ons will likely continue to rely C1n local hay 
purchases for same time. However, if a truely competthve alfalfa hay market exists. then the 
market price received for exported hay as compared to that received for local alfalfa sales will 
be the likely determinant as to the final disposition. 

Dairy and livestock Profits: Tables 4, 16CA and 4. 16. B are correct as shown. ln Table 
4.16.A the "lost" dairy and livestock profits have been subtracted from the baseline numbers 
to show the impacts to each subsector under various water rights acqwsition alternatives. A 
footnote has been added to the table to clarify this information 

Agricultural Output: Column (7) of Table 4.16.A has been changed to Total Effect on 
Agricultural Income, and alternatives in Section 4.16, 1 now address the percentage of 
Churchill County income that will be lost through reductions in agricultural income. 

Backward linkages: Your mu1tlpliers for backward linkages to dairy (2 .1965) and livestock 
(1 ,9789) have been incorporated into Table 4. 16.C, and referenced to Harrls and others, 



1995. Additional footnotes and changes in the text corresponding to tt1e multipl1ers !1ave a!so 
been incorporated. 

Recreation Parth:::ipation Model: Comment noted. 

Water Right Leasing Program: Comment noted. 

Comment 17; 317 Recreation ''The table on page 3-111 is not specific to the Stillwater Wetlands. 
We request that more specific information be gatl'lered to address more fully any positive economic 
impacts the wetlands win have on the Lahontan Val!ey economy." 

Response: The tabie portrays recreation use-days for Stil~water NWR and WMA and Churchill 
County to describe baseline conditions for a major portion of the affected area, not just the Stmwater 
wetlands. 

Comment 18: 3.19 and 4.19. Land Use and Effects on Land Use. "See Exhibit F, a three part series 
of reports from Mary Reid and Kevin Kesier of the University of Nevada Reno Cooperative Extension 
Office, entitled, Land Use in'" Churchl!l County, CcmJ.m.~rcial, Industria! and Unimprov~sL..Land. This 
report makes mention of the retroactive taxes that are due when an agriculture parcei ~s converted 
from agriculture to a non'"agriculture use ... We request that the F&WS indude this information in the 
EIS, as well as how it appHes to the F&WS, and address appropriate mitigation measures for what is 
surely an impact created by artificial market forces." 

Response: Exhibit F is included in its enbrety in Appendix 11 and is also referenced in the main 
body of the document, Section 3.19, LAND USE Additional text on retroactive taxes has been 
added to Section 3.21, PROPERTY TAXES. The provisions of Nevada Revised Statutes, Chapter 
361 A, create an exemption for the collection of deferred taxes if the property is sold to the Federal 
Government. Therefore, property owners who sell H1eir entire property to the Service are exempt 
from the recapture of deferred taxes. Property owners who sell their water rights but keep their land 
may lose their eligibility to continue being assessed at the agricultural rate, but are not subject to the 
recapture of deferred taxes until they convert the land to a higher use. No mitigation discussion is 
necessary, 

Comment 19: 3.20 and 4.20. Land Values and Effects on Land Va!tJeS, ''Churchill County Assessor 
William S. Bartlett concludes a 1991 report on land values w~th the following: "The information ! have 
suggests that the removal of large amounts of water rights and the resulting land splits from 
residential parcels could have a negative impact on the values of all residential and smailer dry 
parce!:s in Churchill County." See ExhiM L 

Response: rvk Bartlett's conclusions are noted. However, at the time of his wrltmg (Thoughts on 
the Removal of Water Rights From the Lahontan Valley il.r'ea, dated Jan. 22, 1991) only a few 
parcels of land had been affected by the acquisition of water rights for wetlands. Market analysis has 
shown that vacant 10 acre parcels then (1991) selllng for $14,000 are now selling for $30,000, which 
does not indicate that market values have been reduced. Review of small residential parcel sales (1 
acre) show corresponding increases in sale prices wt•en comparing 1991 sales to current sales. 

Comment 20: 3.21 & 4.21. Property Taxes and Effects on Property Taxes. ''See attached statement 
from Churchill County Assessor, William S. Bartlett, (Exhibit I)" 

Response: The Service has included Exhibit I in §ts entirety in LVEA's comments in Appendix 11 and 
made reference to lt in the text Mr. Bartlett's reference to a study done by the American Farmland 
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Trust regarding tax revenues in three Massachusetts towns is somewhat mis!eading when applied to 
conditions in Churchill County. !n those eastem comrnunib"!s it is common that ~ocal government 
service expenses include police, fire, schools, sewer, water, trash, and sometimes electricity Based 
on the level of services provided in most eastern towns and cities as compared to C!1urchlll County 
where local governmental services only cover police. fire, and schools it is easy to see why service 
e:.:penditures out-strip tax revenue jncreases vvhen farmlands are converted to residential 
development It is reasonable to assume that the increased residentia~ tax rates in Churchi!l County 
would generate sufficient revenues to cover existing !evels of public service expenditures. Mr_ 
Bartlett's revenue sharing comment (revenue sharing occurs on a permanent basis only on lands 
within the Refuge boundary) has been incorporated. 

Comment 21: 3.21. Property Taxes. The calculation of the federal revenue sharing payments stated 
does not follow the provisions in the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act and the Payment in Lieu of Taxes 
Act Information in the report by the University of Nevada, Reno, Department of Agricu!tural 
Economics, September 1995, shows that Nevada received s-134,454 in Refuge Revenue Sharing in 
Fiscal Year 1994. Of that total, Churchill County received $21 ,32"1. It must be noted that this money 
is received only on parcels that are purchased directly by the F,l.l.WS, and do not include any third 
party purchases sucl1 as those completed through the Nature Conservancy_ This same report shows 
that Churchill County received the capped amount of Payment in Ueu of Taxes of $532,000 in 1994. 
(Exhibit J). We request that this information be included in the EIS." 

Response: The Service has revised Sections 3.25 and 4 25 relative to the information on Refuge 
Revenue Sharing payments to reflect the most current information_ The Service did not follow the 
provisions of the Payment in Lieu of Taxes Act since it is not applicable to Service lands acquired for 
Refuge purposes. Church!!! County received $21,321 for the 1,254 acres of !and the Service has 
acquired (as of September, 1994) in fee title within the County. That payment calculates to be 
$17 !acre which is more than 5 times higher than the tax revenues paid on a per acre basis for 
private agricultural land. Refuge Revenue Sharing payments are a separate program from Payments 
in Lieu of Taxes, and restrictions on PILT payments would not apply to Refuge Revenue Sharing 
payments, which are congressionaliy appropriated. 

Comment 22: 3.25 Acquisition Costs. "The following is a list of concerns wiH1 section 3.25. The 
price of water dghts reflect prices in the affected area and not prices in U1e region. Factors that 
affect the transfer and use as well as price of water rights are not given. The price of water rights in 
the affected area reflect a monopolistic market whereas the price of water rights in the region reflect 
a more competitive market The annual O&M cost is a per acre assessment that does not vary with 
the number of acre-feet delivered to the farm." 

Response: The price of water rights in the region, simp!y stated, is driven by demand. That is 
essentially the same market factor that drives prices ln the affected area The Service determines 
the vaiue of water rights by comparing similar sales. The costs or sale prices depicted in Section 
3.25 are representative for prices in the affected area since the Service anticipates acquiring only 
water rights within the affected area. Discussions of prices elsewhere would have litt!e relevance to 
the costs that the Service anticipates the Federal Government would incur under the alternatives 
considered in this E!S. 

The Service and NDOW have been the most active and largest buyers of water rights on the open 
market from willing seHers in Lahontan VaHey since about 1991, but the Service questions the use of 
the term "monopolistic" in reference to water right pr!ces Y.\febster's Third New international_ 
Dictionary defines monopoly as "ownership or control that permits domination of the means of 
production or the market in a business or occupation, usually for controlling prlces and that is 
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achieved through an exclusive legal privllege ... " The Service proposes to acquire water rights from 
pr·lvate ~ndividua!s volunteertng to sell their personal property at an agreed-upon ptice_ The purchase 
price offered by tile Service js based on market values calculated from comparable sales between 
private parties (non-governmental transactions) These acquisition processes are norrna! free ... mar~:.et 
mechanisms open and available to other individuals and phvate parties. The Servjce is not rn a 
pos1tion to control phces, nor 1s it able to control the means of production or the market in the 
affected area. Therefore, it does not appear that the water rigt1ts acquisltion program meets the 
defmition of monopolistic as LVEA suggests. 

Comment 23a: 4. 16 Effects on Agriculture, Farmland, and Local Economy. "There §S no mention in 
the EIS about the negative impacts water rights purchases by the F&WS have had or will have on 
the economic development efforts in Churchill County See Exhibit G.'' 

Response: Comment noted Some of these impacts are addressed in Section •L:26.12, 
CU~.liULAT!VE IMPACTS, GROWTH AND D!VERSlFICATlON OF CHURCHILL COUNTY 

Comment 23b: 4.16 Effects on Agr~culture, Farmland, and Local Economy. "The production value 
for the agricultural sector for all commodities is 1:\vice as high as the production value for the 
agricultural sector determined by the productivity of irrigated lands in growing alfalfa hay." 

Response: The Service agrees. 

Comment 23c: "Economic impacts should be derived from industry output and not from alfalfa hay 
crop prof~ts based on a crop budget and dairy and livestock profits based on transportation costs for 
imported alfalfa hay." 

Response: The economic sector directly impacted is alfalfa crop production, and, therefore, an 
assessment of profits from crop production is appropnate_ There is limited information avai!ab!e on 
the linkages between a!fa!fa crop production and livestock and dairy profits, and without additional 
information. the Service has evaluated the anticipated impacts to these !inked activities based on 
avai!ab!e information. 

Comment 23d: "The yield for alfalfa hay. based on Sundings work, is an average of 6 tons per acre 
per year depending on the soil type and number of cuttings. This yield is higher than the yield 
reported by NASS. The lnferences made must consider soH types and timing of water deliveries 
when addressing quality of alfalfa." 

Response: The inclusion of Sunding's average of 6 tons/acre for alfalfa yield may be high, but by 
uWizing his value the Service may have only overestimated adverse agricultural impacts. Impact 
analysis using a lower average production value would reduce the estimated level of adverse impacts 
associated with agricultural production, profit, jobs, and linked economic activity_ A fact sheet 
prepared by G. Whee!er and G, Meyer (University of Nevada Cooperative Extension Fact Sheet 90-
36) used an average production rate of 6.5 tons per acre for a 320 acre alfalfa farm (higher than the 
Service figure) in analyzing typical costs and returns for alfalfa production in Fallon, Nevada. 

Comment 23e: "A calculation for dairy and livestock profits is given without an explanation." 

Response: The calculation for dajry and livestock profits is shown on Page 4 of Appendix 6, under 
the heading entitled, ''8. Forward !mpacts." The ca!cu!atron ~s stated as, ''Table 3 gives the change in 
Churchill County dair_v and livestock profits .... , which is simply the change in operating cost" 
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Comment :23f: "The total effects on agricultural output and U1e total agricultural impacts for 
alternatives 1 through 5 are miscalculated because dairy and livestock profits in column 4 are 
transportabon costs for imported alfa~fa hay and should be negative." 

Response: See DaiPJ" and livestock component of response to l VEA comment 16 above. 

Comment 23g: "The total effects on agricultural output for aHernatives 1 through 5 are income 
impacts and shou!d not be compared to total econom•c activity stated ~n the UCED report by 
MacDiarmid-" 

Response: Please see Agricultural Output component of response to LVEA comment #16 above. 

Comment 23h: "Abandoned farmlands and particularly rernalning alfalfa plants harbor insects and 
rodents that can cause significant economic loss to neighboring farmers." 

Response: The text and title of Section 3.4.3, has been cl1anged from "Weed Control" to 
"Agricultural Pests, and text has been added to address this concern. Please see response to 
lahontan Conservation District #5 above. 

Comment 23i: "Studles that use lndustry output to assess agrlcu!ture's economic contribution to the 
local economy do not ignore the cost s!de of tt1e equation " 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 23j: "The income multiplier of 2.1768 for !ivestock and dair:f operators is not taken from 
the UCED report by Harris. The total net income loss for alternatives 2-5 are miSCalculated because 
the multiplier is not consistent with the 1.68 multiplier." 

Response: This section of the document has been revised. Please see bacl<:ward linkages 
component of response to l VEA comment #16 above. 

Comment 23k: "Tt1e total net income loss for alternatives 2 through 5 are miscalculated because the 
multiplier is not consistent with the 1.68 multiplier." 

Response: This sect!on of the document has been revised 

Comment 231: The total net income loss for a!ternatives 2-5 sr1ould not be compared to total 
personal income developed by combining the personal income in the UCED report by MacDiarmid 
with the persona! income in the UCED report by Harris." 

Response: lt is an appropriate comparison and provides the reader with an comparative measure of 
the effects on countywide income from the various alternatives. 

Comment 23m: "The portion of water right total sales that stay in the county for alternatives 2~5 are 
not shown.'' 

Response: Sunding assumes, following Meyer ( 1993) that 30 percent of the proceeds from water 
rjght sales wil~ remain in Churchil! County. However, data from the Service's realty division, shows 
that oniy about one-fifth of people who have sold water rights to the Service have subsequently left 
the area. This data, does not, of course. determine how much of the proceeds of the water-right 
sales left the community for debt retirement, reinvestment, purchases, etc. 
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Comment 23n: The employment is in terms of full-time equivalents 

Response: The Ser\l~ce dearly stated in Emp!ayrnent part of Section 4.16.2 INCOME AND 
EMPLOYMENT that employment is measured in terms of full-time equivalents (FTE). 

Comment 24: 4.2.4 Newiands PrOJ€d Effic~ency and Modeling Calculations Used to Formulate. "The 
F&.WS maintains that the Project efficiencies will increase over the long run of the acquisition 
a!temabves. The F&WS does not present any calculations to prove this except to refer to the models" 

Response: The BLR model calculations are the only analytical information available that provides 
any quantitative analysis of irrigation delivery efficiency. Bureau of Reclamation supports the 
Service's findings that Project efficiencies will increase over the long term. 

Comment 24a: "If efficiencies are negatively impacted to the extent that the Department of Interior 
requires a debit, the F&WS, as a member agency of the DOl, must rnibgate its own actions to avoid 
a penalty on other users." 

Response: Comment noted However, it should also be noted that Project efficiency is affected by 
many factors mcluding weather, spring precautionary drawdowns of Lahontan Reservoir, regulating 
carryover storage, TCID operation and practices, etc. !f efficiency falls short of efficiency targets in 
any given year, it will be extremely difficult to determine what portion of the shortfalL if any, is due to 
wetlands water right acquisitions. 

Comment 24b: "The F&WS should maintain close communication with TCID during purchases to 
minimize any adverse impacts LVEA a~so requests that the F&WS consult with the NRCS and use 
the Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA) program which was developed for the water right 
acquisitions in the Valley." 

Response: The Servlce does consult with TCID and other Federal and State agencies before the 
close of any water right acquisition transaction. The LESA program offers a form of ~and 
classification that could be useful in targeting programs to protect or preserve the more productive or 
valuable farmland The LESA program does not have the necessary local support or approval to 
incorporate such a classificatlon system into the Service's proposed water rights acquisition program. 

Comment 25: 4 3. 3 Groundwater. "After careful study of your conclusions we feel strongly that the 
E!S study does not render the true picture of our underground or near surface water availability and 
how it will affect municipal and industrial water uses in our valley ... '' 

Response: LVEA's comment is noted. Without additional information or other data to support 
LVEA's conclusion there is insufficient information to revise or change the impact evaluation in 
Section 4.3.3 GROUNDWATER 

Comment 26: 4.23 Effects on Socia! Values. "If the F&WS is contemplating actions that they admit 
will cause unavoidable adverse impacts that cannot be mitigated. then they should not complete 
those actions. The EIS process exists to avoid making adverse impacts to an erwtronment, and this 
includes the customs and cultures of a community We strongly urge the F&WS to chose alternatives 
that will have as little negative impact as possible on the social and economic environment of the 
Lahontan Valley The LVEA suggest that the F&WS offer mitigation to the Lahontan Valley 
communities in such area as: federally funded vocational retraining, deve!opment of alternate 
industry, and/or relocation of farmer to another ag community" 



Response: One of the intentions of the NEPA process is for Federal agencies to communicate to the 
public and decision-makers the poss~b!e ln1pacts of actions being considered for implementation, and, 
if those impacts are significant, to identify mitigation measures that may offset, reduce, or eliminate 
the impacts or the severity of the impact. NEPA does not prevent a Federal agency from taking an 
action that would have adverse impacts that cannot be mitigated. NEPA does not suggest or require 
an agency to take No Action due to adverse or unavoidable impacts, it does require that such 
impacts be evaluated and disclosed.. Alternative 5, the Preferred Alternative, causes the least impact 
to sociai values and the agricultural econmny in the affected area of all the action alternatives. 

Comment 27: 4.29 Irreversible and Irretrievable Resource Commitments. ''The elimination of 
agricultural lands and farming is a serious and permanent decision. It involves actions that should not 
be implemented until further studies and mitigation are completed. Proper adherence to the NEPA 
guidelines, and coordination with al! federal programs is strongly suggested before irreversible 
tmpacts are completed." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 28: Appendix 7 Socio-Economic Effects of the Water Rights Acquisition Program 
Authorized for Lahontan Valley Wetlands. 

--The Newlands Project: 'The Carson Division of the New!ands Project needs to be described in 
more detail with regard to deve!oping the scenarios for the water right acquisition program. The water 
rigt1t acreage numbers presented in Table 1 may have to be re-examined. TCID land maps may have 
to be used instead of BOR land maps for acreage calculations. 

""·Church!~~ County Demographic and Economic Profile: Tile demographic and economic profile for 
Churchdl County needs to be described in more detail Table 3 ~s missing age characteristics for 
ages 20-64 Statement regarding Table 8 is inaccurate and fluctuations in taxable sales may not be 
related to the size of the Naval Air Station. During this period of time there was also a reporting 
mistake in which a portion of Clark County taxable sales were not added in with the Churchill County 
taxable sa!es. Also inflation could attribute to the fluctuations. Tabie 9 is miss~ng personal social 
insurance contributions, residence/cornmutlng adjustrnents, and net earnmgs of residents. The source 
for Table 10 !S incorrect and instead should refer to Table 9. Table 11 is missing final dernand 
multipliers." 

'"-Agriculture in Churchill County: The agriculture sector needs to be deschbed in terms of its 
contribution to the local economy. The agriculture impact on the local economy is misinterpreted by 
farm income being stated in relative terms. Farm expenses, as opposed to farm income, is a more 
important measures. Also farm income should be checked for 1974 and 1975. Tables 13-23 are not 
described and no interpretation of data is given. Table 22 contains farm income and expenses which 
are different from reported Bureau of Economic Analysis data. 

--Recreation and Tourism in Churchill County: Expenditures for recreation are inaccurately measured 
if market expenditures and non-market values are added together. The market expenditure is the 
expenditure to the local economy. The non-market value ls the value accruing to the recreationist. the 
total willingness to pay is the sum of the market expenditure and non-market value. Information on 
expenditures for fishing can be made available from UNR 

--Data and Calculations Underlying our Impact Assessment Given the features of the Carson 
Division, there are problems with the scenario development The project efficiency l1as never been 
67.9 percent Observed over 1982 through 1991, the highest level of efficiency has been 61 percent, 
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the lowest was 53 percent, and the mean was 57 percent. The Carson Division efficiency is more 
likely to be lower than the avera!! project efficiency. Instead of using BOR water righted acreage 
numbers, it may be more correct to use TC!D numbers TherE-• is no calculation to show how the 
Carson Divis~on would operate with larger amounts of water being delivered to StHlwater. Information 
on the operation of the Carson Div~sion can be made available from UNR. Method used to calculate 
water right price per acre-foot does not conform to economic theory and the analysis that followed as 
well as results obtained are questionable. The discounting procedure for calculating water acquisition 
payments to farmers is not sufficiently described and therefore difficult to understand. Farm 
commodities grown in the Carson Division are livestock, dairy, alfalfa hay, other hay, barley, and 
wheat comrnodities. Agriculture production decreases should renect all of these commodities and not 
just aMalfa hay. Information on the farm commodities can be made available from UNR. Use of the 
report done for the Indian Reservation does not apply to the water acquisition program. The Indian 
Reservation is not part of the Carson Division and possibly not part of the water acquisition program. 

--Economic Impacts Associated with the Four Water Acquisition Scenarios: The direct impacts are 
presented and do not match the numbers prov~ded to UNR for analysis through the input ... output 
model. 

--Economic Impacts Associated with Mitigative Leasing: No specific analysis is done for water right 
leasing. 

···Impacts Upon ChurchiB County: No judgement can be made on the impacts upon Churchill County 
since the direct impact numbers shown in the report differ substantially from the values provided to 
UNR for analysis through the input-output mode!. The overal! countywide economic impacts from the 
input-output mode! were provided by UNR, but appear to be missing from the report. These indude 
impacts for water acquisition payments to farmers, impacts on farmers, and impacts on business 
servicing recreationists. Interpretation of annual and cumulative impacts is confusing. 

Response: The Serv~ce does not have t!1e author!ty to change this r-eport !twas completed by 
Meyers Resources Inc., out of Davis, Caiifornia. We recommend tl1at you contact the authors to take 
fSsue with the data presented 

LVEA Municipal & Industrial Working Group 

Comment 1: "After careful study of your conclusions we feel strongly that the EIS study is not a 
programmatic rendering of the true picture of our underground or near serface water availabiHty and 
how it will affect municipal and industrial water uses in our valley." 

Response: Please see response to a similarly worded comment, Lahontan Conservation District #3, 
above. 

Comment 2: "The study does not take into account the number of septic tanks that are in the valley 
that are contaminating some of the wells in the va!ley." 

Response: Comment noted. Additional Information about water quality concerns are addressed to 
Bureau of Reclamation comment #20. 

Comment 3: "Bookman-Edmonston Engineering Inc. has proposed that a comprehensive 
underground water study would cost an estimated $2.9 million. During recent second generation P.L. 
1 o-1-618 negotiations Senator Reid's office t!ad offered to see that funding would be appropriated for 
a study. Although this effort seems to have died with the negotiations. It would appear that the EIS 
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study does not address the necessity of preserving underground water resources and the cost of 
impiernenting a county wide water system. With the diversions of ~rngat~on water from productive 
farmlands to the Stil1water National VVlldlife Refuge, it no\iv becomes imperative that we implement a 
county wide water system" 

Response: Comment noted. Cumulative ~mpacts and concerns about groundwater resources are 
described in Section 4.26.12, Growth and Diversificat~on of Churchill County Additional information 
on groundvvater studies is described in tile response to lahontan Conservation District comment #3. 
above. 

Comment 4: "On page 3-·125, 3rd. paragraph the E!S states that residents of the unincorporated 
areas of Cllurchil1 county rely on domestic wells and septic systems for household water supply and 
disposaL Recent growth in the area coinciding with 8 years of drought and heightened concerns 
about groundwater supplies. have revived the need for scientific and engineering data for a County 
water supply system, which was initiaHy proposed m 1977. A county ordinance was drafted and 
adopted by Churchill County to estab!ish a water supply utility enterprise that coutd potentially use 
existing County water rights and acquire additional water rights, but the County does not expect to 
have a water supply system in p!ace before the year 2000 The ordinance has been adopted and 
the water supp!y system will begin implementatlon before year 2000 AgaHI, this is another reason for 
a complete underground water study to determine where the source of underground water originates 
and how rnuch of the irrigation water that flows througr1 the valley contnbutE.•s to the underground 
water supply as weH as the domestic wells through the county " 

Response: Section 3 2.2.3 was revised to ind1cate that the ordinance was adopted. 

Comment 5: "On page 4··23, Under Mitigatfon rv1easures, paragraph 2, mitigation is not addressed in 
section 4.3.3 1 '' 

Response: The reference to Section 4 3 3 ·1 was deleted 

Comment S: "On page 4-30, 4.3.3.1 Groundwater f.Zecr1arge and Levels. Middle Carson River area 
Alternative 2,3, and 4 It gives no scienMic study that guarantees that adverse 1rnpacts to 
groundwater are expected " 

Response: Limited scientific studies on groundwater recharge r1avo been conducted in this area 
From our data from local water purveyors (see Section 3 3 3.1) 1t appears tr1at recharge m this area 
is from the deeper consolidated aquifers and from La!1ontan Reservoir leve!s. Neither recharge 
source would be affected under Alternatives 2, 3, and 4. 

Comment 7: "Again on Alternative 5 Under tl1e Minin1al Acquisition Alternative. the Service states 
no adverse lmpacts to groundwater resources or domestiC supply were identified for this resource 1n 
this area. Again it would appear that t!J1s observation is not founded on scientific research" 

Response: From available data is does not appear that recharge frorn the deeper consol1dated 
aquifers would be affected under Alternative 5. Although storage targets for Lahontan Reservoir may 
be slightly lower (under adjusted OCAP) this volume is expected to be well within the range of 
average storage leve!s that has occurred in the past Therefore. no impact to groundwater in the 
Middle Carson River area is anticipated. 

Comment 8: "Alternatives 2 and 5: on page 4-31 under Fernley and the Lower Truckee River Area 
Alternates 2 and 5; state under these alternatives. there would be insuffbent data to determine the 
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magnitude of seepage losses that could occur, but the Service doE:;s not expect seepage losses to be 
reduced to the extent tl1at groundwater !evels would decline. Again thjs is based on e.>:peciatrons but 
not on documented knowledge .. .Alternative 3 .AHernat~ve 4 . ·You are stating that it could, but there 
a!"e no indications but do we know for sure " 

Response: These sections have been rev;sed based c:n information from the Bureau of Reclamation 
of Reclamation cornrnent #1 9) stating thHt seepage losses would not be reduced because 

the wetted surface area c:f the canal would rernain constant due to the ;,vater levels in the canal that 
would be needed to make irrigation deliveries possible 

Comment 9: "Under Fallon and lahontan Valley page 4~31. .Tht.~re have been studies throughout the 
y·ears by O_K Maurer, George Ball, Seiler and Allander, USGS and others. aH ol whlch are 
unconc:lusive " 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 10: "Under Alternative 2 the EIS states .. The Service does not expect any widespread 
in'1pacts to groundwater !eve!s in tile shallow and intermediate aquifers as a result of reduced 
recharge volumes, but some isolated domestic water users could be affected. Tl1is sentence is 
ambiguous and very unconclusive ... The last paragraph on page 4~32 .. on-fann losses in isolated 
arE::as would be eliminated_ This has the potential to adversely ~mpact adjacent water 'JVells. (The 
Lahontan Valley residents have experienced wells going dry throughout the area due to the recent 
drought The drought has demonstrated what happens when irrigation water is not f!owing throughout 
Lahontan Valley.)" 

Response: Comment noted. Because the shallow aquifer is d;scontinuous, and !he Service does not 
know exact!y where water rights will be acquired, it is lmposs~b!e to defme irnpacts more spedicatly 

Comment 11: "Productions m agrrcuawe and agriculture· rei a ted ~ndustries IS projected to be far 
more than the $6 to $11 million doHars that have been calculated by your study on page 2.3 of the 
study. 3rd paragraph; and the !ast paragraph on page 2 :3. The phrase 'may be somewhat offset by 
\ncome generated in the community through water right sales' is not conclusive and leaves us to 
believe these figures are a guess at best P!ease refer to An Economic Oescriptlon of the Agriculture 
Sector in Cllurchill County,(UCED 93-05) .. Nevada Oepartn•Emt of Taxation Combined Sales/Use Tax 
Statistical Report publishE.~d monthly by the Nevada State THxHtion Department, and the 1994 
~~evada Statistical Abstract prepared by the State of Nevada Depa11ment of Administration" 

Response: The UCED 93-05 report r1as been referenced extensively in this EIS. 
Comment 12: "On page 24. paragraph 1 states that the estimated loss to the Fallon Community will 
be 8.5 million. This figure does not include the positive econom!c impacts associated with other 
gr<Wv'th and industry occurnng in the area This cannot be really be assessed without a 
comprehensive study" 

Response: Analysis is based on ali avallab!e data. 

Comment 13: "The State Engineer has limited pumping from corncnercial and industnal we!ls to a 
rnaximum of 4,000 gallons per day. This ~s restrictive for econom1c development. Without guarantees 
of a stable water supply, in the cornmuMy. it is very d~fficult to attract industry to our community that 
'Niil repLace the dollars and JObs created by taking agricultural lands out of production ... 
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Response: The area has had an uncertain water supp!y for a number of years and the County first 
proposed a municipal water supply system in 1977 due to water quaHty concerns. The State 
Engineer limited pumping from commerc!a! and industria! wells before the Service's action occurred. 
The conimurity's lack of a stable water supply is an existing condition. However, the community 
appears to be growing despite these concerns. and some industry (sef'Jice and retail) a!so appears to 
be thriving. 

Comment 14: "The EIS admits that there is insufficient information, again calling for a 
comprehensive study." 

Response: Please see General Issue Response L, Programmatic E!S. Insufficient information does 
not automatically trigger a comprehensive study. \IVhere there appears to be a lack of information, 
NEPA requires: a statement that some information is incomplete or unavallable; a statement of the 
relevance of the incomplete or unavailable information to evaluating reasonably foreseeable fmpacts; 
a summary of existing information relevant to evaluating reasonably foreseeable impacts; and the 
agency's evaluation of such impacts using methods generally accepted in the scientific community, 
The Final EIS has complied with these criteria. 

Comment 15: Page 4-38. ''Alternative 4: has phrases throughout the page that state: groundwater 
recharge under this alternative would result in valley-wide declines in the shallow and intermediate 
aquifer; another statement, declining aquifer levels may impact more individual wells providing 
domestic supply ... " 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 16. "On page 4-104, 4.23 Effects on Social Values, the EIS states there is insufflcient data 
to determine social values for lyon County residents, and for the purposes of this document, social 
values of Churchill County residents are considered to be representative of the affected area." 

Response: Comment noted, 

Comment 17: "Again on page 4-105 ... How would the above (impacts to farm preservation values) be 
mitigated and how do we know for sure that the aquifers will not be affected." 

Response: No mitigation measures were directly identified for potential adverse impacts to farm 
preservation values. However, mitigation measures were identified for adverse impacts to irrigated 
farmland (Sections 4. 16.3 and 4.16.4). The Preferred Alternative wou!d reduce impacts to the 
farming community and farm preservation values in Lahontan Valley compared to the other action 
alternatives. Under the Preferred Alternative, the Service would purchase least volume of water and 
water rights of al! the action alternatives. 

Comment 18: "The people of this valley and future generations cannot build lives on suppositions. 
We must know for sure what the impacts wil! be. They may be negligible, but this community must 
know beyond a doubL.ln the final analysis due to the suppositions and uncertainty that is evidenced 
throughout the study, we would !lope you seriously consider doing a comprehensive scien@c study 
for the community. We would further contend that a Scientific Comprehensive Water Study of 
Underground Water Resources would alleviate the concerns of this community, and perhaps yours as 
welL" 

Response: The Service agrees that additional groundwater studies would be valuable to the 
community, especially in light of the growth that is now occurring. NAS-Fallon is in the initial phase 
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of deve!oping such a study. Additional information on groundwater studies is addressed in response 
to Lahontan Conservabon District comment #3. 

Lou McDonald 

Comment 1: "I very strongly oppose any acquisition of additional land by the U.S. Government for 
the following reasons and yes I do feel the action wi!l have an 1mpact on me in many ways." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 2: "The Government should not be buying any more land. They are broke and farther in 
debt than I can count" 

Response: Congress has decided that protection of wetlands is an issue of national importance and 
has provided funding for this action. 

Comment 3: "They should use the money programmed to buy this land to put against the national 
debt" 

Response: Comment noted. 

John McMullen 

Comment 1: " ... the cui-ui is a genetical!y altered fish and not a natural population. Therefore, the 
status of this population as a threatened or endangered species shoutd be re-evaluated and it should 
cease to be used as a reason why Truckee River waters are apportioned in the manner than they 
are." 

Response: This ~ssue is outside the scope of this document 

Comment 2: "Consideration for the maintenance of the Pyramid lake cui-ui should center on 
expanded or improved hatchery faciHties rather than guaranteed annual volumes of Truckee River 
water. Diversions from the Truckee River to the Carson River District (Lahontan Vatiey) should not 
be placed off limfts by planners, policy, or law. The subject EIS is faulted because of the exclusion 
of Truckee River water from the a!ternattves used in rejuvenating the Stmwater Refuge." 

Response: Comment noted_ Cui-ui recovery is outside the scope of thfs document Exclusion of 
Truckee River water is addressed in Section 2.3.2, SOURCES CONSIDERED IN FORMULATING 
ALTERNATIVES, and 2.8.3, WATER AND WATER RiGHT ACQUISITION SOURCES AND 
METHODS ELIMINATED FROM DETAILED CONSIDERATION. 

Comment 3: "The subject EIS contains tlle concept of "recoupment", which deals with repayment of 
water whicll was diverted from the Truckee River to the Newlands Project nine to twenty years in the 
past Perhaps "recoupment" is intended to be only a bargaining chip. Regardless, it is so blatantly 
political that it should be excised from the ElS without further consideration." 

Response: Recoupment is a separate and distinct action from the acquisition of water and water 
rights for the Lahontan Valley wetlands. However, recOl;pment is a related, future, and foreseeable 
action that !S in litigabon. Therefore it is discussed as a related action (Section 1.8.1 (10)) and as a 
cumulative impact (Section 4.26.8, NEWLANDS PROJECT RECOUPMENT). 
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Comment 4: "Tile Lal:ontan Va~ley ~s gaining human inhabitants. We draw our dornest~c water from 
a shallow aquifer which is replenished througi1 irrigat1Dr1 of surrounding farm lands Domestic \/Vater 
users should not be by the plan vvhich 1s for wate·r acquis1tion for the 
Stillwater Refuge " 

Response: Cormnent noted The Preferred Aternative would cause the least ;rnpact to dmnestic 
~;vater users of all thE· action alternatives considered in this document 

The Nature Conservancy 

Comment 1: ''In the commg monU1s there will be detailed objections to this document and broader 
challenges to the acquisit~on of water rights as a tool for restoring the lahontan Valley wetlands. 
While both are legitimate expressions of concern, jt ts important to 1·ernember that the U S Congress 
recogmzed thE.• internat1onal significance of the Lahontan Valley wetlands and established the goal of 
1·estoring an average 25,000 acres of wetlands as a nationa~ prionty. Further, the majority of 
Nevadans suppo;1ed t!1e Question 5 bond issue that included specific funding to acqwre water r!ghts 
for the Lahontan Valley wetlands The ci1allenge js to identify the alternative that meets the wetlands 
restoration goal m a rnanner that recognizes important community concerns about the potential 
impact of the acquisition program." 

Response: Comment noted. The Preferred Alternative meets wetlancjs restorat;on goals and causes 
t11e least impact in the affected area to agnculture. social values and domest1c water-users of all the 
act;on alternatives 

Comment 2: ''W!tll th1s in mind, The Nature Conservancy supports a rnodif;ed Fifth Alternative. This 
alternative is very close to the position taken by the Conservation Caucus during H1e recent "Second 
Generation" Truckee .. carson negotiations .. Once mod1fied this a~ternat1ve !1as the ability to meet the 
·wetlands restoration goal whde also rninirniz§ng the impacts on the local commun1ty 

Response: Comment noted in C3eneral Issues Response II. Alternatives 

Comment 3: "To elate the acquisitKm program !las been successful botr1 Hl delivering a dependabie 
supply of water to the wetlands and having relatively minor impacts on the local community. This is 
because the water rights acquired have come primarily from lands on U>e outer edge of the Newlands 
Project While acquiring an additiona~ 55 000 acre-feet of water rights ltvil! have greater ;rnpacts, 
these H"npacts will be minimized by the very fact that it wilt take at least ·15 years to acquire a tota! of 
75.000 acre-feet of water rights." 

Response: Comment noted, 

Cornment 4: "Further the entities acquiring water rights should be open to pursuing avenues that will 
reduce impacts. For example. an active effort to purchase water rights frorn lands that have been 
deve<loped with the approval of local government \ivould reduce the amount of agricultural acreage 
1·etired by the acquisition program. This source of water nghts iS s1gn1ficant srnce the start of the 
acquisrtion program 111 1989, parcel spt;ts or subdivis1ons have been approved on approximately 
4,000 acres off land w:thin Churchill County This IS JUSt one exarnple, lx1t others. including NRCS' 
LES,i\ or a similar land rating rnechan1srn should be exptored among other 1deas" 

Response: Comment noted. The Service expects to pursue acqwsition of water nghts from 
developers if they are offered for sale. 
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Natura! Resources Conservation Service 

Comment 1: "Reference cited--TM NRCS would like to have the reference currently Cited t!Youghout 
the document under Hughes, Peggy A to be changed as a refet"ence to USDA, Natural Resources 
Conservation Service since the document was prepared by the agency" 

Response: 01ange rncorporated 

Comment 2: "NRCS provided 7 pages of infonnaHon as a cooperating agency and 14 pages of 
comments to the original predraft of this document It is to be noted tMt input or technical matter 
used from our response has been used out o! context or rnrsinterpreted within the document We will 
comment on this material in HH:! appropriate sections." 

Response: Cornrnent noted. 

Comment 3: "A complete and comprehenSiVe Envrronmental Impact Statement which indudes all 
proposed. planned and implemented federal actions on the Carson and Truckee River systems 
shou!d be completed before this mdividual actton is approved. NEP,A. procedures are to be followed 
whtch insure that enwomnental information is avai!able to public offioa!s ancl citizens before 
deciSiOns are rna de and before actions are taken The requirements of P L 101-6 ·! 8 are rnany Each 
and ever/ action appears to have impacts tied to the other act1ons vvtHw< the la\lv Decisions on the 
impacts o1' each actlon should not be rna de separately.,. 

Response: Please see General Issue I., Programmat1c E! S 

Comment 4: "The EIS currently appears to have only one true alternative. That alternative is to 
obtain sufficient wat1::r to sustain 25 000 acres of "primary" wetlands. The aiternatNes, as listed in the 
EIS. are scenariOS or optrons for obtaining the sarne amount of water As required by NEPA a 
ra~'ge of reasonable afternatives has not tmen defined in the DE.IS wh1ch shou!d include alternatives 
outs1cie •ts JUrisdiction Such alten1atives could serve as a basis for modifying the law. approval of the 
action ar;d its funding." 

Response: Please see response to Churchill County comment #4. 

Comment 5: "There ;s a c~ear and distinct need for an updated "cornprehensive wet!ands 
rnanagernent plan for boih the Stiiiwater 'Nild!ife Management Area. Sti!iwater Wildlife Refuge and 
the c;arson Lake Pasture area before th;s action can proceed Has the Service adequateiy definE.od its 
water reqt.wement needs and uses for the management proposed on 25,000 acres of ''primary" 
Vl/etlands" '" ,A.re there "true" alternatives for sustaming 25,000 acres of "primary'' and "secondary" 
vvt::tlands or can higher quality wetlaMs be achieved through different water regimes and 
tTanagement schemes vvith fewer areas andior less water<) The need for development of a 
management plan is made evident m Appen,jix 

Response: PIE.1ase see response to srrnlarly worded comments. Churchill County comment #2, and 
Lahontan Conserva\;on Distnct comment #11 

Comment 6: "The importance of all other Lahontan Valley ~tvetlands has been overlooked or 
generalized ·,vrthm the document The SerYce states that its obJective to sustam a Great Basin 
wetland ecosystem reqwres a diversity of ·.vetland habitats be represented The document defines 
both the "pmnary" and "secondary'' wetlands to be pa!ustrine wetland hatiitats The only difference is 
tl"lat the 'secondary" wetlands are not under the management of the Fish and Wildllfe Service_ These 



"secondary" wetiands and others, such as the desert riverine wetland (Carson River). should be 
considered as part of alternatives based upon the NEPA Handbook and CEQ regulations which 
require that reasonable alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the agency be considered. There is a 
general lack of concern over the potential loss of up to 4500 acres of "secondary" wetlands. A better 
;rnpact analysis of the loss of these "secondary" wetlands ~s needed. Impacts to these wetland areas 
could be lessened through enhancements and coordinated management opportunities. None are 
mentioned as mitigation methods. How can ''primary" wetlands be restored at the expense of 
"secondary" wetlands without adequate mitigation when it has been stated tr1at the "secondary" 
wetlands have the same quality as the "primary" wetlands?" 

Response: Publ!c law 101~18 specifies that water and water rights were to be acquired to sustain 
wetland habitat in the following areas: Stillwater NWR, Stillwater VVl'v1A, Carson Lake, and the Fallon 
Indian Reservation. Please see General Issue Responses IX., Loss to Secondary Wetlands 
Discounted. 

Comment 7: "Throughout the document, references of impact are made to Pyramid lake, Truckee 
River and Cui~ui recovery. Why are these references made if the purpose is to acquire water rights 
for Stillwater NWR and Wl'viA, Carson Lake and Tribal weHands. The DEIS purpose does not state 
these other issues, If the document is written to include these impacts, why then are other issues and 
impacts associated with the implementation of the other subsections of PL 101-6·18 omitted?" 

Response: The purpose of the action is to acquire watet rights for Stil!water NWR, WMA, Carson 
Lake and the Tribal wetlands; cui-ui recovery is outside the scope of this action. Use of the 
approved 2.99 AF/acre use-rate will allow some benefit to Pyrarnid Lake resources. therefore. some 
assessment of impacts to the Pyrarrud Lake resources and fisheries is required. Other related actions 
under Public Law 101-618 are d!scussed in Section 1.8, Related Actions, or in Cumuiat!ve impacts. 
Section 4.26. 

Comment 8: "The document has not adequately addressed the Farmland Protection Policy ,A,ct 
(FPPA) there is a general misunderstanding of FPPA and r1ow FPPA is applied to prime farrn!and 
and other lands designated as of statewide irnportance In this document, FPPA applies not on!y to 
prime farmlands within the Project area, but L9 .... i?n the remaining "1rriqated'' lands within the TCID 
groject These remainjng lands were designated by the Governor of the State of Nevada to be of 
statewide m1portance. Any reference within the entire DEIS to pnme farmlands should include a 
reference to those of statewide importance." 

Response: The FE!S was revised to indicate that all irrigated farmland of the Carson Division and 
Middle Carson R.iver are covered by FPPA and that these farmlands are classified as eithe.•r prime 
farmland or farrnland of statewide importance (Sections 1 94, 3.'H)4, 4.·16.4, and Appendix 10). 
Please see General Issue Response V for further discussion of concerns raised in this comment 

Comment 9: "The DEIS generalizes the effects of the water purchase program on agriculture. It has 
over-simplified agriculture, agricultural processes and the related management it appears that 
relative potential effects on the 1) Newlands Project operations and infrastructure 2) water 
resources; 3) biological resources; 4) the City of Fallon and Churchili County and 8) the Carson R.iver 
have not been fully evaluated. The document lacks adequate impact analysis and mitigation 
alternatives throughout" 

Response: The docurnent provides 35 pages of impacts to Newlands Project operations and 
infrastructure in Section 4.2; 18 pages of impacts to water resources in Section 4.3; 22 pages of 
impacts to Blological Resources in Sections 4 6 through 4.15, and 41 pages of socio-economic 
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impacts (to the City of Fallon and Churchi!l County) in Sections 4.16 t!1rough 4 26. Carson River is 
discussed in Sections 3.3 Water Resources. Carson River: 3.7 2, Riparian Plant Cormnunities· 4.3 
Water Resources. and 4.7.2. Riparian CommunitieS. 

Comment 10: Section 1.8.1 (5) Water Use within Fallon An Station. 'The DE!S states .... that can be 
totally retired from the station " 

Response: ConservaUon of NAS-Fallon irrigation water would not necessari!y provide water directly 
to the wetlands for protection of primary wetland habitat. but the possibility of converting Navy water 
rights to a broader Federal water right tor conjunctive use may provide 2,000-5,870 AF/year for cui-ui 
or wetlands protection. Re!evant sections of the document (1 8.1 (5) and 2.5.5, Preferred ,Alternative. 
Navy Water) have been revised to reflect these figures. 

Comment 11: ''Section 1.9.4 Farmland Protection Policy Act The wording in this section needs to be 
clarified to be consistent with the information that we provided in our original pre-draft comments and 
to correct1y deflne the Act The first paragraph shou!d be changed to read: 

The Farm!an(J Protection Policy Act vvas passed by Congress in December 1981 The 1984 final 
FPPA rules were combined with 1994 amendments on )une 17, 1994. The Act requires that, before 
taking or approving any action that r,,vouid result in conversion of farmland as defined by the FPPA, 
the federal agency examme the total effect of that action using the criteria which the Department of 
.Agriculture has supplied, and i there are adverse effects, to consider alternatives to lessen those 
effects. The Act does not expressly require a fecJeraf agency to modify any proJect solely to avohl or 
rrrinimize the effects of the conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses Once the agency has 
completed this examination, it may proceed with a proJect thai would convert farmland to non
agricultural uses. 

The following statement needs to be corrected Based on review of the FPPA ... identified pr~me 
farrnianci.. covered by the Act This should read Based on review of the FPP/, .. prime farmland and 
farm/ana of statewide impottance are covered by the Act with the exceptions of' arnas noted in the 
1994 FPPA final rule. Those exceptions are those areas shown as "irnportant farrn!and'' or ''urban'' on 
the foifowmg maps. Census Bureau map, USGS Topo Map, and USDA Important Farrniand fl,1ap. 

The following paragraph needs to be corrected The NRCS is also developing .. were not finalized 
This should read 

Based upon a request from tfle State of Nevada, the Nature Conservancy and affected parties. 
NRCS helped a local tearn of agencies. groups and individuals to develop a Land Evaluation and 
Site Assessrnent (LESA) sy·stem for the ~vet/and Vliater acquisition prograrn. This LESA system is 
designed to determme the quality of land for agricultural uses and to evaluate the potential nnpacts 
that the water purchase has on agnwlture, Newlands Project operations, community infrastructure, 
and the cultured, physical and natural envJtonment of the community. The LESA system will a!Jow the 
Se;vice and the Slate of Nevada to evaluate whether the1r actions adversely affect pnrne farrnlands 
and farmlands of statewide importance and the above mentioned items. As of February 1995, the 
LESA criteria for the wetland water purchase program have been finalized. Approval by NRCS's 
Stale Consef1.lationist is currentiy pending " 

Response: The text of Sections 1 9.4, 3.16 4, and 4 ·15.4 v11ere modified based on these comments. 
Please see also General lssue Response V and Appendix 10. 
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Comment 12: Section 1."10.2 Government and Agencies in the Affected Area. "Reference to Farmers 
Home Administration sf1ou!d be changed to Rural Economic Commumty Development Services and 
Farm Services Agency should be added. 

Response: This change was made to the FEiS. 

Comment 13a: Sectlon 2 2 Proposed Action "Page 2 paragrap!l 2 states that due to the variable 
nature of certain factors, such as drain flmv amounts and spi!~ usage, the actual amount of water 
rlghts acquired could be less. Could it also be assumed that considering the same factors and any 
current or future actions thai might affect t!1etTl, that the actual amount of water rights acquired could 
be more? For example, future laws governing drain water discharge and water quality could result in 
reduced drain flow amounts thus requiring that additional water be purchased. The Service has not 
fully addressed this 1ssue." 

Response: No The Se1vice has identified the maximum amount of water nghts that could be 
acquired under the Proposed Action or any other act;on alternative if in the future there is a need to 
go beyond this amount, the Service would have to complete appropnate NEP.l\ docurnentat!on. 
Cooperative agreements and inter-governmental actions may make drainflows and spills more 
accessible for wetlands use. If this is done, less impact to some resources would be expected. 

Comment 13b: "Page 2-2, pai'agraph 3 states that the Service will exercise only 2.99 ,;J.,Ffacre/year 
of the agricultura! water rights acquired. Less water nghts would be required if the Serv1ce would 
pursue the transfer of the enbre 3 5 or 4.5 AF/acre entitlement such action \Viii decrease the impacts 
to the Newlands irrigation project and the local communities and reduce overa!l funding requirements 
The Proposed Action of transfernng the 2. 99 AF is being used to acquire water for the recovery of 
the Cu~-ui which is outside the purpose of the draft EtS. The curnulative effects of exercising this 
action and its impacts have not be adequately addressed 

Response: Please see simi~ar/y vvorded cornrnent LVE/, #5 and General issues Response nL 

Comment 13c: "Page 2"2 paragraph 4 states that U1e Service will assess ;ts progress toward 
achieving the 25,000 acre wetland habitat objective by measunng on a regular basis, the number of 
acres showing "visible surface water" at the Lahontan Va!ley wetiands The Servtce needs to be 
able to monitor its progress m achieving the 25,000 acres through acceptable methods of 
assessrnent..Vegetation is a key component to a diverse wetland habitat and surface water may or 
rnay not identify vegetated areas and doesn"t differentiate vegetation classes or tjipes Other 
cons1derations must be given ( 1) surface water depth during the gro~ving season. (2) degreee of 
water level f!uctuahons; and (3) dominant life forms of vegetation are critical to delineating wetland 
classes Wildlife diversity must a!so be recognized in the monitoring of any wetland values. " 

Response: The Service recognizes that water depth. water fluctuations life forms of vegetat;on and 
cover and structure of vegetation influt:.mce tl1e quality of wetland rlab!tat However, for the purposes 
of monitoring the progress in achieving and sustammg a long··term average of 25COOO acrE.>s of 
primary wetland habitat, which can mclude a wide array of wetland habitat types, visible surface 
water (the main indication of the presence of wetland habitat) \tvi!i be used as the primary criteria. 
The comprehensive management plan for Stillwater NWR wlil prov:de more detailed information on 
the mix of wetland habitat types to be sustained on the refuge and will mclude mon;toring programs 
that take into account water and vegetatfon variables Please also see the response to BOR 
comment #10. 
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Comment 14: "Page paragrapli 3, states that laking lands out of production could potentially 
increase erosion and dust from fallow fields in Lahontan Valley. Had an adequate impact analysis 
been completed using the soils infonnatkm provided by U1e NRCS the Service ~vould have found that 
U1ere win be increased erosion. dust and other associated environmental irnpacts from fields that are 
?:l~!e.IJ~dQFJed not fa!lo~-:!.s;st Fallov,red is an Inappropriate terrr1 for the condition that will e)ost after the 
water rights are transferred By definition, fallowed land is a condition vvhere cropland tS left idle in 
order to restore productivity, rn<:u1ly U1rough accumulation of v,rater or both. ThE.; soil is 
free of vveeds and other vegetation and may be mHCI!anically treatecj m order to conserve nutrients 
and water for the next year's crop " 

Response: The term "fallow" was replaced with "vacant" in the FE!S. It should be recognized, 
however, that U1e purchase of water rights from a given parcel does not necessarily resua in that 
parcel being permanently taken out of agncultural production. 

Comment 15a: "Page 2·3, paragraph 5 states that there is also the potential for §.Q.IJ1e prime 
[~Imlefld to be sold and corwt:.•rted to other uses as a resu!t of !he Proposed Action_ This statement is 
incorrect ,4.,11 water purchases :t.i.!.U .... ~ause either pri!Jls . ..f@.D'111and or farmlaflt;L.Q.L.!?..!.§!.tew!de importance to 
be sold and converted to other uses as a result of the proposed acbon ·rh1s wil! increase the overa!l 
negative impact to agnculture." 

Response: Discussions of prime farmland were modified to recogrHzE.< farmland of statewide 

1mportance 

Comment 15b:"lt is further stated that the loss of agriculture and prime farmland is expected to 
adversely effect local Citizens. However, the Proposed Action wili positively effecLwildlife and 
recreational values. This statement fails to recognize the total negative impact that the action will 
have on the agricultural community and local citizens by saying it is "expected to adversely affect" 
The Service has fa~led to properly analyze the ~mpact to prime farmland and farmland of statewide 
:rnportance. lv\lhat percentage of prirrH:-: farmland that could potentlally be converted through the water 
purchase program? What areas within the community wit! be rnost affected? NRCS previously 
suppiled information lor an impact analysis to be completed " 

Response: Comment noted. Section 4.16.4 was revised. 

Comment 16: Page 2-3, paragraph 6 states that the impacts to iocai agriculture may be somewhat 
offset by income generated in the comrnunity through water right sales. What does "somewhat" 
mean'/ T!1is information needs to be better defined and related to more exact doHar amounts. The 
Service further states that sa!es of water r~ghts will generate increased income and investment 
revenues for willing sellers and that conservative estimates show that a total of $2.0 million will 
remain in the cornrnunity, to benefit the !ocal economy through investments and new employment 
opportumties What is the basis for these assumptions? What is the total estimate of income and 
mvestrnent revenue for the willing sellers? Does that data consider the financial condition of the water 
right o-wners prior to sales? Not much money Will bE.<come income or investrnent revenue rf a person 
1s only able to pay off his/her loan debt on the property. How rnuch money wiH remain in the 
community, since many agricultural producers have indicated that they intend to leave the area if and 
•Nil en they sell their water rights ... If this income is only a one-time occurrence, to state that it wiH 
offset agricultural income losses is in error_" 

Response: This portion of text related to :rnpact assessment for AltE.m'1ative 2 t1as been deleted. 
Benefits frorn /,cquisition Payments are discussed on page -11 of Sunding's report in the Appendix 
Sunding and Meyers assume that 70 percent of the proceeds frorn water ri9ht sales 1rmned!ate!y 



leaves Churchill county either to retire debt or to consurne outside goods; the rerna1n1ng 30 percent is 
expected to be annualized us~ng a 4 percent interest rate Other agriculturai impact assumptions are 
discussed in Sunding's report in the Appendix and are also addressed in Section 4.16_ Under exist!ng 
condltions, Churchill County farmers spend 80 percent of their money in the county (Nevada Division 
of 'i/1/ater Planning, Church in County Agricultural Analys1s Cl992) T!1e Service agrees that payment 
for watet nght sales ;s a one-time payment, but also recognizes that this payment can be used to 
invest in or purchase other long-term revenue producing endeavors. 

Comment 17: "Page 2-4 states that the Service's decision on the timing and use of acquired water 
can all change the amount of water that must be acqujred to meet wetland objectives If this is the 
case, why is th!s action allowed to proceed without a "Comprehensive Management P!an" in place." 

Response: Please see response to Churchill County comment # 2 and Lahontan Conservation 
Qjstrict #11. 

Comment HI: "Section 2.3.3.1 -- Purchase of Water Rights. The Service states that the Federal 
Government does not have the option to set the price of water: ihe local market is the determming 
factor. This appears to over simplify the local water market Tl1e water purchase program and P L 
101-618 have disrupted local agriculture to the po~nt that government actions have eliminated the 
remainder of the market Th~s creates an atrnosp11ere of forced sellers 1nstead of willing sellers ... This 
area has not been adequately addressed by the Service" 

Response: Please see General Issue Response VII., "Willing Seller" Defined 

Comment 19: "Section 2 3.3.3 .~- Lease of Water Rigr1ts The DEIS indicates that the Service has 
considered leasing of water either on a year-to~year basis or dry year options U1at could run for 10 
years or more. The DEIS states that there are currently no state statutes that specifically relate to 
water rights transfers by lease. Applications could be Wed as temporary transfers as provided for 
under Nevada State law. This statement doesn't quant1fy what the Nevada State law requires or 
potential problems areas that might arise. Indications from various meetings held w1th t!1e State 
Engmeer's Office have indicated that the transfer of water from the same location over a two year 
period could constitute or be an indication of intent to permanently transfer water. This area of 
concern needs to be further analyzed to determine the impact of such action." 

Response: The Service is aware of such statements by the State Engineer in reference to ternporary 
transfers, however the State Engineer's Office has not addressed leasing relative to temporary 
transfers The Service believes these are two separate issues 

Comment 20: "Section 2 5.2 Alternative 2~-Proposed Action. Page 2-21. The following conditions are 
antidpated under the proposed acbon: This section is understated. The conditions l•st in this section 
do not include important conditions that are stated in Section 2.2 Proposed Action " 

Response: In the DEIS, an overv1ew of the major impacts of the Proposed Action was offered early 
in the chapter, i e., Section 2.2. In order to avoid repetitton, this same information was not stated later 
in the chapter, where the goal was to cornpare alternative applications and their impacts to specific 
resources (water. transfer rate, agricultural acreage, and both capital and annua! costs}. In this Final 
E!S, a Preferred Alternative (Alternative 5) has been chosen and the Proposed Action impact 
overview has been deleted from Section 2.2. Overall impacts are addressed by resource in Chapter 
4. 



Comment 21: "Page 2-22 --The follov1mg mitigation measures would be ;rnp~emented as part of t!1e 
Proposed Action. This section 1s understated The n1it1gation ind,cated only deais \Nith short term 
revegetation on lands purct1ased by the Service and held in their The for 
revegetation have not been adequately descnbe,d. No mitigation ;s offered for those conditions that 
will occur that are i1sted in the paragraph above or those areas shown as t'aving sul::stant1a! 
decreases m Table 2.E of the DEIS" 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 22: "Section 3.2.1 .... Newjands Pro;ect Irrigated Acreage Base. Par. 2 states that under 
baseline condition, irrigated wetlands encompass 5 670 acres of water righted lands m the Carson 
Division of the Newlands ProjecLAre all of these wetlands actually irrigated? Where do they occur 
within the project? Are they all actual delineated wetlands or wet~ands and associated uplands and 
irrigated fierds as can be found at Canvasback Gun Club?" 

Response: The text in Section 3 2_ ·1 was revised to clarify the reference to :,_6'?0 acres of jrrigated 
farmland. Under baseline conditions, the acquisition of 20,000 AF of water rights has the potentlal to 
irnpact about 5,670 acres of irrigated farrnland Therefore, the debery of thai volume of ~rrigation 
water for wetland habitat would relate to a 5,670 acre t:~qwvalent of irrigated farmland. Because it 
takes an average of 5 AF/year of water to sustain one acre of wetland hab1tat in the Lahontan Valley, 
the amount of weUand habitat (located on Shilwater NVVR and Carson Lake/ that can actuany be 
sustamed with the 20,000 AF of acquired water would be less than 5.670 acres. 

Comment 23: "Section 3 2.3.3 -- Spills. T!1is section indicates that the spills are routed through 
exjsting canal and drain systems for the benefit of sustammg primary wetland habitats. Why is there 
no consideration given to the Carson Hiver as a conveyance for that water as weB? SpiUs currently 
travel through the river system to dovmstrearn ot Sagouspe Darn. The Service has indicated that they 
could take wetland water through tl"ie river to the northern most areas of the "primary" wetlands " 

Response: ;\s a baseljne assumption (see Section 2.4(8)) the Service determined that ail deliveries 
of acqUired irrigation water would be made through the exist;ng Newlands ProJect delivery' system. 
Portions of the Carson River channel are used for NeNiands Project irrigat1on water conveyance_ 
and, therefore, the river is considered Details such as spedic year-to-year delivery decisions are 
beyond the scope of this ElS Use of the Carson Rver channel has been incorporated into this 
document as mitigation for impacts to rec11arge of the basalt aquifer (Section 4.3.3. ·1 Groundwater 
Recharge and levels Mitigation Measures) 

Comment 24: "Section 4 3 3.1 Groundwater Recharge and Levels --Fallon and Lahontan Valley-"The 
DE IS states that the shallow aquifer recharge cou1d potent1ally be impacted by this action .. The 
potential impact of the proposed action appears to be understated The DEIS states on page 3-33 
that the delivery of irrigation water and construction of canals and drain network for the Newlands 
ProJect have changed the water levelS in the shallovv aquifer On page 3-41, the DElS states that the 
recharge of the shallow groundwater aqLHfer is dominated by the Lahontan Valley surface-water 
system. It appears U:at the groundwater system is complex at best ln the DEIS, the Service 
indicates that total potential recharge 'vVould have to drop belO\t.t 70,000 AF/year before the shallow 
aquifer levels valley'-\\!Fde vvould be impacted The total potential recharge would be as much as 
79.000 AF/year with the proposed acton \/Vhat effect will less than full 11vater entitlement have on the 
potential recharge. The DEIS rnd1cales under base line conditions that a 28 percent entttlement had a 
total potential recharge of 55,000 AF. What would the impacts be under a similar allocation or with 
back to back drought years under this proposed action? .A.n adequate impact analysis has not been 
done to determine this 



Response: The Se1vce has addressed impacts based on avaiLable data. There is insuff~cient 
1nforrnation to determine the specific future unpacts you describe due to the number of variables 
affect1ng the resuHs, mcludmg U'1e location of vvater right transfers, and the tirne frame over which 
water acquisitions win occur NAS-Fal\on rnay study groundwater aquifers in the near future. 

Comments 25 a-e: ''Section 3.4.2 '" Erosion ControL 
has been understated in th1s DEIS. Slte 

\/Vind eros;on is a very corT!plex process and 
inforrnation can not be applied to the entire 

L.zhcmtan Valley Severa[ technical errors are contained w1thm the staternents H1 U11s sectjon 
References are from the nat;onal Agronomy Manual, Part 502 unless otherNise stated ... Wind eros~on 
poses the rnost crit1cal erosion problem in the DEl S area Winds are eros;ve at 13 m~les oer hour at 
gne fooL§!J.9Y§Jh!f::! §\:![face, or 18 n•iles per hour at 30 feet __ '§!).Qy_~ .... .tb.S: .... 9f9.H09 .... §.Vr:f.ace. The text 
concernmg the Wind Erosion Equat1on ('!/VEQ) needs to be modifiE.<d. Page 3-49. paragraph 2 states 
that disturbed lands that leave bare, loose soil ... and farming practices such as new plantings or crops 
rotations that ti!i the land add to the serious wind erosion problems in Lahontan Valley ... It ~s :stated 
tMt vegetative cover has been cited as the most important aspect of controlling or reducing \'Vind 
erosion. This should read that vegetative cover or crop residue are the most ;mportant aspects of 
controllmg or reducing wind erosion ... The C-Factor map c!oes not idenUy the most erosjve 
lands. Lands !r1 tr1emselves are not erosive, they are erodible The staternent U1at the Carson Sink 
is extremely susceptible to wind erosion !S not true .. 

Response: Specific inaccuracies oted 1!ave been corrected in the FEIS. Recommended text 
changes have been incorporated. 

Comment 26: "44 Effects on Vectors, Erosion and 1/1/eed Control The statement is made that major 
contributors to dust anc! erosion prob1ems ~n the affected area are wmd. farming practices, and large 
expanses of sparsely vegetated desert landscape. This statement is incorrect Winds, not farming 
practices or the dese11 1andscape, are the major contnbutor to dust and erosion problems in the area. 
Farming practices in themselves do not contnbute to the problem The iarge expanses of sparsely 
vegetated desert landscape should not be considered to be maJCH contnbutor The erosion that takes 
place on playas is more a function of one-time high velocity events and is naturally occurring. As for 
other desert lands, me potentia[ wind erosion that occurs is less than the potential wind erosion that 
might occur on leveled fields that are bare or have sparse vegetation Desert soils generally !lave 
greater surface roughness. surface crusting. shorter slope lengths and \IVidths." 

Response: The Service believes this section is correct We would agree that wind is a factor 
affecting erosion. but farming practices and large expanses of desert contrib~Jle to erosion problems 
According to a letter provided to L VEA (Exhibit D 1n L VEA comments found in Appendix 11) from the 
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Bureau of ,A,ir Qual~ty, reviewing U1e DEIS, 
agricultural emissions could contr~bute to particulate problems m U!e Fallon area, and the large 
expanse of desert ta;~dscape a!so contributes to the particulate cond~tions found m the area Robert 
E. Smith states, ''It !S interesting to note that the 19£13 PM, 0 data for U1e Lake Lahontan sites, whicil 
are very rura! with desert areas as sources of particulate. are significantly lower than for the sarne 
sampling days at the Fallon site. This ls another mdicat;on U1at anthropogenic sources of particulates 
could contribute significantly to the pa1ticulate in Fallon. Agricultural emissions could contribute to !he 
Fallon data since agricultural land lies in close proxirnity to tlle sampling site. " 

Comment 27: "The DElS tlas failed to adequately address t!1e impact that abandoned lands '~Nlll 
have on rodent populatlons in Lahontan Valley and the assoc1ated 1mpacts that could occur As lands 
are abandoned, t11e potential exists for gopt1er populations to increase Gophers will 1rwade adjacent 
proper1ies and canals and laterals The result could be increased erosion ditch washouts) and 
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maintenance costs. Additiona! impact analysis is needed ~n this area to determine extent of 
population increases. nnpacts and mitigation proposals '' 

Response: Please see the Service's response to Lahontan Conservation District comment #5. The 
section entitled ''Weed Control" was changed to "/,gncultural Pests " and d1scuss;ons on pocket 
gophers were added. 

Comment 28 a-c: "The DEIS fads to adequately assess the extent and severity of vvind erosion and 
to address all areas of impact ... The DEiS ignorE.oS the fact that wmd speed, soii moisture, surface 
roughness, vegetative cover, unsheltered distance and soil erodibility index all affect wind 
erosion .. the DEIS falls to adequately address the relationship of abandoned farmland to the 
potential mcrease in wind erosion ... Based upon the change of !and use that will occur with the water 
lcjght transfer, soi!s rnay be negatively impacted or rnay become unproductive lor other iand use." 

Response: Section 3. 5 was revised to reflect some of the concerns expressed in this comrnent 
The magn1tude of soil loss tha! is acceptable before iands becorne unproductive (in terrns of T-values 
or t!1e latest equiva!ent) is higher than the anticipated wind erosion losses associated Wtth bare 
ground. 

Comment 29: "Page 4"A:3, Mitigation t\t1easures. ~tJ!itigation measures have not been adequately 
addressed in the DE!S No alternatives have been developed that would address erosion with HIE.' 
exception of a rninirnal proposal for Hie lands that will be heid by the Service ... " 

Response: As part of Alternative 2 and the Preferred Alternative !he Service has identified mitigation 
that would reduce \tVind erosion. The rnitigation section Cited has been rewritten to incorporate U'10se 
references in addition to revegetation oi lands Within Refuge boundaries Tr11s mit;gaHon states that 
the Serv1ce could, as a mit1gation measure reseed and irrigate (for one year} lands bought by the 
Service as part of the water acquis;t1on prograrn if such lands are disturbed (drskt.od, p!owed, or 
qraded) at tl>e tnne of purchase. ln order to accornplish the Serv;e:e woukj have to delay 
transfer of water nghts from tr1ese lands to the wetiancJs for one season to provide Irrigation for 
rE::vegetaton If undertaken. F1ese act1ons are e:Kpected to rr:0duce emsion and dus~ 
associated with ciisturt:ed lands. 

Comment 30: "The Service states that vegetative cover 1s the best and most cost effE.•ctive 
method .ove1c the term What is the basis for this statemenP \Nhat exactly are those costs? 
NRC;S has incjicated that there is very lirrHted ·work. on revegetation of farmland where the mean 
annual precipitation is 4-6" That research is pnmarily focused on establishing grasses rather than 
shrubs and irr'gatron •Nater is continualiy supplied to marnta1n the plant species H is furti!er stated by 
the Serv1ce that studies have sho~vn that establishment of native speoes on natural precipitation can 
tal<,e from four years to 100 years vVhat is the bas1s for the 4··1 00 year time frame? NRCS indicated 
w the ~nforrnat;on that it provided that natural revegetation of abandoned sites could tak.e from 30-100 
years c;;· more. The s:tuaticn which wi:! result vvhen Irrigation water is removed m no shape or form 
resembles U1e "nat~ve" concept por1rayed in this DEIS" 

Response: The Service has not est1mated the costs of revegetating vacant farmland in the affected 
a1cea, but studies conducted throughout the vvest have shown revegetation to be a cost effective 
method of erosion controL The four"year time frame was offered to provide comparison of production 
t.rnes for natrve shrubs and other native species lf the four year span is mconclusive. which we 
agree :t may be so too, m1gt1t tile NRCS 1 OO~year span for natural revegetation, which it seems 
would reflect ciimax comrnunities The NRCS studies on drought-tolerant species have been 
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inconclusive lo dale The Bullfrog Mme information was provided simply to show data on native 
spectes 

Comment 31: "Page 4··44, para. ·1. The Service has statecl that it would take act1ons to ensure that 
wtnd erosion is not excessive Since wind erosion 1s a natural process, the Ser..rice can only take 
rneasures that wlll reduce the potential for wind erosion." 

Response: Cormnent noted 

Comment 32: "The statement lly the SetYce that 1t !1as no authonty to require or take actions to 
prevent wmd erosion on private lands is not acceptable ... Because a private individual or organization 
chooses not to follow an ordinance doesn't preclude the Service from adhering to the law nor from 
dE.rveloping mitigation measures that would off··set the impact of their action." 

Response: Comment noted 

Comment 33: "Para.4 Splltting of water rights is not a viable optton. The consumptive use rates of 
most viable agricultural crops are similar and relatively high which would result in not enough water 
being made through this option" 

Response: The term "agricultural crop" was replaced with "other vegetation". The goal would not be 
to develop a viable agricultural crop, but to maintain vegetation cover and reduce erosion Any use 
of a split water right to rnatnta:n vegetative coverage of any type would work to mitigate eroslon 
1n1pacts. 

Comment 34: '~3.43. Weed Control. Weeds are defined by the Service as plants that tnvade an 
area, are undesirable, or have low forage value for livestock. WeecJs are better defined as any plants 
w!w::h are not desired within a gtven area." 

Response: Cornrnent notE:;d. 

Comment 34a: ''page 3-50. paragraph 3 states that H"1e conservation district encourages the 
vegetation of lands if they are left fal!ow .... The DEIS impltes that since Churchill County has no 
regulations concernmg weed contra!, the Service doesn t !>ave any responsibility for weed control as 
a result of its proposed action ... The Service has not addressed the extent or cost of controlling 
weeds either on its own property or those properties left Hl prlvate ownership after their purchase of 
'Nater rights. The combmation of abandoned land and wind wdl only exacerbate ttle weed control 
problem." 

Response: Comment noted. The Service has committed to control weeds with vegetat1on m those 
!nstances m which it purchases lands that are d1sked, tilled. or graded See NRCS comment #29 
above. 

Comment 34b: "Paragrap!l 4 states that NRCS has studted abandoned farmland (faiiow !and) m 
Lahontan Valley and initial .. take from 30-100 years This staternent 1s in error. NRCS is current!y 
conducting a revegetation p!ant materials study on abandoned farmlands not fallow lands 
Abandoned farmland has not been studied, however based upon obser\tations of prev1ously 
abandoned farmlands and from known research. natural revegetation of abandoned sites could take 
from 30~ 1 00+ years. 
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Response; The text modified based on this comment Note that the discussion of revegetation was 
moved to Sect!on 3.4.2, EROSION CONTROL 

Comment 34c: "Paragraph 5 makes reference to rE.wegetation works done in other parts of Nevada 
providing only a single exarnp!e at a mine site ... NRCS plant materials trials indicate tl1at natural 
revegetation will be not likely to succeed Observations of previously abandoned farmlands and 
known research indicate that natural revegetation of abandoned sites could take from 30-1 00+ 
years. 

Response: Please see response to Churchin County #150 

Comment 34d: "The DEIS fails to recognize that the amount of land taken out of production by its 
action will far exceed the amount converted to residential or industrial use. The need for revegetation 
on these areas far exceeds the need on sma!l one to five acre horne plots. The impact of 
revegetation has not been adequately addressed ... Tl1ese issues all need to be further addressed and 
mitigation effects considered." 

Response: Please see response to Churchill County comment #151. 

Comment 35: "The environmental consequences have been understates and the DEIS fails to 
adequately address mitigation efforts for controlling weeds. The DEIS states there is insufficient 
informaHon to quantify acres of weeds in the affected area. An acceptable impact analysis has not 
been completed for the alternatives. The Service should be ab!e to assess the weed problems on 
the property they own and those purchased by the State of Nevada, Additional information could be 
collected from farmers and other agencies who can provide supporting information. Costs of 
controlling weeds have not been addressed." 

Response: Please see response to Churchill County #281 

Comment 36: "Air Quality An assumption is made m the DE!S that particle~sized dust associated 
With the desert landscape or with agriculture is too large to be measured as a suspended 
particulate .. What is the basis for this assumption? WiU1in the particulate matter generated in the 
wind erosion process, there are signrficant percentages of (less than) iO micron-sized particles 
Unless the material co!lected has been specifically identified to a source, soil partic!es can not be 
discounted as a source of PM-10." 

Response: The air monitoring station in Fallon lS designed to measure inhalab!e particulates, nothing 
larger Data provlded is from Robert E. Smith from the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection, 
Bureau of Air Quality. Additional lnforrnation from Smith is included as Appendix D in l VEA's 
comments in full in Appendix 11 

Comment 36a: "The DEIS states that desert lands, which by nature have poor vegetative cover, 
contribute most significantly to dust problems Thls statement is incorrect Desert lands are 
susceptible to less wind erosion than leveled fields which are bare or have sparse vegetation, unless 
they are disturbed. Specific desert lands, such as the playa areas, may contrlbute to dust problems 
as a result of one-time high velocity type storm events. These occurrences are naturally occurring 
phenomenon.'' 

Response: Please see response to comment 26 above. it appears that it is the large expanse of 
desert lands tl1at contributes most srgnificantly to dust problems. 
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Comment JSb: "The DE!S further states that the extent..and the vegetative cover of the faHovv iancL 
This statement is not correct Other characteristics are necessary to contribute to the erosion and 
dust problems. Refer to comments under Section 3.4.2." 

Response: The terms "wind velocity, ridge roughness, climate. unsheltered distance and soil 
erodibi!ity" have been added to the sentence and NRCS has been referenced 

Comment 37: ''4.5 Effects on Air Quatity. The DElS fails to address the magnitude to which its 
proposed action and alternatives wi!l increase dust No analysis of the air quality issue concerning 
either PM-1 0 or larger particles i·las not been offered. The statement that agricultural burn!ng ... would 
be reduced by the Service's actions is not true. The Service's actions will cause an increase in weed 
populations which will cause an increased need for weed control Weed control wili probably be best 
handled through burning which wit! increase smoke and dust patticu!ates and potentiaily increase 
chemlcal containments due to increased need for chemical controls as welL" 

Response: Air quality impacts are addressed in Section 4.5. There is no indication that weed control 
will increase over baseline conditions. Agricultlnal burning witl be reduced as lands are taken out of 
production. l .. lthough the Service will control weeds on lands it owns. there isn't a county ordinance to 
ensure that private landowners would control weeds. The long time-frame for water rights acquisitions 
will spread impacts out over a considerable period, thereby reducing the magnitude ol impact 

Comment 38: "Page 4-45, paragraph 3 appears to have been taken out of context the 1975 study 
Whlch identified 89% of the fugitive dust as coming from the desert was based on all of Churchill 
County and not solely from the affected areas. In addition. these numbers were based on "totai 
suspended particulates", not PM-10. T!1is is also true for the 6%~ and 4.5o/:, figures." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 39: ''The s!.atement that acqwsition of water rights ... v11ould increase acres of fallov; land 
and associated dust, it would .. decrease seasonal plowmg. i;lling and agricultural burring which 
contnbute to PM10 levels is questionable ... The logic behind the impacts in alternatives 2-5 are 
confusing. Each alternative discusses short··term effects assoc1ated wrth fugitive dust What is meant 
by shorHerrn m terms of years The Service assumes that the abandoned farmland areas w1ll 
revegetate or become crusted over. NRCS has indicated that this may take 30···1 00+ years, however 
the DEIS fails to adequately address the revegeta!ion 1ssue. To assume that there rnay be little 
impact IS not correct. Additional impact analysis is needed along vv1th adE.,quate mitigation measures '' 

Response: The Service anticipates that short-term impacts from dust may occur in the immediate 
vidnity of acquired vacant lands, but that crusting over would begin to occur within the first year. The 
Service expects water right acqtJisitions to occur for 25-30 years The Service expects that most of 
the lands acquired will retain remnants of the last crop, and wi!i be less susceptible to erosion and 
dust impacts than disturbed lands. Mitigation would be implemented on acquired. disturbed lands. 

Comment 40: "3.7.2 Riparian Plant Communities. The DEIS fails to fully define the importance of 
riparian habitat of the Carson River corridor and its h1storica!ly significance In paragraph 4, the DEiS 
fails to indicate the causes for the degradation of this resource. This desert riverlne system is a vitai 
!ink in the overall diversity of the affected area The DEiS further fails to recognize the importance of 
the Carson Rlver as a highly significant wetland historically An NDOVV official has indicated that the 
area known as the "Battlegrounds: was once the most productive wetland area in La!1ontan Valley." 
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Response: Please see !he response to Natural Resources Conservation SerViCE.~ cornrnent #23. We 
agree that H'1e Carson River once coniributed significantly to both riparian and v.retisntis habitat in the 
affected area. However, changes in objectives have made use of the 
(ver channel a low priority due to conveyance lossos. Any use of the Carson River channel under 
existlng conditions could effect Nowlands Project eff~ciency due to corM:::yance losses. 

Comment 41: "4 7.2 Rparian Plant Cornmunit;es ,"',n adequate impact ana!ysis or tf1E.~ entire dparian 
plant con1mtmity has not been completed Based upon the the excepted 
impact is on t11e aliificially-created communities. The DEIS states in alternatives 2-5 that the Carson 
River riparian p1ant communities are expected to be unafiectE.~d by these proposed actions, What is 
the basis for th!s statement? The Service has indicated that they ~ntend to can for thE.~ir water 
deHveries through the TClD canal and latera! systems No provisions exist to call for Service water 
through the Carson River. Under current operating conditions. only the middle section of the River 
receives sufficient irrigation flows to protect the riparian plant communities. How wi!l the removal of 
66% of tr1e agricultural base affect TC!D's use of the river? Will there be a need to continue to use 
the river for water deliveries if the ma.iority of flows is directed to the "primary" wetlands? No plans 
have been developed to indicate how and where water deliveries will be made to the wetlands and 
those areas that wiU remain in production, The potential exists that flows in the river could be further 
reduced because of OCAP demands and the fact that 66.:Yo of the Carson River water deliveries will 
go to the wet!ands Without an adequate delivery pian or mitigation, the river could be severely 
impacted, Continued non-use will cause other adverse effects on resources, such as decreased 
basalt aquifer recharge and reduced flood capaclty. These issues need to be further addressed." 

Response: Carson River flows would not be impacted, because the Service expects to caH for water 
deliveries through U1o TClD system. low f!ow volumes in the Carson River are an existing condition 
associated with the operation of the Newlands Project The Ser\lice has identified use of the Carson 
River as one possible measure to mitigate decreased basalt aqwfer recharge (see Section 4.3.3.1, 
Mitigation Measures) 

Comment 42: "The DEIS states that grasses and forbs {native and introduced) have survived due to 
the higher groundwater table and frequent surface watering. \tv'hat are these grasses and forbs and 
where are they located in the affected area? \l\lhat is H1e importance of this reference? It is further 
stated that Maurer and oU;ers {1994) indicated that 50,000 AF/year is drawn from groundwater as 
consumptive use for crop production. What is the basis for these predictions? The Service has 
assumed that the ground water rnakes up the differonce between total consumptfve use and irrigation 
de~iver:.v What is the basis of this assumption? All crops grown m the affected area can not take 
advantage of this 50,000+ acres of groundwater. "rhis numbers appears to be extremely high_ the 
ability of crops to utilize this water is based upon the depth to groundwater {which is extremely 
variablo in the affected area), soil texture and the rooting structure of those crops. According to 
NRCS data, 90% of alfalfa water uptake occurs in the top 75~/c of the root zone. The average rooting 
depth of aifaifa is 5 feet This translates to 90% of the water uptake within 45 inches of the soli 
surface. If this is the case, then the consumptive drawn from the ground water ls closer to 23,500 
AF/year. As water rights are removed from the area, rt is highly likely that t!1e groundwater level will 
be negabvely impacted. As groundwater levels drop, agricultural vegetation will not be able to utilize 
this water resource to rnoet their consumptive use needs. Based upon the court findings in bench 
bottom reclassifications, lands now classified as bottom cou!d potentially be reclassified as bench, 
thus increasing the water demands in the affected area Addibonal analysis is needed in this area 
and mitigation measures need to be considered." 

Response: The general staternent relative to the presence of grasses and forbs in some agricultural 
vegetation communities is based on observations of existing farmlands in the Lahontan Valley. !t is 
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common for grasses and forbs to grow adjacent to irrigated farrn fields planted in alfalfa or other crop 
in tile va!ley. 

Regarding the basis of information obtained from U1e report by Maurer and others ( 1994) re!abve to 
the consumptive use by crops and vegetation, the Service refers NRCS to the report itself. The 
report devotes about 18 pages to d~scuss~ng background informat~on. studies, and concJusions 
relative to the Lahontan Valley water budget 

There is a range of va!ues presented ~n various reports relative to reprf.'sentat!vf.' consumptive use 
rates for alfalfa in the Lahontan VaHey (Maurer and oH1ers 1994)_ Review of the information indicates 
that NRCS is one of several qual!flf.'d experts that have defined average annual consumptive use 
rates for alfalfa in the Lahontan Valley. Based on the above comment, the average consumpUve use 
rate for alfa!fa would be 3.6 AF/acrelyear assuming that 3.15 AF/acrelyear is supplied by irrigation 
(i.e., 90 percent of water uptake occurs within 45 inches of the surface}. This value is within U1e 
range presented by Maurer and others Cl994), which referenced Guitjens and Mahannah's (1976) 
figure of 4,0 AF/acrelyear and Lyford and Townsend's ("1985) figure of 3.25 AF/acre/year used in the 
Alpine Decree hearings. Maurer and others used 3.2 AF/acre!year for alfalfa consumptive use in 
their water budget calculations, which resulted in the estimate of 50,000 AF/year of water being taken 
up by alfalfa from the groundwater_ This means that about 30 percent of alfalfa consumptive use is 
from groundwater and about 70 percent is supplied by irrigation_ These figures differ from those 
presented by NRCS in the above comment (10 pf.'rcent and 90 percent respectively)_ 

NRCS's information regarding root zone depth and alfalfa water uptake is noted, but the comment 
does not cite any supportivE.' documentat!on for the assumption that it is highly unlikely that the 
groundwater level will be negatively impacted_ The SE.'!Vice estimates that groundwater lf.'vels may 
be lowered in some isolated areas, but that such impacts would not be widespread under the 
Preferred Alternative_ 

Bench boHom reclassification is beyond U1e scope of this EIS Court rulings on bench bottom 
classifications are not relevant to the Service's water rights acquisition program. 

Comment 43: "3.15 Biodiversity. This section states that native biodivHrslty in Lahontan Valley has 
been adversf.'ly impacted by agriculture and urban development. This statemf.'nt 1mp!ies that 
agriculture and urban development arE.' solf.'ly responsible for this df.'cline. This is not totally correct 
The DEIS needs to recognize that government actions and programs such as the deveiop of the 
Newlands Project, NAS Fallon, P L 101-618. and OCAP have influenced this decline as well." 

Response: The statement was revised to indicate that agricu!ture, including the NHwlands Project, 
and urban development and other developments have adversely impacted nabve biodiversity. 

Comment 44: "3.16 Agriculture, Farmland and Local Economy. The DEIS states that cattle ranching 
and dairy production are the primary agricultural activities in the area_ Why has alfalfa production 
been omitted from this statement since it represents 31 '}'o of the industry output ... Production figures 
for a single year, may not account for varying market conditions over long periods of time_" 

Response: The second sentence in the sect1on cited states that "Alfalfa is the dominant crop with 
some smaU grains {wheat and barley) a!so grown in the area." Al1 economic irnpacts are based on 
impacts to a!faifa production and related agricultural industry_ Impacts to a1falfa make up four pages 
in Chapter 3 (Section 3.16. ·1 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND RECEIPTS) and seven pages of 
impact analysis in Chapter 4 (Section 4.16.1, IMPACTS TO AGRlCULTUR,L:.,L PRODUCTS AND 
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RECEiPTS) There !s no data to determine the number of ranch~ng or da1ry operatons in Lyon 
County that rnig!it be affected by the Service's action. 

Comment 45: "3164 Prime Farmland Reference to this resource needs to be prime farmland and 
farmlands of statewide importance This is necessary to meet the requirements of FPPA The DElS 
states that due to the purposes stated .. U1e Service vvi!! attempt to consider these vaiu;~s ... m the 
acquisibon process. This statement is incorrect. According to FPPA, the Serv1ce <s r•.::qulred to 
consider t!iese va!ues. The statement tha! ihe finaf determination of what is considered pnme 
farmland should be changed to read prime farmland and farrn:and of statewide importance The 
Service shourd reference in the DEJS that ~t has agreed to develop a procedure with NRCS for 
completing the requirements of FPPA. The Service has failed to recognize the in;portance of the 
30,900 acres of prime farmlands and those of statewide importance_ An adequate impact analysis 
has not been comp!eted to determine where water purchases would impact prirne farmland and in 
what amounts, nor are the overall economic losses associated with these lands adequately 
addressed. Of these 30.~!00 acres, how many of these prime farmland acres are in the Carson 
Division or t11e area of impact? The !argest percentage of prime farmlands are located within the 
Carson Division according to information provided to the Service by NRCS. Figure 3.16A needs to 
be corrected this map needs to be referenced correctly as being from the NRCS and dated. A 
disclaimer needs to be placed on the map to indicate that all of the prime farmland areas may not be 
accurately delineated since the map was prepared and published prior to the most recent prime 
farmland update !t is also impo1tant to note that aH prime farmland delineations may be subject to 
on-slte evaluatjons." 

Response: References to "prime farmland" have been changed to "prime farmland and farmland of 
statewide importance" Section 3.16_4 has been revised based on this and other comments by 
NRCS. Please also see Genera! Issue Response V 

Comment 46: "4. ·16.4 Prime Farmlands. The We of the section should be prime farmlands and 
farmlands of statewide importance. Page 4 91, paragraph 2 needs to be changed to indicate that the 
Service now agrees that the FPPA does apply to the sale of prime farmland and farmlands of 
statevilde ~mportance despite the fact that the action is a w11!mg seller program. In Alternative 1, the 
DEIS states that the NRCS is in the process of developing revis1ons or adjustments to its criteria that 
would identity prime farmlands in the Newlands Project !! further states that there is insufficient 
information for the Service to determine on a Project-wide basis where U<e prime farmlands are 
ptiysically located under NRCS's new criteria. These statements are incorrect. NRCS is not 
developing revisions or adjustments to its prime farmland criteria The criteria for prime farmland are 
standardized NRCS nationwide As stated in NRCS's inforrnation provided to the Service, final 
determinations of prime farmland should be site spedfic An on-site evaluation may be necessary 
where slightly saline maps units occur smce some of these umts may not have been sufficiently 
reclaimed to be considered pnme_ NRCS has evaluated some of these slightly saline units in an 
effort to verify areas where changes might be necessary. Sufficient information !s available for the 
Service to determine where prime farm~ands are physically located NRCS has provided the Service 
w1th a list of prime farrnland soil maps units, acres, and has provided an additional iist of prime 
farmland acreage within TCID irrigation subdistncts Using this inforrnation and the information from 
BOR's Geographic information System data which has more adequately located irrigate and water 
right acres, an impact analysis could have been prepared How n1any acres of prime farmland have 
been converted to non-agricultural use under this baseline condihon? In alternative 2, the DEIS 
states that 55 percent of imgated, water nghted !ands ... considered "prime farmlands" thereby leaving 
45 percent .farmlands It is further stated that 21 percenLwould be cons1dered prime farmland. 
How were Uiese figures derived?" 
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Response: References to "prime farmiand'' have been changed to "pr~me farmland and farmland of 
statewjde jmportance." Section 4. 16_4 !1as been revised based on this and other comments by 
NRCS and recent correspondence between the Service and NRCS. Additional analyses were 
conducted and further explanation of rnethods used to dehve numbers was jncluded in the 
introduCtiOn to tf'le section. Please a!so see Genera! Issue Response V 

Comment 47: "3 24.2 H1stoncal Cultural Resources. The DE IS notes that certain locations wjthin 
New!ands Project are on the National Register of Histone Places It should be noted that the entire 
Newlands Irrigation Project infrastructure (canals, !aterals, drains. etc) have been nominated for 
eligibility for listing on the National Register. Of equal importance is the fact that many on-farm 
irrigation systerns can also be consider eligible for ljsting on the National Register." 

Response: Comment noted. Section 3.24.2 was modified to indicate that the Newlands Irrigation 
ProJect infrastructure has been nominated for eligibH1ty for listing on the National Register. 

Comment 48: "4.24 Effects on Cultural Resources The OEIS states that the historical cultural 
resources would not be impacted by the Service's action. An adequate impact analysis of these 
resources has not been con•pleted. The proposed action may result in a number or the TClD 
fadlities to be abandoned and potential converted to other uses. The same holds true for those 
systems that occur on !ands purchased by the Service. The Service has not indicated what it intends 
to do with those systems or provide rrHtigaUon for their loss if they are to be converted. Impacts to 
losses that might occur on private lands where the proposed action results m a conversion also 
needs to be addressed." 

Response: Although the Newlands Project has been nominated for eligibility for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places, it is not now on the National Register of Historic Places. The 
SE:rvlce maintains that there would be no significant impact to historical cultural resources as a result 
of the Service's action 

Naval Air Station - Fallon, Public Works Department 

Comment 1: "The Department of Interior is involved in a large number of actions affecting 
ownership and use of water rights for Truckee River and Carson River waters. It appears that tl';e 
various actions will require more water to meet just the OOi requirements than is avaiiable from these 
systerns. H also appears that these actions, to acquire controi of the water and future use of the 
water will have many detrirnental effects on performance of Navy missions, productivity of Navy 
owned lands, quality of life of Navy personnel, the Navy's dependence on water pumped from the 
Basalt Aquifer, and a number of other Navy jnterests An Environmental lrnpact Statement assessing 
the cumulattve effects of ail water acquisitions and regulation should be prepared: planned actions, 
expenditures, mitigation etc., should be coordinated and adjusted accordingly among the various 
representatlves of the Secretary of lnterror." 

Response: Please see General issue Response 1., Programmatic EIS. 

Comment 2: "Your analysis of the amount of water you need to produce 25,000 acres of specific 
wetland types indicates that F&WS can accomplish your goal by applying 5 acre"·feet per acre 
(acftiac) to the area each year and you intend to acquire contra! of 125,000 acre feet of water nghts 
to accomplish this Your document states that about 9 adtlac of water delivery or more may be 
needed each year to sustain the wetlands but you chose to use the 5 acft/ac figure with the 
qualification that more water w1ll be obtained if needed. Since previous Stillwater NWR reports 
indicate that you use 9 to 10 acft/ac for your customary level of management it would seern that 10 
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acre"·feet per acre of water delivery would be a much more realistic goal. If the goal for the quantity 
of water is not realistic then the actual effects of water acqu~sition are not likely to have been 
accurately predicted. Please prepare an evaluation of establishing 25.000 acres of marshes by 
acquiring 250,000 acre .. feet of water nghts (at ·1 Oacftlac) or more. especially in view of the fact that 
water deliveries to New!ands area farms total 174,800 acre-feet per year" 

Response: The comrnentor may be referrjng to Section 2.3.1 VOLLHv1E OF WATER REQUIRED TO 
MEET MAN.ti.GEMENT TARGET, 1.vhich states that "an annuai average of 5 AF/acre is needed to 
susta~n one acre of primary wetland habitat" and that "Water demand associated with the dlfferent 
habitats ranges frorn 8-9 AF/acre/year for open water perennial habitat, to as little as 1. 5 
AF!acrelyear for intermittent, sha!fm11 nwd4lat habitar (emphasis added). More information on the 
range of habitats and their water requirements is addressed in Appendix 4 Also see General Issue 
Response VI., Quantity of Water Required to Meet Wetlands Needs. 

Comment 3: "Several comments in this E!S deschbe boundaries of Navy lands, vegetation, crops, 
and ~vater rights inaccurately. Please feel free to contact NAS Fallon Public Works personnel to 
bring your statistics up to date concerning quantities of water, irrigation practices and efficiencies, 
ongoing studies by Navy for use of sewage effluent and irrigation tailwater, actual crops planned for 
each field in the Natural Resources Pian. etc-" 

Response: The Service contacted NAS-Fallon for updated inforrnatlon on sewage effluent, 
employment, and income in the area. Tile Navy's updated feasibility study is due out in the summer 
of 1996. 

Comment 4: "The Potentiaj for Bird /\ir Strike Hazard (BASH) needs to be analyzed in this document 
as it pertains to air operations at NAS Fallon. The ingress and egress to NAS Fallon's airfields are 
from the Southeast wh>ch over!ies the Carson Lal<:e wetland area. For a detailed discussion on 
BASH, see the Environmental Assessment for the Management of t!<e Greehbelt }i.,rea at NAS Fallon, 
Nevada. or contact NAS Falbn for addikmal inforrnation" 

Response: The Service has reviewed this informatton and does not believe that an increased 
potential for BASH will result trorn eiH<er the Proposed Action or aitematNes. Under existing 
conditions, there are 1-2 BASH incidents each year. Ti<ere is no quantifiable data to ascertain where 
such inc1dents occur, what spectes are usually involved, what season of the year such incidents 
occur. and vvhether U1ey are associated vdh existing wetland areas. The Service's action to sustain 
and protect 25,000 acres of wetlands vvill not increase BASH mcidents over recent historical 
conditions (1970s), wl1en wetland acreage was close to 25,000 acres. 

Comment 5: "Page v~i states that "historical!y, the Carson River sustained about 150,00 wetland 
acres ... " and wetland acreage in 1992 was !ess than 2000 acres Please describe the type(s) of 
wetlands, types of wetland plant communities, and the relatiVe proportions that made up this 150,000 
average Does this acreage indicate that historic flows in the Carson river delivered 750,000 acre 
feet of watet" to the Lahontan Valley each year plus additional water used for irrigation? A total of 
2000 acres rn 1992 is understandable m v1ew of the seven preceding years of drought However, 
e1ther ti1e historical measurements are wrong (written history of this area includes about the last 150 
years) or your 150,000 acres includes types of wetlands which are not included in the 25,000 acre 
goaL Please explain the source and your use of this statistic" 

Response: Please see General Issue Response X. 
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Comment 6: "Page xi first paragraph fails to describe recharge of the basalt aquifer as a function of 
seepage from irrigation flows. Description of each alternative fails to speciry the contribution of Navy 
water rights; a rnatter of 2,297 to 5,867 acre·"feet per year. depending on the water available H 

Response: The Executive Summary provides only a summary of the existing resources and potential 
impacts and alternatives Rec!1arge of the basalt aquifer is descnbed in detail in Sectjons 3 3. 3.1 
and 3.3.3 1 2. alternatives are described ~n Chapter 2. Navy water is expected to contribute from 
2,300 AF·· to 5,867 AF of water each year under Pdtemative 5 

Comment 7: "Page xii, alternative 5 should included a discussion of current Navy feasibility studies 
which wiH determme potential use of tai!water, dralnwater, and sewage effluent to supplement primary 
water needs." 

Response: T!1e Navy's updated feasibility study is not yet out A publication may be released by 
sumrner 1996. 

Comment 8: ''Page xix third paragraph and additional parts of text refer to increasing irrigation 
efficiency with drip irrigation, sprinklers_ etc_ This does not seem to be a feasible form of mitigation, 
and it doesn't seem to be mitlgatlon that F&VVS cou!d provide Area irrigation systems and crops 
have constantly been upgraded as technology and econom~c returns warrant so these techniques 
would have already been initiated if feasible. Navy irrigation stems are based on a system of graded 
border irrigation which is much more efficient than spr!nkler irrigation and much more effective than 
drip irrigation for the crops which can be produced at ihis elevation. ln response to obligations under 
Pl 101-618. Navy has initiated capitol improvements of iiTigation ditches and laser controlled land 
leveling to assure efficiency of 1rrigation by Navy lessees." 

Response: 'The mitgation is feasible, but you are correct ~n stating that it may be outside the 
Service's alithority In line with Forty fviost Asked Questions. tl1e Service has explored rrntigation 
n>easures that rnay be outsfde Gf the iead agency's authortty but that may be iiTlpiemented by other 
agencies 

Comment 9: "Page xix there is no substantiation for the statement that the water acquiSition would 
provide "perrnanent" recreation opportunity jf that means something beyond what exists now, 
especially since droug!lt can ellmlnate the marshes Furthermore, hunting as a recreational past-time 
\twas nearly eliminated from all F& WS refuges during the past year and rernalns in jeopardy. Navy 
personnel are among the recreational public at Stillwater NWR so \iVe would be interested in your 
description of how the water acquisition could eliminate effects of drought and upstream diversion of 
wate1· and preserve hunting as a recreational activity. " 

Response: The term "permanent" was replaced with "more reliable.'' 

Comment 10: "Page xix description of effects on land use include a wistful reference to fallow lands 
reverting to desert shrub habitat This implies that there will be lengthy periods of uncontrollable soil 
erosion by vvind while we wait for plant successions to be successful. Please discuss the potential 
damage to Navy aircraft and facilities that would be caused by lands left fallovv near the Naval Air 
Station, your mitigation of air pollution, and what steps you intend to take to reduce or elim111ate this 
hazard." 

Response: There is no evidence that Navy alrcraft will be damaged by wind erosion from lands 
acquired for water right transfers to the wetlands This was not identified as a significant issue during 
scoping, and was therefore not addressed as such in the EIS. The Service has identified that some 
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short-term w~nd erosion impacts will occur (see Section 4.4.2). Mitigation is also described in that 
section. 

Comment 11: "Page 2-43 Table 2.C Navy has completed a new sewage treatment plant Please 
contact NAS-Fallon for updated effluent discharge rates." 

Response: The Service contacted NAS-Fallon and confirrned that sewage effluent numbers were 
correct in u·1e document (Cottle, written communication, May 1996). 

Comment 12: "Page 2-44 Please correct the first paragraph to read that: "Most lands in Dixie Valley 
are owned by the Department of the Navy or are the managernent responsibility of the Department of 
the Interior's Bureau of Land Management The Navy owns a large percentage of the water rights in 
the valley." 

Response: This suggested change was incorporated. 

Comment 13: "Page 2-46 footnote "c" refers to Navy effluent and water conserved by the Navy. 
Please refer to above comments on this topic. 

Response: See comments above. 

Comment 14: "Page 3~48 Existing "primary wetlands'' already are uncontrolled sources of 
rnosquitoes and other disease vectors, parasite intermediate and primary hosts, and other risks to 
human health and weH being and the health of domestic anirnals. Huge populations of insects 
produced on F&WS wetlands infest Lahontan Valiey areas, including NAS-Fal!on. At this time NAS~ 
Fallon and other Lahontan Valley residents pay for and perform mosquito control on the areas they 
are responsible for, but there is no comparable effort to our knowledge, on "primary wetlands" Your 
EIS does not include the techniques you wiH use or expenses you will incur as you own more 
wet~ands and previousry farmed lands. Please include descr~pt[ons and evaluations of F&WS plans 
for vector control and your expected effects. Suggest you contact Churchi!l County Mosquito 
Abatement D1stnct for additional techmca! information to adequately analyze this issue " 

Response: CCMAD provided substantial comments on this issue, and portions of those comments 
have been incorporated into the docurnent CCMAD states U1at mosquito control does occur on the 
prirnary wetlands. The Service will be coordinating mosquito abatement activit1es with CCMAD. 

Comment 15: "Page 4-122 Please correct tr1e staternent that the Navy EA. for relocation of TOP Gun 
and oH'1er operations did not identify any significant impacts. A number of significant impacts were 
identified as being both likely to occur and mitigab!e. Please contact NAS Fallon for details." 

Response: This statement has been deleted. 

Newlands Water Protective Association 

The Newlands Water Protective Association submitted eight pages of comments. The first 1 1/2 
pages were a general overview of the organization and its pos1tion statement The following are 
specific comments and corrections provided by the NWPA. 

Comment 1: "As ~ndicated in written comments submitted during scoping sessions held on the 
"comprehensive" Environmental lrnpact Statement it is the position of the Newlands Water Protective 
Association that an EIS should be prepared that encompasses all federal actions affecting land and 
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water rights within the Newlands Recfamation Project, and in the sp~rit of the national Environmental 
Poiicy Act, while such EIS is being prepared, a!l further federal act1ons should be heid in abeyance-" 

Response: Please see General Issue Response L, Programmatic ElS. 

Comment 2: "First, 1f, as indicated on page 'x' of the Executive Surnn1a1y H1e Carson Dlvt:sion 
consists of approximately 47,000 acres, then to acquire 101.000 acre feet, at a duty of 2.99 Af. per 
acre. would require some 33,779 acres. This constitute~s a significantly higher percentage than the 
66% to wt'lich you refer on page ix of the Executive Summary" 

Response: The 47,000-acre figure represents the amount of irrigated. water-righted farmland in the 
Carson Division (about 52,768 acres in 1989, considered a representative year) minus 5,6i''0 acres 
that are estimated to be in1pacted through the acquisition of 20.000 AF of water rights. 

In calculating the total impact to irrigated, water-righted farmland that would result from imp!ementing 
Alternative 2, the Service assumed that the delivery of 102,000 AF of water to the wetlands would 
entail the acquisition of 122,000 AF of water rights. Thjs is because water rights having entitlement 
of 3.5 AF/acre/year (and possibly •t5 AF/acrefyear) would be purchased, but they would be used by 
the Service at a 2.99 AF/acre/year use rate. Restated. 122,000 AF of water rights having 
entitlements of 3.5 AFiacre/year (and possibly some at 4.5 AF/acre/year) would !1ave to be acquired 
to make 102,000 AF of water rights available because water rights for the wetlands would be 
;;::xercised at the 2.99 AF/acre/year use rate, not at a 3.5 AF/acrelyear use rate. 

Acquiring 122,000 AF of water rights (which includes lhe 20,000 AF acquisition program) would result 
in about 34,800 acres of water-righted, irrigated farmland being affected by the program. Comparing 
this to the amount of farmland that existed prior to the 20,000 AF acqwsitlon program (52, '?68 acres), 
the Service estimated that about 66 percent of the water rights in the Carson Division would be 
acquired under Alternative 2 (34,800 acres divided by 52,768 acres = 0_66, or 66 percent)_ 

Please see Sections 2S2 (DE!S Proposed Action) and 2.5 5 (Preferred Alternative) and Table 2.A. 
for more detailed information on the attemat!ves. 
Comment 3: Additional!y, according to the EiS. it will take the inaial 20,000 acre feet of water to 
sustain 12,100 acres of prrmary wetland habitat over tlie long-term, yet the proposed action indlcates 
a need to purchase FIVE (5) times that amount, or an additional 101,000 acre feet, to sustain the 
additional ·12,900 acres of wetlands necessary to meet the 25,000 acre goal Even considering 
decreased return flows, these seems excessive" 

Response: Please see responses to Churchill County comments #7·1 and #96. 

Comment 4: "Heavy reliance is placed on the approval of the bond issue within the State of Nevada 
in 1990, wherein the majority of voters in this State did, in fact, approve of the expenditure of $9 
million on water right acquisitions for the wetlands. It should be noted. however, that the peop!e 
most affected by that bond issue, those who live, work and p!ay w1thm the New!ands ProJect and rely 
mast heavily on the continued delivery of irrigation water throughout the area for their continued 
survival, voted against that bond." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 5: "The E!S does not adequately address the concerns most adamenUy expressed by 
people who iive in the communities of Fallon and Fernley, including, but not limited to, the protection 
of property rights, the protection of the quality and quantity of groundwater, the protection of the 
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agrarian lifesty!e, protection of U1e economic base of the communi~ies, and pro!ectton of the tax base 
of the counties and municipalities involved, m that the EIS contains too many "unknowns"." 

Response: The Service has contracted for one groundwater study and two soclo-econom~c studies 
to provide data on the existing conditions in Lahcntan Valley !n addition. f"..(edamation has funded a 
companion groundwater report. relative to the Service's proposed water rights acquisition program. in 
spite of the data collected, many "unknowns" do remain. Analys1s was rnade using the most credib~e 
and the most current data avai!able re!evant to evaluating the reasonably foreseeable impacts. 

Comment 6: 'Throughout the E!S, references to the water rjghts being the persona! property of the 
indlv~duals who own them are absent or omitted. in fact in discussions in the EiS regarding the 
Canvasback Gun Club, the report leads the reader to believe that the owners of that Gun Club are 
totally uncooperative. The fact ~s, the Gun Club owners own that ground and the water right 
appurtenant thereto." 

Response: Comment noted, and changes in connotation in regard to Canvasback Gun Club were 
made to reflect the comment 

Comment 7: ''The EIS seems to place greater ernphasis on the importance of wildlife and animals, 
than the importance of the people, their families, their property rights, and their livelihoods. Even in 
section 1 J, in discussing the purpose of the Newlands Project, no reference is made to the very 
basic purpose for the Project, that is, for the irrigation and agricu!tura! production of homesteaded 
lands. The Project was designed to feed people!' 

Response: The p!1rase "and agricuitmal production" was added to the following sentence in Section 
1. 7.1: "The Newlands Project was designed to provide for the irrigation [and agricultural production] 
of federally withdrawn homestead lands in the vicinities of Fernley and Fallon, Nevada." 

Comment 8: "The EIS fails to point out u·1e affects the OCAP are having on the wetlands and that 
the baseline conditions upon which these proposals rely are m the process of being changed. The 
wetlands were doing just fine prior to the implementation of the 1988 OCAP. Actions are now being 
taken to esca!ate the already harsh affects of the prior OCAP by further reducing water right 
deliveries to water right owners and by limiting the ability of the water right owners to store water 
over for the next irrigation season_ If storing water was not the purpose of the Reservoir, someone 
should have said so long ago. MH!ions of dollars could have been saved by not building lahontan 
Darn to begin with ... " 

Response: The FEIS has addressed changes to OCAP under Sections 2.3. 1, the introduction to 
Chapter 3, and in Cumulative Impacts, Section 4.26.9, OCAP MODIFICATIONS. The Service has 
stated that it wil! reconsider spill or draint!ow volumes apphed in this document if monitoring proves 
that actual flow for these water sources are higher than that depicted. As a result, acquisition 
H1rough purchase or other means would be reduced accordingly. 

Nevada State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Division of Environmental 
Protection 

Comment 1: "The statement in the first paragraph of section 3.3.2 (p.3-24} "Because the water is 
acqutred from Newlands Project agncultural users, the project operator is only requtred to continue to 
meet agricultural water quality standards set by the State" is not accurate. The app!icable water 
qual;ty standards for the inflow of water entering the wetlands habitat are based on the beneficial 
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uses of the wetlands, Le. aquatic life and wi~d!ife. These standards are contarned tn Nevada 
Administrative Code (NAC) 445. 1339 and 445_124." 

Response: There has been no change m the standard for tile Newlands Project Please see EPA 
comment #9 above. 

Comment 2: "The statement in the last paragraph on page 3~24 "Nevada water quality standards for 
toxjc materials appl!cable to waters beneficially used for wildlife are nearly identical to irrigation water 
standards (NAC 445. 1339)" needs clarification_ NAC 445.1339 does not contain any standards for 
the beneficial use category "wildlife." NAC 445.1339 does contain standards for the protection of 
municipal or domestic supply, aquabc life, irrigation and watering of livestock. Which of these 
existing use categories most closely reflects protection of wHdlife is not known." 

Response: This text has been revised. Piease see EPA comment #9 above. 

Comment 3: "The comments in #2 above aiso apply to the statement in the second paragraph on 
page 3-27 "The standards for drainwater that flows into the ·wetlands are much less stringent than 
those set for acquired irrigation water'' I have enclosed a copy of Nevada"s cur-rent water quality 
standards for toxic rnaterials_ Please note that the NAGs havE-' been renumbered. NAG 445.1339 is 
now NAC 445A144 and NAC 445.124 is now NAC 445A.-126 .. .'' 

Response: Production and delivery of drainwater is not a specific purpose of the Newiands Project 
It is a by~product of irrigation. The State of Nevada has set water quality standards for irrigation 
water delivery by the Newiands Project There are more general and less strmgent water quality 
standards for Class 3 waters (which appear to be applicable to drainwater) in Churchill County. 
Whereas propagation of wildlife is considered a beneficial use of Class 3 water, there are no specific, 
set standards for sud'l use. Therefore, the statement in the DEiS. while general in nature, is 
essentially correct Please also see the response to Environmental Protection Agency comment #9. 

Nevada State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Division of State Lands 

Comment 1: "On page 1~28, the document lists other agencies with jurisdicbon !n the area. The list 
is out of date for some Nevada agencies_ "State of Nevada, Conservation and Natural Resources" 
should be "State of Nevada. Department of Conservation and Natural Resources". The Division of 
Historic Preservation and Archeology is no longer in DCNR; it is now called the State Historic 
Preservation Office and is in the Department of Museums, Library and Arts The Department of 
Agriculture is now the Division of Agriculture in tile Department of Busmess and Industry." 

Response: Section 1.10,2 was modified based on these comments 

Comment 2: "When discussing the State's acquisjtion of water for Lahontan VaHey wetlands, the 
document sometimes speaks of acquisition by the Division of Wildlife (NDOW) (For example, on p_ 
2-20, last paragraph.} This is technica!iy incorrect NRS 321 OOi says that all interests in land are to 
be acquired by the Division of State Lands !n the name of the State of Nevada. The lands or water 
rights are then assigned to spedfic agencies for administration and use (NRS 321.003). (Copies of 
statutes attached ) Please correct the document to show that acauisitioQ. of rights is always by tile 
State; when discussing managerusW1 it is correct to say that NDO\l\1 manages the water rights. 
SimHarly rn the discussion of acquisition of the three Carson River ranches above Lahontan Reservoir 
(p.2m30, first paragraph), acquisition was by the State. and management by the Division of State 
Parks." 
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Response: The text of the FE!S was changed accord~ngly 

Comment 3: ''The document states in at least two places that there is an agreement betv,reen the 
State and U1e Secretary committing the state to spend $9 million for ~vetiand vvater hght acquisitions 
We are aware of no fonnal written agreement to this effect State officials, inctuding this 
administrator, have stated orally ttlat the State has funds available for th~s purpose, as follows The 
State has a!ready made $5 rni~lion in Question 5 bond funds availab~e for water right acqUISitions, as 
described in the document f,i1ore than half of those funds have been expended to date for that 
purpose. The document also mentions an additiona1 $4 million potentially available for this purpose. 
This additional bonding authority cannot be exercised by the State un!ess and unU the State enters 
1nto an agreement or agreements regarding allocation of the water associated w~th the Truckee and 
Carson Rivers, the Lahontan VaHey wetlands and the Newlands ProJect (as provided in Chapter 478, 
Statutes of Nevada 1983 as amended by Chapter "185, Statutes of Nevada 1989, attached). 

Response: The text of the FElS was changed accordingly. 

Comment 4: 'The document projects (p. 1-27, first paragraph} that if the State spends $9 m!il!on it 
will acquire about 23,000 AF of \/Vater rights Based on costs to date, the state would probably 
acquire about 21,000 AF. (We have expended $2,982,295 for 6,951 AF_) We note that costs may be 
expected to rise in the future. We also note that not all of that water would actually get to the 
wetlands; actua[ yieid to the wetlands would be considerably less, depending on amounts transferred 
and amounts called for use" 

Response: The Service has provided a range for State acquisitions in the FE!S, stating that from 
12,800 - 23.000 AF will be acquired by the State based on existing wateHight purchase prices_ 

Comment 5: "Tr1e preferred alternative proposed that the Service would transfer water rights at full 
headgate entrtlement, but only apply the 2.99 AFiacre/year consumptive use rate (p. 2-21). The 
State has made no such commitment !n fact, we have stated that we intend to pursue the transfer 
and use of more than 2.99 AF on a case-by·case basis, where it can be justiftecl'' 

Response: Comment noted. The State is not bound to the poi1cies and constraints of this document 
The Ser-Jice has addressed the impacts of the 3 5 AF/acre use-rate m Alternative 3. 

Comment 6: "Where less than fuB headgate entitlement can be transferred/used, the remainder 
should be credited against any recouprnent requirement (discussed on pp. 4-118-119) to prevent 
wetlands ~osing this water tw1ce." 

Response: Comment noted This action wou!d be outside the Service's authority. 

Comment 7: "We read with interest the section on loss of farmland We were surprised that your 
discussion of the potential of utilizing water from the upper Carson River area to decrease impacts on 
the New!ands Project (4-89) was so negative. This option was discussed at length and with great 
1nterest during the recent negotiated settlement meetings, and may deserve greater consideration_" 

Response: Upper Carson River is considered to be those areas upstream of the Carson City gaging 
station Upper Carson River waters are eiiminated from discussion Please see response to 
Churchill County comrnent #116 However, the Preferred Alternative does make use of Middle 
Carson River waters. 
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Comment 8: "This agency strongly supports Alternative 3. It has by far the best benefit/cost return 
to the government and the least impact on the commun~ty and on secondary wetlands. The rnajor 
d~fference betv,reen Alternabve 2 (tile preferred alternative) and Alternative 3 ~s the transfer/use rate 
for acqu~red water. As stated above. the State intends to seek the transfer/use of acquired '.Vater at 
an10unts above the agr~cultural consurnptwe use rate and only Alternative 3 covers such act~on. 
Alternative 3 allows flexibility to explore such options to provide optimal benefit to tile wetlands, as 
both the Service and the State are mandated by our respective laws. We find your des~gnation of 
Alternative 2 as the preferred altemat~ve to be puzzling This DEIS is written to assist in the 
decisions that will implement Sec. 206 of PL 101-618 Thls section of the !aw is written specificaHy to 
protect the wetiands Alternative 3 yields the most wetland protection with the lowest expenditure of 
government funds and the least amount of negaUve impact The only advantages of Alternative 2 
are rather small increases in Truckee River flows and corresponding benefits to the Truckee 
River/Pyramid Lake fishery. The protection and enhancement of these flshery resources are covered 
in other sections of the law. We do not think it !s appropriate to "second guess" Congress by re
interpreting Sec. 206 to provide additional benefits to the fishery at the expense of the wetlands." 

Response: Alternative support noted in General Issue Response H , Alternatives. Please see 
General Issues Response IlL, Concerns With 2 99 Consumptive Use-Rate. 

Nevada State Department of ConseNation and Natural Resources, Division of Water 
Resources 

Comment 1: "The report establishes the baseline condition to exist when the 20,000 acre-feet 
acquisition program is completed and calculates that program as a direct diversion to the primary 
wetlands of 13% of the Carson River Diversion. At the rate of 2 99 AF/AC, 20.000 AF is 15% of the 
Carson Diversion and of course greater if a higher rate is utilized." 

Response: The 20,000 AF program app!ies a 2.99 AFiacre use-rate. Based on an average 
representative demand of 3.51 AF/acre entit!ement for the Carson D~vision (which includes 
benchiands entitled at 4. 5 AF/acre lands and accounts for s!1ortages) the total volume of water held 
in the Carson Division is calcu!ated to be about 185,000 AF (52. 768 acres X 3.51 AF/acre = 
185,215). The 20,000 AF program amounts to about 11 percent of tl1e total volume of water held in 
U';e Carson Division. This figure has been changed in Section 2..5.1. 

Comment 2: "The 1988 OCAP efficiency targets are possibly unattainable and have not been 
realized to date. The EIS should contain provisions to address realistic efficiency targets." 

Response: Th~s document is based on the assumption that the ·1988 OCAP wi!l be fully ach~eved, 
because it is an existing regulation of the Department of the interior. 

Comment 3: "The drainwater figures show a decrease from 34°ft, (Alt. 5) to elimination (AltA). How 
is this determined? In addition, the June 1st storage targets may change under current negotiations.'' 

Response: Alt 4 would purchase water rights from 72 percent of the irrigated farmlands in the 
Carson Division. Such an action would diminish agricultural drainfiovvs to the extent that they would 
be nearly absent Adjusted OCAP rnay change June 1st storage targets. However those changes 
have not yet been implemented, and results of tl1at action are currently unknown. 

Comment 4: ''The effect of the acquisit!on program on domestic wells IS not adequately ana~yzed 
and the mitigation, w!1lle possibly accurate, has no plan of action." 
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Response: P1ease see response to Churchi1! County Comment #262 and Lahontan Conservation 
District #3. 

Comment 5: ''Conveyance losses should be ana~yzed in each alternative." 

Response: There is inadequate information to determine conveyance losses by artemahve. 
Conveyance losses vary greatly from canat to canal, and there is no way for the Service to 
determine what lands will be acquired, or which drains will show a reduction in use as a result of the 
Service's action_ 

Comment 6: "The mitigation measure on page 4~75 concerning water right splits is very speculative 
and currently ls not the practice in Nevada." 

Response: We agree that water right splits are not currently the practice in Nevada, Although this 
mitigation may be somewhat speculative, it is not unreasonable However, it would require a 
favorable ruling by the State Engineer to be implemented. 

Comment 7: "The unavoidable adverse effects of the project are noted but not much emphasis is 
p!aced on mitigation." 

Response: For some impacted resources, no feasible mitigation could be determined; these were 
considered to be unavoidable adverse effects, and are addressed as such in Section 4.28. 
UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS_ 

Comment 8: "T!1e analysis of the possib1e mitigation by acquisition of water rights in the Upper 
Carson River is extreme!y poor_ This a!ternative needs much more discussion and ana!ysis and 
should not be eliminated as a possib!e mitigation measure " 

Response: Please see response to Churchii~ County cornrnent #"116 and Nevada Div~sion of State 
Lands comment #7, above Tt1ere are a number of concerns associated with the transfer of Upper 
Garson River water rights that make it a fairly unreasonable alternative water source 

Comment 9: "Pg. 2-2 paragraph 4- for the long-term average, the service wHl use the 10 year 
running average of primary wetlands In 1931 the Fallon Nationai Wildlife Refuge was created. in 
1935 163,000 AC became the Stillwater Wildlife Management Area. !n 1991 Ti\520 acres of the 
SWMA became the Stlllwater Natlonal Wildlife Refuge. Due to this area being designated for wildlife, 
is there information available on the number of ac.res of palustrine wetland habitat that has existed 
w•thin each area respectively and a comparison of the actual farm deliveries and wetland deliveries?" 

Response: Most of the palustrine wetland habitat in the area of Stillwater NWR, Stillwater WMA, 
and Fallon NWR have existed within what is now Stillwater NWR Under baseline conditions, Fa!ion 
NWR only receives water during spill years. In most years, less than 100 acres of wetland habitat 
exist in Fallon NWR and less than 700 acres exist in Stillwater WMA. 

Comment 10: ''Pg, 2-4 2.3.1,1- the service calculates an average of 125,000 AF of water wi!i be 
required VVhat is the expected range of quantities to determine this average or is it solely based on 
25,000 acres at 5AF/AC? Does tile service propose to instigate a more efficient delivery of waters to 
the wetlands?" 

Response: Please see General Issue Response VI., Quantity of Water Required to Meet Wetlands 
needs. 
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Comment 11: ''Pg. 2-32··Sewage Effluent-the 800-900 AFi'\ !s included in alternative 5 only and the 
likelihood that this figure is gomg to increase over time is excluded and the existing quantity of the 
discharge could be n1onitored when it enters the Newlands Project drains. See Sect. 2·-7 pg, 2-38 
monitoring requirements. Why is the effluent not included in all alternatives due to the effluent 
currently being discharged to the wetlands " 

Response: The use of sewage effluent is not preduded under any alternative, but reliance on this 
source of ·water is specifically iden@ed in ,~lternative 5 in all alternatives. 

Comment 12: "Pg 3-42 Sec. 3.3.3.1 .2 -Groundwater Recharge - how is the groundwater flow from 
the shallow aquifer mto the drains quantified and not just a suggestion " 

Response: This number ls an estimate based on Maurer and ot!1ers' (1993) conceptual water 
budget, Figure 4, page 20. There is no specific monitoring data available. 

Comment 13: "Sec. 4 3 3.·Groundwater- Pg. 4-40 paragraph 2 -storing water in Lahontan. Does 
the service have the right to do so? Who would pay for a treatrnent plant?" 

Response: The Service expects that agreements to store water in Lahontan Reservoir could be 
made, despite a number of issues that would have to be resolved. 

Comment 14: "Is the USDI BOR's Wetlands Reconnaissance!lnventory Mid-Pacif[c Region 
September 1993 Report incorporated mto the current status of all wetLands within the Newlands 
ProJect'!" 

Response: No. 

Nevada State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Division of Wildlife 

Comment 1: "NDOW supports Alternative 3 as its preferred altetT1ative for implementation of water 
ngJ1t acquisitions w<tl1m Lahontan Valley for wetland maintenance and enhancen1ent due to its lesser 
impacts to the agricultural community, groundwater recharge to dornesttc aquifers of Fernley and 
Fallon. and the lowest capital cost of all t!Je acquisition alternatives. AHernaiives 2 and 3 appear to 
be the most reasonable methods of preserving 25,000 acres of wetlands in Lahontan Valiey, 
however, when comparing the two alternatives number 3 ranks the highest in almost al! cases, 
except to the benefit of tile Pyramid Lake fishery, for which separate provisions of Public Law 101-
618 are in place to address this issue without impacting wetlands water right purchases. We fee! 
that issues which make Alternative 3 more desirable and defensible than Alternative 2 are as follows 
--6,300 acres of agriculture land ~ess to purchase (22%) to meet same objective.--The high end 
capital costs are 23 million do!lars or 23% less; --The average estirnated annual costs are $192,250 
or 22% less, which in 20 years amounts to a savings of over $3,800,000 to achieve the same 
purpose;--Decreases the annual water delivery costs, at current rates. to both tile State of Nevada 
and Federal Govermnent by $160,600 which c!1arges could double or triple if the government takes 
oveF' the Newiands Project (Project);--Annual aifaifa related !ost income is $1 1 rni!lion dollars less 
and total agricultural impacts are $1.42 million dol~ars less annually; .... Losses related to power 
generation from Project facilities are over $108,000 less; ·-Losses to seconda1y wetlands in Lahontan 
VaHey will be much less The 2.99 use-rate proposed under Alt 2 is contrary to the provisions under 
P.L 101-618206(a)(1)(A) and (C) which stipulates that no water shall be purchased under th!s Section 
unless the Secretar-1 of the Interior expects that the water rights can be transferred and applied to 
direct use to a substantial degree. and must be utilized to the maxnnum extent practicable for direct 
use on the wetlands. This action was not intended to subsidize fishery water acquisition. The 
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Service is in its cover letter for this Draft ElS, signed by John Doebel of your Portland office, states 
the Service has no preferred alternative, however, the document throughout its text states Alternative 
2 as the proposed action. We wonder why the Service chose Alternative 2 rather than what we 
believe to be the better alternative, Alternative 3." 

Response: Your comment is noted in General Issue Response II , Alternatives. Please note that 
Alternative 2 was the Service's Proposed A,£!i9. .. n, not the Preferred A!ternabe in the draft EIS. The 
Serv~ce has now chosen Alternative 5 as its Preferred A!tematve. Regarding use-rates, the Service 
may, in the future, negotiate to make use of up 3.5 AF/acreJyear of the water purchased, depending 
upon negotiations with other agencies and tdbal partners. Other comments are addressed under 
General Issue Response Ill, Concerns with 2.99 Consumptive Use-Rate. 

Comment 2: "NDOW is concerned about where water rights for the Carson Lake and Stillwater 
wetlands are purchased. If water for one wetland is purchased from the drainage of the other 
wetland, then drainwater inflows will be reduced. In the Environmental Assessment for the f!rst 
20,000 AF of wetland water purchases, this problem was recognized and addressed by delineating 
the drainage areas for the Stillwater and Carson Lake wetlands. Purchases from within these 
delineated areas were required to go to their respective or impacted wetland This same procedure 
should be utilized for aU water purchases covered by this ElS. If this procedure is not continued then 
another should be implemented which stipulates tl1at all water, both prime and drain water (after the 
first 20,000 AF, Alt 1) would be spht 60%J to Stillwater and 40% to Carson Lake lf one area received 
a higher percentage of drainwater, then it would receive less prime water in order to maintain a 60/40 
split on all wetland inflows. The procedure should also incorporate a provision that the ration could 
be adjusted annually based upon a mutual agreement by NDOW and the Service. In the absence of 
an annual agreement, the 60/40 percent split would remain in affect for the year. These agreed to 
water delivery procedures for purchased wetlands water needs to be in place to protect primarily the 
Carson Lake drainwater inflows befon:~ the final E!S is signed.'' 

Response: Suggestions noted. The Service's impact analysis considers tile ramifications of buying 
water rights for the Carson Lake. Stillwater marshes and Tribal wetland areas. The conditions 
identd'iod in the EA were in response to NDOW's concerns The Service ilas reviewed the water 
:'ights acquisition program for the entire Lahontan Valley and its commitment to the Lahontan Vailey 
wetlands ( for al! three designated areas) and has determined that specific drainwater 
implementation plans are not relevant to the overall program. The Service will deal with such specific 
dralnwater implementation plans with NDOW at a later date in coordination with Nevada Divis~on of 
State Lands for the Lahontan Valley water right acquisition program. 

Comment 3: "Page ix. 1st para., 2nd sentence: Delete the vvord be before exercise." 

Response: This correction was made to the text 

Comment 4: "Page x, para.? The stated baseline farm gate delivery of 157,800 AF (174,800 AF/yr 
farm gate delivery - 17.000 AF wetland delivery) does not equal the farm gate AF f!gure of 153,600 
AF as shown on page xiv of the Sumrnary Table baseline. Page x. iast para., The baseline figure of 
57,312 acres as depicted for irrigated farm lands conflicts with that as shown in Table 2A page 2-
24. Table 3 2.,A. page 3-7 and Table 4.2.A page 4-2. Should not all tables state the same baseline 
number? This is very confusing to the reader as presently shown." 

Response: The figures on page x have been altered due to errors. Actual water delivery to Carson 
Division headgates amounts to about 170,100 AF/year including an average of 16,500 AF/year 
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delivered to the primary weUand habitat areas. Correspondingly, the figure for farm deliveries in the 
Summary Table has been changed to 157,800 AF. 

Comment 5: "Page x, fast para. Why has tt1e 6,450 farm acres in the Middle Carson River corridor 
upstream from the Newlands Project been included in the affected area (1.6 page 1-8 and Fig. 1.8. 
map) when possib!e purchase and transfer of these water rights to Lahontan Valley wetlands has 
been deemed by the Service as baing inappropriate (pages 2-29, 2-30, 2-46) due to river 
segmentation and cost of acquisition? lt seems more appropriate that the farmland irrigated acres 
and farm headgate deliveries referred to in the baseline conditions text and Summary Table be 
specific to the Carson and Truckee Divisions within the boundaries of the Newlands Project" 

Response: The affected area was enlarged to include both H1e Middle Carson River area and the 
Truckee River to the Pyramid Lake delta due to cooperator comments on the Provisional Draft EiS. 
Section 2 .. 5. 5. (Alternative 5) has been rewritten in response to DE!S comments that criticized the 
negabve tone concerning the viabiiity of making use of these Middle Carson River waters. The 
footnote on Table 2.E concerning "upstream Carson River water" has been changed to ''Middle 
Carson River water". Middle Carson River is the area behNeen Lahontan Reservoir and the Carson 
City gaging station, Upper Carson River is considered to be the area upstream of the Carson City 
gaging station. The Upper Carson River waters are precluded for use under this action. Use of 
Middle Carson River waters are incorporated as a source in the Service's Preferred Alternative, 
however, the Service continues to maintain that a number of issues must be resolved before these 
waters could be used on the wetlands. 

Comment 6: "Page xv: The baseline figures of 152,100 and 32 are depicted in Summary Table for 
Cui-ui and Bald Eagles, respectively. What do these numbers stand tor, total adult spawners, total 
breeding pairs or total population? This information is not stated in d1apter 4." 

Response: The baseline figure provided for cui··Ui in the Summary Table (152. ·JOO) is an index to 
cut·ui population status (cui-u~ index) under baselfne cond§tion. based on the cui-w model developed 
by the Serv§ce The cui·ui model is used. as it was used in this case, to assess possible effects of 
various water management strategies on cut-ui popuration dynamics Under dtfferent water 
management scenarios (e.g., baseline conditions, Alternative 2, Alternative 3, etc.), the model 
provides a different cui-ui index. The baseline figure provided for bald eagles (32) refers to the 
average wintering population of bald eagles estimated to ex1st in the Lahontan Valley under baseline 
conditions. This number was derived from the number of bald eagles estimated to have wintered ~n 
the Lahontan Valley in 1989, when the wetland acreage was comparable to what is calculated to 
exist under baseline conditions The table was modified to clarify these points. 

Comment 7: "Page 1-28. State of Nevada, Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. is 
the correct name that should be in the text" 

Response: The text of the FEiS was modified accordingly. 

Comment 8: ''Page 2-3 Fails to mention the loss of habitat and wildlife use on secondary wetlands 
which will occur." 

Response: Comment noted. Only Newlands Project resource impacts are addressed in this 
comparison of alternatives Impacts to Secondary Wetlands are described as an existing condition m 
Section 3.6 2, and in Chapter 4, Section 4.6.2, Effects on Second art Wetlands 
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Comment 9: "Page 2-4, para. 3: A demand of 8-9 AF/acre has never been documented for open 
water wetlands. The five AF/acre figure is based upon yc:ars of experience in thjs area The write 
up in the• Appendix_ while not completely accurate_ mak.es a reasonable effort at quantifying the 
amount of water needed to maintain an acre of wetland'' 

Response: Comment noted. The 8-9 AF!acre wetland demand was c!1anged to 7-8 AF/acre to 
correspond to figures provided in Appendix 4. Please a[so see General Issue Response VL, Quantity 
of Water Required to Meet Wetlands Needs_ 

Comment 10: "Page 2~5, para. 6: All the water rights held by the wetlands have not been used to 
calculate true Project efficiency which gives a biased view of what is the actual efficiency. If the 
water delivered to meet these current water rights was credited to the Project, then the efficiency 
would be much higher than is being portrayed. The calculation of other reclamation projects is based 
upon outflows which go to meet downstream water rights. Why is it not used on this project?" 

Response: Please see General Issue Response V!!L, lmpacts to Newlands Project Efficiency. 

Comment 11: "Pg. 2-7, par<t 1: Another factor in the use of spills, is the abllfty of wetland units to 
store large volumes of spilled water. in many cases when spills occur, most units are already fuH 
and the spi!led water cannot be used." 

Response: Comment noted. This section of the EIS discusses factors that affect spill volumes. 

Comment 12: "Page 2-·8, 2.3. 1.2- Recoupment: U recoupment becomes a future reality, credit should 
be given to wetland water rights purchased and transferred at 2.99AF. Tlie recoupment credit should 
be at .51 AF or 1.51 AF per 3. 5 AF or 4.5 AF purchased wetland water rights, respectively." 

Response: Recoupment is outside the Ser-,/lce's authority. 

Comment 13: "Page 2-13, para_ 6: We are not aware of any existing management plan for Carson 
Lake." 

Response: Tf1is section of the document has been revised. 

Comment 14: "Page 2-14, para. 2. and other places: it is very doubtful that the $9 million of state 
money will purchase 23,000 AF of water_ The actual figure will probably be closer to H-18,000 AF 
with escalating costs." 

Response: The FEIS was revised to reflect this. 

Comment 15: "Page 2-15, Map: Why are the agricuitural !ands associated with the Truckee Division 
shown as qualifying for transfer to the wetlands?" 

Response: Althoug!1 these lands may qualify for transfer to the wetlands, as a matter of policy, the 
Service 11as chosen to preclude use of these surface water rights for wetlands protection_ The map 
llas not been corrected due to the prohibitive costs. 
Comment 16. "Page 2~23, 3rd para., t sentence: What §S tile lesser rate? Needs to be stated in text 
of this sentence as it is not found in reference of Section 24 Assumptions for Action Alternatives." 

Response: In the DElS, tl1e Service was referring to Baseline Assumption (10} in Section 2.4. which 
states that the Ser-Jice Wlll take steps to reduce its !rrigabon demand so as not to increase Truckee 
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River diversions over existing cond1tions. This is meant to imply that the Service would adopt a use" 
rate lower than 3.5 if it was shown that the Service's acquisit1on program was increasing Truckee 
River diversions aver existing conditions. The Service discusses the possibility of applying a use ... rate 
between 2.99 and 3.5 in the FEIS, Section 2.5.5. 

Comment 17:''Page 2-25, para. ·1. "Water quality would not be as high as portrayed because the 
operator of the Project has the capab~lity to reuse most drain water and wou!d undoubtedly need to 
blend drain water with prime water to meet required efficiency requirements. As is common with Alt 
2-4, wetlands will be paying for considerable amounts of drainwater which they had been receiving 
for free in the past" 

Response: Comment noted. Alternative 4 offers the highest quality water of all action alternatives, 
and is most beneficial to fish and wHdlife resources in the wetlands. 

Comment: 18. ''Pages 2-36 and 2-37. Acquisition Strategy !n compliance with Subparagraph 
206(a){2)(A) PL 101-618, the Ser'\lice should state in the text as a high pnority, the purchase of water 
rights/land from irrigated farm lands that are known to contain high contaminate levels, and that are 
presently spilling their contaminates to primary Lahontan Valley wetlands'' 

Response: Comment noted. AU of the alternatives in t!1e EIS would rely only on willing seUers. 

Comment: 19. "Page 2-37, Location: Properties close to the wetlands are probably not as desirable 
as those farther away, because of the impacts on drainwater inflows. By purchasing land close to 
the wetlands, there is a direct loss of free drainwater entering the weUands. This does not occur if 
water purchases are made from areas far away from the wetlands which do not provide direct 
drainwater inflows." 

Response: Comment noted. The Service agrees that water rights acquired from farm!and closer to 
the wetlands would have a greater impact on drainwater flows as compared to farmland !ocated 
further away from the wetlands, but farmlands in the western port1on of the Carson Division 
contribute to grmmdwater recharge. Focusing on those lands could potentially impact groundwater 
recharge, 

Comment: 20. "Page 2-42: The words "shorebird die-offs" regarding regulating reservoirs !s a poor 
choice of language and needs to be eliminated. Possibly wl1at was meant was nest abandonment of 
colony-nesting birds. No shorebird die-off ("shorebird" defined in the Glossary as a member of the 
other.vise healthy, self-supporting birds) has ever been documented on any of reguiating reservoirs.'' 

Response: The text was revised to indicate that sporadic water regimes in the regulating reservoirs 
can adversely impact nesting shorebirds and other wetland-nesting birds. 

Comment: 21. ''Page 3-6, 3.2.1 1st sentence is incorrect as to reference of Section 2.5.2 containing 
acreage of irrigated bench, bottom and pasture land. W!1ere is this information !ccated in the text?" 

Response: Reference to Section 2.5.2 has been removed. Information concerning the general 
percentage of irrigated bench, bottom and pasture land in the Newlands Project is discussed in 
Section 3.16.3, 

Comment: 22. "Page 3-18, para. 3- Is the i94.500 figure for the diversion into the Truckee Canal at 
Derby Dam, and if so what provision is made to provide a credit for the water that is spil!ed from the 
Truckee Canal back to the Truckee River from the two drops upstream frorn Fernley?" 
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Response: "f'hls figure represent Truckee Canaf flow at a point downstream of the two Truckee 
Canal drops citedc Therefore they do not include diversions that are returned to the Truckee River 
Comment: 23. "Page 3 .. 28, para. 1: What data supports the statement that high volumes of sp!lls wiil 
degrade water quality We don't bel~eve this has been observed ~n the primary wetlands_" 

Response: The text states that voluminous spills that result in flooding can degrade water quality 
due to increased sediment ~oad. 

Comment: 24. "Page 3-28, para. 3. Reduced water quantity has been more of a factor in the loss of 
emergent and submergent vegetation than is the quality of the drainwater. Experience has shown 
that water quality is degraded faster within the various wetland units than it is in the drainwa~er 
supply. Given suffident amounts of drainwater. almost al! emergent and submergent vegetation 
stands would be reestablished. Page 3~28, para 5. "It has never been the obJective to meet water 
quality standards for aquatic life" Wildlife reproduction has been the standard that has been used." 

Response: The statement that dramwater is suspect in !he loss of emergent and submergent 
wetland vegetation is attributed to Hoffman, 1994. The Service agrees that overall reductions in 
wetland infiow have been a major factor in losses of emergent and submergent vegetation" The 
SerJice agrees that wildlife production, not aquatic life standards, is the objective of the existing 
water quality standards for Newlands Project irrigation water" 

Comment 25. "Page 3-53, para. 2 Reference to there being as much as 400,000 acres of wetlands 
in the valley 4,000 years ago. These are not wetlands as we are uslng the term, since much of the 
water would have been over 50 feet deep. This would have been a deep lake not a shallow wetland. 
Even Carson Lake as recently as 100 years ago was a relatively deep lake.·· 

Response: Comment noted. Please see General Issue Response X , Historical Wetlands Acreage 
Questioned 

Comment: 26. "Page 3-54, para 3 The runoff from H1e Sierra Nevada mountains, via the Carson 
River did not historicatly augment inf!ows to the Lahontan Val!ey wetlands. The runoff was the 
source of the mflow to the wetlands." 

Response; The text was revised accordingly_ 

Comment: 27, "Page 3-54. para4 Whai iS meant by the term "seepage losses" and how do they 
differ from dra1nwater flows from the Project? To our knowledge all inflows are either in canals or 
thr-ough the drains." 

Response: Seepage loss is the water lost during conveyance or irrigation denver)r that moves 
downward mto the shallow aquifer then flows toward the Carson Lake and Stillwater marsh 
groundwater discharge area and may move upward toward the surface. For further discussion of the 
conceptual rnovernent of groundwater, see Maurer and others, 1994. 

Comment: 28, "Page 3-58, para 3: Check the spel!ing of "Sagouspe" here and throughout much of 
the document" 

Response: The spelling of Sagouspe was corrected. 
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Comment: 29. "Page 3-58, para.1· The statement regarding regulating rE.,servo!rs "no longer in use" 
js technjcally incorrect The south bay of S---Une Reservoir is still regularly used for irrigation 
storage" 

Response: ThiS oversight was corrected. 

Comment: 30. ''Page 3-58 There neecls to be some mention under "Secondary Wetlands" about 
other small wetlands in the Va~iey which are not listE.<d in paragraph two_ There are hundreds of 
acres which have been classified as wet!ands under the Servjce's National Wetland inventory w~1ic!i 
will be impacted by varying degrees under each alternative" 

Response: Please see General issue Response IX. 

Comment: 31. "Page 3-6-i 3_7 Vegetative Commtmities~ the impression given t>ere and in other 
places are that wetland vegetation was much more extensive in the ·1800's, than after the Project 
was built This may not be tile case since Carson Lake was over 14 feet deep, parts of the historic 
rnarsl1 at Stillwater may have been dry for extensive periods, and the portion of the Stillwater area 
now known as Hie Refuge did not ex~st prior to the Project In other areas of the Valley the losses 
!lave been almost complete ie. the Fallon NWR" 

Response: the statement in Section 3.7 is that "Stiltwater NWR biologists have shown that diversity 
of both emergent and submergent vegetation in the Carson lake and Stillwater marshes has 
substantially deciined over the past 20 years (Kerley and others, ·1993-)" Other information is 
provided in Genera! Issue Response X . Historical Wetland Acreage Questioned 

Comment: 32. "Page 3-62, para 3. Need to correct figure for water consumption of cattail and 
bulrush" 

Response: This correction was incorporated 

Comment; 33. "Page 3-63, para. 3. Some of the greatest revegetation of cottonwood on the lower 
Truckee River occurred during the low river flows in the 1990's. Many times high flows in this area 
will remove young cottonwood trees." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment: 34."Page 3m68. The statement that Alcorn's "Birds of Nevada" documents the 
disappearance of three riparian-associated species, common yenowthroat, willow flycatcher, and 
yellow-breasted chat from lahontan Valley is mostly false_ Alcorn {1988) only mentions specif!caUy 
the loss of the yellow-breasted chat from Lahontan Valley. The common yellowthroat is still present in 
the valley as a breeding species in what are assurned to be healthy. viable populations. The status 
of the wi!low flycatcher in lahontan Va!ley is unknown; Alcorn makes no mention of its status in his 
book." 

Response: Sect!on 3.9 of the FEIS was revised to correct this error 

Comment 35. "Page 3m69, para.1. Mallards and gadwalls need to be added to the list of major 
species which use the wetlands and the number of trumpeter swans docurrenled on the area is so 
insignificant that they should be removed from the paragraph. There are probably more scoters and 
old squaw ducks in the area than trumpeter swans." 



Response: Mallards and gadwalls were added to the list of the maJor waterfowl species that use the 
wetlands. 

Comment: 36. "Table 3.9A Round off the average figure for Fernley \/1/MA lo 734 acres." 

Response: The figure 734.33 was rounded to 734 in Table 3 9.A 

Comment 31."Page 3~71, para. 1 Quality feeding habitat for waierfowl is between 3-18 inches As 
water depths approach 18 inches, it starts to become too deep for dabbling species of ducks and 
there is a noticeable reduction in duck use by most species " 

Response: The range of water depths from 1 0-18 inches was changed to read "less than 18 inches." 

Comment 38. Page 3"74. "The totals in the August Shorebrd table are incorrect The sum have 
inadvertently induded the "Year" row at the top of the column into the totals. In oU1er words, the 1989 
total is 1,989 birds higher than the actual observed total " 

Response: The totals in the August Shorebird table (Table 3 9. B) were corrected. 

Comment: 39. Page 3-79. "The supposition that loss of cottonwoods might especiaHy impact yellow
billed cuckoos needs to be modified to state that the loss of cottonwoods in tQ.§! .... .!:!.J.i£!dle Carson sector. 
above LahontaQ ... J3.eservoir could negatively impact yellow··billed cuckoos Loss of cottonwoods in 
general (i.e isolated ag land trees) would have no impact on yeUow-bil!ed cuckoos The statement is 
rnisleading." 

Response: This part of Section 3.9 4 was modifiE.'d ~n hopes of preventing any possible 
miscommunicat1on ~dentified in the above comment 

Comment: 40 Page 3-84, para. 4. "\1\lhat was previously thought to be a freshvvater musse! bed in 
the upper end of Stillwater Pomt Reservojr, in reality turns out to be only shells. this sentence needs 
to be deleted entirely." 

Response: Commented noted 

Comment: 41. Page 3-88. "The statement concemmg nesting black terns iS misleading because it 
leads a reader to believe that black terns had not been ot•served at all in the valley since 1986. In 
fact. black terns have been observed every year since 1986: there ~vas JUSt no nesting between 1986 
and 1994 Nesting reinitiated in 1994 and continued m 1995 

Response: The paragraph on black terns was modified to reflect the information presented in this 
comment 

Comment: 42. Page 3~88, para. 2. "The nesting failure of ibis in 1991 was probably more a !ack of 
watE.•r m the nesting area. There was adequate vegetation at Carson lake, but the area went dry in 
the middle of me summer." 

Response: The paragraph on black terns was modified to reflect the information presented in thiS 
comment 

Comment: 43. Page 3-92, para.2 "The outbreak of botulism in 1987 on the Six-Man club was not 
the result of receding water levels fron< the 1986 flood. because this area did not receive any of that 



flood water It was caused by an interrupted delivery penod when the Project was shut down in 
September because of reduced water allocations." 

Response: The text of Section 3.14.2 was modified to correct this error. 

Comment: 44. Page 3~92, para.3: "Do you have any records of DVE outbreaks occurring in 
Lahontan Valley? We know of none" 

Response: The reference to duck vrrus enteritus was deleted. 

Comment 45. Page 3~94, para_ 2_ "Long-bilfed curlews and American bitterns are fairly common at 
Carson Lake and Franklin's guils nested there in 1995. 

Response: The nesting record of Franklin's gulls was added to Section 3. 15. 

Comment: 46. Page 3-94. ''The statements concerning "overall biodiversity" are contradictory. One 
says introduced game fish increased overall biodiversity, but then through in1pacts to native 
biodiversity, the net effect was to decrease overall biodiversity Which way is it?" 

Response: It was not the introduction of non .. -native fjsh alone that reduced overall biodiversit')l, but 
U1e mtroduction of non .. -native fish in conjunction With declines in water ava11ability. This part of the 
discussion was modified to clarif'JI any misunderstandings The introduction of non-native fish added 
to overall biodiversity (more species were added to the biological community of Lahontan VaHey), but 
as these species became establ1shed, populations of native fish and other wildlife were adversely 
impacted. The net result of introductions to overall biodiversity is undear. 

Comment: 41. Table 3 H.A "In 1992. it doesn't seern reasonable that hunting at St!llwater would be 
greatel" than the hunting use-days for Churchill County. We suspect that the Churchill County figure 1s 
missing a number. 

Response: We agree. Upon revievilllQ IV1eyers data, it was found that data for 1992 was 
extrapolated from an average of three previous years 

Comment: 48. Page 3-107, para.4 "The public has always been allowed on Carson Lake and 
access is controned by TCID. The Greenhead Club and NDOW make recommendations but TC!D 
has the final say." 

Response: A statement was added to th~s paragraph to reflect that t1·1e Greenhead Club and NDOW 
make recommendations, but that TCID makes the final decisions. 

Comment: 49, Page 4-2, 2nd sentence. "Reference that Section 4. ·16 Effects on Agriculture, etc. 
contains the information on topic, f1owever. is absent from named text'' 

Response: The sentence was clarified 

Comment: 50. Page 4-6, Table 4.2.C. "Alternatives 2-5 are a!i below the 5 AF reqwrernent to 
maintain 25,000 surface acres as identified by PL 101-618. If these figures are the true 1rngation 
deliveries under the alternatives. then they do not meet tile intent of the law " 
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Response: Please see footnote C on the table. The total wetiand inflows are long-term averages 
with "shortages" factored into the expected irrigation deliveries. These long-term delivery averages 
equate to ·125,000 Af of water obligated for wetland demand. 

Comment: 51. Page 4-8, Alternative 4. "There will always be some irrigation drajnwater flowing to 
the wetlands unless it is treated on site- is this the intention?- if so, it should be stated in text or 
referenced elsewhere in text If drain water is going to be received separately, impounded, and 
excluded from wHd~ife use, then Alternative 4 ts unrealistic and is not rea!ly an alternative." 

Response: Comment noted. Please see response to Churchill County # 244. 

Comment: 52. Page 4-25, para 1. "Alternative 2 states that the level of Pyramid lake will increase 
by five(5) feet over baseline. Over what period will the five foot rise take place, or is this when the 
lake wili reach equilibrium?" 

Response: Ail values represent long-term averages based on the 92-year hydrologic simulation. 
The actual amount of ttme that it wHl take for Pyramid lake to increase an average of 5 feet under 
Alternative 2 is unknown. 

Comment: 53. Page 4-27, para. 1: "There appears to be a conflict between this paragraph and 
paragraph 1 page 3-28 which says that spills will degrade water quality." 

Response: Section 3-28 states that the quality of spill water is generally comparable to irrigation 
water, but that voluminous spiUs that cause flooding can cause sediment-laden waters and degraded 
water quality. Alternative 2 is not expected to increase flooding over baseline conditions. 

Comment: 54. Page 4-50, paragraphs 2, 3, & 4. "The wetlands on the Canvasback Gun Club will be 
significantly impacted by Alt. 2-4. While this area has water rights, they are currently insufficient to 
maintain the wetland habitat on their property and drain water rights will be reduced in their values as 
more upstream water-righted land is taken out of production. The least impact to the Club wetlands 
will come from Alt 3 which takes less land out of production Almost all secondary wetlands, 
including those smaii wetlands not mentioned in the report which exist in lahontan VaUey, will be 
impacted or eliminated by these actions. There will be no need for regulating reservoirs in the Valley 
once wetland water rights exceed 70,000 AF or less. The Fernley WMA and Massie and Mahala 
Sloughs may be the only secondary wetlands which are not significantly impacted by these 
alternatives. 

Response: Please see General Issue Response IX., loss to Secondary Wetlands. 

Comment: 55. Page 4-53, para.2. "In reality, with only a four (4) percent increase flow in the Lower 
Truckee River, there will be no change or benefit in the plant communities. Benefits would be the 
same for both Ait 2-3 because the differences are so sma!l in flow rates." 

Response: Text has been changed in Sections 4.7.2 and 4.13 to state that riparian plant 
communities "may" benefit slightly under alternatives 2 and 4. The Service agrees that the 
percentage difference in Lower Truckee River flow volumes may be so slight that changes in riparian 
plant communities are not noticeable. However, slight benefits may accrue over time, and the 
terminology used is app!icable to that potential change. 
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Comment: 56. Page 4-54, para, 1, 3rd sentence. "The figure of 60,000-62,000 irrigated acres does 
not correspond to the 56,622 irrigated acres in Newlands Project as stated in Tab!e 4,2.A, page 4-2. 
Which figure is correct?" 

Response: The affected area includes the 56,622 from Table 4 21\, plus irrigated acreage in the 
M!ddie Carson River area, and irrigated land without water rights in the Newlands Project. Because 
the Service is not sure that a!l the lands in the Middle Carson River are irrigated, a range is portrayed 
for this va!ue_ 

Comment: 57. Page 4-56, para 1, "The word peak should be inserted before the word waterfowl, 
since we never know what the total waterfowl population for any given year might be. These 
numbers are used to relate the peak popu!at!on on a given area." 

Response: The recommended change was incorporated. 

Comment: 58. Page 4-66, para. 4. "Because of the manner the wetlands operate, oxygenation will 
not be noticeably Increased and this is not a factor in contro! of botulism_ One windy day would put 
more oxygen in the water than ali the water deliveries in a month." 

Response: The statement to which this comment refers was deleted. 

Comment: 59. Page 4-"113, para. 3. 1st sentence_ "The statement that "If the T J Drain was not 
closed .. " is not an option under PL101-618 which requires dosure of the TJ Drain. this paragraph is 
in error and should be de!eted in t11e final E!S." 

Response: The paragraph was deleted. 

Comment: 60. Page 116. para_ 6 "Reduction ol livestock on Carson Lake would not reduce siltation 
or turbidity on open water areas Livestock are essential to vegetation control and habitat diversity 
on this area by use of prescribed grazing · 

Response: This discussion \twas modiHed 

Comment 61. Page 4-117, para.2: "The Service states that it plans to ''segregate water right 
acquisitions for the wetlands and cui-ui by Project distncts". yet it has chosen a proposed action 
whose only benefit is to use wetlands water right purchases to subsidize water acquisitions for cui-ui. 
Alt 3 has no definable impacts on the Truckee river over what is allowed under the 1988 OCAP, and 
has a better cost benefit ratio to achieve the goal of 25,000 acres of wetlands Alt 2 has greater 
costs and more negative impacts on other Project resources, including secondary weUands If it is 
the intent of the Service to segregate water right purchases, then why did it chose Alt. 2?" 

Response: Please see General lssue Response !II. Concern with 2.99 Consumptive Use-rate_ 

Comment: 62. Page 4-117, para.3. "The comment is made that the cui-ui water right purchases 
would provide more dependable aquatic and :tf£!.!:and habitats. The water right purchases wil! not 
provide any benefit to wetlands along the Truckee River and wili result in the loss of wetlands 
associated with the Fernley WMA, sma!l wetlands on the Truckee Division, and Massie and Mahala 
Sloughs if water is acquired from the Truckee Division" 

Response: the word ''wetiand" has been changed to "riparian". 
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Nevada Waterfowl Association 

Comment 1: " Those who worked on the DE IS have done a tremendous job of assimilating 
informatiOn concerning water rights, wettands, social and economic impacts, agricultural interests and 
fisheries All too often in the current po!itical c!imate fringe groups who oppose certain federal 
policies vent their frustrations against individuals who are merely aHempting to do t11eir jobs 
implementing the will of the majority of the people acting through the Congress. Whether one agrees 
of disagrees w!til the DEIS, the Water Rights Acquisition Team deserves the apprec>ation of each of 
the competing user water groups." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 2: "Alternative 3 Should be tt1e Preferred Alternative. The Service's choice of Alternabve 
2 as the preferred alternative causes us great concern. Of all the alternatives, numbers 2 and 3 are 
the most reasonable methods of obtaining the target of 25,000 acres of primary wetlands as 
mandated in Public Law 101-618. As between alternatives two and three, alternative three will come 
cioser to obtaining that mandate given the political reality that there will be limited funds available to 
implement the legislation. it appears to us that Aiternative 2 is driven by a desire to benefit the 
Pyramid Lake Fishert at the expense of the limited funding avaHable for wetlands water right 
purchases. While the Nevada Waterfowl Association does not oppose the efforts to restore the 
fisheries, other provisions of Public Law 10·1--618 address that issue. Wetlands water right purchases 
shouid not be used to subsidize the fishery restoration. Moreover, Alternative 2 will require the 
purchase of more agricultural lands, increase capita! costs and annual operation and water delivery 
costs, as well as significantly increase the impact on secondary wetlands in Lahontan Valley. Yet, 
we can perceive no positive benefit to the fishery by implementing Alternative 2 instead of 3. The 
reduced transfer rate of 2.99 proposed under Alternative 2 may be contrary to those provisions of 
Public Law 101-618 which restricts the Secretary of Interior's purchase of water rights to those that 
are transferred and applled to the wetlands." 

Response: Comment noted under General ~ssue Response IL Alternatives. Please see General 
Issue Response !!!., Concerns with 2 99 Consumptive Use-rate. 

Comment 3: "We believe that the concern expressed about the State Engineer having to find that 
downstream water users would not be injured by a 3.5 transfer rate, is overstated. The wetlands are 
the iast water user on the system so there are no lower downstream users to be impacted 
Moreover, the wetlands water is being used to raise a crop just like any other crop. The only 
difference is that the wetlands water is irrigating natura! habltat instead of commercial crops or 
pasture which is irrigated by a rancher to raise forage for livestock There is no substantive 
difference between wetland irrigation and pasture irrigation. The argument that there is a "change in 
use" between the tl.vo appears to be an excuse for mactlon on the 3.5 transfer rate"" 

Response: New!ands Project would have priority use of upstream waters. Please see General Issue 
Response lH, Concern with 2.99 Use-rate, and the Service's response to NDOW Comment 1., above. 

Comment 4: "We are also very concerned about the statement in Alternative 2 that the remaining 
1.15 or 0.15 AF/acre/year would be "retired." What does that mean and who wiil reimburse the funds 
allocated for water nghts purchases that are spent to buy such ''retired'' water rights? If the reduced 
transfer rate is designed to benefit the fisl1eries, then the wetlands' money should be reimbursed for 
the "retired" water from money aljocated to Pyramid lake Fisheries." 
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Response: The water remaining from use would be 1.51 or .51 AF/acre/year, not 1.15 or 0.15 as 
written in the comment For the Preferred Alternative, the Service has determined that the remaining 
1.51 or 0.51 AF/acrelyear may not be retired. Under Alt. 5. the Service may, in the future, negotiate 
to make use of up 3.5 AF/acre/year of the water purchased, depending upon negotiations with other 
agencies and tribal partners. 

Comment 5: "An issue closely related to the 3.5 transfer rate issue (which is central to Alternative 3), 
is the efficiency measurement Ail the wetland water rights are not being used to calculate the 
Project efficiency. lf the water delivered to meet the current wetland water rights is credited to the 
Project, then the efficiency would be much higher than currently portrayed. We understand that in 
most other Reclamation projects outflows which are used to meet downstream water-user rights are 
used in efficiency calculations. The DElS is deficient because it does not even attempt to explain 
why outflows from the Newlands Project which meet wetlands water rights are not used to calculate 
the Project's efficiency." 

Response: Please see Service response to NDOW Comment 10 above. 

Comment 6: "Refuge Management Plan. We believe that there is a need for a set master plan for 
management of the refuge and wildlife management area that allows annual input by organizations 
such as Nevada Waterfowl Association. For example, as a result of the recent drought, there was a 
period of time when there were no federal employees at Stillwater who have ever seen the marsh full 
of water. Members of our organization attempted to advise the refuge staff as to how the water 
would move among the different units and which units would provide the most productive habitat. 
We believe that a formal process should be established to provide the opportunity for such local input 
on a regular on-going basis." 

Response: There wif! be opportunity for such community input during development of the 
Comprehensive Management Plan. 

Comment 7:"We are also concerned that the DEIS in general under counted the economic value of 
the wetlands. Aside from their recreational, historical and esthetic contributions to the local 
community, once the wetlands are restored and properly managed, people will travel from around the 
country and even around the world to see and experience these unique desert wetlands. That influx 
of visitors wiH generate more economic value than is reflected in the DEIS. Further study should be 
made of how much money will be spent in the local community by all wetland use groups. Future 
non-consumptive users should be included as well as waterfowl hunters and fishermen." 

Response: The Service agrees that this resource may be under-valued in the DEIS. However there 
was no definitive .data that showed what type of visitor increase could be anticipated. 

Comment 8: "On the other hand, we believe that the DEIS has overstated the adverse impacts on 
agricultural interests. The simple fact is that the Fallon community is becoming a suburb of Reno. 
With or without the water rights purchase program for the wetlands, social and economic forces will 
continue to reduce the amount of agriculture in Lahontan Valley. For example, approximately 8,000 
acres of irrigated farmland has gone out of production. However, only 4,200 of those acres were 
acquired as part of the water rights purchase program. The local community cannot blame the water 
rights purchase program for the conversion of those 3,800 acres of prime farmland. This example 
shows the need to continue targeting acquisitions as the Nature Conservancy has attempted to do. 
We believe the Nature Conservancy deserves credit for its efforts to target acquisitions so as to 
minimize impacts on the local community." 
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Response: The Service agrees that agricu!turai impacts may be overstated in the document so as 
not to undervalue impacts upon the Lahontan Valley community. 

Comment 9: " We also believe that the DEIS fails to recognlze the full beneficial impact to the local 
economy of the inflow of money being used to pay for water rights acquired for the wetlands V\lhile 
a farmer who sel!s his water rights may not purchase any more farm equipment he does other things 
with the money he is paid for this water rights For example, he can pay off his existing debt to 
creditors in the community, he can invest the money which helps create other business activity. or he 
can spend part of it which creates additional demand for goods and services. We believe there 
should be further study on the beneficial effect of the money paid for water rights on the local 
community. It should be noted that there are willing sellers lining up to seU their water rights to help 
the wetlands. Those members of the community should not be blocked from selling their water rights 
by those who want to continue farming." 

Response: Comment noted. A description of the existing avaiiabiiity of willing sel!ers is now 
included in Section 3.25, ACQUISITION COSTS AND PROBABiliTY OF MEETING THE SERViCE 
OBJECTIVE 

Comment 10: "Finally, although the DEIS addresses the wetlands water rights purchase program, 
we note that there is a discussion of the cui-ui water right purchase program at pages 4-116 through 
4-118. We doubt that any acquisition of fishery water rights as currently proposed will benefit 
wetland habitat. To the contrary, such acquisitions from the Truckee Division could lead to the loss 
of wetlands at Fernley Wildlife Management Area, Massie and Makala Sloughs and other small 
wetlands on the Truckee Division. We believe there are mitigation strategies that can protect those 
wetlands, but that discussion is for another time." 

Response: As a matter of policy, the Service is not pursuing water rights acquisitions in the Truckee 
Division of the Newlands Project for wetlands protection. 

Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe 

Comment 1: "Of the alternatives considered in the DElS, the Tribe generally supports the proposed 
action, Alternative 2. subject to the comments set forth in this letter. The Tribe believes that the 
transfer-use~rate of 2.99 acre-feet per acres is mandated by the Alpine Decree, the Endangered 
Species Act, the cui-ui recovery plan and the Secretary's trust responsibility to the Tribe. It is aiso 
strongly supported by environmental, endangered species and Indian po!icy considerations. 

Response: Comment noted in General issue Response II., Alternatives. 

Comment 2: "The same legal mandates and policy considerations as we!! as the requirements of 
P.L 101~618 also support the limitation relating to the acquisition of only those water rights which are 
appurtenant to actively irrigated lands as shown on the composite map (Figure 2.A). The Final EIS 
should explicitly address the question of reirrigating the land to which the acquired water rights were 
appurtenant To insure that the wetlands water rights acquisition program does not result in the 
unintended consequence of reducing Truckee River inflows to Pyramid Lake, the Final EIS should 
expressly state that the deeds conveying the water rights will include covenants providing that the 
only water rights which may be exercised on the appurtenant lands are those shown on the 
composite map. 

Response: The Service is commttted to using covanants to preclude the application of water rights 
that would increase diversions from the Truckee River. 
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Comment 3: ""fhe Fish and Wildlife Service must des1gn and ~rnplement a contnuing monitoring 
program to enforce this covenant If the lands to wt>ich the water rights were appurtenant are 
rewrigated V1nth macbve water rights, the wetlands water rights acquisit1on program wouid vio!ate P.l. 
101 .. 61 8, the Endangered Species Act, \he Secretary's trust responsibilrty to the Tr~be and the cu1-ui 
recovery pian !n connection w:th the monitoring. the Seri!Ce shou~d instal! appropriate gages to 
measure the drain water flows and direct deliveries to the wetlands. Some of the drain 11vater that 
f!o11vs to the wetlands has been treated by the TC!D as direct de!ivE::nes. The Service should 
deterrnine annually the actual quantities of dra~n water flovv and direct denverf to the wetlands. 
Under the present OCAP the increase m U1e project efficiency attributed to the treatment of a portion 
of drain water flow as a direct deliver_y should be discounted, or the future of efficiency should be 
increased above 68.4 for drain water deliveries." 

Response: The Service is working with the Trrbe to develop a rnomtoring program and shares the 
Tribe's concerns that these covenants must be monitored and enforced. 

Comment 4: Page 1-11. "In reference to the history of OC.AP summarized on Pages 1-10 and 1-11, 
the DEIS does not mention the 1973 OCAP and the associated enwonrnental document prepared by 
the Department of Interior entitled "Draft Environmental Statement for the Proposed Operating 
Criteria for the lower Truckee"'lower Carson River Basins." 

Response: The statement "Further legal controversy over water use was followed by several court 
decis1ons affecting OCAP and the Newlands Project" in Section 1. i'.1 is rneant to encompass the 
1973 OCAP. Additional text would require description and exp!anation which would add verbiage 
without greatly benefitting the docurnent 

Comment 5: Page 2-2. "Water right acquisitions of 122,000 acre-feet may not yield an annual 
average of about 102,000 acre-feet of irrigation water. Based on acquisition of bottom land rights, 
exercise of 2.99 acre-feet per acre, and an average annua! shortage of 2.0 percent, it would result in 
a supply of 102,000 acre-feet (2.99 + 3.5 x ·122,000 x 0 98 = 102,000) However, the average 
annual shortage using the demand under the Record of Decision (1988 OCAP) would be higher than 
2.0 percent It should be noted with the reduced demand in Carson Division, the lahontan targets 
should be adjusted to ma~ntain the same level of water supply. It also should be noted that the 
Lahontan storage targets may be further modified in the future as part of a more comprehensive 
OCAP revision... Under the Proposed Action, tl1e average annual arnount of spill from the Lahontan 
Reservoir is anticipated to increase compared to the No Action Alternative The Tribe expects that 
the target storage levels in the Lahontan Reservoir w1ll be ad;usted downward with reduced demand 
in the future .Correspondingly the spills should not be anticipated to increase" 

Response: The Service agrees. The ·1988 OCAP ROD estimated an average annual shortage of 4 
percent The BLR Model, using 1989 acreage base demand appHed to a 92-year simulated water 
history, calculated an average annual shortage of 2 3 percent OCAP adjustments may modify 
Lahontan Reservoir storage targets, and changes in both spills and drainflows could potentially result. 
Those sections of the FEIS have been rewritten to offer the generalized change that could result 
However, because an adjusted OCAP has not been implemented, the FE!S baseline continues to 
adhere to the current law, the ·1988 OCAP. 

Comment 6: Page 2-14. "The common assumption used for evaluating the proposed alternatives do 
not specify the bench and bottom land classification. The bench and bottom land classification 
approved by the Alpine Court 1n 1994 for the Ne~vlands Project should be the basis for water 
acquisition." 
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Response: The Service agrees. Bench and bottom land classifications are approved by the Aip~ne 
Court as discussed in Section 1 .91. 

Comment 7: Page 2-·18. "It is indicated that the Service and NOOW have reserved the remaining 
0 51 acre-feet per acre (3.5- 2.99 = 0 51) of U1e unexercised water rights for poss1ble future use. 
'The Tr1be objects to use of such water other than reducing diversions at the Derby Dam The Final 
EIS should state that the transfer rate wiil be 2 99 acre-feet per acre. (See Comment No 8 below). 
Anythmg rr1ore would be contrary to the Alpine Decree. the Endangered Species Act and the Federal 
government's trust responsibihty to the Pyramid lake Paiute Tribe. 

Response: Please see General Issue Response Ill, Concerns with 2 99 Use-rate. 

Comment 8: "The Service estimates that 17,100 acre-feet of the acquired 20.000 acre-feet would be 
available for the weUands de!ivery. Again, this is based on norma! water supply ... The !ong-term 
average yield iS expected to be less than 1 00 percent" 

Response: This is correct -- 17, ·100 AF of water would be avaifable for weUands delivery in 100 
percent or greater years. 

Comment 9: "Page 2-20. it is indicated that with a total supply of 55.700 acre-feet, about 12,100 
acres of primary wetland can be sustained on average. This would result in a water supply of 4.6 
acre-feet per acre ... which is less than 5.0 acre-feet per acre required under the Proposed Action ... " 

Response: Acreage figures presented in the EIS are approximations based on model calculations 
(e.g , BLR mode!) 

Comment 10: "Page 2-20 The average annual amount of spill under the Proposed Action is 
indicated to be 11.000 acre-feet on Page 2· .. 2 and 10,000 acre-feet on page 2-20. 

Response: The correct figure •s 10,000 AF This section of text was deleted in the FEIS 

Comment 12 "The Tribe objects to .Alternative 3 based on the maximum use rate. The use of fuil 
water duty oi 3.5 or 4.5 acre-feet per acre under this alternative is contrary to the agreement 
between the Tribe, the Service and the NDOIN H is contrary to U1e Alpine Decree. !t is not 
consistent with P l 101-618, the ESA and recovery of cui-ui. It will not assist the lower Truckee 
River habitat restoration for the Lahontan cutthroat trout (l.CT). It is contrary to the Secretary's trust 
responsibility in preserving the Tribal natural resources. Therefore, Alternative 3 should not be 
considered as a viable alternative ... Alternative 3 shou1d not be considered because it would clearly 
increase the demand in the Carson Division resulting in increased diversions from the Truckee River. 
This is inconsistent with P L 101-618, the Secretary's trust responsibinty and the ESA" 

Response: Comment noted in General Issue Response II .. Aitematrves. 

Comment 12: Page 2-25 and 2-26 "The assumption of no drain water fiow under Aitemat1ve 4 is not 
justified because of conveyance and distnbution losses as well as return flows resulting from 
1mgaton divers1ons of about 120,000 acre-feet to the remaining project lands." 

Response: Please see response to Churchill County con1rnents #244 and #303. 

Comment 13: Page 2-29 "It is indicated that only 2.5 acre-feet of the Alpine decreed water right in 
Segment 7 can be transferred w1th the change m place of use. The transfer of consumptive use rate 



(2_5 acre-feet per acre) is associated with the change in manner of use, not necessarily with the 
change in place of use so long as it is within the Carson River watershed. This is consistent with the 
transfer of 2.99 acre-feet per acre within Segment 8. This probabiy at least an open question." 

Response: The Service agrees. This section has been corrected. and the term "place" has been 
replaced with "manner." 

Comment 14: Page 2-31. ''Alternative 5 includes exercising about 3,570 acre-feet of unused water 
rights held by the Navy_ Exercise of those inactive water rights would require supplemental 
diversions from the Truckee River. This would also include the transfer of 3.5 instead of 2.99 acre
feet per acre. Activating additional rights is not con:sistent with the Service's obligation to protect the 
cul-ui in the lower Truckee River or with its trust obligation to the Tribe." 

Response: Comment noted. The Service would not take any action relative to Navy water that 
would increase Truckee River diversions. 

Comment 15: "Page 3-6 and Tab!e 3.2.A The 1989 irrigated water righted acreage, used as a 
baseline condition, consists of 5,670 acres of water rights devoted to wetlands and 47,008 in irrigated 
agriculture_ The sum of the two components does not match with the acreage shown in Table 
3.2A" 

Response: The typographica! error in Table 3_2_A has been corrected. The correct figure for water
righted/irrigated acres in the Carson Division in 1989 is 52,678_ 

Comment 16: "Page 4-10 and Table 4.2.D. It is ~ndicated that over the long run, the Newlands 
ProJect efficiency would increase for al! action altemat1ves. This is predicated on the retirement of 
large parcels of agricultural lands. However, to achieve and increased project effciency the 
purchases have to coupled with the retirement of distribution systems associated with the purchased 
!ands. avai!ability of efficient conveyance fadlities to deliver wetland allocations, and maintainlng a 
wetland delivery schedule coincidental with irrigation deliveries in the Carson Division." 

Response: Please see General Issue Response VIII, impacts to New!ands Project Efficiency. 

Comment 17: "Page 4-13 and Table 4.2.E. It is not certain that there would be a reduction of five 
percent in Truckee Canal inflows to the Lahontan Reservoir under Alternative 3. This assumption is 
predicated on achieving a project efficiency of 71 percent. Until such time, Alternative 3 would cause 
increased diversions from the Truckee River. Similarly, releases from the Lahontan Reservoir would 
increase under Alternative 3 until such time a project effidency of 71 percent is achieved." 

Response: Comment noted. We wouid generally agree. Under existing effictency rates, a 5 percent 
reduction in Truckee Canal inflow to Lahontan Reservoir would probably not occur. The Service has 
made the assumption that a!l conditions (lnciuding effidencies) of the 1988 OCAP have been met 
Based on this assumption, the NSM and BLR Model calculations offer relative comparisons of 
diversion based on a consistent set of assumptions. 

Comment 18: Page 4-21. "lt is indicated that the Truckee Canal losses are directly iinked to ground
water recharge in the Fernley area and other areas adjacent to the canaL However, there are no 
defined ground-water resources along the canal other than the Fernley area. Most of the Truckee 
River losses outside of the Fernley area are not recoverable." 
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Response: Please see response to Bureau of Reclamation cornrnent #19. It appears that the 
Carson Desert groundwater basjn may be recharged by Truckee Canal losses along the section of 
the canal between the Hazen area and lahontan Reservoir. The Service agrees with the statement 
regarding Truckee River losses: see Section 3.3.3.1. 

Floyd Rathbun 

Comment 1: ",.,since some 20,000 acre feet of water per year have been added to the F&WS 
annual water receipts by the purchases already completed, how many acres of additional wetlands 
now exist because of this water?" 

Response: Under the No Action Alternative. the Service anticipates that about 12,100 acres of 
primary wetland habitat wiH be maintained. Without the acquisltion of the 20.000 AF of water rights 
associated with the No Action Alternative, tile Service estimates that, on average, about 9, 700 acres 
of wetland habitat would exist in the primary wetland areas. Therefore, it is estimated that about 
2.400 more acres of wetland habitat wiil exist, on average, in the primary wetland areas under tile No 
Action Alternative. 

Comment 2: "Perhaps "natural biodiversity" should be defined as the biodiversity achieved with no 
manipulation techniques as devised by people of European descent?. .. ApparenUy obtaining the ''large 
benefits" to "natural biodiversity" will require removal of aH the un-naturai features, but you fail to 
describe this removal in your document, or Mw you plan to control water without the use of (irrigation 
system style) structures and ditches. etc. 

Response: This is one possjbie interpretation of the term natural biodiversity. Management of water 
within the primary wetland areas is beyond the scope of this document 

Comment 3: "Your description of the amount of water needed for wetlands of various types included 
your choosing to use an "average" water de!ivery of 5 acre-feet per acre (acft/ac) every year to 
achieve your goals. I noticed that your historic management of wetjands in Stmwater (with all the 
attributes you are seeking) has required yearly receipt of 9 to 10 acft/ac, as described in your earlier 
EAs and reports. Since you have not described any improvement in managing that would result in a 
50%:~ water savings, you will sti!l need about ·1 0 acft!ac to provide the wetlands that our plan 
promises. This rneans that you will need 250,000 acre-feet of water delivered to the marshes each 
year, not the 125,000 acre-feet you are seekfng. My conclusion can only be that given this 
discrepancy in your statistics, then a!l of your conclusions are in error- or statistics have been 
rnanipulated to obscure the F&WS desire to "obtain" all of the water entering Lahontan Valley_ 
Please revise this EIS to include the impacts off total control of all lahontan Valley irrigation water 
and elimination of agricultural production by the F&WS. ,. 

Response: Comment noted. Histohc management of the Refuge wetlands has not required 9-10 
AF!acre annually P!ease see General Issue Response VL, Quantity of Water Required to Meet 
Wetlands Needs. 

Comment 4: "ln severa! sections there is a reference that "historically, the Carson River sustamed 
an average of about 150,000 wetland acres .... l assume that this 150,000 acres represents the same 
type of wet!and you propose to provide per PL 101-618, or you would have stated other11vise. 
However, this 150,000 acres of wetlands requires at least 750,000 acre-feet per acre of annual water 
inflow which is more water than flows in all the western Nevada rivers combined, it does not appear 
likely that your management actions are going to cause this much water to become available once 
again_" 
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Response: Please see General !ssue Response X , Historical Wetland Acreage Questioned. 

Comment 5: ''I was privileged to hear Senator Bryan speak in Fa lion in September ( 1995 ). The 
Senator spokE.' strongly about the our nation is in because of our TriBion ·i· debt We 
literafly have no money and are on borrowed cash Because of this, Senator Bryan stated 
that it ts ve1y un~ikely that the 001-F&WS budget would inc1ude H1e rnilnons of donars this water 
acquisition project wHl require Based on tr:at statement don't you suppose that you shou!d 
your acquisition plans unW the money is appropriated and available? Rather than spend more 
miHions on this planning and EIS preparation, perhaps we should use that money to pay down the 
national debt" 

Response: Ti1e Service is required to prepare and complete an erwiromnenta! analysis for the 
actions that are mandated by Congress under Section 206 of Public Law 101-618. 1/Vhiie tile Service 
must complete the planning and impact assessment for the entire water rights acquisition program, it 
can only commit to and proceed with acquisitions based on available funding As Congress makes 
funds available for the purposes mandated by Public Law 101-618, trH:.' Serv~ce wilt proceed with 
planned acquisitions. 

Comment 6: "On the subject of money, in reviewing your economic analysis I ltllas startle'd to see 
your conclusion that taking one-ha!f to two-thirds of the jrrigated 1ands our of production wou!d only 
reduce $50 million of agricultural sales by about $8 miJijon (1ess than one~sixth). for exarnp1e, please 
consider the economic effects of treating the $50 !11fllion per year sales as an annuaily invested 
annuity at 5% interest each year for 30 years This means that the value of Fallon area farm 
products is approximately $3.3 billion over the same 30 years as your econom1c evaluation. This 
tremendous value could next be treated with nmltipliers to jndicate one of the economic effects of you 
e~munatmg agricufture in the Newlands Project ,A.re you going to provide our society something 
that's worth over $3 billion of lost revenues plus tl1e tm<:payers money you plan to spend?" 

Response: Tab!es 4. ·i6.i\ and 4 16.8 v,rerc n:.,visecl to indicate that column 
income and not tota! agricultural output 

refers to agricu~tural 

Comment 7: "I believe that the U.S Department of Interior. mcluding the F&WS, should prepare a 
smgle EIS because of the immense cumulative effects of various DOl actions concerning control of 
water wlthin western Nevada. This ElS lists some potential cumulative effects but does not mclude 
evaluation or concJusions about actions needed to m;tigate them As near as l can telL even if the 
DOl is successful in eliminating irrigated agriculture in this area, the various planned actions mean 
that different sub-divisions of the DOl are going to dernand rnore water than the Carson and Truck.ee 
River systems provide. After upstream water dernands are met, OOi is preparing to compete against 
itself for scarce water SlJppljes through the follow~ng "mandates":(1) Truckee River Operating 
Agreement, (2) Stillwater ~~WR Comprehens;ve Management Pian, (3) NDOW ownership of Carson 
Lake (and subsequent expulsion of livestock) {4) F&WS water acquisitions for SWiwater and (5)for qui 
ui fish in Pyrar11id Lake. (6) control of aHeged abandoned &/or non .. peliected water rights, (7) Fallon 
!ndlan Reservation water r~ghts, (8) destruction of wetland quallties of Newlands area regu!atlng 
reservoirs by prohibiting their use, (9) "recoupment" of Truckee Rtver water diversions (since most of 
the water ended up in Stillwater WMA it looks like the refuge will t1ave to provide the recoupment 
flows), ( 1 0) US Navy water rights Cia!med by various F&WS offices and Indian tribes, (11) potential 
future demand of StiUwater managers for more than ·125,000 acre-feet off water per year as 
mentioned in the EIS, (12) expirahon of the Tripartite Agreement (and subsequent expu1sion of 
livestock from SWlwater NWR) etc ... " 

Response: Please see General Issue Response 1., Programmatic EIS. 
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Comment 8: "Agricultural ~ands being takem out of pmducb:.m {no longer irrigated) are described as 
being likely \o naturally revegetate in _just a few years w•th ~1ttle disruption in availabil~ty of wild11fe 
habitat and minimal soi~ erosion .. Now that you have had control of severai properties for four or five 
years, why didn't cite of native plant populations on your own 
you didn't cjte y"our own success becausE:) you liave;n·t the success m 

your actual experience would ~ead you to diHerent conclus;ons-" 

Response: the Service·s own revegetation efforts were not discussed so as not to confuse the 
reader into believing the Service would revegetate all lands acquired and then transferred to private 
ownership. The Service has not committed to such mltigat~on Under exlsting conditions. the Service 
has a two-year-o~d revegetation project under way. it is estabtjshed on a Refuge parcel, and ls a 23 
acre plot revegetated with alkal! sacaton, Great Basin wild rye. western wheatgrass, black 
greasewood. and Torrey saltbush. To date, the Service has rnainta~ned irrigation on tt·le plot for two 
years. and revegetation efforts !!ave successfu!ly reestablished several of H1e species that were 
planted. Private ~ands bought by the Service within H1e Stillwater NWR boundary would remain in 
Federal ownership and 11vould be revegetated with natrve species or possibly crop species that benefit 
wildlife and prevent wind erosion. 

Comment 9:"page vii. .. Piease state the date when 150,000 acres of "wetlands" were recorded and 
prov§de a map of the boundarjes of the extremes in wetland acreage " 

Response: Please see General lssue Hesponse X, Historical Wetland Acreage Questioned 

Comment 10: "page x, costs-costs of thts pm_1ect aren't limited to u·1e rnoney spent for purchases but 
should include tt1e lost agricultural production, lost property values of rural subdivisions, etc" 

Response: Tile Service refers to costs as those expenditures that require capital funding. impacts 
associated w1th lost agricu!tural production and lost agriculture proN are addressed in Section 4_16 
EFFECTS ON AGRICULTURE, FARMLAND, AND LOCAL ECO~~C>MY. There is no indication or 
evidence that has shown property values to be adversely impacted by the Service's proposed action 
to acquire water and water nghts for wetland protect1on 

Comment 11: "page xv, tables-large increase in waterfow~ populations wlll be reduced by loss of 
feed source from farmland; most of the cottonwood trees in the Lahontan Valley will very ~ikely die 
and/or fail to reproduce to the detriment of bald eagles and quality of life of resjdents: it would be 
convenient to see a display of how much of the "wetland" areas are open water or various types of 
plants in this tabular format" 

Response: tv1ost waterfowl using the Lahontan Valley wetlands do not feed in farmlands, and, 
therefore, increases m waterfowl use of Lahontan Valley w;}tlands would generally occur regardless 
of how rnany farmlands are taken out of production (except that as more water rights are acquired, 
more wetland habitat iNHI be sustained). Bald eagle roosts m the Lahontan Vailey are not located in 
areas that would be adversely impacted by the acquisition of water rights from farm~and. To the 
extent lhat cottonwood trees along certain drains and canals are impacted, quality of life of some 
residents could be irnpacted. There is no indicaUon that "most" cottonwood trees in the Lahontan 
Va!ley wil~ diE.' or fail to reproduce under the Preferred Alternative 

Comment 12: "page xvii, second paragraph-"saying that aquifer recharge could be impacted then 
dismissing the poSSibility by simply saying you don't think it will happen does not offer the technical 
substantiation of your conclusion and seerns arbitrary.'' 
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Response: The Service states that recharge of the shallow aquifer could be impacted, which could 
potentially impact recharge of the intermediate and basalt aqujfers. The Service does not expect any 
of the action alternatives, except Alt 4 to lower the shal!ow aquifer valley·-wide. This is based on past 
data, which is explained in detail in Sections 3.3.3 and 4.3.3. 

Comment 13: "page xix, jobs ~what type Jobs can be created" 

Response: The Service did not speculate on what type of Jobs can be created. 

Comment 14: "page xix, second paragraph, reduction of statewide acreage (5%+/-) is misleading 
since it is calculated by comparing the very productive farm lands in lahontan VaHey with all !ands in 
Nevada, including wildfiood irrigated pasturelands which produce less than one ton per acre of 
forage. Please catculate the percentage of farm land loss of all the comparable farmland." 

Response: Comment noted. The comparisons made by the Service in this section are for irrigated 
farmland 

Comment 15: "page xix, recreation - ! think. you should delete the word "hunting" from the statement 
promising permanent recreation opportunity, F&WS was barely forced to retain hunting as a use on 
refuges this past year and hunting activities seem destined to by attacked from both outside and 
inside of F&WS." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 16: "page xix, recreation- water storage in regulating reservoirs has been eliminated from 
severaL not reduced_" 

Response; Please see Section 4.17, Effects on Recreation. Alternatives 2,3,4. and 5. 

Comment 17: "page xx, social values~hunting opportunities being enhanced on F&WS wiil only be 
true so long as refuges aliow huntmg. in the meantime hunting will be nearly eliminated from private 
lands and the balance will be a net loss." 

Response: See response to Comment 15 above. 

Comment 18: "page xx, last paragraph-~recoupment wiH not only affect ag producers but all water
rights holders, inc!uding F&WS_" 

Response: Cumu!ative impacts of recoupment are addressed in Section 4.26.8. NEWLANDS 
PROJECT RECOUPMENT 

Comment 19: "page xxi, F&WS suggests that local econorny benefiting from expansion of Naval Air 
Station will offset detrimental effects of F&WS actions on economy-·they seem to be claiming 
someone else's actions as mitigation for damage they cause instead of standing the expense of 
mitigation themselves." 

Response: In terms of federal actions in the Lahontan Valley. expansion of NAS~Fallon wil! offset 
some of the adverse impacts associated with the Service's action. However. this is part and pafcel 
of the ongoing change in the community, and was in no way intended as the Service's mitigation 
See Cumu!at!ve Effects. Sect!on 4 26.12, Growth and Dlversification 
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Comment 20: "page xxj, second and last paragraphs- less water w;ll be demanded in one and more 
water will be demanded in the other, ! suspect the demand for more water will be the actual future 
action" 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 21: "page 1-1, last paragraph - discussion of the effects of population growth and 
competing demands for water indicates an awareness that the cause of the F&\'VS be~ng short of 
water is not irrigated agriculture water usage., .. please include acttons in your future management 
scheme which will obtain water from these non-agricultura! sources" 

Response: Prior to the Newlands Project and the related agricultural productjon, ali water of the 
Carson RJver that entered the Lahontan Valley f!owed into the wetlands. Currently, most of this 
water is used for agricultural production_ Alternative 5, U1e Se1vce's Preferred Alternative, retles on 
acquiring water from non-agricultural sources There are other sections within Chapter 2 that 
address non-agricultural sources of water (See Sechon 2.3 PROCESS USED TO FORMULATE THE 
PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES, Section 2.5 ALTERNATIVES, Section 2.8_5 WATER 
AND WATER RIGHT ACQUISITION SOURCES AND METHODS ELIMiNATED FROM DETAilED 
CONSIDERATION, and Table 2.8, COMPARISON OF WATER SOURCES ELIMiNATED FROM 
DETAilED CONSIDERATION)_ 

Comment 22: "page 1-5. seventh paragraph- if the Department of Interior OCAP is costing the 
refuge water deliver_v and causing water quality problems then why don't you change the OCAP 
instead of acquiring water rights?" 

Response: Changes to OCAP that could provide increased drainwater or splll water inflow to the 
primary wetland areas has the potential to increase Truckee River diversions, which the Service has 
identified as an adverse impact to Pyramid lake resources. which in turn is prohibited in Public Law 
101-618 and is not condoned by the Service. 

Comment 23: "page 1-22, recoupment - 1f the DOl folks seem to enJOY holding this threat over the 
heads of farmers. thls recoupment process win obviously affect everyone who has an interest in the 
water in question. For example the F&VVS received most of this water and the F&WS is purchasing 
iandslwater nghts for which this water was allegedly diverted; both of these facts indicate that the 
F&WS wjll be responsible for providing a large share of the recoupment water but l haven't found a 
description of how the F&WS intends to manage the marshes when the water is taken from their 
expected delivery" 

Response: Please see Sections 4.26 8 and 4.26.17. 

Comment 24: "page 1-25. compensation for rnost costs associated with conveying property titles to 
the US if very desirable when private lands are being purchased directly from individuals. Does this 
same procedure apply when t!1e seller is a club or group such as the Nature Conservancy. A "non
profit" club should not be allowed to profit by purchasing land then selling it to the government,. 

Response: Comment noted Arrangements and conditions of sale behtveen private property owners 
and other pnvate or non-profit organizations are confidential transactions and the details of such 
transactions are not w;thln under the authority of the SePJice. Whether those parties agree to 
specific compensations and reimbursements is dependant upon the detai!s of thelr specific 
contractual agreements. 
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Comment 25: "page 1"32 ,ll, 1 ~33, mitigation - several of tr1e 1terns claSSified as tnit~gatron (and of 
course found unacceptable) should have been identfled as alterative courses of actions to the 
chosen action of acquiring water r~ghts from farme,d land for preventing v,;ater divers~on at 
upstream locations. using ~\'ater purnped from water, etc., are aH 
actions in [r1e1r own rights, no just forms of mitigation." 

Response: Please see Sections 2 8 and 2.8.5 None of the waler sources mentionE:K1 would. in their 
O\iVn nghtsl prov~de adequate volumes of v1ater far \Jvettands pr~atect!on. 

Comment 26: "page 2 .. 2, fifth paragraph -if H'le success of U!E.' F&WS project can be defined as the 
acres of "visible surface waters" tl1en no additional water is needed, \here is already enough water 
entering the refuge to provide much more than 25,000 acres of vistbie surface waters, several inches 
deep. OtheNJise this paragrapf1 indicates how tenuous the defjnitions of wetlands types are_" 

Response: The definjtion of wettand t1abitat was clarifred to indicate that wetland habitat is hab1tat 
provided by shallow to deep water (up to 6-feet deep) and assoc1ated vegetation 

Comment 27: "Page 2~18 last paragraph describes an informal agreement between USDI-F&WS 
and NDOW to divide the waters they are in cornpetit1on for under P L ·1 01 .. 618. What is seen as 
chummy cooperation by the participating parties looks more iike collusion to rne Please address this 
federal action in this and other appropriate NEPA documents and evaluatons and be prepared to 
alter this agreement as necessary!" 

Response: The Service and NDOW have a mutual objective of sustaining wetlands in Lahontan 
Valley The total impact of thejr jojnt activities are addressed in thts document 

Comment 28: "page 2-41, first paragraph refers to regulating reservoirs bemg eliminated from 
discussion. You could have simply said the reservoirs have been eliminated USD! Bureau of 
R.eclamation with the obvious approval of F&WS dec;ded to proilit•it use oi severa~ of these 
resei"VO!rs and destroyed thousands of acres of wetlands by having done this. Why wasn't t!1at 
actjon considered detrimental to the waterfowi populations you are Claornmg to be concerned about 
and why wasn't that action prevented !N!t!1!n by Sect~on 404 of the Clean VVater Acr>" 

Response: Cornrnent noted. Concerns about waterfowl populations and the Clean Water Act 
re!at!ve to regulatmg reservoirs should be addressed to BOR 

Comment 29: "page 2-46, 47. & 48 consists of tables which are very nicely prepared They a!so 
bring two morE.' conm>ents to mind Promised wildlife population d1anges !nclude large increases in 
waterfowL shorebirds, etc., I believe that the F&WS actions will cause a decrease in these 
pop~J!ations because tl!e actions are going to cause a huge net loss in available food. ~v1any species 
withln these groups, including the fall mlgrants, indicate their dependence on irrigated lands by the 
amount of time spent foraging on agricultural lands and not !n the existing wetlands I do most of my 
goose and duck hunting on private lands tl!at are cultivated and irngated as crop!and or pasture, 
please don't eliminate my hunting opportunities. Econom;c effects shou!d not have ignored tl!e 
effects on hvestock production and sales smce much of the affected acreage produces forages 
grazed as pasture_" 

Response: ~ncreased acreage of wetlands will provide plentiful food for many species of waterfowl 
and shorebirds. Irrigated acreage wi!l not be a limiting factor for fall migrants under the Preferred 
Alternative. Econornic impacts of reduced livestock production and sales iS addressed in Section 
4 16.4. 
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Comment 30: "Page 3-20 please discuss the fact that jn U1e 1840's Fremont ~ndicated that the 
channel between Pyram~d Lake and Winnemucca lake was dry and ~n fact Winnemucca Lake itself 
was very likely dry. Floods in the ·1860's water levels up and re·established ~Aif~nnernucca 

Lake wet!ands WhiCh have subseqw;;:ntly driE:'d up aga~n." 

Response: Winnemucca Lake \lifill not be affected 
relevant to the EiS. 

the Service's action, and th!s d1scuss1on is not 

Comment 31: "page 3m21 f~rst paragrapi'l states that prior to the 1860's Carson River flow was 
4 "10. 000 acre feet per year. This statement implies that this was a normal. even frequent level of 
inflow but fafls to explain why there was some 35.000 fewer acre feet delivered each year from 1966-
92. Please explain that prehistorjcally (prior to the 1860's) the Great Basin experrenced such severe 
droughts that Pyramjd Lake and Walker Lake nearly dried up Lahontan Valley wetlands must of 
dr~ed up, lake Tahoe levels became so low that trees were ab!e to grow for hundreds of years at 
elevations now below the lake surface. T!1ere could not have been any flow for much of this t~me m 
these two rivers." 

Response: T!1e 410,000-AF figure. which is prefaced as an average, represents the average amount 
of water that is estimated to have flowed down the Carson River into the Lahontan VaHey wetlands. 
The Serv!ce recognizes that there were very large fluctuations in year-to··year fbw. Average annual 
outflows from the Lar1ontan Reservoir (375,000 /',F/year) and the average hlstoric Carson R!ver flow
volume (41 (LOOO AF/year) are not comparable Among other factors, a portion of Carson River water 
is diverted from the river before it reaches the Lahontan Reservoir (i.e less Carson River water 
makes it down the river) and Carson River water that is released from Lahontan Reservoir are 
supplerr•ented with Truckee River water 

Comment 32~ "Page 3-24 last sentence ind~cates that water provic!ed by irrigation water rights is 
somehow of inferior quality because of tlle status of being prov~ded as water righted water .. " 

Response; No value judgernents re~ahve to the "status of being provided as \Vater righted water" 
were mtended by the statement Tl'le staternent was made in to communicate that ;rrigation 
water in the New!ands ProJect does not meet aquatlc-iifE., and that the Service. as a 
Ne~vlands Project wateHight user, will therefore be using waier for the wetlands that does not meet 
aquatic·He standards. This lS not to cr~ticize the quality of Project water. it is JUSt a statement of 
existing conditions. 

Comment 33: "page 3""28 given ( 1) your very realistic description of the toxic nature of salts 
occurnng in Lahontan Valley soils and geologic formations, and given the fact that this level of 
vvhat you call contamination ~·11as well illustrated by the tremendous salt load your StiHwater Point 
Reservoir leached into the Hunter drain (now closed and the reservoir only partially used), and (3) 
given that naturany occurring hot springs in the Stilrwater area contribute additional salt ioads to the 
wetlands. and (4} g~ven that F&WS wetlands can only be deve~oped on these same salt 
contaminated soBs, then it seems obvious that the toxic nature of the Stillwater NWR weUands wtll 
continue after all the farmland has dried up and blown away I find that the expenditure of federal tax 
dollars on a refuge rnarsh that is toxic to wlldlife is irrespons~bje and should cease immediately. Are 

sure that the problem 1s as bad as you indicate"~'' 

Response: The quality of wetland inflows will be greatjy m1proved by acqu~ring irrigation water for 
wetlands protection. The reduction in drainwater will substant~ally reduce disso!ved-·sollds 
concentrations and contaminant levels. An increased vo[ume of water will aHow management for a 
number of objectives. induding contaminant loading and avian botulism outbreaks. lt should also be 
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recognized t!iat dissolved salts are a major, and naturally occurring, component of Great Basin 
wetland ecosystems. For more information, please see Section 4.3.2, SURFACE WATER QUALITY. 

Comment 34: "page 3~30 discusses rniddie Carson Rlver area ground water recharge but fails to 
state ~hat pumping water for urban use from aquifers recharged by the river is the same as pumping 
water from the river itself and this situation presents an opportunity to increase instream flows by 
controllmg upstream water diversion " 

Response: The text in Section 3.3.3.1 was modified to reflect that the Carson River below Dayton 
can lose water to the aquifer. 

Comment 35: "page 3-38 I !ive within the Falion City limits and am dependent upon the Basalt 
Aquifer for water. Your acquisition of irrigation water rights and the subsequent destruction of 
imgated agriculture obviously puts the recharge of this aquifer at risk. Please be prepared to provide 
my household and neighborhood with water if you proceed with actions that cost us our water 
supply" 

Response: The Service does not expect direct impacts to the basalt aquifer to result from its actions. 
Local governments have been considerlng development of a city water system since 1977 due to 
numerous concerns. induding the issue of arsenic in the water system. Under existing conditions, 
groundwater levels in the basalt aquifer are declining, and may be attributed to increased pumptng 
During the Second Settlernent Negotiations, the Service and various other parties attempted to 
negotiate with the community to resolve some of the issues you describe. Development of a 
community water system was discussed in those negotiations, but no resolution \.vas reached. 

Comment 36: ''page 3~48 I understand that mosquitoes actually breed in areas of cairn water. 
Please discuss mosquito biology in greater detail. H appears U1at U1e F&WS seeks to end up in 
control of most of the potent~al disease vector habitat and wi!~ be providmg most of the vector 
populations that wi!~ migrate to mhabited areas Please Ervajuate the for increased rates of 
people contracting diseases from insect bites and accelerated loss of qual1ty of life for area residents 
due to vector popuiahons produced in your wetlands. Please include the Ff-"WS obligation to pay for 
vector abatement in your economic analysis." 

Response: This section 11as been revised to incorporate comments prmnded by tile Churdlill County 
Mosquito Abatement District (CCMAD). The Service win coordinate with CCMAD on mosquito control 
1ssues during development of tl1e Comprehensive Management Plan. Please also see the Serv!ce's 
responses to CCMAD comments. 

Comment 36a: "page 3·50 presents information about research in Nye County which results in 
successful seeding of a number of species. This study js promising and if fact there are a number of 
techniques which are successfuHy used to established vegetation in arid dimates. HoweveL elther 
you have been able to produce the same results and have measured success in estabhshing 
ecologically appropriate vegetat1on on what is now irr!gated lands or these study descriptions may as 
well have been published in the Journal of Irreproducible Results 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 36b: "page 3-55 fourth paragraph describes wetland acreage as fluctuating widely and 
tries to correlate the fluctuations with agricultural activities. Lahontan Valley wetlands acreage 
fluctuation is normal, it often happens, and having happened doesn't prove a problem exists or what 
the cause is." 
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Response; In the paragraph to which this comment refers, fluctuations in welland acreage were 
attributed to implementation of a more efficient OCAP, as wei! as to flooding and drought There are 
additional factors. F!uctuat!ons in wetland habitat acreage is not a problem, and was not stated as a 
problem in the E!S_ Fluctuations in wetland habitat acreage have occurred for thousands of years, 
and fluctuations will continue. The problem is the sign1ficant reduction ~n the long-term average size 
of wetland habitat !n the Lahontan Valley. This is not viewed as a f~uctuation, but as a downward 
trend in the amount of weUand habitat As pointed out in the ElS, the Newlands Project and 
associated agricultural productjon in the Lahontan Valley ls one of the major factors affechng the 
amount of wetland habitat in the lahontan Valley. Other factors include the diversion of water from 
the Carson River for agricultural production above Lahontan Reservoir, for municipal purposes, and 
for other purposes. 

Comment 31: Page 3m56 second and third paragraphs state intention of F&WS to "reduce" grazing 
by domestic livestock in areas they controL I've heard representatives from both agencies express 
their interest in a 100% reduction and I suspect that the agencies will try to accompHsh that Please 
include lost revenues from eiiminatlng the sale of products of a larger number of cattle (somewhere 
between 6,000 and ·10,000 cows) in this document's economic evaluat!ons." 

Response: Comment noted. The statement to w~1ich t!iis comment refers was modified to indicate 
that livestock grazing, in accordance with the 1987 management plan, has been reduced in the North 
Marsh and the marshes south of D1vision Road to improve nesting cover for dabbHng and diving 
ducks. Changes in Hvestock grazing and potential economic effects are beyond the scope of this 
ElS_ 

Comment 38: "page 3-61 begins section of vegetative communities. P!ease include discussion of 
basrc plant ecology knowledge dealing with the predictabHjty of primary and secondary p!ant 
succession and the ecologists ability to recognize potential vegetation for specific areas." 

Response: Although providing a discussion of basic plant ecology rnay increase reader's 
understanding of plant ecology, it is not necessar1 for the purposes of this document 

Comment 39: "page 3-64 it seems to be mconsistent to label riparian wetland vegetation on prlvate 
land irrigation and drain ditches as "artificiar' (with a connotation of being inferior to "natura!") when 
the Stjllwater NWR with the ditches, canals, drains, structures, dikes, etc. that this document describe 
contains that are not labeled "artificial" and thus are spared that stigma. Please describe Stillwater 
NWR wetlands as "artificial" in those areas created by diking, etc.'' 

Response: The term "artificial'' was used to differentiate riparian habitat aiong naturally occurring 
waterways and those that were constructed for the Newlands Project As with many of the natural!y 
occurring wetlands, water control structures have been constructed in naturally occurring waterways 
(e.g . Carson River). 

Comment 40: "page 3-67 describes a Lahontan tui chub as being eligible for protection under F&WS 
pohcy relative to ESA - how was BOR able to dry up regulating reservoirs when that action harmed 
populations of this chub?" 

Response: lahontan tui chub was classified as a Category !! Candidate Species in the DE!S. It was 
not classified as a federally listed species under the Endangered Species Act A Category II listing 
meant that there was some evidence of vulnerability, but data was lacking to support listing of the 
species. 
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Comment 41: "page 3--69 section of waterfowl. P!ease comment on what Pacific Flyway populations 
are !lke when Lahontan Valley populations were low. ls there an overall reduction in populations? 
Ill/hat are likely causes? Please specify contribution of agriculture lands to food supp~y of birds, 
espedally fall migrants-" 

Response: Because of the many factors that affect waterfowl populations at the flyway level and at 
the Lahontan Valley leveL there lS no direct correlation between the two. The main factor that 
appears to affect waterfowl use of the Lahontan Valley is the amount of wetland hab!tat One of the 
main factors affecting waterfowl populations throughout the Pacific Flyway is habitat qua!ity and 
quanmy. The use of agricultura~ lands by species js described m Sections 3.9 3. 9.1, 3 9.3, 3.9.4, 
3.9.5,3.9.6, and 3.13. 

Comment 42: "page 3m70 discusses lack of reproductive success due to predatlon as a reflection of 
a iack of vegetative cover. Authors state the lack of nesting cover is caused by poor water quahty 
and low quantities. An ear~ier page said that grazrng caused low reproductive success. I suspect r11 
find another rationafization or two as I continue to read." 

Response: Reduced nesting cover (not "lack" of nesting cover) can result frorn many factors, 
~nciuding some livestock grazing regimes. low water availability, and poor water quaiity. 

Comment 43: "page 3-88 where win the wMe-faced ibrs population forage when agricultural fields 
have been reduced or eliminated" 

Response: Pnor to irrigated farming ~~~ the range of white-faced ibis, their feeding was concentratt~d 
in wetland habitat irrigated farmlands have subsequently provided another feeding habitat for the 
birds. It is expected that white-faced ibis wi!l continue to feed in wetland habitats and irrigated 
farmlands as kmg as these habitat remain available in the Lahontan Valley_ The Service's Preferred 
Alternative wiH not eHrninate irrigated farmland, and the reduction in ~rrigated farmland acres is not 
expected to limit white-faced ibis populations. 

Comment 44:"Page 3-95 sect1on on socio-economic resources consistently understatE:~s the cost of 
lost agricultura~ production to the producers and to soc1ety as a whote l be!leve that those 
mysterious, unspecified investment opportunities hinted at ~n U'lE.; EIS have already been d1scovered 
and investments made or they were determined to not be adequately profitable and abandoned." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 45: "page 4-7 second paragraph states the likelihood that the initial water purchases won't 
be adequate and more water rights will be acqwred. You obv~ous!y mean that the additional water 
sources wi!l be the farm land that happened to survive your first effort Please mcorporate full 
descriptions of the effect of the F&WS eliminating an agricultural use of \Vater m the area" 

Response: The section referred to is an impact description to Alternative 5, the Service's Preferred 
Alternative, which would make use of a variety of water sources to meet wetlands demand. The 
terms "other water sources'' refers to water from the tvi1ddle Carson RNer Corridor, sewage effluent 
and conserved Navy water, and possibly groundwater pumping and does not refer to Carson Division 
irrigation water. The Service has selecting AHernatrve 5 as its Preferred Alternative, the action 
alternative that would result ln the least amount of adverse irnpacts to farmland. Alternative 5 would 
Hmlt purchase in the Carson Division to 75,000 AF, which would retire 21.000 acres of lrrigated lands 
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Comment 46: "page 4-17 second and fourth paragraphs contrad~ct eacr1 otr·>er Wl1lch are you and 
BOR going to do, increase or decrease Lahontan water storage? l assume you will decrease it since 
one your PL 101-618 1s to eliminate Trucl-;ee River ·water delivery to Lahontan Reservoir and 
the remaining Carson River water is not adequate for F&WS demands.'' 

Response: The paragraphs contradict one another t1ecause address separate mitisjation 
rneasures that could each be used io address impacts to storage levels. A~though the Service's 
act~ons are ca!culated to increase storage targets, adJUSted OCAP coulc! eventua~ly cause slight 
decreases in Lahontan Reservoir storage lewels_ Although discussed (see Secbon 4.26.9), adjusted 
OCAP cond!tions are not fuliy ~ncorporated ~nto this document because they are not yet enacted or 
implemented. 

Comment 47: "page 4-27 alternative 2 mitigation measures promises higher water quality in the 
-wetlands yet prev~ous descriptions of Stillwater NWR SOlis mdicates that incoming water wm be 
rapidly contaminated wfth soluble chemtca!s, please discuss this in light of ttle tremendous salt 
concentrations delivered from Stillwater Point Reservolr." 

Response: Please see response to your comment #33 above. 

Comment 48: "page 4~31 indicates that this action won't affect ground water recharge in Fernley 
which n1ay be true_ However, considering other proposed F&\lVS, B!A, BOR, etc. actions -this is one 
statement and subject which indicates the need for Department of interior to prepare an ElS dealing 
with cumulative effects of multiple actions." 

Response: Please refer to the cumulative impact section (Section 4.26) and the General Issue 
Response i , Programmatic ElS 

Comment 49:"Page 4-43 and 44 deal ~vith erosion of soils as a result of areas that are no longer 
irrigated also being no longer vegetated. Saying that no rnitlgation is needed because the ser\t~ce 
iacks information contradicts all the inforrnat!on cited in other portions of the document and saying 
t!ie service is not responsible for erosion from private Lands that are no irrigated wil! probably 
be tested by Htigation since it wili be obv~ous that the action ut taking the water was the direct cause 
of the loss of soil protecting vegetation." 

Response: Nowhere does this section state that there is insufficient mformation available to mitigate 
the impacts. H does state that there is insufficient information to quantitatively define the relative 
increase in soil erosion conditions between one action alternative and another. Generally, shorHerm 
soil erosion impacts would increase as larger acreage of irrigated farmlands are retired_ Under the 
Service's Preferred Alternative, the least amount of soil erosion would be expected. As part of the 
DElS Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative, the Service has stated its commitment to 
m1tigate for the following soil erosion conditions: If lands bought are disturbed (disked, plowed or 
graded) at the time of purchase, the Service would reseed those lands and irrigate them for one 
season by delaying transfer of water rights. Private lands bought within the Stillwater NWR boundary 
would remain ~n Federal ownership and would be revegetated w!th native species or crop species to 
benefit wildlife and prevent wlnd erosion 

Comment 50; "Page 4-51 section 4.7 describes effect on plant communities. Please note that the 
substantial benefit to wetland habitats come at the substantial destructton of other habitats and 
shou!d require much mitigation ... " 
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Response: Impacts to riparian and agricultural plant communities are described in Section 4. 7.2 and 
4.7.3. Both losses are considered to be an unavoidable impact under all action alternatives. 
Unavoidable impact rneans that no mitigation measures have been identWed. 

Comment 51; "page 4-56 please explain how action w!!l prov!de both spring nesting habitat and 
reptace the food sources needed by fall migrants when they reach the va!ley. Please also describe 
what the specific food source needs of various shorebirds and colony nesting birds are relative to the 
present availabi!lty of these foods on irrigated lands and whether. as I suspect your actions are 
going to damage populations of certain species by eliminating critical seasonal food supplies found 
on irrigated lands and explain how you will alter you actions if your actions will be detrimentaL" 

Response: Please see responses to your cornments #29 and #41 above. 

Comment 52: " page 4-68 promises enhanced biodiversity but the document fails to explain how 
diversity is enhanced by increasing numbers of afready existing species at the expense of losing 
other exiting populations and destroying habitats." 

Response: In the discussion on biodiversity (Section 4.15) and throughout previous sections, the 
Service explains how some wHdlife specles will benefit from the significant increase in wetland habitat 
acreage and how some species will be adversely impacted. The biodiversity discussion states that 
native and overall biodiversity in wetland areas will be enhanced and that native biodiversity will be 
enhanced Lahontan Valley-wide. The discussion also recognizes that it is unclear whether overall 
biodiversity would increase or decrease as a consequence of the water rights acquisition program. 
There is no indication that any populations of wildlife would be lost as a consequence of the water 
rights acquisition program. 

Comment 53: "Page 4-70 indicates you do expect negative impacts to overall biodiversity, which is 
an accurate assessment you could make in other locations of this document as well." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 54: "Page 4-70 begins discussion of socio-economic effects. As mentioned earlier, my 
understanding of economic effects means that sales of agncultural products causes the value of 
newly created wealth to enter our economic system. Comparison of the doHars generated by sales 
of products from the productive segment of our society with the dollars spent for services and other 
forms of consumption (hiring house keepers, paying lawyers, payroll for government employees, etc.) 
is not a fair comparison. The money spent on expensive amenities is a nice thing to have, but the 
value of the money has to come from an abundance of production or we simply can't afford the 
luxuries. As mentiqned earlier, our society's reliance on credit to artificially raise the perceived 
standard of tiving is resulting in bills that have to be paid in the near future .... our society does not 
have to give up agriculture to have other forms of business enterprises described In your document" 

Response: Please see response to Comment 44 above 

Comment 55: "page 4-72 as with the previous descriptions of economic effects, this material is 
designed to emphasize the tremendous efforts taken by the ana1ysts to avoid understating the effects 
on the area economy so they can proceed to understate the effects on the economy. How is it 
possible that destruction of 63'% of the productivity of the agricultural sector of the economy only 
reduces the productivity by 10%, or so? Your economists could sell this previously unknown 
technique in the business world and retire from the tedious activity of EIS preparation" 
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Response: Comment noted. Alfalfa production and other irrigated crop produchon comprises only 
one component of ChurchiB County's agncultural economy 

Comment 56: "Page 4-75 describes farmers growing different crops in response to your actions 
You correct!y state t!1at this transition ~vou!d require econonHc incentives. l agree, if there were other 
crops available that could be produced profitably, they wou~d already be in production." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 57: "Page 4-76 includes announcement H1at F&WS refuses to pay anything more than the 
production value of water rights involves determining capitalized value of farmground then paying 
owner so little money that the family cannot afford to purchase another business." 

Response: The discussion of water right values and acquisition by "production value" methods is 
included as a possible mitigation measure as a way to acquire those farmlands that are less 
productive and preserve the more productive farmlands within Lahontan Vailey The Service, does 
not appraise or purchase water-righted !and based on "production values" but is required to use 
market values based on "before and after" appraisal values. See Section 2.6.4, ACQUISITION 
PROCESS AND STRATEGY far more details on fair market v.aiues. 

Comment 58: "Page 4-77 first paragraph indicates that purchases \twill be from willing se!lers 
because of F&VVS policy when in fact PL 101-618 had to spec1fy the willing seller limitation to prevent 
purchasers from abusing their power." 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 59: "Page 4-78 indicated that area livestock owners could simply buy hay and feed from 
other areas. That sounds easy but given the destruction of the agricultural economy, where will the 
cash come from that wHI be needed to n1ake the purchases? Private enterpnse doesn't have the 
same access to deficit spending that the F&WS has" 

Response Under the Preferred Alternative, about 30,000 acres of irrigated farmland wHl remain in 
production, therefore. it is highly unlikely that the Service's action will destroy the agricultural 

economy. 

Sierra Club 

Comment 1: "I am submitting these comments on behaif of the 3,1 00+ Nevada and E. California 
members of the Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club. Many of our members are deeply concerned 
about the fate of the lahontan Val!ey wetlands and strongly suppo1t a water rights acquisition 
program which maximizes benefits and minimizes costs. Therefore, we support Alternative 3 as 
the preferred alternative as well as elements of Alt 4" Why did the USFWS select Alt. 2 as its 
proposed alternative when Alt. 3 is more cost effective and beneficial to the wetiands and has the 
least negative environmental and economic impacts?" 

Response: Please see General issue Response n , Alternatives, and General Issue Response Ill., 
Concerns with 2.99 Consumptive Use-rate 

Comment 2: "We compliment the USPNS on the readability and thoroughness of the document It 
contrasts sharply and favorably with the E!S on the OCAP which appeared to be written in a foreign 
language. The DElS includes an astounding amount of information abut the complex water system, 



values of the wetlands, and potential environmental impacts of alternatives. The range of alternatives 
is good and al~owed a real look at the tradeoffs between maximiz~ng environmental values v. 
econmnic values and between costs v. benefits. w!1Ue stitl complying with PL 101 .. 618's legal 
mandate to acqUJre water rights to support 25.000 acres of wetlands in Lahontan VaHey. We also 
appreciate the separate DE!S on the acquisition program, because it ts a stand .. alone federal 

The TROA ElS will deal with the other legally mandated federal actions, aii of which are 
contingent on each other. PL 101-618 clearly set the wet!ands water rights acquisttlon program 
from other federal actions and init:ated ~t ~ong before the negotiations on other TROA-related ac~ions 
could be completed or ~n~tiated All environmenta! rev1ews, however, have weaknesses and th~s 
DEIS is no exception Our spectfic comments follow" 

Response: Comment noted_ 

Comment 3: "\/1/ater Duty The DEIS does not provide adequate explanation or _iustiftcatlon for why 
the USFWS 1s proposing to continue the acquisition of wetlands ~vater rights and the annuai 
obligation of paying O&M charges at the 3_5 af duty, but only using (transferring) wetlands water at 
the 2.99 at rate The comparison bef'Neen Alt. 2 ad 3 shows the huge discrepancy in both expense 
of acquisition and amount of water rights needed as we!l as extra annual expenses for continuing this 
"polltical'' po!icy which was developed for the first 20,000 af of wetlands water rights acquisitfons_ 
What is the biological or scientific rat1onale for these excess costs and impacts in the 3,5 af 
alternatives? 

Response: Please see General Issue Response Ill, Concerns with 2_99 Use-rate_ 

Comment 4: "Purchase v_ other types of acquisitions We totally support the dec!sion of the USFWS 
that purchasing water rights is the preferable acquisition scenario. Leasing water is quite expensive, 
its availability when needed is questionable, and its benefits are quite !imited. importing water fmm 
Dixie Valley is extremely expensive, could have great negatiVE.' env[romnental impacts as another 
interbasin water transfer, and •s not timely as ft would require funds not currently available and an 
EIS for which there are also no funds Purchases or ieaslng water from thE.< upper Carson Rrver t1as 
a multitude of legal problems due to the requirements of the Alpine Decree and lo9istic impediments 
of delivering upriver water to the terminal wetlands. We do support, however, adding to the selected 
alternative working with the Bureau of Reclamaton and TCID to acquire add~tional water for all 
Newlands Project water nghts holders through increasmg water conservation on the upper Carson 
River." 

Response: The Service has chosen Alternative 5 as ~ts Preferred Alternative in the FEIS. 'This 
alternative does rely on purchase and leasing of water rights in t!1e Middle Carson River Corridor, 
upper Carson River waters are not considered as there is currently no existing conservation program 
under way and such a program would not be reasonab!y irnplemented in the near future 

Comment s~ "Drainwater the DElS does not do a very good job in considering drainwater in the 
alternatives nor in the impact analyses. a. Several alternatives inc~ude a reliance on drainwater 
supplies which may be less t11an realistic. How are proposed drainwater supplies guaranteed? b. In 
actuality, meeting efficiency targets has greatly reduced traditional drainwater suppiies to the 
wetlands. We are now having to pay to acquire water which we used to get at no charge, especially 
since prime and drainwater are often mixed today in order to meet required deliveries_ How ts the 
USFWS going to make sure that we are paying for pnrne, higher quahty river water rather than 
reused, lower quality drainwater for our acquisition dollars?" 



Response: The Service believes there are adequate measuring dev;ces on the key delivery canals 
and drains to monitor drainwater and irrigation water delivenes The Service has stated in Section 
2_7 MONITORING REQUIREMENTS that it wdl mstail or contract for new water measuring devices 
as needed to insure accurate accounting of irrjgation water deliveries and drainwater inflow to avo~d 
or prevent the concern you have identified 

The Service has gone io great lengths to include and eva!uate the available inforrnation and 
calcujations relative to dra~nwater from the Nevvlands ProJeCt, botl1 conditions and expected 
conditions under the 1988 OCAP The Serv;ce has indicated that our drainwater estimates are 
conservative, meaning that the acquisition targets are at the l1igh end of our expectations, which 
would allow for reducing water right acquisitions if the drainwater inflows prove to be greater (as 
many commentors have suggested) than what the Ser-Jice has calculated in its core assumptbns 

There are no guarantees for dralnwater !nflow to the wetlands, but the Service does address the 
possibility of drainwater assurances: in Sect~on 2 3.1 1 Factors Affecting the Volume of Water to be 
Acquired It may be possible, in the future, to incorporate wetland drainwater assurances as part of 
the adjusted OCA.P or the final OCAP to be evaluated pursuant to Secbon 209(J) of Pubhc Law 101-
6-18. 

Comment 6: "Secondary wetlands: Whiie PL 101-6-18 does not require water rights acquisitions for 
"secondary" wetlands, we are concemed about the impacts of the proposed federal actions as well 
as private actions on other wetlands. More information is needed in the ElS on what are secondary 
wetlands, where are they, how valuable are they, wtlat are the impacts from the various alternatives, 
and will mitigation be provided for impacts from federal actions?" 

Response: Secondary wetlands are descnbed m Section 3.6.2 and 4.6 2 Please see Genera! Issue 
Response IX., Loss to Secondary Wetlands 

Comment 7: ''Impacts of acqulsitions on rvi&l water supply. VVe suspect that the of wetlands 
water rights acquisitions on well water from irrigation are overestimated m all the alternatives 
;\cquis~tions are ma1nly occurring on marginaj farmlands, on the peripheries of the Project not in 
ma1or recharge areas near main canals and the Carson River. vVouldn't t!!e irnpacts of M&! 
developments on previous farmlands adjacent to the Carson River have more impacts on prfrnary 
recharge areas and thus water table levels and water quality than wetlands water rights acquisitions 
on the Project's boundaries? How are the impacts from non-acqu~sition related development on 
water tables separated from acquisition-related impacts in the DEIS'; 

Response: Comn1ent noted In general, convers1on of farmlands to non-Irrigated uses and 
abandonment of irhgation canals and drains along the Carson River ·would have more of an impact 
on pnmary recharge areas than similar conversions 1n areas where most water nghts have been 
purchased thus far (Le., Stillwater District and !srand District) As1de frorn the cumulative impacts 
section discussions in Chapter 4 on the potential impacts to groundwater only address potential 
:rnpacts that could occur as a consequence of acquiring water rights for the primary weUands_ 

Comment 8: HEconomic analysis We were most disappointed by the questionable consideration of 
economic impacts in the DElS 

a. ·rhe wetlands water rights acquis~tion program is occurring in an area which is experjencing rapid 
economic changes The DElS overemphasizes the importance of these federal actions on both 
agriculture and the overall Lahontan Valley economy Issues not examined but which should be: At 
what rate are farrns going out of existence unrelated to the acquisition program? How much 
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agricultural land is being cc:mvEHted to M&l uses? What are the economic impacts of non-acquisition 
related losses of agrjcultural lands? How do the two impacts compare?" 
b While much js made of the !oss of agrjcultural lands and impacts to the local economy based on 

these losses, the economic anaiysis does not reaily examine the economic benefits of the loss of 
agricultural lands What are the benefits to the federal budget of the reduced farm subsidies? What 
are the benefits to the loca! economy of acquisition-related M &. I development? What are the 
rnultiplier effects of acquisition-related development on the local economy? How do salaries of new 
Jobs based on acquisition-related development compare to the loss of seasonal farming jobs? Is the 
employment base changing due to the loss of transient agricultural jobs v. the new construction or 
service jobs? 
c. Very iittle attention was given to the benefits of new acquisition-related recreational opportunities. 

What are the multiplier effects of increased recreational opportunii!es. What are the multiplier effects 
of increased recreational vis[ts to the wetlands? Is the economic anaiysis based on an assumption 
that acquisition would occur immediately, rather than over brne? if so, why? What impacts does this 
wnp!ausible assumption have on the analysis of economic impacts of the acquisitions? What are the 
economic values for non-consumptive recreational uses'/ Why is there no value assigned to 
increased amenity values of expanded wetlands? 

Response: The following responses correspond to the letters jn the comment 

a. While the comment is correct m stat1ng that the wetlands water rights acquisition program is 
taking place in an area that is experiencing rapid population growth and the attendant conversion of 
aghcuitural lands to residentiaillndustrial use. it is beyond the scope of this EIS to account for such 
impacts. It is recognized that there are other conversions of land use in the Fallon area from 
agricultural production to some other use that are significant and unrelated to the acquisition 
program, but any attempt to discuss those concerns would serve to complicate the stated purpose of 
Hie E!S_ 

A recent review of Churchil! County Assessor's Office (compiled ~n a draft Cooperative Extension 
Ser\rice Fact Sheet which is presently under peer review) ~ntorrnation indicates that agricu!tural !ands 
comprise approximately 25 percent of the five land use categories (agricultural, residential, 
commercial, industria!, and unimproved) in 1995_ The assessed value of these five categories, on a 
per acre basis, ranged from $85 for agriculture to $32,000 for commercial land (with commercial 
lands representing the smallest amount of acreage of the five categones) Furthermore, the data 
s!1owed that the number of land parcels classified as agricuaural and jndustrial have docreased 
between 1987 and 1995 (agricultural lands, from 2,380 in -!987 to 2,245 m ·1995); industrial lands, 
from 115 in 1987 to 92 in 1995) In contrast residential parcels increased frorr• 3,373 to 5,117 during 
the same tirne frame. 

The total assessed value of these five land categortes increased 52 percent between 1987 to 1995, 
with the change in the total value of residential properties increasing 94 percent Generally, 
agricultural and industrial assessed values decreased over that time. Although res~dential 
assessment rates may have changed over time, the trend strongly suggests an increase in the 
amount of lands being classified as residentiaL This is supported when consideration is g1ven to the 
growth of single family units in Churchill County over the 5-year period. In 1990, there were 11,638 
units classified as single faml!y; by 1995, this number had increased to 14,058. 

b. With the exception of the existence of Federal milk prjce supports and its economic impacts on 
dairies ln the affected area, there are no indications that other Federal subsidies related to agriculture 
are being utilized. 
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While one could visuaHze that there are positive impacts from the acquisition program accruing to the 
communiUes, in terrns of Federally-acquired !ands that may become available for purposes related to 
M&l uses, those impacts are mosUy unquantifiable at present. Furthermore, it is anticipated that 
there would be structural changes in the econom1c base in the communities and the attendant labor 
pool and wages; however, concise information that gives insights into this issue is lacking, 

c Note that consideration is g!ven to the direct and indirect effects from changes in wetlands and 
other recreation area visitation, which re~ies on multipiiers. This information is shown on page 4-94. 
As with other analyses, the time frame over which these changes are expected to occur depends on 
not on!y the rate of acquisitions, but aiso other factors, such as an expanded public education 
program, the completion of a visitor's center and an interpretive program, etc. 

While the Service recognizes the existence of nan-consumptive values associated with the wetlands 
and other recreation resources (see Section 3.174 ), definitive assessment of non·consumptive or 
non-market values are best accomplished through an extensive surveyc Such a study is 
contemplated for the area, although no plans exist for such an endeavor. 

Comment 9: "We fear that the DEIS estimations and community complaints about the possible 
economic and social impacts of the wetlands water rights acquisition program are greatly 
exaggerated. The community has no farmland conservation program or zoning restrictions to protect 
prime farmland, The commtmity raises little or no objections to agricultural lands going out of 
production and being sold or used for residential or commercial development unrelated to the 
wetlands acquisition program. The community doesn't try to restrict its citizens from selling personal 
prope11y or water rights not related to the wetlands acquisition program, The willing seller program is 
working exceiient!y and providing immense benefits to the citizens of lahontan Va!leyc The DEIS 
should accurately reflect ail of the impacts of the wetlands acquis!tion program, both positive and 
negative, without overestimating tr1e negative impacts and underestimating the positive irnpacts," 

Response: Comment noted. 

Rachel M, Thomas 

Comment 1: "i strongly oppose the acquisition of any addltional !and by the U.S. Government for the 
following reasons and yes l do feel the action wHl have an impact on me in many ways. The 
Government should not be buying any more !and. They cannot take proper care of the land they 
now own. They could use the money programmed to buy this land to put against the national debt 
which belongs to a !I of us, The primary production on the land is hay" The decrease of somewhere 
between 42 to 76 percent of 283,122 tons of hay per year is going to affect the supply and cost of 
hay throughout the west This will further affect dairies and the cost of milk, all the people who own 
and ride horses for all kinds of reasons to include business and recreation, The cost of Rodeos, 
Fairs, trail rides, horse and stock shows. I live several hundred miles from your area, but if the 
Government goes ahead with this purchase, l know that it wi!l be a lot harder for us to find hay, and 
the price will go out of site. lf you say it won't, f want to see the information you base your opinion 
on_ One final cost that will go up is the cost of caring for the wild horses that are kept in pens and 
fed. This wlll go right back to a higher cost to the Government'' 

Response: Your comment is noted, Under the Service's Preferred Alternative, alfalfa production is 
expected to be reduced by about 55 percent, to abotJt 137,00 tons of hay per year. This alternative 
seeks to reduce adverse impacts to the agricultural community 
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Transcript of Public Hearing, Sept. 6, 1995, Fallon Community Center, Fallon, Nevada 

Russ Armstrong, TCID employee, land owner with irrigation waters 

Comment 1: " ... we've taken this pos~tion before at Fernley and ot!1er locations, and that ~s the des~re 
to have this ElS put on hold until such time as the problemat1c E.IS that is supposedly corr11ng do·;il;n 
the pike is in place,'' 

Response: Please see General Issue Response 1., Programmabc EIS_ 

Comment 2: "A couple of issues that were brought up, one was a tradeoff of employment that 
purportedly the buying out of the water and transferring it onto the wetlands and the opportuntties 
that it would create here tor the people in the valley. That statement was made with the expansion 
of Naval Air Station at Fallon; that it would probably compensate or offset to the number of jobs lost 
due to loss ____ " 

Response: The Service has clearly stated that agricultura! production and related jobs would be 
adversely impacted as a result of the acquisition of water r~ghts. The economic assessment a!so 
evaluated the effects of the infusion of money into the local economy that results when property 
owners sen water rights as well as other actions that would impact the local economy such as the 
expansion of NAS-FaUon_ The Service has not stated or implied that jobs created by NAS-Failon 
expanslon or tile re·-investment of profits received from the sale of water rights would compensate for 
employment opportunities iost in the agricultural sector The EIS identified the creation of new jobs 
as an offset, it does not purport that tl!ese new jobs would replace or compensate for jobs lost in the 
agricultural sector. The EIS identifies, based on the avallable information, the anticipated number of 
jobs lest and the number of jobs thai could potentially be created by re-investment of capital gains 
resulting from water right sales_ 

Comment 3: "ADother tradeoff that the EIS stated ·would result in and I might point out that 
tile first hal1' of H1e E~S and the second ha~f rnake points that are onen in conflict with one 
another. .. Tour~sm hardly appBars to be a trade for the iosses the people here jn tt1e ~;-vill be 
subject to and mcur" 

Response: Without more specific information related to what portions or sections of the first ha~f of 
the OE!S is in conflict with the second half, the Serv~ce is unable to respond to this issue The 
impact analysis identifies that recreationaf use and the related tourism is anbcipated to Increase trom 
existing conditions as a result of more reljable and more productive wetland areas. The Service does 
not purport that tourism will compensate those individuals that are econornical!y impacted by the 
acquisitiOn of water rights nor will increased recreational use offset the loss of certain social values 
r-nany local residents maintain. The E~S identifles both positive and negative impacts related to the 
acquisition of water rights and does not make value judgements related as to whether one aspect of 
tr1e community is more valuable or desirable than another Tourism is not expected to greatly 
increase expenditures !n the affected area, and is not mentioned as such. Recreational opportunity 
would be greatly enhanced due to the increased acreage of primary wetlands habitat, and some 
additional employment due to recreational activity could occur, (see Section 4. 17, RECREATION) 
Recreational expenditures due to increased wetlands are expected to triple_ 

Comment 4: "An erroneous position taken by the E!S is the fact that all the money that wifi be 
brought ln by people se!iing their water rights, how wen the community will be off, essentially how 
effective that will be for them. Well, we're confusing app!es and oranges because the peopie involved 
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jn agrlculture today are mvo!ved ln production. Product~on is a contlnuous and ongoing effort, 
assuming that a ·1 0-year drought doesn't stand in the way. and jfs a revenue generator" 

Response: The EIS does not attempt to n1ake value judgements regarding the quality of life for 
indlviduals affected by the water rights acquisttion program Tl1e impacts to socjal va~ues have been 
idenM1ed and the consequences related to jncreased revenues or incom~~ related to \rVater right sales 
has bE:1en estimated. The economic Qf reduced agncultural production have been quantif~ed 
in terms relating to ~ncome, profit, producHon_ and employment The econcrnic consequences related 
to water right sales have been quantif~ed in terms relating to income and employment The Service 
does rot be~ieve that report~ng the impacts relating to these two separate components of the local 
economy in similar and common units of measurement as a mixing of "app!es and oranges" as Mr. 
Armstrong suggests. 

The Ser\ttCe agrees that agriculture is a production industry which can be continuous and ongoing, 
but would also state that capita! investment and development are also ongoing conUnuous economic 
activities that produce positive economic activity within a community. 

Comment 5: "The EIS stated it was looking at Segment 7 of the Carson River but it failed to point 
out or acknow!edge the fact that the State Park Service bougf1t 7.000 acre feet of the water on 
Segment 7, that doesn't !eave a whole lot left" 

Response: The E!S identifies the acquisition of Segment 7 water rights by the State of Nevada, 
Division of Parks and Recreation (see Section 2.5,5 ALTERNATIVE 5). Based on the information 
available from the Division of State Lands, the State of Nevada has acquired about 5,600 AF of 
water rights from Segment 7 water-righted lands.. This amounts to about 20 percent of the recorded 
water hghts for Segment 7 of the middle Carson River. The Service believes that even with the 
State of Nevada acquisitions there are sufficient water rights to meet the Service's expectations, but 
availabillty is subject to willing sellers. 

lt st1ou!d be noted that based on preliminary plans by the Division of Parks and Recreation, that 
recreational uses in that area may not need a!l of the water acquired for those recreaUonal facilities 
and son1e of the water may become available for downstream recreation or wildlife use. This may 
have the potential to reduce wetlands water right acquisitions in Segment 7 if those surplus 
recreabonal water rights can be conveyed downstream for wetlands protection in lahontan Valley, 

Comment 6: " I said there were several conflicts between the front and the end of your Volume I. 
One of those is on revegetation. ln the early part it states that there's a responsibility for 
revegetation but haifway back or beyond that point it states that there is no state law, or county 
ordinance requiring that you revegetate, so that would not happen," 

Response: Mitigation measures in Section 2.5.2, Proposed Action, outlined the actions the Service 
was committed to take as part of the Proposed Action. Mitigation in the back half of Volume I, 
Chapter 4, outlined the possible mitigation available for aH alternatives. Under the Proposed Action, 
the Service is committed to take actions to revegetate !ands that were disturbed (disked, plowed or 
graded) at the time of purchase. Under AIL 2, the Service would reseed those lands and irrigate for 
one season in an effort to establish a vegetative cover crop. The Service 1s also committed to 
revegetate those lands it acquires within Refuge boundaries that will remain in Federal ownership. 

Comment 7: "The references that you have or some of the references in your Appendix ll probably 
are not the rnost credible folks that you cou!d find." 
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Response: Mr. Armstrong's opinion regarding the cred§bility of these authors is so nmed. The 
reports, studies, and documents mcluded in the Appendix, Volume n of the DE!S were reproduced to 
provide the reader with material the was referenced ~n the text U1at would have been difficua to 
review or obtain in from bookstores, public, or University libraries. The Service referenced those 
documents because the authors provided information that pertained to the E!S process and the 
Service believes that in ail cases those authors demonstrated an expert1se, expenence, or knc1wledge 
in the subject of their reports, papers, or studies. 

Comment 8: ''.""(Professor Dave Sunding) stated that whatever hay lands or production was taken 
out of here in the valley for dairies would simply be bought someplace else and brought in .. That's 
usuaUy not the way it works .... The cost advantage comes for U1e producers to be integrated, to be 
able to raise a portion, if not al1, the feed and give it to the cows and reap its production. it is a lot 
more expensive to bring the hay in by tons than it is to send the finished product, milk, in by tanker." 

Response: Due to the large export sector that now occurs with alfa1fa, it would appears that there 
will be no need for importation for dairy any time in the near future under the Preferred Alternative. 
This aspect was analyzed to provide the high end impact to agricultural production under other, more 
adverse alternatives. Mr. Armstrong's description of integrated farming and the economics of hay 
and milk transportation are so noted. Comments regarding statements made by Dr. Sunding, 
Professor of Agricultural Economics at the University of California, Berkeley are more appropriately 
addressed to Professor Sunding. 

Comment 9: "Repeatedly in the E!S the term "willing seller" is used. That hasn't been defined 
because I don't think my idea of a willing seller and your idea of a wH!ing seller are one and the 
same." 
Response: Please see Genera! issue Response VlL, Willing Seller Defined. 

Steve King, City of Fallon, Assistant City Attorney 

Comment 1: " ... to further what Mr. Armstrong was getting at, and that is that Pubhc Law ·1202-618 
must comport with federal laws and state laws as relating to the medium in which we're talking about 
which is water rights, and 1 think the comprehensive E!S is a requirement under NEPA." 

Response: Please see General Issue Response i., Programmatic E!S. 

Comment 2:"Number two, I don't really see addressed in the document itself any recognition of the 
medium. We're not talking about water rights that are federai water rights, except to the limited 
extent that the Federal Government has an obligation and duty under applicable court decrees to 
deliver those water rights to the owners of the rights. Speaking for the City of FaHon, the City has a 
complete water system that is in place, it's been in place for many, many decades that has value of 
up to $50 miilion ... So any change in the regime of the surface water rights which go to recharge the 
underground aquifers necessarily are going to have an effect on the underground water rights, which 
we have direct state appropriated water rights for our water system_" 

Response: The Service is unclear as to what ML King means in i1is reference to "recognition of the 
medium" The Service t1as dearly identified the water rights held by the Navy for dust control at 
NAS-Fallon are the only federal water rights being considered as part of the wetlands water rights 
acquisition planning. The Service's reference to acquisition methods which rely on purchase. !ease_ 
exchange, or donation makes ~t fairly implicit that the water rights being considered are privately 
owned. 



The City of Fallon ho!ds water rights to groundwater resources. Approval of those rights by the 
Nevada State Engineer does not assuro or guarantee ava~lability of ihat water Water rights are 
essentiaUy authorizaHons to use water, no\ guarantees for water Changes in the hydrologlc reg~mes 
and conditions occur naturally and can effect recharge, but there are other factors and man-mduced 
actions that can also effect recharge. The Sefllice has identif1ed. based on the informat~on available; 
the anticpated impacts to groundwater recharge that could potent!atly result from the acqwsit~on of 
water rights for wetland protection and the possible mitigation measures that could reduce or 
eliminate those !mpacts (see Sections 4. 3.3 1 Grourdwater Recharge and Leve!s as well as 4 3. 3.2 
Domestic Supply) 

Terri King, lahontan Conservation District 

Comment 1: "!n the Appendtx there is a Refuge Management Plan dated April ·1987. In several 
places in this plan it indicates that the Service will --a water management strategy guideline on how 
to best manage available water for the best wjll be developed; in another place it says that optimum 
use of water is not achieved, etcetera, throughout this plan I'm just wondering if the Fish and 
Wildlife SeNice has done any of these p!ans, like they said they were going to increase, enlarge and 
cement canals and other things, I was wondering if they've done any of those things?" 

Response: The Water Management Plan is developed each year in conjunction with the Nevada 
Oepaltrnent of Wildlife and the Truckee-Carson Irrigation Oistnct based on the amount of water that 
is anticipated to be available in the irrigation project as runoff. As concerns hning of ditches, there 
has not been any work on that 

Bjorn Se!inder, Churchm County 

Comment 1: "We are not prepared at this tirne to make a formal statement and would instead lend 
our support to an extension of the comment period for at least a minimum of 30 days. It sounds like 
we're going to be receiving that, so that's veri good. We'll certa~nly do everything we can to he!p 
provide extensive comments within that additional tirne frame." 

Response: The extension was granted and Churchill County's extensive comments were received 
and are duly addressed in this document 

Tim Findlay, representing himself 

Comment 1: 'Td like to pose my comments as a question to Fish and Wildlife and the U.S. 
Department of the Interior Whether this ElS and the proposal to re-establish the wetlands to the 
extent of 25,000 acres and 125,000 acre feet whether the Department of the Interior has considered 
the potent!a!ly devastating erfect on the social and economic factors of the communities of Fallon and 
other Churchill County areas, and whether that wlll be mitigated in some forrn by actions of the 
United States Government to replace the losses in economic returns and social effects by this 
action?" 

Response: All of the potential effects have been considered. Effects on Agriculture, Farmland, and 
Local Econorny is addressed in Section 4.16. Effects on Social Values are discussed in Section 4.23. 
The Preferred Alternative causes the lease 1rnpact to the agricultural community and its related social 
values. 
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Jeffrey Feike, Churchill County Hospital Administrator 

Mr Feil<:e's oral statement has been broken down into a senes of specific cormnents and responses 

Comment 1: "There is, of course, great concern that U;e Newlands Project water curtailments will 
dramatically impact water qual~ty of our drinking water. Signlficantly reduced flows into the local 
aqu1fer increase the concentration of arsenjc, nitrates, and heavy metals " 

Response: The Service's actions to acquire water and water rights will not result in curtailments of 
water r;::,oleased from the Lahontan Reservoir. Under baseline condiUons, the calculated kmg .. term 
average reservoir releases would be about 250,700 AF!yr. lahontan Reservoir releases for the 
Proposed Action, would be lessened by about 11 percent (28,000 AF/yr) and under the Preferred 
Alternative those reducuons would be about 5 percent (13,800 AF/yr). These reductions are l~nked to 
declining irrlgation demand associated with the 2,99 AF/acre use-rate for Newlands Project water 
acquired and used for primary wetland habitat 

The Service's impact evaluabons do not consider the expected 5 percent reduction in Lahontan 
Reservoir releases to constitute a "curtailment" of inflow into Lahontan Valley, nor is there evidence 
that a small reduction (5 percent) would "significantly" reduce ground water recharge as Mr. Feike 
suggests. The recent drought period (1990-94) resulted in reduced Lahontan Reservoir releases 
(USGS Water Resources Data, 1991, 1992,1993) in the range of 28 to 53 percent ~ess than the 
250,700 AFlyr baseline. Even when Lahontan Valley surface water inflows were reduced to a 
greater extent than would be expected under the Service's Preferred ,A,Iternative, shallow aquifer 
levels showed only a median decline of ·1·2 ft. (Seiler and Allender, 1994 ). Nor did groundwater 
monitoring during that period show significantly significant declines in water quality related to arsenic, 
nitrates. or heavy rnetals. 

Comment 2: " . h1gher levels of pol!utants in the drinking water djrectly threatens the public health of 
the comrnunity of over 20,000 men, women, and children These significant curtai!ments are being 
consjdered without an Environmental Impact Statement that spec1fical!y and scientifically studies 
potent•al damage to the community's drlnking ~vater." 

Response: The Service's Preferred Alternative would not result !n large volume or sign~ficant 
curtailment of surface water inflow to Lahontan Valley (see response to Mr Feike's comment #1 
above). The Service believes the DEIS and this FEIS both contain assessments of the anticipated 
groundwater resource, recharge, and domestic supply impacts associated with acquiring water for 
wetland habitat (See Sections 3.3.3 GROUNDWATER and 4.3.3 EFFECTS ON \!'VATER 
RESOURCES, GROUNDWATER) The Service's assessment of the groundwater resources and 
anticipated impacts relied heavily on the sc1entific studies conducted by the USGS The USGS is 
recognized as the nation's authority on water resources and has the responsibility to study and 
monitor water resources throughout the county. The specific USGS studies are referenced in Uie text 
of those sections of the FEIS identified above. 

H should be noted that under existing conditions domestic water supplies in lahontan Valley, both the 
City of Fallon's system and the most all ~ndividual domestic supply wells, are not in attainment for 
Nevada water quality standards for drinking water most often related to arsenic, manganese, or TDS 
and to a lesser extent for sulfate, chlor!de, fluoride, and uranium (Maurer and others, 1994) 

Comment 3: "To date there are no comprehensive, scientific studies that explain in detail the locai 
aquifer system and/or the impact of massive changes in water flows to the aquifer. The few studies 
that have been done are not scientifically valid and they are not reliable" 
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Response: Tt1e Service disagrees. The USGS studies are SCientifically valid and have been 
prepared by the nation's authority and expert on water resources, and prov~de the best ava~lab!e 
information on this complex water system There is no evidence or information that would support 
Mr. Feike's contention that surface water inflow, potent!al recharge, or irrigat~on practices resulting 
from the Service's proposed action to acquire water and water rights for pnrnary wetland habitat 
would result in "massive changes'' in water nows to U1e aquifer The changes anhcipated as a result 
of the Service's Proposed Action and alternatives considered {including the Preferred Alternative) are 
fully described in Section 4.3, EFFECTS ON WATER HESOURCES 

Comment 4: "These past studies are not vaiid because they do not measure what they claim to 
measure. They do not randomly sample wells that are representative of the region They instead 
use wells that are convenient for their study based solely on the availability of historical data. What 
is remarkable is that ln past studies the researchers do not even claim to have chosen truly 
representative we!ls." 

Response: The studies referrenced in the above comment include three reports published by the 
U.S. Geo~ogica! Survey, which summarize existing data on groundwater !eves, groundwater flow, and 
ground water chemistry in the New!ands Project area: Water-Resources Investigations Report 93-
41·18 "Water-level cf1anges and directions of ground-water flow in the shallow aquifer, Fallon area, 
Churchill County, Nevada," Open-File Report 93-463 "Hydrogeology and potential effects of changes 
in water use, Carson Desert Agricultural area, Churchtll County, Nevada,'' and Open-File Report 94·· 
31 "Ground-water quality and geochemistry, Carson Desert, western Nevada." 

Water-Resources Investigations Report 93-4118 describes water level changes using 126 wells for 
conditions prior to the Newlands Project to 1992, and for the period 1977 to i 992. Open-F!Ie Report 
93-463 summarizes rnJmerous studies of the area made from the early 1890s through 1992, including 
resu!ts of samples and measurements of many hundreds of wells a descnpt1on of the local .aqu~fer 
systems, and discussion of potential impacts of changes m ~vater use to the aquifrs Open-File 

94-31 resuas of sampling over 200 ·~veils the ::.halkJ\iV, 
basalt and thermal aquifers of H1e area. A portion of these wens were drilled or selected for 
sampling using a random s;te··selection program described in Report 94-39 ''Da!a on 
ground-water quality ln the Carson R.ver Basin, western Nevada and eastern California, H~87 

and Water .. Resourc.es Investigations Report 90-4101. "Cornputerized stratified random site-selection 
approaches for design of a ground-water quallty sampling network." 

The USGS data is based on a random site selection approach and represents the best available data 
on iJydrology in the affected area. USGS only samples wells that it has permiss~on to sample and 
only drills monitoring wells on lands tl!at it has been granted access Tl!E.' Service has reviewed the 
USGS studies in question. and believes the groundwater studies referenced ~n the EIS are valid and 
representative scientific studies 

Comment 5: ''ThesE.' past studies are aiso not reliable because they do not represent repeated 
longitudinal evaluations of wells that represent the region The only longitudinal data avai!abie is on 
'Neils that have not been proven to accurately represent the !oca! geographic strata. The conclusion 
iS simple rf you do not measure what you claim to measure and have no appropriate iong~tudinal 

data, then you do not have a valid or rel1able aquifer study " 

Response: Comment js unclear. The Service has relied on the available data re!at!ng to 
groundwater and groundwater resources Mr. Fe•ke has not submitted any additional or new 
information to support his concerns. The Service hydrolog~st in coordination with USGS hydrologists, 
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geologists, has reviewed ivk Feike's comment and is unclear as to the technical and scientific intent 
of the comment and the meaning of the terms "repeated longitudinal evaluations." 

Comment 6: "From a scientific standpoint, we are being asked to proceed in the dark while aquifer 
studies need to be done before massjve d1anges in water flows are jmpremented The community 
shouid be g1ven ample time to evaluate these new studies. especially in light of the curious 
inadequacies of previous studies." 

Response: Comment noted. See response to above comments. 

Truckee Carson irrigation District 

Comment 1: " The District has previous!y taken the position, and once again wishes to reiterate, that 
al! pendmg and proposed environmental impact statements {EIS's) and environmental assessments 
(EA's) pertaining to the Truckee or Carson Rivers, the Newlands Project the communities of Fallon, 
of Fernley, Churchill County, or the encompassed wetlands should be held in abeyance until the 
cornpletion of the Programmatic ElS, now in-process by the Department of the Interior's Truckee
Carson Coordination Office. The proliferation of such documents as the "Environmenta! Assessment 
Acquisition for Water Rights for Stillwater Natlonal WHdlife Refuge: Fiscal years 1991-1993", for 
20,000 acre feet (and now within a few hundred acre feet of completion); the Service's "Draft EA: 
Phase I, Acquisition of Water Rights for the Cui-ui Fishery 111 the Truckee River and Pyramid Lake, 
NV" for 3,500 a f; and the subJect EIS threaten the Newlands Project with anemia, before tr1e Draft 
Prograrnmat!C EIS is even pub~ished If and when the requiren1ents of Section 206 of P_L 10·1-618 
are completed, some 66% of the Newlands Project production will have been eradicated ((D)E!S_ 
Page ix)_ That will, in effect eliminate Church11l County's agriculture'' 

Response: Please see General Issue Response l Prograrnmatic EIS. Under the Service's 
Preferred A!temative, 40% of the Newlands Project agricultural lands would show a change of use 

Comment 2: "By analysis and definition, agriculture is indeed a culture; JUSt as validly as one 
founded on re!igion, race, etllnidy, or creed Culture, as defined by Webster, is "The totality of 
soc1ally transmitted behavior patterns, arts, be!iefs, lnsmutons_ and an other products of human work 
and thought .It is most inappropriate for the federal government to chart and pursue a course with 
H'lat culture's annihilation as the very evident outcome." 

Response: Comment noted. Impacts to social values are addressed 1r1 Sections 3.23 and 4.23. 

Comment 3: "Page x, par. 7, Draft EIS. Under baseline conditions. rt 1s estimated that there are 
about 57,312 acres of irrigated farmland in the affected area ... It is somewhat misleading to express 
numbers in association with the Project in terms of acres, as above, because there is a wide range of 
water duties withm the ProJect, which includes 2.99, 3.5, and 4.5 acre feet. However_ within the 
Project proper there are some 58,848.52 irrigated acres ('1995 allocation). That does not include the 
Service's cited 6,450 acres "ln the Middle Carson River corridor"_ the river's Segrnent Seven. The 
Nevada Division of State Parks recently purchased all of two ranches, and a portion of a third, 
including the appurtenant water rights in Segment Seven. Those purchased water rights total an 
aggregate of 5,598 a.f.; which as presently planned, wlll either remain on their respective properties. 
or be moved to the Lahontan Reservoir for recreational use_ In either case, that is nearly 6,000 a.f. 
that is outside the scope of this EIS. Also outside the scope of this EIS are those water rights 
associated with the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Reservation --sorne 10,587 5 aJ_ (3025 X 3.5) that are 
outside the scope of this EiS. !n total, some 16,185.5 a f. are outside the Service's influence." 
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Response: The Service believes that it is appropr~ate and common to use the number of irdgated 
and water .. ·righted acres as one means to identify the size of an irrigatH)n project The SerJice !1as ~~~ 
the past received correspondence and reports from TClD that reference water-righted acres and 
measure Newlands Project conditions in terms of wateHighied acres. 

The Ser\tice has inc!uded the water-righted acreage for Segment 7 of the Carson River (see Section 
2.5 5 ALTERNATIVE 5) and the water-righted acreage associated with the Fatlon Paiute-Shoshone 
Reservation is included as part of the \tvater-righted acreage base for the Carson Division of the 
Newlands Project. The Service agrees that the water-righted acreage held in trust by the Fallon 
Paiute-Shoshone Tribe is not available for purchase by the federal government for wetlands 
protection, but that those water-righted !ands will remain in agricultural production. The total farmland 
acreage is referenced for the Affected Area in Section 3.16.3 FARMLANDS. 

The water dury on most farmlands in the affected area is 3.5 AFJacre/year. The 57,312 acres figure 
includes 1989 water-righted irrigated farmlands in the Carson Division of the Newlands Project 
(47,000 acres) The Truckee Division of the Newlands Project (3,855 acres) and ranchland in the 
Middle Carson River corridor (6,450 acres)_ Both the state park land and Fallon Pa~ute Shoshone 
Reservation are within the affected area, and impacts are described for the entire affected area. 

Comment 4: "It is not clear why only the Newlands Project and the Carson River's Segment Seven 
have been singled out for the targeting of water right purchases when in its natural state, the entire 
river contributed to the Carson Lake and Sink.'' 

Response: This issue is addressed in detaH in Section 2.8.5.3. 

Comment 5: "Page xm. para. 6: 'Diversions at Derby Dam that would occur under each alternative 
wou~d be directly related to the Carson Division irrigation demands of each alternative 
Consequently all of the action a!ternatives would result in reductions in Derby Dam diversions from 
base!~ne conditions. which require the grE.;atest amount of diversions of all the alternatives. ' 1-::.ctthough 
the language in this paragraph is not intu~tively c!ear, its intent is that water rights taken out of 
agriculture and transferred to the wetlands would somehow place a lower demand for divers~ons on 
the Truckee RlV£H"_ T!<is '~.'vould only be valid if the assumption is rnade (and accepted) that the 
difference between the agricultural water right, say 3.5 a.L and the transferred consumptive right, 
2 99 af , is not diverted. Since the Service has stated that its mtent is to petition for the full water~ 
right, and not the consumptive rate, it would appear that the difference would then be minima!, at 
bestll 

Response: The Service has idenbfled Alternative 5 has its Preferred Alternative and has stated its 
intent to utilize irrigation water rights on the wetlands at a 2.99 AF/acre use rate. Based on this 
cornmitment the Senrice has calculated that there would be an overall long~ term reduction in 
irrigation demand for the Carson Division. Over the long-term, under average hydrologic conditjons 
this would resuit in reduced Truckee River diversions. The Service recognizes tllat in years when 
drought conditions occur, because of OCAP reservoir storage targets, there rnay be no reduct~on m 
Truckee River d!verslons as a consequence of reduced irrigat1on demand created by the 2.99 
AF/acre use rate. 

Comment 6: "Page xvii. par.2 'Atl of the action alternatives have the potential to impact smne 4,000-
plus domestic wells in the region, and a few wells could go dry ... The quantity of 4,000 is not a static 
number Outside Fallon's city limits, and beyond the reach of its delivery system, every new 
residence requires its own welL The 4,000 is analogous to a snapshot of a dynamic process. It is 
true and valid, but only for the instant in wh!ch it was taken. Even the Service's number changes to 
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4,500 weHs ~n this EIS (Page 3-47. par. 4) 'A few wells go~ng dry' would become many wells going 
dry, in short order." 

Response: We agree that the number of we!ls in ttle region is not a static number_ The number of 
weils in the area t1as been changed to 4,500 for both the executive summary and other domestic 
supply sections. 

Comment 7: "Page xviii, par. 4: 'The proposed action would benefit cui-ui, an endangered fish 
species endemic to Pyramid Lake, because !ong-term average flows of the lower Truckee River 
would increase over baseline conditions.' It is difficult to see how this would be the case. Diversions 
through the Truckee Canat are governed by "Operating Criteria and Procedures" (OCAP); therefore, 
those diversfons may only occur within those parameters, which may vary from year to year, based 
on climatic and other conditions. Those diversions in turn are released into lake Lahontan for that 
season's storage and use_ in this process, there is no distinction as to whom the destined water 
recipient will be. Likewise, water releases, regardless of user, commence at the beginning of the 
season and cease at its end. The only conceivabie way a benefit could be construed would be if the 
Service were to somehow leave some portion of its annual allocation !n the Truckee River, allowing it 
to flow past Derby Dam." 

Response: TC!D comment #5 above addresses essentially the same 1ssue. The Service has 
calculated that reduced irrigation demand would, on average, reduce Truckee River diversions under 
the existing provisions of OCAP. Reduced diversions would ultimately benefit Pyramid lake 
resources. TCID is correct and the Service agrees that hydrologic conditions vary year to year and 
that under drought conditions or below average flow conditions on the Carson River, reduced 
irrigation demand wiH not result in reduced Truckee River diversbns. The Service understands that 
OCAP would allow for Truckee River dtversions to continue until storage targets are met regardless 
of Carson Division irrigation demand. 

A consequence of exercising a use-rate of 2.99 AF/acre/year for a 3 5 AF/acre/year entit!ement is 
that only 85 percent of the water that had been available for delivery to irrigated farmland headgate 
would be available far delivery to a primary wet!and headgate (in a 100 percent or better year). Over 
time as more water rights are purchased for the primary wetlands, Carson Division demand would 
decline because the remaining 15 percent (Le., 0 51 AF/acre/year) would not be calculated in Carson 
Division demand for weUands water. Consequently, less water would be required to meet Carson 
Division demands, and, therefore, less water would have to be diverted from the Truckee River. 

Comment 8: "Page xix, par. 1: 'Jobs lost due to reductions in alfalfa production could be partially 
offset by jobs created as a result of income gains associated with water right purchases ' This 
statement is based on at least 1:\rvo erroneous assumptions, which come from the commmgling of 
revenue classifications: 1. Income based on productivity are earning created by the combining of the 
three factors of production: land, labor, and capital. income derived from the saie of reai estate (or 
any other property) is capital (as in capital gains). One of the biggest differences between the two is 
time. Production fS longer-term, recurring on an annual basis. The sale of property is one-time, 
creating revenue only in the year of sale. Granted, payments may be strung out over a period of 
time, but revenue generation occurred only once. Another distinction bet>Jveen the two is 
employment. Production is the cr-eation of something tangible, requiring the physical inputs of a work 
force, such as agriculture. Capital (real estate) sales provide only one time, indirect employment. 
from the services community, but a few people acting as agents in the discipline of economics there 
is a theory known as "the velocity of money". H holds that every do!lar earned by a worker (or 
conversely, spent by the employer) gets passed on within the community, time after time. Under 
norma! economic circumstances, that velocity is five to one: every dollar earned (spent) becomes five 
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dollars in the repeated purchases of goods and services. 2.Capital sales, on the other l1and, are a 
"one-shot" deal. The seller may choose to exerc1se one of several options: to include "take the 
money and run". Even this EIS; Appendix 2 recognizes that 70 '~10 wiB be "tak!ng flight" Onry a 
portion of that money (30 %} wi!l be included in the velocity of money. And that again win be a one
shot deal. The important net result is U1at a means of production, ~ong-term revenue generaton and 
product creation, will have been tak.en out of producbon permanently " 

Response: Ti1e Service agrees v .. dth much of TC~o·s comment its descriptions of the 
different aspects of production revenue (income) and capital gain (investment income) The Service 
questions the applicability of the $5 multipl!er for every $1 income earned from agricultural 
employment and without cjtations or references for that ana~ysis no changes were made in the 
Servjce's impact analysis. 

The E!S identifies the economic consequences of lost agricultural production is terms relating to 
profit, income, production, and employment The economic consequence related to income gains 
associated with water right sales are also idenbfied in terms relating to income and employment. The 
Service does not believe that identification of both economic consequences in common denominators 
such as income and employment is commingling of revenue classifications as TCID suggests. The 
EIS does not place a value or preference on which economic activities are more desirable or of 
greater importance 

Comment 9: "Page xix, para. 3: 'leasing of water rights by the SerJice, in contrast to their purchase, 
would only temporarily reduce irrigated farmland acreage and thus would maintain, over the long
term, rnore irrigated farmland in the lahontan Valley.' A 1993 District-wide vote showed the majority 
of those voting preferred the leasing process, rather than water-right sales. If a program were in 
place in which a water-right owner were able to lease either a portion or an of his water, many water· 
right owners would find this a viable alternative. The owner would have the option, for instance, of 
tilling 4/5 of his holding while leasing 1/5 of his water right thus leaving the field fallow. The owner 
would have a means to give a field (or fields) a rest, without having to experience a total loss, ~vhile 
recapturing his O&M charges and other costs for that year. To again cite from the E!S's own backup 
data (Appendix 2, page 12): 'Dry~year !easing is a promising alternative to permanent 
acquisition This option has proven to be effectlve in other locations at improving environmental 
quaHty with minimum harm to agricultural interests The chief advantage of a leasing program is that 
the scale of farming wouid be reduced only in dry years. thus leaving the agricultural infrastructure 
intact and ful!y operating in wet years. The chief disadvantage of dry-year !easing is more practical: 
there is a lack of dedicated funding available to make one-year lease purchases every year for an 
indefinite perjod. This lack of assured funding translates directly to uncertainty about water supplies 
available to support wetlands.' 

The Truckee-Carson Leasing Authority (TCLA) already exists to assist in bringing lessee ad lessor 
together and assist the Service in accomplishing their acquisition goals. --The lease-to-buy ration is 
1:10 (or greater). The cost to purchase one acre-foot could lease ten acre-feet for one year.-- The 
purchase of water-rights would require the buyer (USF&WS) to assume responsibility for operation 
and maintenance charges, in perpetuity teasing of water-rights typically leaves that responsibliity 
with the lessor. -·A large number of water-right owners have expressed interest in leasing. The "lack 
of declicated funding,. should be vjewed as an obstacle, and not an impediment for the USFWS. 
Funding 1s. of course, a function of the (annual) budgeting process WiU1out those dollars in a given 
budget the Service then has an opportunity to be creative. One possjbility that has been 
successfully emp!oyed !n the past by DOl agencies is to simply sel!-off a parcel(s) of real estate that 
JS bejng sought after by the private sector for use in development With the federal government 
o1tmmg (or otherwise controiling) some 87 % of the State's real estate resources, there should 
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always be an opportunity to connect "willing seHer:JwWing buver'' At a recent Truckee River Strateay 
Meeting, he~d in Reno, Nevada on 9/20i95, Or Dav~d Suncli~g, UC Berkeley, was the keynote " 
speaker. Dr. Sunding had prepared the "Economic jmpacts of the U S Fish and VVild~ife Service 
Water Rights AcquisiUon Program for Lahontan Valley Wetlands", contained in volume 2, of tl1§s 
(Oralt) Dr. Sunding stated U1at Tt1e Nature Conservancy and USFWS' purchasing efforts in the 
Newlands Project were a failure When asked why. the response was that there r1as been a refusal 
to consider leaslng" 

Response: TCID's support and endorsement of leasing as a means of acquiring water for wetlands 
protection is so noted. Tl1e Service has chosen Alternative 5 as its Preferred Alternative. This 
alternative has a specific component of water acquisition that re!ies on leasing. 

It should be noted that Dr. Sunding's opinions and statements made at the Truckee River Strategy 
Meeting are those of Or. Sunding and not necessarily th€• position of the Service. The Service's 
selection of Alternative 5 as its Preferred Alternative does not support the contention that the Serv!ce 
has refused to consider leasing. WhBe the Service contracted with Dr. Sunding to provide economic 
impact analysis for the EIS and has cited and referenced some of t1is report ln the EIS, Dr. Sunding 
does not represent the Service nor does he make decisions regarding the Service's policy on 
lahontan Valley wetlands water and water right acquisitions 

Comment 10: "Page xlx, par.4: 'The Proposed Action and other action alternatives would more than 
double primary wetland habitat acreage in the Lahontan Valiey, providing permanent and reliable 
recreation opportunity for hunting, birdwatching, and other general wetland-associated recreational 
use.' The two groups identified above, i1unters and birdwatchers, cannot be expected to represent a 
large segment of the Amerlcan population even combined! Likewise, they are not considered to be 
''big spenders" insofar as recreationalists are concerned. The hunter would, in all probability arrive 
as a camper-self-contained or otherwise- with needs for groceries and camping supplies and a tank 
of gasollne as he leaves town. Birdwatchers are !ikely to be out on an afternoon sojourn, unHkely to 
contribute much to the local econorny other than perhaps a meal and a tank of gasoline on their way 
out In other words, neither are acceptable or equitable trade-offs econornicaily, when compared to 
what lS bemg given up ... This is hardly an equitable econom~c trade-off for the decimation of an 
agricultural economy.'' 

Response: Comment noted. The document does not state that recreational use and e.xpenditures 
are an equitable trade-off for impacts to agriculture. The purpose of the water rights acquisition 
program, as stated in Chapter 1, is to protect significant wetland habitat from continued degradation 
and to enhance t1abltat for wetland-dependent wildlife. 

T!1e EiS identified,· based on the available information, the economic inputs antic1pated by increased 
recreational use of the primary wetland habitat areas. The EIS does not place value judgements on 
the desirability or preference of economic income, but seeks to describe those consequences in 
quantifiable terms such as dollars or employment The Service never stated that recreational 
spending or economic activity is an equitable trade-off as TCID suggests, nor does the Service 
believe t11at such increases in recreational spending would compensate individuals adversely 
impacted by adverse agricultural impacts. 

Comment 11: ''Page xix, par.5 'Other lands would remain as vacant fallow lands, over time 
reverting back to more natural desert shrub habitat.' Problems experienced in California's Owens 
Valley, where the water was removed from the land in the 1920's, are indicative of those to be 
anticipated in the lahontan Valley with fallow land. During pehods of strong winds not un!ike those 
experienced in Churchill County, dust from the Owens Valley may be uplifted, carried, and deposited 
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a few hundred miles away. Both valleys, Lahontan and Ov<ens. being on the eastern side of the 
Sierra Nevada i~r1ountain Range, are susceptible to the same nearly paraiiE:,I) cl1matic conditions. 
inc!uding winds." 

Response: The Service notes TCID's comparative analysis bei:\iveen Owens Valley water ngi<ts 
transfers and the potential consequences that may occur ~n Lahontan Valley tt should be noted that 
Ov<ens VaHey water rights were transferred out of the Owens Valley to southern California for 
domestic and agricuttura1 suppiy whde the Service's water rights acquisition plans would ~;eep the 
water within Lahontan Valley but only change the place of use. 

V\hthout water the wetlands too are susceptible to severe wmd erosjon which is evident during windy 
periods in Lahontan Valley when large clouds of dust obscure the Stillwater Range. H~storlcally, the 
wetlands and the Carson Sink were the natural hydnJiogic terminus of all of the Carson River flow. 
The Service's water rights acquisibon plans seek to obtain a portion of those Carson River flow to 
prov1de a reliable water supply to sustain productive wetland haMat Please see response to your 
Comment # 12 be!ow. 

Comment 1:2; "This Draft ElS has two conflicting positions on revegetation .. (pages 2-22, par 2 
and p.3-50, par.5) The Service needs to take a single position, t!<en obser\te it Ideally, they would 
choose the one that is most beneficia! to H1e communay, in the interest of being the best "neighbor'' 
possible ... '' 

Response: Tf•e discussion in paragraph 5 on page 3-50 addressed baseljne conditions (present 
conditions/activities) while the discussion in paragrap!< 2 of page 2~22 addressed one aspect of the 
Proposed Action (potential future conditions/activitjes) 

Comment 13: '"Another action what will offset adverse impacts of the action alternatives to the local 
economy is the ongoing expansion of the Naval Air Station-Failon' There js very little correlation 
whatsoever between bemg an agronomist to working for a Department of Defense contractor or a 
military installation. The former is a producer, ore of those wr1o are in the 1:120 ralio (one American 
farmer produces the equivalent food needs of 120 people). He is self-employed, an entrepreneur, 
taking the nsks and reaping U1e rewards of being responsible for himself. The latter is domg 
"housekeeping" tasks for rotational military uflits that are temporarily in Churchill County for training. 
H is essentially an "eight to five'' job, which by comparison, produces nothmg tangible and little 
intrinsic. A community of farms and ranches are net producers of goods, thus "creators of wealth". 
Defense establishments, on the other hand, are "net consurners of wealth" or resources." 

Response: NAS-Fallon currently employs about 2.516 persons, includjng both military and civilian 
personnel, and has a total payroll in the area of $53.7 million. A farmer would not have to become a 
defense contractor in order for adverse impacts to the economy to be offset The Service anticipates 
that the growth of NAS-Fallon would allow for farmers who are selling water rights and making a 
change in l1festyle to ~nvest in busmess ventures in the comrnumty if they so choose, or pay off local 
debts. thereby benefitting other members of the community It is not the Service's position to make 
qualitalive JUdgements about which type of job is more meaningful or useful. Impacts to social values 
are described in Secbon 4.23 

Comment 14: "P L 101-618, in its paragraph 206(a)(2), only makes provision to ..... sustain, on a 
long"term average. approximately 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat within the Lahontan 
Wetlands ... "(emphasis added). The operative word here appears to be approximately and its 
quantitative interpretation. It would appear rational to approach it from an "averages'' perspective; 
such as using 25,000 as the median, with a "plus or minus" of N°!0 N could represent some logical!y 
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arr~ved at value, such as 5"/o, 8%1, 12°/t), etc The plus-sidH would represent water-years with greater 
than 100% of precipitation; wh1le the mim.Js .. ·side, of course, would be drought years. No other 
interest-t1o~der along the Rlver_ be il Carson City, Segrnent Seven. or the Nevv!ands Project en;oys a 
firrn amount (or area) of water, w!t!iout having to take ~nto account (or recognize) the region's cyclicai 
weather patterns. 

Response: H1e Service agrees the ob,jective of the water rights acquisition p!ans are provlde 
sufflcient water resources to sustain, on average, 25,000 acr·es of wet!and habitat The Service has 
chosen average as the measure of centra! tendency relative to tllis program in an effort to comply 
v;~ith Public law ·101 .. ·618 Section 206(a) which directs the Secretary to sustain, on a long-term 
average, approximately 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat !n the lahontan VaHey. 

The Service has repeatediy stated in public meetings, hearings, and in discussions with TClO ttlat 
the 25,000 acres and tlle water supply to meet that objective is based on averages, meaning quite 
sirnply that in some years there wili be more wetland acres due to above average hydrologic 
conditions and in some years there wil~ be less that 25,000 acres due to drought or shortage 
conditions. Calculation of U1e amount of water and water rigl1ts t!1at would be needed to sustain an 
average of 25,000 acres of primary wetland habitat took into account these fluctuations. Tile 
commitment to maintaining an "average" of 25,000 acres recognizes the cyclic nature of the Carson 
River and lahontan Valley hydrology. Piease see responses to Bureau of Reclamation Comment 
#1 0, and Churchill County Comments #17 and #34. and in the document in Section 2. 7, 
MONITORING REQUIREMENTS. 

Comment 15: "P.L. 101-618 only recognizes area (approximately 25,000 acres), and not acre feet 
The 125,000 a.f. appears to be an administrative prerogative As such, the exercise of that 
prerogative should be subject to challenge and open to negotiation." 

Response: Tile 5 AF/acre/year figure was determined as the best approximation given the various 
~vetland habitats that exist in the primary watjand areas under basel~ne conditions. 

Comment 16: '"i·iistorically, the Carson River sustained an average of 150,000 wetland acres in the 
Carson lake, Stillwater, and Carson Sink marshes ' !f as stated, the wetlands' evaporative rate ls 
60 09 "/year (DEIS, Volume 2, Concept Page. p 1), that is five acre-feet/acre/year. It wouid then take 
750,000 a.f./year ('150,000* 60") in loss replacement to simp~y sustain that square-area of 150.000 
acres. Eighty years of historical data (1912 through 1992 rneasured at the Ft. Churchill gauge) show 
that the Carson River's average water~year equais 266,569 a f per year. That is only 36%) of the 
wetlands' annual losses. Where did the other 64 % (480,000) a.f. of water replacernent come from? 
Or is it quite possible tllat the wetlands were significantly less than the purported 150,000 acres? 
And perhaps closer to 53,300 (266,569/60") acres, on average?" 

Response: Please see General Issue Response X at the beginning of this Chapter. 

Comment 17: "Page 1-17 (4) Management of Stillwater NWR The EIS states that 'the Service 
intends to develop a Comprehensive Management Plan for Stillwater NWR to define the habitat 
objectives and public uses of the Refuge area Such a plan is anticipated to discuss possible 
expansion of the Stillwater NWR boundaries in fulfillment of subpar. 206 b)(5) of Public law ·101-618, 
and will describe the Service's strategies for water and wetland management, public recreation. 
livestock grazing and other planned development The Comprehensive Management Plan wiil be 
subJect to NEPA review' Once again, the Service [s delaying a maJor portion of the NEPA 
comp!iance to a later date. The management of the Refuge is part and parcel of the acquisition 
program. The management strategies of the Refuge. its boundaries, and its subsequent water needs 
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are tied inextncably to the acquisjtion of the water rights These 1tems delmeate the extent of the 
purchases and how the Valley will be wnpacted. Without the management plan, the E!S is only 
partiaUy complete-" 

Response: Please see response to similarly worded question. Church§ll County comment #44. 

Comment 18: ''Page 1-25, par. 1 9.4: This (D)EIS takes two conflictmg stands on the Farmland 
Protection Policy Act (FPPA). The f~rst is cited below: 'the Farmland Protection Policy ,t..ct was 
passed by Congress in December 1981 (amended June 17, 1994) to minimize the extent to which 
Federai programs contribute to the unnecessary and irreversible conversion of farmland to non
agriculture uses. Federal agencies are to consider the total effects of their actions using the criteria 
which the department of Agriculture has supplied, and if there are adverse effects, to consider 
alternatives to lessen those effects.· Then later (p. 4-9·1), par. 4.16.4), the Service attempts to refute 
the need to comply with the requirements of the Farm!and Protection Policy AcLAn even cursory 
review of the FPPA informs the reader that this was written as, and intended to be. policy for all 
federal agencies. It !eaves little open to interpretation as to compliance and by whom and certainly 
not by this (D)EIS. Par. 658.4 (a) does allow the moving agency to independently determine whether 
an area is still considered to be agricultural, considering the encroachment of urbanization. That 
question has little merit in the lahontan Valley, as it pertains to water rights. The groundrules for 
FPPA are: 

ll Discussion of Ule Existing Regulations to Implement the FPPA 

The current regulations were promulgated principaliy to enable federal agencies, with the help of the 
Soil Conservation Service (SCS), to measure the adverse effects, if any, of their programs and 
projects on farmland. The SCS has deve!oped a Farmland Conversion Impact Rating Form, Form 
AD-1 006, for this purpose. A federal agency consldering a project on or affecting farmland 
completes and subrnits a Form AD-1006 to a local SCS office. Tlle SCS determines if the proposed 
site or sites contain farmland subject to FPPA, ie , farmland that is "phme", "unque", or of "statewide 
or iocal importance", as defined by the FPPA. If WSCS determines that the site or sites are not 
subJect to the Act SCS returns tfle fonn to the agency with !hat determination noted. Two of the 
above descriptions, prjme and statewide importance, are used on the Service's own maps: figure 
3.16 A (p 3-·103) It is a map which identif!es, by color-coding, those two types d farmland withm the 
Valley." 

Response: Sections of the EIS that address FPPi!\ (e.g Sections 1 0 4. 316.4, and 4. 16.4) were 
rewntten based on this and other comments, and an appendix was added (Appendix 1 0). Please 
see General Issue Response V. 

Comment 19: .. "the Service once again used the elusive term, w•lling seller. which has yet to be 
adequately defined. If, after a drought that has lasted an entlre decade (with two years of reprieve), 
a water·right owner is financially "on the mat", is he truly a willing seller? To further confound that 
premise. what !f, in reality, there ~s only one buyer- one who is at best, paying 25 °/o of market value 
On compar1son to off-Project values). How willing has this arrangement become? And to further 
exacerbate the willing seller misnomer, the shadow that prevails over the Project and its water 
(propagated by the federal government) keep other prospective farmers and/or ranchers, and their 
sources of financing, out of the equation " 

Response: Ptease see General lssLJe Response VII. Willing Seller Defined. 
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Comment 20: "Page 2"2, par 2.2(:3) '"For the proposed actkm. the Serv1ce will exercise on~y 2.99 
AF/acreJyear of the agricultura! water rights acquired (whK::h general!y have 3.5 or 4. 5 AF/acre/year 
entitlements). As a result, the wetlands li'..tCnJid receive an annual average of about ·1 02,000 AF or 
irrigation water, 13,000 AF of drainwater, and i 1,000 AF of useable spills ... · This may no longer be 
correct It ~s understood that the Serv1ce is negot~ating vvith the Nevada State Engineer and the 
Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe to allow for the transfer of the fu~l water·duty but to not use over tlle 2. 99 
af. during years of 10QG/o (or greater) precipitation ln those periods of !ess than 100%, the percent 
from tr1at year will be calculated with the (norma!) full \Vater duty" 

Response: The Service has taken no action or made no commitment to transfer water rights to the 
Lahontan VaHey wetlands at 3.5 AF!acre or ''full duty" as TCID suggests. The ElS remains correct in 
its assessment of impacts for the 2.99 AF/acre use rate under the Service's Preferred Alternative 
(Alternative 5). To provide comparatjve consideration the Service developed Alternative 3 to 
evaluate the consequences of using wetland water rights at UH:: 3 5 AF/acre use rate_ Such analysis 
and evaluation does not commit the Service to that action. Under the Preferred Alternative, the 
Service would exercise a use-rate of 2.99 AF/acre/year. 

Comment 21: "Page 2"3, par.2: 'Cui-ui and Lahontan Cutthroat trout, endangered and threatened 
fish species that inhabit Pyramid Lake, win also benefit as a secondary consequence of the Proposed 
Action, transfer of the full water-duty ' Tf1is, too, may no longer be correct, for the same reasons 
presented 111 tile discussion above." 

Response: Comment noted. The Senrice has responded to a similar comment by TCiD regarding 
potentia! for increased Truckee River flow below Derby Dam (see response to TCID comments #5 
and #7 above). The DE!S conditions and related assessment and analysis continue to be accurately 
stated and no change iS required. 

Cornment 22: "Page 2-3, par. 3- 'The Proposed Action will adversely impact agricuHure production 
and related socio .. econcrnic values in Churchlll water to 
Lahontan VaHey's pnmary wetland hat>itats w~ll take farmlands out of production and impact the 
!rves:ock and daw1 in addition, taking lands out of could potentially increase 
erosion and dust from fallow fields in Lal"iontan Valley Loss of agricultural will directly 
affect tarrn mcome as well as Hlcome and revenues of agricultural!y dependent businesses in the 
cornmunity.' The issue of taking farmlands and dairies out of production is {or should be) both a 
state and nationa~ one. Nevada's largest concentration of dairies is located in the Lahontan 
prov~d~ng dairy products for northern Nevada anc1 northern California. The abundance of hay 
produced in tt1e Valley supp~ies not only the local !ivestock industry but is sr1ipped to California; then 
in part exported overseas 

Response: Comment noted. The Service is not ·'taking" farmlands or dairies out of production as 
TCID suggests The Service proposes to acquire, at fair rnarket value, from wil!mg and voluntary 
sellers, water rights. The consequences of tl1ose acqu~sitions is that many exist~ng alfalfa production 
operations will no longer remain in business in Lahontan Valley. Those agricultural operations that 
sustain and provide economically viable products will most likely choose to stay in business. Those 
agricultural operations that can not or do not return a proM will go out of business, some of them 
selling water rights to the Service, some choosmg to selling their property either in whole or through 
subdivision to other private parties. 

Comment 23: "It appears that this EIS drew the preponderance of its agncultural information from 
within its own Volume 2; Appendix 6: Economic impacts of the USFWS' Water Rights Acqu~sit~on 
Program for Lahontan Valley Wetlands, by Professor David sunding; Umversity of California at 
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Berkeley. It was "prepared for ti<e Environmental Defense Fund under a Cooperative 
betv•een The Nature Conservancy and the U S Fish and Wildlife Service_' It wou1d seem to have 
been much rnore appropriate had the research been provided the University of Nevada .. Reno. 
Sevt::,ra! of its departments have been intricately lnvo~ved in the very topics that are the subJect of tl<rs 
E~S- That study tends to downplay the irnportance of in the Lahontan Val1ey. Some 
indE~pendent data, "Nevada: Agriculture Statisiics ·1 993--94" . was retneved that tends to rebut muc11 
of Sundjngs's positlOrL Professor sundlng states alfalfa prices as $80 per ton for livestock and 
$100 per ton for dairies. "Nevada Agrlculture draws nc; such distmction, and shmvs the 1993 
statewide market as fluctuating ... The i 993 statewide average was $91.50 per ton. During the year of 
i 990, jt never went be!ow $105 per ton, and had a high of i 0 This all points that it is a truly 
volatile commodlty - and not in agreernent wjth Sundjng. 

Response: Atttlough you are correct ~n show~ng the in tile agrlcultural it appears 
that Dr Sundjng's values are well within the representabve range you submit Dr Sunding·s 
economic analysis is based on an average production of about 6 tons alfalfa/acre 
though average y~eld is ctoser to 5 tons/acre) in order to give value for alfalfa crops consurned "on··· 
farm". The Service believes Dr. Sunding's work offers a c!ose approximation of exist~ng condihons, 
and if anyttHng. overstate alfalfa production and its economic va1ue. 

Comni-er:nt 24: "l···lay and dairy productions are vertical!y integrated on rnost farms and ranches 
in U"1e Lal1ontan Valley. Contrary to the opinion in the that there win be 
no in U1e number of dairy animals in H1e Fallon area (which ;s consjstent with the findings of 
l<onyar and Knapp ( 199·1 the impacts of the acquisition pmgrarn on dairy profits are s~mp~y the 
replacement cost of the 1ocal alfalfa not produced. Simi!arly iocal livestock operations 1.vin be forced 
to fmd substitute r·at1ons to lost local alfalfa Vlhthout the benefit of that vertical 

rernova! of the one - l1ay production - would eliminate lhE? ot!1er two To rrcJve from 
outsidE." tl1e area. as UK" study ~vould not be with pnces at 

relocate 
cattle 

case, Nevada would have 1ost 
its 

It would be rnore cost-effective [O 

beef 

Response: TCI D's econornc f;::_,asibility assessment of and rnilk tr·ansportation is so noted The 
agrees that 1f i[ :s more or cattle operations because of 

costs. then that \li/ould most !!k•2:iy occur. Such actions would occur of 
whether the Service watt::1r or not The Service does not concur that Nevada will lose 
,1Q of 1ts milk as a result of its proposed water rights 

Comment 25: "H. is not incomes from agriculture and those busmE:'sses that provide 
logistical support that will be affected Tl!e County's tax-base \Jl,nll be dramatically eroded, as well 
There is a maJor assessment difference between an acVvely producing. water-righted field and an 
abandoned desert parcel There is a major "tax-revenue verses services-demanded paradox" 
between rural and suburban requirements. Per a study done by ttH? American Farrn!and Trust, a 
cloHar pa§d in agricu!tural property taxes demands $.33 in tax"supported services: a dollar paid m 
con:1rnercial property taxes demands $40 in tax-supported services: and a dollar paid in residential 
property taxes demands $1 12 in tax-supported services_ It becomes intuitively c!ear that as more 
agncultural lands are taken out of producbon. and there is no rep!acement industry to replace those 
farms on the tax rolls, local government wil! be operating 'in the red."' 
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Response: The Service concurs with TCID's assessment for potential tax~base erosion due to the 
conversion of agricu!tural land to other uses. The study cited by TC!D references tax-base versus 
service demand conditions in several communities in northeast United States. The Service questions 
U1e applicability of those studies to Churchill County where local government provides only limited 
services (police, fire, and schools) to county residents. Communities in the northeast and east 
generally provide water, sewer, trash. police, fire. schools. and often electrical services to local 
residents. Since Churchi!! County does not provide the level of public utilities service that is 
common back east, it is not reasonable to assume that there would be the same tax-base to service 
demand cost ratio. This is particularly true when tax rates for agricultural lands are lower than other 
land uses. The conversion of lands from agriculturai use to other land uses has been evaluated by 
the Service in the EIS and ttlere is no evidence that the Service's proposed water right acquisition 
plans will erode the tax base as TCID suggests. 

Comment 26: "Page 2-3, par. 4: 'Under the Proposed Action, the total loss to local economic activity 
from reductions in agriculture and agricu!ture-re!ated industries is projected to be from $6 to $11 
million. Countywide total income loss for all sectors of the economy are calculated to be about $10.2 
mil!ion,' This statement is very undear! Does it mean that in aggregate, losses to the County are 
believed to be within a range of$16.2 minion ($6 + 10.2 million) and $21.2 million {$11 + 10.2 
million)? Such a range in an environmental impact statement is unacceptable. An EIS should, with 
reiative accuracy, teU a community how adversely it wi!l be impacted. This EIS does not'' 

Response: This EIS provides economic impact analysis based on U1e best available data. We agree 
that the economic projections portray a wide range. However, there are many variables affecting 
agricultural economics in Lahontan Va!!ey. The discussion referenced in the above paragraph 
relative to the Proposed Action was deleted from the Final EIS. 

Comment 27: "'If the Newlands Project operator, water~users, or other interested parties could 
develop and implement a cooperative drainwater assurance plan (as suggested during the TruckeE.~~ 
Carson Second Settlement Negotiations) to increase drainvtater inflows into the wetlands, water right 
purchases would be reduced. Such draimtvater assurances, wh~ch would increase drainfio>vs over 
the Ser\rice's baseline estimates, would ultimately decrease the amount of ~vater acquired for 
wetlands protection.' 

As valid as this statement may be, the District is bOlmd, under the Operating Criteria and Procedures 
(OCAP), to not only reduce drainwater returns, but, to the maxin1um extent possible, re-uti1ize those 
returns that have not already been reduced. The Project has maximized that re~use to the fullest 
extent possible, short of installing and running electric pumps. which l1as been determined by the 
Bureau of Reclamation to be impracticaL This becomes one of those classic examples of two sets of 
conflicting requirements and implementing regulations coming from two separate federal 
governmental entities.'' 

Response: The Service is aware of the dilemma of improving irrigation delivery efficiency rates and 
maintaining drainwater assurances. The Service has included references to drainwater assurances 
since this concept was advocated by local Lahontan Valley interests during the Second Settlement 
Negotiations. The Service recognizes the obligations of the Newiands Project operator relative to 
OCAP and does not propose or support actions that would be in conflict with those regulations, but is 
open to the possibility of developing drainwater assurances in the future if the parties involved can 
determine a way to resolve the potential conflicts of such a concept 

Comment 28: "Page 2~12, par. 2.3.4: The Service has stated that ' ... because the Newlands Project 
irrigation deliveries have not yet achieved the efficiency targets set by the I 988 OCAP, there is no 
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ex1sting data that pertains to proJect operations with full achievement of OCAP targets ' The average 
reader must assume from this statement that since the New1ands Project has not obtained the 
efnciency t2!1"gets outlined in OCAP, the data used to calculate the OCr'\P emciencies in this (D)EIS 
would be actual atta~nments. And yet later in the document (p. 3-5) the Service states that the 
model1ng · ... assumes that bott1 OCAP targets ard upstream dJVersions will be fully achieved because 
they are mandated by Public Law 101-618 ' Hov; does the Servic;e anticipate increasing the 
efficiency rate up to 77.1 t}'o in Altematve 4? The Bureau of Reciarnation in its 1994 Newlands 
ProJect Efficiency Study reported to Congress that the effidency rate achieved m 1989 (the last 100'}b 
year) by the Project was 62 2 '~{L Then on page 4~11, the Service in Tabie 4.2.D asserts that the 
efficiency calculations 92-year average is 67.8 % or 68.1 % in a fuH jrrigation year. ln addjtion, the 
District would like to point out that P.L 101-6.18 does not mandate OCAP efficiency targets. 
Feasibility studies to Congress of reaching 75 %t efficiency targets within a specified period of time 
was reqtJired by the Bureau of Reclamation, not the attainment of those targets." 

Response: The value of modelling is that it ailows the Service to evaluate conditions that may occut 
using a set of common and consistent set of baseline conditions. The Service calculations indicate 
that under Alternative 4 conditions when approxjmately 70 percent of the irrigatjon deliveries are 
directed to two areas, Stillwater and Carson lake the results of routing large volumes of water 
through the major canals does inherently irnprove irrigation delivery efficiency rates. The Service 
recognizes that these calculations are based on a set a core assumptions, some of which have not 
been proven to be attainable, such as the baseline 67.8 percent efficiency target prescribed under 
OCAP. Use of these core assumptions that are consistent with the objectives of OCAP and the 
Service calculations about efficlency rates under each of the alternatives may be higher than what 
may actually occur, but it provides for a consistent and common baseline to compare the relative 
conditions from one alternative to tile other. Figures in Table 4. 2. D assumes that Newiands Project 
irrigation delivery efficiency targets have been achieved. 

The phrase " .. because they are mandated by Public Law 101-618" was deleted. However, because 
the efficiency targets are a component of those regulations, the Service does consider those targets 
to be important and that an assessment of the potential impacts to irrigation delivery efficiency must 
be addressed. 

Comment 29: "Page 2-14 (8): This Section, 'Assumptions for Action Alternatives,' states that all 
wetlands deliveries of acquired irrigation water will be rnade through the existing conveyance system. 
The District is concerned that the Service does not address any conveyance system improvements to 
allow the delivery of up to 66 % of the Project's water to the wetlands. In a February 1993 report, 
'Dellvery System Alternatives for the lahontan Valley Wetlands', prepared by the Bureau of 
Reclamation for the Service, the need for an expanded conveyance system is specifically stated. 
The report says: ' No single canal in the Stillwater area of the Newlands Project has the existing 
capacity to denver the 100 cfs required by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in addition to the 
existing water delivery demands on the system.' There are combinations of canals which could 
hand~e the flows but as the acquisition programs increase, how can the system absorb the additional 
loads on its far reaches? The canaL latera!, and ditch systems were designed tor a graduated. ever
decreasing capacity to transport water. lt was not designed to transport up to 66%) of the Project's 
water to the Project's farthest reaches. As canals are running at capacity for longer periods of time, 
seepage problems become disproportionately l1igher. That seepage does, of course, adversely affect 
OCAP efficiencies, as well as increase the probabillty of a canal breaking under this additional stress. 
Once again an action which js a vital part of this EIS is being deferred until a later date for an 
additiorai NEPA review process The District has discussed the eventual need for an expanded 
delivery system with tile Servlce during U1e Service's O&M Contract negotiations in 1993 The 



Service the eventual need at tnat time and should include an ,.,_."'"''nrn discuss1on and 
alternatives for this topic in tili.s ElS" 

Response: 
de.dhter the va~urne of t~vater to btc3 

does concur that coordination with the Newlands 
any lmprovernents or 

ne\tv conveyance canals are needed to 
under the Preferred Alternative. 'l"he Service 

op;::;rator and Reclan<at~on is essentiat in 
of existing canals 

The Service is aware of tt1e 1'mcHngs and recommendations contained ~n trle early Hedarnation 
referenced by TClD. ThE.~re are a number of assurnptions made ~n U1e report that no longer are 
applicable and would change some o1' [he find~ngs. First, the Service has decided that 1t would take 
irrigation delivehes through some of the drains where rnomtoring devices can the necessary 

of deliveries and drainwater f!ow. Additionally, the early Reclarnation study 
assumed that agricultural demand and deHveries would remain unchanged for the 
and lsland sub districts and that wetland deliveries wou~d be "on top'' of the agricultural irrjgatjon. 
The Service anticipates that the majority of water right acquisitions will occur within those two 
irhgabon sub districts and that ear~y assurnpt~on js arbitrar11y too restricUve. 

lf new construction of conveyance canals is deemed necessary in He;;.: future the Service would work 
directly with Reciamation and the Newlands Project operator to develop and design those fadlities. 
The Service has not deferred addressing irr~gation conveyance and in~gation de~ivel~v efficiency, but 
t1as determined that no new faci!itjes are needed and that none are anticipated Irrigation deHver·y 
effjciency has been evaluated separately and tl!e Servjce has responded to a s1mUar TCID comment 
above. 

Comment 30: "Page 2 .. 29, par 1. 'Nevada water law al!ows a water nght to retain its priority when 
transfern;:;d to a downstream segment provided tf1at all senior downstream users agree to honor the 
prjority date 1'or the water right be~ng transferred. ln segment 8. TCID IS the representat1ve for nearly 
all the downstream private waterright holders. TClD and f~ec!amation ag£~ncy controlling 
the New1ands Project) would have to agree to honor the older prior~ty date for water rights being 
transferred from Segment ? to the wetlands in order for the Service to tmpiement r\l~inima! 

Acqujsition AHernative.' To the best of th~s D~strk:t's 'corporate memory·, it was never approached 
by the Service with this request A!beit a Board of Directors' decision, in all probabHity, it wou!d have 
been supported." 

Response: The Service appreciates TCID's support to recognize upstrearn water fight priority dates 
for water rights that would be moved fmm Segment 7 down to the wetlands in Segment 8. Although 
there have been several informal discussions on the issue. the Service has not formally requested 
TCID Board approval of such an action. since the Service is still in the planning and aiternative 
>:::valuation process associated with the Proposed Act!on and alternatives being considered in this 
ElS. Such agreements or requests would be part of the actual implementation process that occurs 
upon completion of the FEIS. As part of the Record of Decision the Serv1ce is to identify' its 
implementation plans which is the more appropriate time to request TCID consideration of such a 
concept One of the premises behind Bond 5 was the purchase of water nghts in the Middle Carson 
River corridor for wetlands purpos;:::s. 

Comment 31: "Page 2-3·1. par. 5: 'The Service evaluated the various alternatives in the Navy EA, 
'The r11anagement of the Greenbelt Area at Naval Air Station (NAS) Fallon, Nevada' and determined 
net increases from this source would be 2,297 AF/year in full V'.tater allocation years based solely on 
the Navy's proposed action. If addjtional water was made available by exerc•sing about 3, 570 AF of 
unused water rights held by the Navy, the total possible water available from this source could be as 



as 6, 750 AF!year This document the draft ed1tH:J1l of an El S. l's such, one would 
it to be as as available facts vmuld allow !n , the NASF's net sav;ngs :s 35? 

be wiih in reduction H! return flovvs " 

Senn:::;e #1 0 

Comrnant 32: 
Settlement Model (~JSM) are of other computer models that were created for 
applications on U'1e Carson and Truckee water 

and for use in and forecasting "'"'·I""'·"''"'"'-" 
events Both the BLR and the NSl\11 were produced as a means of of 
atternar~ves for planning purposes. only_ Used within this tr1ose mode~s l1ave had their data 
manipulated in order to achieve the desired resu~ts \iVith be us on the year i 989 Because 
there has been no attempt to validate any year the rnodf~ls w;::,:re not accepted nor 
endorsed by a majority of the affected entities dunng the 1994·95 negotiated settlement process 
Their use Wfth~n this ElS can neiti!er be nor " 

Response: Please see response to similarly worded comment in Churci1iil County #1 0, 

Comment 33: "Page 3~47, par. 4 'The number of domestic v1ater supp~y wells tapping the shaHow 
aquifer is estimated to be 4,500 Afthough the Churchill County Health maintams records 
of domestic wells, ~t has not tabulated the number of actve we!~s .. ' In ltS execubve summary the 
EIS uses 4,000 wells as ttle total number in the Coun~y Granted, the difference is 12 .. 5 but as an 
EIS, one would expect this to be as accurate (and consistent) as possible." 

Response: The number in the executive surmnar.v has been changed to 4,500 

Comment 34: 'Page 3··62, par 8 'Cattai1s and buirushes have been shown to consurne as rnuch as 
8484 [actual~y 84 inches) of 1.vater per year (7 AFacre of cattails/year) Saltgrass, a more salt 
tolerant speCH''lS, consumes about 33 inches of v!later per year 2 7 AFJacre [actually 2_ of 
saitgrass/year).' Is it prudent to apply seven acre~feet of watE::r per year, in a desert environment, to 
a plant with only a marginal return to nature? lJkew1se because of the water~iable, \Athy would it 
take 2 75 acre,feet of water (in a weUand) to grow saltgrass ~a natural growing, 'low,maintenance' 
p~ant'i" 

Response: The Hgure "8484" was changed to "84" inches. G1ven the hjgh evapotranspiration rates 
in hoL dry cl1mates. large amounts of water are needed to offset these losses to sustain wetland 
habitats, habitats of wh1ch are critical to the surv~val o! many species of waterfowL shorebirds, and 
other wildlife 

Comment 35: "Page 3,1 02, par. 5 'Accord[ng to the 1987 Census of Agriculture (US Department of 
Comrnerce, 1989), total farm acreage in Churchill County amounted to nearly 360,000 acres_ Of that 
total some 62,540 acres t17 percent) were irrigated, with 43,750 acres ciassifled as harvested 
cropland and 18,790 acres classified as pasture and ott1er land About 80 percent of the agricultural 
lands in Churchill County are open rangelands used for livestock grazing.' There is more information 
in w1·1at this paragraph does not say, than in what it does The largest sing~e land~owner in the 
County {just as tt1rougilout the rest of the State) is the U.S. Government The largest private !and
owner in the County is u·1e Southern Pacific Raijroad. Cornb~neci, these two landlords would account 
for nearly all of that 80 ~~0 that is 'used for grazing.' Grazing mining, geothermal and mintar)l uses are 
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about all that those vast tracts are availabje for. The prirne and farmland of statewjde importance 
have already been pul lo protective use." 

Response: Comment noted 

Comment 36: "Page 3-131 par. 3.25: ··r11e market value of sale price of water nghts can be 
separated from the value or sa!e price of the appurtenant land because the water rights are a 
separate interest and are not tied to the owner's real property. This means water rights can be sold 
separate!y from land, therefore their value can be determined separately from the land (and other 
improvements tied to the land) ' What is not recognized in the above discussion iS that the land and 
water together form a synergy. that 'that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts'. Taken 
individually, thE.~ water hght may be worth one price, say X: while the land is \tworth yet another, Y. 
Combined, their value is greater than if the two prices X + Y, had sunply been added togethec 
Although that added worth may be intrinsic, thus not quantjfiabie, it exists .iust the same'' 

Response: This is the reason that an appraisal is compieted; to estimate the intrinsic value of the 
water rights to the !and and improvements The measure of tile market value for water rights should 
aiways consider a before and after method of appraising, whereas under the strict application of the 
before-and~after rule, which is followed by the federal courts and many states at the present time, the 
procedure for arriving at the compensation for a partial taking (water rights) is specific: The value of 
the entire parcel at the time of the proposed acquisition minus the value of the remainder parcel after 
the proposed acquisition equals the compensation, or true measure of rnarket value. 

This procedure estimates the market value of the water rights to be acquired and any damages that 
may result to the remainder as a result of the proposed acqwsitton of the water rights. Quite often, 
the value of the parts do not equal the whole and the difference is attributable to severance damages 
whic!"l is induded in the measure of just compensation. 

Comment 37: "Page 4~20, par. 4.2.6: 'One indirect effect of reduced energy generation and 
hydropower revenues is that Newlands Project O&M fees could be jncreased for Project water~users 
One way for the New!ands Project operator to lower O&M costs would be to refinance or partially 
retjre high~interest construction loans on the New lahontan [Power] Plant This would reduce annual 
debt~servlce obligations and payments by the Newlands Project operator that affect 0 & M costs. 
Such an action would reduce impacts to lost revenues associated with reduced hydropower, and 
thereby remove the need for increased 0 & M fees. However, thls rMigation is outside the authority 
o1' the Service and would rely upon decisions and priorities of the Newlands Project operator' The 
Truckee~Carson Irrigation District does not make any debt-service payments on the New lahontan 
Power Plant from O&M assessments. A!! debt-service on this loan is directly from !1ydropower 
revenues received from Sierra Pacific Power Company." 

Response: TCID's clarificaUon on debt service relative to the New Lahontan Power Plant and the 
relationship of Sierra Pacific Power Company revenues to that loan are so noted. The Service 
continues to believe that the mitigation identified is reasonable and feasible, but that tile mechanisms 
to accomplish such mitigation may involve other parties than TCID. 

Comment 38: "Page 4-107, par. 4 25 'Tt•e Service expects that its actions to acqujre wa!er~rights 
would result in both capital (one~time acquisibon) costs and annual (ongoing) costs. Capital costs 
are defined as the cost to purchase water rights. Under this impact analysis the Service assumes 
that capita! costs could vary (Tab[e 4.25.A), and wou!d include low, medium, and higl1 costs. This 
range would incjude the cost for water rights at a production value pncing (low), the "proportional" 
value pricmg (medium), and pricmg that indudes land as part of the ~vater rigt1t acquisition price 
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(high) ..... H should be po~nted out that, althougt1 the USFWS' Hlgh includes real estate. the Market 
Value Appraisal is for water only: maklng the d~sparity betvween the hvo even greater·. In fact, U1e 
USFVVS' prices are 25.5'';b, 23.4%1 and 294(',{;, of market value. respectively; for an overall average of 
26.1 S!l.1 of appraised market-value!" 

Response: This comment is undear 

Comment 39: "The Table a!so specu1ates an annual O&M cost of $890,600. this does not fit the 
numbers of acre-feet of water rlghts that the Ser\hce intends to buy. 122,000 a.f./3.5 {a.Uacre} ::::: 
34,857 water-righted acres* 528.00 (1995 0 & M assessment) ::::: 5975,996.00. Three issues within 
the ongoing BOR/TCIO O&M contract negotiations may affect that per-acre rate:----The 
miscellaneous revenue category may be removed from the contract or placed within other 
contract(s). The significance of this is that those revenues nominally cover approximately 20°/,) of the 
Project's O&M costs ......... a is the Bureau's desire that a tiered pricing structure be implemented. 
The District may be burdened with BOR administrative costs that are directly related to the Project'' 

Response: The 0 & M Assessment is a weighted average based on 1989 costs, and is calculated to 
be $7.30 per acre-foot. 

Comment 40: "Page 4- iO, par. 4.24 'The mode! does not offer short .. term impacts that may occur 
as the acquisition program is initiated and implemented There are possible acqwsiUon patterns that 
over the short run could adversely impact Project efficiency ... retaining irrigated farmland at the end of 
irrigation canals and laterals; purchas~ng i!'ngated farrnland in checkerboard patterns; or retaining 
srnall volume irr~gabon deliveries in outlying irrigation serv1ce districts that are furthest from Lahontan 
Reservoir.' "!"here is a concern with the implications of this statement As the efficiencies are 
H"rlpacted, will all water users in the Newlands Project be penalized in the form of OCAP debits for 
the next season for the actions of the Service" Should not the Service and/or the lntenor 
Department be responsible for the resuaant decl~ne in efficiencies under the acquisition program'/" 

Response: P!ease refer to the Service's responses to Olurcl!iU County comment 17 and LVEAs 
comment #24a. 

Comment 41: "Page 4-112, par. 4.26.2 ... There are 5.440 3 irr~gable acres on the Reservation; al! 
are served to a greater or lesser extent by the "T J" Drain Is it the Service's intent to potenha!ly 
transfer or trade that fuil amount for off-Reservation lands? Of that quantity what ever it becomes, 
will it be rn a "trust" category as replacement for that now is? Section 103 of P L 101-618 authorizes 
the procurement of an additional 2.4'15 3 acres, 1/,nth 8,453 55 a f of additional water rights to be 
purchased (and placed in trust) for the Tribe. does this mean that there is a potential for some 
7 855.6 acres (presently off-Reservation and prwateiy-owned) to be placed into a trust category? 
Paragraph (6) says in part " . Few, if any, socio-economic impacts are expected to result from the 
closure of the T J Drain if tribal members elect to transfer water rights off lands near the T J Drain and 
onto lands serv~ced by other drains' In light of the preceding quer:.v about trust status, this may not 
be totaliy accurate " 

Response: The closure ofT J drain is a distinct and separate action and does not affect the 
acquisrt1on of water rights for wetland protection. The Serv•ce intention is to acquire water rights for 
wetiands The Service has supported a concept that would transfer irrigated farming off of those 
lands drained by the T J drain on to other ex~sting farmland that would be vacant as a result of the 
Service's wetland water rights acquisition plans. 
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Whether acres on the Fallon Pc:uute Shoshone ResenratKm that affect TJ 

would acbvities io oU·1er vacant land is 
Tlie Feiflon Paiute~Shoshone Tribe auU!onzatc:n to privately hecld water 

for~ an add~bona! 2,415.3 acres as in ~Section i03 crf Put'lhc Lavv ·10·1···6·~8 is a 
action and has been identlfied in the EIS and the cumulative addressed in 
Section 4.2E:1 I ;\CQUISITfOI'J OF vVATEH RfGHTS FOR. THE FALLON 
RESER\f,~ TjQI'J R/~L LAND~:; 

The Service has not ident1fied any adverse effects associated with changing the status of farmland 
from private ownership to trust status and Wlthout additional information, the Service has no 
1ndication that a change rs needed. 

Comment 42: 4~ 1'l5, par 4.26 5 'lmplementa!ion o1' land managernent would reduce 
the volume of water previously used on NAS-Fallon to crops for dust control and aircraft 
safety These land rnanagernent plans would posihie1y berH::.,fit cw .. ui recovery and the vvetlands 
water rights acquis!tion program in that the conserved \fllater could be availab1e for cui .. ui recovery 
and wet!ands over the !ong term and woulc] reduce the amount of ~;vater rights to 
be acquired for w;_:;;tlands As a less iands wou!d be taken out of production and 
fewer acres of taxable property \vould be removed from tax ro!es. Somehowc the E1S 

to make a case that and cultivated lands on the Air S~ation ar not put to beneficla! 
agricultural appncations are leased to for the production of alfalfa, 
grasses, and ottHJt r1ay and the distinction between these 
productive 1ands and those on tl1e other side of the is that real estate taxes are not """'''"'"""'''""'" 

and rnamtenance however are. This c,vou1d to refute "less 
from above, It ~s obv!c1us that \iVIlatever v.rater 

may be fron1 N!>.SF will be ident!hed for v;•:::tlands ( use !t iS not so 
as h-::1 hc~vv the norn~na! sav1ngs \tvou~d c.u~-ui recO\lery .'' 

Response: The EIS does not 
farrniands in used or not sucn :are within the of tile Nevada 
State Engmeer The Ser.nce does b;::;neve that the purpose of those wa~EH !S io control 
and that there are more eff.cient and effect \ivays tc nH~et tl'!OS'" without aJalfa on 
those lands and ne:>:i ~o the runway. 

The vvater rights used to grow a!fa!fa are fecieral water and to Public l.H'N 101 ~618, 
the Navy was to determine if there were ttliays or rne(hods to conserve SOi'Tie ot the water used for 
dust c<mtml Tr1e was c!irected to make use of any conserved water for fist! and wild!;l'e 

purposes. 

Th;s, Service bel~eves that if less waier is used. deT1and in the Carson Division can be 
reduced, whicil over the long-terrn. under average conditons would potent:ally benefit 

Lake resources_ If the conservt:cd water can not be shown to beneM fish 
snEeGE~s the Secretary can use the water for \Netiand The Service·s position and polleies 
regarding the conservation of Navy water r1as nothing to do with taxes or !::;eneficial use as TCI D 

suggests 

Comment 43: "As to the real~ty of water saved aboard NASF. the Station's EIS ;dentiffes JL,A.fthough 
an appreciab!e amount 357 a.f hardly fulfil~s any great expectation ... .As a component of ach1ev1ng 
those sav!ngs, the Navy rnust execute: 'Extensive water conservation prescnptions. such as lining 
delivery canals and ditches with cement improving irrigation scheduling, and estab!1shrnent of 
vegetative windbreaks, would be included Levelmg fields_ using laser technology, will be conducted 
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to improve irrigation efficiency and reduce runoff to dra~ns. These actions should conserve 
approximately t059 acre-feet of water per year {U.S. Navy ·J992a) · iv4ost. lf not all, of that 1,059 a. f. 
are return-flows to the irrigation systern Since they occur post~delivery, tMt is. after the wateH;ser's 
heaclgate. they were pa1t of his allocated duty. Generally speaking, any reduction in return~flows is a 
detriment to the wetlands, since it is \Vater that wili no longer get there. Reduct~ons in return·-flows 
after use are not transfer~able. since they compr~se a portion of the water rjght, and water rights 
cannot be split This reduction in return flows would, in all probabitity, more that offs;:::t any of the 
gains fron1 transferring sorne 357 a.f." 

Response: The Service is fully aware of the consequences of conserving ~rrigation water on NAS~ 
Fanon !ands and that there is the potential for reduced drainwater. The Service would. from a water 
quality standpoint, prefer delivery of irrigation water over drainwater whenever it is feasible and 
economically possible. The Service does not concur that the conservation practices will on!y provide 
357 AF of water as TCID suggests. The Navy's EA on that program as well as the Memorandum of 
Understanding bew..teen the Service and NAS-Fallon for use of that water identifies about 2,300 AF 
of water to become available because of conservation efforts. 

Comment 44: "Page 4~121, par.4.26.11: .... The above listings (description of NAS-Fallon's 
contr~bution to the Fallon community) probably should have been put into tvvo columns. one for 
'pos~tives', the other for 'negatives'. For each category, there could be either a benetrt or a detriment, 
based upon the situation at the time. Having to gear up for increased municipal serv1ces, school 
enrollment. domestic water demands, and heavier traffic could hardly be considered advantageous; 
especially when resources (capital or otherwise) are not available. Hevenues frorn 'taxable sales' 
would have to be qualified. With restricted eiigibility (active-duty, retired. medically retired. 
dependent), on-Station facilities, such as the commissary, exchange, clubs, gas station, and 
recreational outlets, can be patronized and not generate saies taxes to the local community, .. " 

Response: The Service does not believe that more detailed assessrnent of NAS-Fallon expanslon 
plans is warranted in a water rights acqwsition EIS. The Department of the Defense prepared an EA 
addressing the consequences of military base relocation and closures While DOD was exempted 
under NEPA from detailing the number of personnel involved in those relocation efforts, that 
document addresses impacts to the local community. The Service has used the available information 
to ident~fy the cumulative effects of the Navy's expansion plans for NAS~Fallon in Section 4.26.11 
NAS~FALLON EXPANSIONS. 

Comment 45: "Page 4-122, par. 4.26.12: 'The affected area ... only two (about 10 percent) of these 
proposed subdivisions involve iands where the Service or the State of Nevada have acquired the 
water rights for wetlands protection' The other 905 of water~rights could go only one of two ways: 
remain as appurtenant to the property or be transferred within the Project It would have been more 
productive for the USFWS to have investigated what happened to them, and why. this may have 
helped them ~n their procurement strategy.'' 

Response: The Service made numerous inquires to TClD and Churchill County to determine the 
"fate" of those water rights involved associated witll recent subdivisions. but the records made 
available to the Service were inadequate to track what has happened to the 905 water rights TCID 
references in their comment The Service can and does track the water rights for those properties 
where the Service !1as acquired the water rights. but does not believe it has the responsibility to track 
and record the ''fate" of other water nghted lands that are no longer irrigated due to subdivision. it 
would seem that this task should be undertaken by Churchill County and TClD rather than the 
Service. 
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Comment 46: "Page 2-37, par. 2.6.4 ('7): 'lnd!rect Cost Savings " The Service would seek to 
acqu!re properties that would offer indirect savings or improvements for other federal programs. For 
instance, improving Project effic~ency and improving drainwater quality are two programs that could 
benefit from such water right acquisitions.' The District has expressed concern with some of the 
Service's purchases. A case !n point is a recent Ser-Jice purchase of a farm where 10 acres with 
improvements (7 wateHighted acres) with improvements of the original 150-acre parcel were 
retained by the owner Because of H1at seven acres' location in respect to the Project's delivery 
system. water must be delivered more than a mile to the user's water-nghted acreage There are no 
other wateHJsers on that latera!, thus the periodic delivery through it is grossly inefficient This was 
a practice that was, according to the USFWS, not supposed to happen but has. " 

Response: TCIO is routinely included in the review of proposed parcel maps and subdivisions 
subrnitted to ChurchiU County. In the case cited, it should be noted t!1at TCID approved the parcef 
map without conditions or expressed concerns. The Service does not agree that the acquisition cited 
created any inefficiency in terms of Newlands Project operations. Unfess TCI 0 has decided to move 
the headgate which serves the property the "more than a mile" of latera! is an uniform system. Any 
conveyance losses which may occur past the headgate are not charged against the Project The 
Service has neither the desire nor the abiHty to control decisions by property owners related to parcel 
maps or subdivision of land and water rights that are made by property owners prior to their contracts 
with the Service. In lhe special case cited, it was the property owner's decision to retain a portion of 
the water right; the Service had offered to buy the entire property. The Service believes it is most 
appropriate for the Project operator to identify potential inefficiency issues during review of proposed 
parcel maps and subdivisions, when corrective action is more feasible and can be discussed with the 
affected property owner. 

U.S. Geological Survey, United States Department of the Interior 

Comment 1: "On Volume 1, page 3-40, the OEIS references the report by Maurer and others. (1994) 
.. as noting a 'substantia!' increase in chloride concentrations in ground water pumped from the basalt 
aquifer from 1962 to 1992. The referenced report (page 60) states only the increase lS 'staUstica!ly 
significant'. H1e approximate increase in chloride concentration iS from about 90 mg/l to about 110 
mg/1, a value greater than the uncertainty of the laboratory analyses and, as suggested by the 
statistical p-values shown on page 65 of the report, is therefore statistically significant This strongiy 
suggests that the chloride concentration in water pumped from the basalt (aquifer) is truly increasing 
near the edge of the basait aquifer, the point of withdrawal by the Navy wells. We believe that the 
term 'substantial' is inappropriate because the increase of about 30 mgl! took place over a 30-year 
time period. Additionally, the concentrations of 110 mgJI is cons1derably iower than tl1e 400 mg/1 
secondary maximum standard for chloride in public water systems for Nevada." 

Response: the term substantia! has been replaced with statist1cally significant in the text cited. 
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GLOSSARY 

accumulation - The build-up of a chemical in an organism due to repeated exposure (Henry and 

Hickey ·19~3 ·1). 

acre-feet {AF} - An acre-foot of water is the amount of water required to cover 1 acre of land to a 

depth of 1 foot; it is the equivalent of 325,851 gallons. 

alkalinity - Refers to the extent to which water or soils contain soluble mineral salts. Waters with a 

pH greater than 7.4 are considered aik.aline. 

aHuvial fan - Accumulation of sediment where a stream moves from a steep gradient to a flatter 

gradient and suddenly loses transporting power. 

alluvium - Ciay, sand, or other sediment that is gradually deposited by moving water (see also 

ailuviaHan). 

Alpine Decree - The fina! decree of the U.S. District Court for the District of Nevada in United States 

of America v. Alpine Land and Flt:'servoir Co., Civ. I'Jo. 0·183 BRT, entered December 18, 1980, 

and any supplements thereto. 

appropriated water - Surface water in an irrigation district that has been assigned or allocated to 

owners of water rights. 

appurtenant !and - The land base to which water rights legally pertain or belong. 

aquatic - Pertaining to water, in contrast to land. living in or upon water. 

aquatic habitat · The physical, chemical, and vegetative features that occur within the water of 

lakes, ponds, reservoirs, rivers, irrigation canals, and other bodies of water. 

aquifer - An underground layer of porous rock, sand, m gravel containing large amounts of water. 

artifact - An object made by humans; usuaHy in reference to primitive tools, vessels, weapons, etc. 

backward linkages - The impacts assodated with the purchase of inputs needed to produce a good 

vvhose output will change as a direct consequence of the water rights acquisition program. 
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basin · A depressed area with little or no surface water; an area where water flows in, but where 

surface water does not flow out. 

biodiversity {biological diversity) .. Relers to the full range of variabilitv 1Nfthin and among biological 

cornmunities, including genetic diversity, and the variety of living organisrns, assemblages of Jiving 

organisms, and biological processes. Diversit'l can be measured in terms of the number of different 

items (species, communities) and their relative abundance, and it can include horizontal and vertical 

variabiflty. 

biota · The plant and animal life of a region. 

bench !and· EHglble land with a water duty of 4.5 AF/acre/year. 

bottom land· Eligible land with a water duty of 3.5 AF/acreiyear. 

canal losses - seepage, evaporation, and operational spiils from main"!ine canals and regulatory 

reservoirs. 

carcinogenic - Any substance that produces or causes cancer. 

camivore • An animal that kills and eats other animals. 

Carson Division • The Carson Division of the Newlands Project is located entirely within ChurchlH 

County; it contains about 67,840 acres of water·righted land and is supplied by a combination of 

Carson and Truckee River water from Lahontan Reservoir. 

Carson River basin " The area which naturaiiy drains into the Carson River and its tributaries and 

into the Carson River Sink, but excluding the Humboldt RivtH drainage area. 

cultural resource - The physical remains of human activity (artifacts, ruins, burial mounds, 

penogiyphs, etc.) and conceptual content or context (as a setting for legendary, historic, or 

prehistoric events, such as a sacred area of native peoples) of an area. It includes historical, 

archaeological and architectural significant resources. 

delivery .. the amount of irrigation water delivered to a water-users headgate during the irri9ation 

season. 

demand - the amount of water that a water-right holder calls for or requests in any one irrigation 

season. Under Nevada State law ciernand should not exceed entitlement. 
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deposits · l\t1aterial that is laid down through the actions of vvind, vvater, ice, or other natural 

process. 

detritus .. An accumulation of decomposing ptant and anirna! remains. 

&ssoived-so!ids · particles that are dissolved and suspended in water. See also total dissolved 

solids. 

diversijon - A structure in a river or canal that diverts water from the river or canal to another water 

course. 

downzoning - The act of reclassifying a land use of a particular area or property to a lower 

development-intensity land use -classification; such as from moderate density residential to 

agriculture. 

drain- A canal that coHects and transports excess water from irrigated farmland. 

drainwater - see irrigation drainwater. 

easement - A privilege or right that is held by one person or other entity in land owned by another. 

ecosystem - The sum of all interacting parts of the environment and associated ecological 

communities IN'ithin a particular area; an ecologica~ system. Many levt.,ls of ecosystems have been 

reconnized. Very fevv, if any ecosystems are self-contained; most influence, or are influenced by, 

components or forces outside the systern. 

Eco-Vision water · \Vater that is located in a carbonate aquifer in northeastern and central Nevada, 

The Eco·Vision project proposes to convey approximately 140,000 AF/year of water via the 

Humboldt River to divert for use within Lahontan Valley. 

effect - A change in a resource, caused by a variety of events including project attributes acting on 

a resomce attribute \direct), not directly acting on a resource attribute (indirect), another project 

attributes acting on a resource attribute (cumulative}, and those caused by natural events {e.g., 

seasonal change). 

efficiency - With reference to an irrigation water delivery systern, the proportion of the amount of 

water delivered for irrigation use compared to the total amount of ·water released to meet that 

delivery \i.e., amount of delivery divided by amount of release). 

effluent · Waste material discharged into the environment from a wastewater treatrnent facility. 
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eligible land - Newlands Project land which has a valid water right and which has been classified as 

irrigable or has a paid out water right. 

ernergent vegetation - Rooted, aquatic plants that have most of their ve~1etative (non-root) parts 

above water. 

endangered species - Any species that is in danger of extinct~on throughout all or a significant 

portion of its range and listed as such by the Secretary of the Interior in accordance with the 

Endangered Species Act of 1973. Endangered species are afforded protection under the Act as 

amended and under various State laws for State-Hsted species. 

entitlement - The annual maximum amount of water vvhich can be deHvered to a parcel of land., a 

product of eligible acres and water duty \expressed in acre-feet). 

environment - The sum total of an bio!ogica!, chemical, and physical factors m which organisms are 

exposed; the surroundings of a plant or anirnal. 

epherneral - pertains to streams, lakes and wetlands that exist temporarily each year. 

ethnography - The branch of anthropology that deals descriptively with specific cultures .. especiaHy 

those of non-Hterate peoples. 

evapotranspiration - The conective processes by which water is transferred from the surface of the 

earth, including from the soii and the surface of water-bodies !through evaporation) and fron1 plants 

(through transpiration). 

Fallon Indian Reservation ··· The lands set aside for the benefit of the Fallon Paiute··Shashone Tribes 

by the orders of the Department of the Interior on April 20, 1907, and November 21, ·1917, as 

expanded and confirmed by the Act of August 4, 1978, Public Law 95-337, 92 Stat. 457. 

iailow · Aliowing land that normally is used for crop production to iie idle. 

farm profits • Sales minus fixed and variable costs. 

flyway - A route taken by migratory birds between their breeding grounds and their wintering 

grounds. Four primary migration routes have been identified for birds breeding in North America: 

the Pacific, Central, Mississippi, and Atlantic Flyways. 

foraging - The act of feeding; another word for feeding. 
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forward linkages - Impacts that are associated with the use of goods whose production wd! change 

as a direct consequence of the \Vater rights acquisition program. For instance, if additional cost to 

an alfalfa producer is incurred due to wattor rights acqtJisitions, this cost 1NHI be passed on to dairy 

producers by forward linkages. 

habitat ·· A place v~there an animal or plant normally Jives and nrows. 

headgate - The control works or gate at the entrance to a canal or conduit system. 

headgate enthlement- The anwunt of wateriAF/year to which a particular water right is entitled. 

hydrology ·· The science dealing with the properties, distribution, and circulation of INater on and 

below the Hanh' s surface and in the atmosphere. nw distribution and cycling of water in an area. 

irnpact - see effect. 

indigenous - Native to the area. 

industry outputs - The estimated value of commodities produced in anv 9iven year. 

invertebrate - Animals that do not have backbones. Included are insects, spiders, mollusks (clams, 

snails, etc.), and crustaceans (shrimp, cravfish. etc J. 

irrigated acreage - The amount of land that is irrigated. 

irrigation deHvery - Refers to the delivery of water for irrigation purposes. 

irdgation drainwater - ldeaHy, subsurface water which flows frorn irrigated land and generally 

transports hi\;jher concentrations of dissolved salts than the water appliHd to the land; practically, 

any water which flows from the Newlands Project tor which there is no claim to satisfy an 

agricultural water right. 

irrigation return flow - Water which reaches surface drainage by overland flow or through 

ground\tvater discharge as a result of applied or natural irrigation. 

irrigation season - The period when irrigation water is delivered for agricultural purposes; on the 

i'Jevvlands Project this is traditionatly March 1 5 - November 1 5, subject to weather conditions and 

water supply. 
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lacustrine ·· Of or pertalninn to lakes. ~v1ore specifically, this tenn refers to perrnanent, seasonal, and 

irnmrnittent lakes and reservoirs that typ!caHv have depths exceeding 6 feet and are lar1:,1er than 20 

acres, and th<Jt have less than 30 percent of their area covered by emergent vvetlands ve\]etation. 

Lahontan VaHey wetlands - Vvetland areas assoc~ated w·ith Stl~vvater National Wildlife Refuge, 

StflhNater Wildlife Mana~jement /\rea, Carson Lake and Pasture, and FaHon lncHan Reservation, as 

designated in Public Law 101-6.18. 

landowner - A person or entity jnclicated as the owner of property on the various o\·mership rnaps 

maintained by the Office of the Countv Assessor. 

lease · A legal contract by which water rights are acquired for a specified period of time for a 

specified rent or compensation, 

linear regression A mathematical technique used to detem•ine the functional relationship between 

two variables: the resulting model can be used to predict the values of one variable \AJhen values of 

the other variable are ~liven, 

Lower Truckee River" Thto Truckee River downstream from Derby Dam. 

marsh - A periodically wet or continually flooded area where the water is sh.rlliO\N enounh to allow 

the growth of ernernent vegetation such as sedges, rushes, and cattails 

marsh habitat .. Habitat that is characterized by shallow water and emergent vegetation, lJnless 

otherwise specihed, this term does not apply to sirnilar habitat found in rivers, drains, or canals. 

rnigratory bird ·· A bird that seasonally moves between geographic areas, In reference to birds in the 

Great Basin, a bird that breeds in Great Basin and subsequently moves south of the Great Basin for 

the w~nter months. Birds that rnigrate south of t"1exico for the •vinter are considered neotropical 

migrants. 

Middle Carson River - The Carson River corridor upstream of Lahontan f'leservoir to the Dayton area, 

Does not include any portion of Carson Division of the Newlands Project. 

mitigation ~ To avoid or minimize impacts of an action by limiting the degree or magnitude of the 

action; to rectify the impact bv repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected environment; to 

reduce or eliminate the impact by preservation and maintenance operations during the life of the 

action, 

mobilization - Transport or movement of an elernent or other substance into the water column. 
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model - A rnathematica! formula that expresses the actions and interactions of the elements of a 

system in such a manner that the system may be evaluated under any given set of conditions. 

multiplier· - /\ number by which another number is mult!plit.H:L Used in economic analysis to show 

ljnkages. 

National Environmental Policy Act {NEPAl - An act which encourages productjve and enjoyable 

harmony between humans and their environment, 'tO promote efforts that wi!l prevent or eliminate 

damage to the environment and atmosphere, to stimulate the health and welfare of humans. The 

act a!so established the Counci! on Environmental Quality (CEO). 

Newlands Irrigation Project - A project, initiated with passage of the Reclamation Act in 1902, that 

was designed to irrigate land near FaHon, Nevada. The Bureau of Reclamation was given 

jurisdiction over public lands to construct and operate the project. 

New!ands Project efficiency - The ratio of irrigation delivery demand to Lahontan Reservoir 

releases. E.•xduding spills. 

Operation and maintenance (O&M) costs - Charges paid by water users for delivery of water in the 

Newlancls Project that are paid to the Newlands Project operator for reasonable and customary 

operation and maintenance of the delivery system. 

Operating Criteria and Procedures (QCAP) - A set of criteria and procedures established by the 

Department of the Interior for the Newlands Project. 

Orr Ditch Decree - The decree of the U.S. District Court for the District of Nevada in United States 

ol America v. Orr Watt:'r Ditch Company, et ai. -- in Equity, Docket No. A3, including, but not limited 

to, the Truckee River Agreement. 

palustrine - Of or pertaining to marshes or marsh habitat. More specifica!ly, for this document, this 

term refers to permanently, seasonally, and intermittently flooded areas that typically have depths 

less than six feet and that have more than 30 percent of their area covered by emergent wetland 

vegetation. 

passerine bird - A songbird or other perching bird that is in the order Passeriforrnes. Blackbirds, 

crows .. warblers, sparrows, and vvrens are examples. 

pel'ennial -- In reference to a body of water, one that contains water year-to-year and that rarely 

goes dry. 

pasture land - Eligible !and with a water duty of 1. 5 AF/acrejyear. 
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peak flow - The maximum discharge of a stream during a specified period of time. 

permeability - The property or capacity of porous rock, sediment, or soli to transmit water. 

plant community - An assemblage of piant species of a particular composition. The term can also 

be used in reference to a group of one or more populations of plants in a particular area at a 

particular point in time; the plant community of an area can change over time due to disturbance 

\e.g., fire) and succession. 

playa " A shallow basin where water collects and is evaporated. 

pollutant - Any introduced gas, liquid, m solld that makes a resource unfit for a specific purpose 

(Studdard 1974, in Moore et aL 1990). 

primary wetlands - wetlands (see definition ol wetland) located within Stilhvater National ~Vildlife 

Refuge, Stillwater Wildlife Management Area, Carson Lake and Pasture, and the Fallon Indian 

Reservation fi. e., the Lahontan \/alley ~1letlands designated by Public Law 101-618,1. 

primary wetland habitat - habitat provided by shallow or deep wat~~f' (up to 6-feet deep),, wUh or 

without emergent and aquatic vegetation in the designated lahontan Valley wetlands at Sti!lwater 

National Wildlife Refuge, Stillwater Wildlife Management Area, Carson Lake and Pasture, and the 

FaUon Indian Reservation. Primarv wetland habitat only exists when and where a pdrnarv wetland 

ot portion of a primary wet!Bnd is flooded lNith ~vater (visible surface 11'/ater.J. Consequentiy, the 

size and shape of "primar}' wetland habitat" will fluctuate from season-to-season and jit9ar"to .. year 

while the size and shape of the "prirnarv !l';'etland" witht!'l which primarv Vlletland habitat occurs wili 

remain constant from season to season and from year to year. Primarv wetlands onlv provide 

habitat for ~~vaterfowf, shorebirds, muskrats, aquatic insects, and other ~vet/and-dependent wildlife 

when they contain surlace water (i.e., when thev provide v'letland habitat). 

prime farmland - Farmland in an area or region that is considered to be the most ideal farmland 

based on several criteria; usually soH types and land productivity ot the iand are two of the most 

important criteria: 

prime water- Ideally, Newlands Project irrigation water released from storage for de!ivery to a head 

gate; practically, any 'ltJater delivered via a canal to a head gate. 

purveyor - a private iand owner or association that controls ''"'ater rights for the ability to use the 

water. 

raptor - A bird of prey, such as a hawk, eagle, or owL 
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recoupment - Recovery or repayment or water that was diverted from the Truckee River to the 

Nevvlands Project in excess of amounts permitted by OCAP during the period between ~111arch 1973 

and December 1 987, 

recreation day .. A standard unit of use consisting of a visit by one individual to a recreation area for 

recreation purposes during any reasonable portion or all of a 24,hour period. 

remediation - The act or process of correcting a problem. 

reservoi1· - An artificiaHy created lake in which water is collected and stored for future use. 

reservoir storage - The volume of water held in a reservoir at any particular time. 

return flaw - see irrigation return flow. 

riparian area - The land adjacent to rivers, streams, and irrigation canals and drain ditches where 

vegetation is influenced by higher amounts of water than the surrounding !ands. For the purpose of 

this EIS, riparian areas do not include the land surrounding lakes and basin marshes, 

sales - Gross cash receipts. 

salinity - An expression of the amount of dissolved solids in water. 

secondary wetlands - Wetland habitat in the E!S study area that are not associated with Stillwater 

National Wild!ife Refi.Jge, Stillwater Wildlife Management Area, Carson Lake and Pasture, and the 

Fallon Indian Reservation. These areas are not part of the prirnary wetlands mandated to be 

sustained by Public Law 101-618. The term "secondary" denotes location; it does not identify the 

relative importance to wetland-dependent wildlife. 

sediment - Any material, carried in suspension by water, which ultimately settles to the bottom of 

water courses. Sediments may also settle on stream banks or flood plains during high water flow. 

shorebirds - Long .. legged birds, also known as waders, belonging to the Order Charadriiformes that 

use shallow wetlands and mud fiats for foraging and nesting. 

Service's objective- The goal of sustaining and maintaining a long-term average of 25,000 acres of 

prirnarv wetlands in Lahontan VaHey as mandated by Pubnc L..aw 101-618. 

soil erosion - The wearing away of the land's surface by water, wind, ice, or other physical process. 
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species " l\ distinctive kind of plant or animal having distinguishable characteristics, and that can 

interbreed and produce young. A category of biological classification. Examples include the 

/\merican robin, mule deer, Fremont cottonwood, broadleaf cattail, and southern cattail. 

sp~H - \il/ith reference to a reservoir operations, water that is released, either inadvertently or through 

precautionary releases, in excess of that required to compensate for delivery system losses and to 

meet irri9ation demand. 

spillway - The overflow channe! of a darn. 

submergent vegetation - Plants that grow completely submerged except when f!owering. 

sub-surface drainage · irrigation water that perco!ated into the soil and subsequently ftows under 

the surface of irrigated farmland into drains. 

surface water - A body of water that has its upper surface exposed to the atmosphere. 

targeting - A technique for acquiring or protecting water-rights whereby specific areas could be 

targeted, based on soil type classification or other re!evant variables. 

terminus .. !n reference to a stream or river, its end point; where it flows into a lake or other basin. 

threatened species · Any species that is likely to become an endangered species within the 

forest.oeab~e future throughout a!l or a significant portion of its range, and one that has been 

designated as a threatened species in the Federal Heqis,!~.C by the Secretary of the Interior. 

Threatened species are afforded protection under the Endangered Specit:1s Act of 1973. 

total dissolved-solids (TDSI - The total concentration of solids (or salts) dissolved in water; specific 

conductance is a surrogate measure of dissolved solids. More specifically, total dissolved-solids is 

an aggregate of carbonates, bicarbonates, chlorides, sulfates, phosphates, nitrates, etc. of calcium, 

magnesium, manganese, sodium, potassium, and other cations that form salts. 

trace elements - Metallic elements (with atomic number :> 21) generally occurring in trace amounts 

in water, including iron, manganese, copper, chromium, arsenic, mercury, and vanadium. 

transfer rate - The use·rate for a water right that is transferred from an owner to a buyer during a 

transaction. 

transient species .. Animals that migrate through a locality without breedin9 or overwintering. 
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Tripartite Agreement ~ The 50-year agreern>Jn't betl.veen the Truckf.H::-Carson Irrigation District, the 

~~evada State Board of Fish and Game Commissioners, and the U.S. Fish and \Vi!dlife Service 

regarding the establishment. development, operation, and maintenance of Stil!vvater National 

vVildlife Refuge and Management Area, dated November 26, 1948. 

Truckee Division - The Truckee Division of thB New!ands Project is located near Fernley, contains 

about 6,000 acres of water-righted land, and relies on watBr frorn the Truckee River. 

Truckee-Carson Irrigation District !TCID} " the current contract operator of the Newlands !rri~F'Ition 

Project. 

Truckee River Operating Agreement " The agreement to be negotiated between the Secretary of the 

Interior and the States of California and Nevada and others for the operation of Truckee River 

reservoirs. 

Truckee River Agreement · A certain agreement dated July 1, 1935, and entered into by the U.S.A., 

Truckee-Carson Irrigation Di'strict. \ft/ashoe County Water Conservation District, Sierra Pacific Power 

Company, and other users of the waters of the Truckee River. 

Truckee River basin - The area which naturally drains into the Truckee River and its tributaries and 

into Pyramid lake, including that lake, but exduding the lake Tahoe basin. 

unconsolidated - A geological term that dt.oscribes soli that is not compacted. 

upland · An area where water norma!ly does not collect and where water does not flow on an 

extended basis. Uplands are non· wetland areas. 

use·rate -The amount of water/AF/year to which a particular water right is entitled. 

vegetation community" see plant community. 

vertebrate " An animal having a segmented backbone or vertebral column; indudes mammals, birds, 

fish, amphibians, and reptiles. 

water duty -The maximum rate at which water can legally be delivered to a farm head gate to 

satisfy a water right, usually expressed in AF/acre/year. 

water year - that period of time between October 1 of one calendar year and September 30 of the 

next calendar year. Traditionally, hydrologic data (i.e., stream flows, precipitation, etc.) was 

summarized or totalled for this period of time. 
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watel'fowl - ,A. group of birds that include ducks, geese, and swans \belonginn to the order 

Anseriforrnesl. 

water-righted acreage ·· The !and base for which there are water rights. 

water rights - l\ grant, permit, decree, appropriation, or claim to the use of water for beneficial 

purposes, and subject to other rights of earner date of use, called priority, or prior appropriation. 

watershed - The entire tand area that collects and drains water into a river or rfver system. 

wetland - Land that is transitional between upland (terrestda/,1 and aquatic systems !'greater than 

about 6-feet deep) v•,lhere the water table is usual!v at or near the surface or the land is covered by 

shallow ovater .. , •vetlands must have one or more of the following three attributes: ( 1) at least 

petiodicalfv, the land supports predominantly hydroptwtes (plants that require Vllet conditions); (2} 

the substrate is predominantly undrained h•idric sotl; and (3} the substrate is nonsoif and is 

saturated with water or covered by shallow water at some time during the gro>"ling season of each 

year (Cowardin and others, 1979). 

wetland habitat - i .. iabitat provided by sha[low or deep water \but less than 6-feet deep), with or 

without emergent and aquatic vegetation in wetlands. Vl/et!and habitat only ext~sts when and ~vhere 

a wetland or portion of a wetland is covered with water (visible surface ovater). Consequentlvf the 

size and sl1ape of "vvetland habitat" will fluctuate lrom seasorHo .. season and vear-to-year lAihtJe the 

size and shape of the "wetland" within which wetland habitat occurs wli/ remain constant from 

season to season and from year to year. Vvetiands oniy provide habitat for '"''arerfo~vl, shorebirds .. 

muskrats, aquatic insects, and other >vetland·dependent wtJd/de when they contain surface water 

(i.e., >vhen they provide wetllmd habitat). 

wHdiife - At I non-domesticated animal life; incilJded are vertebrates and invertebrates. 

zoning - The act of dividing a city or county into zones, and assigning particular, allowable land 

uses for each of the defined zones; also used in reference to the end product of such a process. 
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INDEX 
For Chapters 1, 2 3, and 4 

Abandoned Farmland 1-39 
Acquisition Costs 1-40, 3-4,4-95,4-96,4--133.4--134,4--158,4-161 
Acquisition Strategy 2--38 to 41,4-29,4-31,4-39,4-90, 4-92,4-96,4-133,4-134 
Agrarian lifestyle 1-41 
Air Quality 1-39, 3-4, 3-54, 3-56, 3-57, 4-51,4-53, 4-155, 4-159 
Alpine Decree 1-30, 2-19, 2-24, 2-30, 2-31, 2-38, 2-49 4-195 
Aquifer Recharge 1-40, 2-34, 2 .. 41. 3-46, 3-48, 3-49.4-33,4-35,4-37,4-38,4-41,4-42, 4-140,4-141, 

4-149, 4-152, 4-154, 4-159, 4-161, see also Groundwater Recharge 
Basalt Aquifer 3-35, 3-41. 3--43, 3-48, 3 .. 49, 3-51, 3-52, 3-134, 4-31. 4-35 to 44.4-136, 4-140, 4-141, 

4-148 to 151,4-154,4-159,4-161 
Below Lahontan Reservoir Model; see BLR fv1oclef 
Biodiversity 1-39, 1-40, 3-4, 3-58, 3-99 to 101, 4-83 to 85 
BLR Model 1-8, 2-2, 2-5, 2-12, 19,2-21, 2-42. 3-2, 3-5 to 26 3-62, 3-93, 3-98, 3-117, 4-3, 4-4, 4-6, 4-8, 

4-10 to 12, 4-14,4-19, 4-23, 4-34,4-35,4-37,4--128. 4-·129, 4 .. 151 
Canvasback Gun Club 2-2.2-7. 3-64, 3 .. 68. 3-72. 3-113 to 115,4-56,4-57,4-105 to 107,4-134 
Carson Lake 1-1, 1-2, 1-5, 1-14. 1-18, 1-22, 1-23, 1-34.2-2, 2-4, 2 .. 5. 2 .. ·16, 2~20, 2-22 to -24,2-27,2-33, 

2-41, 2-45 to 47, 3 .. 25, 3-26. 3-30, 3-31. 3-38, 3-40, 3-47, 3-58, 3-60 to 63, 3-67, 3-68, 
3-75 to 80, 3-83, 3-91, 3-94 to 97, 3-99 to 10·1. 3 ... 1·13. 3-1·15. 3-118, 3-136, 3-139,4-6, 
4-8, 4-10, 4"·12, 4"29, 4-45.4-54,4-63, 4-75,4-105,4-106,4-114, 4-122,4-129, 4-139, 
4-141,4-143,4-155,4-158,4-161 

Carson River Mercury Site 1··24, 1-29. 3-118 
Comprehensive management plan 1-21. 2-41,4-46.4-47 4 .. 139 
Condemnation 1-42, 2-43, 4· 13 
Contaminants 1-29. 1~39, 1-42, 2-21. 3-30. 3-31, 3-45. 360, 3 .. 96 to 98, 4-28.4-30, 4-80 lo 82 
Converted Farmlands ·J-4·1 
Crop Production 1-41, 3-71, 3-102, 3-104. 3-106. 3--109. 3·'130, 4-50,4-86, 4~88, 4-90,4-94,4-95,4-98, 

4-10"l, 4-"102, 4 .. "116, 4-'145, 4-164 
Cui-ui 1·'10. 1 .. 19. ·1-22, 1-24, 1 2-32.2-43, 3-73. 3-91 to 93, 3·138, 4-74,4-76 to 79,4-128, 4-129, 

4-138, 4--l40 to 144. 4 .. 147_ 4-156, 4~158, 4-160 
Cultural Resources ·1-40, 3-4, 3-137 to 140, 4-129. 4-130, 4- ·l58, 4· ·161 
Deep Aquifer 3-35, 3-40, 3-48. 3-51 
Diversification 1-41, 3 .. 49, 3-133 to 136,4-37, 4-116, 4-122 to 124.4-149,4-150, 4-156.4-157, 4-160, 

4-161 
Dixie VaUey 1-42, 2-7, 2·44. 2-47, 2-48 4-105 
Domestic Water Supply 3-51, 4-41. 4-122. 4-154 
Drainwater Inflows 2-4. 3 .. 25, 3-26, 3-60, 3-97, 4-8, 4-9.4-106,4-145, 4-146 
Drainwater QuaHty 1-6, 2-41, 3-29, 3-30, 3-97, 4 .. 8. 4 .. 28. 4-30. 4-31, 4-119 
Eco-Vlsion 2-44, 2-48, 4-105 
Employment 3-102, 3-103. 3--105 to 108, 3 .. ·123. 4-85, 4-92. 4-99 to 102, 4-112,4-148 to 150 
Endangered Species Act 1-35, 2-25, 2-32, 3-91, 3-92, 4-39, 4-78 
Endangered, Threatened, and Sensitive Species 3-4 
Erosion Potential1-39. 1-41,4-47,4-48 
Fallon Indian Reservation 1-18, 2-2. 3-137,4-104,4-128 
Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Indian Reservation Wetlands ·1-·18; see also Tribal Wetlands 
Farm Acreage 3-109, 4-85, 4-102. 4-104 
Farm Preservation Values: see Preservation Values 
Farmland Conversion 1-38, 2"14, 3-·110 
Farmland Protection Policy Act 1-31, 1-35, 2-13. 3-"liO. 4-107 
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Fernley WMA 1-9, 3-3, 3-63. 3-64, 3-68. 3-73, 3-77, 3-113. 3-115. 4~56, 4 .. 1·14. 4-143 
Groundwater Levels 1-40.4-32, 4-<B. 4 .. 35 to 4·1. 4-43, 4-153 
Groundwater Pumping 1-42. 2-7. 2-28, 2-2~), 2-33 2-34, 3-34.4-7. 4··26. 4 .. 27, 4··29. 4-38, 4-41, 4-44. 

4 .. 79. 4-82. 4· .. 130. 4 .. 131, 4-'133. 4-'154 
Groundwater Recharge 2-34.3-32 to 34,3-43,3-50.4-22,4-32.4-34 to 36.4-39 to 44,4-136.4-139 to 

'141, 4 .. 143. 4 .. 144. 4-'147, 4-151,4-154,4-159 
Humboldt River Basin 2-7, 2-48 
Hunter Drain 3 31 
Hydropower Generation 1-2, 1-40. 3-17, 3-100, 4-4. 4-17 to 21, 4-·102, 4 .. 163 
Important Farmland 4~162 
Income 1-37. 1-41. 2-30, 3-102, 3-103, 3-105, 3-107 to 109, 4-85 to 87. 4"'89, 4-91 to ·102, 4 .. ·104. 4 .. '1'J3, 

4-·114. 4-116,4-145,4-148 to 150. 4-·156. 4--164 
Indian lakes 1-23.1-24.2-45.3-64,3-73,3-92.3-113 to 1H3, 4-56.4-150, 4-·151 
Indian Tribes 1~36, ·1-37, 3-137, 4-44 
Industrial Water 1-40, 3-32 
Infrastructure 1-40, 2-2, 3-5. 3--140, 4 .. 2. 4-155 
Intermediate Aquifer 2-34, 3-35, 3-38. 3-40, 3-4 7, 3-48. 3-51, 4-31 4-36, 4-39. 4-41, 4-42, 4-·149. 4-159 
Irrigation Reservoirs; see Regulating Reservoirs 
Jobs 1-41 3-102, 3-106. 3-107,4-99 to 101.4-148 to 150, 4-152. 4-156.4-163 
Lahontan Cutthroat Trout ·1-25, 4 .. 78, 4 ... 143 
lahontan Valley Environmental Alliance; see L VEA 
LahontanValleyWethmd 1-·1. 1 .. 2.1-5to7, 1-8, 1-10.1·13, 1--14.1·18.1 .. 20to22, ·1-24. ·1 .. 28, 1 .. 32to 

34. ·J-38, 1-42. 2-·1 to 3, 2-i', 2-8.2-11,2-13 2-16,2-20,2-21,2-28,2-30,2-33 to 35, 
2-37, 2-39. 2-43. 2 .. 45 to 48, 3-1. 3-2, 3-A, 3 .. 1·1. 3 .. 22 to 25. 3-30 to 32, 3-34, 3 ... 35. 3 .. 40. 
3-43, 3-45, 3-47 3-48, 3-51 to 55, 3-57 to 62, 3-64, 3-67 to 69, 3-71 to 91, 3-94 to 98, 
3-100 to 102, 3-·113. 3-1'14. 3 .. ·1'18. 3· 119. 3- ·121, 3-122, 3-129. 3-"134. 3-'137 to 142, 4-1, 
4-·12, 4-17.4-27, 4-29, 4-33.4-38 to 43.4-43, 4-45, 4-53 to 56, 4-58. 4-G4 to 68, 4-70, 
4-72, 4-73 4-75, 4-78 to 82, 4 .. 34. 4 85. 4 88. 4-104, 4-"l 05 4-1 ·11 to 118, 4 .. ·122. 4-12.3, 

Land Conversion 1-39, 4-117, 4-161; see also Farmland Conversion 
land Evaluation and Site Assessrnent; see LESA 
Land Use 1-38. 1-41, 3-4, 3-125 to 127 3-127 128. 3-131, 4 .. 115 to 118. 4-"120. 4-·148. 4 ... 149 4-156, 

4-160, 4-162. 4"·164 
Land Values 1-38, 3-4, 3-129, 3-130, 3-141. 4-118 to 120, 4-136, 4-157, 4-16·1. 4 .. 162 
leasing 2-8, 2-·10, 2-1'1_2 .. 22, 2 .. 24. 2-27 to 30,2-35,2-40.2-41.4-7.4-29,4-31 4-89,4-95,4-98. 4 .. ·101, 

4-104,4-109,4-125,4-130,4-131,4-133 4-134. 4"140 
lESA 2-4 ·1 , 3- ·113, 4-1 0 7, 4 .. 1 '10, 4-111 4-118 
LVEA 3-128, 3-134 to 13G 
Marsh People ·1-18 
Middle Carson River 1-9. 2-8, 2-14, 2-15, 2 .. 28 to 31, 2-34 3 .. 3. 3-A, 3-32. 3-33, 3 ... 50. 3-69, 3-85, 3-95, 

3-109, 3-110, 3-117, 3-128, 3-140,4-3, 4-7, 4-12, 4-18, 4-20. 4-24, 4-27.4-29, 4-32,4-40. 
4-43, 4-44, 4-55, 4-60 to 62. 4-102 to ·1 04. 4 .. ·1 09. 4-·11 0. 4-117. 4-118. 4-133. 4-139. 
4-140, 4-159 

Migratory Birds 1-13, 1-14, 1-39, 3-29, 3-74, 4-55 
Mosquitoes 3-52, 3-53 
Municipal Water4-43, 4-44,4-123.4-148,4-154.4-159 
NAS-Fal!on 1-9. 1-22, 1-25, 2-·11, 2-.. 29. 2 .. 32, 2 .. 33. 2-46.2-47,3-2,3-41. 3-51,3-107,3-108.3-123, 

3-125,3-133.3-136,4-5.4-31,4-40,4-41,4-44, 4-10'1, 4-116. 4-'123, 4.,'140. 4· .. 141, 
4-148.4-149,4-153,4-154,4-156 to 15fJ 

National Irrigation Water Quality Program; see N!WQP 
Native Species 2-35, 3-54, 3-99. 3-101 
Naval Air Station-Fallon; see NAS-Faflon 
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Navy Conserved Water 2-2, 2-30, 4-55, 4-139 
Navy Water 2-28, 2-32, 2-35, 4-7,4-109 
NDOW 1-2, 1-5, 1-14, 1-20, 1-23,2-3,2-11,2-21,2-22, 2-32,3-3, 3-29,3-60 to62, 3-64, 3-72,3-73,3-75 

to 84,3-86,3-92,3-94,3-98,3-100,3-115,3-116,4 .. 122 
Nevada Division of Wildlife; see NDOW 
Newlands Project Efficiency Study 1-27, 2-4, 3-21, 4-13 
N!WQP 1-28 
O&M Fees 4-19, 4-21 
Open Space 1-39, 3-128, 4-117,4-162 
Operating and Maintenance Fee; see O&M Fees 
Orr Ditch Decree 1-8, 1-30, 4-138 
Preservation Values 1-39, 1-41,4-123 to 125,4-161,4-163 
Primary Wetland Habitat 1-2, 1-5 to 7, 1-20, 1-31, ·1-40, 1-41, 2-1 to 9, 2-12, 2-14 to 16, 2-20 to 22, 2-24, 

2-26 to 29, 2-31, 2-33, 2-34, 2-36, 2--40 to 43, 2-45, 2-46, 2~49, 3-2, 3-10, 3-11, 3-25, 
3-26, 3-61 to 64, 3-76, 3-77, 3-11 0, 4-1, 4-2, 4-6 to 8, 4-12, 4-24, 4-25, 4-27 to 30, 4--46, 
4-53 to 55,4-57 to 59,4-61,4-63 to 84, 4-105 to 107,4-124, 4-126,4-127,4-129,4-130, 
4-134, 4-139, 4-141, 4-143, 4-145, 4-149, 4-151, 4-155 to 158, 4-160, 4-161, 4-164 

Prime Farmlands 2-15, 3-110, 4-120 
Property Taxes 3-4, 3-121, 3-130, 3-135, 3-136, 4-·120, 4-132,4-157,4-161 
Proposition 5 Bond Issue 1-22; see also Question 5 Bond Fund 
Public Health 1-39, 3-52, 3-72 
Public Involvement 1-37 
Public law 101-618 1-2, 1-5 to 7, 1-14, 1-18, 1-·19, ·1-21 to 24, 1-26 to 28, 1-30, 1··34, 1-38, 2-3 to 5, 2-9, 

2-11, 2-15,2-16, 2-19, 2-20, 2-25,2-32,2-37, 2-38, 2-40, 2-43, 2--45, 3-5, 3-6, 3-26, 3-29, 
3-61, 3-62, 3-137, 3-138, 4-39, 4-56, 4-104, 4-109, 4-118, 4-126, 4-135 to 141, 4-143, 
4-145, 4-150, 4-164 

Pyramid lake 1··2, 1-9, 1-10, 1-13, 1-20, 1-24 to 26, 1-29 to 31, 1-36, 1-38,2-7,2-11,2-16,2-21,2-22, 
2-25, 2-27, 2-29, 2-30, 2-32, 2-38, 3-3, 3-5, 3-6, 3-20, 3-22, 23, 3-23, 3-34, 3-51' 3-69, 
3··83, 3-91 to 93, 3-122, 3-131, 3-137, 3-138,4-4, 4-22 to 27,4-57, 4-63,4-67,4-76 to 78, 
4-128, 4-129,4-138, 4-140 to 144,4-147,4-148, 4-·156, 4-158,4-160,4-162 

Question 5 Bond Fund 1-34, 2-16, 2-23, 2-26, 2-32; see also Proposition 5 Bond Issue 
Reclamation 1-1, 1-9, 1-10, ·1-13, 1-14, 1-19, 1-27, 1-28, 1-36, 1-37, 2-4, 2-6, 2-12, 2-31, 2-39, 2-42, 

2-48, 3-5 to 8, 3-11, 3-15, 3-24, 3-29, 3-54, 3-104, 3-105, 3-109, 3-110, 3-113, 3-116, 3-5 
to 8, 3-11, 3-15, 3-24, 3-29, 3-54, 3-104, 3-105, 3-109, 3-110, 3-113, 3-116, 4-3, 4-23, 
4-107, 4-137, 4-146 

Recoupment 1-26 to 28, 2-7, 2-10, 4-104, 4-118, 4-143 to 145, 4-147, 4-154, 4-155, 4-157, 4-159, 4-160 
Recreation 1-20, 1-21, 1-24, 1-38, 1-41, 1-42,3-4, 3-26,3-113 to 122,3-125, 3-136, 3-137,4-17,4-111 

to 115,4-123,4-139,4-141,4-150,4-157,4-161 
Regional Agriculture 1-38, 4-85 
Regional Recreation 1-38 
Regulating Reservoirs 2-4,2-45,2--46, 3-2, 3-25, 3-64, 3-72, 3-77, 3-78, 3-90, 3-92, 3-113, 3-115,3-118, 

4-57,4-63, 4-67, 4-105, 4-111' 4-114 
Retired (agricultural acreage) 2-22, 2-23, 2-26, 2-28, 2-34,4--47, 4-48, 4-80 to 82, 4-86, 4-124, 4-125 
Revegetate 1--43, 3-54, 3-55 
Revegetation 3-54, 3-55, 4-48, 4-49, 4-51 
Revenue Sharing 1-32, 2-22,2-24,2-26,2-28,2-35, 3-131, 3-142,4-120,4-121, 4-131-133,4-161 
Rural lifestyle 1-39, 3-102, 4-123 to 125 
Scoping 1-9, 1-31, 1-37, 1-38, 1-41, 1--43, 2-3, 2-7, 3-6 
Secondary Wetlands 3-61, 3-64, 3-67, 3-68, 3-76, 3-79,4-56 to 59,4-64 to 67,4-72 to 74, 4-80,4-81, 

4-145, 4-160 
Sensitive Species 1-40, 3-4, 3-58, 3-67, 4-74 
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Sewage Effluent 1-42, 2-7,2-8, 2-29, 2-30, 2-33,2-36, 2··46, 2-47, 3-133,4-6,4-26, 4-27,4-55,4-105, 
4-109 

ShaUow Aquifer 1-28, 3-35, 3-38, 3-45 to 49, 3-51, 4-33 to 37, 4-41, 4-42, 4-'136, 4-146. 4-150 to 152, 
4-154 

Shorebirds 1-5, 1-13, 2-45, 3-60, 3-64, 3-74, 3-79, 3 .. 8Q, 3-97. 3-100,4-65,4-66.4-79, 4-126,4-127, 
4-'141 

Social Values 1-39, 1-41, 3··4, 3-133, 3-134,4-49,4-102,4-123 to 125,4-148,4-157, 4-161 to 163 
Stillwater NWR 1-2, 1-13 to 15, 1-19 to 21, 1-24, 1-34, 1-39, 2-2,2-5, 2·9, 2-16, 2-20,2-22 to 24,2-27, 

2-33, 2-35, 2-40, 2-41. 2-45 to 47, 3-25, 3-29. 3-31, 3-40, 3-54, 3-61, 3-62, 3-67, 3-68, 
3-72, 3-75 to 77,3-79, 3-82,3-83,3-90, 3-91,3-94, 3-96 to 98,3-113 to 115,3-118, 
3-119, 3-121, 3-133,3-136, 3-139,4-6, 4-8,4-12,4-21,4-29, 4-30,4-45 to 47,4-53, 4-54, 
4-58, 4-61, 4-63, 4-65, 4-75, 4-83, 4-85, 4-105, 4-110, 4-112, 4-114, 4-120, 4-122,4-129, 
4-130,4-134,4-135,4-137,4-139,4-143,4-158, 4-159, 4-161 

StillwaterWMA 1-2, 1-14, 1-19-21, 1-24,2-3,2-5,2-16,3-61, 3-62,3-113, 3-114,4-61,4-65,4-69 
Storage Reservoirs 1-42; see also Regulating Reservoirs 
TCID 1-10, 1-14, 1-26 to 29, 1-42, 2-12, 2-19, 2-31, 2-42, 2-44, 2-45, 3-9, 3-11, 3-17, 3-25, 3-55, 3-60 to 

62, 3-72, 3-104, 3-109, 3-115, 3-116, 4-20, 4-105, 4-106, 4-144 
TJ Drain i-18, 1-19, 3-31,4-30,4-137,4-138,4-153,4-159, 4-160 
TOPGUN 1-29,4-116,4-148 
Toxicity 3-4, 3-32, 3-58, 3-91, 3-96, 3-98, 4-79, 4-82, 4-83 
Tribal Wetlands 1-2, 1-18,1-34,2-22 to 25,2-27,2-28,2-33,2-41,2-45,3-61,4-6,4-8, 4-·12, 4-54, 

4-126, 4-128, 4-139, 4-143; see also Fallon Paiufe .. Siwshone Indian Reservation 
Wetlands 

Tripartite Agreement 1-14, 1-20, 1-21, 1-24, 2-9 
TROA 1-19, 3-6, 4-138,4-142, 4-156,4-158,4-160 
Truckee-Carson Irrigation District; see TC/0 
Truckee River Diversions 1-8, 1-13, 1-25, 1-40,2-7, 2-8, 2-19, 2-2.3, 2-27,2-32, 2-44, 3-5. 3-7. 3-9, 3-13, 

3-15, 3-16, 3-20, 3-22, 4-17,4-22 to 24,4-79, 4-106,4-142,4-144, 4-·151 
Truckee River Operating Agreement see TROA 
Upper Carson River 2-7, 2-49, 4-105 
Water Delivery Patterns 1-40, 3-86 
Water QuaUty 1-28, 1-29, 2-5, 2-26, 2-34, 2-35, 2-42, 2-43, 2-46, 3-26, 3-29, 3-30, 3-38, 3-40, 3-43, 

3-49, 3-60, 3-73,3-90. 3-91,3-96 to 98, 3-100, 3-134, 3-137,4-8,4-27-31,4-39,4-53 to 
56, 4-58, 4-59, 4-63, 4-72 to ?4, 4-76, 4-77. 4-80 to 84, 4-·128, 4-129, 4-135, 4-137, 4-143 
to 145,4-147 to 149, 4-151,4-153,4-156,4-158 to 160 

Waterfowi 1-5, 1-13, 1-18, 1-22, 3-3, 3-62, 3-64, 3-67, 3-68, 3-74. 75, 3-75, 76, 3-76 to 78, 3-97 to 100, 
3-113, 3-115, 3-118. 3-121, 3-122, 3-139, 3-141, 4-55, 4-63 to 65, 4-77, 4-79, 4-84, 
4-126, 4-127, 4-141 

Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network 1-23 
Wetland Deliveries 1-41,2-12,4-5,4-6,4-11 
WUiing SeUers 1-6 to 8, 1-18, 2-2,2-14, 2-22, 2-24, 2-26. 2-28, 2-30,2-31, 2-38,2-40, 3-141. 3-142, 

4-37, 4-109,4-132, 4-135 

lndex-4 




